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students "\'\'ho care about ho,,{ the world works, microeconomics is one of 
most relevant and interesting subjects they can study. A good grasp of 

microeconomics is vital for managerial decision making, for designing and un
derstanding public policy, and more generally for appreciating how a modern 
economy functions. 

We wrote this book, Microecollomics, because we believe that students need 
to be exposed to the new topics that have come to playa central role in micro
economics over the years-topics such as game theory and competitive strat
egy, the roles of uncertainty and information, and the analysis of pricing by 
firms with market power. We also felt that students need to be shown how mi
croeconomics can help us to understand what goes on in the world and how it 
can be used as a practical tool for decision making. Microeconomics is an ex
citing and dynamic subject, but shldents need to be given an appreciation of 
its relevance and usefulness. They vvant and need a good understanding of ho\v 
microeconomics can actually be used outside the classroom. 

To respond to these needs, the fifth edition of Mic roeco II 0 III ics provides a treat
ment of microeconomic theory that stresses its relevance and application to both 
managerial and public-policy decision making. This applied emphasis is ac
complished by including 107 extended examples that cover such topics as the 
analysis of demand, cost, and market efficiency; the design of pricing strate
gies; investment and production decisions; and public policy analysis. Because 
of the importance that we attach to these examples, they are included in the 
flow of the text. (A complete list of the examples is included in the table of 
contents on pages ix-xxii.) 

The coverage in the fifth edition of Microecollomics incorporates the dramatic 
changes that have occurred in the field in recent years. There has been grO\,\r
ing interest in game theory and the strategic interactions of firms (Chapters 12 
and B), in the role and implications of uncertainty and asymmetric infonna
tion (Chapters 5 and 17), in the pricing strategies of firms with market power 
(Chapters 10 and 11), and in the design of policies to deal efficiently with ex
ternalities such as environmental pollution (Chapter 18). These topics, "which 
have only recently received attention in most books, are covered extensively 
here. 

That the coverage in MicroecoJ1omics is comprehensive and up-to-date does 
not mean that it is "advanced" or difficult. We have worked hard to make the 
exposition clear and accessible as well as lively and engaging. We believe that 
the study of microeconomics should be enjoyable and stimulating. We hope that 
our book reflects this belief. Except for appendices and footnotes, MicroecoJ1omics 
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uses no calculus .. As a result, it should be suitable for students with a broad 
range of backgrounds. (Those sections that are more demanding are marked 
with an asterisk and can be easily omitted.) 

Each ne,,\' edition of this book has built on the success of prior editions by adding 
a number of new topics, by adding and updating examples, and by improving 
the exposition of existing materials. The fifth edition continues in that tradition. 
We have included a new section on auctions in Chapters 13 (Game Theory and 
Competitive Strategy), and we have expanded our coverage of supply-demand 
analysis in Chapter 2, as well as our coverage of cost in Chapters 7 and 8. In 
addition, we have added several new examples, and we ha\'e replaced a num
ber of older examples with new ones. 

In keeping with the preferences of many of our faithful users, \,-'e have not 
chanaed the chapter oraanization of the book. However, we have significantly b b 

revised portions of the first eight chapters, explaining some basic concepts in a 
more detailed and systematic way. Our primary goal in revising the book has been, 
as always to make the text as clear, accessible, and engaging as possible. 

The f'if;h edition of Microeconolllics, like the fourth, is printed in four colors. 
As before, we have tried to use color to make the figures as clear and peda
gogically effective as possible. In addition, we have added several new dia
grams, and we have modified a number of existing diagrams to improve their 
accuracy and clarity. 

This edition uses a laraer text layout than earlier editions. This gave us the b , 

opportunity to add some new pedagogical devices. Key terms now appear in 
boldface and are defined in the margins of the text. Often, important ideas in 
microeconomics build on concepts that have been developed earlier in the text. 
In recognition of this fact, we have added a number of Concept Links in the 
margins, which explicitly direct the student to prior relevant materials. 

Alternative Course Designs 
The fifth edition of Microeconolllics offers instructors substantial flexibility in 
course design. For a one-quarter or one-semester course stressing the basic core 
material, we would suggest using the following chapters and sections of chap
ters: 1,2,3,4.1-4.4,6,7.1-7.4,8,9.1-93, 10, 11.1-11.3, 12, 14, 15.1-15.4, 18.1-
18.2, and 18.5. A somewhat more ambitious course might also include parts of 
Chapters 5 and 16 and additional sections in Chapters 4, 7, and 9. To empha
size uncertainty and market failure, an instructor should also include substan
tial parts of Chapters 5 and 17. 

Depending on one's interests and the goals of the course, other sections could 
be added or used to replace the materials listed above. A course emphasizing 
modern pricing theory and business strategy would include all of Chapters 11, 
12, and 13 and the remaining sections of Chapter 15. A course in managerial 
economics might also include the appendixes to Chapters 4, 7, and 11 as well 
as the appendix on regression analysis at the end of the book. A course stress
ing welfare economics and public policy should include Chapter 16 and addi
tional sections of Chapter 18. 

Finallv we want to stress that those sections or subsections that are more de
manding 'and/or peripheral to the core Inaterial have been marked with an as
terisk. These sections can easily be omitted without detracting from the flow of 
the book. 

Ancillaries of an exceptionally high quality are a\-ailable to instructors and stu
dents using the fifth edition of Microeconolllics. The Instructor's Manual, pre
pared by Nora Underwood o~ the Universi~y of Calif~rnia, Da\'is, pr~vides de
tailed solutions to all end-ot-chapter Renew QuestlOns and ExerClses. Each 
chapter also contains Teaching Tips to summarize key points and extra Revie,,-' 
Questions with ans\vers. 

The Test Bank, prepared by John Crooker of Texas Tech University, contains 
o\'er 2,000 multiple-choice and short-answer questions with solutions. It is de
sianed for use with the Prentice Hall Test Manager, a computerized package 

b 

that allows instructors to custom-design, save, and generate classroom tests. 
A PowerPoint Lecture Presentation, created by Jeffrey Caldwell and Steven 

Smith, both of Rose State College, is available f~r the fi-fth edition and can be 
downloaded from the text Web site (wwmprenlll711.colll/pindyck). Instructors can 
edit the detailed outlines and summaries to fit their own lecture presentations. 
A set of Color Acetates of the figures and selected tables from the text is avail
able for instructors using the fifth edition of Microeconolllics. 

The Study Guide, prepared by Valerie Sus low of the University of Michigan 
and Jonathan Hamilton of the University of Florida, provides a wide variety of 
review materials and exercises for students. Each chapter contains a list of im
portant concepts, chapter highlights, a concept review, problem sets, and a self
test quiz. Worked-out answers and solutions are provided for all exercises, prob
lem sets, and self-test questions. 

Prentice Hall's Learning on the Internet Partnership (myPHLIP)/Companion 
Web site (www.prenhall.com/pindyck)isaWebsitewithInternetexercises.ac
tivities, and resources related specifically to this text New Internet resources 
are added every two weeks to provide both the student and the instructor with 
updated services. The site includes an On-Line Study Guide, prepared by 
Peter Zaleski of Villanova University, containing multiple-choice and essay 
questions. The On-Line Study Guide has a built-in grading feature that provides 
students with immediate feedback in the form of coaching comments. 

For the instructor, the Web site offers such resources as the Syllabus Manager, 
answers to Current Events and Internet exercises, and a Faculty Lounge area 
with teachina archives and faculty chat rooms. From the Web site, instructors b _ 

can also download supplements and lecture aids, including the Instructor's 
Manual and PowerPoint Lecture Presentation. Instructors should contact their 
Prentice Hall sales representative to get the necessary username and password 
to access the faculty resources on the site. 

Prentice Hall pro~'ides faculty with Internet tools to help create on-line courses. 
It provides content and enhanced features to help instructors create full-length 
on-line courses or simply produce on-line supplementary materials to use in 
existing courses. Content is available on both WebCT and Blackboard platforms. 
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PART 1 surveys the scope of microeconomics and introduces 
some basic concepts and tools. Chapter 1 discusses the range 
of problems that microeconomics addresses, and the kinds of 
answers it can provide. It also explains what a market is, hO\y 
vve determine the boundaries of a m.arket, and how we mea
sure market price. 

Chapter 2 covers one of the Inost important tools of micro
economics: supply-demand analysis. We explain how a com
petitive market works and how supply and demand deter
mine the prices and quantities of goods. We also show how 
supply-demand analysis can be used to determine the effects 
of changing market conditions, including government inter
vention. 
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I 

Economics is divided into two main branches: microeco
nomics and macroeconomics. Microeconomics deals with 

the beha\'ior of individual economic units. These units include 
consumers, workers, investors, mvners of land, business 
firms-in fact, any individual or entity that plays a role in the 
functioning of our economy.! Microeconomics explains hovv 
and ''\'hy these units make economic decisions. For example, it 
explains how consumers make purchasing decisions and how 
their choices are affected by changing prices and incomes, It 
also explains ho'"" firms decide hm\' many workers to hire and 
how workers decide where to work and how much work to do. 

Another important concern of microeconomics is how eco
nomic units interact to form larger l.mits-markets and indus
h·ies. Microeconornics helps us to tmderstand, for example, why 
the American automobile industry developed the way it did and 
how producers and consumers interact in the market for auto
mobiles. It explains how automobile prices are determined, how 
much automobile companies invest in new factories, and how 
many cars are produced each year. By studying the behavior and 
interaction of individual finns and consumers, rnicroeconomics 
reveals hO'N industries and markets operate and evolve, why 
they differ from one another, and hm·\' they are affected by 
government policies and global economic conditions. 

By contrast, macroeconomics deals with aggregate eco
nomic quantities, such as the level and growth rate of national 
output, interest rates, unemployment, and inflation. But the 
boundary between macroeconomics and microeconomics has 
become less and less distinct in recent years. The reason is that 
macroeconomics also involves the analysis of markets-for 
example, the aggregate markets for goods and services, labor, 
and corporate bonds. To understand how these aggregate mar
kets operate, we must first understand the behavior of the 
firms, consumers, \\'orkers, and investors who constitute 
them. Thus macroeconomists have become increasingly con
cerned with the micro economic foundations of aggregate eco
nomic phenomena, and much of macroeconomics is actually 
an extension of micro economic analysis. 

1 The prefix micro- is derived from the Greek word meaning "small." 
However, many of the individual economic units that we will studv are small 
only in relation' to the Us. economy as a whole. For example, the aimual sales 
of General Motors, IBM, or Exxon are larger than the gross national products 
of many countries. 
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microeconomics Branch of 
economics that deals with the 
behavior of individual eco
nomic llluts-consumers, firms, 
workers, and investors-as 
well as the markets that these 
units comprise> 

macroeconomics Branch of 
economics that deals with 
aggregate economic variables, 
such as the level and growth 
rate of national output, inter
est rates, unemployment, and 
intlation> 

The Rolling Stones once said: "You can't always get what you want>" This is 
true. For most people (even Mick Jagger), that there are limits to what you can 
have or do is a simple fact of life learned in early childhood> For economists, 
however, it can be an obsession. 

Much of microeconomics is about limits-the limited incomes that con
sumers can spend on goods and services, the limited budgets and technical 
knmv-how that firms can use to produce things, and the limited number of 
hours in a week that workers can allocate to labor or leisure. But microeconom
ics is also about WillIS to IIznke tlze 1Il0st of tlzese filii its> More precisely, it is about tlze 
allocatioll of scarce ;>esollrces. For exan~ple, microeconomics explains how con
sumers can best allocate their limited incomes to the various goods and services 
available for purchase. It explains how .. vorkers can best allocate their time to 
labor instead of leisure, or to one job instead of anotheL And it explains how 
firms can best allocate limited financial resources to hiring additional \vorkers 
versus buying new machinery, and to producing one set of products versus 
another. 

In a plaruled economy such as that of Cuba, North Korea, or the former Soviet 
Union, these allocation decisions are made mostly by the government. Firms are 
told what and how much to produce, and how to produce it; \vorkers have little 
flexibility in choice of jobs, hours worked, or even where they live; and consumers 
typically have a very limited set of goods to choose from. As a result, many of the 
tools and concepts of microeconomics are of limited relevance in those cOlmtries. 

In modern market economies, consumers, workers, and firms have much 
more flexibility and choice when it carnes to allocating scarce resources. 
Microeconomic~ describes the tl'l1de-offs that consumers, workers, and firms face, 
and slzolL's lzow tlzese trade-offs are best lIlade. 

The idea of making opti~nal trade-offs is an important theme in microeconom
ics-one that you \>\'ill encounter throughout this book. Let's look at it in more 
detail. 

Consumers have limited incomes, which can be spent on a wide 
variety of aoods and services, or saved for the future. ConSlllller tlzeory, the sub-_ b 

ject matter of Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this book, describes how consumers, based 
on their preferences, maximize their well-being by trading off the purchase of 
more of some goods with the purchase of less of others. We will also see how 
consumers decide hOI\' much of their incomes to save, thereby trading off cur
rent consumption for future consumption. 

Workers also face consh'aints and make trade-offs. First, people must 
decide whether and >when to enter the workforce. Because the kinds of jobs
and corresponding pay scales-available to a worker depend in part on educa
tional attaiIU11ent and accumulated skills, one must trade off working now (and 
earning an immediate income) with continued education (and the hope of earn
ing a higher future income). Second, workers face trade-offs in their choice of 
employment. For example, while some people choose to work for large corpora
tions that offer job security but limited potential for advancement, others prefer 
to work for small companies where there is more opportlmity for advancement 
but less securitv. Finallv, workers must sometimes decide how many hours per 
week they wisl~ to work, thereby trading off labor for leisure. 

Firms also face limits in terms of the kinds of products that they can pro
duce, and the resources a\'ailable to produce them. The Ford Motor Company, 
for example, is \'ery good at producing cars and trucks, but it does not have the 
ability to produce airplanes, computers, or pharmaceuticals. It is also con
strained in terms of financial resources and the current production capacity of its 
factories> Gi\'en these constraints, Ford must decide how many of each type of 
\'ehicle to produce> If it wants to produce a larger total number of cars and 
trucks next year or the year after, it must decide 'whether to hire more workers, 
build new factories, or do both> The tizeory of tlze finll, the subject matter of 
Chapters 6 and 7, describes how these trade-offs can best be made. 

A second important theme of microeconomics is the role of prices> All of the 
trade-offs described abm'e are based on the prices faced by consumers, workers, 
or firms> For example, a consumer trades off beef for chicken based partly on his 
or her preferences for each one, but also on their prices> Likewise, workers trade 
off labor for leisure based in part on the "price" that they can get for their 
labor-i.e>, the wage. And firms decide whether to hire more workers or pur
chase more machines based in part on wage rates and machine prices. 

Microeconomics also describes how prices are determined. In a centrally 
planned economy, prices are set by the government. In a market economy, prices 
are determined by the interactions of consumers, 'workers, and firms> These 
interactions occur in lIlarkets-collections of buyers and sellers that together 
determine the price of a good. In the automobile market, for example, car prices 
are affected by competition among Ford, General Motors, Toyota, and other 
manufacturers, and also by the demands of consumers. The central role of mar
kets is the third important theme of microeconomics. We will say more about the 
nature and operation of markets shortly. -

Theories and Models 

Like any science, economics is concerned with the explallatioll and prediction of 
observed phenomena> Why, for example, do firms tend to hire or layoff workers 
when the prices of their raw materials change? How many workers are likely to 
be hired or laid off by a firm or an industry if the price of raw materials 
increases by, say, 10 percent? 

In economics, as in other sciences, explanation and prediction are based on 
tizeories> Theories are developed to explain observed phenomena in terms of a 
set of basic rules and assumptions. The tlzeory of tlze firlll, for example, begins 
with a simple assumption-firms try to maximize their profits. The theory uses 
this assumption to explain how firms choose the amounts of labor, capital, and 
raw materials that they use for production and the amount of output they pro
duce. It also explains how these choices depend on the prices of inputs, such as 
labor, capital, and raw materials, and the prices that firms can receive for their 
outputs. 

Economic theories are also the basis for making predictions. Thus the theory 
of the firm tells us whether a firm's output level will increase or decrease in 
response to an increase in wage rates or a decrease in the price of raw materials. 
With the application of statistical and econometric techniques, theories can be 
used to construct models from which quantitative predictions can be made. A 
model is a mathematical representation, based on economic theory, of a firm, a 
market, or some other entity. For example, we might develop a model of a par
ticular firm and use it to predict by IlOll) IIl1lclz the firm's output level will change 
as a result of, say, a 10-percent drop in the price of raw materials. 
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positive analysis Analysis 
describing relationships of 
cause and effect. 

Statistics and econometrics also let us measure the aCClll'llcy of our predictions. 
For example, suppose we predict that a lO-percent drop in the price of. raw mat~
rials will lead to a 5-percent increase in out)Jut Are we sure that the mcrease 111 
output will be exactly 5 percent, or might it be sornewhere between 3 and 7 p~r
cent? Quantifying the accuracy of a prediction can be as important as the predIc
tion itself. 

No theory, whether in economics, physics, or any other science, is perfectly 
correct The" usefulness and validity of a theory depend on whether it succeeds 
in explaining and predicting the set of phenomena that it ~s intended t~ explain 
and predict Theories, therefore, are continually test~d aga111st obse~·\'atlon. As a 
result of this testing, they are often modified or refined and occaslOnally even 
discarded. The process of testing and refining theories is central to the develop
ment of economics as a science. 

When evaluating a theory, it is important to keep in mind that it is invariably 
imperfect. This is the case in every branch of science. In physics, f~r exampl~, 
Boyle's law relates the volume, temperature, and pressure ot a gas.- The law IS 
ba~ed on the assumption that individual molecules of a gas behave as though 
they were tiny, elastic billiard balh Physicists today know that gas molecules do 
not, in fact, ;lwavs behave like billiard balls, which is why Boyle's law breaks 
down under ext;emes of pressure and temperature, Under most conditions, 
however, it does an excellent job of predicting how the temperature of a gas \'1'ill 
change when the pressure and volume change, and it is therefore an essential 
tool for engineers and scientists. 

The situation is much the same in economics, For example, firms do not max
imize their profits all the time. Perhaps because of this, the theory of the firm has 
had only limited success in explaining certain aspects of firms' behavior, such as 
the timing of capital investment decisions. Nonetheless, the theory does e~plain 
a broad range of phenomena regarding the behavior, growth',and evolutlon of 
firms and industries, and so it has become an important tool tor managers and 
policymakers 

Positive versus Normative Analysis 
Microeconomics is concerned \vith both positiI'c and Ilorllliltivc questions, Posith'e 
questions deal with explanation and prediction, normati\'e questio.ns with what 
ouaht to be. Suppose the U.s. go\'ernment imposes a quota on the Import of for
eig~l cars. What will happen to the price, production, and sales of cars? ~Vhat 
impact will this policy change ha\'e on American consumers?, On :v?rkers 111 t~e 
automobile industry? These questions belong to the realm ot pOSItive analYSIS: 
statements that describe relationships of cause and effect. 

Positive analysis is central to microeconomics. As we explained above, theo
ries are developed to explain phenomena, tested against observations, an~ used 
to construct models from which predictions are made. The use of economIC the
ory for prediction is important both for the managers of firms and for public ~ol
icy, Suppose the federal government is considering raising th~ tax on gasolme. 
The chanae \vould affect the price of gasoline, consumers' preferences for small 
or large c~rs, the amount of dri\-ing that people do, and so on. To plan sensibly, 

2 Robert Bo\'le (1627-1691) was a British chemist and physicist \\'ho discowred exp,erimentally that 
pressure (P): volume (v), and temperature (n were related in the followmg I\'ay: PI', = RT, where R 
is a constant. Later, ph\'sicists deril'ed this relationshIp as a consequence ot the kmetlC theor) of 
gases, which describes the movement of gas molecules in statistical terms, 

oil companies, automobile companies, producers of automobile parts, and firms 
in the tourist industrv would all need to estimate the impact of the change. 
Government policym;kers would also need quantitative estimates of the effects. 
They would want to determine the costs imposed on consumers (perhaps bro
ken "down by income categories); the effects on profits and employment in the 
oil, automobile, and tourist industries; and the amount of tax reyenue likely to 
be collected each vear, 

Sometimes w~ want to go beyond explanation and prediction to ask such 
questions as "What is best?" This involves normative analysis, \'I'hich is also 
important for both managers of firms and those making public policy. Again, 
consider a new tax on gasoline. Automobile companies would 'want to deter
mine the best (profit-maximizing) mix of large and small cars to produce once 
the tax is in place. Specifically. how much money should be invested to make 
cars more fuel-efficient? For policymakers, the primary issue is likely to be 
whether the tax is in the public interest. The same policy objectiyes (say, an 
increase in tax revenues and a decrease in dependence on imported oil) might be 
met more cheaply with a different kind of tax, such as a tariff on imported oiL 

Normative analysis is not only concerned with alternatiye policy options; it 
also involves the design of particular policy choices. For example, suppose it has 
been decided that a gasoline tax is desirable. Balancing costs and benefits, we 
then ask what is the optimal size of the tax. 

Normative analysis is often supplemented by value judgments. For example, 
a comparison beh'l'een a gasoline tax and an oil import tariff might conclude that 
the gasoline tax will be easier to administer but will have a greater impact on 
lower-income consumers. At that point, society must make a value judgment, 
weighing equity against economic efficiency.3 When value judgments are 
involved, microeconomics carmot tell us what the best policy is. However, it can 
clarify the trade-offs and thereby help to illuminate the issues and sharpen the 
debate. 

We can di\'ide individual economic units into two broad groups according to 
function-bllyers and sellers, Buyers include consumers, who purchase goods 
and services; and firms, which buy labor, capital, and raw materials that they 
use to produce goods and services, Sellers include firms, which sell their goods 
and services; workers, who sell their labor services; and resource owners, who 
rent land or sell mineral resources to firms. Clearly, most people and most firms 
act as both buyers and sellers, but we will find it helpful to think of them as sim
ply buyers when they are buying something, and sellers when they are selling 
something. 

Together, buyers and sellers interact to form lIlarkets. A market is the collection 
of bllyers al1d sellers that, through their actual or potential interactions, determine the 
price of a prodllct or set of prodllcts. In the market for personal computers, for 
example, the buyers are business finns, households, and students; the sellers are 

3 Most of the value judgments im'oh'ing economic policy boil down to just this trade-off-equity 
\'ersus economic efficiency This conflict and its implications are discussed clearly and in depth in 
Arthur M. Okun, Eqllalillf alld EfficicllClr The Big Tradeoff (Washington: Brookings Institution, 1975) 
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market definition Deter
mination of the buyers, sellers, 
and range of prod{lcts that 
should be included in a partic
ular market 

arbitrage Practice of buying 
at a low price at one location 
and selling at a higher price in 
another. 

market price Price prevail
ing in a competitive market 

Compaq, IBM, Dell, Gateway, and a number of other firms. Note that a market 
includes more than an illdllstn" All illdllstnJ is a collectioll o{ {irllls that sell the sallle 
or elOSellJ related products. In effect, an indl~stry is the suppiy side of the market. 

Ecor{omists are often concerned with market definition: which buyers and 
sellers should be included in a particular market When defining a market, potell
tial interactions of buyers and sellers can be just as important as actual ones. An 
example of this is the~ market for gold. A New Yorker Vd10 wants to buy gold is 
unlikely to travel to Zurich to do so. Most buyers of gold in New York 'will inter
act only with sellers in NeiY York But because the cost of transporting gold is 
small relative to its value buyers of o-old in New York could nurchase their gold '.1 b r 
in Zurich if the prices there were significantly lower. Significant differences in 
the price of a commodity create a potential for arbitrage: buying at a Im\' price in 
one location and selling at a higher price somewhere else. It is precisely this pos
sibility of arbitrao-e vvhich prevents the prices of gold in New York and Zurich _ L! 

from differino- sio-nificantlv and which creates a world market for gold. 
L! L! ~ 

Markets are at the center of economic activity, and many of the most interest-
ing questions and issues in economics concern the functioning of markets. For 
example, why do only a few firms compete with one another in some Inarkets, 
while in others a o-reat many firms compete? Are consumers necessarily better 

L! -
off if there are many finns? If so, should the government intervene in markets 
with only a few firms? Why have prices in some markets risen or fallen rapidly, 
while in other markets prices have hardly changed at all? And which markets 
offer the best opportunities for an entrepreneur thinking of going into business? 

Competitive versus Noncompetitive Markets 
In this book, we study the behavior of both competitive and noncompetitive 
markets. A pClJectly competitive lIlarket has many buyers and sellers, so that no 
sinole buyer or seller has a sio-nificant impact on price. Most agricultural mar-L! _ L! • 

kets are close to being perfectly competitive. For example, thousands ot fanners 
produce wheat, vd1ich thousands of buyers purchase to produce flour and other 
products. As a result, no single farmer and no single buyer can significantly 
affect the price of ·wheat. 

Many other markets are competitive enough to be treated as if they were per-
fectly competitive. The world market for copper, for example, contains a few 
dozen major producers. That number is enough for the impact on price to be 
negligible if anyone producer goes out of business. The same is true for many 
other natural resource markets, such as those for coal, iron, tin, or lumber. 

Other markets containing a small number of producers may still be treated as 
competitive for purposes of analysis. For example, the U.s. airline indush'y con
tains several dozen finns, but most routes are served by only a few firms. 
Nonetheless, because competition among those firms is often fierce, for some 
purposes the market can be treated as competitive. Finally, some markets con
tain many producers but are llollcolllpetitil'e; that is, individual firms can jointly 
affect the price. The world oil market is one example. Since the early 1970s, that 
market has been dominated by the OPEC cartel. (A cartel is a group of producers 
that acts collectively.) 

Market Price 
Markets make possible transactions between buyers and sellers. Quantities of a 
o-ood are sold at specific prices. In a perfectly competitin market, a single 
~rice-the market price-will usually prevaiL The price of wheat in Kansas 

City and the price of gold in Ne\·v York are t\'\'o examples. These prices are usu
ally easy to measure. For example, you can find the price of corn, wheat, or gold 
each day in the business section of a newspaper. 

In markets. that are not perfectly competitive, different firms might charge dif
ferent prices tor the same product. This might happen because one firm is trying 
to win customers from its competitors, or because customers have brand loyal
ties that allow some firms to charge higher prices than others. For example, hV'o 
brands of laundry detergent might be sold in the same supermarket at different 
prices. Or two supermarkets in the same town might sell the same brand of 
laundry detergent at different prices. In cases such as this, when we refer to the 
market price, we will mean the price averaged across brands or supermarkets. 

The market prices of most goods will fluctuate over time, and for many goods 
the fluctuations can be rapid. This is particularly true for goods sold in competi
tive markets. The stock market, for example, is highly competitive because there 
are typically many buyers and sellers for anyone stock As anyone who has 
invested in the stock market knows, the price of any particular stock fluctuates 
from minute to minute and can rise or fall substantially during a single day. 
Likewise, the prices of commodities such as wheat, soybeans, coffee, oil, gold, 
silver, and lumber can rise or fall dramatically in a day or a week 

Market Definition-The Extent of a Market 
As we saw, market definition identifies which buyers and sellers should be 
included in a given market. However, to determine which buyers and sellers to 
include, we must first determine the extent of the market. The extent of a market 
refers to its bOllndaries, both geographically and in terms of the range of products to 
be included in it. 

When we refer to the market for gasoline, for example, we must be clear 
about its geographic boundaries. Are we referring to downtown Los Angeles, 
southern California, or the entire United States? We must also be clear about the 
range of products to which we are referring. Should regular-octane and high
octane premium gasoline be included in the same market? Leaded and unleaded 
gasoline? Gasoline and diesel fuel? 

For some goods, it makes sense to talk about a market only in terms of very 
restrictive geographic boundaries. Housing is a good example. Most people who 
work in downtown Chicago will look for housing within commuting distance. 
Tl:ey will not look at homes 200 or 300 miles away, even though those homes 
mIght be much cheaper. And homes (together with the land they are sitting on) 
200 miles away cannot be easily moved closer to Chicago. Thus the housino
market in Chicago is separate and distinct from, say, those in Cleveland, 
r:ro~ston, Atlanta, or Philadelphia. Likewise, retail gasoline markets, though less 
lImIted geographically, are still regional because of the expense of shipping 
gasoline over long distances. Thus the market for gasoline in southern 
California is distinct from that in northern Illinois. On the other hand, as we 
mel:tioned earlier, gold is bought and sold in a world market; the possibility of 
arbItrage prevents the price from differing significantly from one location to 
another. 

We must also think carefully about the range of products to include in a mar
ket. For example, there is a market for 35-millimeter single-lens reflex (SLR) 
cameras, and many brands compete in that market. But what about Polaroid 
instant cameras? Should they be considered part of the same market? Probably 
not, because they are used for different purposes and so do not compete with 
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SLR cameras .. Gasoline is another example. Regular and premium octane gaso
lines might be considered part of the same market because most consumers can 
use either. Diesel fuel, hovvever, is not part of this market because cars that use 
regular gasoline cannot use diesel fuel, and vice versa.~ 

Market definition is important for a number of reasons. A company, for exam
ple, must understand v\'ho its actual and potential competitors are for the various 
products it now sells or might sell in the future. It must also knov'\' the product
characteristic boundaries and geographical boundaries of its market in order to 
be able to set price, determine advertising budgets, and make capital investment 
decisiQns. Market definition is likewise important for public-policy decisions. 
Should the go\'ernment allow a merger or acquisition involving companies that 
produce similar products, or should it challenge it? The answer depends on the 
impact of that merger or acquisition on future competition and prices, and often 
this can be evaluated only by defining the market 

The development of a new drug by a pharmaceutical company is an expen-
1. siv~ venture. It begins with large expenditures on research and develop

ment, then requires various stages of laboratory and clinical testing, and, if the 
new drug is finally approved, marketing, production, and sales. At that point, 
the firm faces the important problem of determining the price of the new drug. 
Pricing depends on the preferences and medical needs of the consumers who 
'will be buying the drug, the characteristics of the drug, and the number and 
characteristics of competing drugs. Pricing a new drug, therefore, requires a 
good Lmderstanding of the market in which it will be sold. 

In the pharmaceutical industry, market boundaries are sometimes easy to 
determine, and sometimes not so easy to determine. Markets are usually 
defined in terms of t!zerapeutic cl(lsses of drugs. For example, there is a market 
for (lntiulcer drugs that is very clearly defined. Until a few years ago, there were 
four competitors in the market: Tagamet (produced by Smithkline-Beecham), 
Zantac (produced by Glaxo), Axid (produced by Eli Lilly), and Pepcid (pro
duced by Merck). All four drugs work in roughly the same way: They cause the 
stomach to produce less hydrochloric acid. They differ slightly in terms of their 
side effects and their interactions with other drugs that a patient might be tak
ing, but in most cases they could be readily substituted for each other.s 

Another example of a clearly defined pharmaceutical market is the market 
for (lllticllOlesterol drugs. There are four major products in the market: Merck's 
Mevacor has about 50 percent of the market. Pravachol (Bristol-Myers-Squibb) 
and Zocor (also Merck) each have about 20 percent, and Lescol (Sandoz) about 
10 percent TIlese drugs all do pretty much the same thing (reduce blood cho
lesterollevels) and work in pretty much the same way. While their side effects 

4 How can we determine the extent of a market? Since the market is where the price of a good is 
established, one approach focuses on market prices, We ask whether product prices in different <>eo
graphic regions (or for different product types) are approximately the same, or whether they tend to 
move together. If either is the case, we place them in the same market.. For a more detailed discus
sion, see George J, Stigler and Robert A Sherwin, "The Extent of the !vlarket," JOHrnal of Law al/d 
Eeol/olllies 27 (October 1985): 555-85. . 

5 As we will discuss in Example 101, more recently Prilosec entered the market, and by 1997 became 
the largest selling drug in the world, It is also an antiulcer drug, but works on a different biochemical 
mechanism 

and interactions differ somewhat, they are all close substitutes. Thus when 
Merck sets the price of Mevacor, it mu~t be concerned not only 'with the 'will
ingness of patients (and their insurance companies) to pay, b{lt also with the 
prices and characteristics of the three competing drugs. Likewise, a drug com
pany that is considering whether to develop a new anticholesterol drug knows 
that if it commits itself to the inveshllent and succeeds, it will have to compete 
with the four existing drugs. The company can use this information to project 
its potential revenues from the ne'w drug, and thereby evaluate the inveshllent. 

Sometimes pharmaceutical market boundaries are more ambiguous. 
Consider painkillers, a category that includes aspirin, acetaminophen (sold 
under the brand name Tylenol but also sold generically), ibuprofen (sold under 
such brand names as Motrin and Advil, but also sold generically), naproxen 
(sold by prescription, but also sold over the COLmter by the brand name Aleve), 
and Voltaren (a more powerful prescription drug produced by Novartis). There 
are many types of painkillers, and some work better than others for certain 
types of pain (e.g., headaches, arthritis, muscle aches, etc.). Side effects likewise 
differ.. While some types of painkillers are used more frequently for certain 
symptoms or conditions, there is considerable spillover. For exarnple, depend
ing on the severity of the pain and the pain tolerance of the patient, a toothache 
might be h'eated with any of the painkillers listed above. This substitutability 
makes the boundaries of the painkiller market difficult to define. 

We often want to compare the price of a good today with what it was in the past 
or is likely to be in the future. To make such a comparison meaningful, we need 
to measure prices relative to the overall price level.. In absolute terms, the price of a 
dozen eggs is many times higher today than it was 50 years ago. Relative to 
prices overall, however, it is actuallv lower. Therefore, we must be careful to cor
rect for inflation when comparing prices across time. This means measuring 
prices in renl rather than nomin(ll terms. 

The nominal price of a good (sometimes called its "current-dollar" price) is 
just its absolute price. For example, the nominal price of a quart of milk was 
about 40 cents in 1970, about 65 cents in 1980, and about $1.05 in 1999. These are 
the prices you would have seen in supermarkets in those years. The real price of 
a good (sometimes called its "constant-dollar" price) is the price relative to an 
aggregate measure of prices. In other words, it is the price adjusted for inflation. 

The aggregate measure most often used is the Consumer Price Index (CPl). 
The CPI is calculated by the US Bureau of Labor Statistics and is published 
monthly. It records how the cost of a large market basket of goods purchased by 
a "typical" consumer in some base year changes over time. (Currently the base 
year is 1983.) Percentage changes in the CPI measure the rate of inflation in the 
economy6 

" Because the market basket is fixed, the cpr can tend to Q\'erstate inflation. The reason is that when 
the prices of some goods rise substantially, consumers \\"ill shift some of their purchases to goods 
whose prices ha\'e not risen as much, and the cpr ignores this phenomenon. We will discuss this in 
Chapter 3 
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nominal price Absolute 
price of a good, unadjusted 
for infla tion" 

real price Price of a good 
relative to an aggregate mea
sure of prices; price adjusted 
for inflation. 

Consumer Price Index Mea
sure of the aggregate price leveL 
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Consumer Price Index 

Nominal Prices 

Grade A large eggs 

College education 

Real Prices ($1970) 

Grade A large eggs 

College education 

After correcting for inflation, do we find that milk was more expensive in 
1999 than in 19707 To find out, let's calculate the 1999 price of milk in terms of 
1970 dollars. The CPI was 38.8 in 1970 and rose to about 167 in 1999? (There was 
considerable int1ation in the United States during the 1970s and early 1980s.) In 
1970 dollars, the price of milk was 

38.8 
X 51.05 = 50.24 

167 . 

In real terms, therefore, the price of milk \vas lower in 1999 than it was in 1970. 
Put another way, the nominal price of milk went up by about 162 percent, but the 
CPI went up 330 percent. Relative to the aggregate price level, milk prices fell, 

In this book, we will usually be concerned with real rather than nominal 
prices because consumer choices involve analyses of price comparisons. These 
relative prices can most easily be evaluated if there is a common basis of com
parison. Stating all prices in real terms achieves this objective. Thus, even 
though we will often measure prices in dollars, we will be thinking in terms of 
the real purchasing power of those dollars. 

I n 1970, Grade A large eggs cost about 61 cents a dozen. In the same year, the 
average annual cost of a college education at a private four-year college, 

including room and board, was about $2,530. By 1998, the price of eggs had 
risen to $1.04 a dozen, and the average cost of a college education was $19,213. 
In real terms, were eggs more expensive in 1998 than in 1970? Had a college 
education become more expensive? 

Table 1.1 shows the nominal price of eggs, the nominal cost of a college edu
cation, and the CPI for 1970-1998. (The CPI is based on 1983 = 100.) Also 

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1998 

38.8 53.8 82.4 107.6 130.7 163.0 

$0.61 $0.77 $0.84 $0.80 $1.01 $1.04 

2530 3403 4912 8156 12,800 19,213 

$0.61 $0.56 $0.40 $0.29 $0.30 $0.25 

2530 2454 2313 2941 3800 4573 

7 Two good sources of data on the national economy are the Ecollolllic Report of the President and the 
Statistical Abstract of the Uilited States. Both are published annually and are a\'ailable from the US. 
Government Printing Office 

shown are the felll prices of eggs and a college education in 1970 dollars, calcu
lated as follows: 

I 
. . . r- CPI1970 . .. 

Rea pnce ot eggs m 197:) = -~-- x nommal pnce m 1975 
CPI1975 

R I . f . 1980 CPI1970 . I . . ea pnce 0 eggs m = --- X nomma pnce m 1980 
CPI1980 

and so forth. 
The table shmvs clearly that the real cost of a college education rose (by 81 

percent) during this period, vdule the real cost of eggs fell (by 59 percent). It is 
these relative changes in prices that are important for the choices that con
sumers must make, not the fact that both eggs and college cost more in dollars 
today than they did in 1970. 

In the table, we calculated real prices in terms of 1970 dollars, but we could 
have just as easily calculated them in terms of dollars of some other base year. For 
example, suppose we want to calculate the real price of eggs in 1980 dollars. Then: 

Real price of eggs in 1975 = x nominal price in 1975 
CPI1975 

R I . f . 1985 CPI1980 . I . . ea pnce 0 eggs m = -~-- X nomma pnce m 1985 
CPI1985 

and so forth. By going through the calculations, you can check to see that in 
terms of 1980 dollars, the real price of eggs was $1.30 in 1970, $1.18 in 1975, 84 
cents in 1980, 61 cents in 1985, 64 cents in 1990, and 53 cents in 1998. You will 
also see that the percentage declines in real price are the same no matter wluch 
base year \·ve use.s 

T he federal muumum wage-first instituted u11938 at a level of 25 cents per 
h~ur-has been increased periodically over the years. From 1981 through 

1989, tor example, it was $3.35 an hour and was raised to $4.25 an hour in 1990. 
In 1996, after much deliberation and debate, Congress voted to raise the rnll1i
mum wage to $4.70 in 1996 and then to $5.15 in 19979 

Figure 1.1 shows the minimum wage from 1938 through 1999, both in nomi
nal terms and in 1996 constant dollars. Note that although the legislated muu
mum wage has steadily increased, in real terms the minimum waae todav is o 0 

not very different from vl'llat it was U1 the 1950s. 
Nonetheless, the 1996 decision to increase the muumum wage was a difficult 

one. Although the higher minimum wage would provide a better standard of 

8 You can get .World Wide Web data on the cost of a college education at 
~nd on the pnce of eggs at L'ric'I'in:c: m",,[ c.".'" "ra 

, Some states also ha\'e mininmm "'ages that are higher than the federal minimum waae You can 
learn more about the minimum wage at this 'Web site: ',\ f-:CH. del! l~'J 
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In nominal terms, the minimum wage has increased steadily over the past 60 years. However, in real terms its 1999 
level is below that of the 1970s. 

living for those 'i,\'orkers 'who had been paid below the minimum, some ana
lysts feared that it would also lead to increased unemployment among young 
and unskilled workers. The decision to increase the minimum wage, therefore, 
raises both normative and positive issues. The normative issue is whether any 
loss of teenage and low-skilled jobs is outweighed by two factors: (1) the direct 
benefits to those workers 'who nov\' earn more as a result; and (2) any indirect 
benefits to other workers whose wages might be increased along with the 
"wages of those at the bottom of the pay scale. 

An important positive issue is how many fewer workers (if any) would be 
able to get jobs with a higher minimum wage. As we 'will see in Chapter 14, 
this issue is still hotly debated. Statistical studies have suggested that an 
increase in the minimum wage of about 10 percent would increase teenage 
unemployment by 1 to 2 percent. (nle actual increase from 54.25 to $5.15 repre
sents a $0.90/$4.25 or 21 percent increase.) However, one recent review of the 
evidence questions whether there are any significant unemployment effects at all. JO 

!OIhe first stud\' is Da\"id Neumark and William Wascher, "Employment Effects of Minimum and 
Subminimum \~Tages: Panel Data on State Minimum \Vage laws," Industria/and Labor Relations 
RCL'icIl,,16 (October 1992): 33-81 A re\'ie\\' of the literahlre appears in Da\'id Card and Alar~ Krueger, 
I'vll/th and McasurclIlcllt: Thc Nc,t' Ecollolllics of thc Millilllulll Wagc (Princeton: Pnnceton Ul11\"erslty 
Press, 1993) 

We think that after reading this book you will have no doubt about the impor
tance and broad applicability of microeconomics, In fact, one of our major goals 
is to show you how to apply microeconomic principles to actual decision-making 
problems. Nonetheless, some extra motiv~ti~n early on ~1e\:er hurt:, Here are 
two examples that not only show the use ot microeconomiCS 111 prachce but also 
provide a previe'w of this book. 

Decision Making: 
Sport Utility Vehicles 

Bv the mid 1990s, the Ford Explorer had become the best-selling sport utility vehi
cle (SUV) in the United States, Then, in 1997, Ford inh'oduced the Expedition-a 
newly designed, larger, and roomier SUv. This car was also a huge success, and 
conh:ibuted sio-nificantly to Ford's profits. The success of these cars led Ford to 
introduce an ;;en larg~r and heavier SUV in 1999-the Excursion, The design 
and efficient production of these cars involved not only some impressive engi
neerino- advances, but a lot of economics as welL 

Firs~, Ford had to think carefully about hoy\' the public would react to the 
desio-n and performance of its new products. How strong would demand be ini-

b h . tially, and how fast would it grow? How would demand depend on t e pnces 
that~ Ford charged? Understanding consumer preferences and trade-offs and pre
dicting demand and its responsiveness to price are essential to Ford and every 
other automobile manufacturer. (We discuss consumer preferences and demand 
in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.) 

Next, Ford had to be concerned with the cost of manufacturing these cars. 
How high would production costs be? How would costs depend on the number 
of cars produced each year? How would union "wage negotiations or, the prices 
of steel and other raw materials affect costs? How much and how fast would 
costs decline as managers and workers gained experience with the production 
process? And to maximize profits, how many of these cars should Ford plan to 
produce each year? (We discuss production and cost in Chapters 6 and 7 and the 
profit-maximizing choice of output in Chapter 8.) 

Ford also had to design a pricing strategy and consider how competi
tors \YOLlld react to it. For example, should Ford charge a low price for the 
basic stripped-down \'ersion of the Explorer but high prices for individual 
options, such as leather seats? Or would it be more profitable to make these 
options "standard" items and charge a higher price for the whole package? 
Whatever strategy Ford chose, how were competitors likely to react? Would 
DaimlerChrysler try to undercut Ford by lo'wering the price of its Jeep Grand 
Cherokee? ~1io-ht F~rd be able to deter DaimlerChrysler or GM from lowering 
prices by thre:'tening to respond with its own price cuts? (We discuss pricing in 
Chapters 10 and 11 and competitive strategy in Chapters 12 and 13,) 

Because its SUV product line required large investments in new capital equip
ment, Ford had to consider both the risks and possible outcomes of its decisions. 
Some of this risk was due to uncertainty over the future price of gasoline (higher 
o-asoline prices would reduce the dem~nd for heavy vehicles). Some was due to b ~ 

uncertainty o\'er the wages that Ford would ha\'e to pay its workers. What 
would happen if world oil prices doubled or tripled, or if the U.s. government 
imposed a heavy tax on gasoline? How much bargaining pO'i,\'er would the 
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unions have, and how might union demands affect wage rates? Hovv should 
Ford take these uncertainties into account when making ilwestment decisions? 
(Commodity markets and the effects of taxes are discussed in Chapters 2 and 9. 
Labor markets and union power are discussed in Chapter H. Investment deci
sions and the role of uncertainty are discussed in Chapters 5 and 15.) 

Ford also had to worry about organizational problems. Ford is an integrated 
firm in "which separate divisions produce engines and parts and then assemble 
finished cars. How should managers of different divisions be rewarded? What 
price should the assembly division be charged for engines that it receives from 
another division? Should all parts be obtained from the upstream divisions, or 
should some be purchased from outside firms? (We discuss internal pricing and 
organizational incentives for the integrated firm in Chapters 11 and 17.) 

Finally, Ford had to think about its relationship to the government and the 
effects of regulatory policies. For example, all of Ford's cars must meet federal 
emissions standards, and production-line operations must comply with health 
and safety regulations. How might these regulations and standards change over 
time? How might they affect costs and profits? (We discuss the role of govern
ment in limiting pollution and promoting health and safety in Chapter 18.) 

Public Policy Design: Automobile Emission 
Standards for the Twenty-first Century 
In 1970, the Federal Clean Air Act imposed strict tailpipe emission standards on 
new automobiles. These standards have become increasingly stringent-the 
1970 levels of nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, and carbon monoxide emitted by 
automobiles had been reduced by about 90 percent by 1999. Nm'l', as the number 
of cars on the roads keeps increasing, the government must consider how strin
gent these standards should be in the coming years. 

The design of a program like the Clean Air Act involves a careful analysis of the 
ecological and health effects of auto emissions. But it also involves a good deal of 
economics. First, the government must evaluate the monetary impact of the pro
gram on consumers. Emission standards affect the cost both of purchasing a car 
(catalytic converters would be necessary, which would raise the cost of cars) and of 
operating it (gas mileage would be lower, and converters would have to be 
repaired and maintained). Because consumers ultimately bear much of this added 
cost, it is important to know how it affects their standards of living. This means ana
lyzing consumer preferences and demand. For example, would consumers drive 
less and spend more of their income on other goods? If so, ,·vould they be nearly as 
well off? (Consumer preferences and demand are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.) 

To answer these questions, the government must determine how new stan
dards will affect the cost of producing cars. Might automobile producers mini
mize cost increases by using new lightweight materials? (Production and cost 
are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.) Then the government needs to know how 
changes in production costs will affect the production levels and prices of new 
automobiles. Are the additional costs absorbed or passed on to consumers in the 
form of higher prices? (Output determination is discussed in Chapter 8, and 
pricing in Chapters 10 through 13.) 

Finally, the government must ask why the problems related to air pollution 
are not solved by our market-oriented economy. The answer is that much of the 
cost of air pollution is external to the firm. If firms do not find it in their self
interest to deal adequately with auto emissions, what is the best Ivay to alter 
their incentives? Should standards be set, or is it more economical to impose air 
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pollution fees? How do we decide what people will pay to clean up the environ
ment when there is no explicit market for clean air? Is the political process likely 
to solve these problems? The ultimate question is whether the auto emissions 
control program makes sense on a cost-benefit basis. Are the aesthetic, health, 
and other benefits of clean air worth the higher cost of automobiles? (These 
problems are discussed in Chapter 18.) 

These are just two examples of how rnicroeconomics can be applied in the 
arenas of private and public policy decision making. You will see many more 
applications as you read this book 

1. Microeconomics is concerned with the decisions 
made by sInall economic lUlits-consumers, workers, 
investors, owners of resources, and business firms. It 
is also concerned with the interaction of consumers 
and firms to form markets and industries. 

2. Microeconomics relies heavily on the use of theory, 
which can (by simplification) help to explain how eco
nomic units behave and predict what behavior will 
occur in the future. Models are mathematical repre
sentations of theories that can help in this explanation 
and prediction process 

3. Microeconomics is concerned with positive questions 
that have to do with the explanation and prediction of 
phenomena. But microeconomics is also important for 
normative analysis, in which we ask \vhat choices are 
best-for a firm or for society as a whole. Normative 
analyses must often be combined with individual 
value judgments because issues of equity and fairness 
as well as of economic efficiency may be involved. 

4. A llIarket refers to a collection of buyers and sellers 
who interact, and to the possibility for sales and pur-

1. It is often said that a good theory is one that can in 
principle be refuted by an empirical, data-oriented 
study Explain why a theory that cannot be eyaluated 
empirically is not a good theory. 

2. Which of the following two statements in\'oh'es posi
tive economic analysis and which nonnative? How 
do the two kinds of analysis differ? 
a. Gasoline rationing (allocating to each individual a 

maximum amount of gasoline that can be pur
chased each year) is a poor social policy because it 
interferes with the workings of the competitive 
market system 

chases that results from that interaction. Micro
economics involves the study of both perfectly com
petitive markets, in which no single buyer or seller 
has an impact on price, and noncompetitive markets, 
in which individual entities can affect price. 

5. The market price is established by the interaction of 
buyers and sellers. In a perfectly competitive market, 
a single price will usually prevaiL In markets that are 
not perfectly competitive, different sellers might 
charge different prices. In this case, the market price 
refers to the average prevailing price. 

6. \Alhen discussing a market, we must be clear about its 
extent in terms of both its geographic bOlUldaries and 
the range of products to be included in it. Some mar
kets (e.g, housing) are highly localized, whereas oth
ers (e.g., gold) are global in nature. 

7. To eliminate the effects of int1ation, we measure real 
(or constant-dollar) prices, rather than nominal (or 
current-dollar) prices" Real prices use an aggregate 
price index, such as the CPr, to correct for inflation. 

b. Gasoline rationing is a policy under which more 
people are made worse off than are made better off. 

3. Suppose the price of lmleaded regular octane gasoline 
were 20 cents per gallon higher in New Jersey than in 
Oklahoma. Do you think there would be an opportu
nity for arbitrage (Leo, that firms could buy gas in 
Oklahoma and then sell it at a profit in Jersey)? Why 
or why not? 

4. In Example 1.2, what economic forces explain why the 
real price of eggs has fallen, while the real price of a 
college education has increased? How have these 
changes affected consumer choices? 
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5. Suppose that the Japanese yen rises against the US 
dollar; that is, it will take more dollars to buy any 
given amount of Japanese yen" Explain why this 
increase simultaneously increases the real price of 
Japanese cars for US consumers and lowers the real 
price of US automobiles for Japanese consumers 

1. Decide whether each of the following statements is 
true or false and explain why: 
a. Fast-food chains like McDonald's, Burger King, 

and Wendy's operate all over the United States. 
Therefore the market for fast food is a national 
market. 

b. People generally buy clothing in the city in which 
they live. Therefore there is a clothing market in, 
say, Atlanta that is distinct from the clothing mar
ket in Los Angeles. 

c. Some consumers strongly prefer Pepsi and some 
strongly prefer Coke. Therefore there is no single 
market for colas" 

2. The following table shows the average retail price of 
milk and the Consumer Price Index from 1980 to 1998. 

1980 1985 1990 1995 1998 

CPI 100 130.58 158"62 184"95 197.82 

Retail price of milk S1.05 Sl.13 S139 Sl.48 S1.61 
(fresh, whole, 1/2 gaL) 

6. The price of long-distance telephone service fell from 
-loO cents per minute in 1996 to 22 cents per minute in 
1999, a -loS-percent (18 cents/-±O cents) decrease" The 
Consumer Price Index increased by 10 percent over 
this period. What happened to the real price of tele
phone service? 

a. Calculate the real price of milk in 1980 dollars. Has 
the real price increased/decreased/stayed the same 
since 1980? 

b. What is the percentage change in the real price 
(1980 dollars) from 1980 to 1998? 

c. Convert the CPI into 1990 = 100 and determine 
the real price of milk in 1990 dollars. 

d. What is the percentage change in real price (1990 
dollars) from 1980 to 1998? Compare this with 
your answer in (b). What do you notice? Explain. 

3. At the time this book went to print, the minimum 
wage was S5.15 .. To find the current value of the CPr, 
go to Click on Con
sumer Price Index-All Urban Consumers (Current 
Series) and select U.s. All items. This will give you the 
CPI from 1913 to the present 
a. With these values, calculate the current real mini

mum wage in 1990 dollars. 
b. What is the percentage change in the real mini

mum 'wage from 1985 to the present, stated in real 
1990 dollars? 

ne of the best ways to appreciate the relevance of eco
nomics is to begin with the basics of supply and demand" 

Supply-demand analysis is a fundamental and powerful tool 
that can be applied to a wide variety of interesting and impor
tant problems" To name a few: 

III Understanding and predicting how changing ·world eco
nomic conditions affect market price and production 

III Evaluating the impact of government price controls, mini
mum wages, price supports, and production incentives 

III Determining hm\' taxes, subsidies, tariffs, and import quo
tas affect consumers and producers 

We begin with a revie-w of hovv supply and demand curves 
are used to describe the lIlarket lIlechanislIl. Without govern
ment intervention (e.g., through the imposition of price con
trols or some other regulatory policy), supply and demand 
will come into equilibrium to determine both the market price 
of a good and the total quantity produced" What that price and 
quantity will be depends on the particular characteristics of 
supply and demand. Variations of price and quantity over 
time depend on the ways in which supply and demand 
respond to other economic variables, such as aggregate eco
nomic activity and labor costs, which are themselves changing" 

We will, therefore, discuss the characteristics of supply and 
demand and show how those characteristics may differ from 
one market to another. Then we can begin to use supply and 
demand curves to understand a variety of phenomena-for 
example, why the prices of some basic commodities have 
fallen steadily over a long period while the prices of others 
have experienced sharp gyrations; why shortages occur in cer
tain markets; and vvhy armouncements about plans for fuhlre 
government policies or predictions about future economic 
conditions can affect markets well before those policies or con
ditions become reality. 

Besides understanding qllalitatively how market price and 
quantity are determined and how they can vary over time, it is 
also important to learn how they can be analyzed qllalltitatiuely. 
We will see hmv simple "back of the envelope" calculations 
can be used to analyze and predict evolving market conditions. 
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supply curve Relationship 
between the quantity of a 
good that producers are will
ing to sell and the price of the 
good. 

We ·will also show hovv markets respond both to domestic and international 
macroeconomic fluctuations and to the effects of government interventions. We 
will try to com-ey this understanding through simple examples and by urging 
you to work through some exercises at the end of the chapter. 

The basic model of supply and demand is the workhorse of microeconomics. It 
helps us understand why and how prices change, and what happens when the 
government intervenes in a market. The supply-demand model combines t\·\,o 
important concepts: a supply curvc and a dClllalld Cllrve. It is important to under
stand precisely what these curves represent. 

Supply Curve 
The supply curve shows the quantity of a good that producers are willing to sell 
at a gi\'en price, holding constant any other factors that might affect the quantity 
supplied. The curve labeled 5 in Figure 2.1 illustrates this, The vertical axis of 
the graph shows the price of a good, P, measured in dollars per lmit. This is the 
price that sellers receive for a given quantity supplied. The horizontal axis 
shows the total quantity supplied, Q, measured in the number of units per 
period. 

The supply curve is thus a relationship between the quantity supplied and 
the price. We can write this relationship as an equation: 

or \ve can draw it graphically, as we have done in Figure 2.1. 

Price 5 5' 

p, 

Q, Quantity 

The supply cmve, labeled 5 in the figure, shows how the quantity of a good offered 
for sale changes as the price of the good changes. The supply curve is upward slop
ing; the higher the price, the more firms are able and willing to produce and sell. If 
production costs fall, firms can produce the same quantity at a lower price or a larger 

at the same The curve then shifts to the right. 

2 The Basics of Supply and Demand 2 

Note that the supply curve slopes upward. In other words, the higher the 
price, tlze 1II0rc tlzat finlls nre nble alld willillg to produce alld sell. For example, a 
higher price may enable existing firms to expand production by hiring extra 
workers or by having existing workers work overtime (at greater cost to the 
firm). Likewise, they may expand production over a longer period of time by 
increasing the size of their plants. A higher price may also attract new firms to 
the market. These newcomers face higher costs because of their inexperience in 
the market and would therefore have found entry uneconomical at a lower price .. 

The quantity supplied can depend 
on other variables besides price. For example, the quantity that producers are 
willing to sell depends not only on the price they receive but also on their pro
duction costs, including wages, interest charges, and the costs of raw materials. 
The supply curve labeled 5 in Figure 2.1 was drawn for particular values of 
these other variables. A change in the values of one or more of these \'ariables 
translates into a shift in the supply curve. Let's see how this might happen. 

The supply curve 5 in Figure 2.1 says that at a price PJ' the quantity produced 
and sold would be Qj. Now suppose that the cost of raw materials falls. How 
does this affect the supply curve? 

Lower rav\' material costs-indeed, lower costs of any kind-make produc
tion more profitable, encouraging existing firms to expand production and 
enabling nev,' finns to enter the market. If at the same time the market price 
stayed constant at Pjr we would expect to observe a greater quantity supplied. 
Figure 2.1 shows this as an increase from QJ to Q2' When production costs 
dccreasc, output increases no matter what the market price happens to be. Tlzc 
elltirc supply curve tlzus slzifts to tlze riglzt, which is shovm in the figure as a shift 
from 5 to 5'. 

Another way of looking at the effect of lower raw material costs is to imagine 
that the quantity produced stays fixed at QJ and then ask what price firms would 
require to produce this quantity. Because their costs are lower, they would require 
a lower price-P2. This would be the case no matter what quantity was produced. 
Again, we see in Figure 2.1 that the supply curve must shift to the right. 

We have seen that the response of quantity supplied to changes in price can 
be represented by movements alollg tlze supply CUrI'C. However, the response of 
supply to changes in other supply-determining variables is sho·wn graphically 
as a slzift of tlze supply Cll1'ue itself To distinguish between these two graphical 
depictions of supply changes, economists often use the phrase cll11l1gC ill supply to 
refer to shifts in the supply curve, while reserving the phrase clzange in tlze quan
tity supplied to apply to movements along the supply curve. 

Demand Curve 

The demand curve shows hm\' much of a good consumers are willing to buy as 
the price per unit changes" We can write this relationship between quantity 
demanded and price as an equation: 

or vile can draw it graphically, as in Figure 2.2. Note that the demand curve in that 
figure, labeled 0, slopes dowilward: Consumers are usually ready to buy more if the 
price is lower. For example, a lower price may encourage consumers who have 
already been buying the good to consume larger quantities" Likewise, it may allow 
other consumers who were previously ur1able to afford the good to begin buying it. 

demand curve Relationship 
between the quantity of a 
good that consumers are will
ing to buy and the price of the 
good. 
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substitutes Two goods for 
which an increase in the price 
of one leads to an increase in 
the quantity demanded of the 
other. 

Price 

0' 
o 

Quantity 

TIle demand curve, labeled D, shows how the quantity of a good demanded by con
sumers depends on its price. The demand curve is downward sloping; holding other 
things equal, consumers will want to purchase more of a good the lower is its price. 
TIle quantity demanded may also depend on other variables, such as income, the 
weather, and the prices of other For most products, the quantity demanded in-
creases 'when income rises. A income level shifts the demand cmve to the right. 

Of course the quantity of a good that consumers are ·willing to buy can 
depend on other things besides its price. IIlCOIllC is especially important. With 
OTeater incomes consumers can spend more money on any good, and SOIne con-
t) / .. .. \....I 

SUlners will do so for most goods. 

Let's see what happens to the demand curve 
increase. As you can see in Figure 2.2, if the market price were 

held constant at PI' we would expect to see an increase in the quantity 
demanded-sa\', from Ql to Q2' as a result of consumers' higher incomes. 
Because this in~rease would occur no matter vyhat the market price, the result 
would be a slzift to tlzc riolzt of tlzc ciltirc dClIlilnd ClltIlC. In the figure, this is shown . u. 
as a shift from D to D' Alternativel\', we can ask what price consumers would 
pay to purchase a gi\-en quantity Q;. With greater income, they should be will
ino to pav a hiaher price-sa\" P2 instead of P! in Figure 2.2. Again, thc dClI/illld o _ 0 _ 

CllrIlC will slz{ft to tlzc riglzt_ As we did with supply, we ,,,,ill use the phrase ClzilllgC 
ill dClllilnd to refer to shifts in the demand curve, and reserve the phrase clzmzgc ill 
tlzc qUillltity dClIlilndcd to apply to mo\-ements along the demand curve.! 

Changes in the prices of related 
goods also affect Goods are substitutes when an increase in the price of 
one leads to an increase in the quantity demanded of the other. For example, 
copper and aluminum are substitute goods. Because one can often be substi
tuted for the other in industrial use, tlzc qUillltity L:f coppcr dClllillldcd will incrcilsc if 

1 :vlathematicalh-, \\-e can write the demand cun-e as 

where I is disposable income. When we dra\\- a demand curve, \\-e are keeping I fixed. 
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thc pricc of ilill III ill II liZ incrcoscs. Likewise, beef and chicken are substitute goods 
because most consumers are willing to shift their purchases from one to the 
other -when prices change. 

Goods are complements when an increase in the price of one leads to a 
decrease in the quantity demanded of the other. For example, automobiles and 
gasoline are complementary goods. Because they tend to be used together, a 
decrease in the price of gasoline increases the quantity demanded for automobiles. 
Likewise, computers and computer software are complementary goods. TIle price 
of computers has dropped dramatically over the past decade, fueling an increase 
not only in purchases of computers, but also purchases of sofhYare packages. 

We attributed the shift to the right of the demand curve in Figure 2.2 to an 
increase in income. However, this shift could also have resulted from either an 
increase in the price of a substihlte good or a decrease in the price of a comple
mentary good. Or it might have resulted from a change in some other variable, 
such as the ·weather. For example, demand curves for skis and snovvboards vvill 
shift to the right when there are heavy snowfalls. 

The next step is to put the supply curve and the demand curve together. We 
have done this in Figure 2.3. The vertical axis shows the price of a good, P, again 
measured in dollars per unit. This is now the price that sellers receive for a given 
quantity supplied, and the price that buyers ·will pay for a given quantity 
demanded. The horizontal axis shows the total quantity demanded and sup
plied, Q, measured in number of lmits per period. 

The hvo curves intersect at the equilibrium, or market-clearing 
and quantity. At this price (Po in Figure 23), the quantity supplied and the 

quantity demanded are just equal (to Qo). The market mechanism is the ten
dency in a free market for the price to change until the market cleilrs-i.e., until 

%&& 

Price 
(dollars per unit) 

o 

Quantity 

The market clears at price Po and quantity Qo. At the higher price PI' a surplus 
(i<>,,<>ln,-"" so falls. At the lower P2, there is a is bid 

complements Two goods for 
which an increase in the price 
of one leads to a decrease in 
the quantity demanded of the 
other. 

equilibrium (or market
clearing) price Price that 
equates the quantity supplied 
to the quantity demanded. 

market mechanism Ten
denc\, in a free market for 
price'to change until the 
market clears. 

FEW ; 
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surplus Situation in which 
the quantity supplied exceeds 
the quantity demanded. 

shortage Situation in which 
the quantity demanded 
exceeds the quantity supplied 

the quantity supplied and the quantity demanded are equal. At this point, 
because there is neither excess demand nor excess supply, there is no pressure 
for the price to change further. Supply and demand might not always be in equi
librium, and some markets might not clear quickly 'when conditions change sud
denly The telldellcl/, however, is for markets to clear. 

T~ understand"why markets tend to clear, suppose the price were initially 
above the market-clearing level-say, PI in Figure 2.3. Producers 'will try to pro
duce and sell more than consumers are 'willing to buy. A surplus-a situation in 
which the quantity supplied exceeds the quantity demanded-will result. To 
sell this surplus-or at least to prevent it from gro'.'\'ing-producers would 
begin to lower prices. Eventually, as price fell, quantity demanded would 
increase, and quantity supplied 'would decrease until the equilibrium price Po 
was reached. 

The opposite would happen if the price '.vere initially belov\' Po-say, at A 
shortage-a situation in which the quantity demanded exceeds the quantity 
supplied-would develop, and consumers would be unable to purchase all they 
would like. This would put upward pressure on price as consumers tried to out
bid one another for existing supplies and producers reacted by increasing price 
and expanding output. Again, the price would eventually reach Po. 

When we draw and 
use supply and demand curves, vve are assuming that at any given price, a given 
quantity '."'ill be produced and sold. This assumption makes sense only if a mar
ket is at least roughly colllpetitive. By this we mean that both sellers and buyers 
should have little lIlarket power-i.e., little ability ill£ii"uidllally to affect the market 
price. 

Suppose instead that supply were controlled by a single producer-a monop
olist. In this case, there will no longer be a simple one-to-one relationship 
between price and the quantity supplied. Why? Because a monopolist's beha\'
ior depends on the shape and position of the demand curve. If the demand 
curve shifts in a particular way, it may be in the monopolist's interest to keep the 
quantity fixed but change the price, or to keep the price fixed and change the 
quantity. (How this could occur is explained in Chapter 10.) Thus when we work 
with supply and demand curves, we implicitly assume that we are referring to a 
competitive market. 

We have seen how supply and demand curves shift in response to changes in 
such variables as 'wage rates, capital costs, and income. VVe have also seen how 
the market mechanism results in an equilibrium in which the quantity supplied 
equals the quantity demanded. Nov\' we 'will see how that equilibrium changes 
in response to shifts in the supply and demand curves. 

Let's begin with a shift in the supply curve. In Figure 2.4, the supply curve 
has shifted from 5 to 5' (as it did in Figure 2.1), perhaps as a result of a decrease 
in the price of raw materials. As a result, the market price drops (from PI to P3), 

and the total quantity produced increases (from QJ to Q3)' This is what we would 
expect: Lower costs result in lower prices and increased sales. (Indeed, gradual 
decreases in costs resulting from technological progress and better management 
are an important driving force behind economic growth.) 
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oz; 

Price 
5 5' 

o 

Quantity 

vVhen the supply curve shifts to the right, the market clears at a lower price P3 and a 
larger quantity Q3' 

Figure 2.5 shows what happens following a rightward shift in the demand 
curve resulting from, say, an increase in income. A new price and quantity result 
after demand comes into equilibrium with supply. As shown in Figure 2.5, we 
would expect to see consumers pay a higher price, P3, and firms produce a 
greater quantity, Q3' as a result of an increase in income. 

In most markets, both the demand and supply curves shift from time to time. 
Consumers' disposable incomes change as the economy grows (or contracts, 
during economic recessions) The demands for SOIne goods shift with the sea
sons (e.g., fuels, bathing suits, umbrellas), with changes in the prices of related 
goods (an increase in oil prices increases the demand for nahnal gas), or simply 

Price 
5 

0' 

Quantity 

vVhen the demand curve shifts to the right, the market clears at a higher price P3 and 
a 
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Price 
5 5' 

0' 

Quantity 

Supply and demand curves shift over time as market conditions ch~nge. Ir: this 
example, rightw'ard shifts of the supply and demand curves lead to a slIghtly lugher 
price and a much larger quantity. In general, in price and quantity depend 

amount which each CUIve shifts and the of each cun'e. 

with changing tastes. Similarly wage rates, capital costs, and the prices of rayv 
materials also change from time to time, and these changes shift the supply CLUTe, 

Supply and demand curves can be used to trace the effects of these changes. 
In Figure 2.6, for example, shifts to the right of both supply and demand result 
in a slightly higher price (from PJ to P2 ) and a much larger quantity (from QJ to 
Q2)' In general, price and quantity will change depending both on how much t~1e 
supply and demand curves shift and on the shapes of those curves .. To predl~t 
the sizes and directions of such changes, we must be able to charactenze quantl
tatively the dependence of supply and demand on price and other variables. We 
will turn to this task in the next sectiOIL 

Example 1.2, we saw that from 1970 to 1998, the real (constant-dollar) price 
eaas fell bv 59 percent, while the real price of a college education rose by 
00 - d l' . 81 percent What caused this large decline in egg prices an arge mcrease m 

the price of college? . 
We can understand these price changes by examining the behavior ot supply 

and demand for each good, as shown in Figure 2]. For eggs, the mechanization 
of poultry farms sharply reduced the cost of producing eggs, shifting tl:le sup
ply curve dovmward. At the same time, the demand curve for eggs shifted to 
the left as a more health-conscious population changed its eating habits and 
tended to avoid eggs. As a result, the real price of eggs declined sharply, but 
total annual consumption increased only slightly (from 5300 million dozen to 
5500 million dozen). 

As for colleae supply and demand shifted in the opposite directions. o ' _ 

Increases in the costs of equipping and maintaining modern classrooms, labo-
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(1970 
dollars 
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1970 
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-!573 

2530 

p 

5300 5500 Q 7A 12..3 Q 
(million dozens) (millions of students enrolled) 

(a) (b) 

(a) The supply curve for eggs shifted downward as production costs fell; the demand cunre shifted to the left as con
sumer preferences changed. As a result, the real price of eggs fell sharply and egg consumption fell slightly. (b) The 
supply curve for a college education shifted up as the costs of equipment, maintenance, and staffing rose. The 
demand curve shifted to the right as a mm1ber of high school graduates desired a college education. As a 
result, both price and enrollments rose 

ratories, and libraries, along with increases in faculty salaries, pushed the sup
ply curve up. At the same time, the demand curve shifted to the right as a 
larger and larger percentage of a growing number of high school graduates 
decided that a college education was essential. Thus, despite the increase in 
price, 1998 found more than 12 million students enrolled in undergraduate col
lege degree programs, compared with 7.4 million in 1970. 

it 

lthough the U.s. economy has grown vigorously over the past two 
decades, the gains from this growth have not been shared equally by alL 

Skilled high-income workers have seen their wages grow substantially, while 
the wages of l.U1skilled low-income workers have, in real terms, actually fallen 
slightly. Overall, there has been growing inequality in the distl'ibution of earn
ings, a phenomenon which began around 1980 and has accelerated in recent 
years. For example, from 1977 to 1999, the top 20 percent of the income distri
bution experienced an average increase in real (inflation-adjusted) after-tax 
incomes of more than 40 percent, while the bottom 20 percent of the income 
distribution dropped by over 10 percent. If this increase in inequality continues 
during the coming decade, it could lead to social unrest and have other trou
bling implications for American society. 
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vVhy has income dish"ibution become so much more wlequal during the past 
two decades? The answer is in the supply and demand for workers. \;\i'1ule the 
supply of unskilled workers-people with limited educations-has grown 
substantially, the demand for them has risen only slightly. TIlis shift of the sup
ply curve to the right, combined with little movement of the demand curve, has 
caused ,,,'ages of lU1skilled workers to falL On the other hand, while the supply 
of skilled ·workers-e.g., engineers, scientists, managers, and economists-has 
grown slowly, the demand has risen dramatically, pushing wages up. (We leave 
it to you as an exercise to draw supply and demand curves and show how they 
have slufted, as was done in Example 2.L) 

These trends are evident in the behavior of wages for different categories of 
employment. For example, the real (inflation-adjusted) earnings of managerial 
and professional workers rose by more than 8 percent from 1983 to 1998. Over 
the same period, the real incomes of relatively lU1skilled service workers (such 
as restaurant workers, sales clerks, and janitorial 'workers) fell by more than 

5 percent. 
Most projections point to a continuation of this phenomenon during the 

beginning of the new millennium. As the high-tech sectors of the American 
economy grow, the demand for highly skilled workers is likely to increase fur
ther. At the same time, the computerization of offices and factories will further 
reduce the demand for unskilled workers. (This trend is discussed further in 
Example 14.7.) These changes can only exacerbate wage inequality. 

Many people are concerned about the earth's natural resources. At issue 
is whether our energy and mineral resources are likely to be depleted in 

the near future, leading to sharp price increases that could bring an end to 
economic growth. An analysis of supply and demand can give us some 

perspective .. 
The earth does indeed have only a finite amount of mineral resources, such 

as copper, iron, coal, and oiL During the past century, however, the prices of 
these and most other natural resources have declined or remained roughly 
constant relative to overall prices. Figure 2.8, for example, shows the price of 
copper in real terms (adjusted for inflation), together with the quantity con
sumed from 1880 to 1998. (Both are shown as an index, with 1880 = L) 
Despite short-term variations in price, no significant long-term increase has 
occurred, even though annual consumption is now about 100 times greater 
than in 1880. Similar patterns hold for other mineral resources, such as iron, 
oil, and coaL2 

The demands for these resources grew along with the world economy. (These 
slufts in the demand curve are illustrated in Figure 2.9.) But as demand grew, pro
duction costs felL TIle decline was due first to the discovery of new and bigger 

2 The data in Figure 2 8 are from Robert S. Manthy, Nlltllrnl Resollrce COllllllodities-A Ce/ltury of 
Stlltisties (Baltimore: JolU1s Hopkins University Press, 1978), supplemented after 1973 with data from 
the U 5 Bureau of Mines and from the World Bank. 

""" 
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annual consumption has increased about a hundredfold, the real (inflation-adjusted) price has not 
much. 

&& 

Price 

~ - _. _ )-~ Long-Run Path of 
- - Price and Consumption 

Quantity 

Althou~h demand for most .resources has increased dramatically over the past cen-
tury, prices have fallen or risen only in real (inflation-adjusted) terms be-
cause cost reductions have shifted the curve to the 
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elasticity Percentage change 
in one variable resulting from 
a I-percent increase in another. 

price elasticity of demand 
Percentage change in quantity 
demanded of a good resulting 
from a 1-percent increase in its 
price o 

deposits, which were cheaper to mine, and then to teclmical progress and the eco
nomic advantage of mining and refining on a large scale. As a result, the supply 
curve shifted over time to the right O\'er the long term, because increases in sup
ply were greater than increases in demand, price often fell, as shown in Figure 2.9. 

This is not to say that the prices of copper, iron, and coal will decline or 
remain constant foreveL After all, these resources are fillite. But as prices begin 
to rise, consumption \villlikely shift, at least in part, to substitute materials. 
Copper, for example, has already been replaced in many applications by alu
minum and, more recently, in electronic applications by fiber opticso (See 
Example 2.7 for a nlOre detailed discussion of copper prices.) 

*M& 

We have seen that the demand for a good depends not only on its price, but also 
on consumer income and on the prices of other goodso Likewise, supply 
depends both on price and on variables that affect production cost. For example, 
if the price of coffee increases, the quantity demanded will fall, and the quantity 
supplied will rise. Often, however, vve want to kno,,\r how I/lllciz the quantity sup
plied or demanded will rise or falL How sensitive is the demand for coffee to its 
price? If price increases by 10 percent, how much will the quantity demanded 
change? Hovv much will it change if income rises by 5 percent? We use elasticities 
to answer questions like these. 

An elasticity measures the sensitivity of one variable to another. Specifically, 
it is a number that tells us the percelltage challge that 'will OCCllr ill one variable in 
respollse to a I-percent increase ill allother variable. For example, the price elasticity of 
del/lalld measures the sensitivity of quantity demanded to price changes. It tells 
us what the percentage change in the quantity demanded for a good will be fol
lowing a I-percent increase in the price of that good. 

Let's look at this in more detail. Denoting 
quantity and price by Q and P, we write the price elasticity of demand as 

EI' = (9d.Q)/(9(~P) 

where O/C~Q simply means "percentage change in Q" and 9(!J.P means "percent
age change in P" (The symbol ~ is the Greek capital letter delta; it means "the 
change ilL" So !J.X means "the change ill the variable X," say, from one year to 
the next.) The percentage change in a variable is just the absoillte challge in the 
variable divided by the original level of the variable. (If the Consumer Price Index 
were 200 at the beainnina of the veal' and increased to 204 bv the end of the year, o 0 _ J 

the percentage change~or anllual rate of inflation~would be 4/200 = 002, or 2 
percent.) Thus we can also write the price elasticity of demand as follows: 3 

!J.QIQ 

!J.PIP 

P~Q 

Q !J.P 
(2.1) 

The price elasticity of demand is usually a negative number. When the price 
of a good increases, the quantity demanded usually falls. Thus !J.QI!J.P (the 
change ill quantity for a change in price) is negative, as is EI" 

3 In terms of infinitesimal changes (letting the j.p become \Oery small), EF = (P/Q)(j.Q/j.P) 
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When the price elasticity is greater than 1 in magnitude, we say that demand 
is price elastic because the percentage decline in quantity demanded is greater 
than the percentage increase in price. If the price elasticity is less than 1 in mag
nitude, demand is said to be price illelastic. In general, the price elasticity of 
demand for a good depends on the a\-ailability of other goods that can be substi
tuted for it. ~When there are close substitutes, a price increase will cause the con
sumer to buy less of the good and more of the substitute. Demand will then be 
highly price elastic. When there are no close substitutes, demand will tend to be 
price inelas tic. 

Equation (2.1) says that the price elasticity of 
demand is the change in quantity associated with a change in price (!J.QI ~P) 
times the ratio of price to quantity (PIQ). But as we mO\-e dovvn the demand 
cur\-e, ~Q/~P may change, and the price and quantity will always change. 
Therefore, the price elasticity of demand must be measured at a particlliar point 
Oil the demalld Cllrue and will generally change as love move along the curve. 

This principle is easiest to see for a linear demand curve~that is, a demand 
CUri'e of the form 

Q = a bP 

As an example, consider the demand curve 

Q = 8 - 2P 

For this curve, ~Q I ~P is constant and equal to - 2 (a !J.P of 1 results in a ~Q 
of - 2). However, the curve does IlOt have a constant elasticity. Observe from 
Figure 2.10 that as we move down the curve, the ratio FlQ falls; the elasticity 

%i0¥ih 

Price 

2 

E =-x p 

** 

4 8 Quantity 

The price elasticity of demand depends not only on the slope of the demand cmve 
but also on the price and quantity. The elasticity, therefore, varies along the curve as 
price and quantity change. Slope is constant for this linear demand cmve. Near the 
top, because price is high and quantity is small, the elasticity is large ill magnitude. 
TI1e becomes smaller as we move dmvn the curve. 

linear demand curve 
Demand curve that is a 
straight line 
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Price Price o 

P* I=============*~~====== D 

Quantity Q* Quantitv 

(al (b) 

(a) For a horizontal demand curve, ::'Qlt:,.p is infinite. Because a tiny change in price leads to an enormous change in 
demand, the elasticity of demand is infinite. (b) For a vertical demand curve, t:,.Qlt:,.p is zero. Because the quantity 
demanded is the same no matter what the the of demand is zero, 

infinitely elastic demand 
Consumers will buy as much 
of a good as they Gin get at a 
single price, but for any higher 
price the quantity demanded 
drops to zero, while for an}' 
lower price the quantity 
demanded increases without 
limit 

completely inelastic demand 
Consumers will buy a fixed 
quantity of a good ~egardless 
of its price, 

income elasticity of demand 
Percentage change in the 
quantity demanded resulting 
from a I-percent increase in 
income. 

cross-price elasticity of 
demand Percentage change 
in the quantity demanded of 
one good resulting from a 
I-percent increase in the price 
of another. 

therefore decreases in magnitude. Near the intersection of the curve with the 
price axis, Q is very small, so 2(PIQ) is large in magnitude. When P = 2 
and Q = -:I:, E" = L At the intersection with the quantity axis, P = 0 so EI' = O. 

Because \\:e draw demand (and supply) CUITes vvith price on the vertical axis 
and quantity on the horizontal axis, ::'Q I::'P = (11 slope of curve). As a result, for 
any price and quantity combination, the steeper the slope of the curve, the less 
elastic is demand. Figure 2.11 shows two special cases. Figure 2.11(a) shows a 
demand cun'e reflecting infinitely elastic demand: Consumers v"ill buy as 
much as they can at a single price P*. For even the smallest increase in price 
above this le\'el, quantity demanded drops to zero, and for any decrease in price, 
quantity demanded increases without limiL The demand curve in Figure 2.11(b), 
on the other hand, reflects completely inelastic demand: Consumers will buy a 
fixed quantity Q*, no matter what the price. 

We will also be interested in elasticities of 
demand with respect to other variables besides price. For example, demand for 
most goods usually rises vvhen aggregate income rises. The income elasticity of 
demand is the percentage change in the quantity demanded, Q, resulting from a 
I-percent increase in income L 

::'QIQ 
E1 = ::'1/I 

1 ::'Q 

Q ::'1 
(2.2) 

The demand for some goods is also affected by the prices of other goods. 
For example, because butter and margarine can easily be substituted for each 
other, the demand for each depends on the price of the other. A cross-price elas
ticity of demand refers to the percentage change in the quantity demanded for a 
good that results from a I-percent increase in the price of another good. So the 

r 
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elasticity of demand for butter with respect to the price of margarine would be 
written as 

::'Ql,/Qb 

::'p,,Jp,,, 
p,,, ::'Q,. 

Ql' ::'P',I 
(2.3) 

where Qb is the quantity of butter and Pili is the price of margarine. 
In this example, the cross-price elasticities will be positi\'e because the goods 

are substItutes: Because they compete in the market, a rise in the price of mar
garine, which makes butter cheaper relative to margarine, leads to an increase in 
the quantity of butter demanded. (Because the demand curve for butter will 
shift to the right, the price of butter will rise.) But this is not always the case. 
Some goods are colllplemellts: Because the v tend to be used too-ether -an increase 

" 0 , 

in the price of one tends to push down the consumption of the other. Gasoline 
and motor oil are an example. If the price of gasoline goes up, the quantity of 
gasoline demanded falls-motorists will dri\'e less. But the demand for motor 
oil also falls. (The entire demand curve for motor oil shifts to the left.) Thus, the 
cross-price elasticity of motor oil with respect to gasoline is negatiye. 

Elasticities of supply are defined in a similar manner. 
The price elasticity of supply is the percentage change in the quantity supplied 
resulting from a I-percent increase in price. This elasticity is usually positive 
because a higher price gives producers an incentive to increase output. 

We can also refer to elasticities of supply with respect to such variables as 
interest rates, wage rates, and the prices of ra\-v materials and other intermediate 
goods used to manufacture the product in question. For example, for most man
ufactured goods, the elasticities of supply with respect to the prices of raw mate
rials are neg~tive. An increase in the price of a ra\-v material input means higher 
~osts for the tinn; other things being equal, therefore, the quantity supplied ''''ill 
talL 

'A Theat is an important agricultural commodity, and the wheat market has 
" " been studied extensively by agricultural economists. During the 1980s 

and 1990s, changes in the wheat market had major implications for both 
American farmers and U.s. agriculhlral policy. To understand what happened, 
let's examine the behavior of supply and demand over this period. 

From statistical shldies, we know that for 1981 the supply curve for wheat 
was approximately as follows:~ 

SlIpply: Qs = 1800 + 240P 

4 For a sun'ey of statistical shldies of the demand and supply of wheat and an analysis of e\·oh·ing 
market condItIOns, see Larry Salathe and Sudchada Langley, "An Empirical Analysis of Alternati\·e 
Export SubSIdy Programs for US Wheat," Agriwltuml Ecollomics Rcscnrc1z 38, No.1 (Winter 1986) 
fhe supply and demand cun'es in this example are based on the studies they survey 

price elasticity of supply 
Percentage change in quantity 
supplied resulting from a 
I-percent increase in price. 
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where price is measured in nominal dollars per bushel and quantities are in 
millions of bushels per year. These studies also indicate that in 1981 the 
demand curve for 'wheat was 

Delll(lJzd. Qo = 3550 - 266P 

By setting the quantity supplied equal to the quantity demanded, we can deter
mine the market-clearing price of wheat for 1981: 

Qs = Qo 

1800 + 240P 3550 - 266P 

506P = 1750 

P = 53.46 per bushel 

To fuld the market-clearing quantity, substitute this price of 53.46 into either the 
supply curve equation or the demand curve equation. Substituting into the 
supply curve equation, we get 

Q = 1800 + (240)(3.46) = 2630 million bushels 

What are the price elasticities of demand and supply at this price and quan
tity? We use the demand curve to find the price elasticity of demand: 

o _ P ~QD _ 3.46 
Ep - Q ~P - 2630 266) = - 0.35 

Thus demand is inelastic. We can likewise calculate the price elasticity of 
supply: 

5 P !lQs 3.46 
Ep = Q ~P = 2630 (240) = 0.32 

Because these supply and demand curves are linear, the price elasticities 
will vary as we move along the curves. For example, suppose that a drought 
caused the supply curve to shift far enough to the left to push the price up 
to 54.00 per busheL In this case the quantity demanded would fall to 
3550 - (266)(4.00) = 2486 million bushels. At this price and quantity, the elas
ticity of demand 'would be 

O 4.00 
E - (266) = -0.43 

p - 2486 

The wheat market has evolved over the years, in part because of changes in 
the demand for wheat The demand for ''''heat has two components: domestic 
demand (demand by U.s. consumers) and export demand (demand by foreign 
consumers). During the 1980s and 1990s, domestic demand for wheat rose only 
slightly (due to modest increases in population and income). Export demand, 
however, fell sharply. There were several reasons. First and foremost was the 
success of the Green Revolution in agriculture: Developing counh'ies like India, 
which had been large importers of wheat, became increasingly self-sufficient 
In addition, European cOl.mtries adopted protectionist policies that subsidized 
their own production and imposed tariff barriers against imported wheat. 
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In 1998, demand and supply 'were 

Dellland: Qo = 3244 283P 

Supply: Qs = 1944 + 207P 

Once again, equating quantity supplied and quantity demanded yields the 
market-clearing (nominal) price and quantity: 

1944 + 207P = 3244 - 283P 

P = $2.65 per bushel 

Q = 3244 - (283)(2.65) = 2494 million bushels 

Thus the price of wheat fell even in nominal terms. (You can check to see that at 
this price and quantity, the price elasticity of demand was 0.30 and the price 
elasticity of supply was 0.22.) 

The price of wheat was actually greater than $3.46 in 1981 because the u.s. 
government bought wheat through its price-support program. In addition, 
throughout the 1980s and 1990s, farmers received direct subsidies for the 'wheat 
they produced. We discuss how such agricultural policies work and e\'aluate 
the costs and benefits for consumers, farmers, and the federal budget in 
Chapter 9. 

When analyzing demand and supply, it is important to distinguish between the 
short run and the long run. In other words, if we ask how much demand or sup
ply changes in response to a change in price, we must be clear about 1lOW lIl1lclz 
tillle is allowed to pass before IIlClls1lring the changes ill the q1lantity delllanded or sup
plied. If we allow only a short time to pass-say, one year or less-then we are 
dealing with the short rim. When we refer to the long rllll, we mean that enough 
time is allowed for consumers or producers to fully adfust to the price change. In 
general, short-run demand and supply curves look very different from their 
long-run cowlterparts. 

Demand 

For many goods, demand is much more price elastic in the long run than in the 
short run. For one thing, it takes time for people to change their consumption 
habits. For example, even if the price of coffee rises sharply, the quantity 
demanded will fall only gradually as consumers begin to drink less. In addition, 
the demand for a good might be linked to the stock of another good that changes 
only slowly. For example, the demand for gasoline is much more elastic in the 
long run than in the short run. A sharply higher price of gasoline reduces the 
quantity demanded in the short run by causing motorists to drive less, but it has 
its greatest impact on demand by inducing consumers to buy smaller and more 
fuel-efficient cars. But because the stock of cars changes only slowly, the quantity 
of gasoline demanded falls only slowly. Figure 2.12 shows short-run and long
run demand curves for goods such as these. 
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Price Price 

Quantity Quantity 

(a) (b) 

(a) In the short run, an increase in price has only a small effect on the quantity of gasoline demanded. Motorists may 
drive less, but they will not change the kinds of cars they are driving overnight. In the longer run, however, because 
they will shift to smaller and more fuel-efficient cars, the effect of the price increase will be larger. Demand, therefore, 
is more elastic in the long rw1 than in the short run. (b) 111e opposite is true for automobile demand. If price increases, 
consmners initially defer buying new cars; thus annual quantity demanded falls sharply. In the longer run, however, 
old cars wear out and must be replaced; thus annual quantity demanded picks up. Demand, therefore, is less elastic 

On the other hand, for some goods just the oppo
site is true-demand is more elastic in the short run than in the long run. 
Because these goods (automobiles, refrigerators, televisions, or the capital equip
ment purchased by industry) are dllrable, the total stock of each good owned by 
consumers is large relative to arumal production. As a result, a small change in 
the total stock that consumers want to hold can result in a large percentage 
change in the level of purchases. 

Suppose, for example, that the price of refrigerators goes up 10 percent, causing the 
total stock of refrigerators that consumers \vant to hold to drop 5 percent. Initially, 
this 'will cause purchases of new refrigerators to drop much more than 5 percent. 
But eventually, as consumers' refrigerators depreciate (and lmits must be replaced), 
the quantity demanded will increase again. In the long nm the total stock of refriger
ators owned by consumers will be about 5 percent less than before the price increase. 
In this case, while the long-run price elasticity of demand for refrigerators would 
be .05/.10 = - 0.5, the short-run elasticity ·would be much larger in rnagnihlde. 

Or consider automobiles. Although armual U.S. demand-new car purchases
is about 8 to 11 million, the stock of cars that people own is around 120 million. If 
automobile prices rise, many people will delay buying new cars. The quantity 
demanded ,vill fall sharply, even though the total stock of cars that consumers 
might want to ovm at these higher prices falls only a small amOlmt. Eventually, 
however, because old cars vAlear out and must be replaced, the quantity of new 
cars demanded picks up again. As a result, the long-run change in the quantity 
demanded is much smaller than the short-run change. Figure 2.12(b) shO\".'s 
demand curves for a durable good like automobiles. 
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Income elasticities also differ from the short run to the 
long run. For most goods and sen"ices-foods, be\"erages, fuel, entertainment, 
etc.-the income elasticity of demand is larger in the long run than in the short 
run. COI:sider the beha\:ior of g~soline consumption during a period of strong 
economIC growth ~u:"ll1g whIch aggregate income rises by 10 percent. 
E\'entually people WIll mcrease gasoline consumption because thev can afford to 
take more trips and perhaps own larger cars. But this chanae in" consumption 
takes time, and demand initially increases only by a small ~mount. Thus, the 
long-run elasticity will be larger than the short-mn elasticity. 

For a durable good, the opposite is tme. Again, cons·ider automobiles. If 
aggregate income rises by 10 percent, the total stock of cars that consumers will 
want t.o O\vn \\:ill also rise-say, by 5 percent. But this change means a much 
~arger m~rease.li: cllrrel1~ pllrc:li?Ses of cars. (If the stock is 120 million, a 5-percent 
lI1crease IS 6 Imlhon, WhICh mIght be about 60 percent of normal demand in a sin
gle year.) E\'entually conSUIT1.ers succeed in increasing the total number of cars 
owned; after the stock has been rebuilt, ne,v purchases are made largely to 
replace old cars. (These new purchases will still be greater than before because a 
larger stock of cars outstanding means that more cars need to be replaced each 
year.) Clearly, the short-run income elasticity of demand will be much laraer 
than the long-run elasticity. 1:> 

Because the demands for durable aoods fluctuate so 
sharply in response to short-run changes in income, the indu~tries that produce 
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~ual growth ra.tes are compared for GNP and U:v.estment in d~able equipment. Because the short-run GNP elas
Clty of demand.Is larger th~n the long-run ~lashClty f~r long-lIved capital equipment, changes in investment in 

eqUIpment magmfy changes 111 GNP. 111US capItal goods mdush"ies are considered "cyclical." 
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cyclical industries Indus
tries in which sales tend to 
magnify cyclical changes in 
gross national product and 
national income, 

20 

these goods are quite vulnerable to changing macroeconomic conditions, and in 
particular to the business cycle-recessions and booms, Hence, these industries 
are often called cyclical industries-their sales patterns tend to magnify cyclical 
changes in gross national product (GNP) and national income. 

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 illustrate this principle, Figure 2.13 plots two variables 
over time: the annual real (inflation-adjusted) rate of growth of GNP and the 
annual real rate of gro'Nth of investment in producers' durable equipment (i.e" 
machinery and other equipment purchased by firms). Note that although the 
durable equipment series follows the same pattern as the GNP series, the 
changes in GNP are magnified, For example, in 1961-1966 GNP grew by at least 
4 percent each year, Purchases of durable equipment also grew, but by much 
more (over 10 percent in 1963-1966). Equipment investment like\·vise gre"w 
much faster than GNP during 1993-1998. On the other hand, during the reces
sions of 1974-1975, 1982, and 1991, equipment purchases fell by much more 
than GNP 

Figure 2,14 also shows the real rate of growth of GNP, along "with the annual 
real rates of growth of spending by consumers on durable goods (automobiles, 
appliances, etc.), and nondurable goods (food, fuel, clothing, etc.). Note that 
while both consumption series follow GNP, only the durable goods series tends 
to magnify changes in GNP Changes in consumption of nondurables are 

/DUl'ables 
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Annual growth rates are compared for GNp, consumer expenditures on durable goods (automobiles, appliances, fur
niture, etc.), and consumer expenditures on nondurable goods (food, clothing, services, etc.). Because the stock of 
durables is large compared with annual demand, short-nm demand elasticities are larger than long-nm elasticities. 
Like capital equipment, industries that produce consumer durables are "cyclical" (i.e., changes in GNP are magni-

This is not true for of nondurables. 
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roughly the same as changes in GNP, but changes in consumption of durables 
are usually several times larger. This is \vhy companies such as General Motors 
and General Electric are considered "cyclical": Sales of cars and electrical appli
ances are strongly affected by changing macroeconomic conditions. 

asoline and automobiles exemplify some of the different characteristics of 
demand discussed above. They are complementary goods-an increase in 

the price of one tends to reduce the demand for the other. In addition, their 
respective dynamic behaviors (long-run versus short-nm elasticities) are just 
the opposite from each other, For gasoline, the long-rurl price and income elas
ticities are larger than the short-nm elasticities; for automobiles, the reverse is 
h·ue. 

There have been a number of statistical studies of the demands for gasoline 
and automobiles, Here we report elasticity estimates from a study that empha
sizes the dynamic response of demand.s Table 2.1 shows price and income elas
ticities of demand for gasoline in the United States for the short run, the long 
run, and just about everything in between. 

Note the large differences between the long-rurl and the short-run elastici
ties. Following the sharp increases that occurred in the price of gasoline with 
the rise of the OPEC oil cartel in 1974, many people (including executives in the 
automobile and oil industries) claimed that the quantity of gasoline demanded 
would not change much-that demand was not very elastic. Indeed, for the 
first year after the price rise, they were right But demand did eventually 
change. It just took time for people to alter their driving habits and to replace 
large cars with smaller and more fuel-efficient ones, This response continued 
after the second sharp increase in oil prices that occurred in 1979-1980. It was 
partly because of this response that OPEC could not maintain oil prices above 
$30 per barrel, and prices fell. 

Table 22 shows price and income elasticities of demand for automobiles. 
Note that the short-nm elasticities are much larger than the long-run elastici
ties, It should be clear from the income elasticities why the automobile industry 

NUMBER OF YEARS ALLOWED TO PASS FOLLOWING 
A PRICE OR INCOME CHANGE 

Elasticity 2 5 

Price -0.11 -0.22 -0.32 - 0.49 -0.82 -1.17 

Income 0.07 0.13 0.20 0.32 0.54 0.78 

5 The elasticity estimates are from R S, Pindyck, The StnlCillre of World EnergJ) Demand (Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 1979). For related demand studies and elasticity estimates, see Carol Dahl and 
Thomas Stem~,r, "An~lyzing Gasoline Demand Elasticities: A Survey," Energy Eco/lolllics Guly 1991); 
Molly E~pey, Watchu:g the Fuel Gauge: An International Model of Automobile Fuel Economy," 
Energy Eco/wIIlICS (Apnl 1996); and David 1. Greene, James R Kahn, and Robert C Gibson, "Fuel 
Economy Rebound Effects for US Household Vehicles," The E/lergy JOllrnal20, No, 3 (1999) 
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Elasticity 

Price -1.20 

Income 3.00 

NUMBER OF YEARS ALLOWED TO PASS FOLLOWING 
A PRICE OR INCOME CHANGE 

2 3 5 

-0.93 -0.75 -0.55 -0.42 

2.33 1.88 1.38 1.02 

20 

- 0.40 

1.00 

is so highly cyclical. For example, GNP fell by nearly 3 percent in real (inflation
adjusted) terms during the 1982 recession, but automobile sales fell by about 8 
percent in real terms.6 Auto sales recovered, however, during 1983-1985. They 
also fell by about 8 percent during the 1991 recession (when GNP fell 2 per
cent), but began to recover in 1993, and rose sharply during 1995-1999. 

Supply 
Elasticities of supply also differ from the long run to the short run. For most 
products, long-run supply is much more price elastic than short-run supply: 
Firms face capacity constraints in the short rW1 and need time to expand capacity 
by building new production facilities and hiring workers to staff them. This is 
not to say that the quantity supplied will not increase in the short run if price 
goes up sharply. Even in the short run, firms can increase output by using their 
existing facilities for more hours per week, paying workers to work overtime, 
and hiring some new workers immediately. But firms will be able to expand out
put much more when they have the time to expand their facilities and hire a 
larger permanent workforce. 

For some goods and services, short-run supply is completely inelastic. Rental 
housing in most cities is an example. In the very short run, there is only a fixed num
ber of rental units. Thus an increase in demand only pushes rents up. In the longer 
run, and without rent conh"Ols, higher rents provide an incentive to renovate exist
ing buildings and construct new ones. As a result, the quantity supplied increases. 

For most goods, however, firms can find ways to increase output even in the 
short run-if the price incentive is strong enough. However, because various 
constraints make it costly to increase output rapidly, it may require large price 
increases to elicit small short-run increases in the quantity supplied. We discuss 
these characteristics of supply in more detail in Chapter 8. 

Supply For some goods, supply is more elastic in the short 
nm than in the long run. Such goods are durable and can be recycled as part of 
supply if price goes up. An example is the secolldary supply of metals: the supply 
from scrap metal, which is often melted down and refabricated. When the price of 
copper goes up, it increases the incentive to convert scrap copper into new sup
ply, so that, initially, secondary supply increases sharply. Eventually, however, 
the stock of good-quality scrap falls, making the melting, purifying, and refabri
cating more costly. Secondary supply then contracts. Thus the long-run price 
elasticity of secondary supply is smaller than the short-rwl elasticity. 

6 This includes imports, which were capturing a growing share of the Us. market Domestic auto 
sales fell by even more. 
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Price Price 

Quantity Quantity 

(a) (b) 

Like that of most goods, the supply of primary copper, shown in part (a), is more elastic in the long nm. If price 
increases, firms would like to produce more but are limited by capacity constraints in the short run. In the longer run, 
they can add to capacity and produce more. Part (b) shows supply curves for secondary copper. If the price increases, 
there is a greater incentive to convert scrap copper into new supply. Initially, therefore, secondary supply (i.e., supply 
from scrap) increases But later, as the stock of scrap falls, secondary supply contracts. Secondary supply is 
therefore less elastic in run than in the short run. 

PRICE ELASTICITY OF: SHORT-RUN LONG-RUN 

Primary supply 0.20 1.60 

Secondary supply 0.43 0.31 

Total supply 0.25 1.50 

Figures 2.15(a) and 2.15(b) show short-run and long-run supply curves for 
primary (production from the mining and smelting of ore) and secondary cop
per production. Table 2.3 shows estimates of the elasticities for each component 
of supply and for total supply, based on a weighted average of the component 
elasticities.! Because secondary supply is only about 20 percent of total supply, 
the price elasticity of total supply is larger in the long run than in the short run. 

Droughts or subfreezing weather occasionally desh·oy or damage many of 
Brazil's coffee h·ees. Because Brazil produces much of the world's coffee, 

the result is a decrease in the supply of coffee and a sharp run-up in its price. 

7 These estimates were obtained by aggregating the regional estimates reported in Franklin M 
Fisher, Paul R Cootner, and Martin N. Baily, "An Econometric Model of the World Copper 
Industry," Bell JOllrnal of Ecollolllics 3 (Autumn 1972): 568-609. 
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When droughts or freezes damage Brazil's coffee trees, the price of coffee can soar. The 
price usually falls after a few as demand and supply adjust. 

In July 1975, for example, a frost destroyed most of Brazil's 1976-1977 coffee 
crop. (Remember that it is winter in Brazil when it is summer in the northem 
hemisphere.) As Figure 2.16 shows, the price of a pound of coffee in New York 
went from 68 cents in 1975 to $1.23 in 1976 and $2.70 in 1977. Prices fell, but 
then jumped again in 1986, after a seven-month drought in 1985 ruined much 
of Brazil's crop. Finally, starting in Jtme 1994, freezing weather followed by a 
drought desh'oyed nearly half of Brazil's 1995-1996 crop. As a result, the price 
of coffee in 1994-1995 was about double its 1993 leveL By 1998, however, the 
price had dropped considerably. 

The nm-up price following a freeze or drought is usually short-lived, how
ever. Within a year, price begins to fall; within three or four years, it returns to its 
earlier levels. In 1978, for example, the price of coffee in New York fell to $1.48 per 
pound, and by 1983 it had fallen in real (inflation-adjusted) terms to within a few 
cents of its prefreeze 1975 price.s Likewise, in 1987 the price of coffee fell to below 
its pre drought 1984 level, and then continued declining lmtil the 1994 freeze. 

s During 1980, howe\"er, prices temporarily went just above 52.00 per pound as a result of export 
quotas imposed under the International Coffee Agreement (ICA) .. The ICA is essentially a cartel 
agreement implemented by the coffee-producing countries in 1968. It has been largely ineffecti\"e 
and has seldom had an effect on the price We discuss cartel pricing in detail in Chapter 12. 
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Coffee prices behave this way because both demand and supply (especially 
supply) are much more elastic in the long nm than in the short nm. Figure 2.17 
illustrates this. Note from part (a) of the figure that in the very short rW1 (within 
one or two months after a freeze), supply is completely inelastic: There are sim
ply a fixed number of coffee beans, some of which have been damaged by the 
frost. Demand is also relatively inelastic. As a result of the frost, the supply 
curve shifts to the left, and price increases sharply, from Po to Pl' 
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(a) A freeze or drought in Brazil causes the supply curve to shift to the left. In the short run, supply is completely 
inelastic; only a fixed number of coffee beans can be harvested. Demand is also relatively inelastic; consumers change 
their habits only slowly. As a result, the initial effect of the freeze is a sharp increase in price, from Po to Pl' (b) In the 
intermediate run, supply and demand are both more elastic; thus price falls part of the way back, to P 2' (c) In the long 

is extremely elastic; because new coffee trees will have had time to mature, the effect of the freeze will 
ru:;al:)pE~arl~a. Price returns to Po. 
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In the intermediate run-say, one year after the freeze-both supply and 
demand are more elastic, supply because existing trees can be harvested more 
intensively (with some decrease in quality), and demand because consumers 
have had time to change their buying habits. As part (b) shows, although the 
intermediate-run supply curve also shifts to the left, price has come down from 
P1 to P2. The quantity supplied has also increased somewhat from the short 
run, from Q1 to Q2' In the long run shown in part (c), price returns to its normal 
level because growers have had time to replace trees damaged by the freeze. 
TIle long-run supply curve, then, simply reflects the cost of producing coffee, 
including the costs of land, of planting and caring for the trees, and of a com
petitive rate of profit.9 

*2.8 

So far our discussion of supply and demand has been largely qualitative. To use 
supply and demand curves to analyze and predict the effects of changing mar
ket conditions, we must begin attaching numbers to them. For example, to see 
how a 50-percent reduction in the supply of Brazilian coffee may affect the 
world price of coffee, we must determine actual supply and demand curves and 
then calculate the shifts in those curves and the resulting changes in price. 

In this section, we will see how to do simple ''back of the envelope" calculations 
with linear supply and demand curves. Although they are often approximations 
of more complex curves, we use linear curves because they are easier to work 
with. It may come as a surprise, but one can do some informative economic 
analyses on the back of a small envelope with a pencil and a pocket calculator. 

First, we must learn how to "fit" linear demand and supply curves to market 
data. (By this we do not mean statistical fitting in the sense of linear regression or 
other statistical techniques, which we discuss later in the book.) Suppose we 
have two sets of numbers for a particular market: The first set consists of the 
price and quantity that generally prevail in the market (i.e., the price and quan
tity that prevail" on average," when the market is in equilibrium, or when mar
ket conditions are "normal"). We call these numbers the equilibrium price and 
quantity and denote them by P* and Q*. The second set consists of the price elas
ticities of supply and demand for the market (at or near the equilibrium), which 
we denote by and ED, as before. 

These numbers may come from a statistical study done by someone else; they 
may be numbers that we simply think are reasonable; or they may be numbers 
that we want to tryout on a "what if" basis. Our goal is to write down the supply 
and demand curves that fit (i.e., are consistent with) these numbers. We can then 
determine numerically how a change in a variable such as GNP, the price of 
another good, or some cost of production will cause supply or demand to shift 
and thereby affect market price and quantity. 

9 You can learn more about the world coffee market from the Foreign Agriculture Service of the Us. 
Department of Agriculture. Their Web site is \\ rLlrktet.htmL 
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Let's begin with the linear curves shown in Figure 2.1S. We can write these 
curves algebraically as follows: 

Demand: Q a - bP 

Supply: Q = c + dP 

(2.4a) 

(2.4b) 

Our problem is to choose numbers for the constants a, b, c, and d. This is done, 
for supply and for demand, in a two-step procedure: 

II Step 1: Recall that each price elasticity, whether of supply or demand, can be 
written as 

E (P/Q)(flQ/flP), 

where flQ/flP is the change in quantity demanded or supplied resulting from 
a small change in price. For linear curves, liQ/liP is constant. From equations 
(2.4a) and (2.4b), we see that liQ/liP = d for supply and liQ/liP = b for 
demand. Now, let's substitute these values for liQ/liP into the elasticity for
mula: 

Dellland: Eo = b(P*/Q*) 

Supply: Es = d(P*/Q*), 

Price 

Q* a 

Q=a bP 

(2.5a) 

(2.5b) 

Quantity 

Linear supply and demand curves provide a convenient tool for analysis. Given data 
for the equilibrium price and quantity P* and Q*, as well as estimates of the elastici
ties of demand and supply ED and Es, we can calculate the parameters c and d for the 
supply curve and a and b for the demand curve. (In the case dravvn here, C < 0.) The 
curves can then be used to the behavior of the market 
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where P* and Q* are the equilibrium price and quantity for which we have 
data and to which we want to fit the curves. Because we have numbers for Es, 
ED, P*, and Q*, we can substihlte these numbers in equations (2.5a) and (2.5b) 
and solve for band d. 

II Step 2: Since we now know band d, we can substitute these numbers, as well 
as P* and Q*, into equations (2.4a) and (2.4b) and solve for the remaining con
stants a and c. For example, we can rewrite equation (2.4a) as 

a = Q* + bP* 

and then use our data for Q* and P*, together with the number we calculated 
in Step 1 for b, to obtain a. 

Let's apply this procedure to a specific example: long-run supply and demand 
for the world copper market. The relevant numbers for this market are as follows:10 

Quantity Q* = 7.5 million metric tons per year (mmt/yr) 

Price P* = 75 cents per pound 

Elasticity of supply = 1.6 

Elasticity of demand ED = - 0.8 

(The price of copper has fluchlated during the past decade between 50 cents and 
more than $1.30, but 75 cents is a reasonable average price for 1980-1990.) 

We begin with the supply curve equation (2.4b) and use our two-step proce
dure to calculate numbers for c and d. The long-run price elasticity of supply is 
1.6, P* = .75, and Q* = 7.5. 

II Step 1: Substitute these numbers in equation (2.5b) to determine d: 

1.6 d(0.75/7.5) = O.ld, 

so that d 1.6/0.1 = 16. 

II Step 2: Substitute this number for d, together with the numbers for P* and Q*, 
into equation (2.4b) to determine c: 

7.5 = c + (16)(0.75) = c + 12, 

so that c = 7.5 - 12 = - 4.5. We now know c and d, so we can write our sup
ply curve: 

Supply: Q - 4.5 + 16P 

We can now follow the same steps for the demand curve equation (2.4a). An 
estimate for the long-run elasticity of demand is - 0.8. First, substitute this num
ber, as well as the values for P* and Q*, into equation (2.5a) to determine b: 

- 0.8 = b(0.75/7.5) = O.lb, 

lOT~e supply elasticity is for primary supply, as shown in Table 2.3. The demand elasticity is a 
regIOnally aggregated number based on Fisher, Cootner, and Baily, "An Econometric ModeL" 
Quantities refer to what was then the non-Communist world market. 

f 
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so that b = 0.8/0.1 = 8. Second, substitute this value for b and the values for P* 
and Q* in equation (2.4a) to determine a: 

7.5 = a (8)(0.75) a - 6, 

so that a = 7.5 + 6 = 13.5. Thus, our demand curve is 

Dell/alld: Q = 13.5 - 8P 

To check that 'Ne have not made a mistake, let's set the quantity supplied 
equal to the quantity demanded and calculate the resulting equilibrium price: 

Supply = - 4.5 + 16P = 13.5 8P = Demand 

16P + 8P = 13.5 + 4.5 

or P = 18/24 = 0.75, which is indeed the equilibrium price vvith which we 
began. 

Although we have written supply and demand so that they depend only on 
price, they could easily depend on other variables as welL Demand, for example, 
might depend on income as well as price. We 'would then write demand as 

Q = a bP + fI, (2.6) 

where I is an index of aggregate income or GNP. For example, I might equal 1.0 
in a base year and then rise or fall to reflect percentage increases or decreases in 
aggregate income. 

For our copper market example, a reasonable estimate for the long-run 
income elasticity of demand is 1.3. For the linear demand curve (2.6), we can 
then calculate f by using the formula for the incom.e elasticity of demand: 
E = (I/Q)PQ/j.I). Taking the base value of I as 1.0, ,,",'e haw 

1.3 = (1.0/7.5)(f) 

TI1Usf = (1.3)(7.5)/(1.0) = 9.75. Finally, substituting the values b = 8,f = 9.75, 
P* = 0.75, and Q* = 7.5 into equation (2.6), we can calculate that a must equal 3.75. 

We have seen how to fit linear supply and demand curves to data. Now, to see 
how these curves can be used to analyze markets, let's look at Example 2.7, 
vvhich deals with the behavior of copper prices, and Example 2.8, ''"''hich con
cerns the world oil market. 

A fter reaching a level of about $1.00 per pound in 1980, the price of copper 
fell sharply to about 60 cents per pound in 1986. In real (inflation-adjusted) 

terms, this price was even lower than during the Great Depression 50 years 

== 
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earlier. Only in 1988-1989 did prices recO\'er somevvhat, largely as a result of 
strikes by miners in Peru and Canada and disrupted supplies. Figure 2.19 
shows the beha\'ior of copper prices in 1965-1999 in both real and nominal 
terms. 

Worldwide recessions in 1980 and 1982 contributed to the decline of cop
per prices; as mentioned above, the income elasticity of copper demand is 
about 1.3. But copper demand did not pick up as the industrial economies 
recovered during the mid-1980s. Instead, the 1980s saw a steep decline in 
demand. 

This decline occurred for two reasons. First, a large part of copper consump
tion is for the construction of equipment for electric pO\ver generation and 
transmission. But by the late 1970s, the growth rate of electric power generation 
had fallen dramatically in most industrialized countries. In the United States, 
for example, the growth rate fell from over 6 percent per annum in the 1960s 
and early 1970s to less than 2 percent in the late 1970s and 1980s. This decline 
meant a big drop in what had been a major source of copper demand. Second, 
in the 1980s, other materials, such as aluminum and fiber optics, were increas
ingly substituted for copper. 
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Copper prices are shown in both nominal (no adjustment for inflation) and real 
(inflation-adjusted) terms. In real terms, copper prices declined steeply from the 
~arly 1970s through the mid-1980s as demand felL In 1988-1990, copper prices rose 
ill response to supply disruptions caused by strikes in Peru and Canada but later fell 
after the strikes ended. Prices declined 
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Copper producers are concerned about the possible effects of further 
declines in demand, particularly as strikes end and supplies increase. 
Declining demand, of course, will depress prices. To find out how much, we 
can use the linear supply and demand curves that we just derived. Let's calcu
late the effect on price of a 20-percent decline in demand. Because ,ve are not 
concerned here with the effects of GNP growth, we can leave the income term 
tl out of demand. 
. We want to shift the demand curve to the left by 20 percent. In other words, 
we want the quantity demanded to be 80 percent of what it would be otherwise 
for every value of price. For our linear demand curve, we simply multiply the 
right-hand side by 0.8: 

Q = (0.8)(13.5 8P) = 10.8 - 6AP 

Supply is again Q = - 4.5 + 16P. Now we can equate the quantity supplied 
and the quantity demanded and solve for price: 

16P + 6.4P = 10.8 + 4.5, 

or P = 15.3/22.4 68.3 cents per pound. A decline in demand of 20 percent, 
therefore, entails a drop in price of roughly 7 cents per pound, or 10 percent,l1 

Since the early 1970s, the world oil market has been buffeted by the OPEC 
cartel and by political turmoil in the Persian Gulf. In 1974, by collectively 

resh'aining output, OPEC (the Organization of Peh'oleum Exporting COlmh'ies) 
pushed world oil prices well above what they would have been in a competi
tive market. OPEC could do this because it accounted for much of vwrld oil 
production. During 1979-1980, oil prices shot up again, as the Iranian revolu
tion and the outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war sharply reduced Iranian and Iraqi 
production. During the 1980s, the price gradually declined, as demand fell and 
competitive (i.e., non-OPEC) supply rose in response to price. Prices remained 
relatively stable during 1988-1999, except for a temporary spike in 1990 
following the Iraqi invasion of Kmvait, a decline during 1997-1998, and an 
increase in 1999. Figure 2.20 shO\·..,s the world price of oil from 1970 to 1999, in 
both nominal and real terms. 

The Persian Gulf is one of the less stable regions of the world, which has led 
to concern over the possibility of new oil supply disruptions and sharp 
increases in oil prices. What would happen to oil prices-in both the short rill) 
and longer run-if a war or revolution in the Persian Gulf caused a sharp cut
back in oil production? Let's see how simple supply and demand curves can be 
used to predict the outcome of such an event. 

11 You can obtain recent data and learn more about the beha\'ior of copper prices by accessing the Web 
site of the US Geological Survey at ",i:'d·.'!~ L'ell<' 
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The OPEC cartel and political events caused the price of oil to rise sharply at times. It 
later fell as supply and demand adjusted. 

This example is set in 1997, so all prices are measured in 1997 dollars. Here 
are some rough figures: 

• 1997 World price S18 per barrel 

• World demand and total supply = 23 billion barrels per year (bb/yr) 

• 1997 OPEC supply = 10 bb/yr 

• Competiti\'e (non-OPEC) supply = 13 bb/yr.l2 

The following table giyes price elasticity estimates for oil supply and demandY 

SHORT-RUN LONG-RUN 

World demand: -0.05 - 0.40 

Competitive supply: 0.10 0.40 

lc:\on-OPEC supply includes the production of China and the fonner SO\'iet republics_ 

13 For the ~~urces of these numbers and a more detailed discussion of OPEC oil pricing, see Robert S, 
Pmdyck. Cams to Producers from the Cartelization of Exhaustible Resources," Rel'iew or Eco/lolllics 
aild Statlsilcs 60 (\!a~ 1978): 238-51; James:vI Griffin and Da\"id J. Teece, OPEC Beilllc'io;' and World 
Oil Prices (London: Allen and Cnwin, 1982); and Hillard G Huntinaton, "Inferred Demand and 
Supply Elasticities from a Comparison of World Oil Models," in T St~rner, ed, Intemational E/lewll 
Ecollomic:' (London: Chapman and Hall, 1992) LV 

f 
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You should verify that these numbers imply the following for demand and 
competitive supply in the short rllI1: 

Slzort-rlill demand: o = 24.08 - 0.06P 

Short-run competitive supply: Sc = 11.74 + 0.07P 

Of course, total supply is competitive supply plus OPEC supply, which we take 
as constant at 10 bb/yr. Adding this 10 bb/yr to the competitive supply curve 
above, we obtain the following for the total short-nm supply: 

SllOrt-rilIl total supply: ST = 21.74 + 0,07P 

You should verify that the quantity demanded and the total quantity supplied 
are equal at an equilibrium price of $18 per barrel. 

You should also verify that the corresponding demand and supply curves 
for the long I'lln are as follows: 

Long-rull demand: 

Long-ntn competitive supply: 

Long-rull total supply: 

o = 32.18 0.51P 

Sc = 7.78 + 0.29P 

ST = 17.78 + 0.29P 

Again, you can check that the quantities supplied and demanded equate at a 
price of $18. 

Saudi Arabia is one of the ,'>'orId's largest oil producers, accounting for 
roughly 3 bb/yr, which is nearly one third of OPEC production and about 13 
percent of total world production. What would happen to the price of oil if, 
because of war or political upheaval, Saudi Arabia stopped producing oil? We 
can use our supply and demand curves to find out. 

For the short lUll, simply subtract 3 from total supply: 

SllOrt-rllll demand: o = 24.08 0.06P 

SllOrt-nlll total supply: Sr = 18.74 + 0,07P 

By equating this total quantity supplied with the quantity demanded, we can 
see that in the short nm, the price will more than double to $41.08 per barrel. 
Figure 2.21 shows this supply shift and the resulting short-nm increase in price. 
The initial equilibrium is at the intersection of ST and D. After the drop in Saudi 
production, the equilibrium occurs where S' T and 0 cross. 

In the long I'UI1, however, things will be different. Because both demand and 
competitive supply are more elastic in the long run, the 3 bb/yr cut in oil pro
duction will no longer support such a high price. Subtracting 3 from long-run 
total supply and equating with long-run demand, we can see that the price will 
fall to $21.75, only $3.75 above the initial $18 price. 

Thus, if Saudi Arabia suddenly stops producing oil, we should expect to see 
more than a doubling in price. However, we should also expect to see the price 
gradually decline afterw"ard, as demand falls and competitive supply rises, As 
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The total supply is the sum of competitive (non-OPEC) supply and the 10 bb/yr of 
OPEC supply. Part (a) shows the short-run supply and demand curves. If Saudi 
Arabia stops producing, the supply curve will shift to the left by 3 bb/yr. In the short
run, price will increase sharply. Part (b) shows long-run curves. In the long run, 
because demand and competitive supply are much more elastic, the impact on price 
will be much smaller. 

*** 
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Figure 220 shmys, this is indeed vvhat happened following the sharp decline in 
Iranian and Iraqi production in 1979-1980. History mayor may not repeat 
itself, but if it does, we can at least predict the impact on oil prices.14 

w 

In the United States and most other industrial countries, markets are rarely free 
of government intervention. Besides imposing taxes and granting subsidies, 
go\-errunents often regulate markets (even competitive markets) in a variety of 
ways. In this section we will see hm'\' to use supply and demand curves to ana
lvz~ the effects of one common form of government intervention: price controls. 
Later, in Chapter 9, vve will examine the effects of price controls and other forms 
of government inten-ention and regulation in more detaiL 

Figure 2.22 illustrates the effects of price controls. Here, Po and Qo are the 
equilibrililll price and quantity that would prevail without government regulation. 
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Without price controls, the market clears at the equilibrium price and quantity Po 
and Qo. If price is regulated to be no higher than P maX' the quantity supplied falls to 
Qj, the quantity demanded increases to Q2' and a shortage develops. 

can obtain recent data and learn more about the world oil market by accessing the Web sites of 
the American Petroleum Institute at \\\\"iiilpiorg or the US Energy Information Administration at 

ei(1,doe.go\ 
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The government, however, has decided that Po is too high and mandated that 
the price can be no higher than a maximum allo'wable ceiling price, denoted by 
P max' What is the result? At this lower price, producers (particularly those with 
hiaher costs) will produce less, and the quantity supplied will drop to Q1' Con
su~ers, on the other hand, will demand more at this 1m\' price; they would like 
to purchase the quantity Q2' Demand therefore exceeds supply, and a shortage 
develops-i.e., there is excess dellland. The amount of excess demand is Q2 Q1' 

This excess demand sometimes takes the form of queues, as 'when drivers 
lined up to buy gasoline during the winter of 1974 and the summer of 1979. In 
both instances, the lines were the result of price controls; the government pre
vented domestic oil and gasoline prices from rising along 'with 'world oil prices. 
Sometimes excess demand results in curtailments and supply rationing, as with 
nahual gas price controls and the resulting gas shortages of the mid-1970s, wh~r: 
industrial consumers closed factories because gas supplies were cut ott. 
Sometimes it spills over into other markets, 'where it artificially increases 
demand. For example, natural gas price controls caused potential buyers of gas 
to use oil instead. 

Some people gain and some lose from price controls. As Figure 2.22 suggests, 
producers lose: They receive lower prices, and some leave the industry. Some but 
not all consumers gain. While those who can purchase the good at a lower price 
are better off, those who have been "rationed out" and carmot buy the good at all 
are worse off. How large are the gains to the winners and hO'vv large are the losses 
to the losers? Do total gains exceed total losses? To ans\·ver these questions we 
need a method to measure the gains and losses from price controls and other 
forms of government intervention. We discuss such a method in Chapter 9. 

I n 1954, the federal government began regulating the wellhead price of nat
ural gas. Initially the conh'ols were not binding; the ceiling prices were above 

those that cleared the market. But in about 1962, when these ceiling prices did 
become binding, excess demand for nahiral gas developed and slowly began to 
grow. In the 1970s, this excess demand, spurred by higher oil prices, became 
severe and led to widespread curtailments. Soon ceiling prices were far below 
prices that would have prevailed in a free market.15 

Today, producers and industrial consumers of natural gas, oil, and other 
commodities are concerned that the government might respond, once again, 
with price controls if prices rise sharply. To understand the likely impact of 
such price controls, we will go back to the year 1975 and calculate the impact of 
natural gas price conh'ols at that time. 

15 This reo-ulation beo-an with the Supreme Court's 1954 decision requiring the then Federal Power 
Commission to reo-ulate wellhead prices on nahrral aas sold to interstate pipeline companies. These 
00. 

price controls were largely remo\'ed during the 1980s, under the mandate of the NahrralGas PolIc\' 
Act of 1978 .. For a detailed discussion of natural gas regulation and its effects, see Paul IV. MacA\'oy 
and Robert S. Pind\,ck, The Ecollolllics ofthe 0Jntul'Ill Gns Shortage (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1975); 
R S. Pindyck, "Higher Energy Prices imd the Supply of Natural G.as," Energy Systellls nnd Policy 2 
(1978): 177-209; and Arlon R Tussing and Cormie C Barlow, The Natlil'lll GIlS Industnl (Cambndge, 
MA: Ballinger, 1984) 

m 
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Based on econometric shidies of natural gas markets and the behavior of 
those markets as controls were gradually lifted during the 1980s, the follOWing 
data describe the market in 1975. 

TI1e free-market price of natural gas would have been about $2.00 per mef 
(thousand cubic feet); 

Production and consumption would have been about 20 Tef (trillion cubic 
feet); 

The average price of oil (including both imports and domestic production), 
which affects both supply and demand for natural gas, was about $8/barrel. 

A reasonable estimate for the price elasticity of supply is 0.2. Higher oil 
prices also lead to more natural gas production because oil and gas are often 
discovered and produced together; an estimate of the cross-price elasticity of 
supply is 0.1. As for demand, the price elasticity is about 0.5, and the cross
price elasticity with respect to oil price is about 1.5. You can verify that the fol
lowing linear supply and demand curves fit these numbers: 

Sllpply: Q = 14 + 2Pc + .25Po 

Demand: Q = 5Pc + 3.75Po, 

where Q is the quantity of natural gas (in Tef), Pc is the price of natural gas (in 
dollars per mef), and Po is the price of oil (in dollars per barrel). You can also 
verify, by equating the quantities supplied and demanded and substituting 
$8.00 for Po, that these supply and demand curves imply an equilibrium free 
market price of $2.00 for natural gas. 

The regulated price of gas in 1975 was about $1.00 per mcf. Substituting this 
price for Pc in the supply function gives a quantity supplied (Q1 in Figure 
2.22) of 18 Tef. Substituting for P G in the demand function gives a demand (Q2 
in Figure 2.22) of 25 Tct Price controls thus created an excess demand of 
25 - 18 = 7 Tef, which manifested itself in the form of widespread curtail
ments. 

Price regulation was a major component of U.s. energy policy during the 
1960s and 1970s, and continued to influence the evolution of natural gas mar
kets in the 1980s. In Example 9.1 of Chapter 9, we show how to measure the 
gains and losses that result from price controls. 

1. Supply-demand analysis is a basic tool of microeco
nomics. In competitive markets, supply and demand 
curves tell us how much will be produced by firms 
and how much will be demanded by consumers as a 
function of price. 

2. The market mechanism is the tendency for supply 
and demand to equilibrate (Le., for price to move to 

the market-clearing level), so that there is neither 
excess demand nor excess supply. 

3. Elasticities describe the responsiveness of supply and 
demand to changes in price, income, or other vari
ables. For example, the price elasticity of demand 
measures the percentage change in the quantity de
manded resulting from a I-percent increase in price, 
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4. Elasticities pertain to a time frame, and for most 
goods it is important to distinguish between short
run and long-run elasticities .. 

5. If we can estimate, at least roughly, the supply and 
demand curves for a particular market, we can calcu
late the market-clearing price by equating the quan
tity supplied with the quantity demanded. Also, if we 
know how supply and demand depend on other eco
nomic variables, such as income or the prices of other 
goods, we can calculate how the market-clearing 

1. Suppose that unusually hot weather causes the 
demand curve for ice cream to shift to the right. Why 
will the price of ice cream rise to a new market
clearing level? 

2. Use supply and demand curves to illustr'ate how each 
of the following events would affect the price of but
ter and the quantity of butter bought and sold: (a) an 
increase in the price of margarine; (b) an increase in 
the price of milk; (c) a decrease in average income 
levels. 

3. Suppose a 3-percent increase in the price of corn 
flakes causes a 6-percent decline in the quantity 
demanded. What is the elasticity of demand for corn 
flakes? 

4. Why do long-run elasticities of demand differ from 
short-rUll elasticities? Consider two goods: paper towels 
and televisions. Which is a durable good? Would you 
expect the price elasticity of demand for paper towels to 
be larger in the short rUll or in the long run? Why? What 
about the price elasticity of demand for televisions? 

5. Explain why for many goods, the long-nm price elas
ticity of supply is larger than the short-run elasticity. 

6. Suppose the government regulates the prices of beef 
and chicken and sets them below their market
clearing levels. Explain why shortages of these goods 
will develop and what factors will determine the sizes 
of the shortages. What will happen to the price of 
pork? Explain briefly. 

7. In a discussion of tuition rates, a university official 
argues that the demand for admission is completely 
price inelastic. As evidence, she notes that while the 
university has doubled its tuition (in real terms) over 
the past 15 years, neither the number nor quality of 
students applying has decreased. Would you accept 
this argument? Explain briefly. (Hint: The official 
makes an assertion about the demand for admission, 

price and quantity will change as these other vari
ables change. This is a means of explaining or predict
ing market behavior. 

6. Simple numerical analyses can often be done by fit
ting linear supply and demand curves to data on 
price and quantity and to estimates of elasticities .. For 
many markets, such data and estimates are available, 
and simple "back of the envelope" calculations can 
help us understand the characteristics and behavior 
of the market. 

but does she actually observe a demand curve? What 
else could be going on?) 

8. Use supply and demand curve shifts to illustrate the 
effect of the following events on the market for 
apples. Make clear the direction of the change in both 
price and quantity sold .. 
a. Scientists find that an apple a day does indeed 

keep the doctor away. 
b. The price of oranges tr·iples. 
c. A drought shrinks the apple crop to one-third its 

normal size. 
d. Thousands of college students abandon the acade

mic life to become apple pickers. 
e. Thousands of college shldents abandon the acade

mic life to become apple growers. 
9. Suppose the demand curve for a product is given by 

Q = 10 - 2P + Ps 

where P is the price of the product and Ps is the price 
of a substihlte good. The price of the substitute good 
is $2.00. 
a. Suppose P = $1.00. What is the price elasticity of 

demand? What is the cross-price elasticity of 
demand? 

b. Suppose the price of the good, P, goes to $2.00. 
Now what is the price elasticity of demand, and 
what is the cross-price elasticity of demand? 

10. Suppose that rather than the declining demand 
assumed in Example 2.7, a decrease in the cost of cop
per production causes the supply curve to shift to the 
right by 40 percent. How will the price of copper 
change? 

11. Suppose the demand for natural gas is perfectly 
inelastic. What would be the effect, if any, of natural 
gas price controls? 

1. Consider a competitive market for which the quanti
ties demanded and supplied (per year) at various 
prices are given as follows: 

PRICE DEMAND SUPPLY 
(DOLLARS) (MILLIONS) (MILLIONS) 

60 22 14 

80 20 16 

100 18 18 

120 16 20 

a. Calculate the price elasticity of demand when the 
price is $80, and when the price is $100. 

b. Calculate the price elasticity of supply when the 
price is $80 and when the price is $100. 

c. What are the equilibrium price and quantity? 
d. Suppose the government sets a price ceiling of $80. 

Will there be a shortage, and if so, how large will it be? 
2. Refer to Example 2.4 on the market for wheat. At 

the end of 1998, both Brazil and Indonesia opened 
their wheat markets to U.S. farmers. (Source: 
http://www.fas.usda.gov/) Suppose that these new 
markets add 200 million bushels to U.S. wheat 
demand. What will be the free-market price of wheat 
and what quantity will be produced and sold by U.S. 
farmers in this case? 

3. A vegetable fiber is traded in a competitive world 
market, and the world price is $9 per pound. 
Unlimited quantities are available for import into the 
United States at this price. The U.S. domestic supply 
and demand for various price levels are shown below. 

U.S. SUPPLY U.S. DEMAND 
PRICE (MILLION LBS) (MILLION LBS) 

3 2 34 

6 4 28 
9 6 22 

12 8 16 
15 10 10 
18 12 4 

a. What is the equation for demand? What is the 
equation for supply? 

b. At a price of $9, what is the price elasticity of 
demand? What is it at a price of $12? 

c. What is the price elasticity of supply at $9? At $12? 
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d. In a free market, what will be the US. price and 
level of fiber imports? 

4. The rent contr'ol agency of New York City has found 
that aggregate demand is Qo = 100 - 5P. Quantity is 
measured in tens of thousands of apartments. Price, 
the average monthly rental rate, is measured in hun
dreds of dollars. The agency also noted that the 
increase in Q at lower P results from more three
person families corning into the city from Long Island 
and demanding apartments The city's board of real
tors acknowledges that this is a good demand esti
mate and has shown that supply is Qs 50 + 5P. 
a. If both the agency and the board are right about 

demand and supply, what is the free-market price? 
What is the change in city population if the agency 
sets a maximum average monthly rent of $100 and all 
those who carmot find an apartment leave the city? 

b. Suppose the agency bows to the wishes of the 
board and sets a rental of $900 per month on all 
apartments to allow landlords a "fair" rate of 
return. If 50 percent of any long-run increases in 
apartment offerings comes from new construction, 
how many apartments are constructed? 

*5. Much of the demand for U.S. agricultural output has 
come from other countries. From Example 2.4, total 
demand is Q = 3244 - 283P. In addition, we are told 
that domestic demand is Qo = 1700 - 107P. Do
mestic supply is Qs = 1944 + 207P. Suppose the 
export demand for wheat falls by 40 percent. 
a. US. farmers are concerned about this drop in 

export demand. What happens to the free-market 
price of wheat in the United States? Do the farmers 
have much reason to worry? 

b. Now, suppose the U.s. government wants to buy 
enough wheat to raise the price to $350 per busheL 
With this drop in export demand, how much 
wheat would the government have to buy? How 
much would this cost the government? 

6. In 1998, Americans smoked 470 billion cigarettes. The 
average retail price was $2 per pack. Statistical studies 
have shown that the price elasticity of demand 
is 0 .. 4, and the price elasticity of supply is 05. Using 
this information, derive linear demand and supply 
curves for the cigarette market. (For more informa
tion on this market, see Frank J. Chaloupka, "The 
Economics of Smoking," NBER working paper, 
1999, which can be accessed on the Web at 
http://nberws.nber.org/pa pers/W7047. pdf). 

7. In Example 2.7 we examined the effect of a 20-percent 
decline in copper demand on the price of copper, 
using the linear supply and demand curves devel
oped in Section 2.4. Suppose the long-run price elas
ticity of copper demand were - 0.4 instead of - 0.8. 
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a. Assuming, as before, that the equilibrium price 
and quantity are P* = 75 cents per pound and 
Q* 75 million metric tons per year, derive the 
linear demand curve consistent with the smaller 
elasticity. 

b. Using this demand curve, recalculate the effect of a 
20-percent decline in copper demand on the price 
of copper. 

8. Example 2.8 analyzes the world oil market. Using the 
data given in that example: 
a. Show that the short-run demand and competitive 

supply curves are indeed given by 

D = 24.,08 - 0.06P 

Sc = 11.74 + 0.07P 

b. Show that the long-run demand and competitive 
supply curves are indeed given by 

D = 32.18 - 051P 

Sc = 7.78 + 0.29P 

c. During the late 1990s, Saudi Arabia accounted for 
3 billion barrels per year of OPEC's production. 
Suppose that war or revolution caused Saudi 
Arabia to stop producing oil. Use the model above 
to calculate what would happen to the price of oil 
in the short run and the long run if OPEC's produc
tion were to drop by 3 billion barrels per year, 

RETAIL PRICE OF SALES OF 

9. Refer to Example 2.9, which analyzes the effects of 
price conh'ols on natural gas. 
a. Using the data in the example, show that the fol

lowing supply and demand curves did indeed 
describe the market in 1975: 

Supply: Q = 14 + 2Pc + 0.25Po 

Demand: Q - 5P c + 3.75P 0, 

where Pc and Po are the prices of natural gas and 
oil, respectively Also verify that if the price of oil is 
$8.00, these curves imply a free-market price of 
$2.00 for natural gas. 

b. Suppose the regulated price of gas in 1975 had 
been $150 per thousand cubic feet instead of $1.00. 
How much excess demand would there have 
been? 

c. Suppose that the market for natural gas had /lot 

been regulated. If the price of oil had increased 
from $8.00 to $16,00, what would have happened 
to the free market price of natural gas? 

*10. The table below shows the retail price and sales for 
instant coffee and roasted coffee for 1997 and 1998, 
a. Using this data alone, estimate the short-run price 

elasticity of demand for roasted coffee, Also, derive 
a linear demand curve for roasted coffee, 

b. Now estimate the short-run price elasticity of 
demand for instant coffee. Derive a linear demand 
curve for instant coffee, 

c. Which coffee has the higher short-run price elastic
ity of demand? Why do you think this is the case? 

RETAIL PRICE OF SALES OF 
INSTANT COFFEE INSTANT COFFEE ROASTEO COFFEE ROASTED COFFEE 

YEAR ($/LB) (MILLION LBS) ($/LB) (MillION LBS) 

1997 10.35 75 4.11 820 
1998 10.48 70 3.76 850 

PART 2 presents the theoretical core of microeconomics. 
Chapters 3 and 4 explain the principles underlying con

sumer demand. We see how consumers make consumption 
decisions, how their preferences and budget constraints deter
mine their demands for various goods, and why different 
goods have different demand characteristics. Chapter 5 con
tains more advanced material that shows how to analyze con
sumer choice under lmcertainty. We explain why people usu
ally dislike risky situations, and show how they can reduce 
risk, and how they choose among risky alternatives. 

Chapters 6 and 7 develop the theory of the firm. We see how 
firms combine inputs, such as capital, labor, and raw materi
als, to produce goods and services in a way that minimizes the 
costs of production. We also see how a firm's costs depend on 
its rate of production and production experience. Chapter 8 
then shows how firms choose profit-maximizing rates of pro
duction. We also see how the production decisions of individ
ual firms combine to determine the competitive market supply 
curve and its characteristics. 

Chapter 9 applies supply and demand curves to the analy
sis of competitive markets. We show how government policies, 
such as price controls, quotas, taxes, and subsidies, can have 
wide-ranging effects on consumers and producers and explain 
how supply-demand analysis can be used to evaluate these 
effects. 



few years ago, General Mills decided to introduce a new 
product. The new brand, Apple-Cinnamon Cheerios, 

offered a sweetened and more flavorful variant on General 
Mills' classic Cheerios product. But before Apple-Cinnamon 
Cheerios could be extensively marketed, the company had to 
resolve an important problem: How high a price shollid it charge? 
No matter how good the cereal was, its profitability would be 
affected considerably by the company's pricing decision. 
Knowing that consumers would pay more for a new product 
with added ingredients was not enough. The question was how 
milch more. General Mills, therefore, had to conduct a careful 
analysis of consumer preferences to determine the demand for 
Apple-CiImamon Cheerios. 

General Mills' problem in determining consumer prefer
ences mirrors the more complex problem faced by the U.s. 
Congress in evaluating the federal Food Stamps program. The 
goal of the program is to give to low-income households 
coupons that can be exchanged for food. But there has always 
been a problem in the program's design that complicates its 
assessment: To what extent do food stamps provide people 
with more food, as opposed to simply subsidizing the pur
chase of food that they would have bought anyway? In other 
words, has the program turned out to be little more than an 
income supplement that people spend largely on nonfood 
items instead of a solution to the nutritional problems of the 
poor? As in the cereal example, an analysis of consumer 
behavior is needed. In this case, the federal govermnent must 
determine how spending on food, as opposed to spending on 
other goods, is affected by changing income levels and prices. 

Solving these two problems-one involving corporate pol
icy and the other public policy-requires an understanding of 
the theory of consumer behavior: the explanation of how con
sumers allocate incomes to the purchase of different goods and 
services. 

Consumer Behavior 

How can a consumer with a limited income decide which 
goods and services to buy? This is a fundamental issue in 
microeconomics-one that we address in this chapter and the 
next We will see how consumers allocate their incomes across 
goods and explain how these allocation decisions determine 
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theory of consumer behavior 
Description of how consumers 
allocate incomes among differ
ent goods and services to max
imize their well-being" 

market basket (or bundle) 
List with specific quantities of 
one or more goods" 

the demands for various goods and services. In turn, understanding consumer 
purchasing decisions will help us to understand how changes in income and 
prices affect demands for goods and services and why the demands for some 
products are more sensitive than others to changes in prices and income" 

Consumer behavior is best understood in three distinct steps: 

1. Consumer Preferences: The first step is to find a practical way to describe 
the reasons people might prefer one good to another" We will see how a con
sumer's preferences for various goods can be described graphically and 

algebraically. 
2. Budget Constraints: Of course, consumers also consider prices. In Step 2, 

therefore, we take into account the fact that consumers have limited incomes 
which restrict the quantities of goods they can buy. What does a consumer 
do in this situation? We find the answer to this question by putting con
sumer preferences and budget constraints together in the third step. 

3. Consumer Choices: Given their preferences and limited incomes, consumers 
choose to buy combinations of goods that maximize their satisfaction. These 
combinations will depend on the prices of various goods. Thus understand
ing conswner choice will help us understand demalld-i.e., how the quantity 
of a good that consumers choose to purchase depends on its price. 

These three steps are the basics of consumer theory, and we will go through 
them in detail in the first three sections of this chapter. Afterward, we will explore 
a number of other interesting aspects of consumer behavior. For example, we will 
see how one can determine the nature of consumer preferences from actual 
observations of consumer behavior. Thus if a consumer chooses one good over a 
similarly priced alternative, we can infer that he or she prefers the first good. 
Similar kinds of conclusions can be drawn from the actual decisions that con
sumers make in response to changes in the prices of the various goods and ser
vices that are available for purchase. 

At the end of this chapter, we will return to the discussion of real and nominal 
prices that we began in Chapter 1. We saw that the Consumer Price Ind.ex can pr~
vide one measure of how the well-being of consumers changes over time. In tlus 
chapter, we delve more deeply into the subject of purchasing power by describing 
a range of indexes that measure changes in purchasing power over time. Because 
they affect the benefits and costs of numerous social-welfare programs, these 
indexes are significant tools in setting government policy in the United States. 

3m 1 Consumer Preferences 

Given both the vast number of goods and services that our industrial economy 
provides for purchase and the diversity of personal tastes, how can we describe 
consumer preferences in a coherent way? Let's begin by thinking about how. a 
consumer might compare different groups of items available for purchase. WIll 
one group of items be preferred to another group? Or will the consumer be indif
ferent between the two groups? 

Market Baskets 
We use the term market basket to refer to such a group of items. Specifically, a 
market basket is a list with specific quantities of one or more commodities. A 
market basket mia-ht contain the various food items in a grocery cart. It might 

o 

MARKET BASKET UNITS OF FOOD UNITS OF CLOTHING 

A 20 30 

B 10 50 

D 40 20 

E 30 40 

G 10 20 

H 10 40 

Note: We will avoid the use of the letters C and F to represent market baskets, whenever market 
baskets might be confused with the number of muts of food and clothing" 

also refer to the quantities of food, clothing, and housing that a consumer buys 
each month. Many economists also use the word bundle to mean the same thing 
as market basket. 

HOIV do consumers select market baskets? How do they decide, for example, 
how much food versus clothing to buy each month? Although selections may 
occasionally be arbitrary, as we will soon see, consumers usually select market 
baskets that make them as vvell off as possible. 

Table 3.1 shows several market baskets consisting of various amounts of food 
and clothing purchased on a monthly basis. The number of food items can be 
measured in any number of ways: by total number of containers, by number of 
packages of each item (e"g., milk, meat, etc), or by number of pounds or grams. 
Likewise, clothing can be counted as total number of pieces, as number of pieces 
of each type of clothing, or as total weight or volume. Because the method of 
measurement is largely arbitrary, we will simply describe the items in a market 
basket in terms of the total number of ullits of each commodity Market basket A, 
for example, consists of 20 LUlits of food and 30 units of clothing, basket B of 10 
Lmits of food and 50 units of clothing, and so on" 

To explain the theory of consumer behavior, we will ask whether consumers 
prefer one market basket to another. Note that the theory assumes that con
sumers' preferences are consistent and make sense" We explain vl'ilat we mean 
by these assumptions in the next subsection" 

Some Basic Assumptions about Preferences 
The theory of consumer behavior begins with three basic assumptions about 
people's preferences for one market basket versus another. We believe that these 
assumptions hold for most people in most situations: 

1. Completeness: Preferences are assumed to be complete. In other words, con
sumers can compare and rank all possible baskets. Thus, for any two market 
baskets A and B, a consumer will prefer A to B, will prefer B to' A or will be 
indifferent between the t\yo. By illd{fferent we mean that a person will be 
equally satisfied with either basket Note that these preferences ignore costs. 
A consumer might prefer steak to hambura-el' but bUyT hambura-er because it 
.00 

IS cheaper. 

2. Transitivity: Preferences are transitive" Transitivity means that if a con
sumer prefers basket A to basket B and basket B to basket C then the con
sumer also prefers A to C. For example, if a Porsche is preferred to a 
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indifference curve Curve 
representing all combinations 
of market baskets that provide 
a consumer with the same 
level of satisfaction. 

Cadillac and a Cadillac to a Chevrolet, then a Porsche is also preferred to a 
Chevrolet. Transiti\'ity is normally regarded as necessary for consumer 
consistency. 

3. More is better than less: Goods are assumed to be desirable-Le., to be good. 
Consequently, cOllsumers always prefer 1lI0re of allY good to less. In addition, 
consumers are never satisfied or satiated; 1lI0re is always better, eve11 if just il 
little better. 1 This assumption is made for pedagogic reasons; namely, it sim
plifies the graphical analysis. Of course, some goods, such as air pollution, 
may be tmdesirable, and consumers ,,,,ill always prefer less. We ignore these 
"bads" in the context of our immediate discussion of consum.er choice 
because most consumers v>'Quld not choose to purchase them. We will, hOlY
ever, discuss them later in the chapter. 

These three assumptions form the basis of consumer theory. They do not explain 
consumer preferences, but they do impose a degree of rationality and reason
ableness on them. Building on these assumptions, we ·",vill no,v explore con
sumer behavior in greater detail. 

Indifference Curves 
We can show a consumer's preferences graphically with the use of illdifference 
curves. An indifference curve represe11ts all cOllIbillatiolls of llIarket baskets that pro
vide a perso11 with the sallie level of sa tisfactioll That person is therefore illd~fferellt 
among the market baskets represented by the points graphed on the curve. 

Given our three assumptions about preferences, we know that a consumer 
can ahvays indicate either a preference for one market basket over another or 
indifference between the two. We can then use this information to rank all possi
ble consumption choices. In order to appreciate this principle in graphic form, 
let's assume that there are only hvo goods available for consumption: food F and 
clothing C In this case, all market baskets describe combinations of food and 
clothing that a person might ·wish to consume. As vve have already seen, Table 3.1 
provides some examples of baskets containing various amounts of food and 
clothing. 

In order to graph a consumer's indifference curve, it helps first to graph his 
or her individual preferences. Figure 3.1 shows the same baskets listed in Table 
3.1. The horizontal axis measures the number of units of food purchased each 
week; the vertical axis measures the number of units of clothing. Market basket 
A, with 20 units of food and 30 units of clothing, is preferred to basket G 
because A contains more food a11d more clothing (recall our third assumption 
that more is better than less). Similarly, market basket E, which contains even 
more food and even more clothing, is preferred to A In fact, ,'\'e can easily com
pare all market baskets in the hvo shaded areas (such as E and G) to A because 
they all contain either more or less of both food and clothing. Note, however, 
that B contains more clothing but less food than A Likewise, D contains more 
food but less clothing than A Therefore, comparisons of market basket A with 
baskets B, D, and H are not possible ·without more information about the con
sumer's ranking. 

TIus additional information is provided in Figure 3.2, which shows an indif
ference curve, labeled U1, that passes through points A, B, and D. This CUlTe 
indicates that the consumer is indifferent among these three market baskets. It 

1 Thus some economists use the term 1l0llSiltilltioll to refer to this third assumption 
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Because more of each good is preferred to less, we can compare market baskets in 
the shaded areas. Basket A is clearly preferred to basket G, while E is clearly pre
ferred to A However, A cannot be compared with B, D, or H without additional 
informa tion. 
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The indifference curve U1 that passes through market basket A shows all baskets that 
give the consumer the same level of satisfaction as does market basket A- these 
include baskets Band D. Om consumer basket E, which lies above zi, to A, 
but A to H or which lie below 
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indifference map Graph 
containing a set of indifference 
curves showing the market 
baskets among which a con
sumer is indifferent 

tells us that in moving from market basket A to market basket B, the consumer 
feels neither better nor worse off in giving up 10 Ul1its of food to obtain 20 addi
tional units of clothing. Likewise, the consumer is indifferent behveen points A 
and 0: He or she will give up 10 units of clothing to obtain 20 units of food. On 
the other hand, the consumer prefers A to H, which lies below LI1. 

Note that the indifference curve in Figure 3.2 slopes downward from left to 
right. To tmderstand why this must be the case, suppose instead that it sloped 
upward from A to E. This would violate the assumption that more of any com
modity is preferred to less. Because market basket E has more of both food and 
clothing than market basket A, it must be preferred to A and therefore cannot be on 
the same indifference curve as A. In fact, any market basket lying above alld to tile 
right of indifference curve LII in Figure 3.2 is preferred to any market basket all LI1• 

Indifference Maps 
To describe a person's preferences for all combinations of food and clothing, \ve 
can graph a set of indifference curves called an indifference map. Each indiffer
ence curve in the map shows the market baskets among which the person is 
indifferent. Figure 3.3 shows three indifference curves that form part of an indif
ference map. Indifference curve LI3 generates the highest level of satisfaction, fol
lowed by indifference curves LI2 and LI1• 

Indiffer~nc:e curves cannot intersect. To see why, we will assume the contrary 
and see how the'iesurting graph-violates our assumptions about consumer 
behavior. Figure 3.4 shows hvo indifference curves, LII and LI2, that intersect at 
A. Because A and B are both on indifference curve LIlt the consumer must be 
indifferent behveen these hvo market baskets. Because both A and 0 lie on indif
ference curve LI2, the consumer must be indifferent behveen these market bas
kets. Consequently, the consumer must also be indifferent behveen Band D. But 
this conclusion can't be true: Market basket B must be preferred to 0 because it 
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An indifference map is a set of indifference curves that describes a person's prefer
ences. Any market basket on indifference curve U3, such as basket A, is preferred to 
any basket on curve LI2 (e.g., basket B), which in tum is preferred to any basket on 

such as D. 

, 
f 
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~f in.difference curv:s U1 and. U2 ~tersect, one of the assumptions of consumer theory 
IS VIOlated. Accordmg to this diagram, the consumer should be indifferent among 
market baskets A, B, and n Yet B should be preferred to 0 because B has more of 
both goods. 

contains more of both food and clothing. Thus, indifference curves that intersect 
contradicts our assumption that more is preferred to less. 

O~ course, there.are an infinite number of nonintersecting indifference curves, 
one tor every possIble level of satisfaction. In fact, every possible market basket 
(each corresponding to a point on the graph) has an indifference curve passina 
tlu'ough it. 0 

The Shapes of Indifference Curves 

Recall tha~ indifference c\1rves are all downward sloping. In our example of food 
and clothmg, when the amount of food increases alona an indifference curve 
the amount of c.lothing. decreases. The fact that indiffere~ce curves slope down~ 
ward follows dIrectly trom our assumption that more of a aood is better than 
less. If an indifference curve sloped up"vard, a consumer w~uld be indifferent 
between two market baskets e\"en though one of them had more of both food and 
clothing. 

Th.e shape of an indifference curve describes ho'w a consumer is willing to 
SUbS~Ihl.te one good for another. As we saw in Chapter I, people face trade-offs. 
The IndIfference c~lrve in Figure 3.5 illustrates this principle. Starting at market 
basket A and movmg to basket B, we see that the consumer is willina to aive up 
6 't f 1 l' '. 0 0 

Ul1l ~ 0 ~ ~t ung t? obtam 1 extra UIllt of food. However, in moving from B to 
D, he IS vnllmg to gIve up only 4 units of clothina to obtain an additional unit of 
~OOd; in moving from 0 to E, he '\'ill give up onl)~ 2 units of clothing for Imut of 
ood .. n1~ more .clothing and the less food a person consumes, the more clothing 

he w1ll gl\'e up m order to o.btain m~re f?od. Similarly, the more food that a per-
son possesses, the less clotlung he WIll gIve up for more food. 
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marginal rate of substitution 
(MRS) Amount of a good 
that a consumer is willing to 
give up in order to obtain one 
additional unit of another 
good. 
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111e slope of an indifference curve measures the consumer's marginal rate of substi
tution (MRS) between two goods. In this figure, the MRS behveen clothing (C) and 
food (F) falls from 6 (between A and B) to 4 (between B and D) to 2 (behveen D and E) 
to 1 (beh\'een E and G). When the MRS diminishes along an indifference curve, the 
curve is convex. 

Marginal 
To quantify the amount of one good that a consumer will give up to obtain more 
of another, we use a measure called the marginal rate of substitution (MRS). 
The MRS off'ood F f'or clothing C is the 1lll101lIZt of clothing tllllt II person is willillg to 
giue lip to obtllin one Ildditiollill lInit off'ood. Suppose, for example, the MRS is 3. 
This means that the consumer will give up 3 units of clothing to obtain 1 addi
tional unit of food. If the MRS is 1/2, the consumer is willing to give up only 
1/2 unit of clothing. Thus, the MRS measures the mille that the individuill pillces Oil 

1 extm lInit of one good in terms of another. 
Look again at Figure 3S Note that clothing appears on the vertical axis and 

food on the horizontal axis. When vve describe the MRS, we must be clear about 
which good we are giving up and which we are getting more of. To be consistent 
throughout the book, we will define the MRS in terms of the alllolillt of the good 011 

the uerticiliaxis that the COll51l11ler is willing to give lip to Obtllill 1 extm lInit of the good 
on the llOri20lltlllaxis. Thus in Figure 3.5, the MRS refers to the amount of clothing 
that the consumer is willing to give up to obtain an additional unit of food. If we 
denote the cJzllIzge in clothing by .lC and the change in food by .IF, the MRS can 
be written as - .lC/.lF. We add the negative sign to make the marginal rate of 
substitution a positive number (remember that ~C is always negative; the con
SUlT1.er gives lip clothing to obtain additional food). 
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Thus the MRS at any point is equal in magnitude to the slope of the indiffer
ence curve. In Figure 3.5, for example, the MRS between points A and B is 6: The 
consumer is willing to give up 6 units of clothing to obtain 1 additional unit of 
food, Between points Band 0, however, the MRS is 4: With these quantities of 
food and clothing, the consumer is willing to give up only 4 units of clothina to 
obtain 1 additional unit of food. 0 

Also observe in Figure 3.5 that the MRS falls as we move down the 
indifference curve. This is not a coincidence. This decline in the MRS reflects an 
important characteristic of consumer preferences. To understand this, we will 
add an additional assumption regarding consumer preferences to the three that 
we discussed earlier in the chapter: 

4. Diminishing. Illargil1.c3,Lra le_oLsubstituti on: Indifference curves are convex 
or bowed inward. The term cOllve .... means that the slope of the indifferen~~ 
curve ill creases (i.e., becomes less negative) as we move down along the 
curve. In other words, Illl illdifferellce curve is call vex if the MRS dimillishes 
Il/ollg the clirve. The indifference curve in Figure 3.5 is convex. As we have 
seen, starting with market basket A in Figure 3.5 and moving to basket B, the 
MRS of food F for clothing C is ~C/.lF = - (- 6)/1 = 6, However, when 
we start at basket B and move from B to 0, the MRS falls to 4, If we start at 
basket D and move to E, the MRS is 2. Starting at E and moving to G, we get 
an MRS of 1. As food consumption increases, the slope of the indifference 
curve falls in magnitude. Thus the MRS also falls. 2 

Is it reasonable to expect indifference curves to be convex? Yes. As more and 
more of one good is consumed, we can expect that a conSUIl1er will prefer to aive 
up fewer and fewer muts of a second good to get additionallmits of the fil'st ~ne. 
As we move down the indifference curve in Figure 3.5 and consumption of food 
increases, the additional satisfaction that a consumer gets from still more food will 
dimirush. Thus, he will give up less and less clothing to obtain additional food. 

Another way of describir1g this prir1ciple is to say that conSUIl1ers generally pre
fer balanced market baskets to market baskets that contain all of one aood and 
none of another. Note from Figure 3.5 that a relatively balanced market basket 
contairung 3 uruts of food and 6 ruuts of clothir1a (basket D) aenerates as much sat
isfaction as another market basket containino tmut of fool and 16 muts of cloth
in~ (bas~et A). It follows that a balanced malket basket containing (for example) 6 
lUutS of tood and 8 m1its of clothing will generate a higher level of satisfaction. 

Perfect Substitutes and! Perfect Complements 

The shape of an indifference curve describes the willinaness of a consumer to 
~ubs~itute one good for another. An indifference curve °with a different shape 
unphes a different willingness to substitute. To see this principle, look at the two 
polar cases illustrated in Figure 3.6. 

Figure 3.6(a) shows Bob's preferences for apple juice and orange juice. 111ese 
two goods are perfect substitutes for Bob because he is entirely indifferent 
between having a glass of one or the other. In Hus case, the MRS of apple juice 
for orange juice is 1: Bob is always willir1g to h'ade 1 glass of one for 1 glass of the 

2 With noncom' ex preferences, the MRS increases as the amount of the (Tood measured on the hori
~ontal axis increases along any indifference curve .. This unlikely possibility might arise if one or both 
"oods are addICtIve. For e~ample, the wIllmgness to substitute an addictive drug for other goods 
mIght mcrease as the use ot the addIctl\"e drug mcreased 

In §2 .. 1, ,ve explain that goods 
are substitlltes when an 
increase in the price of one 
leads to an increase in the 
quantity demanded of the 
other. 
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(a) Perfect Substitutes (b) Perfect Complements 
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In (a), Bob views orange juice and apple juice as perfect substihltes: He is always indifferent beh,yeen a glass of one 
and a glass of the other. In (b), Jane views left shoes and right shoes as complements: An additional left shoe 
gives her no extra satisfaction unless she also obtains the 

perfect substitutes Two 
goods for which the marginal 
rate of substitution of one for 
the other is a constant. 

In §2.1, we explain that goods 
are complements when an 
increase in the price of one 
leads to a decrease in the 
quantity demanded of the 
other. 

perfect complements Two 
goods for which the MRS is 
infinite; the indifference 
curves are shaped as right 
angles. 

bad Good for which less is 
preferred rather than more 

other. In general, ,·\,e say that two goods are perfect substitutes when the mar
ginal rate of substitution of one for the other is a constant. The indifference 
curves describing the trade-off between the consumption of the goods are 
straight lines. The slope of the indifference curves need not be - 1 in the case of 
perfect substitutes. Suppose, for example, that Dan believes that one 16-
megabyte memory chip is equivalent to two 8-megabyte chips because both 
combinations have the same memory capacity In that case, the slope of Dan's 
indifference curve will be 2 (with the number of 8-megabyte chips on the verti
cal axis). 

Figure 3.6(b) illustrates Jane's preferences for left shoes and right shoes. For 
Jane, the two goods are perfect complements because a left shoe will not increase 
her satisfaction unless she can obtain the matching right shoe. In this case, the 
MRS of left shoes for right shoes is zero whenever there are more right shoes 
than left shoes; Jane will not give up any left shoes to get additional right shoes. 
Correspondingly, the MRS is infinite whenever there are more left shoes than 
right because Jane will give up all but one of her excess left shoes in order to 
obtain an additional right shoe. Two goods are perfect complements when the 
indifference curves for both are shaped as right angles. 

So far, all of our examples have involved commodities that are" goods"
i.e., cases in which more of a commodity is preferred to less. However, some 
things are bads: Less of them is preferred to //lore. Air pollution is a bad; asbestos in 
housing insulation is another. How do we account for bads in the analysis of 
consumer preferences? 

The answer is simple: We redefine the commodity under study so that the 
consumer tastes are represented as the preference for less of the bad. This rever
sal hlrns the bad into a good. Thus, for example, instead of a preference for air 
pollution, we will discuss the preference for clean air, which we can measure as 
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the degree of reduction in air pollution. Likev{ise, instead of referring to asbestos 
as a bad, we ''''ill refer to the corresponding good, the removal of asbestos. 

With this simple adaptation, all four of the basic assumptions of consumer 
theory continue to hold, and we are ready to move on to an analysis of consumer 
budget constraints. 

you were an automobile company executive, how would you decide when 
introduce new models and how much money to invest in restyling? You 

would know that h,yo of the most important attributes of a car are styling (e.g., 
design and interior features) and pel/omlance (e.g., gas mileage and handling). 
Both are desirable attributes: The better the styling and the performance, the 
greater will be the demand for a car. However, it costs money to restyle a car, 
and it also costs money to improve its performance. How much of each 
attribute should you include in your new model? 

The answer depends in part on the costs of production, but it also depends 
on consumer preferences. Two characterizations of consumer preferences are 
shown in Figure 3.7. People with preferences shown in Figure 3.7(a) place 
greater value on performance than styling: They have a high MRS and are will
ing to give up quite a bit of styling to get better performance. Compare these 
preferences to those of a different segment of the population shown in Figure 
3.7(b). These low-MRS people prefer styling to performance and will put up 
,'>'ith poor gas mileage or handling to get a more stylish car. 

Stvlina 
~ " Styling 

Performance 

(a) 

-

Performance 

(b) 

Preferences for automobile attributes can be described by indifference curves. Each curve shows the combinations of 
performance ~nd styling that give the same satisfaction. Consumers in (a) are willing to give up a considerable 

... amount of styling for additional performance. The opposite is true for consumers in (b). 
¥ 
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Knowing which preference group is most prevalent can help executi\'es 
make strategi<:: production decisions, One ,vay to obtain such information is 
by conductirlg surveys in 'which individuals are asked about their preferences 
for a number of automobiles with differing combinations of styling and per
formance, Another way is to analyze statistically past consumer purchases of 
cars that varied in styling and performance. By relating to their attributes the 
prices paid for different cars, we can determine the relative value attached to 
each attribute by various groups of consumers 3 Either approach can help 
determine whether the larger group more highly values performance (as in 
Figure 3.7a) or styling (as in Figure 3,7b). You can also determine the extent to 
which people in each group are "villing to trade off one attribute for the other. 

One study of automobile demand in the United States shows that over the 
past two decades, most consumers have preferred styling over performance:! 
The study divided all cars sold in the United States into nine market classe~, 
ranging from subcompact to luxury sport. Within each class, the degree of 
styling change was indexed from 1 (no visible exterior change) to 5 (a complete 
sheet metal change) to 9 (a completely nev<\' body, a change in size, and a con
version from rear-wheel to front-wheel drive). nle study fmmd that companies 
which emphasized style changes grew more rapidly than those that empha
sized performance. In particular, cars undergoing major style changes enjoyed 
significantly higher sales growth than cars not undergoing such changes, (TI1e 
major effect occurred immediately after the style change, but smaller effects 
were felt in subsequent years.) 

The importance of styling helps explain the historic growth of Japanese 
imports in the United States: During the 1970s and 19805, while U.s. domestic 
sales grev'v at L3 percent per year, import sales grew at 6.4 percent. On aver
age, 15 percent of all domestic U.s. cars underwent a major style change each 
year, as compared to 23.4 percent of all imports. Although the market share of 
imports stabilized in the past decade, it is clear that styling changes (along 
with improvements in performance and reliability) spurred the grovvth of 
imported cars. 

You may have noticed a convenient feature of the theory of consumer 
behavior as we have described it so far: It has not been necessary to associate a 
111ll1lericnl level of satisfactio1l 'with each market basket cOl1sllmed. For example, with 
respect to the three indifference curves in Figure 3.3, we know that market bas
ket A (or any other basket on indifference curve U3) gives more satisfaction than 
any market basket on U

2
, such as B, Likevvise, we know that the market baskets 

on U
2 

are preferred to those on Uj • The indifference curves simply allow us to 
describe consumer preferences graphically, building on the assumption that con
sumers can rank alternatives, 

We will see that consumer theory relies only on the assumption that con
sumers can provide relative rankings of market baskets, Nonetheless, it is often 
useful to assign 11l1lllerical I'ailles to individual baskets. Using this numerical 

3 For an example, see Vladimir Bajic, "Automobiles and Implicit Markets: An Estimate of a 
Structural Demand Model for Automobile Characteristics," Applied Ecollolllics 25 (1993): :;·U-551. 

~ See Edward L Millner and George E. Hoffer, .. A Reexamination of the Impact of Automoti\'e 
Styling on Demand," Applied Ecollolllics 25 (1993): 101-110 
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approach, we can describe consumer preferences by assigning scores to the lev
els of satisfaction associated with each indifference curve, In everyday lammaae, 
the word lltility has rather broad connotations, meaning, roughly, "benefit"Oor 
"well-being." Indeed, people obtain "utility" by getting things that give them 
pleasure and by avoiding things that give them pain. In the language of econom
ics, the concept of utility refers to the Illllllericni score representing the satisfactioll 
that a conSlllller gets from a market baskeL In other words, utility is a device used to 
simplify the ranking of market baskets. If buying three copies of this textbook 
makes you happier than buying one shirt, then we say that the books give you 
more utility than the shirt. 

A utility function is a formula that assigns a level of utility 
to each market basket. Suppose, for example, that Phil's utility function for food (F) 
and clothing (e) is ll(F,C) = F + 2C In that case, a market basket consistina of 
8 units of food and 3 units of clothing generates a utility of 8 + (2)(3) = 14. phil is 
therefore indifferent between this market basket and a market basket containina 6 

° units of food and 4 units of clothing (6 + (2)(4) = 14). On the other hand, either 
market basket is preferred to a third containing 4 units of food and 4 units of cloth
ing. Why? Because this last market basket has a utility level of only 4 + (4)(2) = 12. 

We assign utility levels to market baskets so that if market basket A is pre
ferred to basket B, the number will be higher for A than for B. For example, mar
ket basket A on the highest of three indifference curves U3 might have a utility 
level of 3, while market basket B on the second-highest indifference curve U2 

might have a utility level of 2; on the lowest indifference curve Ult basket C, a 
utility level of 1. nms the utility function provides the same information about 
preferences that an indifference map does: Both order consumer choices in terms 
of levels of satisfaction. 

Let's examine one particular utility function in some detail. The utility fimc
tioll ~1(F,C) = Fe tells us that the level of satisfaction obtained from consuming 
F umts of food and e units of clothing is the product of F and C Figure 3.8 shows 

Clothing 
(units per 

week) 

15 

10 

5 

5 10 15 Food 
(units per week) 

A utility nmction can be represented by a set of indifference curves, each with a 
numerical indicator. This shows three indifference curves, with utility levels of 
25,50, and associated with the function FC 

utility Numerical score rep
resenting the satisfaction that 
a consumer gets from a given 
market basket 

utility function Formula 
that assigns a level of utility to 
individual market baskets. 
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ordinal utility function 
Utility function that generates 
a ranking of market baskets in 
order of most to least preferred. 

cardinal utility function 
Utility function describing by 
how much one market basket 
is preferred to another. 

indifference curves associated with this function. The graph was drawn by ini
tially choosing one particular market basket-say, F = 5 and C = 5 at point A. 
This market basket generates a utility level Uj of 25. Then the indifference curve 
(also called an isolltilihl cllrve) was drawn by findina all market baskets for . _ 0 

which FC = 25 (e.g., FlO, C = 2.5 at point B; F = 25, C = 10 at point D). The 
second indifference curve U2 contains all market baskets for which FC = 50 and 
the third U3 all market baskets for which FC = 100. 

It is important to note that the numbers attached to the indifference curves 
are for convenience only. Suppose the utility function were changed to 
u(F,C) 4FC. Consider any market basket that previously generated a utility 
level of 25-say, F = 5 and C = 5. Now the level of utility has increased, by a 
factor of 4, to 100. Thus the indifference curve labeled 25 looks the same, 
although it should now be labeled 100 rather than 25. In fact, the only difference 
between the indifference curves associated with the utility h.mction 4FC and the 
utility hmction FC is that the curves are numbered 100, 200, and 400, rather than 
25,50, and 100. It is important to stress that the utility hmction is simply a way 
of ranking different market baskets; the magnitude of the utility difference 
between any two market baskets does not really tell us anything. The fact that U3 

has a level of utility of 100 and U2 has a level of 50 does not mean that market 
baskets on U3 generate twice as much satisfaction as those on U,. This is so 
because we have no means of objectively measuring a person's satisfaction or 
level of well-being from the consumption of a market basket. Thus whether we 
use indifference curves or a measure of utility, we know only that U3 is better 
than U2 and that U2 is better than Uj . We do not, however, know by how much 
one is preferred to the other. 

Ordinal versus Utility The three indifference curves in Figure 3.3 
provide a ranking of market baskets that is ordered, or ordillal. For this reason, a 
utility function that generates a ranking of market baskets is called an ordinal 
utility function. The ranking associated with the ordinal utility function places 
market baskets in the order of most to least preferred. Ho\vever, as explained 
above, it does not indicate by how milch one is preferred to another. We know, for 
example, that any market basket on U3, such as A, is preferred to any on U2, such as 
R However, the amount by which A is preferred to B (and B to D) is not revealed 
by the indifference map or by the ordinal utility hmction that generates it. 

When working with ordinal utility functions, we must be careful to avoid a 
trap. Suppose that Juan's ordinal utility h.mction attaches a utility level of 5 to a 
copy of this textbook; meanwhile Maria's utility hmction attaches a level of 10. 
Will Maria be happier than Juan if each of them gets a copy of this book? We 
don't know. Because these numerical values are arbitrary, interpersonal compar
isons of utility are impossible. 

When economists first studied utility and utility functions, they hoped that 
individual preferences could be quantified or measured in terms of basic urilts 
and could therefore provide a ranking that allowed for interpersonal compar
isons. Using this approach, we could say that Maria gets twice as much satisfac
tion as Juan from a copy of Hils book. Or if we found that having a second copy 
increased Juan's utility level to 10, we could say that his happiness has doubled. 
If the numerical values assigned to market baskets did have meaning in this 
way, we would say that the numbers provided a cardillal ranking of alternatives. 
A utility function that describes by how IIllich one market basket is preferred to 
another is called a cardinal utility function. Unlike ordinal utility functions, a 

cardinal utility hmction attaches to market baskets numerical values that calmot 
arbitrarily be doubled or tripled without altering the differences between the 
values of various market baskets. 

Unfortunately, we have no way of telling whether a person gets twice as 
much satisfaction from one market value as from another. Nor do we know 
whether one person gets twice as much satisfaction as another from consumina o 
the same basket. (Could YOli tell whether you get twice as much satisfaction from 
consuming one thing versus another?) Fortunately, this constraint is unimpor
tant. Because our objective is to lmderstand consumer behaviOl~ all that matters 
is knowing how consumers rank different baskets. Therefore, we will work only 
with ordinal utility functions. This approach is sufficient for understanding both 
how individual consumer decisions are made and 'what this knowledae implies 
about the characteristics of consumer demand. 0 

So far we have focused only on the first piece of consumer theory-consumer 
preferences. We have seen how indifference curves (Ol~ alternatively, utility func
tions) can be used to describe how consumers value various baskets of goods. 
Now we turn to the second part of consumer theory: the budget constraints that 
consumers face as a result of their limited incomes. 

Budget Line 

To see how a budget constraint limits a consumer's choices, let's consider a situ
ation in which a woman has a fixed amount of income, I, that can be spent on 
food and clothing. Let F be the am01mt of food purchased and C the amolmt of 
clothing. We will denote the prices of the two goods PF and Pc. In that case, PFF 
(i.e., price of food times the quantity) is the amount of money spent on food and 
PcC the amOlmt of money spent on clothing. 

The budget line indicates all combinatiolls of F alld C for which the total amollnt 
of //lOlley spent is equal to income. Because we are considerina only two aoods (and 
. . 0 0 

19normg the possibility of saving), the woman will spend her entire income on 
food and clothing. As a result, the combinations of food and clothina that she o 
can buy will all lie on this line: 

(3.1) 

.Suppose, for example, that our consumer has a weekly income of $80, the 
pnce of food is $1 per unit, and the price of clothing is $2 per unit. Table 3.2 
shows various combinations of food and clothing that she can purchase each 
week with her $80. If her entire budget were allocated to clothing, the most that 
she could buy would be 40 units (at a price of $2 per unit), as represented by 
market basket A If she spent her entire budget on food, she could buy 80 units 
(at $1 per unit), as given by market basket G. Market baskets B, 0, and E show 
three additional ways in which $80 could be spent on food and clothing. 
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budget constraints Con
straints that consumers face as 
a result of limited incomes. 

budget line All combinations 
of goods for which the total 
amount of money spent is 
equal to income. 
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MARKET BASKET FOOD (F) CLOTHING (C) TOTAL SPENDING 

A 0 40 $80 

B 20 30 $80 

D 40 20 $80 

E 60 10 $80 

G 80 0 $80 

Figure 3.9 shows the budget line associated with the market baskets given in 
Table 3.2. Because giving up a unit of clothing saves $2 and buying a unit of 
food costs $1, the amount of clothing given up for food along the budget line 
must be the same everywhere. As a result, the budget line is a straight line from 
point A to point G. In this particular case, the budget line is given by the equa
tion F + 2C = $80. 

The intercept of the budget line is represented by basket A. As our consumer 
moves along the line from basket A to basket G, she spends less on clothing and 
more on food. It is easy to see that the exh'a clothing that must be given up to 
consume an additional unit of food is given by the ratio of the price of food to 
the price of clothing ($1/$2 = 1/2). Because clothing costs $2 per unit and food 
only $1 per unit, 1/2 unit of clothing must be given up to get 1 unit of food. In 
Figure 3.9 the slope of the line, !1C/!:lF = -1/2, measures the relative cost of 
food and clothing. 

Clothing 
(units 

per week) 

A 
(I/Pcl = 40 

30 

20 

10 

o 20 

Budget Line F + 2C = 5S0 

1 
Slope t£/M =-:2 =-Pr/Pc 

G 

40 60 SO = (I/Pr) Food 
(units per week) 

A budget line describes the combinations of goods that can be purchased given the 
consumer's income and the prices of the goods. Line AG (which passes through 
points B, D, and E) shows the budget associated with an income of $80, a price of 
food of PF = $1 per unit, and a price of clothing of Pc = $2 per unit. The slope of the 

line (measured between B and D) is - Pr/Pc = -10/20 = 1/2. 
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Using equation (3.1), ... '\'e can see how much of C must be given up to consume 
more of F We divide both sides of the equation by Pc and then solve for C: 

C = (l/Pe) - (PrlPe)F (3.2) 

Equation (3.2) is the equation for a straight line; it has a vertical intercept of l/Pc 
and a slope of (PrlPe). 
, The slope of the budget line, (Pr/Pe), is tlze Ilegative of tlze mtio of tlze prices of 
the two goods. The magnihlde of the slope tells us the rate at which the two goods 
can be substituted for each other \,\'ithout changing the total amount of money 
spent. The vertical intercept (l/Pd represents the maximum amoLmt of C that can 
be purchased with income 1. Finally, the horizontal intercept (l/Pr) tells us how 
many Lmits of F can be purchased if all income were spent on F 

The of Changes in Income and 
We have seen that the budget line depends both on income and on the prices of 
the goods PF and Pc. But of course prices and income often change. Let's see how 
such changes affect the budget line. 

What happens to the budget line when income changes? 
From the equation for the straight line (3.2), we can see that a change in income 
alters the vertical intercept of the budget line but does not change the slope 
(because the price of neither good changed). Figure 3.10 shows that if income is 
doubled (from $80 to $160), the budget line shifts outward, from budget line L1 to 

... 
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A change in income (with prices unchanged) causes the budget line to shift parallel 
to the original line (L1). When the income of $80 (on L1) is increased to $160, the bud

line shifts outvvard to If the income falls to $40, the line shifts inward to L3• 
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budget line L2. Note, hmvevel~ that L2 remains parallel to L1• If she desires, our con
sumer can now double her purchases of both food and clothing. Likewise, if her 
income is cut in half (from $80 to $40), the budget line shifts inward, from Ll to L3• 

Changes What happens to the budget line if the price of one good 
changes but the price of the other does not? We can use the equation 
C = (l/Pe) - (PdPe)F to describe the effects of a change in the price of food on 
the budget line. Suppose the price of food falls by half, from $1 to $0.50. In that 
case, the vertical intercept of the budget line remains unchanged, although the 
slope changes from PF/Pc = -1/$2 = -1/2 to - $0.50/$2 = -1/4. In Figure 
3.11, we obtain the new budget line L2 by rotating the original budget line Ll out
ward, pivoting from the C-intercept. This rotation makes sense because a person 
who consumes only clothing and no food is unaffected by the price change. 
However, someone who consumes a large amount of food \'1'ill experience an 
increase in his purchasing power. Because of the decline in the price of food, the 
maximum amount of food that can be purchased has doubled. 

On the other hand, when the price of food doubles from $1 to $2, the budget 
line rotates inward to line L3 because the person's purchasing power has dimin
ished. Again, a person who consumed only clothing would be unaffected by the 
food price increase. 

What happens if the prices of both food and clothing change, but in a way 
that leaves the ratio of the two prices unchanged? Because the slope of the bud
get line is equal to the ratio of the two prices, the slope will remain the same. The 
intercept of the budget line must shift so that the new line is parallel to the old 
one. For example, if the prices of both goods fall by half, then the slope of the 
budget line does not change. However, both intercepts double, and the budget 
line is shifted outward. 

This exercise tells us something about the determinants of a consumer's 
pllrchasing power-her ability to generate utility through the purchase of goods 
and services, Purchasing power is determined not only by income, but also by 
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A change in the price of one good (with income unchanged) causes the budget line to 
rotate about one intercept. When the price of food falls from $1.00 to $0.50, the bud
get line rotates outward from L1 to L2• However, when the price increases from $1.00 
to $2.00, the line rotates inward from to 

prices. For example, our consumer's purchasing power can double either 
because her income doubles or because the prices of all the goods that she buys 
fall by half. 

Finally, consider 'what happens if everything doubles-the prices of both 
food and clothing and the consumer's income. (This can happen in an intlation
arv economy.) Because both prices have doubled, the ratio of the prices has not 
cl{anged; neither, therefore, has the slope of the budget line. Because the price of 
clothing has doubled along with income, the maximum amount of clothing that 
can be purchased (represented by the vertical intercept of the budget line) is 
unchanged. The same is true for food. Therefore, inflationary conditions in 
which all prices and income levels rise proportionately will not affect the con
sumer's budget line or purchasing po·wer. 

Given preferences and budget consh'aints, we can now determine how individ
ual consumers choose how much of each good to buy. We assume that con
sumers make this choice in a rational way-that they choose goods to maximize 
the satisfaction they can achieve, given the limited blldget available to them. 

The maximizing market basket must satisfy two conditions: 

1. It must be located on the budget line. To see why, note that any market bas
ket to the left of and below the budget line leaves some income 
unallocated-income which, if spent, could increase the consumer's satis
faction. Of course, consumers can-and sometimes do-save some of their 
incomes for fuhue consumption. In that case, the choice is not just between 
food and clothing, but between consuming food or clothing now and con
suming food or clothing in the future. At this point, however, we will keep 
things simple by assuming that all income is spent now. Note also that any 
market basket to the right of and above the budget line carmot be purchased 
with available income. Thus, the only rational and feasible choice is a basket 
on the budget line. 

2. It must gi've the COllsumer the most preferred combination of goods and 
services. 

These two conditions reduce the problem of maximizing consumer satisfaction 
to one of picking an appropriate point on the budget line. 

In our food and clothing example, as 'vvith any two goods, we can graphically 
illustrate the solution to the consumer's choice problem. Figure 3.12 shows how 
the problem is solved. Here, three indifference curves describe a consumer's 
preferences for food and clothing. Remember that of the three curves, the outer
most curve LI3, yields the greatest amount of satisfaction, curve LIz the next 
greatest amolmt, and curve LI] the least. 

Note that point B on indifference curve LI] is not the most preferred choice, 
because a reallocation of income in which more is spent on food and less on cloth
ing can increase the conswner's satisfaction. In particular, by moving to point A, the 
consumer spends the same amount of money and achieves the increased level of sat
isfaction associated with indifference curve LIz. In addition, note that baskets located 
to the riaht and above indifference curve LIo, like the basket associated with 0 on o -
indifference cw-ve LI3, achieve a higher level of satisfaction but cannot be purchased 
with the available income, Therefore, A maximizes the conswner's satisfaction. 

::: Consumer Behavior 
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marginal benefit Benefit 
from the consumption of one 
additional unit of a good. 

marginal cost Cost of one 
additional unit of a good .. 
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Consumers maximize satisfaction by choosing market basket A. At this point, the 
budget line and indifference curve Ll2 are tangent, and no higher level of satisfaction 
(e.g., with market basket D) can be attained. At A, the point of maximization, the 
MRS between the two goods equals the price ratio. At B, howevel~ because the:tvIRS 
[ - (-10/10) 1 J is greater than the ratio (112), satisfaction is not maxinuzed. 

We see from this analysis that the basket which maximizes satisfaction must 
lie on the highest indifference CUl've that touches the budget line. Point A is the 
point of tangency between indifference curve LIe and the budget line. At A, the 
slope of the budget line is exactly equal to the slope of the indifference cun·e. 
Because the MRS (- .le/ .IF) is the negative of the slope of the indifference 
curve, \\'e can say that satisfaction is maximized (given the budget constraint) at 
the point where 

MRS = PF/Pc (3.3) 

This is an important result: Satisfaction is maximized vvhen the lIlargillal rate of 
sllbstitlltioll (of F for e) is eqllal to tlze ratio of tlze prices (of F to e). Thus the con
sumer can obtain maximum satisfaction by adjusting his consumption of goods 
F and e so that the MRS equals the price ratio. 

The condition given in equation (3.3) illustrates the kinds of optimization con
ditions that arise in economics. In this instance, satisfaction is maximized 'when 
the marginal benefit-the benefit associated Ivith the consumption of one addi
tional unit of food-is equal to the marginal cost-the cost of the additional 
unit of food. The marginal benefit is measured by the MRS. At point A, it equals 
1/2 (the magnitude of the slope of the indifference curve), ,'\'hich implies that the 
consumer is willing to give up 1/2 unit of clothing to obtain 1 unit of food. At the 
same point, the marginal cost is measured by the magnitude of the slope of the 
budget line; it too equals 1/2 because the cost of getting one unit of food is giv
ing up 1/2 unit of clothing (PF = 1 and Pc 2 on the budget line). 

If the MRS is less or greater than the price ratio, the consumer's satisfaction 
has not been maximized. For example, compare point B in Figure 3.12 to point 
A. At point B, the consumer is purchasing 20 units of food and 30 tUlits of cloth
ing. The price ratio (or marginal cost) is equal to 1/2 because food costs $1 and 
clothing $2. However, the MRS (or marginal benefit) is greater than 1/2; it is 
approximately L As a result, the consumer is able to substitute 1 tUlit of food for 
1 Lmit of clothing without loss of satisfaction. Because food is cheaper than cloth
ing, it is in her interest to buy more food and less clothing. If our consumer pur
chases 1 less unit of clothing, for example, the $2 saved can be allocated to two 
units of food even though only one unit is needed to maintain her level of satis
faction.s 

The reallocation of the budget continues in this manner (moving along the 
budget line), until we reach point A, where the price ratio of 1/2 just equals the 
MRS of 1/2. This point implies that the consumer is willing to trade one unit of 
clothing for two units of food. Only when the condition MRS = 1/2 = PriPc 
holds is she maximizing her satisfaction. 

til" analysis of consumer choice allows us to see how the differing preferences 
of consumer groups for automobiles can affect their purchasing decisions. 

Following up on Example 3.1, we consider two groups of consumers. The mem
bers of each group \vish to spend $10,000 each on the styling and performance of a 
new car. (Additional money could be allocated to other attributes of automobiles 
not discussed here; thus the total expenditure on each car could be more than 
S10,000.) Each group has different preferences for styling and performance. 

Figure 3.13 shows the car-buying budget constraint faced by individuals in 
each group. The first group, with preferences similar to those in FigUl'e 3](a), 
prefers performance to styling. By finding the point of tangency between a typ
ical individual's indifference CLUTe and the budget constraint, we see that con
sumers in this group would prefer to buy a car whose performance was worth 
$7,000 and whose styling was worth $3,000. Individuals in the second group, 
however, would prefer cars with $2,500 worth of performance and $7,500 
worth of styling. (Recall from Example 3.1 that statistical shldies have shown 
that the majority of consumers belong to the second group.) 

With knowledge of group preferences, an automobile company can design 
a production and marketing plan. One potentially profitable option is to 
appeal to both groups by manufacturing a model emphasizing styling to a 
slightly lesser degree than preferred by individuals in Figure 3.13(b) but to a 
much greater degree than preferred by those in Figure 3.13(a). A second option 
is to produce a relatively large number of cars that emphasize styling and a 
smaller number emphasizing performance. Knowledge about the preferences 
of each group, along with information about the number of consumers in each, 

5 The result that the MRS equals the price ratio is deceptively powerfuL Imagine two consumers 
who ha\"e just purchased various quantities of food and clothing. Without looking at their purchases, 
you can tell both persons (if they are maximizing) the \"alue of their MRS (by looking at the prices of 
the (\\"0 goods) What you cannot tell, hO\\"e\"er, is the quantity of each good purchased, because that 
decision is determined by their indi\'idual preferences. If the two consumers haye different tastes, 
they will consume different quantities of food and clothing, e\'en though each MRS is the same. 
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The conswners in (a) are willina to h'ade off a considerable amowlt of styling for some additional performance. Given 
a will choose a car that The is tme for consumers in (b), 

'would be sufficient to allow the firm to make a sensible strategic business 
decision. 

In fact, an exercise similar to this was carried out by General Motors in a 
survey of a large number of automobile buyers. 6 Some of the results were 
expected. For example, households with children tended to prefer functionality 
over style and so tended to buy minivans rather than sedans and sporty cars. 
Rural 110useholds, on the other hand, tended to purchase pickups and all
vvheel drives, More interesting was the strong correlation between age and 
preferences for attributes, Older consumers tended to prefer larger and hea\'ier 
cars with more safety feahlres and accessories (e.g" po-weI' windows and steer~ 
ing) , Younger consl;mers preferred greater horsepower and more stylish cars 
(including sport utility vehicles). 

& 

rant programs from the federal government to state and local gO\'ern
ments serve many purposes. One program might seek to increase school 

spendina another to redistribute income from relativelv v\'ealtlw states and 0' ,.I ,.I 

localities to those that are relati\-ely poor. A third might h-y to ensure that indi-
vidual govermnents provide minimum service levels. 

6 The sUr\'ey design and the results are described in 5te\'en Berry, James Le\'insohn, and Ariel Pa~es, 
"Differentiated Products Demand 5\'stems from a Combination of Micro and Macro Data: The :\ew 
Car Market," National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 6481, March 1998. 
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Police Expenditures (5) 

(b) 

(a) A nonmatching grant from the federal govemment to a local government acts just like an income increase in h'adi
tional consumer analysis. The local govenU11ent official moves from A to B, allocating a portion of the grant to police 
expendihlres and a portion to lower taxes and, therefore, to an increase in private expendihlres, (b) A matching grant 
acts just like a price decrease in h'aditional col1Swner analysis. The local govermnent official moves from A to C allo
cating some of the grant to police expendihlres and some to private expendihlres. Relatively more money, however, is 

on police expenditures than 'would be the case with a nonmatching grant of the same total amOlmt. 

Which kinds of grant programs are best suited to achie\'e these different 
objecti\'es? The answer depends on the incentive effects that each program gen
erates. By changing the constraints faced by local public officials, a grant pro
gram can alter an official's decision about how much a local government 
should spend, We can use consumer theory to see how two types of grant pro
grams e\'oke different responses from public officials. 

Suppose that a public official is in charge of the police budget, which is paid 
for by local taxes. Her preferences reHect 'what she belie\'es should be allocated 
for police spending and what she feels citizens would prefer to have available 
for private consumption. Before the introduction of the grant program, the 
city's budget line is PQ in Figure 3.1-±(a). This budget line represents the total 
amount of resources a\'ailable for public police spending (shO\vn on the hori
zontal axis) and priYate spending (on the vertical)7 The preference-maximizing 
market basket A on indifference curve Uj shows that OR is spent on pri\-ate 
expendihlres and 05 on police expendihlres. Because public expendihlres are 
paid for by local taxes, these pri\'ate expenditures represent spending after 
local taxes ha\'e been paid. 

The first type of grant program, a 11011I1ll7tclzillg grallt, is simply a check from 
the federal goyernment that the local goyem:ment can spend without restriction. 
An unconditional grant of this sort expands the community budget line 

. This sum \\'oltld approximately equal the per capita income of the jurisdiction (say 510,000) times 
the number of taxpayers (say, 50,000) 
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corner solution Situation in 
which the marginal rate of 
substitution for one good in a 
chosen market basket is not 
equal to the slope of the bud
get line. 

outward from PQ to TV in Figure 3.1-l:(a), where PT = QV is the dollar 
amount of the grant The local gm'ernment's response to this int1ux of dollars 
is to move to a higher indifference cun'e by selecting market basket B, with 
more of both goods (OU of pri\'ate expenditures and OZ of police expend i
hues). But more pri\'ate expenditures means that some of the money for 
police that came pre\'iously from taxes now comes from government grants. 

The second type of program is the lIlotelzillg grallt-funds offered as a form of 
subsidy to local spending. For example, the federal govemment might offer 51 for 
every $2 that the local gm'emment raises to pay for police. As a result, a matching 
grant lowers the cost of the publicly provided good. In terms of Figure 3.14(b), the 
matching grant rotates the budget line ouhvard from PQ to PR. If no local money 
is spent on police, the budget line is unchanged. However, if the local official 
decides to spend money on the public sectOl~ the budget increases. 

In response to the matching grant, the official chooses market basket C rather 
than A As ,·"ith a nonmatching grant, there is an increase in police expenditures 
and a tax cut that leads to an increase in pri\'ate consumption. At C OX dollars 
are allocated to police and OW to private expenditures. Hovvever, the spending 
effects of the hvo types of grant are different The diagram shows that the match
ing grant leads to greater police spending than does the nonmatching grant, 
even vvhen the two programs involve identical govemment expenditures.s 

- '" 

Corner Solutions 
Sometimes consumers buy in extremes, at least within categories of goods. Some 
people, for example, spend no money on travel and entertainment. Indifference 
curve analysis can be used to show conditions under which consumers choose 
not to consume a particular good. 

In Figure 3.15, a man faced with budget line for snacks AB chooses to pur
chase only ice cream (IC) and no frozen yogurt (Y). This decision ret1ects what is 
called a comer solution: \~hen one of the goods is not consumed, the consump
tion bundle appears at the corner of the graph. At B, which is the point of maxi
mum satisfaction, the MRS of ice cream for frozen yogurt is greater than the 
slope of the budget line. This inequality suggests that if the consumer had more 
frozen yogurt to give up, he would gladly trade it for additional ice cream. At 
this point, howe\'er, our consumer is already consuming all ice cream and no 
frozen yogurt, and it is impossible to consume negative amounts of frozen 
yogurt. 

When I] corner solutioll arises, the consulller's MRS does not necessarily eqlli1! the 
price mtio. Unlike the condition expressed in equation (3,3), the necessary condi
tion for satisfaction to be maximized when choosing between ice cream and 
frozen yogurt in a corner solution is gi\'en by the following inequality:9 

(3.4) 

S Note also that point B, which is attained with a non matching grant, is on a higher indifference 
ClaTe than point C. which is attained with a matching grant The nonmatching grant leads to greater 
satisfaction for the same le\'el of expenditure. In other \\'ords, there is a trade-off between encourag
ing a particular change in expenditure and achie\'ing the highest le\'el of satisfaction for a gi\en 
expenditure. 

9 Strict equality could hold if the slope of the budget constraint happened to equal the slope of the 
indifference cu[\'e-a condition that is unlikely 
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IAlhen the conswner's marginal rate of substitution is not equal to the price ratio for 
all levels of consumption, a corner solution arises, The conswner maximizes satisfac
tion by consuming only one of the two goods. Given budget line AB, the highest 
level of satisfaction is achieved at B on indifference curve Uj , where the Iv1RS (of ice 
cream for frozen yogmt) is greater than the ratio of the price of ice cream to the price 
of frozen yogurt. 

This inequality would, of course, be reversed if the corner solution were at point 
A rather than B. In either case, we can see that the marginal benefit-marginal 
cost equality that we described in the previous section holds only when positive 
quantities of all goods are consumed, 

An important lesson here is that predictions about how much of a product 
consumers will purchase when faced 'with changing economic conditions 
depend on the nature of consumer preferences for that product and related 
products and on the slope of the consumer's budget line. If the MRS of ice cream 
for frozen yogurt is substantially greater than the price ratio, as in Figure 3.15, 
then a small decrease in the price of frozen yogurt will not alter the consumer's 
choice; he will still choose to consume only ice cream. But if the price of frozen 
yogurt falls far enough, the consumer could quickly choose to consume a lot of 
frozen yogurt. 

Jane Doe's parents have provided a trust hmd for her college education, Jane, 
,·"ho is 18, can receive the entire trust fund on the condition that she spend it 

only on education. The fund is a welcome gift to Jane but perhaps not as 
welcome as an unrestricted trust. To see ,'\'hy Jane feels this way, consider 
Figure 3.16, in which dollars per year spent on education are shown on the hor
izontal axis and dollars spent on other forms of consumption on the vertical. 
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Other 
Consumption 

(5) 

p 

Q Education (5) 

When given a college trust fund that must be spent on education, the student mO\'es 
from A to B, a comer solution. If, however, the trust fund could be spent on other 

as well as education, the shldent would be better off at C. 

The budget line that Jane faces before being awarded the trust is given by 
line PQ. The trust fund expands the budget line outward as long as the full 
amowlt of the hmd, shown by distance PB, is spent on education. By accepting 
the trust fund and going to college, Jane increases her satisfaction, moving from 
A on indifference CUlTe LI1 to B on indifference curve LI2 · 

Note that B represents a comer solution because Jane's marginal rate of sub
stihltion of other consumption for education is lower than the relative price of 
other consumption. Jane would prefer to spend a portion of the trust fund on 
other goods in addition to education. Without resh'iction on the trust hmd, she 
would move to C on indifference cun'e LI}, decreasing her spending on educa
tion (perhaps going to a junior college rather than a four-year college) but 
increasing her spending on items that she enjoys more than education. 

Recipients usually prefer unrestricted to restricted trusts. Restricted trusts 
are popular, however, because they allmv parents to control children's expendi
hIres in 'ways that they belie\'e are in the children's long-nm best interests. 

¥M M 
_ H 

In Section 3.1, we savv how an individual's preferences could be represented by a 
series of indifference curves. Then in Section 3.3, we saw how preferences, gi\'en 
budget constraints, determine choices. Can this process be reversed? If we know 
the choices that a consumer has made, can we determine his or her preferences? 

If an individual facing budget line 11 has chosen market basket A rather than market 
basket B, A is revealed to be preferred to B. Likewise, the individual facing budget 
line 12 chooses market basket B, which is then revealed to be preferred to market 
basket 0, Whereas A is preferred to all market baskets in the green-shaded area, all 
baskets in the pink-shaded area are preferred to A. 

We can if we have information about a sufficient number of choices that have 
been made when prices and income levels varied, The basic idea is simple, If a 
COIlSllJller chooses one market basket over allother, and if the chosen lIIarket basket is more 
expensive tlUlIl the a/temative, then the conSlllller IIllist prefer the chosen market basket. 

Suppose that an individual, facing the budget constraint given by line 11 in 
Figure 3.17, chooses market basket A Let's compare A to baskets Band D. 
Because the individual could have purchased basket B (and all baskets below 
line 11) and did not, we say that A is pr~felTed to B. 

It might seem at first glance that we cannot make a direct comparison 
behveen baskets A and 0 because 0 is not on 11, But suppose the relative prices 
of food and clothing change, so that the new budget line is 12 and the individual 
then chooses market basket B. Because 0 lies on budget line 12 and was not cho
sen, B is preferred to 0 (and to all baskets below line 12)' Because A is preferred 
to Band B is preferred to 0, we conclude that A is preferred to D. Furthermore, 
note in Figure 3.17 that basket A is preferred to all of the baskets that appear in 
the green-shaded areas. However, because food and clothing are" goods" rather 
than "bads," all baskets that lie in the pink-shaded area in the rectangle above 
and to the right of A are preferred to A Thus, the indifference curve passing 
through A must lie in the unshaded area. 

Given more information about choices when prices and income levels vary, we 
can get a better fix on the shape of the indifference cun'e. Consider Figure 3.18. 
Suppose that facing line 13 (which was chosen to pass through A), the individual 
chooses market basket E Because E was chosen even though A was equally expen
sive (it lies on the same budget line), E is preferred to A, as are all points in the rec
tangle above and to the right of E. Now suppose that facing line 14 (which passes 
through A), the individual chooses market basket G. Because G was chosen and 
A was not, G is preferred to A, as are all market baskets above arId to the right of G. 
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Clothing 13 
(units per month) 

Food 
(muts per month) 

FacinO' budO'et line I, the individual chooses E, which is revealed to be preferred to A 
(beca~se A ~ould h~ve been chosen), Likewise, facing line I~, G is chosen, wl~ch is 
also revealed to be preferred to A Whereas A is to all market baskets m the 

all market baskets in the to A 

We can 0'0 further bv makina use of the assumption that preferences are com'ex, 
/:) ~ /:) 1 '1 f In that case, because E is preferred to A, all market baskets above and to t 1e ng 1t 0 

line AE in Figure 3.18 must be preferred to A Otherwise, the indifference, curve 
passing through A would ha\'e to pass through a point ab~\,~ and to the nght of 
AE and then fall below the line at E-in which case the indltterence curve would 
not be com'ex, By a similar argument, all points on AG or above are also pre
ferred to A Therefore, the indifference cun'e must lie ,-\'ithin the unshaded area. 

The revealed preference approach is \'aluable as a mean~ of checking vvhether 
individual choices are consistent with the assumptions ot consumer theory. As 
Example 35 shows, revealed preference analysis can help us understand the 
implications of choices that consumers must make in particular circumstances. 

A health club has been ?fferi~g the use of its,facilities to ~nyOl:~ who i: '~'ill~ 
ing to pay an hourly tee, Now the club deCldes to alter Its pncmg PO~ICY by 

charging both an annual membership fee and a lo::'er hourly f~~, Does Hus new 
financial arrangement make individuals better oft or 'worse ott than they were 
under the old arrangement? The answer depends on people's prefereI~ces, 

Suppose that Roberta has 5100 of income available each week tor recre
ational activities, including exercise, movies, restaurant meals, and ,so. ~n, 
When the health club charged a fee of 54 per hour, Roberta used the taClhty 
10 hours per \Neek. Under the new arrangement, she is required to pay 530 per 
week but can use the club for only 51 per hour. 

- " Q, 

Other 
Recrea tional 

Activities 
(5) 
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When facing budget line 11, an individual chooses to use a health club for 10 hours 
per week at point A When the fees are altered, she faces budget line [2' She is then 
made better off because market basket A can still be purcl1ased, as can market basket 
B, which lies on a higher indifference curve. 

Is this change beneficial for Roberta? Revealed preference analysis provides 
the answer, In Figure 3,19, line 11 represents the budget consh'aint that Roberta 
faced under the original pricing arrangement. In this case she maximized her 
satisfaction by choosing market basket A, with 10 hours of exercise and $60 of 
other recreational activities. Under the new arrangement, which shifts the bud
get line to 12, she could still choose market basket A But because LI1 is clearly 
not tangent to 12, Roberta will be better off choosing another basket, such as B, 
with 25 hours of exercise and $45 of other recreational activities, Because she 
would choose B when she could still choose A, she prefers B to A. The new pric
ing arrangement therefore makes Roberta better off. (Note that B is also pre
ferred to C which represents the option of not using the health club at all.) 

We could also ask whether this ne\v pricing system-called a two-part 
tar~tf-will increase the club's profits, If all mernbers are like Roberta and more 
use generates more profit, then the answer is yes, In general, however, the 
answer depends on two factors: the preferences of all members and the costs of 
operating the facility We discuss the two-part tariff in detail in Chapter 11, 
where we study ways in which firms with market power set prices. 

In Section 3.3, vve showed graphically how a consumer can maximize his or her 
satisfaction given a budget constraint. We do this by finding the highest indiffer
ence curve that can be reached, given that budget constraint Because the highest 
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marginal utility (MU) Addi
tional satisfaction obtained 
from consuming one addi
tional unit of a good, 

diminishing marginal utility 
Principle that as more of a 
good is consumed, the con
sumption of additional 
amounts will yield smaller 
additions to utility 

indifference cmve also has the highest attainable level of utility, it is natural to recast 
the conslU11er's problem as one of maximizing utility subject to a budget constraint. 

The concept of utility can also be used to recast om analysis in a vvay that pro
vides additional insight. To begin, let's distinguish between the total utility 
obtained by consumption and the satisfaction obtained from the last item con
sumed. Marginal utility (MU) measmes the additional satisfaction obtllined from 
consUllling olle additiollill lInit of a gOO[t For example, the marginal utility associ
ated \vith a consumption increase from 0 to 1 unit of food might be 9; from 1 to 2, 
it might be 7; from 2 to 3, it might be 5. 

These numbers imply that the consumer has diminishing marginal utility: 
As more and more of a good is consumed, consuming additional amounts will 
yield smaller and smaller additions to utility Imagine, for example, the con
sumption of television: Marginal utility might fall after the second or third hour 
and could become very small after the fourth or fifth. 

We can relate the concept of marginal utility to the consumer's utility-maxi
mization problem in the following way. Consider a small movement down an 
indifference cmve in Figme 3.8 (p. 73). The additional consumption of food, t:.F, 
will generate marginal utility MUF. This shift results in a total increase in utility 
of MUFt:.F. At the same time, the reduced consumption of clothing, t:.(, will 
lower utility per unit by MUc, resulting in a total loss of MUct:.C. 

Because all points on an indifference curve generate the same level of utility, 
the total gain in utility associated \<\'ith the increase in F must balance the loss 
due to the lower consumption of C. Formally, 

Now we can rearrange this equation so that 

But because - (t:.CI t:.F) is the MRS of F for (, it follows that 

MRS = MU F/MUc (3.5) 

Equation (35) tells us that the MRS is the ratio of the marginal utility of F to the 
marginal utility of C. As the consumer gives up more and more of C to obtain 
more of E the marginal utility of F falls and that of C increases. 

We saw earlier in this chapter that when consumers maximize their satisfac
tion, the MRS of F for C is equal to the ratio of the prices of the two goods: 

(3.6) 

Because the MRS is also equal to the ratio of the marginal utilities of consuming 
F and C (from equation 3.5), it follows that 
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or 

(3.7) 

Equation (3.7) is an important result It tells us that utility maximization is 
achie\-ed when the budget is allocated so that the lIlarginlll lItility per dollllr of 
expenditllre is the Sllllle for each good. To see why this principle must hold, suppose 
that a person gets more utility from spending an additional dollar on food than 
on clothing. In this case, her utility will be increased by spending more on food. 
As long as the marginal utility of spending an exh'a dollar on food exceeds the 
marginal utility of spending an extra dollar on clothing, she can increase her util
ity by shifting her budget toward food and away from clothing. Eventually, the 
marginal utility of food will decrease (because there is diminishing marginal 
utility in its consumption) and the marginal utility of clothing will increase (for 
the same reason). Only when the consumer has satisfied the equal marginal 
principle-i.e., has eqllalized the IIlmginlll utility per dollar of expe/lditure across all 
goods-will she have maximized utility The equal marginal principle is an 
important concept in microeconomics, It will reappear in different forms 
throughout om analysis of consumer and producer behavior. 

I n ~es of war and other crises, govermnents often impose price controls on 
cnilcal products. In 1974 and 1979, for example, the US government 

imposed price conh'Ols on gasoline. As a result, motorists wanted to buy more 
gasoline than was available at controlled prices, and gasoline had to be 
rationed. Nonprice rationing is an alternative way of dealina with shortaaes _ 0 0 

that some people consider fairer than relying on uncontested market forces. 
Under one form of rationing, everyone has an equal chance to purchase a 
rationed good. Under a market system, those with higher incomes can outbid 
those with lower incomes to obtain goods that are in scarce supply. 

In the United States, gasoline was allocated by long lines at the gas plU11pS: 
While those who were willing to give up their time waiting got the gas they 
wanted, others did not By guaranteeing every eligible person a minimum 
amount of gasoline, rationing can provide some people with access to a prod
uct that they could not otherwise afford. But rationing hurts others by limiting 
the amount of gasoline that they can buy. 10 

We can see this principle clearly in Figure 3.20, which applies to a woman 
with an annual income of $20,000. The horizontal axis shows her annual con
sump.tion of gasoline, the vertical axis her remaining income after purchasing 
gasolme. Suppose the controlled gasoline price is $1 per gallon. Because her 
income is $20,000, she is limited to the points on budget line AB, which has a 
slope of -1. At $1 per gallon, she might wish to buy 5,000 gallons of gasoline 
per year and spend $15,000 on other goods, represented by C. At this point, she 
would have maximized her utility (by being on the highest possible indiffer
ence curve 1.12), given her budget consh'aint of $20,000. 

lOF . or a more extensive discussion of gasoline rationing, see H. E. Frech III and William C Lee, "The 
Welfare Cost of Rationing-by-Queuina Across Markets: Theorv and Estimates from the US Gasoline 
Crises," Quarterly jOllmal Of Ecollolllict(1987): 97-108. ~ 

equal marginal principle 
Principle that utility is maxi
mized when the consumer has 
equalized the marginal utility 
pel' dollar of expenditure 
across all goods. 
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In §1.1, we introduce the 
Consumer Price Index as a 
measure of the cost of a "typi
cal" consumer's entire mar
ket basket. As such, changes 
in the CPT also measure the 
rate of inflation. 
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When a good is rationed, less is available than consumers would like to buy. 
Consumers may be worse off. Without gasoline ratiorling, up to 20,000 gallo~s of 
gasoline are available for consumption (at point B). The c?nsumer choos~s po~t ~ 
on indifference curve U2, consuming 5,000 gallons of gasoline. However, WIth a limit 
of 2,000 gallons of gasoline tmder rationing (at point E), the consumer moves to D on 

With rationing, hmvever, our consumer can purchase only 2,000 gallons of 
gasoline. Thus, she now faces budget line ADE, a line that ~s no lon?er a 
straight line because purchases above 2,000 gallons are not posslbl.e: The figure 
shows that her choice to consume at D involves a lower level of uhhty, U j , than 
\,>'ould be achieved without rationing, U2, because she is consuming less gaso-
line and more of other than she would otherwise prefer. 

*3J'J 
The Social Security system has been the subject of heated debate for som~ time 
now. Under the present system, a retired person receives an annual benefit that 
is imtially determined at the time of retirement and is based on his or her work 
history. The benefit then increases from year to year at a rate equal to the rate of 
increa'se of the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The CPI is calculated each year by the 
us Bureau of Labor Statistics as the ratio of the present cost of a typical blllldle of CO/1-

sUlller goods alld services ill colllparisoll to the cost dllrillg a base period. Does the CPI 
accurately reflect the cost of living for retirees? Is it appropriate to use the CPI 
as we no~v do-as a cost-of-living index for other government programs, for 
private umon pensions, and for private wage agreements? The answers to these 
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questions lie in the economic theory of consumer behavior. In this section, we 
describe the theoretical underpilU1ings of cost indexes such as the CPT, using an 
example that describes the hypothetical price changes that students and their 

parents might face. 

Let's look at two sisters, Rachel and Sarah, whose preferences are identical. 
When Sarah began her college education in 1990, her parents gave her a "discre
tionary" budget of $500 per quarter. Sarah could spend the money on food, 
which was available at a price of $2.00 per pound, and on books, 'which were 
available at a price of $20 each. Sarah bought 100 pounds of food (at a cost of 
$200) and 15 books (at a cost of $300). Ten years later, in 2000 '.vhen Rachel (who 
had worked during the interim) is about to start college, her parents promise her 
a budget that is equivalent in buying power to that of her older sister. 
Unfortunately, prices in the college town have increased, with food now $2.20 
per pound and books $100 each. By how much should the discretionary budget 
be increased to make Rachel as well off in 2000 as her sister Sarah was in 1990? 
Table 3.3 summarizes the relevant data and Figure 3.21 provides the answer. 

The initial budget constraint facing Sarah in 1990 is given by line Ij in Figure 
3.21; her utility-maximizing combination of food and books is at point A on 
indifference curve U j . We can check that the cost of achieving this level of utility 
is $500, as stated in the table: 

5500 100 lbs. of food X 52000/lb. + 15 books x $20/book 

As Figure 3 . .21 shovvs, for Rachel to achieve the same level of utility as Sarah 
while facing the new higher prices, she requires a budget sufficient to purchase 
the food-book consumption bundle given by point B on line 12 (and tangent to 
indifference curve U j ), where she chooses 300 lbs. of food and 6 books. Note that 
in doing so, Rachel has taken into account the fact that the price of books has 
increased relative to food. Therefore she has substituted toward food and away 
from books. 

The cost to Rachel of attaining the same level of utility as Sarah is given by 

$1,260 = 300 lbs. of food X $2.20/lb. + 6 books X ~D100/book 

1990 (SARAH) 2000 (RACHEL) 

Price of books $20/book $100/book 

Number of books 15 6 

Price of food $2.00/lbo $2.20/lb. 

Pounds of food 100 300 

Expenditure $500 $1,260 

cost-at-living index Ratio of 
the present cost of a typical 
bundle of consumer goods 
and sen'ices compared with 
the cost during a base period. 
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ideal cost-of-living index 
Cost of attaining a given level 
of utility at current prices rela
tive to the cost of attaining the 
same utility at base-year 
prices, 

Laspeyres price index 
Amount of monev at current
year prices that ai1 individual 
requires to purchase a bundle 
of goods and services chosen 
in a base year divided by the 
cost of purchasing the same 
bundle at base-year prices. 
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The Laspeyres price index, which represents the cost of buying bundle A at current 
relative to the cost of bundle A at base-year prices, overstates the ideal cost-of
index. 

The ideal cost-of-liZ'ing adjustment for Rachel is therefore 5760 (which is $1,260 
minus the $500 that was given to Sarah). The ideal cost-of-living index is 

51,260/5500 = 2.52 

Like the CPr, our index needs a base veal', which we will set at 1990 = 100, so 
that the value of the index in 2000 is 252. A value of 252 implies a 152 percent 
increase in the cost of li\'ing, whereas a value of 100 would imply that the cost of 
li\'ing has not changed. This ideal cost-of-living index represents the cost of 
attaining a given leuel of utility at CllITellt (2000) prices relative to the cost of attaining 
the same utility at base (1990) prices. 

Laspeyreslndex 
Unforhmately, such an ideal cost-of-living index would entail large am01mts of 
information. We would need to know individual preferences (vduch vary across 
the population) as well as prices and expenditures. Actual price indexes are 
therefore based on consumer purchases, not preferences. A price index, such as 
the CPI, which uses a fixed cOllsumptioll bundle in the base period, is called a 
Laspeyres price index. TIle Laspeyres price index ansvvers the question: What is 
the amount of m01ley at current year prices that a1l i1ldividual requires to purchase the 
bundle of goods alld services that was chosen in the base year divided by the cost of pur
chasi1lg the same bundle at base-year prices? 

Calculating a Laspeyres cost-of-living index for Rachel is a straightforward 
process. Buying 100 pounds of food and 15 books in 2000 would require an 
expenditure of $1,720 (100 x 52.20 + 15 x 5100). This expenditure allows 
Rachel to choose bundle A on budget line 13 (or any other bundle on that line). 
Line 13 was constructed by shifting line 12 outward until it intersected point A. 
Note that 13 is the budget line that allows Rachel to purchase, at current 2000 

prices, the same consum.rtion bundle that l:e~' sister purchased in 1990. To com
pensate Rachel for th~ mCl~e~sed cost of hvmg,. we must increase her discre
tionary budget by 51,220. Usmg 100 as the base m 1990, the Laspeyres index is 

therefore 

100 x $1,720/5500 = 344 

ving Laspeyres In 
our example, the Laspeyres price index is clearly much higher than the ideal 
price index. Does ~ Laspeyres index always overstate the true cost-of-living 
index? The answer IS yes, as you can see from Figure 3.21. Suppose that Rachel 
was given the budget associated ''''ith line 13 during the base year of 1990. She 
could choose bundle A, but clearly she could achieve a hicrher level of utility if 

d
o. 

she purchase more food and fewer books (by moving to the right on line 13)' 
Because A and B generate equal utility, it follows that Rachel is better off receiv
ing a Laspeyres cost-of-living adjustment rather than an ideal adjustment. The 
Laspeyres index overcompensates Rachel for the higher cost of livincr, and the 
Laspeyres cost-of-living index is, therefore, greater than the ideal cos~-of-living 
index. This result holds g~nerally and applies to the cpr in particular. Why? 
B.ecause the Laspe~res pnce mdex assumes that C01lsumers do 1lot alter their consump
tlOll pattenzs a~ przces change. By changing consumption, however-increasing 
purchases of l~ems that have become relatively cheaper and decreasing pur
chases of relatIvely more expensive items-consumers can achieve the same 
level of utility without having to consume the same bundle of croods that they 
did before the price change. 0 

Economic theory shows us that the Laspeyres cost-of-living index overstates 
the an:ount ne.eded to compensate individuals for price increases. With respect 
to SOClal Secunty and other government programs, this means that usincr the CPI 
to ad~ust retirement benefits will tend to overcompensate most recipients and ~vill thus 
reqmre greater government expenditure. This is why the US. government has 
changed the construction of the CPr, switching from a Laspevres price index to a 
more complex price index that reflects changing consumptia'n patterns. 

Paasche Index 
Another commonly used cost-of-living index is the Paasche index. Unlike the 
Laspeyr~s index, which focuses on the cost of buying a base-year bundle, the 
Paasche mdex f~cuses on the cost of buying the current year's bundle. In particu
lar, the Paasch.e mdex answers another question: What is the amount of money at 
Cllrrent !:ear pn~es that an individual requires to purchase the ClllTent bllndle of goods 
and services dzvlded by the cost of purchasing the same bllndle in the base year? 

It is helpful to com-

II Laspeyr~s index: The amount of money at current-year prices that an individ
ual reqmres to purchase the bundle of goods and services that was chosen in 
tlz~ base year divided by the cost of purchasing the same bundle at base-year 
pnces. 
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Paasche index Amount of 
money at current-year prices 
that an individual requires to 
purchase a current bundle of 
goods and services divided bv 
the cost of purchasing the " 
same bundle in a base vear 
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fixed-weight index Cost-of
living index in which the 
quantities of goods and ser
vices remain unchanged 

chain-weighted price index 
Cost-of-living index that 
accounts for changes in quan
tities of goods and services, 

Paasche index: The amount of money at current-year prices that an individ
ual requires to purchase the bundle of goods and services chosell ill the ClIlTellt 
yellr diyided by the cost of purchasing the same bundle in the base year. 

Both the Laspeyres (U) and Paasche (PI) indexes are fixed-weight indexes: 
The quantities of the \'arious goods and services in each index remain 
unchanged .. For the Laspeyres index, however, the quantities remain unchanged 
at bllse-year levels; for the Paasche they remain unchanged at currellt-yenr levels. 
Suppose generally that there are t\VO goods, food (F) and clothing (C). Let: 

PFt and PC! be current-year prices 

PH and PC/; be base-year prices 

Ft and Ct be current-year quantities 

F/> and C/> be base-year quantities 

'vVe can write the two indexes as: 

Just as the Laspeyres index will overstate the ideal cost of livinG the Paasche . ~ 

will understate it because it assumes that the individual vl'ill buy the current 
year bundle ill the base period. In actuality, facing base year prices, consumers 
would ha\'e been able to achieve the same level of utility at a lower cost by 
changing their consumption bundles. Because the Paasche index is a ratio of the 
cost of buying the current bundle divided by the cost of buying a base-year bun
dle, overstating the cost of the base-year bundle (the denominator in the ratio) 
will cause the index itself to be oyerstated. 

To illustrate the Laspeyres-Paasche comparison, let's return to our earlier 
example and focus on Sarah's choices of books and food. For Sarah (who went 
to college in 1990), the cost of buying the base-year bundle of books and food 
at current-year prices is Sl,720 (100 lbs. X S2.20/lb. + 15 books X S100/book). 
The cost of buying the same bLUldle at base-year prices is $500 (100 lbs X $2/lb. + 
15 books X S20/book). The Laspeyres price index, LI, is therefore 
100 X $l,720/S500 = 344, as reported previously. Likewise, the cost of buying 
the current-year bundle at current-year prices is $1,260 (300 lbs. X $2.20/lb. + 
6 books x $100/book). TIle cost of buying the same bundle at base-year prices is 
S720 (300 lbs X S2/lb. + 6 books X $20/book). Consequently, the Paasche price 
index, PI, is 100 X $1,260/$720 = 175. As expected, the Paasche index is lower 
than the Laspeyres index. 

Chain-Weighted Indexes 
Neither the Laspeyres nor the Paasche index provides a perfect cost-of-living 
index, and the informational needs for the ideal index are too great. 'vVhat is the 
best solution in practice? The US. government's most recent answer to this diffi
~ult question ca~e in 1995, when it adopted the use of a chain-weighted price 
mdex to deflate Its measure of gross domestic product (GOP) and thereby obtain 
an estimate of real GOP. Chain 'weighting \vas introduced to overcome problems 
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that arose "when long-term comparisons of real GOP were made using fixed
weight price indexes (such as Paasche and Laspeyres) and prices were rapidly 

changing. 
Economists ha\'e known for years that Laspevres cost-of-livinG indexes over-• • b 

state inflation, Hovve\'er, it was not until the enerO'v price shocks of the 1970s 
b. ' 

the more recent fluctuations in food prices, and the concern surroundinG 
federal deficits ,that dissatisfaction with the Laspeyres index grew. It ha~ 
been estimated, tor example, that a failure to account for chanO'es in computer-

. b 

buying patterns 111 response to sharp decreases in computer prices has in recent 
years caused the ~PI to overstate the cost of living substantially. As a result, 
the U.s. Bureau ot Labor Statistics has been vvorking to make improvements to 
the CPL ll 

II 

I n recen~ years, tl:ere has been g:'owin? publ~c concern about the solvency of 
the SOCIal Secunty system. At Issue IS the tact that retirement benefits are 

linked to the Consumer Price Index. Because the CPI is a Laspeyres index and 
can thus overstate the cost of li\·ing substantially, Congress has asked several 
economists to look into the matter. 

A commission chaired by Stanford University professor Michael Boskin 
COl:duded t,hat, !~le CPI overstated inflation by approximately 1.1 percentage 
p0111ts-a slgruhcant amount given the relatively low rate of inflation in the 
United States ~ rece,nt yearsY According to the commission, approximately 0.4 
percentage P0111tS ot the 1.1-percentage-point bias was due to the failure of the 
Laspeyre~ price index to account for changes in the rnix of consumption of the 
products 111 the base-year bundle. The remainder of the bias was due to the fail
ure of the index to account for the growth of discount stores (approximately 0.1 
percen,tag~ .points)" for improvements in the quality of existing products, and, 
most slgn~hc~ntly, tor the introduction of new products (0.6 percentage points), 

If the bla,s 111 the CPI were to be eliminated, in \",·hole or in part, the cost of a 
number of tederal programs would decrease substantially (as would, of course, 
the corresponding benefits to eligible recipients in the proGrams). In addition to 
Social Security, affected programs include federal retirem:nt programs (for rail
road employees and military veterans), Supplemental Security Income (income 
support for the poor), food stamps, and child nutrition. According to one study, 
a 1-percentage-point reduction in the CPI would increase national savinO's and 
thereby reduce the national debt by approximately $95 billion per veal' i~1 veal' 
2000 dollarsY - -

Planned changes to the CPI are described b\' the Bureau of Labor Statistics in "Consumer Price 
Indexes: Oven'ie\\' of the 1998 revision of the 'Consumer Price Index," (at 
and 111 the Federal Resen'e Bank of San Francisco Economic Letter No. 99-05 

12r-1' 1 
!. IC 1ael J Boskin, Ellen R Dulberger, Robert J Gordon, Z\"i Griliches, and Dale W Joro-enson "The 

CPI Con ." F':I" :I R . d " ' 78-93. l1111SSlOn: 11K mgs anc ecammell ations," Americall Ecollomic RCl'ic[{' 87, No.2 (May 1997): 

13Michael F Bryan and Jagadeesh Gokhale, "The Consumer Price Index and National Sa\'inc<s," 
ECOl10lllIC COIIIlI1CIl/anl (October 15, 1995) at The data ha\'e b~en 
adjusted upward using the GDP deflator 
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The effect of any CPI adjustments will not be restricted to the expenditure 
side of the federal budget. Because personal income tax brackets are in.t1ation
adjusted, a CPI adjustment decreasing the rate of measured price increase 
'would necessitate a smaller upper adjustment in tax brackets and, conse
quently, would increase federal tax revenues. 

'"" i& 

1. TI1e theory of consumer choice rests on the assumption 
that people behave rationally in an attempt to maxi
mize the satisfaction that they can obtain by purchas
ing a particular combination of goods and services. 

2. Consumer choice has two related parts: the study of 
the consumer's preferences and the analysis of the 
budget line that constrains the choices that a person 
can make. 

3. Consumers make choices by comparing market 
baskets or bundles of commodities. Preferences are 
assumed to be complete (they can compare all possi
ble market baskets) and transith'e (if they prefer bas
ket A to B, and B to C, then they prefer A to C). In 
addition, economists assume that more of each good 
is always preferred to less. 

4. Indifference curves, which represent all combinations 
of goods and services that giw the same level of satis
faction, are downward-sloping and camlOt intersect 
one another. 

5. Consumer preferences can be completely described 
by a set of indifference curves known as an indiffer
ence map. An indifference map provides an ordinal 
ranking of all choices that the consumer might make. 

6. The marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of F for C is 
the maximum amount of C that a person is willing to 
give up to obtain 1 additional unit of F The MRS 
diminishes as we move down along an indifference 
curve. When there is a diminishing MRS, preferences 
are convex. 

7. Budget lines represent all combinations of goods for 
which consumers expend all their income. Budget 
lines shift ouhvard in response to an increase in con
sumer income. When the price of one good (on the 
horizontal axis) changes while income and the price 
of the other good do not, budget lines pivot and rotate 
about a fixed point (on the vertical axis). 

8. Consumers maximize satisfaction subject to budget 
constraints. When a consumer maximizes satisfaction 
by consuming some of each of two goods, the mar
ginal rate of substitution is equal to the ratio of the 

of the two goods being purchased, 

... 

9. Ivlaximization is sometimes achieved at a corner solu
tion in which one good is not consumed. In such 
cases, the marginal rate of substitution need not equal 
the ratio of the prices. 

10. The theory of revealed preference shows how the 
choices that indh'iduals make when prices and income 
vary can be used to determine their preferences. When 
an individual chooses basket A even though she could 
afford B, we know that A is preferred to B. 

11. The theory of the consumer can be presented by 
two different approaches. The indifference curve 
approach uses the ordinal properties of utility (that is, 
it allows for the ranking of alternath'es) .. The utility 
fLmction approach obtains a utility fLmction by attach
ing a number to each market basket; if basket A is pre
ferred to basket B, A generates more utility than B. 

12. \-'lhen risky choices are analyzed or when comparisons 
must be made among individuals, the cardinal proper
ties of the utility fLmction can be important Usually the 
utility fLmction will shOlv diminishing marginal utility: 
As more and more of a good is consumed, the con
SL1l1er obtains smaller and smaller increments of utility. 

13. When the utility ftllction approach is used and both 
goods are consumed, utility maximization occurs 
when the ratio of the marginal utilities of the two 
goods (which is the marginal rate of substitution) is 
equal to the ratio of the prices. 

14. An ideal cost-of-living index measures the cost of 
buying, at current prices, a bW1dle of goods that gen
erates the same lewl of utility as was provided by the 
bundle of goods consumed at base-year prices. The 
Laspeyres price index, however, represents the cost of 
buying the bLmdle of goods chosen in the base year at 
current prices relative to the cost of buying the same 
bundle at base-year prices. The CPr, like all Laspeyres 
price indexes, overstates the ideal cost-of-liYing 
index. Bv contrast, the Paasche index measures the 
cost at ~urrent-year prices of buying a bundle of 
goods chosen in the current year divided by the cost 
of buying the same bundle at base-year prices. It thus 
understates the ideal cost-of-living index. 

1. What does transitiuity of preferences mean? 
2. Suppose that a set of indifference curves was not neg

ati\'eh' sloped. What could you sa\' about the desir-
abilit): of the two goods?' , 

3. Explain why two indifference cun'es cannot intersect. 
4. Dra\\' a set of indifference cun'es for which the mar

ginal rate of substitution (MRS) is constant. Draw two 
budget lines with different slopes; show what the sat
isfaction-maximizing choice will be in each case. 
What conclusions can you draw? 

5. Explain why a MRS between two goods must equal 
the ratio of the price of the goods for the consumer to 
achie\'e maximum satisfaction .. 

6. Explain why consumers are likely to be worse off 
when a product that they consume is rationed. 

7. Upon merging with the West German econom\', 
East German consumers indicated a preference f~r 

1. In this chapter, consumer preferences for \'arious 
commodities did not change during the analysis. Yet 
in some situations, preferences do change as con
sumption occurs. Discuss why and how preferences 
might change O\'8r time with consumption of these 
two commodities: 
a. cigarettes 
b. dumer for the first time at a restaurant with a spe

cial cuisine. 
2. Draw the indifference curves for the following indi

\'iduals' preferences for two goods: hamburgers and 
beer. 
a. Al likes beer but can live without hamburgers. He 

alwavs prefers more beer no matter hOlY many 
hamburgers he has. . 

b. Betty is indifferent between bLmdles of either three 
beers or two hamburgers. Her preferences do not 
change as she consumes an\' more of either food. 

e. Chris eats one hamburger and washes it down with 
one beer. He will not consume an additional unit of 
one item without an additional LUlit of the other. 

d. Doreen loves beer but is allergic to beef. Every time 
she eats a hamburger she breaks out in hives. 

3. The price of tapes is 510 and the price of CDs is 515. 
Philip has a budget of 5100 and has already pur
chased 3 tapes. He thus has S70 more to spend on 
additional tapes and CDs. Draw his budget line. If his 
l'emau1ing expenditure is made on 1 tape and -1 CDs, 
show Philip's consumption choice on the budget line. 
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Mercedes-Benz automobiles over Volks\\'agens. 
However, when they com"erted their savings into 
deutsche marks, they Hocked to Volkswagen dealer
ships. How can you explain this apparent paradox? 

8. Describe the equal marginal principle. Explain \\"hy this 
principle may not hold if increasing marginal utility is 
associated with the consumption of one or both goods. 

9. What is the difference between ordinal utilit\" and car
dinal utility? Explain why the assumption ~f cardinal 
utility is not needed in order to rank consumer 
choices. 

10. The price of computers has fallen substantiall\" over 
the past two decades Use this drop in price to e"xplain 
why the Consumer Price Index is likely to owrstate 
substantially the cost-of-lh'ing index for individuals 
who use computers intensi\'ely. 

4. Debra usually buys a soft drink when she goes to a 
movie theater, where she has a choice of three sizes. 
The S-ounce drink costs 5L50, the 12-ounce drink, 
52.00, and the 16-ounce drink, S2.25. Describe the 
budget constraint that Debra faces when deciding 
hm\' many OLUlces of the dru1k to purchase. (Assume 
Debra can costlessly dispose of any of the soft drink 
that she does not want) 

5. Suppose Bill views butter and margaru1e as perfectly 
substitutable for each other. 
a. Draw a set of indifference cun"es that describes 

Bill's preferences for butter and margarule. 
b. Are these uldifference cun'es com'ex? Win'? 
c. If butter costs 52 per package and marga;ine only 

51, and if Bill has a 520 budget to spend for the 
month, which butter-margarine market basket 
will he choose? Can you show your ans\\'er 
graphically? 

6. Suppose Jones and Smith have decided to allocate 
51,000 per year to liquid refreshment in the form of 
alcoholic or nonalcoholic drinks. Jones and Smith differ 
substantially in their preferences for these two forms of 
refreshrnent. Jones prefers alcoholic to nonalcoholic 
drinks, while Smith prefers the nonalcoholic option. 
a. Draw a set of indifference cun'es for Jones and a 

second set for Smith. 
b. Using the concept of marginal rate of substitution, 

explain why the two sets of cun'es are different 
from each other. 
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c. If both Smith and Jones pay the same prices for 
their refreslunents, will their marginal rates of sub
stitution of alcoholic for nonalcoholic drinks be the 
same or different? Explain. 

7. Consumers in Georgia pay twice as much for avoca
dos as they do for peaches. Howe\-er, avocados and 
peaches are equally priced in California. If consumers 
in both states maximize utility, will the marginal rates 
of substitution of peaches for avocados be the same for 
consumers in both states? If not, which will be higher? 

8. Anne is a frequent Hyer whose fares are reduced 
(through coupon giveaways) by 25 percent after she 
flies 25,000 miles a year and then by 50 percent after 
she flies 50,000 miles. Can you graph the budget line 
that Anne faces in making her flight plans for the year? 

9. Antonio buys 8 new college textbooks during his first 
year at school at a cost of S50 each. Used books cost 
only 530 each. When the bookstore announces that 
there will be a 20-percent price increase in new texts 
and a 10-percent increase in used texts for the coming 
year, Antonio's father offers him 580 extra. Is Antonio 
better off or worse off after the price change? 

10. Suppose that Samantha and Jason both spend 524 per 
week on video and movie entertainment When the 
prices of videos and movies are both 54, they each 
rent 3 videos and buy 3 movie tickets. FollOWing a 
video price war and an increase in the cost of movie 
tickets, the price of \-ideos falls to 52 while the price 
of mo\"ie tickets increases to 56. Samantha now rents 
6 videos and buys 2 movie tickets; Jason, hmyever, 
buys 1 mo\"ie ticket and rents 9 videos. 
a. Is Samantha better off or worse off after the price 

change? 
b. Is Jason better off or vvorse off? 

11. Connie allocates S200 of her monthly food budget 
between two goods: meat and potatoes. 
a. Suppose meat costs S4 per pound and potatoes $2 

per pound. Draw Connie's budget constraint. 
b. Suppose also that her utility function is given by 

the equation lI(lvI,P) = 2M P. What combina
tion of meat and potatoes should she buy to maxi-

mize her utility? (Hint: lvleat and potatoes are 
perfect substitutes.) 

c. COlmie's supermarket is rLllming a special promo
tion: If she buys 20 pounds of potatoes (at 52 per 
pound), she gets the next 10 pounds for free .. This 
offer applies only to the first 20 pounds she buys, 
All potatoes in excess of the first 20 pounds 
(excluding bonus potatoes) are still 52 per pound, 
Draw her budget constraint. 

d. When an outbreak of potato rot raises the price of 
potatoes to 54 per pound, the supermarket ends its 
promotion. What does Connie's budget constraint 
look like now? What combination of meat and 
potatoes will maximize her utility? 

12. The utility that Jane recei\'es by consuming food F 
and clothing C is giwn by lI(F,C) = FC 
a. Draw the indifference curve associated with a util

ity le\'el of 12 and the indifference cun-e associated 
with a utility level of 24. Are the indifference 
CUlTes con\-ex? 

b. Suppose that food costs Sl a unit and clothing 53 a 
unit. Jane has $12 to spend on food and clothing. 
Graph the budget line that she faces. 

c. What is the utility-maximizing choice of food and 
clothing? (Hillt.: Solve the problem graphically.) 

d. What is the marginal rate of substitution of food 
for clothing when utility is maximized? 

e. Suppose that Jane buys 3 units of food and 3 units 
of clothing with her 512 budget. Would her mar
ginal rate of substitution of food for clothing be 
greater or less than 1/3? Explain 

13. The utility that Meredith recei\-es by consuming food 
F and clothing C is giwn by lI(F,C) = FC Suppose 
that her income in 1990 is 51,200 and that the prices of 
food and clothing are 51 per unit of each. By the year 
2000, howe\-er, the price of food has increased to 52 
and clothing to 53. Let 100 represent the cost-of-lh'ing 
index for 1990. Calculate both the ideal and the 
Laspeyres cost-of-li\-ing index for Meredith for 2000. 
(Hint: IVleredith will spend equal amounts on food 
and clothing . .) 

!!II !!II 

I I 

hapter 3 laid the foundation for the theory of consumer 
demand. We discussed the nature of consumers' prefer

ences and sal-\' how, gi\-erl budget constraints, consumers 
choose market baskets that maximize utility. From here it's a 
short step to analyzing demand itself and showing how the 
demand for a good depends on its price, the prices of other 
goods, and income. 

Our analysis of demand proceeds in six steps: 

1. We begin by deriving the demand curve for an individual 
consumer. Because love knuw how changes in price and 
income affect a person's budget line, ,ve can determine 
how they affect consumption choice. We will use this 
information to see hO\o\' the quantity of a good demanded 
varies in response to price changes as we move along an 
indiyidual's demand curve. We will also see how this 
demand curve shifts in response to changes in the individ
ual's income. 

2. With this foundation, "love will examine the effect of a price 
change in more detail. 'When the price of a good goes up, 
indi\-idual demand for it can change in two ways. First, 
because it has now become more expensive relative to 
other goods, consumers 'will buy less of it and more of 
other goods. Second, the higher price reduces the con
sumer's purchasing power. This reduction is just like a 
reduction in income and will lead to a reduction in the 
consumer's demand. By analyzing these tvvo distinct effects, 
we will better understand the characteristics of demand. 

3. Next, we will see hmv individual demand curves can be 
ao-o-reo-ated to determine the market demand curve. We 

00 0 

will also study the characteristics of market demand and 
see 'why the demands for some kinds of goods differ con
siderably from the demands for others. 

4. We will go on to show how market demand curves can be 
used to measure the benefits that people receive when 
they consume products, above and beyond the expendi
tures they make. This information will be especially 
important later, when we study the effects of government 
intervention in a Inarket 

5. We then describe the effects of network externalities-i.e., 
what happens ''''hen a person's demand for a good also 
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In §3.3, we explain how con
sumers choose the market 
basket on the highest indiffer
ence curve that touches the 
consumer's budget line. 

In §3.2, we explain how the 
budget line shifts in response 
to a price change. 

price-consumption curve 
Curve tracing the utility
maximizing combinations of 
two goods as the price of one 
changes. 

depends on the demands of other people. These effects playa crucial role in 
the demands for many high-tech products, such as computer hardware and 
soft-vvare, and telecommunications systems. 

6. Finally, we will briefly describe some of the methods that economists use to 
obtain empirical information about demand. 

This section shows how the demand curve of an individual consumer follows 
from the consumption choices that a person makes when faced with a budget 
constraint. To illustrate these concepts graphically, we will limit the available 
goods to food and clothing and vdll rely on the utility-maximization approach 
described in Section 3.3. 

Price Changes 

We begin by examining ways in which the consumption of food and clothing 
changes when the price of food changes. Figure 4.1 shows the consumption 
choices that a person '\-"ill make when allocating a fixed amount of income 
between the nvo goods. 

Initially, the price of food is 51, the price of clothing $2, and the consumer's 
income $20. The utility-maximizing consumption choice is at point B in Figure 
4.1(a). Here, the consumer buys 12 units of food and 4 units of clothing, thus 
achieving the level of utility associated with indifference curve U2• 

Now look at Figure 4.1(b), which shows the relationship between the price of 
food and the quantity demanded. The horizontal axis measures the quantity of 
food consumed, as in Figure 4.1(a), but the vertical axis now measures the price 
of food. Point G in Figure 4.1(b) corresponds to point B in Figure 4.1(a). At G, the 
price of food is $1, and the consumer purchases 12 units of food. 

Suppose the price of food increases to 52. As we saw in Chapter 3, the budget 
line in Figure 4.1(a) rotates inward about the vertical intercept, becoming n"ice 
as steep as before. The higher relative price of food has increased the magnitude 
of the slope of the budget line. The consumer now achieves maximum utility at 
A, which is found on a lower indifference curve, U1. (Because the price of food 
has risen, the consumer's purchasing power-and thus attainable utility-has 
fallen.) At A, the consumer chooses 4 units of food and 6 units of clothing. In 
Figure 4.1(b), this modified consumption choice is at E, which shows that at a 
price of $2, 4 units of food are demanded. 

Finally, ,\,,'hat will happen if the price of food deCl'eases to 50 cents? Because the 
budget line now rotates outward, the consumer can achieve the higher level of 
utility associated with indifference CUD'e U3 in Figure 4.1(a) by selecting D, 'with 
20 units of food and 5 units of clothing. Point H in Figure 4.1(b) shows the price 
of 50 cents and the quantity demanded of 20 units of food. 

The Individual Demand Curve 
We can go on to include all possible changes in the price of food. In Figure 4.1(a), 
the price-consumption curve traces the utility-maximizing combinations of 
food and clothing associated with every possible price of food. Note that as the 
price of food falls, attainable utility increases and the consumer buys more food. 

Individual and Market Demand 
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A reduction in the price of food, with income and the price of clothing fixed, causes 
this consumer to choose a different market basket. In (a), the baskets that maximize 
utility for various prices of food (point A, $2; B, $1; D, $0.50) trace out the price
consumption curve. Part (b) gives the demand curve, which relates the price of 
food to the demanded. (Points E, G, and H correspond to points A, B, and 
D, resl)ectiv 

This pattern of increasing consumption of a good in response to a decrease in 
price almost always holds. But '\'\'hat happens to the consumption of clothing as 
the price of food falls? As Figure 4.1(a) shows, the consumption of clothing may 
either increase or decrease. Both food and clothing consumption can increase 
because the decrease in the price of food has increased the consumer's ability to 
purchase both goods. 

An individual demand curve relates the quantity of a good that a single con
Sumer will buy to the price of that good. In Figure 4.1(b), the individual demand 
Curve relates the quantity of food that the consumer will buy to the price of food. 
This demand curve has h-vo important properties. 

individual demand curve 
Curve relating the quantity of 
a good that a single consumer 
will buy to its price., 
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In §3.1, we introduce the mar
ginal rate of substitution as a 
measure of the maximum 
amount of one good that the 
consumer is willing to give 
up in order to obtain one unit 
of another good .. 

1. The level of utility that call be attailled changes as we mO've alo1lg the curve. 
The lower' the price of the product, the higher its level of utility. Note from 
Figure 4.1(a) that a higher indifference cun'e is reached as the price falls. 
Again, this result simply reflects the fact that as the price of a product falls, 
the consumer's purchasing power increases. 

2. At every poillt 011 the demalld curve, the cOllsumer is maximizillg utility by 
satisfyi1lg the c01lditioll that the margi1lal rate of substitutioll (MRS) of 
food for clothing equals the ratio of the prices of food a1ld clothillg. As the 
price of food falls, the price ratio and the MRS also fall. In Figure 4.1, the 
price ratio falls from 1 (52/52) at E (because the Cl.lrv'e U j is tangent to a 
budget line with a slope of -1 at A) to 1/2 ($1/$2) at G, to 1/4 ($050/$2) at H. 
Because the consumer is maximizing utility, the MRS of food for clothing 
decreases as we move down the demand CUlTe. This phenomenon makes 
intuitive sense because it tells us that the relative value of food falls as the 
consumer buys more of it. 

The fact that the MRS varies along the indiv'idual's demand CUIye tells us some
thing about how consumers value the consumption of a good or service. Suppose 
we were to ask a consumer hm\' much she would be willing to pay for an additional 
milt of food ,>vhen she is currently consLUning 4 milts. Point E on the demand curve 
in Figure 4.l(b) provides the answer: $2. Why? As we pointed out above, because 
the MRS of food for clothing is 1 at E, one additional unit of food is worth one addi
tional lmit of clothing. But a unit of clothing costs $2, \'\'ruch is, therefore, the value 
(or marginal benefit) obtained by consuming an additionalmut of food. Thus, as we 
move dmvn the demand curve in Figure 4.1(b), the MRS falls. Likewise, the value 
that the consumer places on an additional milt of food falls from $2 to $1 to S0.50. 

Income Changes 

We have seen what happens to the consumption of food and clothing when the 
price of food changes. Now let's see what happens when income changes. 

The effects of a change in income can be analyzed in much the same way as a 
price change. Figure 4.2(a) shows the consumption choices that a consumer will 
make when allocating a fixed income to food and clothing when the price of 
food is $1 and the price of clothing $2. As in Figure 4.l(a), the quantity of cloth
ing is measured on the vertical axis and the quantity of food on the horizontal 
axis. Income changes appear as changes in the budget line. Initially, the con
sumer's income is S10. The utility-maximizing consumption choice is then at A, 
at vvhich she buys 4 units of food and 3 units of clothing. 

This choice of 4 units of food is also shown in Figure 4.2(b) as E on demand 
CUITe OJ. Demand curve OJ is the curve that would be traced out if we held 
income fixed at $10 but uaried the price offood. Because we are holding the price of 
food constant, we will observe only a single point E on this demand curve. 

What happens if the consumer's income is increased to $20? Her budget line 
then shifts outward parallel to the original budget line, allowing her to attain the 
utility level associated with indifference curve U2 . Her optimal consumption 
choice is now at B, 'where she buys 10 units of food and 5 units of clothing. In 
Figure 4.2(b) her consumption of food is shown as G on demand curve O2 , O2 is 
the demand curve that would be traced out if we held income fixed at $20 but 
varied the price of food. Finally, note that if her income increases to $30, she 
chooses 0, with a market basket containing 16 units of food (and 7 units of cloth
ing), represented by H in Figure 4.2(b). 
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An increase in income, with the prices of all goods fixed, causes consumers to alter 
their choices of market basket. In part (a), the baskets that maximize consumer satis
faction for various incomes (point A, $10; B, $20; D, $30) trace out the income
consumption curve. The shift to the right of the demand curve in response to the 
increases in income is shown in part (b). (Points E, G, and H correspond to points A, 
B, and 0, r'P<:np,rh,rp 

We could go on to include all possible changes in income. In Figure 4.2(a), the 
income-consumption curve traces out the utility-maximizing combinations of 
food and clothing associated with every income level. The income-consumption 
curve in Figure 4.2 slopes upward because the consumption of both food and 
clothing increases as income increases. Previously, we saw that a change in the 
price of a good corresponds to a movement along a demal1d curve. Here, the sihla
tion is different. Because each demand curve is measured for a particular level of 
income, any change in income must lead to a shift ill the demal1d Cllrue itself. Thus 
A on the income-consumption curve in Figure 4.2(a) corresponds to E on 
demand curve OJ in Figure 4.2(b); B corresponds to G on a different demand 

income-consumption curve 
Curve tracing the utility
maximizing combinations of 
hvo goods as a consumer's 
income changes. 
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In §2.3, we explain that the 
income elasticity of demand 
is the percentage change in 
the quantity demanded 
resulting from a I-percent 
increase in income. 

Engel curve Curve relating 
the quantity of a good con
sumed to income. 

curve D2. The upward-sloping income-consumption curve implies that an 
increase in income causes a shift to the right in the demand curve-in this case 
from D1 to D2 to D3· 

Normal versus 
When the income-consumption curve has a positive slope, the quantity 
demanded increases with income. As a result, the income elasticity of demand is 
positive. The greater the shifts to the right of the demand curve, the larger the 
income elasticity. In this case, the goods are described as normal: Consumers 
want to buy more of them as their income increases. 

In some cases, the quantity demanded falls as income increases; the income 
elasticity of demand is negative. We then describe the good as inferior. The term 
inferior simply means that consumption falls when income rises. Hamburger, for 
example, is inferior for some people: As their income increases, they buy less 
hamburger and more steak. 

Figure 4.3 shows the income-consumption curve for an inferior good. For rel
atively low levels of income, both hamburger and steak are normal goods. As 
income rises, however, the income-consumption curve bends backward (from 
point B to C). This shift occurs because hamburger has become an inferior 
good-its consumption has fallen as income has increased. 

Engel Curves 
Income-consumption curves can be used to construct Engel curves, which relate 
the quantity of a good consumed to an individual's income. Figure 4.4 shows 
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An increase in a person's income can lead to less consumption of one of the hvo 
goods being purchased. Here, hamburger, though a normal good behveen A and B, 
becomes an inferior good when the income-consumption curve bends backward 
behveen B and C. 
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Engel curves relate the quantity of a good consumed to income. In (a), food is a nor
mal good and the Engel curve is upward sloping. In (b), however, hamburger is a 
normal good for income less than $20 per month and an inferior good for income 
greater than $20 month. 

how such curves are constructed for rno different goods. Figure 4.4(a), which 
shows an upward-sloping Engel curve, is derived directly from Figure 4.2(a). In 
both figures, as the individual's income increases from $10 to $20 to $30, her con
sumption of food increases from 4 to 10 to 16 units. Recall that in Figure 4.2(a) 
the vertical axis measured lmits of clothing consumed per month and the hori
zontal axis units of food per month; changes in income were reflected as shifts in 
the budget line. In Figures 4.4(a) and (b), we have replotted the data to put 
income on the vertical axis \'.'hile keeping food and hamburger on the horizontal. 

The upward-sloping Engel curve in Figure 4.4(a)-like the upward-sloping 
income-consumption curve in Figure 4.2(a)-applies to all normal goods. Note 
that an Engel curve for clothing would have a similar shape (clothing consump
tion increases from 3 to 5 to 7 urlits as income increases). 
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Figure 4.4(b), derived from Figure 4.3, shows the Engel curve for hamburger. 
We see that hamburger consumption increases from 5 to 10 units as income 
increases from $10 to $20. As income increases further, from $20 to $30, con
sumption falls to 8 units. The portion of the Engel curve that slopes downward 
is the income range in which hamburger is an inferior good. 

The Engel curves we just examined apply to individual consumers. 
However, we can also derive Engel curves for groups of consumers. This 

information is particularly useful if we want to see how consumer spending 
varies among different income groups. Table 4.1 illush'ates these spending pat
terns for several items taken from a survey by the U.s. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. Although the data are averaged over many households, they can be 
interpreted as describing the expenditures of a typical family. 

Note that the data relate expenditures on a particular item rather than the 
q1lantity of the item to income. The first two items, entertainment and owned 
dwellings, are consumption goods for which the income elasticity of demand is 
high. Average family expendihlres on entertainment increase almost eightfold 
when we move from the lowest to highest income group. The same pattern 
applies to the purchase of homes: There is a more than tenfold increase in 
expenditures from the lowest to the highest category. 

In contrast, expenditures on rental housing actually fall with income. This 
pattern reflects the fact that most higher-income individuals own rather than 
rent homes. Thus rental housing is an inferior good, at least for incomes above 
$30,000 per year. Finally, note that health care, food, and clothing are consump
tion items for which the income elasticities are positive, but not as high as for 
entertainment or owner-occupied housing. 

The data Ul Table 4.1 have been plotted in Figure 4.5 for rented dwellings, 
health care, and entertainment. Observe in the three Engel curves that as 

INCOME GROUP (1997 $) 

LESS THAN 10,000- 20,000- 30,000- 40,000- 50,000- 70,000 
10,000 19,000 29,000 39,000 49,000 69,000 AND ABOVE 

700 947 1,274 1,514 2,054 2,654 4,300 

1,116 1,725 2,253 3,243 4,454 5,793 9,898 

1,957 2,170 2,371 2,536 2,137 1,540 1,266 

1,031 1,697 1,918 1,820 2,052 2,214 2,642 

2,656 3,385 4,109 4,888 5,429 6,220 8,279 

859 978 1,363 1,772 1,778 2,614 3,442 

Source: u.s. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Consumer Expenditure Survey: 1997." 
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Average per-capita expenditures on rented dwellulgs, health care, and entertain
ment are plotted as functions of illU1ual income, Health care and entertainment are 
superior goods: Expenditures increase with income, Rental housing, however, is an 
inferior good for incomes above $30,000. 
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income rises, expenditures on entertainment increase rapidly while expendi
tures on rental housing increase when uKome is low, but decrease once income 
exceeds 530,000. 

Substitutes and Complements 
The demand curves that we graphed in Chapter 2 showed the relationship 
between the price of a good and the quantity demanded, vvith preferences, 
income, and the prices of all other goods held constant. For many goods, 
demand is related to the consumption and prices of other goods. Baseball bats 
and baseballs, hot dogs and mustard, and computer hardware and software are 
all examples of goods that tend to be used together. Other goods, such as cola 
and diet cola, owner-occupied houses and rental aparhnents, movie tickets and 
videocassette rentals, tend to substitute for one another. 

Recall from Section 2.4 that two goods are substitutes if an increase in the price 
of one leads to an increase in the quantity demanded of the other. If the price of a 
movie ticket rises, \'\'e would expect individuals to rent more videos, because 
mo\'ie tickets and videos are substitutes. Similarly, hvo goods are cOlllplelllents if an 
increase in the price of one good leads to a decrease in the quantity demanded of 
the other. If the price of gasoline goes up, causulg gasoline consumption to fall, 
we would expect the consumption of motor oil to fall as well, because gasoline 
and motor oil are used together. Two goods are illdepelldellt if a change in the 
price of one good has no effect on the quantity demanded of the other. 
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In §3.4, we show how infor
mation about consumer pref
erences is revealed bv con
sumption choices m~de. 

One ,'"ay to see ,'"hether two goods are complements or substitutes is to 
examine the price-consumption curve. Look again at Figure 4.1. Note that in the 
downward-sloping portion of the price-consumption curve, food and clothing 
are substitutes: The lower price of food leads to a lower consumption of clothing 
(perhaps because as food expenditures increase, less income is available to 
spend on clothing). Similarly, food and clothing are complements in the 
upward-sloping portion of the curve: The lower price of food leads to higher 
clothing consumption (perhaps because the consumer eats more meals at restau
rants and must be suitably dressed). 

The fact that goods can be complements or substitutes suggests that when 
studying the effects of price changes in one market, it may be important to look 
at the consequences in related markets. (Interrelationships among markets are 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 16.) Determining whether two goods are 
complements, substitutes, or independent goods is ultimately an empirical ques
tion. To answer the question, ,'\'e need to look at the ways in which the demand 
for the first good shifts (if at all) in response to a change in the price of the sec
ond. This question is more difficult than it sounds because lots of things are 
likely to be changing at the same time that the price of the first good changes. In 
fact, Section 6 of this chapter is devoted to examining ways to distinguish empir
ically among the many possible explanations for a change in the demand for the 
second good. First, however, it will be useful to undertake a basic theoretical 
exercise. In the next section, we delve into the ways in which a change in the 
price of a good can affect consumer demand. 

A fall in the price of a good has two effects: 

1. Consumers will tend to buy more of the good that has become cheaper and 
less of those goods that are llOW relatively more expensive. This response to 
the change in the relative prices of goods is called the sllbstitlltion effect. 

2. Because one of the goods is now cheaper, consumers enjoy an increase ill 
real purchasing power. They are better off because they can buy the same 
amount of the good for less money and thus have money left over for addi
tional purchases. The change in demand resulting from this change in real 
purchasing power is called the i1lcome effect. 

Normally, these two effects occur simultaneously, but it will be useful to distin
guish between them for purposes of analysis. The specifics are illustrated in 
Figure 4.6, where the initial budget line is RS and there are two goods, food and 
clothing. Here, the consumer maximizes utility by choosing the market basket at 
A, thereby obtaining the level of utility associated with the indifference curve LII · 

Now, let's see what happens if the price of food falls, causing the budget line to 
rotate outward to line RT. The consumer now chooses the market basket at Bon 
indifference curve LI2• Because market basket B was chosen even though market 
basket A was feasible, we know (from our discussion of revealed preference in 
Section 3.4) that B is preferred to A Thus the reduction in the price of food 
allows the consumer to increase her level of satisfaction-her purchasing power 
has increased. The total change in the consumption of food caused by the lower 
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A decrease in the price of food has an income effect and a substitution effect. The 
c.ons:nner is initially at A on budget line RS. When the plice of food falls, consump
tion mcreases by F]Fz as the consumer moves to B. The substitution effect FIE (asso
ciated with a move from A to D) changes the relative prices of food and clothino- but 
keeps real income (satisfaction) constant. The income effect EFz (associated ,~th a 
move. from D to B) keeps relative prices constant but increases purchasing power. 
Food IS a nonnal good because the income effect is 

price is given by FI F2. Initially, the consumer purchased OF] units of food, but 
after the price change, food consumption has increased to OF2• Line segment 
F1F2, therefore, represents the increase in desired food purchases. 

Substitution 

The drop in price has both a substitution effect and an income effect. The substi
tution effect is the challge ill food cOllsllmption associated with a cha1lge ill the price of 
food, With the level of lltility held collsta1lt. The substitution effect captures the 
change ,in food consumption that occurs as a result of the price change that 
makes tood relati\'ely cheaper than clothing. This substitution is marked by a 
movement along an indifference curve. In Figure 4.6, the substitution effect ~an 
be obtained by drawing a budget line which is parallel to the new budget line RT 
(ret1ecting the lower relative price of food) but which is just tano-ent to the orio-i
nal indifference curve LI1 (holding the level of satisfaction con~tant). The ne~'l, 
lower imaginary budget line ret1ects the fact that nominal income was reduced 
in. order to accomplish our conceptual goal of isolating the substitution effect. 
GIven that budget line, the consumer chooses market basket D and consumes 
OE units of food. The line segment F1E thus represents the substitution effect. 

,Figure 4.6 makes it clear that when the price of food declines, the substitution 
eftect always leads to an increase in the quantity of food demanded. The expla
nation lies in our fourth assumption about consumer preferences in Section 

substitution effect Change 
in consumption of a good 
associated with a change in its 
price, with the level of utilitv 
held constant . 
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income effect Change in 
consumption of a good result
ing from an increase in pur
chasing power, with relati\'e 
price held constant 

3,1-namely, that preferences are COIwex, Thus, "vith the convex indifference 
cun'es shown in the figure, the point that maximizes satisfaction on the new 
budget line RT must lie below and to the right of the original point of tangency. 

Now consider the income effect: the chal1ge ill food COllSlIIllption brollght abollt by 
tlie increase in pllrchasing poteet, with the price offood held CO/lstant. In Figure 4 .. 6, the 
income effect can be seen by m.oving from the imaginary budget line that passes 
through point D to the original budget line, RT, that passes through B. The con
sumer chooses market basket B on indifference curve Uz (because the lower 
price of food has increased her level of utility), The increase in food consump
tion from OE to OF2 is the measure of the income effect, 'which is positive, 
because food is a norlllal good (consumers will buy more of it as their incomes 
increase). Because it reflects a movement from one indifference curve to anothel~ 
the income effect measures the change in the consumer's purchasing power. 

We have seen that the total effect of a change in price is given theoretically by 
the sum of the substitution effect and the income effect: 

Total Effect (F1F2) = Substitution Effect (F1E) + Income Effect (EF2) 
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The consumer is initially at A on budget line RS. With a decrease in the price of food, 
the consumer moves to B. The resulting change in food purchased can be broken 
down into a substitution effect FIE (associated with a move from A to D) and an 
income effect EFl (associated with a move from D to B). In this case, food is an infe
rior good because the income effect is negative. However, because the substitution 
effect exceeds the income effect, the decrease in the price of food leads to an increase 
in the quantity of food demanded. 
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Recall that the direction of the substitution effect is aI-ways the same: A decline in 
rice leads to an increase in consumption of the good. Howe\'er, the income 

~ffect can move demand in either direction, depending on whether the good is 
normal or inferior, 

A. (rood is inferior when the income effect is negati\·e: As income rises, con
sLl~p~ion falls'- Figure 4] shows income and substitution effects for an inferior 
aood, The negative income effect is measured by line segment EF2· Even 'with 
frlferior goods, the income effect is rarely large enough to outweigh the substitu
tion effect As a result, when the price of an inferior good falls, its consumption 
almost always increases. 

A Good 
Theoretically, the income effect may be large enough to cause the demand curve 
for a good to slope upward, We call such a good a Giffen good, and Figure 4.8 
shows its income and substitution effects. Initially, the consumer is at A, con
sumina relativelv little clothing and much food. Now the price of food declines. 

1:> ~ ~ 

The decline in the price of food frees enough income so that the consumer 
desires to buy rnore clothing and fewer units of food, as illustrated by B. 
Re\'ealed preference tells us that the consumer is better off at B rather than A 
even though less food is consumed, 

T110uah intriauina the Giffen good is rare Iv of practical interest because it 
b b b' ....... ..I 

requires a large negative income effect. But the income effect is usually small: 
Individually, most goods account for only a small part of a consumer's budget. 
Larae income effects are often associated with normal rather than inferior goods 

1:> 

(eg., total spending on food or housing). 
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When food is an inferior good, and when the income effect is large enough to domi
nate the substitution effect, the demand curve will be upward-sloping. The con
Sumer is initially at point A but, after the price of food falls, moves to B and con
Sumes less food. Because the income effect F2F1 is larger than the substitution effect 

the decrease in the of food leads to a lower of food demanded. 

Giffen good Good whose 
demand cun'e slopes upward 
because the (positive) income 
effect is larger than the (nega
tive) substitution effect. 
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I n part to conserve energy and in part to raise revenues, the U.s. goverru11ent 
has often considered increasing the federal gasoline tax, In 1993, for example, 

a modest 7 1/2-cent increase was enacted as part of a larger budget-reform 
package. This increase was much less than the increase that would have been 
necessary to put U.s. gasoline prices on a par with those in Europe. Because an 
important goal of higher gasoline taxes is to discourage gasoline consumption, 
the gm'emment has also considered ways of passing the resulting income back 
to consumers. One popular suggestion is a rebate program in 'which tax rev
enues would be returned to households on an equal per capita basis. \Vhat 
would be the effect of such a program? 

Let's begin by focusing on the effect of the program onr a period of five 
years. The relevant price elasticity of demand is about -05.1 Suppose that a 
low-income consumer uses about 1200 gallons of gasoline per year, that gaso
line costs 51 per gallon, and that our consumer's armual income is 59000. 

Figure 4.9 shows the effect of the gasoline tax. (The graph has intentionally 
been drawn not to scale so that the effects we are discussing can be seen more 
clearly.) The original budget line is AB, and the consumer maximizes utility (on 
indifference ClU've UJ by cons LUning the market basket at C, buying 1200 gallons 
of gasoline and spending 57800 on other goods. If the tax is 50 cents per gallon, 
price will increase by 50 percent, shifting the ne\,,' budget line to AD.2 (Recall 
that when price changes and income stays fixed, the budget line rotates around 
a pivotal point on the unchanged axis.) With a price elasticity of -0.5, con
sumption will decline 25 percent, from 1200 to 900 gallons, as shown by the 
utility-maximizing point E on indifference curve U1 (for every I-percent 
increase in the price of gasoline, quantity demanded drops by 1/2 percent), 

The rebate program, however, partially counters this effect. Suppose 
that because the tax revenue per person is about 5450 (900 gallons times 
50 cents per gallon), each consumer receives a 5450 rebate. Hmy does this 
increased income affect gasoline consumption? The effect can be shown 
graphically by shifting the budget line upward by 5450, to line FI, which 
is parallel to AD. How much gasoline does our consumer buy now? In 
Chapter 2, we sa,v that the income elasticity of demand for gasoline is ap
proximately 0.3. Because 5450 represents a 5-percent increase in income 
(5450/59000 = 0.05), we would expect the rebate to increase consumption by 
L5 percent (0.3 times 5 percent) of 900 gallons, or 135 gallons. The new utility
maximizing consumption choice at H reflects this expectation. (We omitted the 
indifference curve that is tangent at H to simplify the diagram.) Despite the 
rebate program, the tax 'would reduce gasoline consumption by 286.5 gallons, 
from 1200 to 9135. Because the income elasticity of demand for gasoline is rela
tively low, the income effect of the rebate program is dOlninated by the substi
tution effect, and the program with a rebate does indeed reduce consumption. 

In order to put a real tax-rebate program into effect, a variety of practical 
problems would need to be resolved. First, incoming tax receipts and rebate 

1 We sa\\' in Chapter 2 that the price elasticity of demand for gasoline \'aried substantially from the 
short run to the long run, ranging from -011 in the short run to -117 in the long run, 

e . To simplify the example, we ha\'e assumed that the entire tax is paid by consumers in the form of a 
higher price .. A broader analysis of tax shifting is presented in Chapter 9 
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A aasoline tax is imposed when the consumer is initially buying 1200 gallons of 
ga~oline at point C. After the tax takes effect, the budge~ line s~ts from A~ to AD 
and the consumer maximizes his preferences by choosmg E, WIth a gasolme con
sumption of 900 gallons. However, when the proceeds of the tax are rebated .to the 
consumer, his consumption increases somewhat, to 913.5 gallons at H. D~spite the 
rebate program, the consumer's gasoline consumption has fallen, as has his level of 
satisfaction, -- ¥&&& d 

expendihlres "vould vary from year to yeaI~ making it difficult to plan the bud
geting process, For example, the tax rebate of 5450 in the first year of the pro
gram is an increase in income. During the second year, it would lead to some 
increase in gasoline consumption among the low-income consumers that we 
are studvina , With increased consumption, however, the tax paid and the 
rebate re~ei\~d bv this individual will increase in the second year, As a result, it 
mav be difficult t~ predict the size of the program budget. 

Figure 4.9 reveals that the gasoline tax program makes this particular low
income consumer sliahtly worse off because H lies just below indifference b • 

cun'e U" Of course, some low-income consumers might actually benefit from 
the program (if, for example, they consume less gasoline on average than the 
group of consumers whose consumption determines the selected rebate). 
Ne\'ertheless, the substihltion effect caused by the tax will make consumers, on 
a\'erage, worse off. 

Why, then, introduce such a program? Those who support gasoline taxes 
argue that they promote national security (by reducing dependence on ~oreign 
oil) and encourage conservation, thus helping to slow global warmmg by 
reducing the buildup of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. We will further 
examine the impact of a gasoline tax in Chapter 9. 

.. z#%i 
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market demand curve Cun'e 
relating the quantity of a good 
that all consumers in a market 
will buy to its price. 

So far, we ha\'e discussed the demand curve for an individual consumer. Now 
we turn to the market demand curve. Recall from Chapter 2 that the market 
demand curve shows hm\' much of a good consumers overall are willing to buy 
as its price changes. In this section, ,·ve show how market demand curves can be 
derived as the sum of the indi\"idual demand curves of all consumers in a partic
ular market. 

To keep things simple, let's assume that only three consumers (A, B, and C) are 
in the market for coffee. Table 4.2 tabulates several points on each consumer's 
demand curve. The market demand, colunm (5), is found by adding columns 
(2), (3), and (4) to determine the total quantity demanded at every price. When 
the price is $3, for example, the total quantity demanded is 2 + 6 + 10, or 18. 

Figure 4.10 shows these same three consumers' demand curves for coffee 
(labeled D~, DB' and Dc). In the graph, the market demand curve is the 11Ori:ollta/ 
Sllll111latioll of the demands of each consumer. We sum horizontally to find the total 
amount that the three consumers ,,,,ill demand at any given price. For example, 
when the price is $4, the quantity demanded by the market (11 units) is the sum 
of the quantity demanded by A (no units), by B (4 units), and by C (7 units). 
Because all the individual demand curves slope downward, the market demand 
curve will also slope downward. However, the m.arket demand curve need not 
be a straight line, even though each of the individual demand curves is. In 
Figure 4.10, for example, the market demand curve is killked because one con
sumer makes no purchases at prices that the other consumers find im"iting 
(those above $4). 

Two points should be noted as a result of this analysis: 

1. The market demand Cllrve will shift to the right as more consllmers enter the 
market. 

2. Factors that influence the demands of ma1lY consllmers will also affect mar
ket del/land. Suppose, for example, that most consumers in a particular mar
ket earn more income and, as a result, increase their demands for coffee. 
Because each consumer's demand curve shifts to the right, so will the mar
ket demand curve. 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
PRICE INDIVIDUAL A INDIVIDUAL B INDIVIDUAL C MARKET 

($) (UNITS) (UNITS) (UNITS) (UNITS) 

1 6 10 16 32 
2 4 8 13 25 
3 2 6 10 18 
4 0 4 7 11 

5 0 2 4 6 
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TIle market demand curve is obtained by summing the consumers' demand curves 
D A' DB' and Dc· At each price, the quantity of coffee demanded by the market is the 
sum of the quantity demanded by each consumer. At a price of $4, for example, the 
quantity demanded by the market (lllUuts) is the sum of the quantity demanded by 
A (no ll"!1its), B (4lUutS), and C (7 units). 

The aggregation of indi\'idual demands into market demands is not just a the
oretical exercise. It becomes important in practice when market demands are 
built up from the demands of different demographic groups or from consumers 
located in different areas. For example, we might obtain information about the 
demand for home computers by adding independently obtained information 
about the demands of the following groups: 

IIlI Households with children 

III Households 'without children 

III Single individuals 

Or we might determine U.s. wheat demand by aggregating domestic demand 
(i.e., by Us. consumers) and export demand (i.e., by foreign consumers), as we 
will see in Example 4.3. 

Elasticity of Demand 

Recall from Section 2.3 that the price elasticity of demand measures the percent
age change in the quantity demanded resulting from a I-percent change in price. 
Denoting the quantity of a good by Q and its price by P, the price elasticity of 
demalld is 

.:lQ/Q (P)(.:lQ) 
Ep = .:lP/P = Q .:lP (4.1) 

(Here, because .:l means "a change in" .:lQ/Q is the percentage change in Q.) 

In §23, we discuss how the 
price elasticity of demand 
describes the responsiveness of 
consumer demands to changes 
in price 
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isoelastic demand curve 
Demand curve with a constant 
price elasticity. 

In §2.3, we show that when 
the demand curve is linear, 
demand becomes more elastic 
as the price of the product 
increases. 

vVhen demand is inelastic (i.e., Ep is less than 1 in magni
tude), the quantity demanded is relatively unresponsive to changes in price. As 
a result, total expenditure on the product increases 'when the price increases. 
Suppose, for example, that a family currently uses 1000 gallons of gasoline a 
year 'when the price is 51 per gallon; suppose also that our family's price elastic
ity of demand for gasoline is -05. If the price of gasoline increases to $1.10 (a 
10-percent increase), the consumption of gasoline falls to 950 gallons (a 5-percent 
decrease). Total expenditure on gasoline, however, will increase from 51000 
(1000 gallons X Sl per gallon) to 51045 (950 gallons x 51.10 per gallon). 

In contrast, when demand is elastic (Ep is greater than 1 in 
magnitude), total expenditure on the product decreases as the price goes up. 
Suppose that a family buys 100 pounds of chicken per year, at a price of S2 per 
pound; the price elasticity of demand for chicken is -1.5. If the price of chicken 
increases to 52.20 (a 10-percent increase), our family's consumption of chicken 
falls to 85 pounds a year (a 15-percent decrease). Total expenditure on chicken 
will also fall, from S200 (100 pounds x $2 per pound) to 5187 (85 pounds x 52.20 
per pound). 

When the price elasticity of demand is constant all along 
the demand curve, we say that the curve is isoelastic. Figure 4.11 shows an iso
elastic demand curve. Note how this demand curve is bmved inward. In con
trast, recall from Section 2.3 what happens to the price elasticity of demand as 
we move along a li11ear demand curve. Although the slope of the linear curve is 
constant, the price elasticity of demand is not. It is zero when the price is zero, 
and it increases in magnitude until it becomes infinite when the price is suffi
ciently high for the quantity demanded to become zero. 

Price of 
Movie 

Tickets 9 - - .. 
(5) 

6 ----1--, 
I I 

I 

I 

3 ----:--1------

600 900 1,800 

Thousands of Movie Tickets 

o 

elasticity of demand is -1.0 at every price, the total expenditure is 
the demand curve D. 
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If PRICE INCREASES, If PRICE DECREASES, 
DEMAND EXPENDITURES EXPENDITURES 

Inelastic Increase Decrease 

Unit elastic Are unchanged Are unchanged 

Elastic Decrease Increase 

A special case of this isoelastic curve is the unit-elastic dema11d curve: a demand 
curve with price elasticity always equal to -1, as is the case for the curve in 
Figure 4.11. In this case, total expenditure remains the same after a price change. 
A price increase, for instance, leads to a decrease in the quantity demanded that 
leaves the total expenditure on the good unchanged. Suppose, for example, that 
the total expenditure on first-I'm) movies in Berkeley, California, is $5.4 million 
per year, regardless of the price of a movie ticket. For all points along the 
demand curve, the price times the quantity will be $5.4 million. If the price is $6, 
the quantity will be 900,000 tickets; if the price increases to $9, the quantity will 
drop to 600,000 tickets, as shown in Figure 4.11. 

Table 4.3 summarizes the relationship between elasticity and expenditure. It 
is useful to review this table from the perspective of the seller of the good rather 
than the buyer. (VVhat the sellers perceive as total revenue, the consumers view 
as total expenditures.) VVhen demand is inelastic, a price increase leads only to a 
small decrease in quantity demanded; thus, the seller's total revenue increases. 
But when demand is elastic, a price increase leads to a large decline in quantity 
demanded and total revenue falls. 

When calculating demand elasticities, we must be careful about the price change 
or quantity change in question. For a large price change (say, 20 percent), the 
value of the elasticity will depend on the precise point at which we measure the 
price and quantity along the demand curve. For this reason, it is useful to distin
guish between a point elasticity of demand and an arc elasticity of demand. 

The point elasticity of demand is defined as 
the price elasticity at a particular point all the dema11d curve. Note that this is the con
cept of elasticity that we used throughout Chapter 2. It is calculated by substitut
ing for tlP/tlQ in the elasticity formula the magnitude of the slope of the dema11d 
curve at that poi1lt. (tlP/tlQ is the slope for small tlP because price is measured on 
the vertical axis and quantity demanded on the horizontal axis.) As a result, 
equation (4.1) becomes 

Point elasticity: Ep = (P/Q)(1/s10pe) (4.2) 

There are times when we want to calculate a price elasticity over some por
tion of the demand curve rather than at a single point. Suppose, for example, 
that vve are contemplating an increase in the price of a product from $8 to $10 
and expect the quantity demanded to fall from 6 units to 4. How should we cal
~ulate the price elasticity of demand? Is the price increase 25 percent (a $2 
l11crease divided by the original price of $8), or is it 20 percent (a $2 increase 
diVided by the new price of $10)? Is the percentage decrease in quantity 
demanded 33 1/3 percent (2/6) or 50 percent (2/4)? 

point elasticity of demand 
Price elasticity at a particular 
point on the demand curve. 

iJ 
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arc elasticity of demand Price 
elasticity calculated over a 
range of prices. 

There is no correct answer to such questions. We could calculate the price 
elasticity using the original price and quantity. If so, we 'would find that 
Ep = (-331/3 percent/25 percent) = -L33. Or \eve could use the new price 
and quantity, in which case \'\'e would find that Ep = (- 50 percent/ 
20 percent) = -25. The difference between these two calculated elasticities is 
large, and neither seems preferable to the other. 

We can resolve this problem by using the arc 
elasticity of demand: the elnsticity cnlcllinted over n mnge of prices. Rather than 
choose either the initial or the final price, we use an average of the two, P; for the 
quantity demanded, we use Q. Thus the arc elasticity of demand is given by 

Arc elasticity: Ep (:lQ/:::'P)(P/Q) (4.3) 

In our example, the average price is $9 and the average quantity 5 units. Thus 
the arc elasticity is 

Ep (-2/$2)($9/5) -L8 

The arc elasticity will always lie somewhere (but not necessarily halfway) 
between the point elasticities calculated at the lower and the higher prices. 

Although the arc elasticity of demand is sometimes useful, economists gener
ally use the word "elasticity" to refer to a point elasticity Throughout the rest of 
this book, we will do the same, unless noted otherwise. 

I n Chapter 2 (Example 2.4), we explained that the demand for US wheat has 
two components: domestic demand (by US consumers) and export demand 

(by foreign consumers). Let's see how the total demand for 'wheat during 1998 
can be obtained by aggregating the domestic and foreign demands. 

Domestic demand for wheat is given by the equation 

Qoo = 1700 - 107P 

where Qoo is the number of bushels (in millions) demanded domestically, and 
P is the price in dollars per busheL Export demand is given by 

QOE = 1544 176P 

where QOE is the number of bushels (in millions) demanded from abroad As 
shown in Figure 4.12, domestic demand, given by AB, is relatively price inelas
tic (Statistical studies have shown that price elasticity of domestic demand is 
about - 0.2.) However~ export demand, given by CO, is more price elastic, with 

Individual and Market Demand 
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The total world demand for wheat is the horizontal sum of the domestic demand AB 
and the export demand CD. Even though each individual demand curve is linear, 
the market demand curve is kinked, reflecting the fact that there is no export 
demand when the of wheat is than about $9 bushel. 

an elasticity of - OA Export demand is more elastic than domestic demand 
because poorer cOlmh'ies that import US wheat tum to other grains and food
stuffs if wheat prices rise.3 

To obtain the world demand for wheat, we set the left side of each demand 
equation equal to the quantity of wheat (the variable on the horizontal axis). 
We then add the right side of the equations, obtaining 

Qoo + QOE = (1700 107P) + (1544 - 176P) = 3244 - 283P 

(Note that this is the same total demand equation for 1998 given in Example 
2.4.) This generates the line segment EF in Figure 4.12. 

3 ,For a survey of statistical studies of demand and supply elasticities and an analysis of the US 
wheat market, see Larry Salathe and Sudchada Langley, "An Empirical Analysis of Altemativ~ 
Export Subsidy Programs for US Wheat," AgriclIltllral Ecollomics Research 38, No.1 (Winter 1986) 
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At all prices above point C, however, there is no export demand, so ~hat 
world demand and domestic demand are identical. As a result, for all pnces 
above C world demand is o-iven bv line seo-ment AE. (If we were to add QOE for / 0..1 b 

prices above C, we would be incorrectly adding a negative. export demand to a 
positive domestic demand.) As the figure shows, the resul:Ulg total de~and for 
wheat, given by AEF, is kinked. The kink occurs at pomt E, the pnce level 
above which there is no export demand. 

Wb w"'2JQ 

Several years ago, the U.s. Department of .rr0usin~ a~d Urban Devel?pment 
beo-an an experimental program of housmg SubsIdIes, a pro~ram mmed at 

easino-°the housino- burdens of the poor. The subsidies typically mvolved sup
plem~nts based solely on income but could alternatively ~ave been designed as 
a percentao-e of housino- expenditures. In order to determme the effects of such 
a programO on various °demographic groups, we need information about the 
price and income elasticities of demand for housing. 

A family's demm1d for housing depends on the age and status of the ho~se
hold makino- the purchasino- decision. One approach to housing demand IS to 
relate the ;umber of roo~ls per house for each household (the quantity 
demanded) both to an estimate of the price of an additional room in a house 
and to the household's family income.~ (Prices of rooms vary because of differ
ences in construction costs.) Table 4.4 lists some of the price and income elastic
ities for different demographic groups. 

In o-eneral, the elasticities show that the size of houses that consumers 
dem~d (as measured by the number of rooms) is relatively insensitive to dif
ferences in either income or price. However, differences do appear among sub
groups of the population. For example, families with young household hea.ds 
have a price elasticity of 0.22, which is substantially greater than those wIth 

GROUP PRICE ELASTICITY INCOME ELASTICITY 

Single individuals -0.14 0.19 

Married, head of household age less -0.22 0,07 
than 30, 1 child 

Married, head age 30-39, 2 or more 0 0.11 
children 

Married, head age 50 or older, -0.08 0.18 
1 child 

4 See Mahlon Strazheim, An Econometric Analysis oj the Llrban HOl/sing IVlarket (New York: National 
Bureau of Economic Research, 1975), ch.-1. 
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older household heads. Presmnably, families buying houses are more price sen
sitive when parents and their children are yotmger and parents may be plm1-
lUng for more children. Among married households, the income elasticity of 
demand for rooms also increases with age-a fact which tells us that older 
households buy larger houses than younger households. 

Price and income elasticities of demand for housing also depend on where 
people live.

s 
Demand in central cities is much more price elastic than in sub

urbs. Income elasticities, ho'wever, increase as one moves farther from the cen
tral city. Thus poorer (on average) central-city residents (who live where the 
price of land is relatively high) are more price sensitive in their housing choices 
than their wealthier suburban counterparts. 

as 

4.4 
Consumers buy goods because the purchase makes them better off. Consumer 
surplus measures how mllch better off individuals are, in the aggregate, because 
they can buy goods in the market. Because different consumers place different 
values on the consumption of particular goods, the maximum amount they are 
willing to pay for those goods also differs. Consllmer surpllls is the difference 
between the maximllm amollnt that a conSllmer is willing to pay for a good and the 
amollnt that the conSllmer actllally pays. Suppose, for example, that a student 
would have been willing to pay $13 for a rock concert ticket even though she 
had to pay only $12. The $1 difference is her consumer surplus. 6 When we add 
the consumer surpluses of all consumers who buy a good, we obtain a measure 
of the aggregate consumer surplus. 

Consumer Surplus and Demand 

Consumer surplus can be calculated easily if we know the demand curve. To see 
the relationship behveen demand and consumer surplus, let's examine the indi
vidual demand curve for concert tickets shown in Figure 4.13. (Although the fol
lowing discussion applies to an individual demand curve, a similar argument 
also applies to a market demand curve.) Drawing the demand curve as a stair
case rather than a straight line shows us how to measure the value that our con
Sllmer obtains from buying different numbers of tickets_ 

When deciding how many tickets to buy, our student might reason as follows: 
The first ticket costs $14 but is \vorth $20. This $20 valuation is obtained by using 
the demand curve to find the maximum amount that she will pay for each addi
tiollal ticket ($20 being the maximum that she will pay for the first ticket). The 
first ticket is worth purchasing because it generates $6 of surplus value above 
and beyond its cost. The second ticket is also worth buying because it generates 
a surplus of $5 ($19 - $14). The third ticket generates a surplus of $4. The 

5 See Allen C Goodman and Masahiro Kawai, "Functional Form, Sample Selection, and Housing 
~emand," JOlll'/lal of Llrban Economics 20 (September 1986): 155-67. 

" Measuring consumer surplus in dollars involves an implicit assumption about the shape of 
Consumers' indifference curves: namely, that the marginal utility associated with increases in a con
sumer's income remains constant within the range of income in question. In many cases, this is a 
reasonable assumption. It may be suspect, however, when large changes in income are ulvolved. 

(individual) consumer sur
plus Difference behveen 
what a consumer is willing to 
pay for a good and the 
amount actually paid. 
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Consumer surplus is the total benefit from the consumption of a product, net of the 
total cost of it. Here, the consumer associated with six concert 
tickets the area. 

fourth, however, generates a surplus of only $3, the fifth a surplus of $2, and the 
sixth a surplus of just $L Our student is indifferent about purchasing the sev
enth ticket (which generates zero surplus) and prefers not to buy any more than 
that because the value of each additional ticket is less than its cost. In Figure 4.13, 
consumer surplus is fowld by nddillg the excess unilles or surpilises fOI nllllilits pll/,
chnsed. In this case, then, consumer surplus equals 

$6 + $5 + $4 + $3 + $2 + $1 = $21 

To calculate the aggregate consumer surplus in a market, we simply find the 
area below the mnrket demand curve and above the price line. For our rock con
cert example, this principle is illush'ated in Figure 4.14. Now, because the nwn
ber of tickets sold is measured in thousands and individual demand curves dif
fer, the market demand curve appears as a straight line. Note that the actual 
expenditure on tickets is 6500 X $14 = $91,000. Consumer surplus, shown as the 
shaded triangle, is 

1/2 X ($20 - $14) X 6500 = $19,500 

This figure is the total benefit to consumers, less what they paid for the tickets. 
Of course market demand curves are not ahvays straight lines. Nonetheless, 

we can always measure consumer surplus by finding the area below 
demand curve and above the price line. 

Surplus Consumer surplus has important 
tions in economics. When added over many individuals, it measures the 
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For the market as a whole, consumer surplus is measured by the area under the 
demand curve and above the line representing the purchase price of the good. Here, 
the consumer surplus is given by the shaded triangle and is equal to 1/2 X 

($20 - $14) X 6500 = $19,500. 
*' 

gate benefit that consumers obtain from buying goods in a market. When we 
combine consurner surplus "'lith the aggregate profits that producers obtain, we 
can evaluate both the costs and benefits not only of alternative market struc
tures, but of public policies that alter the behavior of consumers and firms in 
those markets .. 

Ail" is. free in t~~e sense that \'\'e .don't pay to. breatl:le i.t. But the. ~bsence of a 
market for an may help explaill why the aIr quality ill some CIties has been 

d:terior~ting for decades. To encourage cleaner air~ Congress passed the Clean 
AlI· Act ill 1963 and has since amended it a number of times. In 1970, for exam
ple, automobile emissions controls were tightened. Were these controls worth 
:t? Were the benefits of cleaning up the air sufficient to outweigh the costs 
imposed directly on car producers and indirectly on car buyers? 

To answer this question, Congress asked the National Academy of Sciences 
to.evaluate emissions conti'ols in a cost-benefit study. Using empirically deter
mmed ~stimates of the demand for clean air, the benefits portion of the Shldy 
detenmned how much people value clean air. Although there is no actual mar
ket for clean air, people do pay more for houses where the air is clean than for 
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comparable houses in areas with dirtier air. This information was used to esti
mate the demand for clean air? Detailed data on house prices in neighborhoods 
of Boston and Los Angeles were compared with the levels of various air pollu
tants. The effects of other variables that might affect house value were taken 
into account statistically. The study determined a demand curve for clean air 
that looked approximately like the one shown in Figure 4.15. 

The horizontal axis measures the amount of air pollution reduction; the verti
cal axis measures the increased value of a horne associated with those reduc
tions. Consider, for example, the demand for cleaner air of a homeowner in a 
city in which the air is rather dirty, as exemplified by a level of nitrogen oxides 
(NOX) of 10 parts per 100 million (pphm). If the family were required to pay 
$1000 for each 1 pphm reduction in air pollution, it would choose A on the 
demand curve in order to obtain a pollution reduction of 5 pphm. 

How much is a 50-percent, or 5-pplun, reduction in pollution worth to the 
same family? We can measure this value by calculating the consumer surplus 
associated with reducing air pollution. Because the price for this reduction is 
$1000 per unit, the family would pay $5000. However, the family values all but 
the last unit of reduction by more than $1000. As a result, the shaded triangle in 
Figure 4.15 gives the value of the cleanup (above and beyond the payment). 
Because the demand curve is a straight line, the surplus can be calculated from 
the area of the triangle whose height is $1000 ($2000 - $1000) and whose base 
is 5 pphm. Therefore, the value to the household of the pollution reduction is 
$2500. 

Value 
(dollars per pphm 2000 

of reduction) 

o 5 10 NOX(pphrn) 

Pollution Reduction 

The shaded triangle gives the consumer surplus generated when air pollution is 
reduced by 5 parts per 100 million of nitrogen oxide at a cost.o~ $1000 per part 
reduced. The surplus is created because most consumers are willmg to pay more 
than $1000 for each unit reduction of nitrogen oxide. -

7 The results are surrunarized in Daniel L Rubinfeld, "Market Approaches to the Measurement 
the Benefits of Air Pollution Abatement," in Ann Friedlaender, ed, The Bellefits alld Costs 
the Air (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1976), 240-73. 
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A complete cost-benefit analysis v,,'ould use a measure of the total benefit of 
the cleanup-the benefit per household times the number of households. This 
figure could be compared vl'ith the total cost of the cleanup to determine 
whether such a project was worthwhile. We will discuss clean air further in 
Chapter 18, when we describe the tradeable emissions permits that were intro
duced by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. 

ih M% 

So far, we have assumed that people's demands for a good are independent of 
one another. In other 'words, Tom's demand for coffee depends on Tom's tastes 
and income, the price of coffee, and perhaps the price of tea. But it does not 
depend on Dick's or Harry's demands for coffee. This assumption has enabled 
us to obtain the market demand curve simply by summing individuals' 
demands. 

For some goods, however, one person's demand also depends on the 
demands of other people. In particular, a person's demand may be affected by 
the number of other people who have purchased the good. If this is the case, 
there exists a network externality. Network externalities can be positive or neg
ative. A positive network externality exists if the quantity of a good demanded by a 
typical consumer increases in response to the growth in purchases of other consumers. If 
the quantity demanded decreases, there is a negative network externality. 

The Bandwagon Effect 

One example of a positive network externality is the bandwagon effect-the 
desire to be in style, to possess a good because almost everyone else has it, or to 
indulge in a fad.s The bandwagon effect often arises with children's toys (Beanie 
Babies or Sega video garnes, for example). In fact, exploiting this effect is a major 
objective in marketing and advertising toys. Often it is also the key to success in 
selling clothing. 

The bandwagon effect is illustrated in Figure 4.16, in which the horizontal 
axis measures the sales of some fashionable good in thousands per month. 
Suppose consumers think that only 20,000 people have bought a certain good. 
Because this is a small number relative to the total population, consumers will 
have little motivation to buy the good in order to be in style. Some consumers 
may still buy it (depending on price), but only for its intrinsic value. In this case, 
demand is given by the curve 0 20 , 

Suppose instead that consumers think that 40,000 people have bought the 
good. Now they find the good more attractive and want to buy more. The 
demand curve is 0 40, which is to the right of 0 20 , Similarly, if consumers think 
that 60,000 people have bought the good, the demand curve will be 0 60, and so 
on. The more people consumers believe to have bought the good, the farther to 
the right the demand curve shifts. 

The bandwagon effect and the snob effect were introduced by Harvey Liebenstein, "Bandwagon, 
and Veblen Effects in the Theory of Consumers' Demand," Quarterly /oumal of Economics 62 

1948): 165-201 

network externality vVhen 
each individual's demand 
depends on the purchases of 
other individuals. 

bandwagon effect Positive 
nehvork externality in which a 
consumer wishes t~ possess a 
good in part because others do. 
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A bandwagon effect is a positive network externality in which the quantity of a good 
that an individual demands grows in response to the growth of pmchases by other 
individuals. Here, as the price of the product falls from $30 to $20, the bandwagon 

for a to shift to the from 0.0 to 0 80 , 

Ultimately, consumers will get a good sense of how m.any people have in fact 
purchased a good. This number will depend, of course, on its price. In Figme 
4.16, for example, 'we see that if the price were 530, 40,000 people would buy the 
good. Thus the relevant demand curve would be 0.0, If the price 1,vere $20, 
80,000 people would buy the good and the relevant demand curve 'would be 0 80, 

Tlze market demand CllrI'e is tlzer~fore foulld by joilling tlze poillts on tlze Cllrves 0 20,040, 

0
60

, 0
8
o, and 0100 that correspond to tlze qual1tities 20,000, 40,000, 60,000, 80,000 and 

100,000. 
Compared with the curves O2°' etc., the market demand curve is relatively 

elastic. To see why the bandwagon effect leads to a more elastic demand curve, 
consider the effect of a drop in price from $30 to $20, with a demand curve of 
0

40
, If there were no band''Iragon effect, quantity demanded would increase from 

40,000 to only 48,000. But as more people buy the good and it becomes stylish to 
own it, the bandwagon effect increases quantity demanded further, to 80,000. 
Thus the bandwagon effect increases the response of demand to price changes
i.e., it makes demand more elastic. As we'll see later, this result has irnportant 
implications for producers' pricing strategies. 

Although the bandwagon effect is associated with fads and stylislmess, posi
tive network externalities can arise for other reasons. The greater the number of 
people who own a particular good, the greater the intrinsic value of that good to 
each owner. For example, if I am the only person to own a compact disc player, it 
will not be economical for companies to manufacture compact discs; without the 
discs, the CD player 'will obviously be of little \'alue to me. But the greater the 
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number of people who own players, the more discs will be manufactured and 
the greater will be the value of the player to me. The same is true for personal 
computers: The more people 1,vho own them, the more software will be written, 
and thus the more useful the computer will be to me. 

The 
Network externalities are sometimes negative. Consider the snob effect, which 
refers to the desire to own exclusive or unique goods. The quantity demanded of 
a "snob g~od" is higher the fewer the people who own it Rare works of art, spe
cially deSIgned. sports cars, and made-to-order clothing are snob goods. The 
value one gets trom a painting or a sports car is partly the prestiGe status and 

.I 0 I I 

exc1usi\'ity resulting from the fact that few other people ovm one like it. 
Figure 4.17 illustrates the snob effect. O2 is the demand curve that would 

apply if consumers belie\'ed that only 2000 people owned the good, If they 
believe that 4000 people own the good, it is less exclusive, and so its snob value 
is reduced. Quantity demanded will therefore be lower; the curve O. applies. 
Similarly, if consumers believe that 6000 people own the good, demand is even 
smaller and 0 6 applies. Evenhlallv, consumers learn how widely owned a Good 

000 

Price 
(dollars per 

unit) 

30,000 

15,000 

Demand 

«f------- Pure Price Effect __ 

« ». __ Snob Effect l>-

Net Effect 

Quantity 
( thousands 
per month) 

A s.no~ ~ffect is a negative network externality in which the quantity of a good that 
an mdIvldual demands falls in response to the growth of purchases by other individ
uals. Here, as the price falls from $30,000 to $15,000 and more people buy the good, 
the snob effect causes the demand for a to shift to the from to 

snob effect Negative net
work externality in which a 
consumer wish~s to own an 
exclusive or unique good, 
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actuallv is. Thus the market demand curve is found bv joining the points on 
the cur~es O2, O~, 0 6, etc, that actually correspond to the quantities 2000, 4000, 
6000, etc 

The snob effect makes market demand less elastic To see "why, suppose the 
price \,\'as initially 530,000, "with 2000 people purchasing the good. What hap
pens when the price is lo"wered to $15,0007 If there were no snob effect, the quan
tity purchased would increase to 14,000 (along curve O2). But as a snob good, its 
value is greatly reduced if more people own it The snob effect dampens the 
increase in quantity demanded, cutting it by 8000 units; the net increase in sales 
is only to 6000 units. For many goods, marketing and advertising are geared to 
creating a snob effect (e.g., Rolex "watches). The goal is less elastic demand-a 
result that makes it possible for firms to raise price. 

Negative nehvork externalities can arise for other reasons. Consider the effect 
of congestion. Because I prefer short lines and fewer skiers on the slopes, the 
value I obtain from a lift ticket at a ski resort is lmver the more people there are 
who have bought tickets. Likewise for enhy to an amusement park, skating rink, 
or beach.9 

T he 1950s and 1960s v,'itnessed phenomenal growth in the demand for 
mainframe computers. From 1954 to 1965, for example, annual revenues 

from the leasing of mainframes increased at the extraordinary rate of 78 percent 
per year, while prices declined by 20 percent per year. Granted, prices were 
falling, and the quality of computers ,vas also increasing dramatically, but the 
elasticity of demand ,vould have to have been quite large to account for this 
kind of growth. IBM, among other computer manufacturers, wanted to know 
what was O'oinO' on. 

o 0 . 10 
An econometric study by Gregory Chovv helped proVIde some ans"wers. 

Chow found that the demand for computers follows a "sahlration curve"-a 
dynamic process whereby demand, though small at first, grows slowly. Soon, 
however it O'rows rapidl)' until finallv nearly eVer)TOne likely to buv a product 

I b f ,.I", "' 

has done so, whereby the market becomes sahlrated. This rapid grm,\,th occurs 
because of a positive neh'\'ork externality: As more and more organizations 
own computers, as more and better sofhvare is written, and as more people are 
trained to use computers, the value of haYing a computer increases. Because 
this process causes demand to increase, still more sofhvare and better trained 
users are needed, and so on. 

This network externality was an important part of the demand for comput~ 
ers. Cho"w found that it could account for nearly half the rapid growth at 
rentals behveen 1954 and 1965. Reductions in the inflation-adjusted price (he 
found a price elasticity of demand for computers of -1,44) and major increases 
in power and quality, which also made them much more useful and effective, 

9 Tastes, of course, differ. Some people associate a posith'e network externality with skiing or a day 
on the beach; they enjoy crowds and may even find the slope or beach lonely without them 

lOSee Gregory Chow, "Technological Change and the Demand for Computers," Americall Ecollol/Iic 
Review 57, no. '3 (December 1967): 1117-30. 
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accounted for the other half. Other shldies have shown that this process contin
ued thl'Ough the follOWing decades. 11 In fact, this same kind of nehvork exter
nality helped to fuel a rapid growth rate in the demand for personal computers. 

Today there is little debate about the importance of nehvork externalities as 
an explanation for the success of Microsoft's Windo-ws PC operatinO' svstem o _ , 
which by 1999 was being used in about 90 percent of personal computers 
world"wide. At least as significant has been the phenomenal success of the 
Microsoft Office Suite of PC applications (,which includes Word and Excel). In 
1999, Microsoft Office had well over 90 percent of the market. 

Nehvork externalities are not limited to computers. In recent veal'S there has 
been explosive grmvth in the use of e-mail. Clearly a stronO' pO'sitive network 
externality is at work. Because an e-mail can only be tran~mitted to another 
e-mail user, the value of using e-mail depends cl:ucially on ho'l;",' many other 
people use it. By the mid-1990s, nearly all business offices in the United States 
used e-mail, and e-mail had become a standard means of 

Later in this book, vve explain how demand information is used as input into a 
firm's economic decision-making process. General Motors, for example, must 
understand automobile demand to decide whether to offer rebates or below
market-rate loans for new cars. Knowledge about demand is also important for 
public policy ~ecisions. Understanding the demand for oil, for instance, can help 
Congress deClde whether to pass an oil import tax. You may wonder how it is 
that economists determine the shape of demand curves and hmv price and 
income elasticities of demand are aChlally calculated. In this starred section, we 
will.brie.fly examine some methods for evaluating and forecasting demand. The 
sectlOn IS starred not only because the material is more advanced, but also 
because it is not needed for much of the later analysis in the book Nonetheless, 
this material is instructive and will help you appreciate the empirical fOlmdation 
of the theory of consumer behavior. The basic statistical tools for estimating 
demand curves and demand elasticities are described in the appendix to this 
book 

Interview and Experimental Approaches 
to Demand Determination 

One way to obtain information about demand is through interviews in which 
c~nsum~rs are asked how much of a product they might be willing to buy at a 
glve.n pnc~. This approach, however, may not succeed when people lack infor
mahan or mterest or even want to mislead the interviewer. Therefore, market 
researchers have designed various indirect survey tedmiques. Consumers might 
be asked, for example, what their current consumption behavior is and how they 
would respond if a certain product were available at, say, a 10-percent discount. 

See Robert J Gordon, "The Postwar b'olution of Computer Prices," in Dale W. Joraenson and 
Ralph Landau, eds, Tecizllology alld Capital Formotioll (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989). b 
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They might be asked hm\' they vvould expect others to behave. Although indi
rect approaches to demand estimation can be fruitfuL the difficulties of the inter
\'ie,v approach ha\'e forced economists and marketing specialists to look to 
alternative methods, 

In direct marketing experiments, actual sales offers are posed to potential cus
tomers. An airline, for example, might offer a reduced price on certain flights for 
six months, partly to learn how the price change affects demand for flights and 
partly to learn how competitors will respond. 

Direct experiments are reaL not hypothetical, but even so, problems remain. TI1e 
wrong experiment can be costly, and even if profits and sales rise, the firm CalU10t be 
entil"ely sure tl1at tl1ese increases resulted from the experimental change; oilier factors 
probably chal1ged at the same time. Moreover, the response to experiments-which 
consmners often recognize as short-lived-may differ from the response to penna
nent chal1ges. Finally, a fil"m can afford to hT only a limited number of experiments. 

The Statistical Approach to Demand Estimation 

Finns often rely on market data based on actual studies of demand. Properly 
applied, the statistical approach to demand estimation can help researchers sort 
out the effects of variables, such as income and the prices of other products, on 
the quantity of a product demanded. Here we outline some of the conceptual 
issues involved in the statistical approach. 

Table 4.5 shows the quantity of raspberries sold in a market each year. 
Infonnation about the market demand for raspberries would be valuable to an 
organization representing growers because it would allow them to predict sales on 
the basis of their own estimates of price and other demand-determining variables. 
Let's suppose that, focusing on demand, researchers find that the quantity of rasp
berries produced is sensitive to weather conditions but not to the current market 
price (because farmers make their planting decisions based on last year's price). 

The price and quantity data from Table 4.5 are graphed in Figure 4.1S. If we 
believe that price alone determines demand, it would be plausible to describe the 
demand for the product by drawing a straight line (or other appropriate curve), 
Q = a - bP, which "fit" the points as shown by demand curve D. (The "least
squares" method of curve-fitting is described in the appendix to this book.) 

YEAR aUANTlTY (a) PRICE (P) INCOME (I) 

1988 4 24 10 

1989 7 20 10 

1990 8 17 10 

1991 13 17 17 

1992 16 10 17 

1993 15 15 17 

1994 19 12 20 

1995 20 9 20 

1996 22 5 20 
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Price and quantity data can be used to determine tl1e form of a demand relationship. 
But the same data could describe a single demand curve 0 or furee demand curves 
dl< dc, and d3 that shift over time. 

Does c,urve 0 (given by the equation Q = 2S.2 - 1.00P) really represent the 
demand tor the product? The answer is yes-but only if no important factors 
other than product price affect demand. In Table 4.5, howevel~ we have included 
data tor one other \'ariable: the average income of purchasers of the product. 
Note that income (1) has increased twice durinG the studv sUGGestinG that the 
d:l .' 0"' 00 0 c 
ema~1l curve h~s shltted twice. Thus demand curves d1, d2, and d

3 
in Figure 

4.1S gl\'~ a more hkely description of demand. This demand relationship would 
be descnbed algebraically as 

Q = a - bP + cI (4.4) 

The inco~e term in the demand equation allo\'\'s the demand curve to shift in a 
parallel tashion as income changes. (The demand relationship, calculated usinG 
the least-squares method, is gi\'en by Q = S.OS A9P + .SU.) 0 

The Form of the Demand Relationship 

Because the demand relationships discussed above are straiGht lines the effect 
of a I G'.' . . 0' 
.. c 1anoe m pnce on quantIty demanded IS constant. However~ the price elas-
bc~y of de~1and varies with the price leveL For the demand equation 
Q - 17 - bP, tor example, the price elastiCity Ep is 

Ep (.1Q/.1P)(PIQ) = -b(PIQ) (4.5) 
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Thus elasticity increases in magnitude as the price increases (and the quantity 

demanded falls), 
There is no reason to expect elasticities of demand to be . constal:t. 

Nevertheless, \\'e often find the isoelastic dellland Clll"Ue, in which the pnce ~lastl~
itv and the income elasticity are constant, useful to work with. When \vntten 111 

it~ log-linear form, the isoelastic demand curve appears as follows: 

10g(Q) = a - b 10g(P) + c 10g(I) (4.6) 

where log ( ) is the logarithmic function and a, b, and c are the c.onsta~1ts. in the 
demand equation. The appeal of the log-lin,ear demand relatIonshIp IS. that 
the slope of the line - b is the price elasticity ot de~'nand and the constan.t L. IS the 
income elasticity.E Using the data in Table 4.5, tor example, we obtamed the 

regression line 

10g(Q) = - 0.81 - 0.24log(P) + 1.46log(I) 

This relationship tells us that the price elasticity of deman.d.fo~ raspberries is 
_ 0.24 (that is, demand is inelastic) and that the income elastIcIty IS 1.46. 

We have seen that it can be useful to distinguish between goods that are com
plements and goods that are substihltes. Suppose that P2 represents the price of 
a second aood-one which is belie\'ed to be related to the product we are study
ing, We c;n then write the demand function in the following form: 

10g(Q) = a - b 10g(P) + b2 log(P2) + C 10g(I) 

When b
2

, the cross-price elasticity, is positive, the tvw goods are substitutes; 
when be is negative, the two goods are complements. 

e Post Cereals Division of Kraft General Foods acquired the Shredded 
Wheat cereals of Nabisco in 1995. The acquisition raised the legal and eco

nomic question of whether Post vvould raise the pri,ce of its best-selling brand, 
Grape Nuts, or the price of Nabisco's most successtul brand, Shredded Wheat 
Spoon SizeY One important issue in a lawsuit brought,by the state of ~ew 
York was whether the two brands \·vere close substihltes tor one another. It so, 
it would be more profitable for Post to increase the price of Grape Nuts after 

12The naturalloaarithmic function with base c has the property that ~(log(Q)) ~Q/Q foran~ 
chanae in 10g(QtSimilarl\', ~(log(P)) = ~P/P for any change in 10g(P) It follows that ~(log(Q)) .-, 
~Q/Q _ b~ ~(log(P))J ' - bPP/P) Therefore, (~.Q/Q)~(~P/P) =, -:- b,.whIch ,IS the pnce ela~tlClt) 
of demand By a similar argument, the income elastiClty ot demand LIS gl\en b} (~Q/Q)/(~L I), 
13 State of New York v. Kraft Gwera/ Foods. IIlC, 926 F Supp. 321, 356 (S.D. . .N.Y 1995) 
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rather than before the acquisition. \A/hy? Because after the acquisition the lost 
sales from consumers who 'would switch a,·vay from Grape Nuts would be 
recovered to the extent that they s\yitched to Shredded Wheat. 

TI1e extent to which a price increase will cause consumers to switch is given 
(in part) by the price elasticity of demand for Grape Nuts. Other things being 
equal, the higher the demand elasticity, the greater the loss of sales associated 
with a price increase. The more likely, too, that the price increase will be 
lmprofitable. 

The substitutability of Grape Nuts and Shredded Wheat can be measured by 
the cross-price elasticity of demand for Grape Nuts with respect to the price of 
Shredded Wheat. The relevant elasticities were calculated using ,",reekly data 
obtained from the supermarket scanning of household purchases for 10 cities 
over a three-year period. One of the estimated isoelastic demand equations 
appeared in the following log-linear form: 

10g(QcrJ = 1.998 - 2.08510g(PGl'J + 0.6210g(I) + 0.14log(Psw) 

where QCN is the amOlmt (in pounds) of Grape Nuts sold weekly, PCN the price 
per pound of Grape Nuts, I real personal income, and Psw the price per pound 
of Shredded Wheat Spoon Size. 

TI1e demand for Grape Nuts is elastic (at current prices), with a price elastic
ity of about - L The income elasticity is 0.62: In other words, increases in 
income lead to increases in cereal purchases, but at less than a 1-for-1 rate. 
Finally, the cross-price elasticity is 0.14. TIus figure is consistent with the fact 
that although the two cereals are substitutes (the quantity demanded of Grape 
Nuts increases in response to an increase in the price of Shredded Wheat), they 
are not very close substitutes. 

& 

1. Individual consumers' demand curves for a commod
ity can be derived from information about their tastes 
for all goods and services and from their budget con
straints. 

2. Engel curves, which describe the relationship 
between the quantity of a good consumed and 
income, can be useful for discussions of how con
sumer expenditures vary with income. 

3. Two goods are substitutes if an increase in the price of 
one leads to an increase in the quantity demanded of 
the other. In contrast, two goods are complements if 
an increase in the price of one leads to a decrease in 
the quantity demanded of the other. 

4. The effect of a price change on the quantity de
manded of a good can be broken into two parts: a 
substitution effect, in which satisfaction remains con
stant while price changes, and an income effect, in 
Which the price remains constant while satisfaction 

changes. Because the income effect can be positive or 
negative, a price change can have a small or a large 
effect on quantity demanded. In the unusual case of a 
so-called Giffen good, the quantity demanded may 
move in the same direction as the price change, 
thereby generating an upward-sloping individual 
demand curve. 

5. The market demand curve is the horizontal summa
tion of the individual demand curves of all consumers 
in the market for a good. It can be used to calculate 
how much people value the consumption of particu
lar goods and services. 

6. Demand is price inelastic when a 1-percent increase in 
price leads to a less than 1-percent decrease in quan
tity demanded, thereby increasing the consumer's 
expenditure. Demand is price elastic when a 1-percent 
increase in price leads to a more than 1-percent 
decrease in quantity demanded, thereby decreasing 
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the consumer's expenditure. Demand is unit elastic 
when a I-percent increase in price leads to a I-percent 
decrease in quantity demanded. 

7. The concept of consumer surplus can be useful in deter
minina the benefits that people recei\'e from the con
sumption of a product Consumer surplus is the dif
ference between the maximum amolmt a consumer is 
willing to pay for a good and what he actually pays 
when buving it. 

8. A netw~rk externality occurs when one person's 
demand is affected directly by the purchasing deci
sions of other consumers, A positive network exter
nalitv, the bandwagon effect, occurs when a typical 
cons~lmer's quantity demanded increases because she 

1. How is an individual demand curve different from a 
market demand curve? Which curve is likely to be 
more price elastic? (Hint: Assume that there are no 
network externalities,) 

2. Is the demand for a particular brand of product, such 
as Head skis, likely to be more price elastic or price 
inelastic than the demand for the aggregate of all 
brands of downhill skis? Explain. 

3. Tickets to a rock concert sell for 510 .. At that price, 
however, the demand is substantially greater than the 
available number of tickets .. Is the value or marginal 
benefit of an additional ticket greater than, less than, 
or equal to S10? How might you determine that value? 

4. Suppose a person allocates a giwn budget between two 
goods, food and clothing, If food is an inferior good, can 
vou tell whether clothing is inferior or normal? Explain. 

5. \'Vhich of the following combinations of goods are 
complements and which are substitutes? Could any 
of them be either in different circumstances? Discuss, 
a. a mathematics class and an economics class 
b. telmis balls and a tennis racket 
c. steak and lobster 
d. a plane trip and a train trip to the same destination 
e. bacon and eggs 

6. Which of the follOWing events would cause a move
ment along the demand curve for US-produced cloth
ing? Which would cause a shift in the demand curve? 

1. The ACME Corporation determines that at current 
prices, the demand for its computer chips has a price 
elasticity of - 2 in the short run. The price elasticity 
for its disc drives is - L 

considers it stylish to buv a product that others have 
purchased C~nversely, ~ negati\'e network external
ity, the snob effect, occurs when the quantity 
d~manded increases when fewer people OInt the 
LTood. 

9. A number of methods can be used to obtain informa
tion about consumer demand, These include inter
\'iew and experimental approaches, direct marketing 
experiments, and the more indirect statistical 
approaclL The statistical approach can be wry power
ful in its application, but it is necessary to determine 
the appropriate \'ariables that affect demand before 
the statistical work is done. 

a. the removal of quotas on the importation of for
eign clothes 

b. an increase in the income of US citizens 
c. a cut in the industry's costs of producing domestic 

clothes that is passed on to the market in the form 
of lower prices 

7. For which of the following goods is a price increase 
likelv to lead to a substantial income (as well as sub
stitution) effect? 
a. salt 
b. housing 
c. theater tickets 
d. food 

8. Suppose that the a\'erage household in a state con
sumes 500 gallons of gasoline per yeaL A 10-cent 
gasoline tax is introduced, coupled with a 550 alUmal 
tax rebate per household. Will the household be better 
or worse off after the new program is introduced? 

9. Which of the following three groups is likely to have 
the most and which the least price-elastic demand 
for membership in the Association of Business 
Economists? 
a. students 
b. junior executives 
c. senior executi\'es 

a. If ACME decides to raise the price of both products 
by 10 percent, what will happen to its sales? To its 
sales revenue? 

b. Can you tell from the available information which 
product will generate more re\'enue? If yes, which 
one? If not, what additional information would 
vou need? 

2. Refer to Example -1.3 on the aggregate demand for 
wheat in 1998. Consider 1996, at which time the 
domestic demand cun'e was QDD 1560 - 60P" The 
export demand ClUTe, however, was about the same 
as in 1998, i .. e., QDE = 15+! - 176P. Calculate and 
draw the aggregate demand curve for wheat in 1996. 

3. Judy has decided to allocate exactly 5500 to textbooks 
at college e\'ery year, even though she knows that the 
prices are likely to increase by from 5 to 10 percent per 
vear and that she will be getting a substantial mone
tary gift from her grandparents next year. What is 
Judy's price elasticity of demand for textbooks? What 
is her income elasticity? 

4. Vera has decided to upgrade the operating system on 
her new PC She hears that the new Linux operating 
system is teclmologically superior to the Windows 
operating system and is substantially lower in price

c 

However, when she asks her friends, it turns out they all 
use PCs with Windows. They agree that Linux is more 
appealing but add that they see relatively few copies of 
Linux on sale at local retail software stores .. Based on 
what she learns and observes, Vera chooses to upgrade 
her PC with Windows. Can you explain her decision? 

5. Suppose you are in charge of a toll bridge that is 
essentially cost free. The demand for bridge crossings 
Q is given by P 12 - 2Q. 

a. Draw the demand curve for bridge crossings" 
b. How many people would cross the bridge if there 

were no toll? 
c. What is the loss of consumer surplus associated 

with the charge of a 56 toll? 
6. a. Orange juice and apple juice are known to be 

perfect substitutes. Draw the appropriate price
consumption cun-e (for a variable price of orange 
juice) and income-consumption curve. 

b. Left shoes and right shoes are perfect comple
ments. Draw the appropriate price-consumption 
and income-consumption curves. 

7. Heather'S marginal rate of substihltion of movie tick
ets for video rentals is the same no matter how many 
\-ideos she wants. Draw Heather's income consump
tion curve and her Engel CLUTe for videos. 

8. You are managing a 5300,000 city budget in which 
monies are spent on schools and public safety only 
You are about to receive aid from the federal govern
ment to support a special antidrug program. Two pro
grams are available: (1) a 5100,000 grant that must be 
spent on law enforcement; and (2) a 100-percent 
matching grant, in which each dollar of local spend
ing on law enforcement is matched bv a dollar of fed
eral money The federal matching program limits pay
ment to each city to a maximum of 5100,000. 

Individual and Market Demand 

a. Complete the table below with the amounts c1\-ail
able for safet\' 

SAFETY 
(NO GOvr. SAFETY SAFETY 

SCHOOl.S ASSISTANCE) 1) ,~~.IAM 

SO 
50,000 

100,000 

150,000 

200,000 

250,000 

300,000 

b. Suppose that you allocate S50,000 of the 5300,000 
to schools. Which program would you (the man
ager) choose if you wish to maximize citizen satis
faction? What if you allocate 5250,0007 

c. Draw the budget constraints for the three options: 
no aid, program 1, or program 2. 

9. By obselYing an individual's behador in the situa
tions outlined below, determine the rele\'ant income 
elasticities of demand for each good (Leo., whether the 
good is normal or inferior) If you cannot determine 
the income elastiCity, what additional information 
might you need? 
a. Bill spends all his income on books and coffee. He 

finds 520 while rummaging through a used paper
back bin at the bookstore .. He immediately buys a 
new hardcm-er book of poetry 

b. Bill loses 510 with which he was going to buy a 
double espresso" He decides to sell his new book at 
a discount and use the money to buy coffee 

c. Being bohemian becomes the latest teen fad. As a 
result, coffee and book prices rise by 25 percent. 
Bill lowers his consumption of both goods by the 
same percentage" 

d. Bill drops out of art school and gets an MB.A. 
instead. He stops reading books and drinking cof
fee .. Now he reads the Wall Street Journal and 
drinks bottled mineral water. 

10. Suppose the income elasticity of demand for food is 
05 and the price elasticity of demand - La. Suppose 
also that Felicia spends 510,000 a year on food, that 
the price of food is 52, and that her income is 525,000. 
a. If a £2 sales tax on food were to cause the price of 

food to double, what would happen to Felicia's 
consumption of food? (Hillt: Because a large price 
change is im'oh-ed, .'lOll should assume that the 
price elasticity measures an arc elasticity rather 
than a point elasticity) 
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11. 

b. Suppose that she is given a tax rebate of 515000 to 
ease the effect of the tax~ What would her con
sumption of food be now? 

c. Is she better or worse off when given a rebate 
equal to the sales tax payments? Discuss. . 

Suppose that you are the consultant to an agncultural 
cooperative that is deciding whether members should 
cut their production of cotton in half next yea.I. Tl:e 
cooperate wants your advice as to whether this will 

that cotton 

(c) and watermelons (lUJ both compete for ag~icultural 
land in the South, you estimate the demand tor cotton 

to be 

where Pc is the price of cotton, V,· the price of water
melon, and i income. Should you support or oppose 
the plan? Is there any additio~1a.l.informati~n that 
would help you to provide a definitive answer. 

4 Individual and Market Demand 

This appendix presents a mathematical treatment of the basics of demand the
ory. Our goal is to provide a short overvie'w of the theory of demand for stu
d~nts who have some familiarity with the use of calculus~ To do this, we will 
explain and then apply the concept of constrained optimization. 

Maximization 
The theory of consumer beha\'ior is based on the assumption that consumers 
maximize utility subject to the constraint of a limited budget. We saw in Chap
ter 3 that for each consumer, we can define a lltility jllllctioll that attaches a level 
of utility to each market basket. We also saw that the IIlmginalutility of a good is 
defined as the change in utility associated with a one-unit increase in the con
sumption of the good. Using calculus, as \ve do in this appendix, marginal util
ity is measured as the utility change that results from a very small increase in 
consumptiorL 

Suppose, for example, that Bob's utility function is given by U(X, Y) = 

log X + log Y, ,,>'here, for the sake of generality, X is now used to represent food 
and Y represents clothing. In that case, the marginal utility associated with the 
additional consumption of X is given by the pm·tial derivative oj the utility jUllction 
witiz respect to good K Here, MU x' representing the marginal utility of good X, is 
aiven by 
tJ ~ 

CiU(X, Y) 

ax 
a(log X + log Y) 

ax 
1 

X 

In the following analysis, \ve will assume, as in Chapter 3, that while the level 
of utility is an increasing function of the quantities of goods consumed, marginal 
utility decreases with consumption. When there are h'\'o goods, X and Y, the con
sumer's optimization problem may thus be written as 

Maximize U(X, Y) (A4.1) 

subject to the constraint that all income is spent on the hvo goods: 

(A4.2) 

Here, U( ) is the utility function, X and Y the quantities of the two goods pur
chased, Px and Py the prices of the goods, and I income. 1 

To determine the individual consumer's demand for the two goods, we choose 
those values of X and Y that maximize (A4.1) subject to (A4.2)~ When we know 

simplify the mathematics, we assume that the utility function is continuous (with continuous 
and that goods are infinitely divisible 

In §3J, we explain that a utility 
function is a formula that 
assigns a level of utility to each 
market basket 

In §3~ 2, marginal utility is 
described as the additional sat
isfaction obtained by consum
ing an additional a~ount of a 
good 
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method of Lagrange multi
pliers Technique to maxi
mize or minimize a function 
subject to one or more 
constraints. 

Lagrangian Function to be 
maximized or minimized, plus 
a variable (the Lagrange multi
plier) multiplied by the 
constraint. 

the particular form of the utility function, we can solve to find the consumer's 
demand for X and Y directly, However, even if we write the utility flmction in its 
general form U(X,y), the technique of cOllstraincd optillli2ntioll can be used to 
describe the conditions that must hold if the consumer is maximizing utility 

The method of Lagrange multipliers is a technique that can be used to maxi
mize or minimize a function subject to one or more constraints. Because vve will 
use this technique to analyze production and cost issues later in the book, we 
will provide a step-by-step application of the method to the problem of finding 
the consumer's optimization given by equations (Atl) and (A4.2). 

First, we write the Lagrangian for the problem. The 
Lagrangian is the function to be maximized or minimized (here, utility is being 
maximized), plus a variable which we call A times the constraint (here, the con
sumer's budget constraint). We will interpret the meaning of A in a moment. The 

Lagrangian is then 

cD = U(X,Y) - A(PxX + PrY 1) (A4.3) 

Note that we have written the budget constraint as 

P.\X + PrY - I = 0 

Le., as a sum of terms equal to zero. Vie then insert this sum into the Lagrangian. 

If we choose values of X and Y that sat

isfy the budget constraint, then the second term in equation (A4.3) will be zero. 
Maximizing will therefore be equivalent to maximizing U(X,Y), By differentiat
ing cD with respect to X, Y, and A and then equating the derivatives to zero, we 
can obtain the necessary conditions for a maximum? The resulting equations are 

(icD 
- = MUx(X Y) APx = 0 
aX "' 

aeI) 
~ = MUy(X,Y) - APr = 0 
dl 

(A4.4) 

acD 
- = p"X + Pi Y - I = 0 aA ., 

Here as before, MU is short for IIlnrgillnllltility: In other words, MUx(X,Y) == 
aU(X,y)/ax, the change in utility from a very small increase in the consumption 

of good X. 

C These conditions are necessary for an "interior" solution in which the consumer consumes positive 
amounts of both goods The solution, however, could be a "corner" solution in which all of one good 
and none of the other is consumed 

# £ 
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The three equations in (A4A) can be 
rewritten as 

MUx AP\ 

MUr = API 

PxX + PrY = I 

Now vYe, c~n solve these three equations for the three unknowns. The resultirw 
'"a lues ot X and Yare the solution to the consumer's optimization pI'oble . Tl ~ 

I 
'1' .. . m, 1ev 

are t 1e uti Ity-maxlmIzmg quantities. " 

The Marginal 

The third equation above is the consumer's budaet C011stI'al' t 'tl l' 1 , 1::> n WI 1 VV 1IC 1 we 
sta.rted, Tl~e .frrst two equ~tions ~e~l us that each good will be consumed up to the 
pO.ll1t a,t \\ hrch the margmal. util~ty from consumption is a multiple (A) of the 
~nce ot the ~ood, To see the ~mphcation of this, we combine the first two condi
tions to obtam the eqzwillwrgllwi prillciple: 

A = MUx(X,Y) 
Px 

MUy(X,Y) 

Py 
(A4.5) 

In other words, the m,arginal utility of each aood divided by its pl'I'Ce' tI, D b f"', "0 - IS le saIne. 
o e op muzlr:g, t zc COIlSUlIlcr IIlllst bc gettillg the snlllc lltilit!/ frallz the lnst dollnr 

spellt btl COIlSZII/llll\!: cztizer X 01 Y If this were not t11e case co ~ - . ' _ ,,' , nsummg more ot one 
good and less of the other ,,,'ould increase utility. 
. To ch~rac~erize the individual's optimum iI~ more detail, 'we can rewrite the 
mformatlOn m (A±.5) to obtain 

MUx(X,Y) 

MUy(X,Y) 
(A4.6) 

In other words, the ratio of thc IIlnrgillnlutilities is equnl to tlze ratio of the plices. 

Marginal Rate of Substitution 

We can use equation (A4.6) to see the link between utility functions and indiffer
ence curves that was spelled out' eh t '") A ' 'f all m ' . m ap er J, n mdl ference curve represents 

. , arket baskets that gIve the consumer the same level of utilitv. If U* is a fixed 

b
Utihty level, the indifference curve that corresponds to that utility level is aiven y _ b 

U(X,Y) = II' 

t A~ the market baskets are changed by adding small amounts of X and sub
ractmg small amounts of Y, the total change in utility m.ust equal zero. -iherefOl'e 

MUx(X,y)dX + MUr(X,Y)dY = dU* = 0 (A4.7) 

In §3.3, \\'e show that the mar
ginal rate of substihttion is 
equal to the ratio of the mar
ginal utilities of the two "oods 
being consumed. '" 
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Rearranging, 

-dY/dX = MUx (X,Y)/MUy (X,Y) = MRSxy (A4.8) 

where MRSxy represents the indi\'idual's marginal rate of substitution of X for 
Y. Because the left-hand side of (A4.8) represents the negative of the slope of the 
indifference curve, it foll0''\'s that at the point of tangency, the individual's mar
ginal rate of substitution (which trades off goods while keeping utility constant) 
is equal to the individual's ratio of marginal utilities, which in turn is equal to 
the ratio of the prices of the two goods, from (A4.6).3 

When the individual indifference curves are convex, the tangency of the indif
ference curve to the budget line solves the consumer's optimization problem. 
This principle was illustrated by Figure 3.11 in Chapter 3. 

Marginal Utility of Income 
Whatever the form of the utility function, the Lagrange multiplier A represents 
the extra utility generated when the budget constraint is relaxed-in this case by 
adding one dollar to the budget. To show how the principle works, we diffel'en
tiate the utility function U(X,Y) totally with respect to I: 

dU/dI = MUx (X,Y)(dX/dI) + MUy (X,Y)(dY/dI) (A4.9) 

Because any increment in income must be divided between the h'\'o goods, it fol
lows that 

dI = PxdX + PydY (A4.10) 

Substituting from (A4.5) into (A4.9), we get 

dWdI = APx(dX/dI) + APy(dY/d1) = A(PxdX + PydY)/dI (A4.11) 

and substihlting (A4.10) into (A4.11), we get 

dLl/dI = A(Px dX + Py dY)/(p'\: dX + Py dY) = A (A4.12) 

Thus the Lagrange multiplier is the extra utility that results from an extra dollar 
of income. 

Going back to our original analysis of the conditions for utility maximization, 
we see from equation (A4.5) that maximization requires that the utility obtained 
from the consumption of every good, per dollar spent on that good, be equal to 
the marginal utility of an additional dollar of income. If this were not the case, 
utility could be increased by spending more on the good with the higher ratio of 
marginal utility to price and less on the other good. 

3 We implicitly assume that the "second-order conditions" for a utility maximum hold The 
sumer, therefore, is maximizing rather than minimizing utility. The com'exity condition is ~UU.l"'~l" 
for the second-order conditions to be satisfied In mathematical terms, the condition is 
d(MRS)/dX < 0 or that dy2/dX 2 > 0 where - dY /dX is the slope of the indifference CUf\'e 
ber: diminishing marginal utility is not sufficient to ensure that indifference curves are com' ex 

Individual and Market Demand 

In general, the three equations in (A4.-±) can be solved to determine the three 
unknuwns X, Y, and A as a function of the hvo prices and income. Substihltion 
for A then allows us to solve for the demands for each of the two Goods in terms 
of income and the prices of the two commodities. This principle C~1 be most eas
ily seen in terms of an example. 

A frequently used utility function is the Cobb-Douglas utility function, 
which can be represented in two forms: 

U(X,Y) = Illog(X) + (1 Il) log(Y) 

and 

U(X,Y) = X"y1-1 

These two forms are equivalent for the purposes of demand theory because they 
both yield the identical demand functions for goods X and Y. We ~vill derive th~ 
demand functions for the first form and leave the second as an exercise for the 
student. 

To find the demand functions for X and Y, Given the usual budGet constraint 
we first write the Lagrangian: /:) /:)' 

cD = Illog(X) + (1 ll)log(Y) - A(PXX + PlY 1) 

Now differentiating with respect to X, Y, and A and setting the derivatives equal 
to zero, we obtain 

(JcD/ax Il/X - APX = 0 

act>/(w = (1 Il)/Y - APy = 0 

C/cD/Ci;\ = PxX + PlY - I = 0 

The first two conditions imply that 

PxX = Il/A 

PyY = (1 Il)/A 

(A4.13) 

(A4.14) 

C.ombining these expressions with the last condition (the budget constraint) 
gIves us 

Il/A+(l Il)/A 1=0 

or;\ = 1/1. Now vve can substitute this expression for A back into (A4.13) and 
to obtain the demand functions: 

X = (Il/Px)I 

Y [(1 - Il)/Py JI 

Cobb-Douglas utility function 
Utility ftmction ll(X,Y) X'yi .", 
where X and Y are two aoods 
and II is a constant b 
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In §2.3, we explain that the 
cross-price elasticity of 
demand refers to the percent
age change in the quantity 
demanded of one good that 
results from a 1-percent 
increase in the price of 
another good. 

duality Alternative way of 
looking at the consumer's util
ity maximization decision: 
Rather than choosing the 
highest indifference curve, 
given a budget constraint, the 
consumer chooses the lowest 
budget line that touches a 
given indifference curve 

In this example, the demand for each good depends only on the price of that 
good and on income, not on the price of the other good. Thus, the cross-price 
elasticities of demand are O. 

We can also use this example to review the meaning of Lagrange multipliers. 
To do so, let's substitute specific values for each of the parameters in the problem. 
Let Il = 1/2, Ps $1, Py = $2, and I = $100. In this case, the choices that maxi
mize utility are X 50 and Y = 25. Also note that A = 1/100. The Lagrange 
multiplier tells us that if an additional dollar of income ,vere available to the 
consumer, the level of utility achieved would increase by 1/100. This conclusion 
is relatively easy to check. With an income of $101, the maximizing choices of the 
two goods are X = 50.5 and Y = 25.25. A bit of arithmetic tells us that the origi
nallevel of utility is 3565 and the new le\-el of utility 3575. As we can see, the 
additional dollar of income has indeed increased utility by .01, or 1/100. 

Duality in Consumer 
There are two different vvays of looking at the consumer's optimization decision. 
The optimum choice of X and Y can be analyzed not only as the problem of 
choosing the highest indifference curve-the maximum value of Ll( )-that 
touches the budget line, but also as the problem of choosing the lowest budget 
line-the minimum budget expenditure-that touches a given indifference 
curve. We use the term duality to refer to these two perspectives. To see how this 
principle works, consider the follmving dual consumer optimization problem: 
the problem of minimizing the cost of achieving a particular level of utility: 

Minimize PxX + PyY 

subject to the conshaint that 

Ll(X,Y) = Ll* 

The corresponding Lagrangian is given by 

(P PxX + PyY - p.(Ll(X,Y) Ll*) (A4.15) 

where p. is the Lagrange multiplier. Differentiating <P with respect to X, Y, and p. 
and setting the derivatives equal to zero, we find the following necessary condi
tions for expendihlre minimization: 

and 

Ps - p.MUs(X,Y) = 0 

Py p.MUy(X,Y) = 0 

Ll(X,Y) = Ll* 

By solving the first two equations, we see that 

p. = [Ps/MUs(X,Y)] = [Py/MU,(X,Y)] = 1/A 

Because it is also true that 

MUs(X,Y)/MUy(X,Y) = MRS.\) = Ps/ Py 

the cost-minimizing choice of X and Y must occur at the point of tangency of the 
budget line and the indifference curve that generates utility Ll*. Because this is 
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the same point that maximized utility in our original problem, the dual expendi
ture minimization problem yields the same demand functions that are obtained 
from the direct utility maximization problem. 

To see how the dual approach works, let's reconsider our Cobb-Douglas 
example. The algebra is somewhat easier to follow if we use the exponential 
form of the Cobb-Douglas utility function, Ll(X,Y) = X"yhl. In this case, the 
Lagrangian is given by 

(A4.16) 

Differentiating with respect to X, Y, and p. and equating to zero, we obtain 

p\ = p.IlLl''"!X 

Py = p.(1 - Il)Ll*jY 

Multiplying the first equation by X and the second by Y and adding, we get 

First, 'we let I be the cost-minimizing expenditure (if the individual does not 
spend all of his income to get utility level Ll*, Ll* would not have maximized 
utility in the original problem). Then it follows that p. = I/Ll*. Substituting in 
the equations above, we obtain 

X = Ill/Px and Y = (1 - Il)l/Py 

These are the same demand ftmctions that we obtained before. 

Income and Substitution Effects 
The demand function tells us how any individual's utility-maximizing choices 
respond to changes in both income and the prices of goods. It is important, how
ever, to distinguish that portion of any price change that involves 1Il0Velllellt Iliollg 
nn il1d~fJerellce ClIrve from that portion vl'11ich involves 1Il0velllent to Il d~fJerent indif
ference curve (and therefore a change in purchasing power). To make this distinc
tion, we consider what happens to the demand for good X when the price of X 
changes. As explained in Section 4.2, the change in demand can be divided into a 
substitlltioll ~fJect (the change in quantity demanded when the level of utility is 
fixed) and an incollle effect (the change in the quantity demanded with the level 
of utility changing but the relative price of good X unchanged). We denote the 
change in X that results from a unit change in the price of X, holding utility con
stant, by 

ax/aPSILl~Ll> 

Thus the total change in the quantity demanded of X resulting from a unit 
change in P x is 

dX/dPs = (Jx/aPSIU~Ll' + (ax/aI)(aI/aPs ) (A4.17) 

The first term on the right side of equation (A4.l7) is the substihltion effect (because 
utility is fixed); the second term is the income effect (because income increases). 

From the consumer's budget conshaint, I = PxX + P,Y, ,,\'e know by differ
entiation that 

(A4.18) 

In § .. L2, the effect of a price 
change is divided into an 
income effect and a substitution 
effect 
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Slutsky equation Formula 
for decomposing the effects of 
a price change into substitu
tion and income effects 

Suppose for the moment that the consumer owned goods X and Y. In that case, 
equation (A4.18) would tell us that 'when the price of good X increases by 51, the 
amount of income that the consumer can obtain by selling the good increases by 
5X. In our theory of the consumer, hovvever, the consumer does not own the 
good. As a result, equation (A4.18) tells us hm\' much additional income the con
sumer would need in order to be as well off after the price change as he was 
before. For this reason, it is customary to ,vrite the income effect as negative 
(reflecting a loss of purchasing power) rather than as a positive. Equation 
(A4.17) then appears as follows: 

dX/dPx = ax/aPxlu=lf> X(aX/aI) (A4.19) 

In this ne,,,' form, called the Slutsky equation, the first term represents the sub
stitlltion effect: the change in demand for good X obtained by keeping utility 
fixed. The second term is the income effect: the change in purchasing power 
resulting from the price change times the change in demand resulting from a 
change in purchasing po-weI'. 

An alternative way to decompose a price change into substitution and income 
effects, which is usually attributed to Jolm Hicks, does not ulvolve indifference 
curves. In Figure A4.1, the consumer initially chooses market basket A on bud
get line RS. Suppose that after the price of food falls (and the budget lUle moves 
to Rn, we take away enough income so that the uldividual is no better off (and 

R 

Clothing 
(units her 
mont) 

R 

T Food 
(units per month) 

The individual initially consumes market basket A A decrease in the price of food 
shifts the budget line from RS to RT. If a sufficient amount of income is taken away 
from the individual to make him no better off than he was at A, two conditions must 
be met: The new market basket chosen must lie on line segment BT I of budget line 
WI' (whidl intersects RS to the right of A) and the quantity of food cOIlSlIDled must 

A 
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no worse off) than he was before. To do so, we draw a budget line parallel to RT. 
If the budget lUle passed though A, the consumer would be at least as satisfied as 
he was before the price change: He still has the option to purchase market basket 
A if he wishes. Accordulg to the Hicksian substitution effect, therefore, the bud
O'et line that leaves him equally well off must be a line such as R'T', which is par
~llel to RT and which intersects R5 at a poult B belmv and to the right of point A 

Re\'ealed preference tells us that the newly chosen market basket must lie on 
line segment BT'. Why? Because all market baskets on line segment R'B could 
haye been chosen but were not 'when the original budget line vvas R5. (Recall 
that the consumer preferred basket A to any other feasible market basket) Now 
note that all points on line segment BT' involve more food consumption than 
does basket A. It follows that the quantity of food demanded increases when
eyer there is a decrease in the price of food with utility held constant This nega
tiye substitution effect holds for all price changes and does not rely on the 
assumption of convexity of preferences that we made in Section 3.1. 

Hicksian substitution effect 
Alternati\'e to the Slutsk\' 
equation for decomposiI1g 
price changes without 
recourse to indifference cun'es. 

In §3 -±. \\'e explain ho\\' infor
mation about consumer prefer
ences is re\'ealed through the 
consumption choices that con
sumers make. 

In §3J, \\'e explain that an 
indifference cun'e is com'ex if 
the marginal rate of substitu
tion diminishes as \\'e 1110\'e 
down along the cun'e. 

1. Which of the follo'wing utility hmctions are consistent 
with convex indifference curves and which are not? 

4. Sharon has the following utility function: 

2. 

3. 

a. LI(X,y) = 2X + 3Y 
b. LI(X,Y) = (Xy)5 
c. U(X,Y) = Min (X,Y), where Min is the minimum 

of the two values of X and Y 
Show that the two utility hmctions gi\'en belm\' gener
ate identical demand fW1ctions for goods X and Y: 
a. U(X,Y) = log(X) + log(Y) 
b. LI(X,y) = (XY)5 
Assume that a utility function is ginn by Min(X,Y), 
as in Exercise l(c), What is the Slutsky equation that 
decomposes the change in the demand for X in 
response to a change in its price? What is the income 
effect? What is the substitution effect? 

U(X,Y) = ..;- Vy 

where X is her consumption of candy bars, I\'ith price 
P y 51, and Y is her consumption of espressos, \\'ith 
P1 53. 
a. Derive Sharon's demand for candy bars and es

presso 
b. Assume that her income I = 5100, HOI\' mam' 

candy bars and how many espressos I\'ill Sharo;1 
consume? 

c. What is the marginal utility of income) 
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SO far, we have assumed that prices, incomes, and other 
yariables are known with certainty. However, many of the 

choices that people make im"olve considerable uncertainty. 
Most people, for example, borrow to finance large purchases, 
such as a house or a college education, and plan to pay for 
them out of future income. But for most of us, future incomes 
are uncertain. Our earnings can go up or down; vve can be pro
moted or demoted, or even lose our jobs. And if ,·ve delay buy
ing a house or im·esting in a college education, we risk price 
rise increases that could make such purchases less affordable. 
How should we take these uncertainties into account when 
making major consumption or investment decisions? 

Sometimes we must choose how much risk to bear. \Vhat, 
for example, should you do with your savings? Should you 
invest your money in something safe, such as a savings 
account, or something riskier but potentially more lucrative, 
such as the stock market? Another example is the choice of a 
job or career. Is it better to work for a large, stable company 
with job security but slim chance for advancement, or is it bet
ter to join (or form) a new \'enture that offers less job security 
but more opportunity for advancement? 

To answer such questions, we must examine the ways that 
people can compare and choose among risky alternatives. We 
will do this by taking the following steps: 

1. In order to compare the riskiness of alternati\"e choices, ,'1'e 
need to quantify risk. We therefore begin this chapter by 
discussing measures of risk 

2. We will examine people's preferences toward risk Most 
people find risk undesirable, but some people find it more 
undesirable than others. 

3. We will see how people can som.etimes reduce or eliminate 
risk Sometimes risk can be reduced by diversification, by 
buying insurance, or by investing in additional informatiol1.. 

4. In some situations, people I1lust choose the amount of risk 
they wish to bear. A good example is investing in stocks or 
bonds. We will see that such investments involve trade
offs between the monetary gain that one can expect and 
the riskiness of that gain. 
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probability Likelihood that 
a given outcome will OCCUL 

expected value Probability
weighted awrage of the val
ues associated with all possi
ble outcomes. 

payoff Value associated with 
a possible outcome. 

To describe risk quantitati\'ely, we begin by listing all the possible outcomes of a 
particular action or e\'ent as well as the likelihood that each outcome will occur.l 
Suppose, for example, that you are considering investing in a company that 
explores for offshore oil. If the exploration effort is successful, the company's 
stock will increase from 530 to 540 per share; if not, the price ,yill fall to S20 per 
share. Thus there are two possible fuhlre outcomes: a S40-per-share price and a 
S20-per-share price. 

Probability is the likelihood that a given outcome will occur. In our example, 
the probability that the oil exploration project is successful might be 1/4 and the 
probability that it is unsuccessful 3/4. (Note that the probabilities for all possible 
events must sum to L) 

Our interpretation of probability can depend on the nature of the uncertain 
event, on the beliefs of the people involved, or both. One objective interpretation 
of probability relies on the frequency with which certain events tend to occur. 
Suppose we kno\\' that of the last 100 offshore oil explorations, 25 have suc
ceeded and 75 failed. In that case, the probability of success of 1/4 is objective 
because it is based directly on the frequency of similar experiences. 

But what if there are no similar past experiences to help measure probability? 
In such instances, objective measures of probability cannot be deduced and 
more subjective measures are needed. 5ubjectiue probllbility is the perception that 
an outcome will occur. This perception may be based on a person's judgment or 
experience, but not necessarily on the frequency with which a particular out
come has actually occurred in the past. When probabilities are subjectively 
determined, different people may attach different probabilities to different out
comes and thereby make different choices. For example, if the search for oil were 
to take place in an area where no previous searches had ever occurred, I might 
attach a higher subjective probability than you to the chance that the project will 
succeed: Perhaps I knovv more about the project or I have a better understanding 
of the oil business and can therefore make better use of our common informa
tion. Either different information or different abilities to process the same infor
mation can cause subjective probabilities to vary among individuals. 

Regardless of the interpretation of probability, it is used in calculating two 
important measures that help us describe and compare risky choices. One mea
sure tells us the expected villue and the other the vnrillbility of the possible outcomes. 

Expected Value 
The expected value associated with an uncertain situation is a 'weighted a\'erage 
of the payoffs or values resulting from all possible outcomes. The probabilities 
of each outcome are used as weights. Thus the expected value measures the cen
tral telldency-that is, the payoff or value that I·ve would expect on average. 

I Some people distinguish between uncertainty and risk along the lines suggested some 60 years 
ago by economist Frank Knight Uncertainty can refer to situations in which many outcomes are ROs-
sible but their likelihoods unknown. Risk then refers to situations in which we can list all possIble 
outcomes and know the likelihood of each occurring. In this chapter, we will always refer to risky sit
uations but \\"ill simplify the discussion by using lIncertainty and risk interchangeably 
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Our offshore oil exploration example had two possible outcomes: Success 
yields a payo~f of $40 per share, failure a payoff o~ $20. per share. Denoting 
~lprobability ot" by Pr, ,Ye express the expected value 111 thIS case as 

Expected value = Pr(success)($40/share) + Pr(failure)($20/share) 
= (1/4)($40/share) + (3/4)(S20/share) = S25/share 

More generally, if there are two possible outcomes having payoffs Xl and X2 and 
if the probabilities of each outcome are given by Prj and Pr2, then the expected 
value is 

VVhen there are 11 possible outcomes, the expected value becomes 

Variability 
Variability is the extent to which the possible outcomes of an uncertain situation 
differ. To see why variability is important, suppose you are choosing betvveen 
two part-time sales jobs that have the same expected income ($1500). The first 
job is based entirely on commission-the income earned depends on how much 
you sell. There are two equally likely payoffs for this job: $2000 for a successful 
sales effort and $1000 for one that is less successful. The second job is salaried. It 
is very likely (.99 probability) that you will earn $1510, but there is a .01 proba
bility that the company will go out of business, in which case you would earn 
$510 in severance pay. Table 5.1 summarizes these possible outcomes, their pay
offs, and their probabilities. 

Note that these two jobs have the same expected income. For Job 1, expected 
income is .5(52000) + .5($1000) = $1500; for Job 2 it is .99($1510) + .01($510) = 

$1500. Hovvever, the vilrillbility of the possible payoffs is different. We measure 
variability by recognizing that large differences behveen actual and expected 
payoffs (whether positive or negative) irnply greater risk. We call these differ
ences deviations. Table 5.2 shows the deviations of the possible incomes from 
the expected income from each of the hvo jobs. 

OUTCOME 1 OUTCOME 2 
Expected 

Probability Income ($) Probability Income ($) Income ($) 

Job 1: Commission .5 2000 .5 1000 1500 

Job 2: Fixed salary .99 1510 .01 510 1500 

OUTCOME 1 DEVIATION OUTCOME 2 DEVIATION 

Job 1 2000 500 1000 -500 
Job 2 1510 10 510 -990 

variability Extent to which 
possible outcomes of an 
uncertain event may differ. 

deviation Difference 
between expected payoff and 
actual payoff. 

=77 
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OUTCOME 1 

Job 1 2000 

Job 2 1510 

standard deviation Square 
root of the a\'erage of the 
squares of the de\'iations of 
the payoffs associated with 
each outcome fro111 their 
expected values. 

DEVIATION 
SQUAREO 

250,000 

100 

OUTCOME 2 

1000 

510 

DEViATION 
SQUAREO 

250,000 

980,100 

AVERAGE 
DEVIATION 
SQUARED 

250,000 

9,900 

STANDARD 
DEVIATION 

500 

99.50 

By themseh'es, de\'iations do not provide a measure of \'ariability Why? 
Because they are sometimes positive and sometimes negative, and as you can 
see from Table 5.2, the a\'erage de\'iation is always 0.2 To get around this prob
lem, \ve square each de\·iation, yielding numbers that are always positive. We 
then measure variability by calculating the standard deviation: the square root 
of the average of the sqlLnrcs of the deviations of the payoffs associated with each 
outcome from their expected value 3 

Table 5.3 shows the calculation of the standard deviation for our example. 
Note that the average of the squared de\'iations under Job 1 is given by 

5(5250,000) + 5($250,000) = $250,000 

The standard deviation is therefore equal to the square root of 5250,000, or 5500. 
Likewise, the a\'crage of the squared de\'iations under Job 2 is given by 

.99($100) + .01(5980,100) = 59900 

The standard deviation is the square root of 59,900, or 599.50. Thus the second 
job is much less risky than the first; the standard deviation of the incomes is 
much lo'wer.~ 

The concept of standard deviation applies equally \vell when there are many 
outcomes rather than just two. Suppose, for example, that the first job yields 
incomes ranging from 51000 to 52000 in increments of $100 that are all equally 
likely. The second job yields incomes from $1300 to $1700 (again in increments of 
5100) that are also equally likely. Figure 5.1 sho'ws the alternatives graphically. (If 
there had been only two equally probable outcomes, then the figure would be 
drawn as two vertical lines, each 'with a height of 0.5.) 

You can see from Figure 5.1 that the first job is riskier than the second. The 
"spread" of possible payoffs for the first job is much greater than the spread for 
the second. As a result, the standard deviation of the payoffs associated with the 
first job is greater than that associated \vith the second. 

In this particular example, all payoffs are equally likely. Thus the curves 
describing the probabilities for each job are flat. In rnany cases, hO\·..,e\'er, some 

2 For Job 1, the a\'erage deviation is .5(5500) T.5( 5300) = 0; for Job 2 it is .99(510) Ol( - 59901 = O. 

3 Another measure of \'ariability, (Williler. is the square of the standard de\'iation. 

~ In general, when there are two outcomes \\'ith payoffs Xl and X:, occurring \\'ith probabilit\ Prj 
and Pre, and EIXI is the expected \'alue of the outcomes, the standard de\'iation is gh'en by (T, \\here 
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Probability 

0.2 

Job 2 

01 

Job 1 

51000 51300 52000 Income 

The dish-ibution of payoffs associated with Job 1 has a o-reater spread and a £reater 
standard deviation than the distribution of payoffs associated with Job 2. Botl; distri
butions are flat because all outcomes are equally likely. 

- &¥i&& ~ ± 

payoffs are more likely than others. Figme 5.2 shows a situation in which the 
most extrerne payoffs are the least likely. Again, the salary from Job 1 has a 
greater standard deviation. From this point on, we will use the standard devia
tion of payoffs to measure degree of risk. 

Decision Mal<ing 
Suppose you are choosing between the two sales jobs described in our oriainal 
example. Which job would you take? If you dislike risk, you will take the se~ond 
job: It offers the same expected income as the first but wi-th less risk. But suppose 

Wi 

Probability 

03 

0.2 
Job 2 

01 

Job 1 

51000 51300 52000 Income 

The distribu~OI: of payoffs associated with Job 1 has a greater spread and a greater 
~taI:dard deVIation than the distribution of payoffs associated with Job 2. Both dish'i
l:tions are peaked because the extreme payoffs are less likely than those near the 

rruddle of tl1e distribution, 
""7 

53 
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OUTCOME 1 

Job 1 2,100 

Job 2 1,510 

DEVIATION DEVIATION EXPECTED 
SQUARED OUTCOME 2 SQUARED INCOME 

250,000 1,100 250,000 1,600 500 

100 510 980,100 1,500 99.50 

vve add $100 to each of the payoffs in the first job, so that the expected payoff 
increases from $1500 to $1600. Table 5A gives the new earnings and the squared 
deviations. 

The two jobs can now be described as follows: 

Job 1: 

Job 2: 

Expected income = $1600 

Expected income = $1500 

Standard deviation = $500 

Standard deviation = $9950 

Job 1 offers a higher expected income but is much riskier t~lan Job 2. Which job is 
preferred depends on the individuaL While an. aggress~ve entreprene~n who 
doesn't mind takina risks miaht choose Job 1, v"lth the hIgher expected mcome 
and higher standa;d deviati~n, a more conservative person might choose the 
second job. . . 

People's attitudes toward ri~k affect many.of the deC1slOn~ th,~y. n:ake. In 
Example 5.1 ,'\'e 'Nill see how attitudes tovvard nsk aff~ct people s \'\ l11moness to 
break the law, and how this has implications for the fmes that should be set for 
various violations. Then in Section 5.2, we will further develop our theory of 
consumer choice bv examinina people's risk preferences in greater detail. 

~ 0 

FUles may be better than incarc.eration Ul d~terring c~rtaul types 50f crimes, 
such as speedulg, double-parkmg, tax evaSIon, ~l~d aIr ~olluhng. A person 

choosing to violate the law Ul these ways has good mtormation and can reason-
ably be assumed to be beha,'ulg rationally. . '.' . 

Other thillgS being equat the. g~eater the. fme, the more a p?t~ntial cl11~a; 
will be discouraaed from comrmttina the cnme. For example, If It cost nothmo 
to catch crimina~ and if the crime ir:posed a calculable cost of $1000 on society, 
we rniaht choose to catch all violators and impose a fille of $1000 on each. This 
practic~ would discourage people whose benefit from engagulg Ul the activity 
was less than the $1000 fine. 

In practice, however, it is very costly to catch la\v~reak.ers. The~efore, we 
save on administrative costs by imposing relatively hIgh fmes (whICh are no 
more costly to collect than low fines), while allocati1lg resources so that only a 

5 This discussion builds indirectly on Gary S. Becker, "Crime ~nd Punishment: An Econ~::::~ 
Approach," Joltrllal of Political Eco/Io11llj (March/ApnI1968): 169:-211. See also Mltchell Polmsk~, " 
Steven Shavell, "The Optimal Tradeoff Between the Probablhty and the Magmtude ot Fmes, 
AlIlcricall Ecollo11lic Review 69 (December 1979): 880-91 
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fraction of the violators are apprehended. Thus the size of the fine that must be 
Unposed to discourage crimulal behavior depends on the attitudes toward risk 
of potential violators. 

Suppose that a city wants to deter people from double-parking. By double
parking, a typical resident saves 55 in terms. of his own ti1:ne for engag~lg in 
activities that are more pleasant than searchi1lg for a parkmg space. If It cost 
nothing to catch a double-parker, a fine of just over 55-say, 56-should be 
assessed every time he double-parked. This policy will ensure that the net ben
efit of double-parkulg (the $5 benefit less the $6 fine) would be less than zero. 
He will therefore choose to obey the la\v. In fact, all potential violators whose 
benefit was less than or equal to 55 would be discouraged, while a few whose 
benefit was greater than $5 (say, someone who double-parks because of an 
emergency) would violate the law. 

In practice, it is too costly to catch all violators. Forhmately, it's also unnec
essary. The same deterrence effect can be obtained by assessing a fine of $50 
and ~atching only one Ul ten violators (or perhaps a fine of 5500 with a one-in-
100 chance of being caught). In each case, the expected penalty is $5, i.e., 
[550][.1] or [$500][.01]. A policy that combines a high fine and a low probabil
ity of apprehension is likely to reduce enforcement costs. This approach is 
especially effective if drivers don't like to take risks. In our example, a $50 fine 
with a .1 probability of being caught might discourage most people from vio
lating the law. We will examine attitudes toward risk in the next section. 

5.2 

We used a job example to show hmv people might evaluate risky outcomes, but 
the principles apply equally well to other choices. In this section, we concentrate 
on consumer choices generally and on the utility that consumers obtain from 
choosing among risky alternatives. To simplify things, we'll consider the utility 
that a consumer gets from his or her u1Corne-Ol~ more appropriately, the market 
basket that the consumer's u1Come can buy. We now measure payoffs, therefore, 
in terms of utility rather than dollars. 

Figure 5.3(a) shows how we can describe one woman's preferences toward 
risk. The curve OE, which gives her utility function, tells us the level of utility (on 
the vertical axis) that she can attain for each level of ulcome (measured in thou
sands of dollars on the horizontal axis). TIle level of utility u1Creases from 10 to 
16 to 18 as income increases from $10,000 to $20,000 to $30,000. But note that 
margillill lItility is diminishi1lg, falling from 10 when u1Come increases from 0 to 
$10,000, to 6 when income increases from $10,000 to $20,000, and to 2 when 
income ulcreases from 520,000 to $30,000. 

Now suppose that our consumer has an income of $15,000 and is consider
ing a ne-w but risky sales job that will either double her income to $30,000 or 
cause it to fall to $10,000. Each possibility has a probability of .5. As Figure 
5.3(a) shows, the utility level associated with an income of $10,000 is 10 (at 
point A) and the utility level associated with an income of $30,000 is 18 (at E). 
The risky job must be compared with the current $15,000 job, for which the util
ity is 13 (at B). 

In §3.1, we explained that a 
utility function assigns a level 
of utility to each possible 
market basket 

In §3.2, marginal utility is 
described as the additional sat
isfaction obtained by consum
ing an additional amount of a 
good 
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Utility 

18 

8 

3 

o 

Utility 

(b) 

18 

16 

1-! 
13 

10 

o 

E 

10 15 16 

Income (S1000) 
(a) 

Utility 

E E 
18 

12 

6 

o 
lncome (S1000) Income (S1000) 

(c) 

. ( ) .' . al utilit1T diminishes as income increases. People differ in their preferences toward nsk In a, a consumer s margm '). . T f 16) t ble 
The consumer is risk averse because she would prefer a certain income of $20,000 (with a uti Ity 0 0 a g~m. k 
with a .5 probabilil:)T of $10,000 and a .5 probability of $30,000 (and expected utility of ~4): In (b), the. consu~~r ,IS ~~ 
lovina' She would prefer the same aamble (with expected utility of 10.5) to the certammco~e (with a .1.~~I:). 0 ~ 
Final!}:, the COnS1.111er in (c) is risk n~ltral and indifferent between certain events and uncertam events Wit 1e sam 
ov,"'o.rtP,,, income. 

expected utility Sum of the 
utilities associated with all 
possible outcomes, weighted 
by the probability that each 
outcome will occur 

To evaluate the new job, she can calculate the expected value of ;he r~~u1ting 
income. Because \'\'e are measuring value in terms of tl:e woman s utilIty,. ~v~ 
must calculate the expected utility E(u) that she can obtam. The expected utlh~ 
is the 511111 of the utilities associated with all possible olltcomes, weighted by the probabtl
itlf that eacil outcollle will OCClir. In this case expected utility is 

E(lI ) (1/2)1l($10,000) + (1/2)1l(530,000) 0.5(10) + 0.5(18) 14 
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The new, risky job is thus preferred to the original job because the expected util
.. of 14 is greater than the original utility of 13. 

Ity The old job im'oh'ed no risk-it guaranteed an income of $15,000 and El Lltility 
level of 13. The new job is risky but offers both El higher expected income 
($20,000) and, more importantly, a higher expected utility. If the woman wishes 
to increElse her expected utility, she will take the risky job. 

People differ in their willingness to bear risk Some are risk averse, some risk 
loving, and some risk neutraL An individual \"ho is risk averse prefers a certain 
!riven income to a risky income with the same expected value. (Such a person 
has a diminishing marginal utility of income.) Risk aversion is the most common 
attitude toward risk To see that most people are risk a\'erse most of the time, 
note that most people not only buy life insurance, health insurance, and car 
insurance, but also seek occupations with relatively stable wages. 

Figure 5.3(a) applies t~ a woman who is risk averse. Suppose she can have 
either a certain income at 520,000, or a job yielding an income of $30,000 with 
probability .5 and an income of 510,000 with probability .5 (so that the expected 
income is $20,000). As we saw, the expected utility of the uncertain income is 
14-an average of the utility at point A (10) and the utility at E (18)-and is 
shown by F Now we can compare the expected utility associated with the risky 
job to the utility generated if 520,000 were earned without risk This latter utility 
level, 16, is given by 0 in Figure 5.3(a). It is clearly greater than the expected util
ity of 14 associated with the risky job. 

For a risk-averse person, losses are more important (in terms of the change in 
utility) than gains. Again, this can be seen frorn Figure 5.3(a). A 510,000 increase 
in income, from 520,000 to 530,000, generates an increase in utility of two units; a 
$10,000 decrease in income, frorn 520,000 to 510,000, creates a loss of utility of six 
units. 

A person who is risk neutral is indifferent between a certain income and an 
uncertain income with the same expected value. In Figure 5.3(c) the utility asso
ciated with a job generating an income of either 510,000 or $30,000 with equal 
probability is 12, as is the utility of receiving a certain income of 520,000. As you 
can see from the figure, the marginal utility of income is constant for a risk
neutral person, 6 

Finally, an individual who is risk loving prefers an uncertain income to a cer
tain one, even if the expected value of the uncertain income is less than that of 
the certain income, Figure 5.3(b) shows this third possibility In this case, the 
expected utility of an uncertain income, 'which will be either 510,000 with proba
bility .5 or 530,000 with probability .5, is higher than the utility associated with a 
certain income of 520,000. Numerically, 

E(ll) =0 .511($10,000) + .511(530,000) =0 .5(3) -:- .5(18) =0 10.5 > 11(520,000) =0 8 

Of COurse some people may be averse to some risks and act like risk lovers 
with respect to others. For example, many people purchase life insurance and 
are conservative with respect to their choice of jobs, but still enjoy gambling. 

;;--------
Thus when people are risk neutral. the income they earn can be used as an indicator of well-being 

A government polin' that doubles incomes would then also double their utility At the same time. 
government policies' that alter the risks that people face. \\'ithout changing their expected incomes, 
Would not affect their well-being. Risk neutrality allows a person to a\'oid the complications that 
mIght be associated with the effects of governmental actions on the riskiness of outcomes. 

risk averse Preferring a cer
tain income to a risk" income 
with the same expected value, 

risk neutral Being indiffer
ent between a certain income 
and an uncertain income with 
the same expected value. 

risk loving Preferring a 
risky income to a certain 
income with the same 
expected value. 
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risk premium Maximum 
amount of money that a risk
averse person will pay to 
avoid taking a risk 

Utility 

20 

Some criminologists might describe criminals as risk lovers, especially if they 
commit crimes despite a high prospect of apprehension and punishment Except 
for such special cases, huwever, few people are risk 10"ing, at least with respect 
to major purchases or large amounts of income or wealth. 

The risk premium is the maximum amount of money that a 
risk-averse person will pay to avoid taking a risk. In general, the magrutude of 
the risk premium depends on the risky alternatives that the person faces. To 
determine the risk premium, "lve have reproduced the utility function of Figure 
5.3(a) in Figure 5.4 and extended it to an income of 540,000. Recall that an 
expected utility of 14 is achieved by a woman \\'ho is going to take a risky job 
with an expected income of 520,000. This outcome is shown graphically by 
drawing a horizontal line to the vertical axis from point F, v{hich bisects straight 
line AE (thus representing an average of $10,000 and 530,000) .. But the utility 
level of 14 can also be achieved if the woman has a certllin income of 516,000, as 
shown by dropping a vertical line from point C. Thus the risk premium of 54000, 
given by line segment CF, is the amount of expected income (520,000 minus 
516,000) that she 'would give up in order to remain indifferent between the risky 

job and the safe one. 

The extent of an individual's risk aversion 
depends on the nature of the risk and on the person's income. Other things 
being equal, risk-averse people prefer a smaller variability of outcomes. We saw 
that vvhen there are h\'o outcomes-an income of $10,000 and an income of 
$30,000-the risk premium is $4000. Now consider a second risky job, involving a 
.5 probability of receiving an income of $40,000 and, as shown in Figure 5.4, with a 

G 

18 ------------------

14 _____________________ AW~~ 

Risk Premium 

10 

10 16 20 30 40 

Income (S1000) 

The risk premium, CF, measures the amotmt of income that an individual would give up to leave her indifferent 
between a risky choice and a certain one. Here, the risk premium is $4000 because a certain income of $16,000 (a! 
point C) gives her the same expected utility (14) as the uncertain income (a .5 probability of being at point A and a .J 

probability of being at point E) that has an expected value of $20,000. "", 
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utility le\"el of 20; and a .5 probability of getting an income of SO, vvith a utility level 
of o. The expected income is again S20,000, but the expected utility is onl;/10: 

Expected utility .511(50) + .511(540,000) ° + .5(20) 10 

Because the utility of ha\"ing a certain income of 520,000 is 16, our consumer 
loses 6 units of utility if she is required to accept the job. The risk premium in this 
case is equal to S10,000 because the utility of a certain income of S10,000 is 10: 
She is willing to give up 510,000 of her 520,000 expected income to ensure a cer
tain income of S10,000 with the same le,"el of expected utilitv. Thus the (Treater 
the variability, the more a person is willing to pay to avoid a l:isky situati~1. 

We can also describe the extent 
of a person's ris~ a,:e.rsion .in terms of indifference curves that relate expected 
income to the vanablhty of ll1come, 'where the latter is measured bv the standard 
deviation. Figure 5.5 shows such indifference cun-es for two individuals, one 
who is wry risk averse and another who is only slightly risk averse. Each indif
ference curve shows the combinations of expected income and standard devia
tion of income that give the individual the same amount of utility. Observe that 
all of the indifference curves are up,vard sloping: Because risk is L{ndesirable, the 
greater the amount of risk, the greater the expected income needed to make the 
individual equally \'>'ell off. 

Figure 5.5(a) describes an individual who is highly risk averse. Observe that 
an increa~e in the standard deviation of income requires a large increase in 
e~pected .1l1come to leave this person equally well off Figure S.S(b) applies to a 
slIghtly nsk-averse person. In this case, a large increase in the standard devia
tion at income requires only a small increase in expected income. 

Expected 
Income 

Expected 
Income 

In §3.1, we define an indiffer
ence curve to be all market 
baskets that generate the same 
le\'eJ of sa tis faction for a 
consumer 

Standard Deviation of Income 
(a) 

Standard Deviation of Income 
(b) 

Part (a) applies :0 a pers.on who is highly risk averse: An increase in this individual's standard deviation of income 
~ larg~ illc:eas~ ill .expe~ted income if he is ~o ~emau: equally well off. Part (b) applies to a person who is only 

nsk a\ erse. An mClease ill the standard deViation of ll1come requires only a small increase in expected income 
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We will return to the use of indifference curves as a means of describing risk 
aversion in Section SA, where we discuss the dernand for risky assets. First, 
however we will turn to the ways in which an individual can reduce risk. , , 

A re business executi\'es more risk loving than most people? \I\Then they are 

Presented 'with alternative strateaies, some risky, some safe, which do they 
LJ - , 

choose? In one Shldv, -l6-l executives 'were asked to respond to a questionnaire 
describina riskv sitL~ations that an individual might face as vice president of a 

LJ , 

hypothetical company! Respondents ,>vere presented with, four risky events, 
each of which had a given probability of a favorable and untavorable outcome. 
The payoffs and probabilities were chosen so that each event had the same 
expected \'alue. In increasing order of the risk involved (as measured by the 
difference between the favorable and unfavorable outcomes), the four items 
were: 

1. A lawsuit involving a patent violation 

2. A customer tlU'eat concerning the supplying of a competitor 

3. A union dispute 

4. A joint venture with a competitor 

To aauae their Willlll1l11eSS to take or avoid risks, researchers asked respondents 
LJ LJ LJ , 

a series of questions, In different situations, they could opt to delay a cholCe, to 
collect information, to bargain, or to delegate a decision. Each option permitted 
respondents to a\'oid taking risks or to modify the risks that they would take 
lateL 

The study found that executives vary substantially in their preferences 
toward risk~ Roughly 20 percent indicat~d that they were relatively neutral 
toward risk; 40 percent opted for the more risky alternatives; and 20 percent 
were clearly risk averse (20 percent did not respond). More importantly, execu
ti\'es (inch~ding those who chose risky alternatives) typically made efforts to 
reduce or eliminate risk, usually by delaying decisions and collecting more 
lllformation. 

In general, risk can arise when the expected gain is either positive (e.g., a 
chance for a larae reward versus a small one) or negative (e.g., a chance for a 
large loss or for ~lO loss). The Shldy fmmd that differing preferences toward risk 
depended on whether a given risk involved gains or losses. In general, those 
who liked risky situations did so when losses ,'>'ere involved. (Perhaps they 
,'>'ere willina t; aamble aaainst a larae loss in the hope of breaking even.) 

LJ LJ LJ LJ 

However, ,yhen the risks llwolved gallls, the same executives were more con-
sen'ative, for the less risky alternatives.s 

7 This example is based on Kenneth R. MacCrimmon and Donald A Wehrung, "The Risk In
Basket," JOIII'IIlll of BIiSillcss 57 (1984): 367-87 
s Interestingly, s~me people treat the risk of a small gain in income \'ery differently from the risk of a 
small loss. Prospcct theon/. de\'eloped by ps\'chologists Daniel Kahneman and ~;nos T \'ersky, 11elg: ~~ 
explain this phenomenon See "Rational CholCe and the Frammg of DeclSlons, JOllllwl oj BU,lI1l,:.. 
(1986): S251-78, and "Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Risk," EcollOlllciricll -17 (19/9): 
263-92. 
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5.3 
As the recent gro'wth in state lotteries shows, people sometimes choose risky 
alternatives that suggest risk-loving rather than risk-averse beha\'ior. In the face 
of a broad variety of risky situations, however, people are generally risk a\'erse. 
In this section, we describe three ways by which consumers and managers com
monly reduce risks: diversification, insurt1llce, and obtaining more ill/orll/ation about 
choices and payoffs. 

Diversification 
Recall the old saying, "Don't put all your eggs in one basket." Ignoring this 
advice is unnecessarily risky: If your basket turns out to be a bad bet, all will be 
lost. Instead, one can reduce risk through diversification: allocating one's 
resources to a variety of risky sihlations. 

Suppose, for example, that you plan to take a part-time job selllllg appliances 
on a commission basis. You can decide to sell only air conditioners or only 
heaters, or you can spend half your time selling each. Of course, you can't be 
sure how hot 01' cold the weather will be next year, How should you apportion 
your time in order to minimize the risk involved III the job? 
, Risk can be minimized by diversification-by allocating your time so that you 
sell two or more products (whose sales are not closely related) rather than a sin
gle product. Suppose there is a 0.5 probability that it will be a relatively hot year, 
and a 0.5 probability that it will be cold. Table 5.5 gives the earnings that you can 
make selling air conditioners and heaters. 

If you sell only air conditioners or only heaters, your actual income will be 
either $12,000 or $30,000, but your expected income will be $21,000 
(.5[$30,000] + .5[$12,000]). But suppose you diversify by dividing your time 
evenly between the tvvo products. In that case, your income will certainly be 
$21,000, regardless of the weather. If the weather is hot, you will earn $15,000 
from air conditioner sales and $6000 from heater sales; if it is cold, you will earn 
$6000 from air conditioners and $15,000 from heaters. In this instance, diversifi
cation eliminates all risk. 

Of course, diversification is not always this easy. In our example, heater and 
air conditioner sales are negatively correlated-they tend to move in opposite 
directions. In other 'Nords, ,,\'henever sales of one are strong, sales of the other 
are weak. But the principle of diversification is a general one: As long as you can 
allocate your resources toward a variety of activities whose outcomes are not 
closely related, you can eliminate some risk. 

Diversification is especially important for people who 
invest in the stock market. On any given day, the price of an llldividual stock can 
go up or down by a large ammmt, but some stocks rise in price while others fall. 

HOT WEATHER COLD WEATHER 

Air conditioner sales 30,000 12,000 

Heater sales 12,000 30,000 

diversification Reducing 
risk by alloca ting resources to 
a variety of activities whose 
outcomes are not closely 
related. . 

negatively correlated Having 
a tendency to move in oppo
site directions (said of two 
variables). 
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positively correlated HaYing 
a tendency to move in the 
same dire~tion. 

An individual who invests all her money in a single stock (Le" puts all her eggs 
in one basket) is therefore taking much more risk than is necessary. Risk can be 
reduced-although not eliminated-by investing in a portfolio of ten or twenty 
different stocks, Equivalently, you can diversify by buying shares in illUtu;/ 
funds: organizations that pool funds of individual investors to buy a large num
ber of different stocks. 

In the case of the stock market, not all risk is diversifiable, Although some 
stocks go up in price '"vhen others go dO'wn, stock prices are to some extent posi. 
tively correlated: they tend to move in the same direction in response to changes 
in economic conditions. For example, the onset of a severe recession, 'which is 
likely to reduce the profits of many companies, may be accompanied by a 
decline in the overall market. EYen vvith a diversified portfolio of stocks, there
fore, you still face some risk 

Insurance 
We have seen that risk-averse people are willing to pay to avoid risk In fact, if 
the cost of insurance is equal to the expected loss (e,g" a policy with an expected 
loss of 51000 '"vill cost $1000), risk-averse people will buy enough insurance to 
recover fully from any financial losses they might suffer, 

Why? The answer is implicit in our discussion of risk aversion, Buyill.g insur
ance assures a person of having the same income whether or not there is a 10s5. 
Because the insurance cost is equal to the expected loss, this certain income is 
equal to the expected income from the risky situation, For a risk-averse con
sumer, the guarantee of the same income regardless of the outcome generates 
more utility than would be the case if that person had a high income when there 
was no loss and a low income when a loss occurred, 

To clarify this point, let's suppose a homeowner faces a 10-percent probability 
that his house will be burglarized and he ,'\'ill suffer a $10,000 loss, Let's assume 
he has 550,000 worth of property, Table 5,6 shows his wealth in two situations
with insurance costing $1000 and without insurance, 

Note that expected ,,\'ealth is the same (549,000) in both situations, The vari
ability, however, is quite different: As the table shows, with no insurance the 
standard deviation of wealth is $3000, whereas with insurance it is 0, If there is 
no burglary, the uninsured homeowner gains $1000 relative to the insured 
homeowner, But with a burglary, the uninsured homeowner loses 59000 relative 
to the insured homeowner, Remember: for a risk-averse individual, losses count 
more (in terms of changes in utility) than gains, A risk-averse homeowner, there
fore, will enjoy higher utility by purchasing insurance, 

Large Consumers usually buy insurance from com-
panies that specialize in selling it. Insurance companies are finns that offer 
insurance because they know that when they sell a large number of policies, 

INSURANCE BURGLARY (PR = .1) NO BURGLARY (PR = .9) EXPECTED WEALTH STANDARD DEVIATION 

No 40,000 50,000 49,000 3,000 

Yes 49,000 49,000 49,000 0 
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they face relatively little risk The ability to a\-oid risk by operating on a large 
scale is based on the law of large l1ui/lbers, which tells us that although single 
events may be random and largely unpredictable, the a\'erage outcome of many 
similar e\'en~s can be, predicted, For example, I may not be able to predi~t 
whether a com toss w11l come out heads or tails, but I know that when manv 
coins are Hipped, approximately half \vill turn up heads and half tails, Likewis~, 
if I am selling automobile insurance, I carmot predict whether a particular driver 
will have an accident, but I can be reasonably sure, judging from past experi-
ence, about hmv many accidents a large group of drivers will have, 

By operating on a large scale, insurance companies can 
assure ~he,mse~ves that over a sufficiently large number of events, total premi
ums paId m WIll be equal to the total amount of money paid out. Let's return to 
our burglary example, A man knows that there is a 10-percent probability that 
his house vvill be burgled; if it is, he 'will suffer a 510,000 loss. Prior to faci;g this 
risk, he calculates the expected loss to be 51000 (.10 x $10,000), There is, how
ever, substantial risk involved, because there is a 10-percent probability of a larae 
loss, Now suppose that 100 people are similarly situated and that ~ll of the~n 
buy burglary ll:s,urance from an insurance company. Because they all face a 10-
percent probab1~1ty of a 510,000 loss, the insurance company might charge each 
of them a premiUm of 51000, nlis $1000 premium generates an insurance fund 
of $100,000 from which losse~ can be paido The insurance company can rely on 
the law of large numbers, whIch holds that the expected loss to the 100 ll1dividu
al: as a whole is likely to be very close to $1000 each, The total payout, therefore, 
WIll be close to $100,000, and the company need not worry about 10sll1g more 
than that. 

When the insurance premium is equal to the expected payout, as ll1 the exam
ple abo\'e, we say that the ll1surance is actuarially fair. Because they must cover 
administrative co~ts and make some profit, however, insurance cor~panies typi
cally charge premiUms above expected losses, If there are a sufficient number of 
insurance companies to make the market competitive, these premiums will be 
close to achlarially fair levels, In some states, however, ll1surance premiums are 
regulated, ~sually :he objective is to protect consumers from "excessive" premi
ums, We wIll examme government regulation of markets in detail ll1 Chapters 9 
and 10 of this book 

S upp,?se a family is buyin~ its first house, They know that to close the sale, 
they 11 need a deed that gIVes them clear "title," Without such a clear title 

there is always a chance that the seller of the house is not its true owner, Of 
course, the seller could be engaging in fraud but is rnore likely to be l.maware of 
the exact nature of his or her ownership rights, For example, the owner may 
have borrowed heavily, using the house as "collateral" for the loan, Or the 
property might carry with it a legal requirement that limits the use to which it 
maybe put 

Su~pose our family is willing to pay $200,000 for the house but believes 
1S a one-in-twenty chance that careful research will reveal that the seller 
1:0t achla11y own the property, The property would then be worth noth
It there were no insurance available, a risk-neutral family would bid at 

actuarially fair Situation in 
which an insurance premium 
is equal to the expected payout 
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value of complete information 
Difference between the 
expected value of a choice 
when there is complete 
information and the expected 
value when information is 
incomplete. 

most 5190,000 for the property (.95[$200,OOOJ + .05[0]) .. However, a familv 
that expects to tie up most of its assets in a house ,·vould probably be risk avers~ 
and, therefore, bid much less to buy the house-say, 5150,000. 

In situations such as this, it is clearly in the interest of the buyer to be sure 
that there is no risk of a lack of full ov\'nership. The buyer does this by purchas
ing "title insurance./I The title insurance company researches the history of the 
property, checks to see whether any legal liabilities are attached to it, and gen
erally assures itself that there is no ownership problem. The insurance com
pany then agrees to bear any remaining risk that might exist. 

Because the title insurance company is a specialist in such insurance and can 
collect the relevant information relatively easily, the cost of title insurance is 
often less than the expected value of the loss involved. A fee of $1,000 for title 
insurance is not tU1Usual, and the expected loss can be substantially higher. It is 
also in the interest of sellers to provide title insurance, because all but the most 
risk-loving buyers will pay rnuch more for the house \vhen it is insured than 
when it is not. In fact, most states require sellers to provide title insurance 
before a sale can be completed. In addition, because mortgage lenders, too, are 
concerned about such risks, they usually require new buyers to have title insur
ance before they will issue a mortgage. 

The Value of Information 
People often make decisions based on limited information. If more information 
were available, one could make better predictions and reduce risk Because 
information is a valuable commodity, people will pay for it. The value of com· 
plete information is the difference between the expected value of a choice when 
there is complete information and the expected value when information is 
incomplete. 

To see hmv valuable information can be, suppose you are a store manager and 
must decide hmv many suits to order for the fall season. If you order 100 suits, 
your cost is $180 per suit. If you order only 50 suits, your cost increases to $200. 
You knmv that you \,,·ill be selling suits for 5300 each, but you are not sure what 
total sales will be. All suits not sold can be returned, but for only half of what 
you paid for them. Without additional information, you will act on your belief 
that there is a .5 probability that 100 suits \,,·ill be sold and a .5 probability that 
sales will be 50. Table 5.7 gives the profit that you would earn Ul. each of these 
two cases. 

Without additional information, you would choose to buy 100 suits if you 
were risk neutral, taking the chance -that your profit might be either $12,000 or 
$1500. But if you 'were risk averse, you might buy 50 suits: In that case, you 
would know for sure that your profit would be $5000. 

SALES OF 50 

Buy 50 suits 5,000 

Buy 100 suits 1,500 

SALES OF TOO 

5,000 

12,000 

EXPECTED 
PROFIT 

5,000 

6,750 
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With complete information, you can place the correct order regardless. of 
future sales. If sales were going to be 50 and you ordered 50 suits, your protits 

lId be 55000. If, on the other hand, sales were going to be 100 and you 
WOl.. • 

dered 100 suits, your profits would be $12,000. Because both outcomes are 
or uallv likely, your expected profit with complete information would be 58500. 
~e v~lue of information is computed as 

Less: 

Expected value with complete information: 58500 

Expected value with uncertaulty (buy 100 suits): 

Value of complete information 

-56750 

51750 

Thus it is 'worth paying up to 51750 to obtain an accurate prediction of sales. 
Even though forecasting is ulevitably imperfect, it may be worth investing in a 
marketing study that provides a reasonable forecast of next year's sales. 

Historically, the U.s. dairy industry has allocated its advertising expendi
tures more or less uniformly throughout the year9 But per capita con

sumption of milk has declined over the years-a situation that has stirred pro
ducers to look for new sh'ategies to encourage milk consumption. One sh'ategy 
would be to uKrease advertisulg expenditures and to contu1Ue advertising at a 
lU1iform rate throughout the year. A second sh'ategy would be to invest in mar
ket research in order to obtain more information about the seasonal demand for 
milk; marketers could then reallocate expenditures so that ad\'ertising was 
most intense when the demand for milk vvas greatest. 

Research into milk demand shows that sales follovv a seasonable pattern, 
with demand greatest during the spring and lowest during the summer and 
early fall. The price elasticity of milk demand is negati\"e but small and the 
income elasticity positive and large. Most important is the fact that milk adver
tising has the most effect on sales when consumers have the strongest prefer
ence for the product (March, April, and May) and least when preferences are 
weakest (August, September, and October). 

In this case, the cost of obtauling seasonalulformation about rnilk demand is 
relatively low and the value of the information substantial. To estimate this 
value, we can compare the actual sales of milk durulg a typical year with sales 
levels that would have been reached had advertising expenditures been made 
in proportion to the strength of seasonal demand. In the latter case, 30 percent 
of the advertising budget would be allocated in the first quarter of the year and 
only 20 percent Ul the third quarter. 

Making these calculations for the New York metropolitan area shows that 
the value of information-the value of the additional annual milk sales-was 
about S4 million. This figure corresponds to a 9-percent increase Ul the profit to 
producers. 

Q 

. This example is based on Henry Kinnucan and Olan D. Forker, "Seasonality in the Consumer 
Response to Milk Advertising with Implications for lv!ilk Promotion Policy," AlIlcricall JOlll'lwi of 
Agnwltllmi Ecollomics 68 (1986): 562-71 

In §-t-t, we define the price 
elasticit~· of demand as the per
centage change in quantity 
demanded resulting from a 
I-percent change in the price 
of a good 

!~ 
I 

~ 
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asset Something that pro
vides a flow of money or 
services to its owner. 

risky asset Asset tha t 
provides an uncertain flow 
of money or services to its 
owner. 

Most people are risk averse. Given a choice, they prefer fixed monthly incomes 
to those 'Nhich, though equally large on average, fluctuate random.ly from 
month to month. Yet manv of these same people will im-est all or part of their 
savings in stocks, bonds, -and other assets that carry some risk. Why do risk· 
averse people invest in the stock market and thereby risk losing part or all of 
their uweshl1ents?lO How do people decide how much risk to bear 'when making 
investments and planning for the future? To ans,,,'er these questions, we must 
examule the demand for risky assets. 

Assets 
An asset is somethillg that provides a flow of mOlley or services to its OlUner A home, 
an aparhl1ent building, a savings account, or shares of General Motors stock are 
all assets. A home, for example, provides a flow of housing services to its owner, 
and if the owner did not ,\'ish to live there, could be rented out, thereby provid
ing a monetary flow. Likewise, apartments in an apartment building can be 
rented out, providing a flow of rental income to the owner of the building. A 
savings account pays mterest (usually every day or every month), which is usu
allv reinvested Ul the account. 

-The monetary flow that one receives from asset ownership can take the form of 
an explicit payment, such as the rental income from an apartment buildulg: Every 
month, the landlord receives rent checks from the tenants. Another form of ex
plicit payment is the dividend on shares of common stock: Every three months 
the mvner of a share of General Motors stock receives a quarterly dividend payment. 

But sometimes the monetary flow from ownership of an asset is implicit: It 
takes the form of an increase or decrease in the price or value of the asset. An 
increase in the value of an asset is a capital gain, a decrease a capital loss. For 
example, as the population of a city grows, the value of an aparhnent building 
may increase. The owner of the buildulg will then earn a capital gain beyond the 
rental income. The capital gain is unrealized until the buildmg is sold because no 
money is actually received until then. There is, howe\'er, an implicit monetary 
flow because the building could be sold at any time. The monetary flow from 
owning General Motors stock is also partly implicit. The price of the stock 
chanaes from dav to dav, and each time it does, owners gauL or lose. 

b J_ 

Risky and Riskless Assets 
A risky asset provides a monetary flow that is at least in part random. In other 
words, the monetary flow is not known 'with certainty in advance. A share of 
General Motors stock is an obvious example of a risky asset: You cannot know 
'whether the price of the stock will rise or fall over time, nor can you even be sure 
that the company will continue to pay the same (or any) dividend per share. 
Although people often associate risk with the stock market, most other assets are 

also risky. 

10 );lost Americans have at least some monev ll1vested in stocks or other risky assets, though often 
indirectly. For example, many people \\'ho l~old full-time jobs ha::e share: ll1 pension funds ~nde~ 
wntten m part by their own salary contnbutlOns and lI1 part by employer contnbutlOns. Usuall, 
such funds are ll1\"ested partly in the stock market 
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An apartment buildulg is one example. You cannot know how much land val
ues will rise or faIt whether the buildmg will be fully rented all the time, or even 
whether the tenants will pay their rents promptly. Corporate bonds are another 
example-the issumg corporation could go bankrupt and fail to pay bond own
ers their interest and principal. Even long-term U.s. government bonds that 
mature in 10 or 20 years are risky. Although it is highly unlikely that the federal 
O"overnment will go bankrupt, the rate of mflation could tmexpectedly increase 
~nd make future interest payments and the eventual repayment of principal 
worth less Ul real terms, thereby reducmg the value of the bonds. 

In contrast, a riskless (or risk-free) asset pays a monetary flow that is known 
with certaulty. Short-term U.s. government bonds-called Treasurv bills-are 
riskless, or almost riskless. Because these bonds mature m a few mo~ths, there is 
very little risk from an unexpected mcrease Ul the rate of mflation. You can also 
be reasonably confident that the U.s. government will not default on the bond 
(i.e., refuse to pay back the holder when the bond comes due). Other examples of 
riskless or almost riskless assets include passbook savings accounts and short
term certificates of deposit. 

Asset Returns 
People buy and hold assets because of the monetary flows they provide. To com
pare assets with each other, it helps to thmk of this monetary flow relative to an 
asset's price or value. The return on an asset is the totall1lol1etary flow it yields
including capital gains or losses-as a fraction of its price. For example, a bond 
worth 51000 today that pays out $100 this year (and every year) has a return of 
10 percent. l1 If an apartment buildmg was worth 510 million last year, mcreased 
in value to $11 million this year, and also provided rental income (after 
expenses) of $0.5 million, it would have yielded a return of 15 percent over the 
past year. If a share of General Motors stock was worth $80 at the beguming of 
the year, fell to $72 by the end of the year, and paid a dividend of $4, it will have 
yielded a return of - 5 percent (the dividend yield of 5 percent less the capital 
loss of 10 percent). 

When people mvest their savulgs m stocks, bonds, land, or other assets, they 
usually hope to earn a return that exceeds the rate of mflation, so that by delay
ing consumption, they could buy more Ul the future than they could by spendma 
all their income now. Thus we often express the return on an asset in real-i.e~ 
inflation-adJllsted-terms. The real return on an asset is its simple (or nomulal) 
return less the rate of inflation. For example, with an annual inflation rate of 
5 percent, our bond, aparhnent building, and share of GM stock have yielded 
real returns of 5 percent, 10 percent, and -10 percent, respectively. 

. versus Because most assets are risky, an 
mvestor cannot know m advance what returns they will yield over the commg 
year. For example, our apartment building might have depreciated in value 

Th~ pr~ce of a b?nd often changes durmg the course of a year. If the bond appreciates (or depreci
at7s) m \ alue durmg the year, Its return will be greater (or less) than 10 percent. In addition, the def
~mhon ot return given above should not be confused with the "internal rate of return," which is 
.ometimes used to compare monetary flows occurrmg over some time. We discuss other return mea
sures in Chapter 15, when we deal w-ith present discounted \"alues. 

riskless (or risk-free) asset 
Asset that provides a flow of 
monel' or services that is 
known with certainty. 

return Total monetary flow 
of an asset as a fractiorl of its 
price. 

real return Simple (or nomi
nal) return on an asset, less the 
rate of mflation. 
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expected return Return that 
an asset should earn on a\'erage 

actual return Return that an 
asset earns, 

Common stocks (S&P 500) 

Long-term corporate bonds 

U.S. Treasury bills 

REAL RATE OF 
RETURN(%) 

9.5 

2.7 

0.6 

RiSK 
(STANDARD 

DEVIATION, %) 

20.2 

8.3 

3.2 

instead of appreciating, and the price of GM stock might ha\'e risen instead of 
falling. Howe\'er, we can still compare assets by looking at their expected 
returns. The expected return on an asset is the expected ('ollie of its tetl/m, i.e., the 
return that it should earn on average, In some years, an asset's actual return 
may be much higher than its expected return and in some years much lower. 
Over a long period, howe\'er, the average return should be close to the expected 
return. 

Different assets ha\'e different expected rehlrns. Table 5.8, for example, shows 
that while the expected real return of a U.s. Treasury bill has been less than 1 
percent, the expected real return on a group of representative stocks on the New 
York Stock Exchange has been more than 9 percentY Why \·vould anyone buy a 
Treasury bill when the expected return on stocks is so much higher? Because the 
demand for an asset depends not just on its expected return, but also on its risk: 
Although stocks have a higher expected return than Treasury bills, they also 
carry much more risk. One measure of risk, the standard deviation of the real 
annual return, is equal to 202 percent for com,mon stocks, 8.3 percent for corpo
rate bonds, and only 3.2 percent for u.s. Treasury bills. 

The numbers in Table 5.8 suggest that the higher the expected return on an 
im'estment, the greater the risk ilwolved. Assuming that one's irwestments are 
well di\'ersified, this is indeed the case. 13 As a result, the risk-averse im'estor 
must balance expected return against risk, We examine this trade-off in more 
detail in the next section, 

and Return 

Suppose a woman wants to im'est her savings in two assets-Treasury bills, 
vvhich are almost risk free, and a representative group of stocks.l~ She must 
decide how much to invest in each asset. She might, for instance, invest only in 

12 For some stocks, the expected return is higher, and for some it is lower. Stocks of smaller compa
nies (e,g, some of those traded on the NASDAQ) ha\'e higher expected rates of return-and higher 
return standard de\'iations. 

13 It is lIolldil'crsifiablc risk that matters. An indi\'idual stock may be \'en' risk\' but still ha\'e a low 
expected return' because most of the risk could be dh'ersified ~,,'ay by'holdi;1g a large number of 
such stocks. Z\olldil'crsifiablc risk, which arises from the fact that indi\'idual stock prices are correlated 
with the o\'erall stock market, is the risk that remains e\'en if one holds a diversified portfolio of 
stocks. We discuss this point in detail in the context of the Capital Asset Pricillg ivIodd in Chapter Ii 

14The easiest way to im'est in a representati\'e group of stocks is to buy shares in a IlIlItllll! flilld, 
Because a mutual fund invests in many stocks, one effecti\'ely buys a portfolio. 
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Treasury bills, only in stocks, or in some combination of the h\'o. As we will see, 
this problem is analogous to the co.nsumer's problem of allocating a budget 
betw'een purchases of food and clothmg. 

Let's denote the risk-free return on the Treasury bill by Rr. Because the rehlrn 
's risk free, the expected and actual returns are the same, In addition, let the 
~xpected return from investing in the stock market be RIJI and the actual rehm1 be 
l' The achlal rehlrn is risky At the time of the investment decision, we know 
th~ set of possible outcomes and the likelihood of each, but we do not know 
what particular outcome will occur, The risky asset will have a higher expected 
return than the risk-free asset (RIJI > Rr). Otherwise, risk-averse investors \\'ould 
buy only Treasury bills and no stocks would be sold. 

To determine how much money the investor 
should put in each asset, let's set b equal to the fraction of her savings placed in 
the stock market and (1 - b) the fraction used to purchase Treasury bills. The 
expected return on her to_tal portfolio, R,,, is a weighted average of the expected 
return on the two assets: b 

(5.1) 

Suppose, for example, that Treasury bills pay 4 percent (R r = .04), the stock 
market's expected return is 12 percent (RIJI = ,12), and b = l/i Then Rp = 8 per
cent. How risky is this portfolio? One measure of its riskiness is the standard 
deviation of its return. We will denote the stillldord deviotioll of the risky stock 
market investment by CTIJI' With some algebra, we can show that the stoHdord 
deviotioll of the portfolio, CTp (with one risky and one risk-free asset) is the fraction 
of the portfolio invested in the risky asset times the standard deviation of that 
asset: 16 

(5.2) 

The investor's Choice Problem 

We have still not determined how the investor should choose this fraction b. To 
do so, we must first show that she faces a risk-rehlrn trade-off analogous to a 
consumer's budget line, To identify this trade-off, note that equation (5.1) for the 
expected rehlrn on the portfolio can be rewritten as 

15 
The expected value of the sum of two variables is the sum of the expected values Therefore 

R" = E[bl'",l + E[(l - b)Rrl = bE[r",] + (1 b)Rr l1R" (1 b)R. 
~' , . , 

To see why, we observe from footnote 4 that we can write the variance of the portfolio return as 

u~ = E[br", + (1 - b)Rr R,,? 

Substituting equation (5,1) for the expected return on the portfolio, R", we ha\'e 

up E[bl'", + (1 - b)Rj - bR", (1 b)Rrf E[b(r" - Rm)f = b2u;, 

Because the standard deviation of a random variable is the square root of its \'ariance, u" bu"" 

In §3.2, we explain how a bud
get line is determined from an 
individual's income and the 
prices of the available goods. 
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price of risk Extra risk that an 
investor must incur to enjoy a 
higher expected returno 

NOIV, from equation (502) we see that b ap / a llll so that 

(5.31 1 
This equation is a budget line because it describes 

the trade-off between risk (ap) and expected return (R;J Note thatit is the equation 
for a straight lin.e: Because R1I/! Rf , and a lll are constants, the slope (Rill - Rf )jam 
is a constant, as is the intercept Rto The equation says that the expected retul'll on 
the portfolio Rp increases as the stalliiard deviatioll of tl:at retltr!l ap increase~. We call 
the slope of this budget line, (RIll - Rt)/alll , the pnce of ~lsk because It tells us 
how much extra risk an investor must incur to enjoy a hIgher expected return. 

The budget line is drawn in Figure 5.6. If our investor wants no risk, she can 
invest all her funds in Treasury bills (b = 0) and earn an expected rehlrn Rf · To 
receive a higher expected return, she must incur some risk. For example, she 
could invest all her funds in stocks (b = 1), earning an expected return Rill but 

Expected 
Return, Rp 

RUI ------------------------------

R* ----------

0 <3* 

Budget Line 

(jill Standard 
Deviation of 

Return, up 

An investor is dividing her funds between two assets-Treasury bills, which are risk 
free, and stocks. The budget line describes the trade-off between the expected re~ 
and its riskiness, as measured by its standard deviation. The slope of the budget line 
is (R - Rf)/a which is the price of risk. Three indifference curves are dra'Arn, each 

III Ill! 11 . fi d The shm"lina combinations of risk and return that leave an investor equa y satis e . 
curves ~re upward-sloping because a risk-averse inv~stor will :~quire a. l~g~e! 
expected return if she is to bear a lITeater amow1t of nsk. The utility-maXlIl1lZIDo 

investment portfolio is at the poinf where indifference curve Ll2 is tangent to the 
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. urrina a standard deviation all/' Or she might invest some fraction of her 
1l1C 0 
funds in each type of asset, earning an expected return somewhere between Rf 

d R and facing a standard deviation less than alii but greater than zero. an III 

Figure 5.6 also shows the solution to the in
restor's problem. Three indifference curves are drawn in the figure. Each curve 
~escribes combinations of risk and return that leave the investor equally satisfied. 
The curves are up-ward-sloping because risk is undesirable. Thus with a greater 
amount of risk, it takes a greater expected return to make the investor equally 
well-off. The curve Ll3 yields the greatest amount of satisfaction and Ll1 the least 
amount: For a given amount of risk, the investor earns a higher expected return 
on U 3 than on Ll2' and a higher expected rehlrn on Ll2 than on Ll j • 

Of the three indifference curves, the investor °would prefer to be on Ll30 This 
position, however, is not feasible, because Ll3 does not touch the budget line. 
Curve U j is feasible, but the investor can do better. Like the consumer choosing 
quantities of food and clothing: our investo~' d?~s best by cho~sing. a combin~
tion of risk and return at the pomt ,,,rhere an mdifterence curve (m this case Ll2 ) IS 

tangent to the budget line. At that point, the investor's return has an expected 
value R* and a standard deviation a*o 

Naturally, people differ in their attitudes toward risk This fact is illustrated in 
Fia-me 5.7, which shows how two different investors choose their portfolios. o 

Expected 
Return, Rp 

RB ----------------

R:\ 

0 UA 

¥ 

am 

Budget Line 

Standard 
Deviation of 

Return, up 

Investor A is highly risk averse. Because his portfolio will consist mostly of the risk
free asset, his expected return RA will be only slightly greater than the risk-free 
return. His risk 0;:\1 howevel~ will be small. Investor B is less risk averse. She will 
invest a large fraction of her nmds in stocks. Although the expected return on her 
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Investor A is quite risk averse, Because his indifference curve U,\ is tangent to 
the budget line at a point of lovv risk, he 'will invest almost all his funds in 
Treasury bills and earn an expected return R,\ just slightly larger than the risk
free return R I , Investor B is less risk averse, She will invest most of her funds in 
stocks, and \vhile the return on her portfolio vvill have a higher expected value 
RB, it will also have a higher standard deviation (TB' 

1£ Investor B has a sufficiently low level of risk aversion, she might buy stocks 
on lllllrgill: that is, she would borrow money from a brokerage firm in order to 
invest more than she achlally owns in the stock market In effect, a person who 
buys stocks on maro-in hold; a portfolio with more than 100 percent of the port-

, 0 

folio's value invested in stocks, This situation is illustrated in Figure 5,8, which 
sho\'vs indifference curves for two investors, Investor A, who is relatively risk
averse, invests about half of his funds in stocks. Investor B, however, has an in
difference curve that is relatively nat and tangent with the budget line at a point 
where the expected return on the portfolio exceeds the expected return on the 
stock market In order to hold this portfolio, the investor must borrow money 
because she wants to invest lllorc than 100 percent of her \'\'ealth in the stock mar
ket Buying stocks on margin in this vvay is a form of lcvcrngc: the investor increases 
her expected return above that for the overall stock market, but at the cost of 

increased risk. 

Md 

Budget 
Line 

Because Investor A is risk averse, his portfolio contains a mixture of stocks and risk
free Treasury bills. Investor B, however, has a very low degree of risk aversion. Her 
indifference curve, UB' is tangent to the budget line at a point where the expected 
return and standard deviation for her portfolio exceed those for the stock market 
overall. TIus implies that she would like to invest marc than 100 percent of her wealth 
in the stock market. She does so buying stocks all IlIllrgin-i.e., by borrowing from 
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In Chapters 3 and 4, we simplified the problem of consumer choice by assum
inO' that the consumer had only two goods from which to choose-food and 
c1;thing. In the same spirit, we have simplified the investor's choice by limiting 
it to Treasury bills and stocks. The basic principles, howe\'er, would be the same 
if we had more assets (e,g" corporate bonds, land, and different types of stocks), 
Every il1\'estor faces a trade-off between risk and returnF The degree of extra 
risk that each is willing to bear in order to earn a higher expected return depends 
on hoW risk a\'erse he or she is, Less risk-averse im'estors tend to include a 
larger fraction of risky assets in their portfolios. 

D uring the 1990s, we witnessed a shift in the investing behavior of 
Americans, First, manv Americans started investirw in the stock market _ 0 

for the first time, In 1989, about 32 percent of families in the United States had 
part of their wealth im'ested in the stock market, either directly (by owning 
individual stocks) or indirectly (through mutual funds or pension plans 
invested in stocks). By 1995, that traction had risen to above ,n percent In addi
tion, the share of wealth invested in stocks increased from about 26 percent to 
about 40 percent during this period,18 

Much of this shift is attributable to younger ilwestors, For those under the 
age of 35, participation in the stock market increased from about 23 percent in 
1989 to about 39 percent in 1995. For those older than 35, participation also 
increased, though by much less, 

Wlw have more people, and especially vourwer neople started investino- in 
p • w b rIb 

the stock market? One reason is the ad,'ent of on-line tradino- over the Internet 
o ' 

which has made investing much easier. Another reason may be the consider-
able increase in stock prices that occurred during the late 1990s. These increases 
may ha\'e convinced some investors that prices could only continue to rise in 
the fuhue, As one analyst has put it, "The market's relentl~ss se\'en-year climb, 
the popularity of mutual funds, the shift by employers to self-dire~ted retire
ment plans, and the avalanche of do-it-yourself investment publications all 
have combined to create a nation of financial know-it-alls,"l" 

The run-up in the stock market during the 1990s has indeed surprised many 
people. Although the American economy has been very strong over this period, 
by 1999 prices reached almost unprecedented levels relative to earninas and 
dividends. Figure 5.9 shmvs the dividend vield and price/earnino-s ratio for the 

~ 0 

S&P 500 (an index of the stocks of 500 large corporations) OWl' the period 1980-
1999, Observe that the dividend yield (the annual dividend di"ided by the 
stock price) fell from about 5 percent in 1980 to about 15 percent in 1999~ The 

. As mentioned earlier, what matters is nondi\'ersifiable risk, because im'estors can eliminate di\'er
slhable risk by holding many different stocks (eg, \'ia mutual funds) We discuss di\'ersifiable \'er
~~s nondi\'ersifiable risk in Chapter IS 

. Data are tram the Fcdewi Rcscn'c Blilletill. Januan' 1997 
l~ "v i ' . 

\e r.e :\Il Bulls Here: Strong :Vlarket :V'lakes E\'er\'C'od\' an Exnert " WillI Street JOllnllli September 
12,1997 c •• r' ' 
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The dividend yield (the annual dividend divided by the stock price) fell dramatically 
from 1980 through 1999, while the price/earnings ratio (the stock price divided by 
the annual for the S&P 500. 

price/earnings ratio (the share price divided by the annual earnings
per-share) increased from about 8 to nearly 35. These ratios would only be 
justified if one believed that corporate profits will continue to grow rapidly 
over the coming decade. This situation suggests that in the late 1990s, many 
uwestors had a low degree of risk aversion and/or were quite optinlistic about 

the economy. 

1. Consumers and managers frequently make decisions 
in which there is uncertainty about the future. This 
uncertainty is characterized by the term risk, vvhich 
applies when each of the possible outcomes and its 
probability of occurrence is known. 

2. Consumers and investors are concerned about the 
expected value and the variability of uncertain out
comes. The expected value is a measure of the central 
tendency of the value of the risky outcomes The vari
ability is frequently measured by the standard deda
tion of outcomes, which is the square root of the aver
age of the squares of the deviations of each possible 
outcome from its expected value. 

% & 

3. Facing uncertain choices, consumers maximize their 
expected utility-an a\"erage of the utility associated 
with each outcome-with the associated probabilities 
serving as weights. 

4. A person who would prefer a certain return of a given 
amount to a risky investment whose expected return 
is the same amount is risk averse The maximum 
amount of money that a risk-averse person would 
pay to avoid taking a risk is called the risk premiulIl. A 
person who is indifferent between a risky inwst
ment and the certain receipt of the expected rehlrn on 
that investment is risk neutral A risk-IoYing con
sumer would prefer a risky investment with a given 

--

expected return to the certain receipt of that expected 

return. 
Risk can be reduced by (a) diversification, (b) insur-
ance, and (c) obtaining additional information. 
The fmi' or large numbers enables insurance companies 
to pro\'ide insurance for which the premium paid 

1. What does it mean to say that a person is risk I1IJcrsc? 
Whv are some people likely to be risk averse while 
oth~rs are risk lowrs? . 

2. WhY is the \"ariance a better measure of \"ariabilitv 
thar; the range? " 

3. What does it mean for consumers to maximize 
expected utility? Can you think of a case in which a 
person might not maximize expected utility? 

4. Why do people often want to insure fully against 
uncertain situations even when the premium paid 
exceeds the expected value of the loss being insured 
against? 

1. Consider a lottery with three possible outcomes: 
II 5100 will be receiwd with probability .1 
II 5S0 will be recei,"ed with probability .2 
II 510 will be recei\"ed with probability .7 
a. What is the expected value of the lottery? 
b. What is the variance of the outcomes? 
c. What would a risk-neutral person pay to play the 

lottery? 
2. Suppose you have invested in a new computer com

pany whose profitability depends on two factors: 
(1) whether the U.s. Congress passes a tariff raising 
the cost of Japanese computers and (2) whether the 
U.s. economy grows slowly or quickly. What are the 
four mutually exclusive states of the world that vou 
should be cor;cerned about? . 

3. Richard is deciding whether to buy a state lottery 
ticket. Each ticket costs 51, and the probability of win
ning payoffs is given as follows: 

PROBABILITY RETURN 

.5 $0.00 

.25 $1.00 

.2 $2.00 

.05 $7.50 
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equals the expected \"alue of the loss being insured 
against We call such insurance actul1ril111lj fair. 

7. Consumer theory can be applied to decisions to im"est 
in risky assets. The budget line reflects the price of 
risk, and consumers' indifference cur\"es reflect their 
attitudes toward risk 

5. Why is an insurance company likely to beha\"e as if it 
were risk neutral even if its managers are risk-a\"erse 
indi \"id uals? 

6. When is it worth paying to obtain more information 
to reduce uncertaintv? 

7. How does the diversification of an investor's port
folio avoid risk? 

8. Why do some investors put a large portion of their 
portfolios into risky assets while others im"est largely 
in risk-free alternatives? (Hint: Do the two im"estors 
recei\"e exactly the same return on average? If so, 
why?) 

a. What is the expected \'alue of Richard's payoff if 
he buys a lottery ticket? What is the variance? 

b. Richard's nickname is "No-Risk Rick" because he 
is an extremely risk-awrse individual Would he 
buy the ticket? 

c. Suppose Richard was offered insurance against 
losing any money If he buys 1,000 lottery tickets, 
how much would he be willing to pay to insure his 
gamble? 

d. In the long nm, gh"en the price of the lottery ticket 
and the probability/return table, what do you think 
the state would do about the lotterv? 

4. Suppose an im"estor is concerned about a business 
choice in which there are three prospects-the proba
bility and returns are given below: 

PROBABILITY RETURN 

"2 $100 

.4 50 

.4 -25 

What is the expected \"alue of the uncertain invest
ment? What is the \"ariance? 
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5. You are an insurance agent who must write a policy 
for a new client named Sam .. His company, Society for 
Creath'e Alternath'es to MaYOImaise (SCAM), is work
ing on a low-fat, low-cholesterol mayonnaise substi
tute for the sandwich-condiment industrv. The sand
wich industry will pay top dollar to the first im'entor 
to patent such a mayormaise substitute .. Sam's SCAM 
seems like a very risky proposition to you You have 
calculated his possible returns table as follows: 

PROBABILITY RETURN 

.999 $1,000,000 (he fails) 

.001 $1,000,000,000 (he succeeds 
and sells his 

formula) 

a. What is the expected return of Sam's project? What 
is the \'ariance? 

b. What is the most that Sam is willing to pay for 
insurance? Assume Sam is risk neutraL 

c. Suppose you found out that the Japanese are on 
the \'erge of introducing their own mayonnaise 
substitute next month .. Sam does not know this 
and has just turned down your final offer of $1000 
for the insurance. Assume that Sam tells you 
SCAM is only six months away from perfecting its 
mayonnaise substitute Illld that you know what 
you know about the Japanese. Would you raise or 
lower your policy premium on any subsequent 
proposal to Sam? Based on his information, would 
Sam accept? 

6. Suppose that Natasha's utility function is given by 
1I(I) [,", where I represents annual income in thou-
sands of dollars. 
a. Is Natasha risk loving, risk neutral, or risk a\'erse? 

Explain, 
b. Suppose that Natasha is currently earning an 

income of 510,000 (I = 10) and can earn that 
income next year with certainty, She is offered a 
chance to take a new job that offers a .5 probability 
of earning 516,000 and a ,5 probability of earning 
55000 Should she take the new job? 

c. in (b), would Natasha be willing to buy insurance 
to protect against the \'ariable income associated 
with the new job? if so, how much would she be 
willing to pay for that insurance? (Hint: \Vhat is 
the risk premium?) 

7. Dra\\' a utility function over income l!IlJ that 
describes a man who is a risk 100'er when his income 
is low but a risk a\'erter when his income is high. Can 
you explain why such a utility function might reason_ 
ably describe a person's preferences? 

8. A city is considering how much to spend to monitor 
its parking meters The following information is avail
able to the city manager: 
IIlI Hiring each meter monitor costs $10,000 per year. 
IIlI With one monitoring person hired, the probability 

of a dri\'er getting a ticket each time he or sh~ 
parks illegally is equal to .25, 

IIlI With two monitors hired, the probability of getting 
a ticket is .5; with three monitors, the probability is 
.75; and with four it's equal to 1 

IIlI With two metering persons hired, the current fine 
for O\'ertime parking is 520. 

a. Assume first that all drivers are risk neutral. What 
parking fine would you levy and how many meter 
monitors would you hire (1, 2, 3, or 4) to achieve 
the current level of deterrence against illegal park
ing at the minimum cost? 

b. Now assume that drivers are highly risk averse. 
How would your answer to (a) change? 

c. (For discussion) What if drivers could insure them
seh'es against the risk of parking fines? Would it 
make good public policy to allow such insurance 
to be a\'ailable? 

9. A moderately risk-averse investor has 50 percent of 
her portfolio im'ested in stocks and 50 percent 
im'ested in risk-free Treasury bills. Show how each of 
the following events will affect the investor's budget 
line and the proportion of stocks in her portfolio: 
a. The standard de\'iation of the return on the stock 

market increases, but the expected return on the 
stock market remains the same. 

b. The expected return on the stock market increases, 
but the standard deviation of the stock market 
remains the same. 

c. The return on risk-free Treasury bills increases. 

the last three chapters, we focused on the denUlnd side of 
m.arket-the preferences and behavior of consumers. 

Nov,' we turn to the sllpply side and examine the behavior of 
producers. We will see how firms can produce efficiently and 
how their costs of production change with changes in both 
input prices and the level of output We will also see that there 
are strong similarities bet\veen the optimizing decisions made 
by finns and those made by consumers. In other words, 
understanding consumer behavior will help us understand 
producer behavior. 

In this chapter and the next we discuss the theory of the 
firm, ·which describes how a firm makes cost-minimizing pro
duction decisions, and hO'lv the firm's resulting cost varies 
with its output. Our knowledge of production and cost will 
help us tmderstand the characteristics of market supply. It will 
also prove useful for dealing with problems that arise regu
larly in business. To see this, just consider some of the prob
lems often faced by a company like General Motors. HO'Iv 
much assembly-line machinery and hm\' much labor should it 
use in its new automobile plants? If it wants to increase pro
duction, should it hire more workers, construct new plants, or 
both? Does it make more sense for one automobile plant to 
produce different models, or should each model be manufac
tured in a separate plant? What should GM expect its costs to 
be during the coming year? HOI'" are these costs likely to 
change over time and be affected by the level of production? 
These questions apply not only to business finns but also to 
other producers of goods and services, such as governments 
and nonprofit agencies. 

In this chapter \ve study the finn's prodllction technology: the 
physical relationship that describes hm'l' inputs (such as labor 
and capital) are transformed into outputs (such as cars and 
televisions). We do this in several steps. First, \ve show hovv 
the production technology can be represented in the form of a 
production !ullctioll-a compact description of how inputs are 
turned into output. Then, we use the production function to 
show how the firm's output changes when first one and then 
all inputs are varied. We will be particularly concerned with 
the scale of the firm's operation. For example, are there teclmo
logical advantages that make the firm more producti\'e as its 
scale increases? 
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theory of the firm Explan
ation of how a firm makes 
cost-minimizing production 
decisions and how its cost 
yaries with its output 

factors of production Inputs 
into the production process 
(e~g~, labor, capital, and 
materials). 

production function Func
tion showing the highest out
put that a firm can produce 
for eyery specified combina
tion of inputs~ 

In the production process, finns turn inpllts into outputs (or products)~ Inputs, 
'which are also called factors of production, include anything that the firm must 
use as part of the production process. For example, for a bakery, inputs indude 
the labor of its 'workers; raw materials, such as flour and sugar; and the capital 
invested in its ovens, mixers, and other equipment to produce such outputs as 
bread, cakes, and pastries. 

We can divide inputs into the broad categories of labor, lIlaterials, and cnpitai, 
each of which might include more nalTOIY subdivisions. Labor inputs include 
skilled workers (carpenters, engineers) and unskilled workers (agricultural 
workers), as well as the entrepreneurial efforts of the finn's managers. Materials 
include steel, plastics, elech-icity, water, and any other goods that the firm buys 
and transforms into final products. Capital includes buildings, machinery and 
other equipment, and inventories. 

The Production Function 
The relationship behveen the inputs to the production process and the resulting 
output is described by a production function. A production function indicates 
the highest output Q that a firm can produce for every specified combination of 
inputs. For simplicity, vve will assume that there are two inputs, labor L and cap
ital K. We can then write the production function as 

Q = F(K,L) 

This equation relates the quantity of output to the quantities of the two 
inputs, capital and labor. For example, the production function might describe 
the number of personal computers that can be produced each year with a 10,000-
square-foot plant and a specific amount of assembly-line laboL Or it might 
describe the crop that a farmer can obtain using a specific amount of machinery 
and workers. 

It is important to keep in mind that inputs and outputs are flows. For example, 
a personal computer manufacturer uses a certain amount of labor each year to 
produce some number of computers over that year. Although the firm might 
own its plant and machinery, lye can think of the firm as paying a cost for the 
use of that plant and machinery over the year. To simplify things, 'vve will fre
quently ignore the reference to time and refer only to amounts of labor, capital, 
and output. Unless otherwise indicated, however, we mean the amount of labor 
and capital used each year and the amount of output produced each year. 

The production function allows inputs to be combined in varying propor
tions, so that output can be produced in many v,'ays. For the production function 
in equation (6.1), this could mean using more capital and less labor, or vice 
versa. For example, wine can be produced in a labor-intensive way using many 
,Yorkers, or in a capital-intensive way using machines and only a few workers. 

Note that equation (6.1) applies to a givell techllology-that is, a given state of 
knowledge about the various methods that might be used to transform inputs 
into outputs. As the technology becomes more advanced and the production 
function changes, a finn can obtain more output for a given set of inputs. For 
example, a ne\,\', faster assembly-line may allow a hard'ware manufacturer to 
produce more high-speed computers in a given period of time. 

Production fLmctions describe 'what is teclzllically fensible when the finn oper
ates efficiently-that is, when the firm uses each combination of inputs as effec
tively as possible. The presumption that production is always technically effi
cient need not always hold, but it is reasonable to expect that profit-seeking 
finns will not waste resources. 

6.2 
let's begin by examining the production technology of a firm that uses two 
inputs and can vary both of them. Suppose that the inputs are labor and capital 
and that they are used to produce food. Table 6.1 tabulates the output achievable 
for various combinations of inputs. 

labor inputs are listed across the top rOl,\', capital inputs down the coluam on 
the left. Each entry in the table is the maximum (technically efficient) output that 
can be produced each year with each combination of labor and capital used over 
that year. For example, 4 units of labor per year and 2 units of capital per year 
yield 85 units of food per year. Reading along each row, we see that output 
increases as labor inputs are increased, while capital inputs remain fixed. 
Reading down each colurrm, we see that output also increases as capital inputs 
are increased, while labor inputs remain fixed. 

The information contained in Table 6.1 can also be represented graphically 
using isoquants. An isoquant is a curve that shows all the possible combinations of 
inputs thot yield the same OlltPllt. Figure 6.1 shows three isoquants. (Each axis in 
the figure measures the quantity of inputs.) These isoquants are based on the 
data in Table 6.1, but have been drawn as smooth curves to allow for the use of 
fractional amounts of inputs. 

For example, isoquant Q1 shows all combinations of labor and capital per year 
that together yield 55 lmits of output per year. Two of these points, A and 0, cor
respond to Table 6.1. At A, 1 unit of labor and 3 units of capital yield 55 units of 
output; at 0, the same output is produced from 3 units of labor and 1 unit of cap
ital. Isoquant Q2 sho\-\'s all combinations of inputs that yield 75 lmits of output 
and corresponds to the four combinations of labor and capital circled in the table 
(e.g., at B, where 2 milts of labor and 3 units of capital are combined). Isoquant 
Q2 lies above and to the right of Q1 because obtaining a higher level of output 
requires more labor and capital. Finally, isoquant Q3 shows labor-capital combi
nations that yield 90 units of output. Point C involves 3 units of labor and 3 units 
of capital, whereas Point E involves 2 lmits of labor and 5 units of capital. 

iABORINPUT 
CAPITAL INPUT 1 2 3 4 

20 40 55 65 
2 40 60 @ 85 90 
3 55 90 100 105 
4 65 85 100 110 115 
5 @ 90 105 115 120 
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isoquant Curve showing all 
possible combinations of 
inputs that yield the same 
output. 
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isoquant map Graph com
bining several isoquants, 
used to describe a production 
function. 
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Production isoquants show the various combinations of inputs necessary for the 
firm to produce a given output A set of isoquants, or isoqllalzt map, describes the 
firm's production fLmctiOIL Output increases as we move from isoquant Ql (at which 
55 units per year are produced at points such as A and D), to isoquant Q2 (75 units 
per year at points such as B) and to isoquant Q3 (90 units per year at points such as C 
and E). 

&d ffi 

When seyeral isoquants are combined together in a single 
as in Figure 6.1, we call the graph an isoquant map. An isoquant map is 

another way of describing a production function, just as an indifference map is a 
'Nay of describing a utility function. Each isoquant corresponds to a different 
level of output, and the lewl of output increases as we rnove up and to the right 
in the figure. 

Input Flexibility 
Isoquants show the flexibility that finns have ""hen making production deci
sions: They can usually obtain a particular output by substituting one input for 
another. It is important for the managers to understand the nahlre of this flexi
bility. For example, fast-food restaurants ha\'e recently faced shortages of young, 
low-'wage employees. Companies have responded by automating-adding self
service salad bars and introducing more sophisticated cooking equipment They 
have also recruited older people to fill positions. As we will see in Chapters 7 
and 8, by taking this flexibility in the production process into account, managers 
can choose input combinations that minimize cost and maximize profit. 

The Short Run versus the long Run 
The isoquants in Figure 6.1 show hovv capital and labor can be substituted for 
each other to produce the same amount of output. In practice, hO'wever, this sub
stitution can take time. A new factory must be planned and built, and machinery 
and other capital equipment must be ordered and delivered. These activities can 

ilv take a year or more to complete. As a result, if we are looking at produc-
eas J l ' d '. 1 h h f' . . n decisions over a s 10rt peno ot time, suc 1 as a mont or two, t e lrm IS 

~ikelY to be able to substitute very much capital for labor. 
Because firms must consider whether or not inputs can be varied, and if they 

n over what period of time, it is important to distinguish behveen the short 
c~d long fun when analyzing production. The short run refers to a period of 
~lne in 'which one or more factors of production cannot be changed. In other 
words, in the short run there is at least one factor that cannot be varied; such a 
factor is called a fixed input. The long run is the amount of time needed to make 
all inputs variable. 

As vou might expect, the kinds of decisions that finns can make are very dif
ferent"in the short run than in the long run. In the short run, firms vary the inten
sity with vvhich they utilize a given plant and machinery; in the long run, they 
va~v the size of the plant. All fixed inputs in the short run represent the out
co~es of previous long-run decisions based on estimates of what a finn could 
profitably produce and selL 

There is no specific time period, such as one year, that separates the short run 
from the long run. Rather, one must distinguish them on a case-by-case basis. 
For example, the long rLm can be as brief as a day or two for a child's lemonade 
stand, or as long as five or ten years for a petrochemical producer or an automo
bile manufacturer. 

6.3 

When deciding how much of a particular input to buy, a firm has to compare the 
benefit that will result with the cost. Sometimes it is useful to look at the benefit 
and the cost on an illcremellta! basis by focusing on the additional output that 
results from an incremental addition to an input. In other sihlations it is useful to 
make the comparison on an auernge basis by considering the result of substan
tially increasing an input. We will look at these benefits and costs in both ways. 

Let's begin by considering the case in which capital is fixed but labor is vari
able. (Because one of the factors is fixed, this is a short-flm analysis.) In this case, 
the only way the firm can produce more output is by increasing its labor input. 
Imagine, for example, that you are managing a clothing factory. Although you 
have a fixed amoLmt of equipment, you can hire more or less labor to sew and to 
run the machines. You must decide how much labor to hire and how much 
clothing to produce. To make the decision, you will need to know how the 
amount of output Q increases (if at all) as the input of labor L increases. 

Table 6.2 gives this information. The first three columns show the amOLmt of 
output that can be produced in one month with different amounts of labor, and 
capital fixed at 10 units. The first column shows the amount of labor, the second 
the fixed amount of capital, and the third total output. When labor input is zero, 
output is also zero. Output then increases as labor is increased up to an input of 
8 units. Beyond that point, total output declines: Although initially each mut of 
labor can take greater and greater advantage of the existing machinery and 
plant, after a certain point, additional labor is no longer useful and indeed can be 
counterproductive. Five people can run an assembly line better than two, but ten 
people may aet in each other's way. _ 0 _ 
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short run Period of time in 
which quantities of one or 
more production factors can
not be changed. 

fixed input Production fac
tor that cannot be varied. 

long run Amount of time 
needed to make all production 
inputs variable. 
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average product Output per 
unit of a particular input 

marginal product Additional 
output produced as an input 
is increased by one unit 

AMOUNT AMOUNT TOTAL AVERAGE 
OF LABOR (L) OF CAPITAL (K) OUTPUT(Q) PRODUCT (WL) 

0 10 0 

1 10 10 10 10 

2 10 30 15 20 

3 10 60 20 30 

4 10 80 20 20 

5 10 95 19 15 

6 10 108 18 13 

7 10 112 16 4 

8 10 112 14 0 

9 10 108 12 4 

10 10 100 10 -8 

Average and Marginal Products 
The contribution that labor makes to the production process can be described on 
both an t1Pcragc and a 1l1i1rgillt1l (i.e_, incremental) basis_ The fourth column in 
Table 6_2 shows the average product of labor (APL), which is the output per unit 
of labor input The average product is calculated by dividing the total output Q 
by the total input of labor L The a\'erage product of labor measures the produc
tivity of the firm's workforce in terms of how much output each worker pro
duces on a\-erage_ In our example the average product increases initially but 
falls when the labor input becomes greater than four. 

The fifth column of Table 6.2 shows the marginal product of labor (MPd. 
This is the t1dditiollal output produced as the labor input is increased by 1 unit. 
For example, with capital fixed at 10 units, when the labor input increases from 
2 to 3, total output increases from 30 to 60, creating an additional output of 30 
(i.e., 60 - 30) units. The marginal product of labor can be 'written as j.Q/ j.L, in 
other words the change in output j.Q resulting from a 1-unit increase in labor 
input j.L 

Remember that the marginal product of labor depends on the amount of cap
ital used. If the capital input increased from 10 to 20, the marginal product of 
labor would most like Iv increase. '!\Thv? Because additional workers are likely to 

., -
be more productive if they ha\-e more capital to use. Like the a\'erage product, 
the marginal product first increases then falls, in this case after the third unit of 
labor. 

To summarize: 

Average product of labor = Output/labor input = Q/L 

Marginal product of labor = Change in output/ change in labor input 
= j.Q/j.L 

The 
FiO'l.lre 6.2 plots the information contained in Table 6.2. (We have connected all 
th~ points in the figure with solid lines.) Figure 62(a) shows that as labor 
is increased output increases until it reaches the maximum output of 112; 
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The total product curve in (a) shows the output produced for different amounts of 
labor input. The average and marginal products in (b) can be obtained (usina the 
data in Table 6.2) from the total product curve. At point A, the marginal productis 20 
because the tangent to the total product curve has a slope of 20. At point B in (a) the 
average product of labor is 20, which is the slope of the line from the origin to B. The 
average product of labor at point C in (a) is given by the slope of the line Oc. To the 
left of point E in (b) the marginal product is above the average product and the 
average is increasing; to the right of E the marginal product is below the average 
product and the average is decreasing. As a result, E represents the point at which 
the ~verage and marginal products are equal, when the average product reaches its 
m8Xlmum. 

1& 
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thereafter it falls .. The portion of the total output curve that is declining is drawn 
with a dashed line to denote that producing with more than eight workers is not 
economically rational; it can never be profitable to use additional amounts of a 
costly input to produce less output 

Figure 6.2(b) shows the awrage and marginal product CUITes. (The units on 
the vertical axis ha\'e changed from output per month to output per worker per 
month.) Note that the marginal product is positive as long as output is increas_ 
ing, but becomes negative ,vhen output is decreasing. 

It is no coincidence that the marginal product CUITe crosses the horizontal 
axis of the graph at the point of maximum total product. This happens because 
adding a worker in a maImer that slows production and decreases total output 
implies a negati\'e marginal product for that worker. 

The a\'erage product and marginal product curves are closely related. Whell 
t/ze lIlarginal product is greater than the avemge product, tlze auemge product is increasing. 
This is the case for labor inputs up to 4 in Figure 6.2(b). If the output of an addi
tional worker is greater than the a\'erage output of each existing worker (Le., the 
marginal product is greater than the average product), then adding the worker 
causes average output to rise. In Table 6.2, two workers produce 30 units of out
put, for an average product of 15 units per ·worker. Adding a third worker in
creases output by 30 LUlits (to 60), 'which raises the average product from 15 to 20. 

Similarly, wizen tlze marginal product is les5 than tlze average prodllct, tlze Iluerage 
product is decreasing. This is the case when the labor input is greater than 4 in 
Figure 6.2(b). In Table 6.2, six ,vorkers produce 108 units of output, so that the 
average product is 18. Adding a seventh worker contributes a marginal product 
of only 4 LUlits (less than the average product), reducing the average product to 16. 

We have seen that the marginal product is above the average product when 
the average product is increasing, and below the average product when the 
average product is decreasing. It follows, therefore, that the marginal product 
rnust equal the average product when the average product reaches its maxi
mum. This happens at point E in Figure 6.2(b). 

Why, in practice, should \ve expect the marginal product curve to rise and 
then fall? Think of a television assembly plant. Fe,ver than ten workers might be 
insufficient to operate the assembly line at all. Ten to fifteen workers might be 
able to run the assembly line, but not very efficiently. Adding a few m.ore work
ers might allow the assembly line to operate much more efficiently, so the mar
ginal product of those workers would be very high. This added efficiency might 
start to diminish once there were more than 20 workers. The marginal product of 
the twenty-second worker, for example, might still be very high (and abow the 
average product), but not as high as the marginal product of the nineteenth or 
twentieth worker. The marginal product of the twenty-fifth \'>'orker might be 
lower still, perhaps equal to the average product. With 30 workers, adding one 
more worker would yield more output, but not \'ery much more (so that the 
marginal product, \, .. hile positive, would be below the average product). Once 
there were more than 40 workers, additional workers would simply get in each 
other's way and actually reduce output (so that the marginal product would be 
negative). 

Average Product of Labor Curve 
The geometric relationship between the total product and the a\'erage and mar
ginal product curves is shown in Figure 6.2(a). The average product of labor is 
the total product divided by the quantity of labor input. At B, for example, the 

veraae product is equal to the output of 60 divided by the input of 3, or 20 milts 
a f ou;ut per unit of labor input. This ratio, hm'l'ever, is exactly the slope of the 
~e running from the origin to B in Figure 6.2(a). In general, the avemge product of 
labor is giveil by the slope of the lille drawn from the origin to the corresponding point on 
the total product cllrve. 

The 
The marginal product of labor is the change in the total product resulting from 
an increase of one unit of labor. At A, for example, the marginal product is 20 
because the tangent to the total product curve has a slope of 20. In general, the 
margiilal product of labor at a point is given by the slope of the total product at that 
point. We can see in Figure 6.2(a) that the marginal product of labor increases ini
tially, peaks at an input of 3, and then declines as we move up the total product 
curve to C and D, At D, when total output is maximized, the slope of the tangent 
to the total product curve is 0, as is the marginal product. Beyond that point, the 
marginal product becomes negative. 

Note the graphical relationship between average and marginal products in 
Figure 6.2(a). At B, the marginal product of labor (the slope of the tangent to the 
total product curve at B-not shown explicitly) is greater than the average prod
uct (dashed line OB). As a result, the average product of labor increases as we 
move from B to C. At C, the average and marginal products of labor are equal: 
While the average product is the slope of the line from the origin Oc, the mar
ginal product is the tangent to the total product curve at C (note the equality of 
the average and marginal products at point E in Figure 6.2(b)), Finally, as we 
move beyond C toward D, the marginal product falls below the average prod
uct; you can check that the slope of the tangent to the total product curve at any 
point between C and D is lower than the slope of the line from the origin. 

The of Diminishing Marginal Returns 
A diminishing marginal product of labor (and a diminishing marginal product 
of other inputs) holds for most production processes. The law of diminishing 
marginal returns states that as the use of an input increases in equal increments 
(with other inputs fixed), a point will eventually be reached at which the result
ing additions to output decrease. When the labor input is small (and capital is 
fixed), extra labor adds considerably to output, often because workers are 
allowed to devote themselves to specialized tasks. Eventually, however, the law 
of diminishing marginal returns applies: When there are too many workers, 
some workers become ineffective and the marginal product of labor falls. 

The law of diminishing marginal returns usually applies to the short run 
when at least one input is fixed. However, it can also apply to the long rW1. Even 
though inputs are variable in the long nUl, a manager may still want to analyze 
production choices for which one or more inputs are w1changed. Suppose, for 
example, that only two plant sizes are feasible and that management must 
decide which to build. In that case, management would want to know when 
diminishing marginal returns will set in for each of the two options. 

Do not confuse the law of diminishing marginal returns with possible 
changes in the qllality of labor as labor inputs are increased (as would likely 
occur, for example, if the most highly qualified laborers are hired first and the 
least qualified last). In our analysis of production, we have assumed that all 

Production 

law of diminishing marginal 
returns Principle that as the 
use of an input increases with 
other inputs fixed, the result
ing additions to output will 
eventually decrease. 
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labor inputs are of equal quality; diminishing marginal returns results from lUn
itations on the use of other fixed inputs (e.g., machinery), not from declines in 
worker quality. In addition, do not confuse diminishing marginal returns 
negative returns. The law of diminishing marginal returns describes a deer 
marginal product but not necessarily a negative one. 

The 18'1'\' of diminishing marginal rehlrns applies to a given production tech
nology. Over time, however, inventions and other improvements in technology 
may allow the entire total product curve in Figure 6.2(a) to shift upward, so that 
more output can be produced with the same inputs. Figure 6.3 illustrates this 
principle. Initially the output curve is given by °1, but improvements in teclmol_ 
ogy may allow the curve to shift upward, first to °2, and later to 03' 

Suppose, for example, that over time, as labor is increased in agricultural pro
duction, technological improvements are being made. These improvements 
might include genetically engineered pesticide-resistant seeds, more powerful 
and effective fertilizers, and better farm equipment. As a result, output changes 
from A (with an input of 6 on curve 01) to B (with an input of 7 on curve 02) to C 
(with an input of 8 on curve 0 3), 

TIle move from A to B to C relates an increase in labor input to an increase in 
output and makes it appear that there is not diminishing marginal returns When 
in fact there is. Indeed, the shifting of the total product curve suggests that there 
may not be any negative long-run implications for economic growth. In fact, as 
we can see in Example 6.1, the failure to account for long-run improvements in 
tedmology led British economist Thomas Malthus wrongly to predict dire con
sequences from continued population growth. 

emew 
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Labor productivity (output per unit of labor) can increase if there are improvements 
in the technology, even though any given production process exhibits diminishing 
retUTIlS to labor. As we move from point A on curve 0 1 to B on curve O2 to C on 
curve labor increases. 

The law of diminishing marginall'eturns was cenh'al to the thinking of polit
ical economist Thomas Malthus (1766-1834).1 Malthus believed that the 

limited amoLmt of land on the globe would not be able to supply enough food 
as population grew and more laborers began to farm the land. Eventually as 
both the marginal and average productivity of labor fell and there were more 
mouths to feed, mass hunger and starvation would result. Fortunately, Malthus 
was 'wrong (although he was right about the diminishing marginal rehlrns to 
labor). 

Over the past century, technological improvements have dramatically 
altered the production of food in most countries (including developing coun
tries, such as India). As a result, the average product of labor and total food out
put have increased. These improvements include new high-yielding, disease
resistant strains of seeds, better fertilizers, and better harvesting equipment. As 
Table 6.3 shows, overall food consumption throughout the world has outpaced 
population growth more or less continually since the end of World War II.2 This 
increase in world agricultural productivity is also illustrated in Figure 6.4, 
which shows averag: cereal yields from 1970 through 1998, along with a world 
price index for food. o Note that cereal yields have increased steadily over the 
period. Because growth in agricultural productivity led to increases in food 
supplies that outstripped the growth in demand, prices, apart from a tempo
rary increase in the early 1970s, have been declining. 

Some of the increase in food production has been due to small increases in 
the amount of land devoted to farming. From 1961 to 1975, for example, the 
percentage of land devoted to agriculture increased from 32.9 percent to 33.3 
percent in Africa, from 19.6 percent to 22.4 percent in Latin America, and from 

YEAR INDEX 

1948-1952 100 
1960 115 
1970 123 
1980 128 
1990 137 

1995 135 

1998 140 

: Thomas Malthus, Essay all the Prillciple of Poplliatioll, 1798 

;/11 but the data for 1990, 1995, and 1998 appear as Table 4 . .1 in Julian Simon, The Ultimate Resollrce 
. rmceton: Prmceton Uruversll)' Press, 1981). The original source for all the data is the UN Food and 
~gnculture Organization, Prodllctioll Yearbook, and World Agriwltllml Sitllatioll. 

, Data are from the UN Food and Agriculture Organization and the World Bank. See also 
(select Agriculture, then under "Data Collection," select Crops Primary) 
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labor productivity Average 
product of labor for an entire 
industry or for the economy 
as a whole. 
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Cereal yields have increased steadily. The average world price of food increased 
has declined since. 

21.9 percent to 22.6 percent in the Far East.~ During the same period, however, 
the percentage of land devoted to agriculture fell from 26.1 percent to 25.5 per
cent in North America, and from 46.3 percent to 43.7 percent in Western 
Europe. It follows, therefore, that most of the improvement in food output is 
due to improved teclmology, not to increases in land used for agriculhlre. 

Hunger remains a severe problem in some areas, such as the Sahel region 
of Africa, in part because of the lo'\\' productivity of labor there. Although 
other countries produce an agricultural surplus, mass hunger still occurs 
because of the difficulty of redistributing foods from more to less productive 
regions of the world, and because of the low incomes of those less productive 

Productivity 
Although this is a textbook in microeconomics, many of the concepts de\'eloped 
here provide a foundation for macroeconomic analysis. Macroeconomists are 
particularly concerned with labor productivity-the average product of labor 
for an entire industry or for the economv as a whole. In this subsection we dis
cuss labor producti~ity in the United States and in a number of foreign COUll
tries. This topic is interesting in its own right but will also help to illustrate one 
of the links between micro- and macroeconomics. 

Because the average product measures OUq.iut per unit of labor input, it is rel~ 
atively easy to measure (total labor input and total output are the only pieces at 
information you need). Labor productivity can provide useful comparisons 

-l See Simon, The Uitillzate Re5(l1ll"Cl', p 83. 

acrosS industries and for one industry O\'er a long period. But labor productivity 
is especially import~nt .bec~~lse it determines the real standard of fiIling that a 

O
untry can achIeve tor Its otIzens. c . 

There is a simple link 
behveen labor pro~uctivity and the standard of living. In any particular year, the 
aggregate value ot go~ds and ~en'ices produced by an economy is equal to the 
payments made ~.o all i.actors ot production, including wages, rental payments to 
capital, and profIt to ~lrms. But consumers ultimately receive these factor pay
ments, in the form ot wages, salaries, dividends, or interest payments. As a 
result, consumers in the aggregate can increase their rate of consumption in the 
long run only by increasing the total amount they produce. 

Understanding the causes of productivity growth is an important area of 
research in economics. We do knovv that one of the most important sources of 
growth in labor productivity is growth in the stock of capital-i.e., the total 
amount of capital a\'ailable for use in production. Because an increase in capital 
means more and better machinery, each -worker can produce more output for 
each hour worked. Another important source of o-rO\vth in labor productivity is o ~ 

technological change-i.e., the development of new technologies that allow 
labor (and other factors of production) to be used more effectively and to pro
duce new and higher-quality goods. 

As Example 6.2 sho-ws, levels of labor productivity have differed considerably 
across countries, and so too have rates of growth of productivity. Understandino
these differences is important, given the central role that productivity has i~ 
affecting our standards of living" 

Will :he s:al~dard o~ living in the Ur:ited States, Europe, and Japan. cont~nue 
to 1111p1O\e, or Will these economIes barely keep future o-enerations trom • 0 

being worse off than they are today? Because the real incomes of consumers in 
these counh"ies increase only as fast as productivity does, the answer depends 
on the labor productivity of workers. 

As Table 6.4 shows, the level of output per person in the United States in 
1997 was higher than in other industrial countries" But two patterns over the 
~o~t-World War II period have been dishlrbing for Americans. First, produc
tIvIty in the United States has grovm less rapidly than productivity in most 

UNITED 
FRANCE GERMANY JAPAN KINGDOM 

Output per Employed Person (1997) 

554,507 $55,644 $46,048 $42,630 

Years Annual Rate of Growth of Labor Productivity (%) 
1960-1973 4.75 4.04 8.30 2.89 

1974-1986 2.10 1.85 2.50 1.69 

1987-1997 1.48 2.00 1.94 1.02 
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stock of capital Total amount 
of capital a\'ailable for use in 
production 

technological change 
Development of new tech
nologies allowing factors of 
production to be used more 
effectively. 

UNITED 
STATES 

$60,916 

2.36 

0.71 

1.09 
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During the 1960s and 1970s, productivity growth in the United States ~as lower' 
than in Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and Japan, although the leve~ of pro
ductivity was higher, In the 1980s and 1990s, productivity growth slowed m all of 

other developed nations, Second, productivity gwwth du~ing 1974-1997 was 
much lower in all developed countries than it had be~n m the past, Both of 
these patterns can be seen in the table and in Figure 6.5," 111e figure shovvs pro
ductivity, measured in 1997 US dollars per worker, for theynit~d States ~d 
for four other countries, Observe that in 1960 labor prodUCtiVIty m the Urut:d 
States was more than three times labor productivity in Japan and about twICe 
as great as labor productivity in Germany, France, ~nd the United Kingdom. 
However, by 1997 the differences had narrowed conSIderably., 

Throuahout most of the 1960-1997 period, Japan had the highest rate of pro
ductivit/'arowth followed by Germany and France. U.s. productivity gro~~ 
was the lo~est, e~en somewhat lower than that of the United Kingdom. TIus:s 
partly due to differences in rates of investment and ,growth in the stock..of car 
tal in each country. The greatest capital,grovdh dUl',mg the pos~ar peIl~d V\~ 
in Japan and France, which were rebUllt substantially after World Wal II: 'II 
some extent, therefore, the lower rate of growth of productivity in the Uruted 
States, when compared to that of Japan, France, and Germany, is the result of 
these countries catching up after the war, 

5 Recent O'rowth numbers are based on data from Ilidustrial Policy ill OECD COlilitries. A!'lIual RC"vielV; 
and hlten~ational Comparisolls ProductiL'ity and LIlllt Labor Cost Trends. US Bureau a 
Labor Statistics (1998), 

Productivity grO'wth is also tied to the natural resource sector of the econ
omY. As oil and other resources began to be depleted, output per worker fell, 
En~ironmental regulations (e.g., the need to restore land to its original condi
tion after sh'ip-mining for coal) magnified this effect as the public became more 
concerned with the importance of cleaner air and water. 

Observe from Table 6.4 that productivity growth in the United States has 
increased in recent years, Economists have debated whether this is a short-term 
aberration or the beginning of a long-term trend. Some economists believe that 
rapid teclmological change duril~g,t~~ 19?Os, and in, p,articular the co~put~r 
revolution, has created ne,v possibilItres tor produCtrVIty growth. If thIS opti
mistic ,'iew is correct, we 'will see continued high rates of productivity growth 

, 6 
in the commg years. 

8.4 
Now that vve have seen the relationship between production and productivity, 
let's hun to production in the long run, where both capital and labor inputs are 
variable, The firm can novI' produce its output in a variety of ways by combining 
different amounts of labor and capital. We will use isoquants to analyze and 
compare these different ways of producing. 

Recall that an isoquant describes all combinations of inputs that yield the 
same le,'el of output. The isoquants shown in Figure 6.6 are reproduced from 
Figure 6.1; they all slope dowmvard because both labor and capital have posi
tive marginal products. More of either input increases output; thus if output is to 
be kept constant as more of one input is used, less of the other input must be 
used. 

Diminishing Marginal Returns 

Even though both labor and capital are variable in the long run, it is useful for a 
firm that is choosing the optimal mix of inputs to ask what happens to output as 
each of the inputs is increased, with the other input held fixed, The outcome of 
this exercise is described in Figure 6.6, which reflects diminishing marginal 
returns to both labor and capital. We can see why there is diminishing marginal 
returns to labor by drawing a horizontal line at a particular level of capital
say, 3, Reading the levels of output from each isoquant as labor is increased, we note 
that each additional unit of labor generates less and less additional output. For 
example, when labor is increased from 1 mut to 2 (from A to B), output increases 
by 20 (from 55 to 75). Ho'wever, when labor is increased by an additional unit 
(from B to C), output increases by only 15 (from 75 to 90). Thus there is diminish
ing marginal rehll'IlS to labor both in the long and short rml. Because adding one 
factor while holding the other factor constant eventually leads to lower and 
lower incremental output, the isoquant must become steeper as more capital is 
added in place of labor and flatter \vhen labor is added in place of capital. 

For more information on labor productivity and standard of living, go to 
, Under "International Comparisons of Productivity, Unit Labor Costs, and per 

~aplta,,, click on: Unpublished Comparati\'e Real Gross Domestic Product per Capita and per 
mployed Person, Fourteen Countries, 1960-1996 
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marginal rate of technical 
substitution (MRTS) Amount 
by which the quantity of one 
input can be reduced when 
one extra unit of another input 
is used, so that output remains 
constant. 

In §3.1, we explain that the 
marginal rate of substitution 
is the maximum amount of 
one good that the consumer 
is willing to give up to obtain 
one unit of another good. 

'" 

Capital 5 
per 

lvlonth 

2 

2 3 

Q, = 75 

5 
Labor per Month 

When both labor and capital are variable, both factors of p~·od~c~io.n ~an exhibit 
diminishina marcinal returns. As we move from A to C, there IS dlffilluslung returns 
to labor and as :e move from 0 to C, there is diminishing returns to capital. 

, &bk 

There is also diminishing marginal returns to capital. With labor fixed, the 
marainal product of capital decreases as capital is increased. For example, when 
capi~al is increased from 1 to 2 and labor is held constant at 3, the marginal.pro~
uct of capital is initially 20 (75-55) but falls to 15 (90-75) when capItal IS 

increased from 2 to 3. 

Substitution Among Inputs 
With two inputs that can be \'aried, a manager will.wa:'t to consider substi~ting 
one input for another. The slope of each isoquant mdlcates hm: the quar:tlty of 
one input can be h"aded off against the quantity of the other, whIle OUtpL:t IS held 
constant VVhen the nega ti\'e sign is removed, we call the. slope the margma~ rate 
of technical substitution (MRTS). The marginal rate Of teclllllcal substItutIOIl of 
labor for capital is the am.ount by which the input. of c~pital can be red~lc:d wh: 
one extra unit of labor IS used, so that output lemams constant. ThIS IS anal 
gous to the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) in consUl:ner theory. Recall from 
Section 3.1 that the MRS describes hm\' consumers substlhlte among two goo~s 
while holdina the level of satisfaction constant. Like the MRS, the MRTS IS 

1:> 

always measured as a positive quantity: 

MRTS = Change in capital input/ change in labor input 

- .:iK/.:iL (for a fixed level of Q) 

where .:iK and .:iL are small changes in capital and labor along an isoquant. 

Capital 
per 

Month 5 

3 

2 

o 

Q, = 75 
J.L 1 

2 3 

Labor per Month 

Like indifference cmves, isoquants are downward sloping and convex. The slope of 
the isoquant at any point measmes the marginal rate of technical substitution-the 
ability of the firm to replace capital with labor while maintaining the same level of 

On Q2' the Iv1RTS falls from 2 to 1 to 2/3 to 1/3. 

In Figure 6.7 the MRTS is equal to 2 when labor increases from 1 Lmit to 2 and 
output is fixed at 75. However, the MRTS falls to 1 when labor is increased from 
2 units to 3, and then declines to 2/3 and to 1/3. Clearly, as more and more labor 
replaces capital, labor becomes less productive and capital becomes relatively 
more productive. Therefore we need less capital to keep output constant, and 
the isoquant becomes flatter. 

We assume that there is a diminishing MRTS. In other 
words, the MRTS falls as we move down along an isoquant. The mathematical 
implication is that isoquants, like indifference curves, are convex, or bowed 
inward. This is indeed the case for most production teclmologies. The diminish
ing MRTS tells us that the productivity of anyone input is limited. As more and 
~or~ labor is added to the production process in place of capital, the productiv
Ity of labor falls. Similarly, when more capital is added in place of labor, the pro
ductivity of capital falls. Production needs a balanced mix of both inputs. 
. As our discussion has just suggested, the MRTS is closely related to the mar

gmal products of labor MPL and capital MPK . To see hm'\', imagine adding some 
labor and reducing the amount of capital sufficient to keep output constant. The 
a.dditional output resulting from the increased labor input is equal to the addi
tional output per unit of additional labor (the marginal product of labor) times 
the number of units of additional labor: 

Additional output from increased use of labor = (MPd(~L) 
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In §3.1, we explain that an 
indifference curve is convex if 
the marginal rate of substihl
tion diminishes as we move 
down along the curve. 
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In §3.1, we explain that two 
goods are perfect substitute~ 
if the marginal rate of substl
tution of one for the other is a 
constant. 

Similarly, the decrease in output resulting from the re~uction in capi~al is. the 
1055 of output per unit reduction in capital (the margmal product ot capItal) 
times the number of units of capital reduction: 

Reduction in output from decreased use of capital = (MP K)( 6.K) 

Because we are keeping output constant by moving along an isoquant, the total 

change in output must be zero. Thus, 

Now, by rearranging terms we see that 

(6.2) 

Equation (6.2) tells us that tile lIlarginal rate of tecJmieal su~stitutioll ?etweell two il~Pllts 
is equal to the l'I1tio of the marginal physicnl p~·O(:u~ts. of the lI:putS. ?us fo~mula wIll be 
useful when we look at the firm's cost-l1UIlilntZmg chOlce of lllputS ill Chapter 7. 

Production Functions-Two Special Cases 
Two extreme cases of production functions show the possible r~ng~ of input 
substitution in the production process. In the first case, shown 111 Flgu:e 6.8, 
inputs to production are pelfeet substitutes for one another. Here the MRTS 15 con
stant at all points on an isoquant. As a result, the same output (s.ay Q3) can be 
produced with mostly capital (at A), with mostly labor (at C), or wIth a balanced 

Capital 
per 

Month 
A 

• 

c 

Labor per Month 

When the isoquants are straiaht lines, the MRTS is constant. Thus the rate at whi~ 
capital and labor can be substituted for each other is the s~e no ma~er what lev~ 
of inputs is being used. Points A, B, and C represent three dlfferent capltal-labor com 
binations that generate the same output Q3' § S"" 

per 
:Vlonth 

A 

B 

Labor per Month 

When the isoquants are L-shaped, only one combination of labor and capital can be 
used to produce a given output (as at point A on isoquant Qlt point B on isoquant 
Q2r and point C on isoquant Q3)' Adding more labor alone does not increase output, 
nor does more capital alone, 

combination of both (at B). For example, musical instruments can be manufac
tured almost entirely with machine tools or with very few tools and highly 
skilled labor. 

Figure 6.9 illustrates the opposite extreme, the fixed-proportions production 
function. In this case, it is impossible to make any substitution among inputs. 
Each le\'el of output requires a specific combination of labor and capital: 
Additional output cannot be obtained unless more capital and labor are added 
in specific proportions, As a result, the isoquants are L-shaped just as indiffer
ence cun'es are L-shaped when tlvo goods are perfect complements. An example 
is the reconstruction of concrete sidewalks using jackhammers. It takes one per
son to use a jackhammer-neither two people and one jackhammer nor one per
son and two jackhammers will increase production. As another example, sup
pose that a cereal company offers a new breakfast cereal, Nutty Oat Crunch, 
whose two inputs, not surprisingly, are oats and nuts. The secret formula for the 
cereal requires exactly one ounce of nuts for every four ounces of oats in every 
cereal selTing. If the company were to purchase additional nuts but not addi
tional oats, the output of cereal would remain unchanged, since the nuts must be 
combined with the oats in fixed proportions. Similarly, purchasing additional 
oats without additional nuts would also be unproductive. 
. In Figure 6.9 points A, B, and C represent technically efficient combinations of 
mputs. For example, to produce output Q], a quantity of labor L] and capital K] 
can be used, as at A. If capital stays fixed at K], adding more labor does not 
change output Nor does adding capital with labor fixed at L]. Thus on the verti
cal and the horizontal segments of the L-shaped isoquants, either the marginal 
product of capital or the marginal product of labor is zero. Higher output results 
only when both labor and capital are added, as in the mow from input combina
tion A to input combination B. 
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fixed-proportions production 
function Production func
tion with L-shaped isoquants, 
so that onlv one combination 
of labor alid capital can be 
used to produce each le\"el of 
output. 

In §3.l, we explain that hvo 
goods are perfect comple
ments when the indifference 
curves for the goods are 
shaped as right angles. 
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The fixed-proportions production function describes situations in which 
methods of production are limited. For example, the production of a television 
show might ilwolve a certain mix of capital (camera and sound equipment, etc.) 
and labor (producer, director, actors, etcl To make more television shows, all 
inputs to production must be increased proportionally. In particular, it would be 
difficult to increase capital inputs at the expense of labor, because actors are nec
essary inputs to production (except perhaps for animated films). Likewise, it 
would be difficult to substitute labor for capital, because filmmaking tOdav 
requires sophisticated film equipment. • 

rops can be produced using different methods. Food gro'wn on large farms 
in the United States is usually produced \,vith a capital-intellsive teciznology, 

which involves substantial investments in capital, such as buildings and equip
ment, and relatively little input of labor. However, food can also be produced 
using very little capital (a hoe) and a lot of labor (several people with the 
patience and stamina to work the soil). One way to describe the agricultural 
production process is to shuw one isoquant (or more) that describes the combi
nation of inputs that generates a given level of output (or several output levels). 
The description that follo'ws comes from a production function for 'wheat that 
\'vas estimated statistically.! 

Figure 6.10 shows one isoquant, associated with the production function, 
corresponding to an output of 13,800 bushels of wheat per year. The manager 
of the farm can use this isoquant to decide whether it is profitable to hire more 
labor or use more machinery. Assume the farm is currently operating at A, with 
a labor input L of 500 hours and a capital input K of 100 machine hours. The 
manager decides to experiment by using only 90 hours of machine time. To 
produce the same crop per year, he finds that he needs to replace this machine 
time by adding 260 hours of labor. 

The results of this experiment tell the manager about the shape of the wheat 
production isoquant. When he compares points A (where L = 500 and K = 100) 
and B (where L = 760 and K = 90) in Figure 6.10, both of which are on the 
same isoquant, the manager finds that the marginal rate of technical substitu
tion is equal to 0.04 (-.lK/.lL = (-10)/260 = .04). 

The MRTS tells the manager the nahne of the trade-off involved in adding 
labor and reducing the use of farm machinery. Because the MRTS is substan
tially less than 1 in \'alue, the manager knows that when the 'wage of a laboreris 
equal to the cost of nnming a machine, he ought to use more capitaL (At his 
current level of production, he needs 260 units of labor to substihlte for 10 units 
of capitaL) In fact, he knows that Lmless labor is much less expensive than the use 
of a machine, his production process ought to become more capital-intensive. 

The decision about how many laborers to hire and machines to use calmot 
be fully resolved until we discuss the costs of production in the next chapter. 
However~ this example illustrates how knowledge about production isoquants 
and the marginal rate of technical substihltion can help a manager, It also sug
gests why most farn,s in the United States and Canada, where labor is rela-

7 The food 12roduction function on which this example is based is gi\'en by the equatio~ 
Q = 100(K T-), \\"here Q is the rate of output in bushels of food per year, K is the quantity 01 
machines in use per year, and L is the number of hours of labor per year 

(machine 
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year) 
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.t: wheat output of 13~800 bushels per year can be produced with different combina
tio~ of labor and capItal: TIle r:'0re capital-intensive production process is shovm as 
pomt.A, ,the more labor-illtenslve process as point R TIle marginal rate of technical 
substituhon between A and B is 10/260 = 0.04. b 

~vely e~pensi\:e, operate in the range of production in vl'llich the MRTS is rela
tlvelY.~11g1: (w~tl: a high c~pital-to-Iabor ratio), whereas farms in developing 
countIles, III \-\hlch labor 1S cheap, operate with a lower MRTS (and 1 J 

. '1 It· R a 0\-\ er 
~aplta -t?- a lor ra:lO).c TIle. exact .labor/capital combination to use depends on 
mput pnces, a subject we dISCUSS ill 7. 

8.5 

~llr analysis of in~ut substihltion in the production process has shown us what 
appens when a fl1'~"n substitutes one input for another while keeping output 

cons~ant. However, ill the long run, with all inputs variable, the firm must also 
cOfnslder the ?est way to increase output. One way to do so is to chanae the scale 
o the ope t b T • • • II . b ra lOn ) illCIeasmg (/ of the l1lputs to production ill proportion. If it takes 
one farmer working with one harvesting machine on one acre of land to produce 

, With the prod f f ' " ' 
Ular<>inal r uc Ion unctIOn gl\'en m footnote 7, it is not difficult (using calculus) to show that the 
!YmTS decr ate of techmcal substJtutIOn IS gl\"en by MRIS = (MPdMPJ = (l/4)(K/L). Thus the 
in Israel s eas;s ~s the capltal-to-Iabor ratio falls .. For an interesting study of agriculhlTal production 
Producti~ ee IC 1ard,~ Ju~t:" Dand Zllberman, and Eithan Hochman, "Estimation of Multicro 

n FunctIons. AllltllUlII JOllnIni ofAgrIwltllrni Ecollolllics 65 (1983): 770-80., p 
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returns to scale Rate at which 
output increases as inputs are 
increased proportionately 

increasing returns to scale 
Output more than doubles 
when all inputs are doubled. 

constant returns to scale 
Output doubles when all 
inputs are doubled. 

decreasing returns to scale 
Output less than doubles 
when all inputs are doubled. 

100 bushels of wheat, what will happen to output if we put two farmers to work 
"with two machines on two acres of land? Output "",ill almost certainly increase, 
but will it double, more than double, or less than double? Returns to scale is the 
rate at which output increases as inputs are increased proportio~ately. 'I'Ve will 
examine three different cases: increasing, constant, and decreasmg returns to 

scale. 

Increasing Scale 
If output more than doubles when inputs are doubled, there are i.ncreasing 
returns to scale. This might arise because the larger scale of operatlOn allows 
manaaers and workers to specialize in their tasks and to make use of more 
sophi~ticated, large-scale factories and equipment. The automobile assembly 
line is a famous example of increasing returns. 

The prospect of increasing returns to scale is an important issue from a public 
policy perspective. If there are increasing retilrns, then it is economically advan
taaeous to have one larae firm producing (at relatively low cost) rather than to 
h:ve many small firms (at relatively high cost). Because this large fir~ can c?n
tral the price that it sets, it may need to be regulated. For example, mcreasmg 
returns in the provision of electricity is one reason why we have large, regulated 

power companies. 

Constant Returns to Scale 
A second possibility with respect to the scale of production is that output may 
double when inputs are doubled. In this case, we say there are constant returns 
to scale. With constant retilrns to scale, the size of the firm's operation does not 
affect the productivity of its factors-one plant using a partic.ular production 
process can easily be replicated, so that two plants produce tWIce ~s much ~ut
put. For example, a large travel agency might provide the same serVIce per clIent 
and use the same ratio of capital (office space) and labor (travel agents) as a 
small agency that services fewer clients. 

Decreasing Returns to Scale 
Finally, output may less than double when all inputs double. This ca~e of 
decreasing returns to scale applies to some firms with large-scale op~ratlOns. 
Eventually, difficulties in organizing and running a large.-scale operatIOn n~ay 
lead to decreased productivity of both labor and capItal. CommumcatlOn 
between workers and manaaers can become difficult to monitor as the work
place becomes more imperso~aL Thus the decreasing-rehl~ns ~a~e is likely to.be 
associated with the problems of coordinating tasks and mamtammg a usetullme 
of communication behveen management and workers. 

Describing Returns to Scale 
The presence or absence of returns to scale is seen graphically ~ the hvo part: of 
Figure 6.11. The line OA from the origin in each panel descnbes a ~roductlOn 
process in which labor and capital are used as inputs to pro~uce .vanous l~vels 
of output in the ratio of 5 hours of labor to 2 hours of machme time. In ~Igur~ 
6.11(21), the firm's production function exhibits constant returns to scale. When J 

(machine 
hours) 

6 

2 

30 

(machine I 
hours) 

2 
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A 

30 

o O"'--~--..L.------
5 10 15 5 10 

Labor (hours) Labor (hours) 

(a) (b) 

When a firm's production process exhibits constant retilffiS to scale as shown by a movement alona ray OA in part (a) 
the isoquants are equally spaced as output increases proportionally. However, when there are in~reasina returns t~ 
scale as shown in (b), the isoquants move closer together as are increased along the ray. 0 

hours of labor and 2 hours of machine time are used, an output of 10 units is pro
duced. When both inputs double, output doubles from 10 to 20 units; when both 
inputs triple, output triples, from 10 to 30 units. Put differently, hvice as much of 
both inputs is needed to produce 20 units, and three times as"much is needed to 
produce 30 units. 

In Figure 6. l1(b), the firm's production function exhibits increasina returns to 
scale. Now the isoquants become closer toaether as we mO\"e away fl~m the ori-o ~ 

gin along OA As a result, less than twice the amount of both inputs is needed to 
increase production from 10 units to 20; substantiallY less than three times the 
inputs are needed to produce 30 units. The re,"el'se w'ould be true if the produc
tion function exhibited decreasing returns to scale (not shown here). With 
decreasing returns, the isoquants become increasinalv distant from one another 0_ 

as output le,"els proportionally increase. 
.Returns to scale ,,"ary considerably across finns and industries. Other things 

bemg equal, the greater the returns to scale, the laraer firms in an industry are 
likely" to be. ~ecause manufacturing ilWoh"es large il~vestments in capital equip
ment, manutacturing industries are more like Iv to have increasina returns to 

1 
"0 

sea ethan sen"ice-oriented industries. Services are more labor-intensive and can 
usually be pro,,"ided as efficiently in small quantities as they can on a large scale. 

The carpet industry in the United States centers around the town of Dalton 
in northern Georgia. From a relati,"elv small industry "with many small 

firms in the first half of the twentieth century, it gre"w rapidly and b~came a 

FC 4 
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CARPET SHIPMENTS, 1996 
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER YEAR) 

1. Shaw Industries 3,202 6. World Carpets 475 

2. Mohawk Industries 1,795 7. Burlington Industries 450 

3. Beaulieu of America 1,006 8. Collins & Aikman 418 

4. Interface Flooring 820 9. Masland Industries 380 

5. Queen Carpet 775 10. Dixie Yarns 280 

maJ'or industrv with a laro-e number of firms of all sizes. For example, the top 
~ 0 

ten carpet manufachlrers, ranked by shipments in millions of dollars in 1996, 
are shovm in Table 6.5.9 

Currently, there are three relatively large manufacturers (Shaw, Mohawk, 
and Beaulieu) alono- with a number of smaller producers. There are also many 

, 0 -

carpet retailers, wholesale distributors, carpet buying groups, and national 
retail carpet chains. The carpet industry has grown rapidly for several reasons. 
Consumer demand for ''\'001, nylon, and polypropylene carpets in commercial 
and residential uses has skyrocketed. In addition, innovations such as the intro
d uction of larger, faster, ~ and more efficient carpet-tufting machines have 
reduced costs and greatly increased carpet production. Along with the increase 
in production, innovation and competition have worked together to reduce real 
carpet prices. 

To what extent, if any, can the growth of the carpet indush'y be explained by 
the presence of rehmlS to scale? There have certainly been substantial improve
ments in the processing of key production inputs (such as stain-resistant yarn) 
and in the distribution of carpets to retailers and consumers. But what about 
the production of carpets? Carpet production is capital intensive-manufactur
ing plants require heavy llweshnents in high-speed tufting machines that hllTI 
various types of yarn into carpet, as well as machines that put the backings 
onto the carpets, cut the carpets lllto appropriate sizes, and package, label, and 
dish'ibute them. 

Overall, physical capital (including plant and equipment) accounts for.about 
77 percent of a typical carpet manufachlrer's costs, while labor accOlmts tor the 
remaining 23 percent. Over time, the major carpet manufacturers have 
lllCreased the scale of their operations by putting larger and more efficient hItt
ing machines into larger plants. At the same time, the use of labor in the~e 
plants has also increased significantly. The result? Proportional inCI~eases In 

inputs have resulted in a more than proportional increase in output tor these 
larger plants. For example, a doubling of capital and labor inputs might lead to 
a nO-percent increase in output. This pattern has not, hovvever, been uniform 
across the industrv. Most smaller carpet manufachlrers have found that small 
changes in scale 11ave little or no effect on output; i.e., small proportional 
increases in inputs have only increased output proportionally. 

9 Frank O'Neill, "The Focus 100," Foc1I5 (May 1997): 20. 
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VVe can therefore characterize the carpet industry as one in 'which there are 
constant returns to scale for relatively small plants but increasing returns to 
scale for larger plants. These increasing rehIrns, hOlvever, are limited, and we 
can expect that if plant size were increased further, there would eventuallv be 
decreasing rehlrns to scale. . 

..... 

1. A production function describes the maximum output a 
firm can produce for each specified combination of 
inputs 

2. An iSOqUiliit is a CUITe that shows all combinations of 
inputs that yield a given level of output. A firm's pro
duction function can be represented by a series of iso
quants associated with different levels of output 

3. In the short run, one or more inputs to the production 
process are fixed. In the long run, all inputs are poten
tially variable. 

4. Production 'with one variable input, labor, can be use
fully described in terms of the Ilvemge prodllct of Illbol 
(which measures output per lUlit of labor input), and 
the mllrgillill product of labor (which measures the addi
tional output as labor is increased by 1 unit). 

5. According to the law of dimillisizing IIlllrgilllll retunls, 
when one or more inputs are fixed, a yariable input 
(usually labor) is likely to haye a marginal product that 
e\"entually diminishes as the level of input increases. 

6. Isoquants always slope downward because the mar
ginal product of all inputs is positive. The shape of 
each isoquant can be described by the marginal rate of 

1. What is a production function? HOlY does a long-run 
production function differ from a short-run produc
tion function? 

2. Why is the marginal product of labor likely to 
increase and then decline in the short run? 

3. Diminishing rehlrns to a single factor of production and 
constant returns to scale are not inconsistent Discuss. 

4. You are an employer seeking to fill a vacant position 
on an assemblv line .. Are vou more concerned with 
the average pr~duct of lab~r or the marginal product 

technical substitution at each point on the isoquant. 
The IIlllrgilllll rllte of tec1l1licllIsllbstitlitioll of lilborfor Cllp
itlll (MRTS) is the amount by which the input of capi
tal can be reduced when one extra unit of labor is 
used so that output remains constant. 

7. The standard of living that a cOlmtry can attain for its 
citizens is closely related to its level of labor produc
tivity. Decreases in the rate of productivity growth in 
developed countries are due in part to the lack of 
growth of capital investment. 

S. The possibilities for substihltion among inputs in the 
production process range from a production function 
in which inputs are perfect sllbstitlltes to one in which 
the proportions of inputs to be used are fixed (a fixed-
proportiolls productioll fllilction). . 

9. In long-run analysis, we tend to focus on the firm's 
choice of its scale or size of operation. Constant 
returns to scale means that doubling all inputs leads 
to doubling output Increasing returns to scale occurs 
when output more than doubles when inputs are 
doubled; decreasing returns to scale applies when 
output less than doubles 

of labor for the last person hired? If you observe that 
your average product is just beginning to decline, 
should you hire any more workers? What does this 
situation imply about the marginal product of your 
last worker hired? 

3. Faced with constantly changing conditions, why 
would a firm ever keep lilly factors fixed? What crite
ria determine whether a factor is fixed or variable? 

6. How does the curvature of an isoquant relate to the 
marginal rate of tedmical substitution? 
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7. Can a firm ha\"e a production function that exhibits 
increasing returns to scale, constant returns to scale, 
and decreasing returns to scale at different scales of 
production as output increases? Discuss, 

1. Suppose a chair manufacturer is producing in the 
short nm when equipment is fixed, The manufacturer 
knows that as the number of laborers used in the pro
duction process increases from 1 to 7, the number of 
chairs produced changes as follows: 10, 17, 22, 25, 26, 
25,23, 
a. Calculate the average and marginal product of 

labor for this production function, 
b. Does this production function exhibit diminishing 

rehlrns to labor? Explain, 
c. Explain intuitively what might cause the marginal 

product of labor to become negative, 
2. Fill in the gaps in the table below, 

MARGINAL AVERAGE 
auANTlTYOF PRODUCT OF PRODUCT OF 

VARIABLE TOTAL VARIABLE VARIABLE 
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT INPUT 

0 0 - -

1 150 
'---" 

2 200 

3 200 
-

4 760 ---
5 150 

6 150 

3. A political campaign manager must decide whether 
to emphasize tele\"ision advertisements or letters to 
potential voters, Describe the production function for 
\"otes, How might information about this function 
(such as the shape of the isoquants) help the cam
paign manager to plan strategy? 

8. Give an example of a production process in which the 
short rWl uwolves a day or a week, and the long run 
any period longer than a week 

4. A firm has a production process Ul which the UlpUts 
to production are perfectly substitutable in the long 
run, Can you tell whether the margulal rate of techni_ 
cal substi'tution is high or low, or is further informa_ 
tion necessarY? Discuss, 

5. The margulal product of labor is known to be greater 
than the average product of labor at a gi\'en level of 
employment Is the a\"erage product increasing or 
decreasing? Explain, 

6. The marginal product of labor in the production of 
computer chips is 50 chips per hour, The marginal 
rate of technical substitution of hours of labor for 
hours of machirle-capital is 114, What is the marginal 
product of capital? 

7. Do the following production functions exhibit de
creasing, constant, or u1Creasing returns to scale? 
a. Q = 5KL 
b. Q 2K + 3L 

8. The production function for the personal computers 
of DISK, Inc, is gi\'en by Q = 10K sL s, where Q is the 
number of computers produced per day, K is hours of 
machine time, and L is hours of labor input. DISK's 
competitor, FLOPPY, Inc, is using the production 
fwlCtion Q = 10K "L ~, 
a. If both companies use the same amowlts of capital 

and labor, which will generate more output? 
b. Assume that while capital is limited to 9 machine 

hours, labor is tmlimited in supply In which com
pany is the marginal product of labor greater? 
Explain, 

9. In Example 6.3, wheat is produced according to the 
production function Q = 100(KSL 2

), 

a. Beginning with a capital input of 4 and a labor 
input of 49, show that the marginal product of 
labor and the marginal product of capital are both 
decreasing, 

b. Does this production function exhibit increasing, 
decreasulg, or constant returns to scale? 

I n the last chapter, \ve examined the finn's production tech
nology-the relationship that shows how factor inputs can 

be transformed into outputs, Now we will see hovv the pro
duction technology, together vvith the prices of factor inputs, 
determine the firm's cost of production, 

Given a firm's production technology, managers must 
decide how to produce. As "ve saw, inputs can be combined in 
different vvays to yield the same amOlmt of output For exam
ple, one can produce a certain output with a lot of labor and 
very little capital, with very little labor and a lot of capital, or 
with some other combination of the two, In this chapter ,,'I'e see 
how the optimal-Le., cost-rninimizing-combination of inputs 
is chosen. We will also see how a firm's costs depend on its 
rate of output and show how these costs are likely to change 
over time. 

We begin by explaining how cost is defined and measured, 
distinguishing between the concept of cost used by econo
mists, who are concerned about the firm's future performance, 
and by accountants, \"ho focus on the firm's financial state
ments, We then examine how the characteristics of the firm's 
production teclmology affect costs, both in the short nm, when 
the firm can do little to change its capital stock, and in the long 
run, when the firm can change all its factor inputs. 

We then show how the concept of returns to scale can be 
generalized to allm\' for both changes in the mix of inputs and 
the production of many different outputs. We also show how 
cost sometimes falls over time as managers and workers learn 
from experience and make the production process more effi
cient Finally, we show hmv empirical information can be used 
to estimate cost hmctions and predict future costs. 

7.1 

Before we can analyze how a firm can minimize costs, we must 
clarify what we mean by cost in the first place and how we 
should measure it What items, for example, should be 
included as part of a firm's cost? Cost obviously includes the 
wages a firm pays its workers and the rent it pays for office 
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accounting cost Actual 
expenses plus depreciation 
charges for capital equipment 

economic cost Cost to a 
firm of utilizing economic 
resources in production, 
including opporhmity cost. 

opportunity cost Cost asso
ciated with opportunities that 
are forgone when a firm's 
resources are not put to their 
highest-value use. 

space. But what if the finn already owns an office building and doesn't have to 
pay rent? Hovv should ·we treat money that the firm spent tvvo or three years ago 
(and can't recover) for equipment or for research and development? We'll 
answer questions such as these in the context of the economic decisions that 

managers make. 

Economic Cost versus 
Economists often think of cost differently from financial accountants, vd10 are 
usually concerned with reporting the past performance of the firm for .exte~nal 
use, as in almual reports. Financial accountants tend to take a retrospectIVe VIew 
of the firm's finances and operations because they must keep track of assets and 
liabilities and evaluate past performance. As a result, accounting cost-the cost 
that financial accOlmtants measure-can include items that an economist would 
not include and would not include items that economists usually do include. For 
example, accounting cost includes actual expenses plus depreciation expenses 
for capital equipment, which are determined on the basis of the allowable tax 
h'eatment by the Internal Revenue Service. 

Economists-and we hope managers-take a forward-looking vie,,,' of the 
firm. They are concerned with the allocation of scarce resources. Tl~erefor.e, they 
care about what cost is likely to be in the future and about ways 111 whIch the 
firm miaht be able to rearra;1ge its resources to lower its costs and improve its 
profitability. As we will see, economists are therefore cO~1~erned with economi.c 
cost, which is the cost associated with forgone opportumties. The word economIc 
tells us to distinauish between costs that the firm can control and those it cannot. 

o 

Opportunity Cost 
Economists use the terms economic cost and opportullity cost synonymously. 
Opportunity cost is the cost associated with opportunities that are forgon~ by 
not putting the firm's resources to their highest-value use. Fo~ example, consld~r 
a firm that owns a building and therefore pays no rent for offIce space. Does this 
mean that the cost of office space is zero? \Vhile a financial accountant would 
treat this cost as zero, an economist would note that the firm could have earned 
rent on the office space by leasing it to another company. This forgone rent is the 
opportunity cost of utilizing the office space and should be included as part of 
the economic cost of doing business. 

Accountants and economists both include actual monetary outlays, called 
cash flows, in their calculations. Cash flows include wages, salaries: and the .cost 
of materials and property rentals; they are important because they mvolve dIrect 
payments to other firms and individuals. These costs are relevant .for the econo
mist because most monetary outlays, including wages and matenals costs, rep-
resent money that could have usefully been spent elsewhere. . . 

Let's take a look at how opportunity cost can make economic cost dIfter from 
accOlmting cost in the treatment of wages and economic depreciation. Consider an 
owner who manages her own retail store but chooses not to pay herse~f a salary, 
Although no monetary h'ansaction has occurred (and ~hus no accounting cost IS 

recorded), the business nonetheless incurs an opporhuuty cost because the ovvner 
could have earned a competitive salary by working elsewhere. 

Like·wise, accountants and economists often treat depreciation differently. 
When estimatina the future profitability of a business, an economist or manager 
is concerned wifh the capital cost of plant and machinery. This cost involves not 
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onlY the monetary outlay for buying and then nnming the machinery, but also 
the'cost associated ·with wear and tear. ·When evaluating past performance, cost 
accountants use tax rules that apply to broadly defined types of assets to deter
mine allowable depreciation in their cost and profit calculations. But these 
depreciation allowances need not ret1ect the actual wear and tear on the equip
ment, which is likely to vary asset by asset 

sunk 
Although an opportunity cost is often hidden, it should be taken into account 
when making economic decisions. Just the opposite is true of a sunk cost: an 
expenditure that has been made and carmot be recovered. A SLmk cost is usually 
visible, but after it has been incurred, it should always be iI;,nored when makina 

.00 

future economic decisions. 
Because a sunk cost cannot be recovered, it should not influence the firm's 

decisions. For example, consider the purchase of specialized equipment 
designed for a plant. Suppose the equipment can be used to do only what it was 
originally designed for and cannot be converted for alternative use. The expen
diture on this equipment is a sunk cost. Because it has 110 alternative lise, its oppor
tUllity cost is :::ero. Thus it should not be included as part of the firm's costs. The 
decision to buy this equipment may have been good or bad. It doesn't matter. 
It's water under the bridge and shouldn't affect current decisions. 

What if, instead, the equipment could be put to other use, or could be sold or 
rented to another firm? In that case its use would involve an economic cost
namely, the opportunity cost of using it rather than selling or renting it to 
another finn. 

Now consider a prospective sunk cost. Suppose, for example, that the firm has 
not yet bought the specialized equipment but is merely considering whether to 
do so. A prospective sunk cost is an illvestment. Here the finn must decide 
whether that in\'estment in specialized equipment is ecollomical-i.e., whether it 
will lead to a flow of revenues large enough to justify its cost. In Chapter 15, vve 
explain in detail how to make investment decisions of this kind. 

As an example, suppose a firm is considering moving its headquarters to a 
new city. Last year it paid $500,000 for an option to buy a building in the city. The 
option gives the firm the right to buy the building at a cost of $5,000,000, so that if 
it ultimately makes the purchase, its total expenditure will be $5,500,000. Now it 
finds that a comparable building has become available in the same city at a price 
of $5,250,000. Which building should it buy? The answer is the original building. 
The $500,000 option is a cost that has been sunk and that should not affect the 
firm's current decision. What's at issue is spending an additional $5,000,000 or an 
additional $5,250,000. Because the economic analysis removes the sLmk cost of the 
option from the analysis, the economic cost of the original property is $5,000,000. 
The newer property, meanwhile, has an economic cost of $5,250,000. Of course, if 
the new building cost $4,750,000, the firm should buy it and forgo its option, 

The Northwestern University Law School has long been located in Chicago, 
along the shores of Lake Michigan. However, the main campus of the uni

versity is located in the suburb of Evanston. In the mid-1970s, the law school 

sunk cost Expenditure that 
has been made and cannot be 
recovered. 
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total cost (TC or C) Total 
economic cost of production, 
consisting of fixed and vari
able costs. 

fixed cost (FC) Cost that does 
not vary with the level of 
output 

variable cost (VC) Cost that 
varies as output varies. 

began planning the consh'uction of a nev\' building arld needed to decide on an 
appropriate location. Should it be built on the current site, where it Would 
remain near downtown Chicago law firms? Or should it be moved to 
Evanston, where it would become physically integrated with the rest of the 
university? 

The downtown location had many prominent supporters. They argued in 
part that it was cost-effective to locate the new building in the city because the 
university already m·vned the land. A large parcel of land would haye to be 
purchased in Evanston if the building were to be built there. Does this argu
ment make economic sense? 

No. It makes the common mistake of failing to appreciate opporhmity costs. 
From an economic point of view, it is very expensive to locate downtown 
because the opportunity cost of the valuable lakeshore location is high: that 
property could have been sold for enough money to buy the Eyanston land 
with substantial hmds left over. 

In the end, Northwestern decided to keep the law school in Chicago. This 
was a costly decision. It may have been appropriate if the Chicago location was 
particularly valuable to the law school, but it was inappropriate if it was made 
on the presumption that the downtown land 'was without cost. 

Fixed Costs and Variable Costs 
Some of the firm's costs vary with output, while others remain unchanged as 
long as the firm is producing any output at all. This distinction will be im.portant 
when we examine the firm's profit-maximizing choice of output in the next 
chapter. We therefore divide total cost (TC, or C)-the total economic cost of 
production-into two components: 

II Fixed cost (FC): A cost that does not vary with the level of output. 

II Variable cost (VC): A cost that varies as output varies. 

Dependino- on circumstances fixed costs may include expendihlres for plant 
o ' -

maintenance, insurance, and perhaps a minimal number of employees. This cost 
remains the same no matter hmv much output the firm produces. Variable cost, 
v\,hich includes expenditures for ,,,'ages, salaries, and raw materials, increases as 
output increases. . . 

Fixed cost does not vary with the level of output-it must be pald e\'en if 
there is no output. Tile ollly ~uay tizat a finn ({In elimillate its fixed costs is by goiilg out 
of business. 
. Which costs are variable and which are fixed depends on the time horizon 
that vve are considering. Over a very short time horizon-say, one or tW? 
months-most costs are fixed. Over such a short period, a firm is typically obl1-
o-ated to receive and pay for contracted shipments of materials and Calmot easily 
o· h layoff workers. On the other hand, over a long time horizon-say two or tree 
v~ars-many costs become variable. Over a long time horizon, if the fiml wants 
to reduce its-output, it can reduce its workforce, purchase less raw material, and 
perhaps even sell off some of its capital. 

When a firm plans a chano-e in its operations, it usually wants to know how 
that change will affect its cost~. Consider, for example, a problem Delta Air Lines 
faced recently. Delta 'wanted to know how its costs would change if it reduced 
the number of its scheduled flights by 10 percent. The answer depends on 
whether we are considering the short run or the long run. Over the short l'un-
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say six months-schedules are fixed and it is difficult to layoff or discharge 
workers. As a result, most of Delta's short-run costs are fixed and won't be 
reduced significantly with the flight reduction. In the long run-say two years 
or more-the situation is quite different. Delta has sufficient time to sell or lease 
planes that ar;e not needed ~nd to discharge unneeded wo~ke.r~. In thi.s case, 
most of Delta s costs are vanable and thus can be reduced slgmflcantly if a 10-
percent Hight reduction is put in place. 

Fixed versus Sunk Costs 
People often confuse fixed and swlk costs. Fixed costs are costs that are paid by a 
firm that is in business, regardless of the level of output it produces. Such costs 
can include, for example, the salaries of the key executives that run the business, 
and expenses for their office space and support staff. Fixed costs can be avoided 
if the firm goes out of business-the key executives, for example, will no longer 
be needed. Sunk costs, on the other hand, are costs that have been incurred and 
camlOt be recovered. An example is the cost of a factory 'with specialized equip
ment that is of no use in another industry. This expenditure is mostly sunk 
because it cannot be recovered. (Some of the cost might be recoverable if the 
equipment is sold for scrap.) The cost of the factory and equipment is /lot a fixed 
cost, because it cannot be recovered even if the firm shuts down. Suppose, on the 
other hand, that the firm had agreed to make payments into a worker retirement 
plan as long as the firm was in operation, regardless of its output or its profitabil
ity. These payments could cease only if the firm went out of business. In this case, 
annual payments into the retirement program should be viewed as a fixed cost. 

A s you progress through this book, you will see that a firm's pricing and 
production decisions-and its profitability-depend strongly on the 

structure of its costs. It is therefore important for managers to understand the 
characteristics of production costs and to be able to identify which costs are 
fixed, which are variable, and which are smlk. TIle relative si~es of these differ
ent cost components can vary considerably across industries. Good examples 
include the personal computer industry (where most costs are variable), the 
computer software induShy (where most costs are swlk), and the pizzeria busi
ness (where most costs are fixed). Let's look at each of these in rum. 

Companies like Dell, Gateway, Compaq, and IBM produce millions of per
sonal computers every year. Because the computers they produce are very sim
ilar, competition is intense, and profitability depends critically on the ability to 
keep costs down. Most of these costs are variable-they increase in proportion 
to the number of computers produced each year. Most important is the cost of 
components: the microprocessor that does much of the actual computation, 
memory chips, hard disk drives and other storage devices, video and sound 
c~rds, etc. Typically, the majority of these components are purchased from out
Side suppliers in quantities that depend on the number of computers produced. 

Another important part of variable cost for these companies is labor, 
workers are needed to assemble the computers and then to package and ship 
them. There is little in the wav of swlk costs because the factories cost little rel
ative to the value of the comp~ny's annual output. Likewise, there is little in the 
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way of fixed costs-perhaps the salaries of the top executives, some security 
gu~rds, and electricity. Thus, when Dell and Gateway think about ways of 
reducina cost the" focus laraely on oaettinoa better prices for components Or 

b I) 0 J 

reducing labor requirements-both of which are ways of reducing yariable 

cost. 
What about the software programs that run on these personal com,puters? 

Microsoft produces the Windmvs operating system as well as a \'ariety of 
applications such as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. But many other finns_ 
some large and some small-also produce software programs that run on 
personal computers. The costs of production for such fin~s are quite differ
ent from those facina hardware manufacturers. In sottware production o 
most costs are sUllk, Typically, a software firm will spend a large amount of 
money to develop a new application program. These expenditures cannot be 

recovered. 
Once the program is completed, the company can try to recoup its invest-

ment (and make a profit as well) by selling as many copies of the program as 
possible. The variable cost of producing copies of the program is very small
it is largely the cost of copying the program to Hoppy disks or CDs and then 
packaging and shipping the product. Like'wise, the fixed cost of production is 
smalL Because most costs are sunk, entering the software business can 
involve considerable risk. Until the development money has been spent and 
the product has been released for sale, an entrepreneur is unlikely to know 
how many copies can be sold and whether or not he ,'1'ill be able to make 

money. 
Finally, let's turn to your neighborhood pizzeria. For the pizzeria, the 

largest component of cost is fixed, Sunk costs are fairly low because pizza 
ovens, chairs, tables, and dishes can be resold if the pizzeria goes out ot busi
ness. Variable costs are also fairly low-mainly the ingredients for pizza 
(Hour, tomato sauce, cheese, and pepperoni for a typical large pizza might cost 
$1) and perhaps wages for a couple of 'workers to help produce, sen'e, and 
deliver the pizzas. Most of the cost is fixed-the opportunity cost of the 
owner's time (he might typically work a 60- or 70-hour week), rent, and utili
ties. Because of these high fixed costs, most pizzerias (which might charge $10 
for a pizza costing about $3 in variable cost to produce) don't make very 

7m2 Cost' 
We begin our detailed analysis of cost with the short-run case. The distinction 
betvveen fixed and variable costs is important here. To decide how much to pro
duce, managers must know how variable cost increases with the level of output. 
It will also be helpful to consider some other measures of cost. We will use a spe
cific example that typifies the cost situation of many firms. After we explain eac~ 
of the cost concepts, we will show how they relate to the analysis in Chapter 6 at 

the firm's production process, 
The data in Table 7.1 describe a firm with a fixed cost of $50. Variable cost 

increases 'with output, as does total cost, which is the sum of the fixed cost in col
unTIl 1 and the variable cost in colunu1 2. From the figures given in columns 1 
and 2, a number of additional cost variables can be defined. 
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(UNITS 
PER YEAR) 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

FIXED 
COST 

(DOLLARS 
PER YEAR) 

(FC) 
(1) 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

50 

VARIABLE 
COST 

(DOl.LARS 
PER YEAR) 

(VC) 
(2) 

0 

50 

78 

98 

112 

130 

150 

175 

204 

242 

300 

385 

AVERAGE 
TOTAL MARGINAL FIXED 
COST COST COST 

(DOLLARS (DOLLARS (DOLLARS 
PER YEAR) PER UNIT) PER UNIT) 

(TC) (MC) (AFC) 
(3) (4) (5) 

50 

100 50 50 

128 28 25 

148 20 16} 

162 14 12.5 

180 18 10 

200 20 8.3 

225 25 7J 

254 29 6.3 

292 38 5.6 

350 58 5 

435 85 4.5 

Marginal cost-sometimes called illcn:lIlclltol cost-is 
the increase in cost that results from producing one extra unit of output. Because 
fixed cost does not change as the firm's le\'e! of output changes, rnarginal cost is 
equal to the increase in yariable cost or the increase in total cost that results from 
an extra unit of output. We can therefore write marginal cost as 

MC = ~VC/~Q = STC/~Q 

Marginal cost te21s us how much it will cost to expand the firm's output by 
one Ul11t. In Table 1.1, marginal cost is calculated from either the \'ariable cost 
~column 2)?r the total cost (column 3). For example, the rnarginal cost of increas
mg output trom 2 to 3 units is 520 because the \'ariable cost of the firm increases 
from S78 to 598. (The total cost of production also increases bv 520, from 5128 to 
51-18. Total cost differs from \'ariable cost onlv bv the fixed co~t, which bv defini-
tion does not change as output changes.) , - -

. Average total cost, used interchangeably with 
WIth llI'cmgc ccollolllic cost, is the firm's total cost di\'ided bv its le\'e! of 

output, TCIQ. Thus the a\'erage total cost of producina at a rate o{ fi\'e units is 
536-:-that is, 5180/5. Basicall;;, ayerage total cost tells u~ the per-unit cost of pro
duCtlOl1. 

ATC has two components. Average fixed cost is the fixed cost (column 1 of 
Table 7.1) di\'il~ed by the le\'ei of output, FCIQ.. For example, the a\'e1'
age fixed cost ot producing -1 units of output is 512.50 (550/-1). Because fixed 
cost is constant, a\'erage fixed cost declines as the rate of output increases. 

AVERAGE AVERAGE 
VARIABLE TOTAL 

COST COST 
(DOLLARS (DOLLARS 
PER UNIT) PERUNJT) 

(AVC) (ATC) 
(6) (7) 

50 100 

39 64 

32.7 49.3 

28 40.5 

26 36 

25 33.3 

25 32.1 

25.5 31.8 

26.9 32.4 

30 35 

35 39.5 

marginal cost (MC) Increase 
in cost resulting from the pro
duction of one extra unit of 
output 

average total cost (ATC) 
Firm's total cost di\'ided b\' 
its le\'el of output. -

average fixed cost (AFC) 
Fixed cost di\'ided by the le\'el 
of output 

:; 
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average variable cost (AVC) 
Variable cost diyided bv' the 
level of output. ' 

In §6.3, we explain that dimin
ishing marginal returns occurs 
when additional inputs result 
in a decrease in additions to 
output. 

The marginal product of 
labor is discussed in §6.3. 

Average variable cost (AVe) is \'ariable cost di\'ided by the level of output, 
VC/Q. The a\'erage \'ariable cost of producing 5 units of output is 526-that is, 

5130/5. 

Table 7.1 shows that variable and total costs increase with output.. The rate at 
which these costs in.crease depends on the nature of the production process and, 
in particular, on the extent to which production im'oh'es diminishing returns to 
variable factors. Recall from Chapter 6 that diminishing returns to labor OCCurs 
"when the marginal product of labor is decreasing. If labor is the only input, "what 
happens as we increase the firm's output? To produce more output, the firm 
must hire more labor. Then, if the marginal product of labor decreases as the 
amount of labor hired is increased (owing to diminishing rehlrns), succeSSively 
greater expenditures must be made to produce output at the higher rate. As a 
result, variable and total costs increase as the rate of output is increased. On the 
other hand, if the marginal product of labor decreases only slightly as the 
amount of labor is increased, costs will not rise so fast when the rate of output is 

increased 1 

Let's look at the relationship between production and cost in more detail by 
concentrating on the costs of a firm that can hire as much labor as it wishes at a 
fixed wage lL'. Recall that marginal cost MC is the change in variable cost for a 1-
Lmit change in output (i.e., ..l VC/ ..lQ). But the change in variable cost is the per
unit cost of the extra labor w tinles the amount of extra labor needed to produce 
the extra output..lL Since ..lVC = w..lL, it fo11o\\'s that 

MC = ..lVC/..lQ = 'U..lL!..lQ 

Recall from Chapter 6 that the marginal product of labor MPL is the change in 
output resulting from a I-unit change in labor input, or ..lQ/..lL Therefore, the 
extra labor needed to obtain an extra unit of output is ..lL/..lQ = l/MPL· As a 

result, 

MC = ,ujivlPL 
(7.1) 

Equation (7.1) states that Inarginal cost is equal to the price of the input 
di\'ided by its marginal product. Suppose, for example, that the marginal prod
uct of labor is 3 and the \vage rate is 530 per hour. In that case, 1 hour of labor 
will increase output by 3 units, so that 1 unit of output will require 1/3 addi
tional hour of labor and will cost 510. The marginal cost of producing that unit of 
output is 510, which is equal to the 'wage, 530, divided by the marginal product 
of labor, 3. A low marginal product of labor means that a large amount of addi
tionallabor is needed to produce more output, a fact that leads, in turn, to a high 
marginal cost. Conversely, a high marginal product means that the labor require
ment is low, as is the marginal cost. More generally, whenever the marginal 
produ,ct of labor decreases, the marginal cost of production increases, and vice 
\'ersa.-

1 We are implicitly assuming that because labor is hired in competiti\"e markets. the pa\'ment per 
unit of factor used is the same regardless of the firm's output 
2 With two or more \'ariable inputs. the relationship is more complex The basic principle, hO\\'e\'er, 
still holds: The greater the producth'ity of factors, the less the \'ariable cost that the firm must incur 
to produce any given le\'el of output 
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Diminishing 
margi!1al returns means. that the marginal product declines as the quan
tity at labor employed mcreases. As a result, when there are diminishina mar
ai;1al returns, marginal cost will increase as output increases. This can be s~en bv 
looking at the numbers for marginal cost in Table 7.L For output levels from 0 
through 4, marginal cost is declining; for output le\'els from 4 throuah 11, how
ever, marginal cost is increasing-a reflection of the presence of diminishina 
marginal returns. b 

The Shapes the Cost Curves 
Figure 7.1 illust:'ates how \'arious cost measures change as output changes. The 
top part of the flgure shows total cost and its two components, variable cost and 

.. 
Cost ,100 L 

(dollars 
per 

year) 
300 

173 

100 

Cost 100 
(dollars 

per 
unit) 

73 

30 

2 3 ,1 5 6 7 8 

(a) I 

6 7 8 

(b) 

TC 

VC 

FC 

9 10 11 12 13 

Output (units per year) 

MC 

AVC 

9 10 11 

Output (units per year) 

In (a) total cost TC is the vertical sum of fixed cost FC and variable cost Ve. In 
(b) average total cost ATC is the sum of averaae variable cost AVC and averaae fixed 
cost A.Fe. Marginal cost MC crosses the a\'er~ge variable cost and averaae tgtal cost 
curves at their minimum b 
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fixed cost; the bottom part shows marginal cost and average costs. These cost 
cun'es, vvhich are based on the information in Table 7.1, provide different kinds 
of information. 

Observe in Figure 7.1(a) that fixed cost FC does not vary with output-it is 
shown as a horizontal line at 550. Variable cost VC is zero when output is zero and 
then increases continuously as output increases. The total cost cun'e TC is deter
mined by vertically adding the fixed cost curve to the variable cost curve. Because 
fixed cost is constant, the vertical distance beh\'een the h\'o curves is always $50. 

Figure 7.1(b) shows the corresponding set of marginal and average variable 
cost curves3 Because total fixed cost is £50, the average fixed cost cun'e AFC 
falls continuously from £50 \'{hen output is 1, toward zero for large output. The 
shapes of the remaining curves are determined by the relationship between the 
marginal and average cost CLUTes. Whene\'er marginal cost lies below average 
cost, the average cost curve falls. Whenever marginal cost lies abo\'e average 
cost, the average cost curve rises. vVhen average cost is at a minimum, marginal 
cost equals average cost. 

Marginal and average costs are another example of the average-marginal relation-
ship described in Chapter 6 (with respect to marginal and average product). At an 
output of 5 in Table 7.1, for example, the marginal cost of 18 is below the average vari
able cost of $26; thus the average is lowered in response to increases in output. But 
when marginal cost is 529, which is greater than average variable cost (5255), the 
average increases as output increases. Finally, when marginal cost (525) and average 
cost (525) are the same, average variable cost remains unchanged (at about 525). 

The ATC curve sho'ws the average total cost of production. Because a\'erage 
total cost is the sum of average variable cost and average fixed cost and the AFC 
curve declines everywhere, the vertical distance beh·veen the ATC and AVC curves 
decreases as output increases. TIle AVC cost cun'e reaches its minimum point at a 
lower output than the ATC curve. This follO\'\'s because MC = A VC at its mini
mum point and MC = ATC at its minimum point. Because ATC is always greater 
than AVC and the marginal cost curve MC is rising, the minimum point of the 
ATC curve must lie above and to the right of the minimum point of the AVC curve. 

Another way to see the relationship between the total cost cun-es and the 
a\'erage and marginal cost curves is to consider the line drawn frorn origin to 
point A in Figure 7,l(a). In that figure, the slope of the line measures a\'erage 
\'ariable cost (a total cost of 5175 divided by an output of 7, or a cost per unit of 
525). Because the slope of the VC curve is the marginal cost (it measures the 
change in variable cost as output increases by 1 unit), the tangent to the VC 
CLUTe at A is the marginal cost of production when output is 7. At A, this mar
ginal cost of $25 is equal to the average variable cost of 525, because a\'erage 
variable cost is minim.ized at this output. 

Note that the firm's output is measured as a flow: The firm produces a certain 
number of units per yenr. Thus its total cost is a flo'w-for example, some number 
of dollars per year. (Average and marginal costs, however, are measured in dol
lars per unit.) For simplicity, we will often drop the time reference, and refer to 
total cost in dollars and output in units. But you should remember that a firm's 
production of output and expenditure of cost occur over some time period. For 
simplicity, we will often use cost (C) to refer to total cost. Likewise, unless noted 
otherwise, we will use nI'ernge cost (AC) to refer to average total cost. 

3 The cun'es do not exactlv match the numbers in Table 7.1. Because marginal cost represents the 
change in cost associated \;ith a change in output, we have plotted the Me cun'e for the first unit of 
output by setting output equal to~, for the second unit by setting output equal to It and so on 
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Marginal and a\'erage cost are \'ery important concepts. As we will see in 
Chapter 8, they enter critically into the firm's choice of output leyel. KnowledGe 
of short-fur: costs is particularly important for firms that operate in an enviro~l
rnent in whlCh demand conditions fluchlate considerably. If the firm is cunently 
producing at a l~\'el of O~ltput a~ which marginal cost is" sharply increasing, and 
if demand ma,Y mcrease m the tuture, management might ,vant to expand pro
duction capaClty to avoid higher costs, 

Al~lmin~ml is ~ ligh~~reight versatile lr:etal used in.a wide vari~ty. of applica
hons, mcludmg all planes, automobIles, packagmg, and bmldmg materi

als. The production of aluminum begins with the mining of bauxite in such 
cow1tries as Australia, Brazil, Guinea, Jamaica, and Suriname. Bauxite is an ore 
that contains a relatively high concentration of alumina (aluminum oxide), 
whicl: is .separated frorn the bauxite through a chemical refining process, The 
alum~1a 1S then .converted to aluminum through a smelting process in which an 
electnc current IS used to separate the oxygen atoms from the aluminum oxide 
:nolecule~. It is this smelt~lg process-which is the most costly step in produc
mg alummum-that we tocus on here, 

All of the major aluminum producers, including Alcoa, Alcan, Reynolds, 
Alumax, an~ Kai~el~ operate smelting plants. A typical smelting plant ,v"ill have 
hvo productlOn Imes, each of which produces approximately 300 to -l00 tons of 
alul1-:inum per day. We will focus on the short-run cost of pl:oduction. Thus we 
cons1der the cost of operating an existing plant because there is insufficient 
time in the short run to build additional plants. (It takes about four years to 
plan, build, and fully equip an aluminum smelting plant.) , 

Although the cost of a smelting plant is substantial (over 51 billion), we will 
assum~ that the plant carmot be sold, and therefore the expendihlre is sunk and 
can be 19nored. Furthermore, because fixed costs, which are larGely for admin-
· . 0 " 
lsh'ahve expenses, are relatively small, we 'will ignore them also. Thus we can 
focus entirely on short-run variable costs. Table 7.2 shows the averaGe of,erat-
· f 0 mg costs or a t~pical aluminum smelter.~ The cost numbers apply to a plant 
that nm~ ~:'o sh1fts. per day to produce 600 tons of aluminum per day. If prices 
w~re sufflClently Illgh, the firm could choose to operate the plant on a three
sh1~ts-per-day basis by asking 'workers to work overtime. However, wage and 
mamtenance costs would likely increase about 50 percent for this third shift 
because of the need to pay higher overtime wages. We have divided the cost 
components in Table 7.2 into two groups. The first group includes those costs 
that would remain the same at any output level, and the second includes costs 
that,would increase if output exceeded 600 tons per day. 
· Note that the largest cost components for an aluminum smelter are electric-
1ty an~ the cost of alumina; together they represent about 60 percent of total 
?perating costs. Because elech"icity, alumina, and other raw materials are used 
m direct proportion to the amOLmt of aluminum produced, they represent vari
able costs that are constant with respect to the level of output. The costs of 
labor, maintenance, and freight are also proportional to the level of output, 

Sc
Tl his examp~e is based on Kelmeth S. Corts, "The Aluminum Industn' in 1994," Han'ard Business 
1001 Case N9-799-129, April 1999 ' 
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A Variable costs that are constant for all output levels 

Electricity $316 

Alumina 369 

Other raw materials 125 

Plant power and fuel 10 

Subtotal $820 

B Variable costs that increase when output exceeds 600 tons/day 

Labor $150 

Maintenance 120 

Freight 50 

Subtotal $320 

Total operating costs $1140 

but only when the plant operates two shifts per day- To increase outpu.t above 
600 tor{s per day, a third shift would be necessary and would r~sult 111 a 50-
percent increase in the per-ton costs of labor, ma~1tenance, and frelght. 

The short-run maro-inal cost and average vanable cost curves for the smelt
ing plant are shown bin Figure 7.2. The marginal and average variable cost 
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The short-run averaae variable cost of smelting is constant for output levels usin,g up 
to two labor shifts. VVhen the third shift is added, marginal cost and average vanable 

curves are horizontal at a cost of 51140 per ton for outputs up to 600 tons per 
day, which represents the maximum output achievable with two shifts per day 
of production, As we mow to the increased production of aluminum by means 
of a third shift, the marginal cost of labor, maintenance, and freight increases 
from 5320 per ton to 5480 per ton, vvhich causes marginal cost as a whole to 
increase from 51140 per ton to S1300 per ton, As the figure shows, the increases 
in marginal costs cause average costs to increase as well. Finally, when output 
reaches 900 tons per day, an absolute capacity constraint is reached, at which 
point the marginal and average costs of production become infinite. -

7.3 
In the long n111, the firm can change all its inputs. In this section we show how a 
firm chooses the combination of inputs that minimizes the cost of producing a 
given output. We will also examine the relationship between long-run cost and 
the level of output. We begin by taking a careful look at the firm's cost of using 
capital equipment We then show how this cost, along with the cost of labor, 
enters into the production decision. 

The User Cost of Capital 
Firms often rent or lease equipment, buildings, and other capital used in the pro
duction process. On other occasions, the capital is purchased, In our analysis, 
howe\'er, it will be useful to heat capital as though it v,'ere rented, even if it was, 
in fact, purchased. An illustration will help to explain how and why we do this. 
Follmving on our previous example, let's suppose that Delta Airlines is thinking 
about purchasing a new Boeing 777 airplane for 5150 million, Even though Delta 
would pay a large sum for the airplane now, for economic purposes the pur
chase price can be allocated or alllorti:ed across the life of the airplane, This will 
allow Delta to compare its revenues and costs on an al1l11wl flow basis. We will 
assume that the life of the airplane is 30 years; the amortized cost is therefore 55 
million per year. The 55 million can be viewed as the aJl111wl ecollomic depreciatioll 
for the airplane. 

So far, we have ignored the fact that had the firm not purchased the airplane, 
it could have earned interest on its 5150 million. This forgone interest is an oppor
tunity cost that must be accounted for. Therefore, the user cost of capital-the 
annual cost of O\\·ning and using the airplane instead of selling it or ne\,er buy
~ng it in the first place-is giyen by the slim of tile ecollomic depreciatioll alld the 
IIlterest (i,e" the fillallcial retlll'1l) that cOlild have beell ea/'lled fwd the IllOllel/ beell 
invested elsewhere." Formally, ' 

User Cost of Capital = Economic Depreciation + (Interest Rate)(Value of Capital) 

5 More preciseh', the financial return should renect an il\\'eshnent with similar risk The interest rate, 
therefore, should include a risk premium. We discuss this point in Chapter 15 

7 The Cost of Production 2 5 

user cost of capital Sum of 
the aIUlual cost of owning and 
using a capital asset, equal to 
economic depreciation plus 
forgone interest. 
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rental rate Cost per year of 
renting one unit of capital 

In our example, economic depreciation on the airplane is $5 million per year. 
Suppose Delta could have earned a return of 10 percent had it im'ested its 
money elsewhere. In that case, the user cost of capital is $5 million + ClO)($150 
millidn - depreciation). As the plane depreciates over time, its value declines, 
as does the opportunity cost of the financial capital that is invested in it For 
example, at the time of purchase, looking forward for the first year, the user cost 
of capital is $5 million + ClO)(S150 million) = S20 million, In the tenth year of 
o\vnership, the airplane, which will have depreciated by S50 million, will be 
worth $100 million. At that point, the user cost of capital will be $5 million + 
(.10)(5100 million) = S15 million per year. 

We can also express the user cost of capital as a rate per dollar of capital: 

I' Depreciation rate + Interest rate 

For our airplane example, the depreciation rate is 1/30 = 3.33 percent per year. 
If Delta could have earned a rate of return of 10 percent per year, its user cost of 
capital would be I' = 3.33 + 10 = 13.33 percent per year. 

In the long run, the firm can change all its inputs. We will now show hm,>' the 
firm chooses the combination of inputs that minimizes the cost of producing a 
given output. We will then exam.ine the relationship between long-run cost and 
the level of output. 

The Cost-Minimizing Input Choice 
We now hm1 to a fundamental problem that all firms face: hmu to select il1pllts to 
produce a given outPllt at minimum cost. For simplicity, we will work with hvo 
variable inputs: labor (measured in hours of work per year) and capital (mea
sured in hours of use of machinery per year). 

The amount of labor and capital that the firm uses will depend, of course, on 
the prices of these inputs. We will assume that there are competitive rnarkets for 
both inputs, so that their prices are unaffected by what the firm does. (In 
Chapter 14 we will examine labor markets that are not competitive.) In this 
case the price of labor is simp Iv the waoe rate, IU. But what about the price of , • 0 

capital? 

In the long nm, the firm can adjust the amount of cap
ital it uses, (Even capital includes specialized machinery that has no alter
native use, expenditures on this machinery are not yet sunk and must be taken 
into account; the firm is deciding prospectively how much capital to obtain. 
Unlike labor expenditures, however, large initial expenditures on capital are nec
essary. In order to compare the firm's expenditure on capital with its ongoing 
cost ~f labor, we want to express this capital expendihll'e as a flow-e.g., in dollars 
per year. To do this, we must amortize the expendihue by spreading it o\'er the 
lifetime of the capital, and \\'e must also account for the forgone interest that the 
firm could have earned by investirw the mone" elsewhere. As we have just seen, • 1:> J 

this is exactly what we do ,\'hen we calculate the user cost of capital. As above, the 
price of capital is its user cost, given by r = Depreciation rate + Interest rate. 

Sometimes capital is rented rather than purchased. 
An example is office space in a large office building. In this case, the price of cap
ital is its rental rate-i.e., the cost per year for renting a unit of capital. 
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Does this mean that we must distinguish between capital that is rented and 
capital that .is purcha~~d when we determine th~ ~l'ice of capital? No. If the cap
ital market IS cornpehhve (as we have assumed It IS), the rental rate should be equal 
to the lIser cost, 1'. Why? Because in a competitive market, firms that own capital 
(e.g., the owner of the large office building) expect to earn a competitive rehm1 
when they rent it-namely, the rate of return that they could have earned by 
investing their money elsewhere, plus an amount to compensate for the depreci
ation of the capitaL This cOll1petitive return is the user cost of capital. 

Many textbooks simply assume that all capital is rented at a rental rate r. As 
we have just seen, this assumption is reasonable. HO'wever, you should now 
understand wiry it is reasonable: Capital that is purchased call be treated as though it 
were rellted at a relltall'l1te equal to the user cost of capital. 

For the remainder of this chapter~ we will therefore assume that the firm rents 
all of its capital at a rental rate, or "price," r, just as it hires labor at a wage rate, 
or "price," w. We can now focus on how a firm takes these prices into account 
when determining how much capital and labor to utilize. 6 

The Isocost line 
We begin by looking at the cost of hiring factor inputs, which can be represented 
by a firm's isocost lines. An isocost line shows all possible combinations of labor 
and capital that can be purchased for a given total cost. To see what an isocost 
line looks like, recall that the total cost C of producing any particular output is 
given by the sum of the firm's labor cost wL and its capital cost rK: 

C = wL + rK (7.2) 

For each different level of total cost, equation (7.2) describes a different isocost 
line. In Figure 7.3, for example, the isocost line Co describes all possible combina
tions of labor and capital that cost a total of Co to hire. 

If we rewrite the total cost equation as an equation for a straight line, 
we get 

K = C/r - (wlr)L 

It follows that the isocost line has a slope of f::,.K/ilL = (wlr), which is the ratio 
of the wage rate to the rental cost of capital. Note that this slope is similar to the 
slope of the budget line that the consumer faces (because it is determined solely 
~y the prices of the goods in question, whether inputs or outputs). It tells us th;t 
if the firm gave up a unit of labor (and recovered w dollars in cost) to buv wlr 
units.of capital at a cost of r dollars per unit, its total cost of production ,\:ould 
remam the same. For example, if the ,·\,age rate were $10 and the rental cost of 
capital S5, the firm could replace one unit of labor with h,>'o lmits of capital with 
no change in total cost. 

!t is possible, of course, that input prices might increase with demand because of overtime or a rel
;:ve shortage of capital equipment We discuss the possibility of a relationship between the price of 

ctor I!1puts and the quantitIes demanded by a firm in Chapter 14 .. 

isocost line Graph showing 
all possible combinations of 
labor and capital that can be 
purchased for a given total 
cost 
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Isocost curves describe the combination of inputs to production that cost the same 
amount to the firm. Isocost curve C 1 is tangent to isoquant Ql at A and sho'ws that 
output Ql can be produced at minimum cost with labor input Ll and capital input 
K1. Other input combinations-L2, K2 and L3, K 3-yield the same output at higher 
cost. 

Choosing Inputs 
Suppose we wish to produce at an output le\-el Ql' How can we do so at mini
mum cost? Look at the firm's production isoquant, labeled Q1I in Figure 7.3. The 
problem is to choose the point on this isoquant that minimizes total cost. 

Figure 7.3 illustrates the solution to this problem. Suppose the firm were to 
spend Co on inputs. Unfortunately, no combination of inputs can be purchased 
for expenditure Co that will allm\' the finn to achieve output Q1' However, out
put Ql can be achie\'ed 'with the expenditure of C2, either by using K2 units of 
capital and units of labor or by using K3 units of capital and L3 units of labor. 
But C2 is not the minimum cost. The same output Ql can be produced more 
cheaply, at a cost of C1, by using Kl units of capital and Ll w1its of labor. In fact, 
isocost line C1 is the lowest isocost line that allo-ws output Q1 to be produced. TIle 
point of tangency of the isoquant Ql and the isocost line C1 at point A tells us the 
cost-minimizing choice of inputs, L1 and K]I \Nhich can be read directly from the 
diagram. At this point, the slopes of the isoquant and the isocost line are just equal. 

When the expenditure on all inputs increases, the slope of the isocost 
line does not change-because the prices of the inputs have not changed. 
The intercept, however, increases. Suppose that the price of one of the inputs, 
such as labOl~ were to increase. In that case, the slope of the isocost line - (w/r) 
would increase in rnagnitude and the isocost line vvould become steeper. 
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Facn:g an iSocos: curve C~, the firm produces output Ql at point A using L units of 
labor and K1 U~l1ts of capIt~L When the price of labor increases, the isoco~t curves 
bLeco~le steeper. Output Ql IS now produced at point Bon isocost curve Co by using 

2 ruuts of labor and K2 units of capital. -

Figure 7.4 shows this. Initiallv, the isocost line is C and t1.1e fl'r '" . t f . d . - I, 1 m mlIl1rruzes Its 
cos s a pro UCl~g output Q1 at A by using L1 units of labor and K units of ca i-
tal. \~Then the pnce of labor increases, the isocost line becomes st~e . Th . P 
~ost lm.e ~2 :'efle~ts the higher price of labor. Facing this higher pricePo~\abo~ l::~ 
rm rnmU11lzes Its cost of producing output Q1 bv producinO" at B llSU' 10" L ' 't 

of labor a . d K . t - . - b' bOurn S 
I b _ 11 . 2 U~11 S at ~apItaL The firm has responded to the higher p~ice of 
a or by substrtutmg capItal for labor in the production process. 

in How does ~he isocost line relate to the firm's production process? Recall that 
of ~u~a:1alysIs o~ pr?duction technology, \'le showed that the marginal rate 
of ec . 11cal substrtu~lOn MRTS of labor for capital is the negative of the slo e 
ca;~:l~soquant and IS equal to the ratio of the marginal products of labor a~d 

MRTS = - ':'K/':'L = MPdMP
K (7.3) 

~~~~~hwe n~t~d th~t.th: isocost line ~as a slope of tlK/tlL = -w/r. It follows 
10" en a .f~Im 111lI11mlZes the cost of producing a particular output the fa 1-

1\ 111g condItion holds: ' 

MPdMP.J..: = Iu/r 

In §6.2, we explain that the 
M~TS is the amount by 
which the input of capital can 
be reduced ·when one extra 
unit of labor is used, so that 
output remains constant. 
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We can rewrite this condition slightly as follows: 

(7.4) ] 

MPdw is the additional output that results from spending an additional dol
lar for labor. Suppose that the wage rate is $10 and that adding a ,yorker to the 
production process will increase output by 20 units. The additional output per 
dollar spent on an additional worker \·vill be 20/10 = 2 units of output per dol
lar. Similarly, MPdr is the additional output that results fronl spending an 
additional dollar for capital. Therefore, equation (7.4) tells us that a cost-mini_ 
mizing finn should choose its quantities of inputs so that the last dollar's :vorth 
of any input added to the production process yields the same amount ot extra 
output 

\,\ihy must this condition hold for cost minimization? Suppose that in addi
tion t~ the 510 wage rate, the rental rate on capital is $2. Suppose also that 
adding a unit of capital will increase output by 20 units. In that case, the addi
tional output per dollar of capital input would be 20/52 = 10 units of output per 
dollar. Because a dollar spent for capital is five times more productive than a 
dollar spent for labor, the firm will want to use more capital and less labor. If the 
finn reduces labor and increases capital, its marginal product of labor ,vill rise 
and its marginal product of capital vl'ill fall. Eventually, the point will be 
reached where the production of an additional unit of output costs the same 
regardless of which additional input is used. At that point the finn is minimiz
ing its cost. 

S~eel plan~s are often bui~t on or near riv~rs. A river offers r~adily ava,ilable, 
mexpensl\'e h'ansportahon for both the Iron ore that goes mto the produc

tion process and the finished steel itself. Unfortunately, it also pro\'ides a cheap 
disposal method for by-products of the production process, called eff7uent. For 
example, a steel plant processes its iron ore for use in blast furnaces by grinding 
taconite deposits into a fine consistency. During this process, the ore is 
extracted bv a ma£cnetic field as a flow of water and fine ore passes through the 

• b d 
plant. One by-product of this process-fine taconite particles-can be dumpe 
in the river at relatively little cost to the firm. Alternative removal methods Of 

private h'eahnent plants are relatively expensive. 
Because the taconite particles are a nondegradable waste that can harm veg

etation and fish, the Elwironmental Protection Agency (EPA) has imposed an 
effluent fee-a per-unit fee that the steel finn must pay for the effluent that 
goes into the river. How should the manager of a steel plant deal with the 
imposition of this effluent fee to minirnize the costs of production? 

Suppose that without regulation the plant is producing 2000 tons of steel ~er 
month, using 2000 machine-hours of capital and 10,000 gallons of water (wluch 
contains taconite particles when returned to the river). The manager estimates 
that a machine-hour costs $40 and dumping each gallon of waste\','ater in the 
river costs 510. The total cost of production is therefore 5180,000: 580,000 for 
capital and 5100,000 for ·wastewater. How should the manager respond to an EPA
imposed effluent fee of 510 per gallon of waste\\'ater dumped? The manager 

(machine
hours per 

month) 

1,000 
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20,000 Wastewater 
(gallons per month) 

When th~ firm is not ch~rged for dumping its wastewater in a rivel~ it chooses to pro
duc.e a gwen output usmg 10,000 gallons of 'wastewater and 2000 machine-hours of 
capItal, at A. Howevel~ an effluent fee raises the cost of wastewatel~ shifts the isocost 
curve h'om Fe to DE, and causes the finn to produce at B-a process that results in 
much less effluent. 

~10WS that there is sOI1:e He:,ibility in the production process. If the firm puts 
mto place more expensIve etHuent treatment equipment, the finn can achieve 
the same output with less wastewater" 

F~?ur: ~.5 shO\\:s the cost-minimizing response. The vertical axis measures 
the hrm s rnput ot capital in machine-hours per month-the horizontal axis 
measures the quantity of wastewater in gallons per month. First, consider the 
level at w~lich th~ firm produces when there is no eft1uent fee. Point A repre
sents the rnput ot capital and the level of wastewater that allows the firm to 
produce its quota of steel at minimum cost. Because the firm is minimizina 
cost: A lies O~l th~ isocost line Fe, which is tangent to the isoquant. The slope of 
the IS?CoSt lme IS equal to $10/540 = - 0.25 because a unit of capital costs 
four times more than a unit of wastewater. 

When the eft1uent fee is imposed, the cost of wastewater increases from 510 
per gallon to $20: For e\'ery gallon of wastewater (which costs 510), the firm has 
to pay the, gO\'ernment an additional 510. The eft1uent fee therefore increases 
the cost ot wastewater relati\'e to capital. To produce the same output at the 
~~,~es~ Possib2e ~os~' the l:nanager must ch?ose the isoco:,t line with a slope 
a S-~(540.- O"J .that IS tange:'t to the Isoquant. In FIgure 7.5, DE is the 
:PlO~I1ate IS0COSt lme, and B glyeS the appropriate choice of capital and 

1\ aste\\~ter" The move from A to B shows that with an eft1uent fee the use of an 
alternatll'e production technology that emphasizes the use of capital (3500 
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expansion path Curve pass
ing through points of tan
gency behveen a firm's isocost 
lines and its isoquants. 

machine-hours) and uses less wastewater (5000 gallons) is cheaper than the 
original process which did not emphasize recycling. Note that the total cost of 
production has increased to 5240,000: 5140,000 for capitat 550,000 for waste_ 
water, and 550,000 for the effluent fee.) 

We can learn two lessons from this decision. First, the more easily factors can 
be substituted in the production process-that is, the more easily the firm can 
deal with its taconite particles vvithout using the riv'er for 'waste treatment-the 
more effective the fee will be in reducing effluent Second, the greater the 
degree of substihltion, the less the firm '.",ill have to pay In our example, the fee 
vwuld have been 5100,000 had the firm not changed its inputs. Howe\'er, the 

a 550,000 fee by moving production from A to B. 

Cost Minimization with Varying Output Levels 
In the previous section vve saw how a cost-minimizing firm selects a combina
tion of inputs to produce a given level of output. Now we extend this analysis to 
see how the firm's costs depend on its output le\-el. To do this ,ve determ.ine the 
firm's cost-minimizing input quantities for each output level and then calculate 

the resulting cost. 
The cost-minimization exercise yields the result illustrated by Figure 7.6. We 

have assumed that the firm can hire labor L at LV = 510/hour and rent a unit of 
capital K for r = 520/hour. Given these input costs, ,,,"e have drawn three of the 
firm's isocost lines. Each isocost line is given by the following equation: 

C = (510/hour)(L) + (520/hour)(K) 

In the figure, the lowest (unlabeled) line represents a cost of 51,000; the middle 

line 52,000, and the highest line 53,000. 
You can see that each of the points A, B, and C in Figure 7.6(a) is a point of tan-

gency between an isocost curve and an isoquant Point B, for example, shows us 
that the lowest-cost way to produce 200 units of output is to use 100 units of 
labor and 50 units of capital; this combination lies on the 52,000 isocost line. 
Similarly, the lowest-cost way to produce 100 units of output (the lowest unla
beled isoquant) is 51,000 (at point A, L = 50, K = 25); the least-cost means of get
ting 300 units of output is 53,000 (at point C L = 150, K = 75). 

The curve passing through the points of tangency between the firm's isocost 
lines and its isoquants is its expansioll patiz. The expansion path describes the 
combinations of labor and capital that the firm will choose to minimize costs at 
each output leveL As long as the use of both labor and capital increases \\'ith out
put, the CUlye will be upward sloping. In this particular case we can easily calcU
late the slope of the line. As output increases from 100 to 200 units, capital 
increases from 25 to 50 units, while labor increases from 50 to 100 units. For each 
level of output, the finn uses half as much capital as labor. Therefore, the expan-

sion path is a straight line with a slope equal to 

j.K/j.L = (50 - 25)/(100 - 50) = ~ 

and Long-Run Costs Expansion 
The finn's expansion path contains the same information as its long-run total 
cost curve, C(q). This can be seen in Figure 7.6(b). To mo\'e from the expansion 
path to the cost curve, we follow three steps: 
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Expansion Path 

200 300 

Labor per Year 

(a) 

Long-Run Total Cost 

200 300 

Output, Units per Year 

(b) 

~~), the exp~io~ path (from the origin through points A, B, and C) illustrates the 
ou t-c~~t ~mfmations o~ labor and capital that can be used to produce each level of 
th~U m 1e ~ng run-I.e., v\'hen both inputs to production can be varied. In (b) 

d correspondmg long-nm total cost curve (from the oriGin thrOUGh points D E' 
an measures the least cost of the three b levels sh~wn in " 

1. (hoose an .out~ut level rep,resented by an isoquant in Figure 7.6(a). Then 
md the pomt ot tangency at that isoquant with an isocost lineo 

2. From the chosen isocost line determine the minimum cost of producinG the 
output level that has been selected. b 

3. Graph the output-cost combination in Figure 7.6(b). 
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Suppose we begin with an output of 100 units. The point of tangency of the 
100-unit isoquant with an isocost line is given by point A in Figure 7.6(a). 
Because A lies on the $1,000 isocost line, we knmv that the minimum cost of pro
ducing an output of 100 units in the long-run is $1,000. We graph this combina
tion of 100 units of output and $1,000 cost as point 0 in Figure 7.6(b). Point D 
thus represents the $1,000 cost of producing 100 Lmits of output. Similarly, point 
E represents the 52,000 cost of producing 200 units, which corresponds to point 
B on the expansion path. Finally, point F represents the 53,000 cost of 300 units 
corresponding to point C Repeating these steps for every level of output gives 
the long-rull totnl cost CUrI'e in Figure 7.6(b)-i.e., the minimum long-run cost of 
producing each level of output. 

In this particular example, the long-run total cost curve is a straight line. 
vVhy? Because there are constant returns to scale in production: As inputs 
increase proportionately, so do outputs. As ,ye will see in the next section, the 
shape of the expansion path provides information about how costs change with 
the scale of the firm's operation. 

We sa,'I' earlier (see Figure 7.1) that short-run average cost curves are U-shaped. 
We will see that long-run average cost curves can also be U-shaped, but different 
economic factors explain the shapes of these curves. In this section, we discuss 
Ion a-run averaae and mara-inal cost curves and highlight the differences 

b b b ~ ~ 

between the curves and their short-nm counterparts. 

The Inflexibility of Short-Run Production 
Recall that we defined the long run as occurring when all inputs to the firm are 
variable. In the long run, the firm's plmming horizon is long enough to allow for 
a change in plant size. This added flexibility allows the firm to produce at a 
lower average cost than in the short run. To see why, we might compare the situ
ation in which capital and labor are both flexible to the case in which capital is 
fixed in the short run. 

Figure 7.7 shows the firm's production isoquants. The firm's long-rull expan-
sioll pnth is the straight line from the origin that corresponds to the expansion 
path in Figure 7.6. Now, suppose capital is fixed at a level KI in the short run. To 
produce output QI' the firm would minimize costs by choosing labor equal to Lv 
corresponding to the point of tangency with the isocost line AB. The inflexibility 
appears when the firm decides to increase its output to Q2 without increasing its 
use of capital. If capital were not fixed, it would produce this output 'with capital 
K2 and labor Its cost of production would be reflected by isocost line CD. 

However, the fact that capital is fixed forces the finn to increase its output.bY 
using capital K] and labor L3 at point P. Point P lies on the isocost line EF, wl~ch 
represents a higher cost than isocost line CD. Why is the cost of produ~tlO~ 
higher 'when capital is fixed? Because the firm is unable to substitute relahVe~y 
inexpensive capital for more costly labor when it expands production. T~IS 
inflexibility is reflected in the short-rull expnnsion pnth, which begins as a hne 

Capital 
per 

Year 

o 
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F 
Labor per Year 

When a tu:l~ ope.ra.t~s n: the short nm, its cost of production may not be minimized 
because at infleXIbility m the use of capital inputs. Output is initially at level QI' In 
the short run, output Q2 can be produced only by increasina labor from L to L
because ca~ital is ~xed at K 1• In the long run, the same output c~ be produced mor~ 

by mcreasmg labor from L1 to L2 and from K] to K 2• 

from the origin and then becomes a horizontal line when the capital input 
reaches Kj • 

Long-Run Average ClOst 
In the long run, the ability to change the amount of capital allows the firm to 
reduce costs. To see how costs vary as the firm moves along its expansion path in 
the 10:1g run, we can look at the long-run average and marginal cost curves? The 
most Important determinant of the shape of the Ion a-run averaa-e and mara-inal 

t '1 . b b b 
~os curves IS t 18 relationship between the scale of the firm's operation and the 
mpu.ts tl;at are re~uired to minimize the firm's costs. Suppose, for example, that 
the fl:m s production process exhibits constant returns to scale at all input levels. 
In .thls case,. a doubling of inputs leads to a doubling of output. Because input 
pnces remam unc.hanged as output increases, the average cost of production 
must be the same tor all levels of output. 

Suppose instead that the firm's production process is subject to increasina 
returns to scale: A doubling of inputs leads to more than a doubling of output. I~ 
that case, the average cost of production falls with output because a doubling of 

:---------
, We saw tha t' tl It- tl I - I -" , ,m 1e s wr tun, 1e s1apes at t 1e a\'eraae and maramal cost cUr\'es were determined 
prrmanly by diminishing returns As we shO\\-ed in CI~apter 6, di~inishin" returns to each factor is 
consIstent WIth constant (or e\'en increasing) returns to scale '" 
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long-run average cost curve 
(LAC) Curve relating aver
age cost of production to out
put when all inputs, including 
capital, are variable. 

short-run average cost curve 
(SAC) Curve relating average 
cost of production to output 
when level of capital is fixed. 

long-run marginal cost curve 
(LMC) Change in long-run 
total cost as output is increased 
incrementally by 1 unit 
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Cost 
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per unit 

of output) 
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\Alhen a firm is producing at an output at 'which the long-nID average cost LAC is 
falling, the long-run marginal cost LMC is less than LAC. Conversely, when LAC is 
increasing, LMC is greater than LAC. The h,y-o curves intersect at A, where the LAC 
ClITVe achieves its rninimlll1. 

e 

costs is associated 'with a more than twofold increase in output. By the same 
logic, when there are decreasing returns to scale, the average cost of production 
must be increasing 'with output. 

We saw that the long-run total cost curve associated with the expansion path 
in Figure 7.6(a) was a straight line from the origin. In this constant-returns-to
scale case, the long-run average cost of production is constant: It is unchanged 
as output increases. For an output of 100, long-run a\"erage cost is 
51,000/100 = 510 per unit. For an output of 200, long-run a\"erage cost is 
52,000/200 = 510 per unit; for an output of 300, average cost is also 510 per lmit. 
Because a constant average cost means a constant marginal cost, the long-run 
a\"erage and marginal cost cun"es are gi\"en by a horizontal line at a 510/unit 
cost 

Recall that in the last chapter we examined a firm's production technology 
that exhibits first increasing returns to scale, then constant returns to scale, and 
eventually decreasing returns to scale. Figure 7.8 sho'ws a typical long-run aver
age cost curve (LAC) consistent with this description of the production process. 
Like the short-run average cost curve, the long-run average cost cun"e is U
shaped, but the source of the U-shape is increasing and decreasing returns to 
scale, rather than diminishing returns to a factor of production. 

The long-run marginal cost curve (LMC) can be determined from the long
run average cost cun'e; it measures the change in long-run total costs as output 
is increased incrementally LMC lies below the long-run average cost curve 
when LAC is falling and above it when LAC is risingS The two cm·ves intersect 
at A, where the long-run a\"erage cost cun"e achie\"es its minimum. In the special 
case in 'which LAC is constant, LAC and LMC are equaL 

S Recall that AC = TC/Q. It follows that, ~AC/~Q = -Q(~TC/~Q) TCQc = (:VIC - AC)/Q· 
Clearly,. when .-\C is increasing; ~AC/Q is positi\'e and .\IC > AC Correspondingly, \\"hen AC is 
decreasmg; ~AC/~Q is negative and :VIC < AC 
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In the long l:un, it may be in the firm's interest to change the input proportions as 
the level ot output changes. When input proportions do change, the firm's 
expansion path is no longer a straight line, and the concept of returns to scale no 
longer applies. Rather, we say that a firm enjoys economies of scale when it can 
double its output for less than twice the cost. Correspondingly, there are dis
economies of scale when a doubling of output requires more than twice the 
cost. The ~e~m ecol1omies of scale includes increasing returns to scale as a special 
case, but It IS more general because it reflects input proportions that chanae as 
the firm changes its level of production In this more general setting, a U-sh~ped 
long-run a\"erage cost curve characterizes the firm facing economies of scale for 
relatively l~w output levels and diseconomies of scale for higher levels. 

Economles of scale are often measured in terms of a cost-output elasticity, Ee
Ec is the percentage change in the cost of production resultina from a 1-pe~'cent 

. b 

increase 111 output: 

= PC/C)/(.lQ/Q) (7.5) 

To see how Ee relates to our traditional measures of cost, rewrite equation 
(7.5) as follows: 

Ee = (.lC/.lQ)/(C/Q) = MC/AC (7.6) 

Clear~y, Ee is equal to ~ when marginal and average costs are equal. In that case, 
costs 111crease proportionately 'with output, and there are neither economies nor 
diseco~omies of scale (constant rehUTlS to scale 'would apply if input proportions 
were fIxed). WIlen there are economies of scale (when costs increase less than 
pro~o~tionately w~th output), marginal cost is less than average cost (both are 
declmmg) and IS less than 1. Finally, when there are diseconomies of scale 
marginal cost is greater than a\-erage cost and is greater than 1, ' 

The Relationship Between Short-Run 
and long-Run Cost 
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the relationship behveen short-run and Ion a-run cost. 
~ssu:l1e that a firm is lIDcertain about the fuhlre demand for its product ~d is con
sldermg tlu'ee alternative plant sizes. The short-run averaae cost curves for the tlu'ee 
plants are given ?y SAC.v SAC2, and SAC3 in Figure 7.9.The decision is important 
beca.use, once built, the firm may not be able to change the plant size for some time. 

FIgure 7.9 shows the case in which there are constant returns to scale in the 
long run. If the firm expects to produce Q1 units of output, then it should build 
the smallest plant. Its average cost of production ,,,'ould be $10; this is the mini
mum cost because the short-run marginal cost SMC crosses short-run averaae 
C?st SAC w.hen both equal 510. If the firm expects to produce Q2' the midd~
SIzed plant IS best, and its average cost of production is again 510. If it is to pro
duc.e Q3, the third plant is best. With only these plant sizes, any production 
c~Olce be~'ween Q1 and Q2 'will entail an increase in the average c~st of produc
tiO~ as \\?11 an~.l:v;l of production between Q2 and Q3' 

.hat IS the tum s long-run cost curve? In the long nID, the firm can charwe 
~:e SIze of its plant. :nus if it ,vas ini~ally p.roducin~ Q1 and wanted to increa~e 

tput to Q2 or Q3, It could do so WIth no mcrease 111 average cost. With three 

economies of scale Output 
can be doubled for less than a 
doubling of cost. 

In §6A, we explain that 
increasing returns to scale 
occurs when output more 
than doubles when inputs are 
doubled proportionately. 

diseconomies of scale A 
doubling of output requires 
more than a doubling of cost 
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(dollars S".l,.C 1 
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L.l,.C =LMC 

TIle long-nm average cost curve LAC, which is identical to the long-run marginal cost curve LMC, is the envelope of 
the short-rilll average cost curves (SAC lt SAC", and SAC} are shmvn). With constant returns to scale, the long-run 

cost CUl"Yes. 

possible plant sizes, the long-run a\'erage cost curve is therefore gi\'en by the 
crosshatched portions of the short-run a\'erage cost curves because these show 
the minimum cost of production for any output level. The long-run average cost 
curTe is the cllI'ciope of the short-run average cost CllI'ves-it envelops or sur
rounds the short-run cun'es. 

Now suppose that there are many choices of plant size, each having a short
run a\'erage cost curve with a minimum of 510. Again, the long-run average cost 
cun'e is the em'elope of the short-run cun'es. In Figure 7.9 it is the straight line 
LAC Whatever the firm wants to produce, it can choose the plant size (and the 
mix of capital and labor) that allows it to produce that output at the minimum 
average cost of S10, 

With economies or diseconomies of scale, the analvsis is essentiallv the same, 
but the long-run average cost curve is no longer a l;orizontal line, Figure 7.10 
illustrates the typical case in which three plant sizes are possible; the minimum 
a\'erage cost is lo\vest for a medium-sized plant. The long-run a\'erage cost 
cun'e, therefore, exhibits economies of scale initially but exhibits diseconomies 
at higher output levels. Once again, the crosshatched lines show the long-run 
a\'erage cost associated with the three plants. 

To clarify the relationship between the short-run and the long-run cost curves, 
consider a firm that wants to produce output QJ in Figure 7,10. If it builds a 
small plant, the short-run average cost cun'e SAC J is rele\'anL The average cost 
of production (at B on SAC j ) is 58. A small plant is a better choice than a 
rnedium-sized plant with an average cost of production of 510 (A on curve 
SACc) Point B would therefore become one point on the long-run cost function 
when only three plant sizes are possible. If plants of other sizes could be buj~tr 
and if at least one size allowed the firm to produce QJ at less than 58 per unItr 
then B would no longer be on the long-run cost CUl'\'e. 

In Figure 7.10, the em'elope that would arise if plants of any size could be 
built is gi\'en by the LAC Cl.Ir\'e, which is U-shaped. Note, once again, that the 
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Qo Output 

Tl:e long'nm. average .cost curv: LAC is the envelope of the short-run average cost curves SAC j, SAC, and SAC,. 
With econonues and dlsecononues of scale, the minimLlll points of the short-nm average cost cun'es do I~ot lie on th'e 

average cost curve. 

LAC cun'e never lies abm'e any of the short-run a\'erage cost cun'es, Also note 
that because there are econOInies and diseconomies of scale in the lono- run the 

. ... b I 

pomts ot mmIInum a\'erage cost of the smallest and largest pants do llot lie on 
the long-run avera~e cost ~~lITe. For example, a small plant operating at mini
~um a.\'erage cost IS not etticient because a larger plant can take ad\'antage of 
mcr~as111g returns to scale to produce at a lower ayerage cost. 

FmallYr note that. the long-run marginal cost curye LMC is not the em'elope of 
the short-run margmal C?st cun'es. Short-run marginal costs apply to a partiCL1-
lar plant; long-run .margmal costs apply to all possible plant sizes, Each point on 
the long-run margmal cost CLUTe is the short-run marainal cost associated with 
the IIl?St ~ost-efficient plant. Consistent with this rela~jonship, SMC j intersects 
LMC 111 FIgure 7,10 at the output le\'el Qo at which SAC j is tangent to LAC 

7.5 

Many firms produce more than one product. Sometimes a firm's products are 
closely linked to one another: A chicken farm, for instance, produces poultrv and 
e?gs, an automobile company' produces automobiles and trucksr and a LU;i\'er
slty produces teaching and research. At other times, firms produce phvsicallv 
unrelated products. In both cases, howe\'er, a firm is likely to enjoy pro~iuctio~1 
or cost advantages when it produces two or more produ~ts. Thes~ ad\'antao-es 
could result from the joint use of inputs or production facilities, joint marketirlO' 
programs, or possibly the cost savings of a common administration. In som~ 
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product transformation curve 
Curve showing the various 
combinations of two different 
outputs (products) that can be 
produced with a given set of 
inputs. 

cases, the production of one product gives an automatic and unavoidable by_ 
product that is valuable to the firm, For example, sheet metal manufacturers 
produce scrap metal and shavings they can sell. 

To study the economic advantages of joint production, let's consider an automo_ 
bile company that produces two products, cars and tractors. Both products USe 
capital (factories and machinery) and labor as inputs. Cars and tractors are not 
typically produced at the same plant, but they do share management resources, 
and both rely on similar machinery and skilled labor. The managers of the com
pany must choose how much of each product to produce. Figure 7.11 shows two 
product transformation curves, each showing the various combinations of cars 
and tractors that can be produced ''''ith a given input of labor and machinery. 
Curve 0 1 describes all combinations of the two outputs that can be produc;d 
with a relatively low level of inputs and Curve O2 describes the output combina
tions associated with twice the inputs. 

The product transformation curve has a negative slope because in order to get 
more of one output, the firm must give up some of the other output. For exam
ple, a firm that emphasizes car production \Nill devote less of its resources to 
producing tractors. In Fig. 7.11, curve O 2 lies tv\rice as far from the origin as curve 
0 1, signifying that this firm's production process exhibits constant returns to 
scale in the production of both commodities. 

If curve 0 1 were a straight line, joint production would entail no gains (or 
losses). One smaller company specializing in cars and another in tractors would 
generate the same output as a single company producing both. However, the 

Number 
of 

Tractors 

o Number of Cars 

TIle product transformation ClU've describes the different combinations of two 
puts that can be produced with a fixed amount of production inputs. The Drc)C1uCt, 
transformation curves 0 1 and O2 are bowed out (or concave) because there are, 
economies of scope in production. 

roduct transformation curve is bmved outward (or collCllue) because joint pro
~tlction usually has. advantages that enable a single company to produce more 
cars and tractors wIth the same resources than two companies producing each 
roduct separately These production ad\-antages im-ol\-e the joint sharing of 

kputs. A single management, for example, is often able to schedule and orga
nize production and to handle accounting and financial aspects more effectively 
than could separate managements. 

Economies and Diseconomies Scope 

In general, economies of scope are present 'when the joint output of a single firm 
is greater than the output that could be achieved by two different firms each pro
ducing a single product (with equivalent production inputs allocated between 
the two firms). If a firm's joint output is less than that 'which could be achieved 
by separate firms, then its production process involves diseconomies of scope. 
This possibility could occur if the production of one product somehow con
flicted with the production of the second. 

There is no direct relationship between economies of scale and economies of 
scope. A two-output firm can enjoy economies of scope even if its production 
process involves diseconomies of scale. Suppose, for example, that manufactur
ing flutes and piccolos jointly is cheaper than producing both separately Yet the 
production process involves highly skilled labor and is most effective if under
taken on a small scale. Likewise, a joint-product firm can have economies of 
scale for each individual product vet not enJ'ov economies of scope. Imaerine for 
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example, a large conglomerate that owns several firms that produce efficiently 
on a large scale but that do not take advantage of economies of scope because 
they are administered separately. 

The Degree of Economies of Scope 

The extent to which there are economies of scope can also be determined by 
shldying a firm's costs. If a combination of inputs used by one firm generat;s 
more output than h\'o independent firms would produce, then it costs less for a 
single firm to produce both products than it would cost the independent firms. 
To measure the degree to which there are economies of scope, we should ask 
what percentage of the cost of production is saved when hvo (or more) products 
are produced jointly rather than individually. Equation (7.7) gives the degree of 
economies of scope (SC) that measures this savings in cost: 

SC = C(Ql) + C(Q2) - C(Qv Q2) 

C(Ql' Q2) 
(7.7) 

C(QI) represents the cost of producing output Qv C(Q2) the cost of producing 
output Q2' and C(Q1' Q2) the joint cost of producing both outputs. When the 
P,hysical units of output can be added, as in the car-tractor example, the expres
SIon becomes C(QJ + Q2)' With economies of scope, the joint cost is less than the 
sum of the individual costs. Thus, SC is greater than O. With diseconomies of 
scope, SC is negative. In general, the larger the \'alue of Sc, the erreater the 
economies of scope. b 
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economies of scope Joint 
output of a single firm is 
greater than output that could 
be achieved bv two different 
firms when e~ch produces a 
single product 

diseconomies of scope Joint 
output of a single firm is less 
than could be achieved bv 
separate firms when eac11 pro
duces a single product 

degree of economies of scope 
(SC) Percentage of cost sav
ings resulting when h\'o or 
more products are produced 
jointh- rather than individually, . . 
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uppose that you are managing a trucking firm that hauls loads of different 
sizes between cities9 In the trucking business, several related but distinct 

products can be offered, depending on the size of the load and the length of the 
haul. First, any load, small or large, can be taken directly from one location to 
another without intermediate stops. Second, a load can be combined with other 
loads (which m.ay go between different locations) and eventually be shipped 
indirectly from its origin to the appropriate destination. Each type of load, par
tial or full, may llwolye different lengths of hauL 

This raises questions about both economies of scale and economies of 
scope. The scale question is whether large-scale, direct hauls are cheaper and 
more profitable than individual hauls by small truckers. The scope question 
is 'whether a large trucking firm enjoys cost advantages in operating both 
direct quick hauls and indirect, slo'wer (but less expensive) hauls. Central 
planning and organization of routes could provide for economies of scope. 
The key to the presence of economies of scale is the fact that the organization 
of routes and the types of hauls we have described can be accomplished more 
efficiently when many hauls are involved. In such cases, a firm is more likely 
to be able to schedule hauls in which most truckloads are full rather than 
half-fulL 

Studies of the trucking ll1dustry show that economies of scope are present. 
For example, one analysis of 105 truckll1g firms looked at four distll1ct outputs: 
(1) short hauls with partial loads, (2) intermediate hauls with partial loads, (3) 
long hauls vvith partial loads, and (4) hauls with total loads. The results ll1dicate 
that the degree of economies of scope SC was 1.576 for a reasonably large firm. 
Howe\'er, the degree of economies of scope falls to 0.104 when the firm 
becomes very large. Because large firms carry sufficiently large truckloads, 
there is usually no advantage to stopping at an intermediate termll1al to fill a 
partial load. A direct trip from the origin to the destination is sufficient. 
Apparently, hovveyer, because other disadvantages are associated ''''ith the 
management of very large firms, the economies of scope get smaller as the firm 
gets bigger. In any event, the ability to combine partial loads at an intermediate 
location lowers the firm's costs and llKreases its profitability. 

The study suggests, therefore, that to compete in the trucking industry a 
firm must be large enough to be able to combine loads at intermediate stopping 
POll1tS. 

Our discussion thus far has suggested one reason a large firm may have a lower 
long-run average cost than a small firm: increasing returns to scale in prodUC
tion. It is temptll1g to conclude that firms which enjoy lower average cost over 

Q This example is based on Judy S Wang Chiang and Ann E Friedlaender, "Truck Teclmology and 
Efficient ?vlarket Structure," Rcvicil' of Ecollolllics alld Statistics 67 (1985): 250-58. 
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tin1e are ~rowing firms with increasing returns t~ scale. Bu~ this need not be true. 
In some firms, long-run average cost may declme over tune because workers 
and manager~ a~sorb ne,y teclmological information as they become more expe-
'enced at then' Jobs. 

n As management and labor gain experience with production, the firm's mar
cinal and average costs of producing a given le\'el of output fall for four reasons: 

" 
1. Workers often take longer to accomplish a given task the first few times they 

do it. As they become more adept, their speed llKreases. 

2. Managers learn to schedule the production process more effectively, from 
the 11m\' of materials to the organization of the manufacturll1g itself. 

3. Engineers who are initially cautious in their product designs may gain 
enough experience to be able to alhw for tolerances ll1 design that save cost 
without llKreasing defects. Better and more specialized tools and plant orga
nization may also lower cost 

4. Suppliers of materials may learn how to process materials required more 
effectively and may pass on some of this advantage in the form of lower 
materials cost. 

As a consequence, a firm "learns" over time as cumulative output llKreases. 
Managers can use this learning process to help plan production and forecast 
fuhlre costs. Figure 7.12 illustrates this process in the form of a learning curve
a curve that describes the relationship between a firm's cumulative output and 
the amount of inputs needed to produce each unit of output. 

Hours of Labor 
per Machine Lot 8 

6 

4 

o ~ ______ L-____ ~ ______ ~ ______ L-____ ~ ____ ___ 

10 20 30 40 50 

Cumulative Number of Machine Lots Produced 

A firm's production cost may fall over time as managers and workers become more 
experienced and more effective at using the available plant and equipment. The 
learning cmve shows the extent to which hams of labor needed per unit of output 

,,!,all as the cumulative output increases. 

learning curve Graph relat
ing amount of inputs needed 
by a firm to produce each unit 
of output to its cumulative 
output. 
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Figure 7.12 shows a learning curve for the production of machine tools. The hor
izontal axis measures the cUlIlulative number of lots of machine tools (groups of 
approximately 40) that the firm has produced. The vertical axis shows the nulU
bel' of hours of labor needed to produce each lot Labor input per unit of output 
directly affects the production cost because the fewer the hours of labor needed, 
the Imver the marginal and average cost of production. 

The learning curve in Figure 7.12 is based on the relationship 

L = A + BN-(3 (7.8) 

where N is the cumulative units of output produced and L the labor input per 
unit of output. A, B, and 13 are constants, with A and B positive, and 13 behveen 
o and 1. When N is equal to I, L is equal to A + B, so that A + B measures the 
labor input required to produce the first l.mit of output When 13 equals 0, labor 
input per unit of output remains the same as the cumulative le\'el of output 
increases; there is no learning. When 13 is positive and N gets larger and larger, L 
becomes arbitrarily close to A. A, therefore, represents the minimum labor input 
per unit of output after all learning has taken place. 

The larger is 13, the more important is the learning effect. With 13 equal to 0.5, 
for example, the labor input per l.mit of output falls proportionally to the square 
root of the cumulative output This degree of learning can substantially reduce 
the firm's production costs as the firm becomes more experienced. 

In this machine tool example, the value of 13 is 0.31. For this particular learn
ing curve, every doubling in cumulative output causes the input requirement 
(less the minimum attainable input requirement) to fall by about 20 percent. lO As 
Figure 7.12 shows, the learning curve drops sharply as the cumulatiye number 
of lots increases to about 20. Beyond an output of 20 lots, the cost saYings are 
relatively smalL 

Learning versus Economies of Scale 
Once the firm has produced 20 or more machine lots, the entire effect of the 
learning curve 'would be complete, and we could use the usual analysis of cost. 
If, however, the production process were relatively new, relatively high cost at 
low levels of output (and relatively low cost at higher levels) would indicate 
learning effects, not economies of scale. With learning, the cost of production for 
a mature firm is relatively low regardless of the scale of the firm's operation. 1£a 
firm that produces machine tools in lots knows that it enjoys economies of scale, 
it should produce its machines in very large lots to take advantage of the lower 
cost associated with size. If there is a learning curve, the firm can 1o"\\'er its cost 
by scheduling the production of many lots regardless of the individual lot size. 

Figure 7.13 shows this phenomenon. AC 1 represents the long-run average 
cost of production of a firm that enjoys economies of scale in production. Thus 
the change in production from A to B along AC 1 leads to lower cost due to 
economies of scale. However, the move from A on AC 1 to C on ACe leads to 
lower cost due to learning, which shifts the average cost curve dm".'l1\vard. 

10 Because (L - A) BN-.31, we can check that O.8(L - A) is approximately equal to B(2\T.31 

(dollars 
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of output) 
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/ Economies of Scale 

Output 

A firm's average cost of production can decline over time because of growth of 
sales 'when increasing returns are present (a move from A to B on curve AC j ), or it 
can decline because there is a leaming curve (a move from A on curve AC j to C on 
curve AC2)· 

The learning CLUTe is crucial for a firm that wants to predict the cost of produc
ing a new product. Suppose, for example, that a firm producing machine tools 
knows that its labor requirement per machine for the first 10 machines is 1.0, the 
minimum labor requirement A is equal to zero, and 13 is approximately equal to 
0.32. Table 7.3 calculates the total labor requirement for producing 80 machines. 

Because there is a learning curve, the per-unit labor requirement falls with 
increased production. As a result, the total labor requirement for producing 
more and more output increases in smaller and smaller increments. Therefore, a 

CUMULATIVE OUTPUT PER· UNIT LABOR REQUIREMENT TOTAL LABOR 
(N) FOR EACH 10 UNITS OF OUTPUT (L)* REQUIREMENT 

10 1.00 10.0 

20 .80 18.0 (10.0 + 8.0) 

30 .70 25.0 (18.0+ 7.0) 

40 .64 31.4 (25.0 + 6.4) 

50 .60 37.4 (31.4 + 6.0) 

60 .56 43.0 (37.4 + 5.6) 

70 .53 48.3 (43.0 + 5.3) 

80 .51 53.4 (48.3 + 5.1) 

'The numbers in this column were calculated from the equation log(L) = - 0.322 log(N/IO), 
where L is the unit labor input and N is cumulative output 
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firm looking only at the high initial labor requirement -will obtain an m"erly pes
simistic vie-w of the business. Suppose the firm plans to be in bus~ness for "a long 
time, producing 10 units per year. Suppose the total labor reqUlrement tor the 
first year's production is 10. In the first year of production, the firm's cost v"ill be 
high as it learns the business. But once the learning effect has taken place, pro
duction costs will falL After 8 years, the labor required to produce 10 units will 
be only 5.1, and per-unit cost will be roughly half what it was in the first year of 
production_ Thus the learning curve can be important for a firm deciding 
whether it is profitable to enter an industry. 

Suppose that as the manager of a firm that has just entered the chemical pro
cessing indush,)" you face the following problem: Should you produce a rel

atively Im'\' level of output and sell at a high price, or should you price your 
product lower and increase your rate of sales? The second alternative is appeal
ing if there is a learning CUIye in this industry In that case, the increased vol
ume will lower your average production costs over time and increase the firm's 
profitability. 

To decide what to do, you can examine the available statistical evidence that 
distinguishes the components of the learning curve (learning new processes by 
labor, engineering improvements, etc.) from increasing returns to scale. For 
example, a study of 37 chemical products reveals that cost reductions in the 
chemical processing industry are directly tied to the growth of cumulative 
indush'Y output, to inveshnent in improved capital equipment, and, to a lesser 
extent, to economies of scalell In fact, for the entire sample of chemical prod
ucts, average costs of production fall at 5.5 percent per yeaL The Shldy reveals 
that for each doubling of plant scale, the average cost of production falls by 
11 percent For each doubling of cumulative output, however, the average cost 
of production falls by 27 percent The evidence shows clearly that learning 
effects are more important than economies of scale in the chemical processing 
industryY 

The learning curve has also been shown to be important in the semiconduc
tor indushy A study of seven generations of dynamic random-access memory 
(DRAM) semiconductors from 1974 to 1992 fOlmd that the learning rates aver
aged about 20 percent; thus a 10-percent increase in cumulative production 

11 The studv was conducted by MaITin Lieberman, "The Learning Cun"e and Pricing in the Chemical 
Processing"Industries," RAND JOllmal of Economics 15 (198J): 213-28_ 

12 The author used the average cost AC of the chemical products, the cumulati\:e industry 
output X, and the a\-erage scale of a production plant Z. He then estimated the relatlOnshlp log 
(AC) - 0387 log (X) - OJ73 log (Z). The - 0387 coefficient on cumulative output tells us that f~~ 
e\"ery I-percent increase in cumulative output, average cost decreases 0387 percent. The - 0.1/~ 
coefficient on plant size tells us that for e\-ery I-percent increase in plant size, cost decreases 0.17J 
percent 

By interpreting the two coefficients in lio-ht of the output and plant-size variables, we can allocate 
about 15 percent of the cost reduction to i~creases in the average scale of plants and 85 percent to 
increases in cumulative industry output. Suppose plant scale doubled while cumulati\-e output 
increased by a factor of 5 during the study. In that case, costs would fall by 11 percent from the 
increased scale and by 62 percent from the increase in cumulati\"e output 
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The learning curve relates the labor requirement per aircraft to the cumulative num
ber of aircraft produced. As the production process becomes better organized and 
workers familiarity with their jobs, labor requirements fall dramatically 

would lead to a 2-percent decrease in cost,u The study also compared learning 
bv firms in Japan to firms in the United States and found that there was no dis
~guishable difference in the speed of learning. 

Another example is the aircraft industry, where studies have fOlmd learning 
rates that are as high as 40 percent This is illustrated in Figure 7_14, which 
shows the labor requirements for production of aircraft by Airbus Industrie. 
Obsen"e that the first 10 or 20 airplanes require far more labor to produce than 
the hundredth or two hundredth airplane. Also note how the learning cun'e 
flattens out after a certain point; in this case, nearly all learning is complete 
after 200 airplanes have been built. 

Learning curve effects can be important in determining the shape of long
run cost curves and can thus help guide managem_ent decisions. Managers can 
use learning CUITe information to decide whether a production operation is 
profitable and, if it is, how to plan how large the plant operation and the vol
ume of cumulative output need be to generate a positive cash flow. 

A business that is expanding or contracting its operation must predict how costs 
will change as output changes. Estimates of future costs can be obtained from a 
cost function, which relates the cost of production to the level of output and 
other variables that the firm can control. 

13The study \,-as conducted by D A. Irwin and P J Kleno,,", "Learning-by-Doing Spillo\-ers in the 
Semiconductor Industry," Journal of Political Eco1l01I1I/102 (December 199J): 1200-27 
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Least-squares regression is 
explained in the appendix to 
this book. 
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An empirical estimate of the total cost CtHye can be obtained by using data for indi
vidual firms in an industry. The total cost curve for automobile production is 
obtained by determining statistically the curve that best fits the points that relate the 
output of each firm to the total cost of 

Suppose we wanted to characterize the short-run cost of production in the 
automobile industry. We could obtain data on the number of automobiles Q pro
duced by each car company and relate this information to the \'ariable cost of 
production VC The use of \"ariable cost, rather than total cost, a\"oids the prob
lem of trying to allocate the fixed cost of a multiproduct firm's production 
process to the particular product being studiedl~ 

Figure 7.15 shows a typical pattern of cost and output data, Each point on the 
graph relates the output of an auto company to that company's \"ariable cost of 
production. To predict cost accurately", we m,ust determine the underlying rela
tionship between \"ariable cost and output Then, if a company expands its pro
duction, we can calculate what the associated cost is like Iv to be. The curve in 
the figure is drmvn with this in mind-it provides a reas~nably close fit to the 
cost data. (Typically, least-squares regression analysis would be used to fit the 
CUlTe to the data.) But what shape is the most appropriate, and how do we rep
resent that shape algebraically? 

Here is one cost function that we might choose: 

VC = f3Q (7.9) 

Although easy to use, this lillca], relationship between cost and output is applica
ble only if marginal cost is constant. 10 For e\"ery unit increase in output, \'ariable 
cost increases by f3; marginal cost is thus constant and equal to f3. 

l~ If an additional piece of equipment is needed as output increases, then the annual rental cost of the 
equipment should be counted as a \'ariable cost If, ho\\'e\er, the same machine can be Llsed at all 
output levels, its cost is fixed and should not be included 

15 1n statistical cost analyses, other \'ariables might be added to the cost function to account for differ
ences in input costs, production processes, production mix, etc, among firms 

Cost 
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Output (per time period) 

A cubic cost function implies that the average and the marginal cost curves are 

If vve wish to allo'vv for a U-shaped average cost curve and a marginal cost 
that is not constant, we must use a more complex cost function. One possibility 
is the quadratic cost function, which relates variable cost to output and output 
squared: 

VC = f3Q + yQ2 (7.10) 

This function implies a straight-line marginal cost curve of the form 
Me = f3 + 2yQ.16 Marginal cost increases with output if y is positive and 
decreases with output if y is negative, 

If the marginal cost cur\'e is not linear, we might use a cubic cost function: 

VC = f3Q + yQ2 + 8Q3 (7.11) 

Figure 7.16 shows this cubic cost function .. It implies U-shaped marginal as well 
as average cost curves. 

Cost functions can be difficult to measure for se\"eral reasons. First, output 
data often represent an aggregate of different types of products. The automo
biles produced by General Motors, for example, involve different models of cars. 
Second, cost data are often obtained directly from accounting information that 
fails to ret1ect opportunity costs. Third, allocating maintenance and other plant 
costs to a particular product is difficult when the firm is a conglomerate that pro
duces more than one product line. 

Cost Functions and the Measurement 
of Economies 
Recall that the cost-output elasticity Ec is less than one when there are economies 
of scale and greater than one when there are diseconomies of scale. The scale 
ecollomies illdex (SCI) provides an index of whether or not there are scale economies. 
SCI is defined as follows: 

SCI = 1 (7.12) 

16Short_run marginal cost is gi\'en by':' VC;,:,Q f3 y':'(Q2). But ':'(Q2)1':'Q = 2Q. (Check this bv 
USll1g calculus or by numerical example) Therefore, MC = f3 .,. 2yQ 
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When Ec = I, SCI = 0 and there are no economies or diseconomies of scale. 
When Ec is greater than one, SCI is negati\'e and there are diseconomies of 
scale. Finally, .. vhen is less than I, SCI is positiYe and there are economies 
of scale. 

I n 1955, consumers bought 369 billion kilowatt-hours (kwh) of electricity; in 
1970 they bought 1083 billion. Because there vvere fewer electric utilities in 

1970, the output per firm had increased substantially. Was this increase due to 
economies of scale or other factors? If it was the result of economies of scale, it 
would be econornically inefficient for regulators to "break up" electric utility 
monopolies. -

An interesting study of scale economies was based on the years 1955 and 
1970 for investor-owned utilities with more than $1 million in re\'enues.I7 

The cost of electric power was estimated by using a cost function that is 
somewhat more sophisticated than the quadratic and cubic functions 
discussed earlieL 18 Table 7.4 shows the resulting estimates of the scale 
economies index. The results are based on a classification of all utilities into 
five size categories, with the median output (measured in kilowatt-hours) in 
each category listed. 

DIe positive values of SCI tells us that all sizes of firms had some economies 
of scale in 1955. However, the magnitude of the economies of scale diminishes 
as firm size increases. The average cost curve associated with the 1955 study is 
drawn in Figure 7.17 and labeled 1955. The point of minimum average cost 
occurs at point A at an output of approximately 20 billion kilovvatts. Because 
there were no firms of this size in 1955, no firm had exhausted the opportunity 
for rehuns to scale in production. Note, however, that the average cost curve is 
relatively Hat from an output of 9 billion kilowatts and higher> a range in which 
7 of 124 firms produced. 

When the same cost functions were estimated with 1970 data, the cost curve 
labeled 1970 in Figure 7.17 was the result. The graph shows clearly that the 
average costs of production fell from 1955 to 1970. (The data are in real 1970 
dollars.) But the Hat part of the CLU'\'e now begins at about 15 billion kwh, By 
1970,24 of 80 firms were producing in this range. Thus many more firms were 
operating in the Hat portion of the average cost curve in which economies of 
scale are not an important phenomenon. More important, most of the firms 
were producing in a portion of the 1970 cost curve that was Hatter than their 
point of operation on the 1955 curve. (Five firms were at points of diseconomies 

Output (million kwh) 43 338 1109 2226 5819 

Value of SCI, 1955 .41 .26 .16 .10 .04 

17 This example is based on Laurits Christensen and William H Greene, "Economies of Scale in U.s. 
Electric Power Generation," JOllnla/ of Po/iliCil/ ECO/IOIllI! 8-1 (1976): 655-76. 

IS The trans log cost function used in this study pro\'ides a more general functional relationship than 
any of those we ha\'e discussed 
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The average cost of elech'ic power in 1955 achieved a mirlimum at approximately 20 billion kilowatt-hours. By 1970 
the average cost of production had fallen sharply and achieved a minimum at an output of more than 33 billion 
kilowatt-hours. 

of scale: Consolidated Edison [SCI - 0.003L Detroit Edison [SCI = 0.004L 
Duke Power [SCI = - 0.012L Commonwealth Edison [SCI = - 0.014L and 
Southern [SCI = - 0.028].) Thus unexploited scale economies 'were much 
smaller in 1970 than in 1955, 

This cost function analysis makes it clear that the decline in the cost of pro
ducing electric power CaImot be explained by the ability of larger firms to take 
ad\'antage of economies of scale. Rather, improvements in technology unre
lated to the scale of the firms' operation and the decline in the real cost of 
energy inputs, such as coal and oie are important reasons for the lower costs. 
The tendency toward lower ayerage cost reflecting a mo\'ement to the right 
along an average cost cun'e is minimal compared with the effect of technologi
cal improvement. 

#§ii 

Understanding rehlrns to scale in the savings and loan industry is important 
for regulators .. ,\,ho must decide how savings and loans should be resh'uc

tured in light of the failure of numerous institutions. In this regard, the empiri
cal estimation of a long-run cost function can be useful19 

Data were collected for 86 sa\'ings and loan associations for 1975 and 1976 
in a region that includes Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and 
Wyoming. Output is difficult to measure in this case because a saYings and 

'0------
l.This example builds on J. Holton Wilson, "A I\ote on Scale Economies in the Sa\'ings and Loan 
Industry," Busillcss Ecollolllics (January 1981): -15--!9 
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loan association provides a service to its customers, rather than a physical 
product. The output Q measure reported here (and used in other studies) is th 

1 
- e 

tota assets ot each savings and loan association. In general, the larger the asset 
base of an association, the higher its profitability. Long-run a\-erage cost LAC is 
measured by average operating expense, Output and total operating costs are 
measured in htmdreds of millions of dollars. Average operating costs are mea
sured as a percentage of total assets. 

A quadratic long-run average cost function was estimated for the year 1975 
yielding the follOWing relationship: ' 

LAC = 2,38 - 0,6153Q + 0,0536Q2 

The estimated long-run average cost function is U-shaped and reaches its 
point of minimum a\'erage cost when the total assets of the savings and loan 
reach $574 milliorL 2o (At this point the average operating expenses of the sav
ings and loan are 0.61 percent of its total assets.) Because almost all sa\-ings and 
loans in the region being studied had substantially less than $574 million in 
assets, the cost function analysis suggests that an expansion of savings and 
loans through either growth or mergers would be valuable, 

How appropriate such a policy is cannot be fully evaluated here, ho'wever. 
To do so, we would need to take into accotmt the possible social costs associ
ated with the lessening of competition from growth or mergers, and we would 
need to assure ourselves that this particular cost function analysis accurately 
estimated the point of minimum average cost. 

I. Managers, investors, and economists must take into 
account the opportunity cost associated with the use of 
a firm's resources: the cost associated with the oppor
tunities forgone when the finn uses its resources in its 
next best alternative. 

single variable input and the marginal cost of produc
tion, The average variable cost and average total cost 
cun'es are U-shaped. The short-run marginal cost 
curve increases beyond a certain point, and cuts both 
average cost curves from below at their minimum 
points, 2. A slink cost is an expendihtre that has been made and 

cannot be recO\-ered. After it has been incurred, it 
should be ignored when making future economic 
decisions. 

3. In the short run, one or more of the firm's inputs are 
fixed, Total cost can be divided into fixed cost and 
variable cost A firm's lIlarginal cost is the additional 
,-ariable cost associated with each additional unit of 
output The avcrage variablc cost is the total variable 
cost di,'ided by the number of units of output. 

4. In the short run, when not all inputs are variable, 
the presence of diminishing returns determines the 
shape of the cost cun-es .. In particular, there is an 
inverse relationship between the marginal product of a 

5. In the long run, all inputs to the production process 
are variable, As a result, the choice of inputs depends 
both on the relative costs of the factors of production 
and on the extent to which the firm can substitute 
among inputs in its production process. The cost
minimizing input choice is made by finding the point 
of tangency between the isoquant representing the 
level of desired output and an isocost line, 

6. The firm's expansion path shows how its cost
minimizing input choices vary as the scale or output 
of its operation increases .. As a result, the expansion 
path pro,'ides useful information rele,'ant for long
run pla1U1ing decisions .. 

20 You can confirm this principle either by graphing the cun'e or by differentiating the a\'erage cost 
tunctlOn \\"tth respect to Q. setting it equal to 0, and solving for Q 

The long-run average cost C11r,'e is the em-elope of the 7. 
firm'S short-run a,-erage cost cun-es, and it reflects 
the presence or absence of returns to scale. When 
there are constant returns to scale and many plant 
sizes are possible, the long-run cost CUlTe is horizon
tal; the em-elope consists of the points of minimum 
short-run a,'erage cost However, when there are 
increasing returns to scale initially and then decreas
ing returns to scale, the long-nm a,-erage cost cun-e is 
u-shaped, and the em'elope does not include all 
points of minimum short-run a,-erage cost. 

8. A firm enjoys econolllies or scale when it can double its 
output at less than twice the cost Correspondingly, 
there are diseconomies of scale when a doubling of 
output requires more than twice the cost Scale 
economies and diseconomies apply e,-en when input 
proportions are \-ariable; returns to scale applies only 
when input proportions are fixed. 

9. When a firm produces t\\-O (or more) outputs, it is 
important to note whether there are economics of scope 

1. A firm pays its accountant an annual retainer of 
S10,OOO. Is this an explicit or an implicit cost? 

2. The owner of a small retail store does her own 
accounting work. How would you measure the 
opportunity cost of her work? 

3. Suppose a chair manufachlrer finds that the marginal 
rate of technical substitution of capital for labor in his 
production process is substantially greater than the 
ratio of the rental rate on machinery to the wage rate 
for assembly-line labor. HO\\- should he alter his use 
of capital and labor to minimize the cost of produc
tion) 

4. Why are isocost lines straight lines? 
5. If the marginal cost of production is increasing, do 

you know whether the a,-erage variable cost is in
creasing or decreasing? Explain, 

1. Assume a computer firm's marginal costs of produc
tion are constant at 51000 per computer. However, the 
fixed costs of production are equal to 510,000. 
a. Calculate the firm's a\-erage ,-ariable cost and 

a\-erage total cost curves. 
b. If the firm wanted to minimize the a,-erage total 

cost of production, would it choose to be very large 
or wry small? Explain. 

7 The Cost of Production 

in production. Economies of scope arise when the 
firm can produce any combination of the t\\-O out
puts more cheaply than could two independent firms 
that each produced a single product The degree of 
economies of scope is measured by the percent
age reduction in cost \\-hen one firm produces t\\'O 
products relative to the cost of producing them indi
\-idually. 

10. A firm's average cost of production can fall O\'er time 
if the firm "learns" how to produce more effecth-ely. 
The leamillg elln'c shows how much the input needed 
to produce a gh-en output falls as the cumulath-e out
put of the firm increases. 

11. Cost functions relate the cost of production to the 
firm's le,-el of output The hmctions can be measured 
in both the short run and the long run by using either 
data for firms in an industry at a given time or data 
for an industry over time, A number of functional 
relationships, including linear, quadratic, and cubic, 
can be used to represent cost functions. 

6. If the marginal cost of production is greater than the 
a,-erage \-ariable cost, do you know whether the a,-er
age ,-ariable cost is increasing or decreasing? Explain. 

7. If a firm's average cost cun-es are U-shaped, why 
does its a,-erage variable cost CUlTe achieve its mini
mum at a lower le,-el of output than the a,-erage total 
cost curve? 

8. If a finn enjoys increasing rehlrns to scale up to a cer
tain output level, and then constant returns to scale, 
what can you say about the shape of its long-run a,'er
age cost curve? 

9. How does a change in the price of one input change a 
firm's long-run expansion path? 

10. Distinguish bet\\'een economies of scale and econ
omies of scope. Why can one be present without the 
other? 

2. If a firm hires a currently unemployed worker, the 
opportunity cost of utilizing the worker's sen-ice is 
zero Is this true? Discuss. 

3. a. Suppose a firm must pay an annual franchise fee 
or tax, which is a fixed sum, independent of 
whether it produces any output. How does this tax 
affect the firm's fixed, marginal, and average 
costs? 
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b. Now suppose the firm is charged a tax that is pro
portional to the number of items it produces. 
Again, 1\0\\' does this tax affect the firm's fixed, 
marginal, and a\'erage costs? 

4. Several years ago Bllsiiless Week reported the following: 

During an auto sales slump, GM, Ford, and 
Chrysler decided it was cheaper to sell cars to 
rental companies at a loss than to layoff workers. 
That's because closing and reopening plants is 
expensi\'e, partly because the automakers' current 
union contracts obligate them to pay many work
ers even if they're not working. 

When the article discusses selling cars "at a loss," is it 
referring to accounting profit or economic profit? 
How will the two differ in this case? Explain briefly .. 

5. A chair manufacturer hires its assemblv-line labor for 
522 an hour and calculates that the r~ntal cost of its 
machinery is 5110 per hour. Suppose that a chair can 
be produced using 4 hours of labor or machinery in 
any combination .. If the firm is currently using 3 hours 
of labor for each hour of machine time, is it minimiz
ing its costs of production? If so, why? If not, how can 
it improve the situation? 

6. Suppose the economy takes a downturn; labor costs 
fall by 50 percent and are expected to stay at that level 
for a long time. Show graphically how this change in 
the relative price of labor and capital affects a firm's 
expansion path. 

7. You are in charge of cost control in a large metropoli
tan transit district. A consultant comes to you with the 
follOWing report: 

Our research has shown that the cost of ruru1ing a 
bus for each trip down its line is 530 regardless of 
the number of passengers it carries. Each bus can 
carry 50 people At rush hour, when the buses are 
full, the average cost per passenger is 60 cents. 
Howe\'er, during off-peak hours, average rider
ship falls to 18 people and m'erage cost soars to 
51.67 per passenger. As a result, we should encour
age more rush-hour business when costs are 
cheaper and discourage off-peak business when 
costs are higher. 

Do you follow the consultant's advice? Discuss. 
8. An oil refinery consists of different pieces of processing 

equipment, each of which differs in its ability to break 
down heavy sulfurized crude oil into final products. 
The refinery process is such that the marginal cost of 
producing gasoline is constant up to a point as crude 
oil is put through a basic distilling unit. However, as 
the unit fills up, the firm finds that in the short run, 
the amount of crude oil that can be processed is lim
ited. The marginal cost of producing gasoline is also 

constant up to a capacity limit when crude oil is PUt 
through a more sophisticated hydrocracking unit. 
Graph the marginal cost of gasoline production when 
a basic distilling unit and a hydrocracker are used. 

9. You manage a plant that mass produces engines bv 
teams of workers using assembly machines .. The tech_ 
nology is summarized by the production function 

Q 4KL 

where Q is the number of engines per week, K the 
number of assembly machines, and L the number 
of labor teams. Each assembly machine rents for 
I 512,000 per week and each team costs ,(' '" $3000 
per week. Engine costs are gh'en by the cost of labor 
teams and machines, plus 52000 per engine for raw 
materials. Your plant has a fixed installation of 10 
assembly machines as part of its design. 
a. What is the cost function for your plant-namely, 

how much will it cost to produce Q engines? 
vVhat are average and marginal costs for produc
ing Q engines? How do a\'erage costs \'ary with 
output? 

b. How many teams are required for producing 80 
engines? What is the average cost per engine? 

c. You are asked to make recommendations for the 
design of a new production facility. What would 
you suggest? In particular, what capital/labor 
(KIL) ratio should the new plant accommodate?lf 
lower average cost were your only criterion, 
should you suggest that the new plant have more 
or less production capacity than the plant you cur
rently manage? 

*10. A computer company's cost function relates its aver
age cost of production AC to its cumulatiw output in 
thousands of computers CQ. Its plant size in terms of 
thousands of computers produced per year Q, within 
the production range of 10,000 to 50,000 computers,is 
ai,"en bv o " 

AC = 10 O.lCQ O..3Q 

a. Is there a learning curve effect? 
b. Are there increasing or decreasing returns to scale? 
c. During its existence, the firm has produced a total 

of 40,000 computers and is producing 10,000 com
puters this year. Next year it plans to increase its 
production to 12,000 computers Will its average 
cost of production increase or decrease? Explain. 

11. The total short-run cost function of a company is 
gh'en by the equation C = 190 + 53Q, where C is the 
total cost and Q is the total quantity of output, both 
measured in tens of thousands. 
a. What is the company's fixed cost? . 
b. If the company produces 100,000 lmits, what is Its 

a\'erage variable cost? 
c. What is its marginal cost per Ilnit produced? 
d. What is its average fixed cost? 

e. Suppose the company borrows money and 
expands its factory Its fixed cost rises by $50,000, 
but its variable cost falls to 545,000 per 10,000 lmits. 
The interest cost (I) also enters into the equation. 
Each one-point increase in the interest rate raises 
costs by 530,000. Write the new cost equation. 

*12. Suppose the long-run total cost function for an indus
trv is given by the cubic equation TC '" n + bQ + 
cCf + dQ3. Show (using calculus) that this total cost 
function is consistent with a U-shaped average cost 
curve for at least some values of the parameters n, b, C, d. 

-
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*13. A computer company produces hardware and soft
ware using the same plant and labor. The total cost of 
producing computer processing lmits H and software 

Proarams S is ah'en bv o o. 

TC = nH + bS cHS 

where n, Ll, and C are positive. Is this total cost hmction 
consistent with the presence of economies or dis
economies of scale? With economies or diseconomies 
of scope? 
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This appendix presents a mathematical treatrnent of the basics of production 
and cost theory. As in the appendix to Chapter 4, vve use the method of Lagrange 
multipliers to solve the firm's cost-minimizing problem. 

The theory of the firm relies on the assumption that firms choose inputs to the 
production process that minimize the cost of producing output If there are two 
inputs, capital K and labor L, the production function F(K, L) describes the maxi
mum output that can be produced for every possible combination of inputs. We 
assume that each of the factors in the production process has positive but 
decreasing marginal products. Writing the marginal product of capital as 
MPK(K, L) = aF(K, L)/aK, we assume that MPK(K, L) > 0 and aMPK(K, L)/aK < O. 
Similarly, if the marginal product of labor is given by MPL(K, L) = aF(K, L)!aL, 
we assume that MPL(K, L) > 0 and aMPL(K, L)/aL < O. 

A competitive firm takes the prices of both labor wand capital r as given. 
111en the cost-minimization problem can be written as 

Minimize C = wL + rK (A7.1) 

subject to the consh'aint that a fixed output Qo be produced: 

F(K, L) = Qo (A7.2) 

C represents the cost of producing the fixed level of output Qo. 
To determine the firm's demand for capital and labor inputs, we choose the 

values of K and L that minimize (A7.1) subject to (A7.2). We can solve this can
sh'ained optimization problem in three steps using the method discussed in the 
Appendix to Chapter 4: 

II Step 1. Set up the Lagrangian, which is the sum of hvo components: the cost 
of production (to be minimized) and the Lagrange multiplier A times the out
put constraint faced by the firm: 

cI:> = wL + rK A[F(K, L) - QoJ (A7.3) 

II Step 2. Differentiate the Lagrangian with respect to K, L, and A. Then equate the 
resulting derivatives to zero to obtain the necessary conditions for a minimum:! 

(lcI:>/aK = r - AMPK(K, L) = 0 

acI:>/aL = W - AMPL(K, L) = 0 

acI:>/aA = F(K, L) Qo = 0 

1 These conditions are necessary for a solution im'olving positive amounts of both inputs 

(A7.4) 
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Step 3. In general, these equations can be solved to obtain the optimizing val
li ues of L, K, and A. It is particularly instructive to combine the first hvo condi

tions in (A7.4), to obtain 

(A7.5) 

Equation (A7.5) tells us that if the firm is 1:1inimizing costs it \:'ill cho?s.e its 
factor inputs to equate the ratio of the margmal product of each factor dIvIded 
bv its price. To see that this makes sense, suppose MPK/r were greater than 
Ml\/U'. Then the firm could reduce its cost while still producing the same 
output by using more capital and less labor. 

Finally, we can combine the first hvo conditions of (A7.4) in a different way 
to evaluate the Lagrange multiplier: 

(A7.6) 

Suppose output increases by one Lmit Because the marginal product of capi
tal measures the extra output associated with an additional input of capital, 
l/MP.;;(K, L) measures the extra capital needed to produce one unit of output. 
Therefore, r/MPK(K, L) measures the additional input cost of producing an 
additional unit of output by increasing capital. Likewise, w/MPL(K, L) mea
sures the additional cost of producing a unit of output using additional labor 
as an input. In both cases, the Lagrange multiplier is equal to the marginal 
cost of production, because it tells us how much the cost increases if the 
amount is increased by one unit. 

Marginal Rate of Technical Substitution 
Recall that an iSOqllllllt is a cun'e that represents the set of all input combinations 
that gi\'e the firm the same level of output-say, Q*. Thus the condition that 
F{K, L) = Q* represents a production isoquant. As input combinations are 
changed along an isoquant, the change in output, given by the total derivative of 
F{K, L) equals zero (i.e., dQ = 0). Thus 

(A7.7) 

It follows by rearrangement that 

(A7.8) 

where MRTSLK is the firm's marginal rate of technical substitution between labor 
and capital. 

Now, rewrite the condition given by (A7.5) to get 

(A7.9) 

Because the left side of (A7.S) represents the negative of the slope of the iso
quant, it follows that at the point of tangency of the isoquant and the isocost line, 
the firm's marginal rate of technical substitution (which trades off inputs while 
keeping output constant) is equal to the ratio of the input prices (which repre
sents the slope of the firm's isocost line). 
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Cobb-Douglas production 
function Production func
tion of the form Q AK"U, 
where Q is the rate of output, 
K is the quantity of capital, and 
L is the quantity of labor, and 
where a and f3 are constants. 

We can look at this result another way be rewriting (A7.9) again: 

(A7.10) 

Equation (A7.10) tells us that the marginal products of all production inputs 
must be equal 'when these marginal products are adjusted by the unit cost of 
each input. If the cost-adjusted marginal products ,,,'ere not equal, the firm could 
change its inputs to produce the saIne output at a lower cost. 

Duality Production and Cost Theory 
As in consumer theory, the firm's input decision has a dual nature. The optimum 
choice of K and L can be analyzed not only as the problem of choosing the lowest 
isocost line tangent to the production isoquant, but also as the problem of choos
ing the highest production isoquant tangent to a given isocost line. To verify this, 
consider the following dual producer problem: 

Maximize F(K, L) 

subject to the cost constraint that 

wL + rK = Co (A7.11) 

The corresponding Lagrangian is given by 

ct> = F(K, L) - f.L(wL + rK - Co) (A7.12) 

where f.L is the Lagrange multiplier. The necessary conditions for output maxi
mization are 

MP}.:(K, L) jJ.I = 0 

MPL(K, L) - jJ.W = 0 

wL + rK Co = 0 

By solving the first two equations, we see that 

(A7.13) 

(A7.14) 

which is identical to the condition that was necessary for cost minimization. 

The CobbaDouglas Cost and Production Functions 
Given a specific production ftmction F(K, L), conditions (A7.13) and (A7.14) can 
be used to derive the cost junction C(Q). To understand this principle, let's work 
through the example of a Cobb-Douglas production function. This production 
function is 

or, by taking the logs of both sides of the production function equation: 

log [F(K, L)] = log A + cdog K + j310g L 
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We assume that 0' < 1 and j3 < 1, so that the firm has decreasing marginal prod
ucts of labor and capitaL2 If 0' + j3 = 1, the firm has constallt returns to scale, 
because doubling K and L doubles F. If 0' + j3 > 1, the firm has illcreasing retums 
to scale, and if 0' + j3 < 1, it has decreasing retums to scale. 

As an application, consider the carpet industry described in Example 6.4. The 
producti~n of ~)oth small and lar:ge firms can~e described by Cobb-Douglas pro
duction functions. For small fums, 0: = .7/ and j3 = .23. Because 0' + j3 = 1, 
there is constant returns to scale. For larger firms, however, 0: = .83 and j3 = .22. 
Thus 0: + j3 = 1.05, and there is increasing returns to scale. 

To find the am.ounts of capital and labor that the firm should utilize to mini
mize the cost of producing an output Qo, \ve first write the Lagrangian 

(A7.15) 

Differentiating with respect to L, K, and A, and setting those derivatives equal to 
0, we obtain 

act>/aL = w - A(j3AKoLf3- 1) 0 

act>/aK = r - A(O'AKC< lL(3) = 0 

act>/aA = AKC<Lf3 Qo 0 

From equation (A7.16) we have 

A = w/Aj3K"Lf3- 1 

Substituting this formula into equation (A7.17) gives us 

rj3AKuLf3- 1 = wO'AK" lLf3 

or 
L = j3rK/0'7.u 

Now, use equation (A7.21) to eliminate L from equation (A7.18): 

AKc'j3f3rf3Kf3/o:f3wf3 = Qo 

Rewrite the new equation as 

or 

(A7.16) 

(A7.17) 

(A7.18) 

(A7.19) 

(A7.20) 

(A7.21) 

(A7.22) 

(A7.23) 

(A7.24) 

We have now determined the cost-minimizing quantity of capital. To determine 
the cost-minimizing quantity of labor, we simply substitute equation (A7.24) 
into equation (A7.21): 

(A7.25) 

Note that if the wage rate It' rises relative to the price of capital r, the firm will 
use more capital and less labor. Suppose that because of technological change, A 

2 For example, if the marginal product of labor is gi\'en by MPL = aJ(K L)]laL = f3AK"LfJ- 1, MPL 
falls as L increases. 
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increases (so the firm can produce more output vvith the same inputs); in that 
case, both K and L will fall. 

Vie haye shown how cost-minimization subject to an output constraint can be 
used to determine the firm's optimal mix of capital and labor. Now we will 
determine the finn's cost function. The total cost of producing I7lllj output Q can 
be obtained by substituting equations (A7.24) for K and (A7.2S) for L into the 
equation C = LuL + rK. After some algebraic manipulation we find that 

(A7.26) 

This cost fUllctioll tells us (1) how the total cost of production increases as the 
level of output Q increases, and (2) how cost changes as input prices change. 
VVhen a + f3 equals 1, equation (A7.26) simplifies to 

In this case, therefore, cost will increase proportionately with output. As a result, 
the production process exhibits constant returns to scale. Likewise if a + f3 is 
greater than 1, there is decreasing rehlrns to scale; if a + f3 is less than 1, there is 
increasing rehu'ns to scale. 

Novv consider the dual problem of maximizing the output that can be pro
duced with the expendihlre of Co dollars. We leave it to you to work through this 
problem for the Cobb-Douglas production fLmction. You should be able to show 
that equations (A7.24) and (A7.2S) describe the cost-minimizing input choices. 
To get you started, note that the Lagrangian for this dual problem is 
cP = AKuL{3 - f1.(wL + rK Co). 

1. Of the following production functions, which exhibit 
increasing, constant, or decreasing returns to scale? 

tion to capital and labor, $10 worth of raw materials 
are used in the production of each parka. 

a. F(K, L) = K2L 
b. F(K, L) = 10K + 5L 
c. F(K, L) = (KL)5 

2. The production function for a product is given by 
Q = 100KL. If the price of capital is $120 per day and 
the price of labor $30 per day, what is the minimum 
cost of producing 1000 units of output? 

3. Suppose a production function is given by 
F(K, L) = KC; the price of capital is $10 and the price 
of labor $15. What combination of labor and capital 
minimizes the cost of producing any given output? 

4. Suppose the process of producing lightweight parkas 
by Polly's Parkas is described by the function 

where Q is the number of parkas produced, K the 
number of computerized stitching-machine hours, 
and L the number of person-hours of laboL In addi-

a. By rninimizing cost subject to the production hmc
tion, derive the cost-minimizing demands for K 
and L as a function of output (Q), wage rates (w), 
and rental rates on machines (1'). Use these results 
to derive the total cost function: that is, costs as a 
function of Q, /, LV, and the constant $10 per unit 
materials cost 

b. This process requires skilled workers, who earn 
$32 per hour, The rental rate on the machines used 
in the process is $64 per hour. At these factor 
prices, what are total costs as a hmction of Q7 Does 
this technology exhibit decreasing, constant, or 
increasing returns to scale? 

c. Polly's Parkas plans to produce 2000 parkas per 
week. At the factor prices given abO\'e, hO\\' many 
workers should the firm hire (at 40 hours per 
week) and how many machines should it rent (at 
40 machine-hours per week)? What are the 111ar
ainal and a\'eraae costs at this level of nroduction? b b r 

.. .. 
I I 

., .. 
I I 

cost curve describes the minimum cost at which a firm 
can produce various amounts of output. Once we know 

its cost cun'e, we can turn to a fLmdamental problem faced by 
every firm: Hm·v much should be produced? In this chapter, 
"\,-/e 'will see how a perfectly competitive firm chooses the level 
of output that maximizes its profit. We vvill also see how the 
output choices of individual firms lead to a supply curve for 
an entire industry. 

Our discussion of production and cost in Chapters 6 and 7 
applies to finns in all kinds of markets. However, in this chap
ter we focus on firms in peljectllj cOlllpetitive IIll7rkets, in which 
all firms produce an identical product and each is so small in 
relation tO'the industry that its production decisions have no 
effect on market price. New firms can easily enter the industry 
if they perceive a potential for profit, and existing firms can 
exit if they start losing money. 

We begin by explaining exactly what is meant by a colllpeti
tive IIll7rket. We then explain why it makes sense to assume that 
firms (in any market) have the objective of maximizing profit. 
We provide a rule for choosing the profit-maximizing output 
for firms in all markets, competitive or otherwise. Follo'wing 
this \ve show how a competitive firm chooses its output in the 
short and long run. 

We next examine hmv the firm's output choice changes as 
the cost of production or the prices of inputs change. In this 
way, we show how to derive the firm's supply curve. We then 
aggregate the supply curves of individual firms to obtain the 
illdustrlj supply curve. In the short run, firms in an industry 
choose which level of output to produce to maximize profit. In 
the long run, they not only make output choices but also 
decide whether to be in a market at all. We will see that while 
the prospect of high profits encourages firms to enter an 
industry, losses encourage them to leave. 
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price taker Firm that has no 
influence over market price 
and that thus takes the price 
as a given. 

In Chapter 2, ,ve used supply-demand analysis to explain how changing market 
conditions affect the market price of such products as wheat and gasoline. We 
saw that the equilibrium price and quantity of each product was dete.rmined by 
the intersection of the market demand and market supply curves. Un~erlying 
this analysis is the model of a pelfeetly cOlllpetitive lIlarkeL The model ot perfect 
competition is very useful for studying a variety of markets, including agricul
ture, fuels and other commodities, housing, services, and financial markets. 
Because this model is so important, we will spend some time laying out the basic 
assumptions that underlie it. 

The model of perfect competition rests on three basic assumptions: (1) price 
taking, (2) product homogeneity, and (3) free entry and exit. You have encmmtered 
these assumptions earlier in the book; here vve summarize and elaborate on them. 

Many firms compete in the market, and therefore each firm 
faces a significant number of direct competitors for its products. Because each 
individual finn sells a sufficielltly slllall proportion of total lIlarket output, its decisions 
have IlO impact on lIlarket price. Thus each firm takes tlze lIlarket price as given. In 
short, finns in perfectly competitive markets are price takers. 

Suppose, for example, that you are the owner of a small electric lightbulb dis
tribution business. You buy your lightbulbs from the manufacturer and resell 
them at wholesale to small businesses and retail outlets. Unforhmately, you are 
only one of many competing distributors. As a result, you find that there is little 
room to negotiate with your customers. If you do not offer a competitive price
one that is determined in the marketplace-yom customers will take their business 
elsewhere. In addition, you know that the number of lightbulbs that you sell'will 
have little or no effect on the 'wholesale price of bulbs. You are a price taker. 

The assumption of price taking applies to consumers as well as finns. In a per
fectly competitive market, each consumer buys such a small proportion of total 
industry output that he or she has no impact on the market price, and therefore 
takes the price as given. 

Another way of stating the price-taking assumption is that there are many 
independent firms and independent consumers in the market, all of whom 
believe-correctly-that their decisions will not affect prices. 

Price-taking behavior typically occurs in markets 
where finns produce identical, or nearly identical, products. When tlze products oJ 
all of tlze firlns ill a lIlarket are pelfeetly sllbstitutable witlz one anotlzer-that is, when 
they are Izolllogelleolls-no firm can raise the price of its product above the price 
of other firms without losing most or all of its business. Most agriculhual prod
ucts are homogeneous: Because product quality is relatively similar among 
farms in a given region, for example, buyers of corn do not ask 'c\'hich individual 
farm grew the product. Oil, gasoline, and raw materials such as copper, iron, 
lumber, cotton, and sheet steel are also fairly homogeneous. Economists refer to 
such homogeneous products as cOllll/lodities. 

In contrast, when products are not homogeneous, each firm has the opportu
nity to raise its price above that of its competitors without losing all of its sales. 
Premium ice creams such as Haagen-Daaz, for example, can be sold at higher 
prices because Haagen-Daaz has different ingredients and is perceived by many 
consumers as a higher-quality product. 
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The assumption of product homogeneity is important because it ensures that 
there is a single I/larket price, consistent with supply-demand analysis. 

This third assumption, of free entry (exit), means that 
there are no special costs that make it difficult for a new firm either to enter 
an industry and produce or to exit if it cannot make a profit. As a result, bllyers 
call easily switclz frolll olle sllpplier to anotlzer, alld sllppliers call easily ellter or exit a 
market. 

The special costs that could restrict entry are costs that an entrant to a market 
would have to bear but a firm that is already producing will not. The pharma
ceutical industry, for example, is not perfectly competitive because Merck, 
Pfizer, and other firms hold patents that give them unique rights to produce 
drugs. Any new entrant would either have to invest in research and develop
ment to obtain its own competing drugs or pay substantial license fees to one or 
more firms already in the market. R&D expenditures or license fees could limit a 
firm's ability to enter the market. Likewise, the aircraft indush'y is not perfectly 
competitive because entry requires an immense investment in plant and equip
ment that has little or no resale value. 

The assumption of free entry and exit is important for competition to be effec
tive. It means that consumers can easily switch to a rival firm if a current sup
plier raises its price. For businesses, it means that a firm can freely enter 
an industry if it sees a profit opportunity and exit if it is losing money. Thus a 
firm can hire labor and purchase capital and raw materials as needed, and it 
can release or relocate these factors of production if it wants to shut down or 
relocate. 

If these three assumptions of perfect competition hold, market demand and 
supply curves can be used to analyze the behavior of market prices. In most mar
kets, of course, these assumptions are unlikely to hold exactly. This does not mean, 
however, that the model of perfect competition is not usefuL Some markets do 
indeed come close to satisfying our assumptions. But even when one or more of 
these three assumptions fails to hold, so that a market is not perfectly competitive, 
much can be leamed by making comparisons with the perfectly competitive ideal. 

When Is a Market Highly Competitive? 
Apart from agriculture, fev\' real-world markets are pelfectly competitive in the 
sense that each firm faces a perfectly horizontal demand curve for a homoge
neous product in an industry that it can freely enter or exit. Nevertheless, many 
markets are highly competitive in the sense that firms face highly elastic demand 
curves and relatively easy entry and exit. 

A simple rule of thumb to describe whether a market is close to being per
fectly competitive would be appealing. Unfortunately, we have no such rule, 
and it is important to understand why. Consider the most obvious candidate: an 
industry with many firms (say, at least 10 to 20). Because firms can implicitly or 
expliCitly collude in setting prices, the presence of many firms is not sufficient 
for an industry to approximate perfect competition. Conversely, the presence of 
only a few firms in a market does not rule out competitive behavior. Suppose 
that only three finns are in the market but that market demand for the product is 
ver~ elastic. In this case, the demand curve facing each firm is likely to be nearly 
hOrIzontal and the firms will behave (IS if they were operating in a perfectly com
petitive market. Even if market demand is not very elastic, these three firms 

free entry (exit) \/y'hen there 
are no special costs that make 
it difficult for a finn to enter 
(or exit) an industry. 
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miaht compete very aaaressiveiv (as we will see in Chapter 13). The important o _ 00 _ 

point to remember is that although firms may behave competitively in many sit
uations, there is no simple indicator to tell us w'hen a market is highly competi_ 
tive. Often it is necessary to analyze both the firms themselves and their strategic 
interactions, as we do in Chapters 12 and 13. 

We nm,,' turn to the analysis of profit maximization. In this section, we ask 
whether firms do indeed seek to maximize profit. Then in Section 8.3 \ve will 
describe a rule that any firm-whether in a competitive market or not-can Use 
to find its profit-max{Inizing output level. Then, we will consider the special 
case of a firm in a competitive market. We distinguish the demand CUl'\"e facing a 
competitive firm from the market demand curve and use this information to 
describe the competitive firm's profit-maximization rule. 

Do Firms Maximize Profit? 
The assumption of profit maximization is frequently used in microeconomics 
because it predicts business behavior reasonably accurately and avoids mmeces
sary analytical complications. But the question of whether firms actually do seek 
to maximize profit has been controversial. 

For smaller firms managed by their owners, profit is likely to dominate 
almost all decisions. In larger firms, however, managers who make day-to-day 
decisions usually have little contact with the mvners (Le., the stockholders). As a 
result, owners cannot monitor the managers' behavior on a regular basis. 
Manaaers then have some leewav in how they run the firm and can deviate from o J_ 

profit-maximizing behavior. 
Manaaers may be more concerned with such aoals as reyenue maximization, o _ 0 

revenue growth, or the payment of dividends to satisfy shareholders. They 
miaht also be overly concerned 'with the firm's short-run profit (perhaps to eam 
a ;romotion or a large bonus) at the expense of its longer-run profit, even 
thouah lona-run profit maximization better serves the interests of the stockhold-o 0 

ers.l (We discuss the implications of differences between the incenti\'es of man-
agers and owners in greater detail in Chapter 17.) . . 

Even so, managers' freedom to pursue goals other than long-run proflt maXI
mization is limited. If they do pursue such goals, shareholders or boards of 
directors can replace them, or the firm can be taken over by new mana~ement. 
In any case, firms that do not come close to maxirnizing profit are not likely t? 
survive. Firms that do survive in competitive industries make long-run profit 
maximization one of their highest priorities. . 

Thus our workina assumption of profit maximization is reasonable. FIrms o , 
that have been in business for a lona time are likely to care a lot about prall, 

o . -. that 
whatever else their managers may appear to be dOIng. For example, a hrm 

1 To be more exact, maximizing the market \'alue of the firm isa more appropriate goal th~n ~rf~! 
maximization because market value includes the stream of profIts that the fIrm earns 0\ er tIm . 
the stream of current and future profits that is of direct interest to the stockholdersc 
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bsidizes public television may seem public-spirited and altruistic. Yet this 
~uneficence is likely to be in the long-run financial interest of the firm because it 
;nerates good'will for the firm and its products. 

8.3 

Let's begin by looking at the profit-maximizing output decision for allY firm, 
whether the finn operates in a perfectly competitive market or is one that can 
influence price. Because profit is the difference between (total) revenue and 
(total) cost, finding the finn's profit-maximizing output level means analyzing 
its revenue. Suppose that the firm's output is q, and that it obtains revenue R. 
This revenue is equal to the price of the product P times the number of units 
sold: R == Pq. The cost of production C also depends on the level of output. The 
firm's profit, Ti, is the difference between revenue and cost: 

Ti(q) = R(q) - C(q) 

(Here we show explicitly that 77, R, and C depend on output. Usually we will 
omit this reminder.) 

To maximize profit, the firm selects the output for which the difference 
between revenue and cost is the greatest. This prir1Ciple is illustrated in Figure 
8.1. Revenue R(q) is a curved line, which reflects the fact that the firm can sell a 
greater le\'el of output only by 10werir1g its price. The slope of this revenue curve 

Cost, 
Revenue, 

Profit 
(dollars per year) 

Clq! 

firm chooses output q*, so that profit, the difference AB between revenue R and 
C, is maximized. At that output, marginal revenue (the slope of the revenue 

:e) is equal to marginal cost (the slope of the cost curve). 

profit Difference behveen 
total revenue and total cost 
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marginal revenue Change 
in revenue resulting from a 
one-unit increase in output 

In §4.1, we explain how the 
demand curve relates the 
quantity of a good that a con
sumer will buy to the price of 
that good. 

is marginal revenue: the change in revenue resulting from a one-unit increase in 
output. 

Also shown is the total cost curve C(q). The slope of this curve, \vhich mea_ 
sures the additional cost of producing one additional unit of output, is the firm's 
IIwrgilUll cost. Note that total cost C(q) is positive vvhen output is zero becaUse 
there is a fixed cost in the short nm. 

For the firm illustrated in Figure 8.1, profit is negative at low levels of output, 
because revenue is insufficient to cover fixed and variable costs. As output 
increases, revenue rises more rapidly than cost, so that profit e\'entuaUy 
becomes positive. Profit continues to increase until output reaches the level q~. 
At this point, marginal revenue and marginal cost are equal, and the vertical dis
tance between revenue and cost, AB, is greatest. q* is the profit-maxim.izing out
put level. Note that at output levels above q*, cost rises more rapidly than rev
enue-i.e., marginal revenue is less than marginal cost. Thus, profit declines 
from its maximum when output increases above q*. 

The rule that profit is maximized when marginal revenue is equal to marginal 
cost holds for all firms, ,,,'hether competitive or not. This important rule can also 
be derived algebraically. Profit, 7i = R C, is maximized at the point at which 
an additional increment to output leaves profit unchanged (Le., t:.7i/i'lq = 0): 

t:.7i/t:.q = t:.R/tlq t:.C/t:.q = 0 

t:.R/t:.q is marginal revenue MR and t:.C/tlq is marginal cost Me Thus we con
clude that profit is maximized when MR - MC = 0, so that 

MR(q) = MC(q) 

Demand and Marginal Revenue 
for a Competitive Firm 
Because each firm in a competitive industry sells only a small fraction of the 
entire industry sales, how /Illlell OlltPllt the firm decides to sell will have /Ill ~ffect 011 

the market price of the product. The market price is determined by the industry 
demand and supply curves. Therefore, the competitive firm is a price taker. 
Recall that price taking is one of the fundamental assumptions of perfect compe
tition. The price-taking firm knows that its production decision vvill have no 
effect on the price of the product. For example, when a farmer is deciding how 
many acres of wheat to plant in a given year, he can take the market price of 
wheat-say, $4 per bushel-as given. That price will not be affected by his 
acreage decision. 

Often we will want to distinguish between market demand curves and the 
demand curves that individual firms face. In this chapter we will denote market 
output and demand by capital letters (Q and 0), and the firm's output and 
demand by lowercase letters (q and d). 

Because it is a price taker, the demalld curve d facillg all illdividual competitive firm 
is givell by a horizOlltallille. In Figure 8.2(a), the farmer's demand curve corresponcls 
to a price of $4 per bushel of wheat. The horizontal axis measures the amount of 
wheat that the farmer can sell, and the vertical axis measures the price. 

Compare the demand curve facing the firm (in this case the farmer) in Figure 
8.2(a) with the market demand curve 0 in Figure 8.2(b). The market demand curve 
shows how much wheat all cOllsumers will buy at each possible price. It is down
ward sloping because consumers buy more wheat at a lower price. The demand 
curve facing the firm, however, is horizontal because the firm's sales will have 
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A competitive finn supplies only a small portion of the total output of all the firms in an induShy. 111erefore the firm 
takes the market price of the product as given, choosing its output on the assumption that the pri~e will be Lmaffected 
by the output choice. In (a) the demand curve facing the firm is perfectly elastic, even though the market demand 
curve in (b) is downward sloping. 

no effect on price. Suppose the firm increased its sales from 100 to 200 bushels of 
wheat. This would ha\'e almost no effect on the market because the industry 
output of wheat is 100 million bushels. Price is determined bv the interaction ~f 
all firms and consumers in the market, not by the output decision of a single firm. 

By the same token, when an individual firm faces a horizontal demand CUlye, it 
can sell an additional unit of output without lowering price. As a result, when it 
sells an additional Lmit, the firm's total 1"I.'I'CIlUC increases by an amount equal to the 
price: one bushel of wheat sold for 54 yields additional reyenue of 54. Thus, mar
ginal re\'erlUe is constant at 54. At the same time, llI'cra<;;e rCI'ellUC received bv the 
firm is also 54 because every bushel of wheat produced \~ill be sold at S-±. TI1er~fore: 

The demand curve d facing an individual firm in a competitive market is both 
Its average revenue curve and its marginal revenue curve. Along this demand 
curve, marginal revenue, average revenue, and price are all equal. 

Profit Maximization by a Competitive Firm 
Because the demand CUlTe facing a competitive firm is horizontaL so that 
~IR =0 P, the general rule for profit maximization that applies to any finn can be 
sI.mplified. A perfectly competiti\'e firm should choose its output so that lIlar
gmal cost equilis price: 

[ MC(q) = MR = P 

Note that because competitive firms take price as fixed, this is a rule for setting 
output, not price. 
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Marginal, average, and total 
cost are discussed in §7.2. 
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The choice of the profit-maximizing output by a competitiye firm is so impor_ 
tant that we will devote most of the rest of this chapter to analyzing it We begin 
with the short-run output decision and then move to the long run. 

HOlY much output should a finn produce over the short run, when the firm's 
plant size is fixed? In this section we show how a firm can use information about 
revenue and cost to make a profit-maximizing output decision. 
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In the short run, the competitive firm maximizes its profit by choosing an output 1]* at which its marginal cost MCis:. 
to the P (or marginal revenue MR) of its product. The profit of the firm is measured by the rectangle; 
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Profit is maximized at point A, where output is q* = 8 and the price is $40, 
because marginal reven:le is e~u~l. to marginal cost at this point. To see that 
* =:= 8 is indeed the proht-maxlmlzmg output, note that at a 10l\'er output, say 

q =:= 7, marginal revenue is greater than marginal cost; profit could thus be 
i~creased by increasing output. The shaded area between 1]1 = 7 and q* shows 
the lost profit associated with producing at 1]1' At a higher output, say ib mar
"inal cost is greater than marginal revenue; thus, reducing output saves a cost 
tl1at exceeds the reduction in revenue. The shaded area between q* and 1]2 = 9 
shoWS the lost profit associated 'with producing at ih 

The MR and MC curves cross at an output of qo as well as q*. At qo, however, 
profit is clearly not maximized. An increase in output beyond qo increases profit 
because marginal cost is ,veIl belOlY marginal revenue. We can thus state the 
condition for profit maximization as follows: MargiJl(zl revenue equals lIlarginal 
cost at a poillt at wlziclz tlze I/wrgillal cost Cllrue is rising. This conclusion is very 
important because it applies to the output decisions of firms in markets that may 
or may not be perfectly competitive. We can restate it as follows: 

Output Rule: If a firm is producing any output at all, it should produce at the 
level at 'which marginal revenue equals marginal cost. 

The Short-Run a Competitive Firm 
Figure 8.3 also shows the competitive firm's short-run profit. The distance AB is 
the difference between price and average cost at the output level q*, which is the 
average profit per unit of output. Segment BC measures the total number of 
units produced. Rectangle ABCD, therefore, is the firm's profit. 

A firm need not always earn a profit in the short run, as Figure 8.4 shows. 
The major difference from Figure 8.3 is a higher fixed cost of production. This 
higher fixed cost raises average total cost but does not change the average variable 
cost and marginal cost curves. At the profit-maximizing output q*, the price P is 
less than average cost. Line segment AB, therefore, measures the average loss 
from production. Likevvise, the rectangle ABCD now measures the firm's total loss. 

IVhy doesn't a firm that earns a loss leave an industry entirely? A firm might 
operate at a loss ill tlze slzort rllil because it expects to earn a profit in the fuhue, 
when the price of its product increases or the cost of production falls, and 
because shutting down and starting up again would be costly. In fact, a finn has 
two choices in the short run: It can produce some output, or it can shut down 
production temporarily. It will compare the profitability of producing with the 
profitability of shutting down and choose the preferred outcome. If the price of the 
product is greater tlzan the aI1ernge ecollomic cost of production, tlze finll makes a posi
tive economic profit by producillg. Consequelltly, it-will choose to produce. 

But suppose that the price is less than average total cost, as shown in Figure 
8.4. If it continues to produce, the firm minimizes its losses at output q*. Note 
that in Figure 8.4, because of the presence of fixed costs, average variable cost is 
less than average total cost and the firm is indeed losing money. The firm should 
~erefore consider shutting down. If it does, it earns no revenue, but it avoids the 
fixed as well as variable cost of production. If there are no sunk costs so that 
average economic cost is equal to average total cost, the firm should indeed shut 
down. Because there are no sunk costs, it can invest its capital elsewhere or, for 
that matter, reenter the industry if and when economic conditions improve. 

To summarize: When there are no sunk costs, the firm's average total cost is 
eq?al to its average economic cost Thus, tlze firm should shut dowll when the price 
of Its product is less thall tlze average total cost at tlze profit-Illaximizillg output. 
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A competitive firm should shut down if price is below Ao--TC. If the firm ~:as ~un.t<. 
costs that it amortizes and treats as fixed, it may produce 111 the short nm It pnce lS; 

cost. 

Suppose, instead, that the firm has paid a large sunk cost, whichy a~ortizes 
and treats as an ongoing fixed cost In this case, the rectangle CBEF m.~lgure.8.4 
represents a component of total cost that cannot be avoided. e:'en It the hrm 
shuts down. (The firm's capital investment will be of no \'alue If It shuts down.) 
As a result, the firm's average variable cost is novy the appropriate measure ~f 
the firm's averaae economic cost of production. Therefore, tlze finn slzould stay 1/1 

bllsiness as long a~ tlze price of its prodllct is greater tlzan its l7I'eroge I'aril7ble cost afpro
dllction at tlu: profit-lIll7xilllizing Olltpllt. 

Note that whether or not the finn has sunk costs, there is one shut-down rule 
that always applies: 

Shut-Down Rule: The firm should shut down if the price of the product is less 
than the average economic cost of production at the profit-maximizing output. 

OIN should the manaaer of an aluminum smelting plant determine the 
plant's profit-maximi~ing output? Recall from Example 7.3 that tl:e :melt~ 

ing plant's short-nm marginal cost of production depends on v:Thether 1~ IS ru:o 
nina nvo or three shifts per day. As shown in Figure 85, margmal cost IS $11~ 
pe/'ton for output levels up t~ 600 tons per day and $1300 per ton for output 
levels ben·veen 600 and 900 tons per day. 
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In the short nUl, the plant should produce 600 tons per day if price is above $1140 per 
ton but less than $1300 per ton. If price is greater than $1300 per ton, it should nUl an 
overtime shift and produce 900 tons per day. If price drops below $1140 per ton, the 
firm should stop producing, but it should probably stay in business because the 

may rise in the future. 

Suppose that the price of aluminum is initially PI = $1250 per ton. In that 
case, the profit-maximizing output is 600 tons; the firm can make a profit above 
its variable cost of S110 per ton by employing workers for two shifts a day. 
Running a third shift would invoh·e overtime, and the price of the aluminum is 
insufficient to make the added production profitable. Suppose, however, that 
the price of aluminum 'were to increase to P2 = $1360 per ton. This price is 
greater than the S1300 marginal cost of the third shift, making it profitable to 
increase output to 900 tons per day. 

Finally, suppose the price drops to only $1100 per ton. In this case, the firm 
should stop producing, but it should probably stay in business. By taking this 
step, it could resume producing in the fuhlre should the price increase. 

The application of the rule that marginal revenue should equal marginal cost 
depends on a manager's ability to estimate marginal cost.2 To obtain useful 

measures of cost, managers should keep three guidelines in mind. 

example draws on the discussion of costs and managerial decision making in Thomas Nagle 
and Reed Holden, The Stmteglf Illid Tactics of Pricillg, 2nd ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 

ch.2 
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First, except under limited circumstances, nL'emge -unrinble cost sizol!ld /lot be 
used ns n substitute for mnrgillnl cost. When marginal and ave~age cost are nearly 
constant, there is little difference between them. Hmyever, it both marginal and 
average cost are increasing sharply, the use of average variable cost can be mis. 
leading in deciding hm\' much to produce. Suppose for example, that a com. 
pany has the foUovA/ing cost information: 

Current output 

Materials cost 

Labor cost 

100 units per day, 80 of v-vhich are produced 
during the regular shift and 20 of which are 
produced during overtime 

$8 per unit for all output 

$30 per unit for the regular shift; 550 per unit 
for the overtime shift 

Let's calculate average variable cost and marginal cost for the first 80 units of 
output and then see how both cost measures change when we include the 
additional 20 lmits produced with overtime labor. For the first 80 units, aver
age variable cost is simply the labor cost ($2400 $30 per unit X 80 units) 
plus the materials cost ($640 = $8 per unit X 80 units) divided by the 80 
units-($2400 + $640)/80 = $38 per unit. Because the average variable cost is 
the same for each unit of output, the marginal cost is also equal to 538 per 
unit. 

When output increases to 100 units per day, both average variable cost and 
marginal cost change. The variable cost has now increased; it includes the addi
tional materials cost of $160 (20 units X $8 per urut) and the additional labor 
cost of $1000 (20 units X $50 per unit). Average variable cost is therefore the 
total labor cost plus the materials cost ($2400 + $1000 + $640 + $160) divided 
by the 100 lmitS of output, or $42 per urut. 

What about marginal cost? While the materials cost per unit has remained 
unchanged at $8 per unit, the marginal cost of labor has nov\' increased to 
$50 per unit, so that the marginal cost of each unit of overtime output is 
$58 per day. Because the marginal cost is higher than the average variable 
cost, a manager who relies on average variable cost will produce too much 
output. 

Second, n sillgle item 011 n firm's nccolllztillg ledger IIlny hnve two cOlllpollellts, only 
olle of which illvolves mnrgillnl cost. Suppose, for example, that a manager is try
ing to cut back production. She reduces the number of hours that some 
employees work and lays off others. But the salary of an employee who is laid 
off may not be an accurate measure of the marginal cost of production when 
cuts are made. Union contracts, for example, often require the firm to pay laid
off employees part of their salary. In this case, the marginal cost of increasing 
production is not the same as the savings in marginal cost when production is 
decreased. The savings is the labor cost after the required layoff salary has been 
subtracted. 

Third, nil opportllllity costs shollid be il1clllded ill deterlllilling IIlnrgillnl cost. 
Suppose a department store wants to sell children's furniture. Instead of b~d
ing a new selling area, the manager decides to use part of the third floor, which 
had been used for appliances, for the furruhlre. The marginal cost of this space 
is the $90 per square foot per day in profit that would have been earned had the 
store continued to sell appliances there. This opportwl.ity cost measure may be 
much greater than what the store achlally paid for that part of the building. 
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These three guidelines can help a manager to measure marginal cost cor
rectly. Failure to do so can cause production to be too high or too low and 
thereby reduce profit. 

8.5 

ASllpply Cll/'ve for a firm tells us how much output it will produce at every possi
ble price. We have seen that competitive firms will increase output to the point 
at which price is equal to marginal cost but will shut down if price is below aver
age economic cost. We have also seen that average economic cost is equal to 
average total cost when there are no sunk costs but equal to average variable 
cost when costs treated as fixed are actually amortized sunk costs. Therefore, the 
firm's supply curve is the portiol1 of the mnrginnl cost CIIi've thnt lies nbove the nvernge 
economic cost Cllrve. 

Figure 8.6 illustrates the short-nm supply curve for the case in wruch all fixed 
costs are achlally amortized sunk costs. In Hus case, for any P greater than mini
mum AVC, the profit-maximizing output can be read directly from the graph. At 
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P2 ---------------------------------------------

P=AVC - -

I 
o 

MC 

q2 Output 

In the short nm, the firm chooses its output so that marginal cost Me is equal to price 
a.s long as the firm covers its average economic cost. When all fixed costs are amor
tized sunk costs, the short-run supply curve is given by the crosshatched portion of 
the 

In §7.1, we explain that 
economic cost is the cost 
associated with forgone 
opportunities. 
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In §6.3, we explain that 
diminishing marginal returns 
occurs when each additional 
increase in an input results in 
a smaller and smaller increase 
in output. 

a price P]t for example, the quantity supplied will be £71; and at P2, it will be q 
For P less than (or equal to) minimum AVe, the profit-maximizing output i~ 
equal to zero. In Figure 8.6 the entire short-run supply curve consists of the 
crosshatched portion of the vertical axis plus the marginal cost ClUTe above the 
point of minimum average variable cost. 

Short-run supply curves for competitive finns slope upward for the same rea
son that marginal cost increases-the presence of diminishing marginal returns 
to one or more factors of production. As a result, an increase in the market price 
will induce those firms already in the market to increase the quantities they pro
duce. The higher price makes the additional production profitable and also 
increases the firm's total profit because it applies to all units that the firm 
produces. 

an Price 
When the price of its product changes, the firm changes its output level to 
ensure that marginal cost of production remains equal to price. Often, however! 
the product price changes at the same time that the prices of inputs change. In 
this section we show how the firm's output decision changes in response to a 
change in the price of one of its inputs. 

Figure 8.7 shows a firm!s marginal cost curve that is initially given by Me! 
when the firm faces a price of $5 for its product. The firm maximizes profit by 
producing an output of £h. Now suppose the price of one input increases. 
Because it now costs more to produce each unit of output, this increase causes 
the marginal cost curve to shift upward from MCl to MC2· The new profit
maximizing output is q2! at which P = MC2. Thus, the higher input price causes 
the firm to reduce its output. 

If the finn had continued to produce q1! it would have incurred a loss on the 
last unit of production. In fact! all production beyond q2 reduces profit. The 
shaded area in the figure gives the total savings to the firm (or equivalently! the 
reduction in lost profit) associated with the reduction in output from '71 to '72' 

Price, Cost 
(dollars per unit) 

#&5 

When the marginal cost of production for a firm increases (from MC1 to MCz)! 
level of output that maximizes profit falls (from '71 to '72)' 
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S
uppose you are managing an oil refinery that converts crude oil into a par
ticular mix of products, including gasoline! jet fuel, and residual fuel oil for 

home heating. Although plenty of crude oil is available, the amount that you 
refine depends on the capacity of the refinery and the cost of production. How 
much should you produce each day?3 

Information about the refineris marginal cost of production is essential for 
this decision. Figure 8.8 shows the short-run marginal cost curve (SMC). 
Marginal cost increases with output, but in a series of uneven segments rather 
than as a smooth curve. 111e increase occurs in segments because the refinery 
uses different processing lU1its to turn crude oil into finished products. When a 
particular processing unit reaches capacity, output can be increased only by 
substihlting a more expensive process. For example, gasoline can be produced 
from light crude oils rather inexpensively in a processing unit called a "thermal 
cracker,!' When this unit becomes full, additional gasoline can still be produced 
(from heavy as well as light crude oil)! but only at a higher cost. In the case 
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The marginal cost of producing petrolewn products from crude oil increases sharply 
at several levels of output as the refinery shifts from one processing unit to another. 
~ a result! the output level can be insensitive to some changes in price but very sen
Sltiveto 

3J1; F I~ example is based on James M. Griffin, "The Process Analysis Alternative to Statistical Cost 
n~::ons: A,n Application to Petroleum Refining/' Americall Ecollomic Review 62 (1972): 46-56, The 

ers ha\ e been updated and applIed to a particular refinery. 
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illustrated by Figure 8.8 the first capacity constraint comes into effect whe 
producti~n reaches about 9700 barrels a day. A second capacity constrain~ 
becom:s .lmportant when production increases beyond 10,700 barrels a day. 

DeCldmg hovv much output to produce now becomes relati\'ely easy. 
Suppose that refined products can be sold for $23 per barrel. Because the mar
ginal cost of production is close to $24 for the first unit of output, no crude oil 
should be run through the refinery at a price of $23. If, hmve\'er, price is 
between $24 and $25, the refinery should produce 9700 barrels a day (filling the 
thermal cracker). Finally, if the price is above $25, the more expensive refinincr 
mut should be used and production expanded toward 10,700 barrels a day. I) 

Because the cost function rises in steps, you know that your productio~ dea
~ions ne~~ not change much in response to slIlall changes in price. You will typ_ 
lcally uhllze sufficient crude oil to fill the appropriate processing unit until 
price increases (or decreases) substantially. In that case, you need simply calcu
late whether the increased price warrants using an additional, more expensive 
processing unit. 

= 

The short-rIm II/arket sllpply ellrve shows the am01.mt of output that the industry 
will produce in the short run for every possible price. The industry's output is 
the sum of the quantities supplied by all of its individual firms. Therefore, the 
market supply curve can be obtained by adding the supply curves of each of 
these firms. Figure 8.9 shows how this is done when there are only three firms 
all of which have different short-rill1 production costs. Each firm's ~arginal cos~ 
curve is drawn only for the portion that lies above its average variable cost 
curve. (We have shown only three finns to keep the graph simple, but the same 
analysis applies when there are many firms.) 

At any price below P1' the industry ,·vill produce no output because P1 is the 
minimum average variable cost of the lowest-cost firm. Between P1 and Pz, only 
firm 3 will produce. The industry supply curve, therefore, will be identical to 
that portion of firm 3's marginal cost curve Me3. At price Pz, the industry supply 
will be the sum of the quantity supplied by all three firms. Firm 1 supplies 
2 units, firm 2 supplies 5 units, and firm 3 supplies 8 units. Industry supply is 
thus 15 units. At price P3, firm 1 supplies 4 units, firm 2 supplies 7 units, and 
firm 3 supplies 10 units; the industry supplies 21 units. Note that the industry 
supply curve is upward sloping but has a kink at price P2, the Im·vest price at 
which all tlu'ee firms produce. With many firms in the market, however, the kink 
becomes unimportant. Thus we usually draw industry supply as a smooth! 
upward-sloping curve. 

Elasticity of Market Supply 
Unfortunately, finding the industry supply curve is not ahvays as simple a5 

adding up a set of individual supply curves. As price rises, all firms in the indus
h')' expand their output. This additional output increases the demand for inputs 

per 
unit 
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The short-run industry supply curve is the swmnation of the supply curves of the individual firms. Because the third 
firm has a lower ~verage variable cost cl~Te ~han the first two firms, the market supply curve S begins at price P 1 and 
follow~ the I~argmal cost c~rve of th~ t~d firm Me3 until price equals P2, where there is a kink. For P2 and all prices 
above It, the mdustry quantity supplied IS the sum of the quantities supplied by each of the three firms. 

=-$ ? 

to production and may lead to higher input prices .. As we saw in Figure 8.7, 
increasing input prices shifts the finns' marginal cost curves upward. For exam
ple, an increased demand for beef could also increase demand for com and soy
beans (which are used to feed cattle) and thereby cause the prices of these crops 
to rise. In turn, the higher input prices ,vould cause firms' marginal cost curves 
to shift upward. This increase lowers each firm's output choice (for any o-iven 
market price) and causes the industry supply cun"e to be less respOl~si~Te to 
changes in output price than it would otherwise be. 

The price elasticity of market supply measures the sensitivity of industry out
~ut to ma~'ket price. The elasticity of supply E, is the percentage change in quan
tity supphed Q in response to a I-percent change in price P: 

Beca.use marginal cost curves are up,·vard sloping, the short-nUl elasticity of sup
ply IS always positive. When marginal costs increase rapidly in response to 
mcreas~s in output, the elasticity of supply is 10\,\'. Firms are then capacity
~onstrall1ed and find it costly to increase output But when marginal costs 
m~rease slowly in response to increases in output, supply is relatively elastic; in 
thIS case, a small price increase induces firms to produce much more . 
. At one extreme is the case of pelfeetly inelastic SllppiJ/, which arises when the 
md~stry's plant and equipment are so fully utilized tl;at greater output can be 
achIeved only if new plants are built (as they will be in the long run). At the 
other extreme is the case of pelfeetly elastic supply, which arises when marginal 
costs are constant. 

In §2.3, we define the elastic
ity of supply as the percent
age change in quantity sup
plied resulting from a 
I-percent increase in price. 
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I n the short run, the shape of the market supply curve for a mineral such as 
copper depends on how the cost of mining varies within and among the 

world's major producers. Costs of mining, smelting, and refining copper differ 
because of differences in labor and h'ansportation costs and because of differ_ 
ences in the copper content of the ore. Table 8.1 summarizes some of the rele
vant cost and production data for the nine largest copper-producing nations.4 

These ~ata Cill1 be used to plot the ,:orld supply ~u~ve fo~' copper, The sup
ply curve IS a short-run curve because It takes the eXisting mmes and refineries 
as fixed. Figure 8.10 shows how this curve is consh'ucted for the nine countries 
listed in the table. The complete world supply curve would, of course, incorpo
rate data for all copper-producing cOlUltries. Note also that the curve in Figure 
8.10 is an approximation. The marginal cost number for each country is an 
average for all copper producers in that COurltry. In the United States, for exam
ple, some producers have a marginal cost greater than 70 cents and some less. 

The lowest-cost copper is mined in Chile and Russia, where the marginal 
cost of refined copper is about 50 cents per pound.5 The line segment labeled 
MCc, MCR represents the marginal cost curve for these counh·ies. The curve is 
horizontal until the total capacity to mine and refine copper for these hvo coun
tries is reached. (That point is reached at a production level of about 4 million 
metric tons per year.) The line segment MCI , MCz describes the marginal cost 
curve for Indonesia and Zambia (where the marginal cost is about 55 cents per 
pound). Likewise, line segment MC A represents the marginal cost curve for 
Australia, and so on. 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION MARGINAL COST 
COUNTRY (THOUSAND METRIC TONS) (DOLLARS PER POUND) 

Australia 600 0.65 

Canada 710 0.75 

Chile 3,660 0.50 

Indonesia 750 0.55 

Peru 450 0.70 

Poland 420 0.80 

Russia 450 0.50 

United States 1,850 0.70 

Zambia 280 0.55 

J Our thanks to James Burrows, Michael Loreth, and George Rainville of Charles River Associates, 
Inc, who were kind enough to provide the data. The original source of the data is US. Geological 
Survey, Mineral Commodity Summaries, January 1999 .. Updated data and related information are 
available on the \"1eb at htip:!/rnincrzd~< Irninera:::l/pub:-:/(OrnIl1odit:\, 

5 We are presuming that marginal and average costs of production are approximately the same. 
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The supply curve for world is obtained by summing the marginal cost curves for each of the major copper-
producing cow1tries. The cwve slopes upward because the marginal cost of production ranges from a low of 
50 cents in Chile and Russia to a of 80 cents in Poland. 

The vvodd supply curve is obtained by summing each nation's supply curve 
horizontally. The slope and the elasticity of the supply curve depend on the 
price of copper. At relatively low prices, such as 50-55 cents per pound, the 
curve is quite elastic because small price increases lead to substantial increases 
in refined copper. But at higher prices-say, above 75 cents pel' pound-the 
supply curve becomes quite inelastic because at such prices all producers 
would be operating at capacity. 

Producer Surplus in Short 
In Chapter 4, vve measured consumer surplus as the difference between the max
imum that a person would pay for an item and its market price. An analogous 
concept applies to firms. If marginal cost is rising, the price of the product is 
greater than marginal cost for e\'ery unit produced except the last one. As a 
result, firms earn a surplus on all but the last unit of output. The producer sur
plus of a firm is the sum over all units produced of the differences between the 
market price of the good and the marginal costs of production. Just as consumer 
surplus measures the area below an individual's demand curve and above the 
market price of the product, producer surplus measures the area abo\'e a pro
ducer's supply CUl've and below the market price. 

Figure 8.11 illustrates short-run producer surplus for a finn. The profit
maximizing output is q*, where P = Me. The surplus that the producer obtains 
fr?m selling each unit is the difference bet\'\'een the price and the marginal cost 
ot producing the unit. The producer surplus is then the sum of these "unit sur
pluses" over alllmits that the firm produces. It is aiven bv the vellow area under 
the firm's horizontal demand curve and above its ~nargir;al co;t curve, from zero 
output to the profit-maximizing output q*. 

For a review of consumer 
surplus, see §4A, where it is 
defined as the difference 
behveen what a consumer is 
willing to pay for a good and 
what the consumer actually 
pays when buying it 

producer surplus Sum over 
all units produced by a firm of 
differences behveen market 
price of a good and marginal 
costs of production. 
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The producer surplus for a fum is measured by the yellow area below the 
price and above the marginal cost curve, between outputs 0 and q*, the profit
maximizing output. Alternatively, it is equal to rectangle ABeD because the sum 
all marginal costs up to q* is equal to the variable costs of producing q*. 

When we add the marginal costs of producing each level of output from 0 to 
q*, we find that the sum is the total variable cost of producing q*. Marginal cost 
reflects increments to cost associated ''''ith increases in output; because fixed cost 
does not vary with output, the sum of all marginal costs must equal the sum of 
the firm's variable costS.6 Thus producer surplus can alternatively be defined as 
the difference between the firm's reven1le and its total variable cost. In Figure 8.11, pro
ducer surplus is also given by the rectangle ABCD, which equals revenue 
(OABq*) minus variable cost (ODCq*). 

versus Producer surplus is closely related to 
profit but is not equal to it. In the short run, producer surplus is equal to reven~e 
minus variable cost, which is variable profit. Total profit, on the other hand, IS 

equal to revenue minus all costs, both variable and fixed: 

Producer surplus PS = R 
Profit = 7i = R 

VC 
VC - FC 

It follows that in the short run, when fixed cost is positive, producer surplus is 
greater than profit. 

The extent to which firms enjoy producer surplus depends on their cos~s of 
production. Higher-cost firms have less producer surplus, and IO'wer-cost fn:ns 
have more. By adding up the producer surpluses of all firms, we can determme 

the producer surplus for a market. This can be seen in Figure 8.12. The market 

6 The area under the marginal cost curve from 0 to '1* is TC(q*) TC(O) = IC - FC = VC 
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Q* Output 

The producer surplus for a market is the area below the market price and above the 
market supply curve, between 0 and output Q*. 

supply curve begins at the vertical axis at a point representing the average vari
able cost of the lowest-cost finn in the market. Producer surplus is the area that 
lies below the market price of the product and above the supply curve between 
the output levels 0 and Q*. 

8.7 
In the long run, a firm can alter all its inputs, including plant size. It can decide 
to shut down (i.e, to exit the industry) or to begin producing a product for the 
first time (Le., to enter an industry). Because vve are concerned here 'with compet
itiw markets, 'we allow for free entnj and free exit. In other words, we are assum
ing that finns may enter or" exit Without ~ny legal restriction or any special costs 
associated with entry. (Recall from Section 8.1 that this is one of the key assump
tions underlying perfect competition.) After analyzing the long-run output deci
sion of a profit-maximizing firm in a competitive market, we discuss the nature 
of competitive equilibrium in the long run. We also discuss the relationship 
behveen entry and economic and accounting profits. 

long=Run Maximization 
Figure 8.13 shows how a competitive firm makes its long-run, profit-maximizing 
output decision. As in the short run, it faces a horizontal demand curve. (In 
Figure 8.13 the finn takes the market price of 540 as given.) Its short-nUl average 
(total) cost curve SAC and short-run marginal cost curve SMC are low enough 
for the firm to make a positive profit, given by rectangle ABCD, by producing an 
output of q1, where SMC = P = MR. The long-run average cost curve LAC 
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In §7.4, we explain that econ
omies of scale arise when a 
firm can double its output for 
less than twice the cost. 
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The ~ maximizes its profit by choosing the output at which price equals rm,~_,.,,,"," 
margmal cost LMC. In the diagram, the firm increases its profit from ABCD to EFGD, 
by increasing its output in the long run. 

e 

reflects the presence of economies of scale up to output level 112 and disecon
omies of scale at higher output levels. The long-run marginal cost curve LMC 
cuts the long-run average cost from below at Ib the point of rninimum long-run 
average cost. 

If the firm believes the market price ,,,rill remain at 540, it will want to increase 
the size of its plant to prodllCe at output 17' at which its 101lo-rull mara-inal cost .) 0 t:J 

~quals th: $40 price. When this expansion is complete, the profit margin will 
mcrease trom AB to EF, and total profit will increase from ABCD to EFGD. 
Output q~ is profit-maximizing for the firm because at any lower output (say q:J, 
the margmal revenue from additional production is a-reater than the mara-inal 

b 0 

cost. Expansion is, therefore, desirable. But at anv output areater than 17' mar-
.I 0 ;)/ 

ginal cost is greater than marginal revenue .. Additional production would there-
fore reduce profit. In summary, the 10llg-rull output of a profit-maximizillg competi
tive firm is the point at whiclz long-run marginal cost eqlwls tlz~ price. 

Note that the higher the market price, the higher the profit that the firm can 
earn. Correspondingly, as the price of the product falls from $40 to $30, the profit 
also falls. At a price of $30, the firm's profit-maximizing output is Ib the point of 
long-run minimum average cost. In this case, because P = ATC, the finn earns 
zero economic profit. 

long-Run Competitive Equilibrium 
For an equilibrium to arise in the long run, certain economic conditions must 
prevaiL Firms in the market must have no desire to withdraw at the same time 
that no firms outside the market wish to enter. But what is the exact relationship 
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between profitability, entry, and long-run competitive equilibrium? The ans,,,'er 
can be seen by relating economic profit to the incentive to enter and exit a market. 

As we sa"v in Chapter 7, it is 
iJ1lportant to d~~ti.nguish between acc?unting profit and ec.?no,mic profit. 
Accounting proht IS measured by the dIfference between the trrm s revenues 
and its cash flows for labor, raw materials, and interest plus depreciation 
expenses .. Econo:nic profit takes il:tO ;ccount ~l?po~tunity costs. One such 
opportul1lty cost IS the return to the fmn s owners It theIr capItal were used else
where. Suppose, for example, that the firm uses labor and capital inputs; its cap
ital equipment has been purchased. Accounting profit will equal revenues R 
minus labor costs wL, which is positive. However, economic profit iT equals rev
enues R minus labor cost wL minus the capital cost, rK: 

iT = R wL rK 

As we explained in Chapter 7, the correct measure of capital cost is the user cost 
of capital, "vh:ich is the alU1ual return the finn could earn by investing its Inoney 
elsewhere instead of purchasing capital, plus the annual depreciation on the 
capital. 

Zero When a firm goes into a business, it does so in the 
expectation that it will earn a return on its investment. A zero economic profit 
J1leans that the firm is earning a nomznl-i.e., competitive-return on that 
investment. This normal return, which is part of the user cost of capital, is the 
firm's opportunity cost of using its money to buy capital rather than investing it 
elsewhere. Thus, a firm cnmillg zero ecollomic profit is doing ([s well by investing its 
money ill capital as it cOllld by illvesting elsewhere-it is earning a competitive 
return on its money. Such a firm, therefore, is performing adequately, and 
should stay in business. (A firm earning a negative economic profit, however, 
should consider going out of business if it does not expect to improve its finan
cial picture.) 

As we will see, in competitiye markets economic profit becomes zero in the 
long run. Zero economic profit signifies not that firms are performing poorly, 
but rather that the industry is competitive. 

Entry Figure 8.13 shows how a $40 price induces a firm to increase 
output and realize a positive profit. Because profit is calculated after subtracting 
the opportunity cost of capital, a positive profit means an lLl1Usually high return 
on a financial investment, which can be earned by entering a profitable industry. 
This high rehlrn causes investors to direct resources away from other indush"ies 
and into this one-there will be entnj into the market. E~'entuallv the increased 
production associated with new entry causes the market supply ~urve to shift to 
the right: As a result, market out}lut increases and the market price of the prod
uct falls. 1 Figure 8.14 illustrates this. In part (b) of the figure, the supply curve 
has shifted from 51 to 52' causing the price to fall from P1 ($40) to P2 ($30)~ In part 
(a), which applies to a single firm, the long-run average cost curve is tangent to 
the horizontal price line at output q2' 

, We discuss why the long-run supply cun'e might be upward sloping in the next section. 

zero economic profit A firm 
is earning a normal return on 
its investment-ie, it is doing 
as well as it could by investing 
its money elsewhere. 
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Initially the long-run equilibrium price of a product is $40 per unit, as shown in (b) as the intersection of demand 
curve D and supply curve 51' In (a) we see that firms earn positive profits because lona-run averaae cost reaches a . . f$ 0 0 rrurumum 0: 30 (at q~). This positive profit encourages entry of new finns and causes a shift to the right in the supply 
Cl.m'e to 52 as shovm m (a). The long-nm equilibrium occurs at a price of $30 as shovm in (b), ,vhere each firm earns 
zero profit and there is no incentive to enter or exit the 

long-run competitive equilib
rium All firms in an indus
try are maximizing profit, no 
firm has an incentiye to enter 
or exit, and price is such that 
quantity supplied equals 
quantity demanded 

When a finn earns zero economic profit, it has no incentive to exit the indus
try. Likewise, other finns ha\-e no special incentive to enter. A long-run compet
itive equilibrium occurs when three conditions hold: 

1. All firms in the industry are maximizing profit. 

2. No firm has an incentive either to enter or exit the industry because all firms 
are earning zero economic profit. 

3. The price of tl1e product is 511C11 that the qua11tit)T Sllpplied by the iI1dustry is 
equal to the quantity demanded by consumers. 

The dynamic process that leads to long-run equilibrium creates a puzzle. Firms 
enter the market because they hope to earn a profit, and like,·vise they exit because 
of economic losses. In long-run equilibrium, however, firms earn zero economic 
profit. vVhy does a firm enter a market knowing that it will evenhlally earn zero 
profit? The answer is that zero economic profit represents a competitive return for 
the finn's inveshnent of financial capital. With zero economic profit, the finn has 
no incentive to go elsewhere because it carmot do better financially by doing so. If the 
firm happens to enter a market sufficiently early to enjoy an economic profit in the 
short run, so much the better. Similarly, if a firm exits an unprofitable market 
quickly, it can save its uwestors money. Thus the concept of long-nm equilibrium tells 
us the direction that firms' behavior is likelv to take. The idea of an evenhlal zero
profit, long-rurl equilibrium should not dis~ourage a manager-it should be seen 
U1 a positive light, because it reflects the opporhmity to eam a competitive rehlrI1· 
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To see ,·vhy all the conditions for long-run 
uilibrium must hold, assume that all firms have identical costs. Now consider 

~~lat happens if too many firms enter the u1dustry in response to an opportunity 
for profit. The ind~lst~y supply cun-e in Figure_8.14(b) will.shift further t~ the 
'oht, and price ,vIll tall below S30-say, to 52;:,. At that pnce, however, fIrms 
~iIllose money. As a result, some firms will exit the industry. Finns will con
tinue to exit until the market supply curve shifts back to 52' Only when there is 
no incenti\-e to exit or enter can a market be in long-run equilibrium. 

Now suppose that all finns U1 the u1dustry 
do not haw identical cost curves. Perhaps one finn has a patent that lets it pro
duce at a lower average cost than all other firms. In that case, it is consistent ,vith 
long-run equilibrium for that firm to earn a greater acco1llltillg profit and to enjoy 
a hiaher producer surplus than other finns. As long as other investors and firms 
cal;ot acquire the patent that lowers costs, they have no incentive to enter the 
industry. Com-ersely, as long as the process is particular to this product and this 
industry, the fortunate firm has no incentive to exit the u1dustry. 

The distinction between accounting profit and economic profit is important 
here. If the patent is profitable, other firms U1 the u1dustry will pay to use it (or 
attempt to buy the entire firm to acquire it). TIle increased value of the patent thus 
represents an opporhmity cost to the finn that holds it. It could sell the rights to the 
patent rather than use it. If all finns are equally efficient otherwise, the ecolloJllic 

profit of the firm falls to zero. However, if the firm with the patent is more effi
cient than other finns, then it will be earning a positive profit. But if the patent 
holder is otherwise less efficient, it should sell off the patent and exit the u1dushy. 

There are other instances in which firms 
earning positive accounting profit may be earning zero economic profit. 
Suppose, for example, that a clothing store happens to be located near a large 
shopping center. The additional flm·" of customers may substantially increase 
the store's accounting profit because the cost of the land is based on its historical 
cost. However, as far as economic profit is concerned, the cost of the land should 
reflect its opporhmity cost, which in this case is the current market value of the 
land. When the opportunity cost of land is included, the profitability of the 
dothu1g store is no higher than that of its competitors. 

Thus the condition that economic profit be zero is essential for the market to 
be in long-run equilibrium. By definition, positive economic profit represents an 
opportunity for investors and an incentive to enter an industry. Positive 
accounting profit, however, may signal that finns already in the industry pos
sess valuable assets, skills, or ideas, which will not necessarily encourage entry. 

Economic Rent 
We have seen that some firms earn higher accounting profit than others because 
they have access to factors of production that are in lunited supply; these might in
clUde land and natural resources, entrepreneurial skill, or other creative talent. In 
these sihlations what makes econOlnic profit zero in the long nm is the willu1gness 
of other firms to use the factors of production that are m limited supply. TIle pos
itive accountu1g profits are therefore translated into econoJllic rellt that is earned 
by the scarce factors. Economic rent is what firms are willu1g to pay for an input 
less the muumum amOl.mt necessary to buy it. In competitive markets, in both the 
short and the long rW1, economic rent is often positive even though profit is zero. 

economic rent Amount that 
firms are willing to pay for an 
input less the minimum 
amount necessary to obtain it. 
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For example, suppose that two firms in an industry own their land outrietht. 
thus the minimum cost of obtaining the land is zero. One finn, hmyeve~ i; 
located on a river and can ship its products for $10,000 a year less than the other 
firm, which is inland. In this case, the $10,000 higher profit of the first finn is due 
to the $10,000 per year economic rent associated with its river location. The rent 
is created because the land along the river is valuable and other firms would be 
'willing to pay for it. Eventually, the competition for this specialized factor of 
production will increase the value of that factor to $10,000. Land rent-the dif
ference bet\".'een $10,000 and the zero cost of obtaining the land-is also $10,000. 
Note that "while the economic rent has increased, the economic profit of the firm 
on the river has become zero. 

The presence of economic rent explains ,"vhy there are some markets in which 
firms cannot enter in response to profit opporhmities. In those markets, the sup
ply of one or more inputs is fixed, one or more firms earn economic rents, and all 
firms enjoy zero economic profit. Zero economic profit tells a firm that it should 
remain iIl a market only if it is at least as efficient m production as other firms. It 
also tells possible entrants to the market that entry will be profitable only if they 
can produce more efficiently than firms already in the market. 

Producer Surplus in the Long Run 
Suppose that a firm is earning a positive accountiIlg profit but that there is no 
mcentive for other firms to enter or exit the mdustry. This profit must reflect eco
nomic rent How then does rent relate to producer surplus? To begin with, note 
that while economic rent applies to factor inputs, producer surplus applies to 
outputs. Note also that producer surplus measures the difference between the 
market price a producer receives and the margmal cost of production. Thus, in 
the long nm, m a competitive market, tlze producer surplus tlzat a firm eams Oil tile 
output that it sells collsists of tlze ecolloll1ic rellt tlzat it enjoys fro 111 all its scarce illPuts. 

Let's say, for example, that a baseball team has a franchise allowing it to oper
ate in a particular city. Suppose also that the only alternative location for the 
team is a city m which the team will generate substantially lower re\·enues. The 
team will therefore earn an economic rent associated with its current location. 
This rent will reflect the difference between what the firm would be willing to 
pay for its current location and the amount needed to locate in the alternativ~ 
city. The firm will also be earniI'lg a producer surplus associated with the sale at 
baseball tickets and other franchise items at its current location. This surplus will 
reflect all economic rents, includmg those rents associated with the finn's other 
factor iIlputs (the stadium and the players). 

Figure 8.15 shows that firms earning economic rent earn the same economic 
profit as firms that do not earn rent. Part (a) shows the economic profit of a base
ball team located m a moderate-sized city. The average price of a ticket is $7, and 
costs are such that the team earns zero economic profit. Part (b) shows the profit 
of a team ''''ith the same costs, even though it is located iIl a larger city. Because 
more people want to see baseball games, the latter team can sell tickets for $10 
apiece and thereby earn an accounting profit of $3 on each ticket. Hm\'ever, the 
rent associated with the more desirable location represents a cost to the firm-an 
opportwlity cost-because it could sell its franchise to another team. As a result, 
the economic profit iIl the larger city is also zero. 

S In a noncompetiti\"e market, producer surplus will reflect economic profit as well as economiC 
rent 
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In long-run equilibrium, all firms earn zero economic profit. In (a), a baseball team in a moderate-sized city sells 
enough tickets so that price ($7) is equal to marginal and average cost. In (bt the demand is greatel~ so a $10 price can 
be charged. The team increases sales to the point at which the average cost of production plus the average economic 
rent is equal to the ticket price. When the opportunity cost associated with owning the franchise is taken into account, 
the team ean1S zero economic 

8.8 

In our analysis of short-run supply, we first deri\"ed the firm's supply CUl"\"e and 
then showed how the summation of individual firms' supply cun"es generated a 
market supply curve. We cannot, however, analyze long-run supply in the same 
way: In the long run, firms enter and exit markets as the market price changes. 
This makes it impossible to sum up supply cun"es-we do not know which 
firms' supplies to add up to get market totals. 

The shape of the long-run supply Clln'e depends on the extent to which 
~creases and decreases in industry output affect the prices that firms must pay 
tor inputs into the production process, To determine long-run supply, I've 
assume all firms ha\'e access to the a\'ailable production technology. Output is 
Increased by using more inputs, not by im-ention. vVe also assume that the con
~itions underlying the market for inputs to production do not change when the 
Industry expands or contracts. For example, an increased demand for labor does 
not increase a union's ability to negotiate a better wage contract for its workers. 

In our analysis of long-run supply, it 'will be useful to distinguish among three 
types of industries: constant-cost, ill creasing-cost, and decreasing-cost. 

Constant-Cost Industry 

Figure 8.16 shows the derivation of the long-run supply cun-e for a constant
cost industry. A fum's output choice is giwn in (a), while U;dush-y output is shown 
In (b). Assume that the industry is initially in equilibrium at the intersection of 

constant-cost industry 
Industry whose long-run 
supply curve is horizontal. 
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In (b), the long-run supply curve in a constant-cost indushy is a horizontal line SL' When demand increases, initiaI1y'~ 
causing a price rise (represented by a move from point A to point C), the firm initially increases its output from ql to~ 
Q2' as shO'wn in (a). But the enhy of new firms causes a shift to the right in industry supply. Because input prices are 
unaffected by the increased output of the industry, entry occurs until the original price is obtained (at point B). 

market demand CLUYe 0 1 and short-run market supply curve 51- Point A at the 
intersection of demand and supply is on the long-run supply curve 5L because it 
tells us that the industry will produce Ql units of output 'when the long-run equi-

librium price is Pl' 
Io obtain other points on the long-run supply Cllr\'e, suppose the market 

demand for the product lmexpectedly increases (say, because of a reduction in per
sonal income taxes). A typical firm is initially producing at an output of 1]1' where PI 
is equal to long-run marginal cost and long-run average cost. But because the 
firm is also in short-run equilibrium, price also equals short-run marginal cost 
Suppose that the tax cut shifts the market demand curve from 0 1 to O2, Demand 
cun'e O

2 
intersects supply CLUTe 51 at C As a result, price increases from P1 to Pz· 

Part (a) of Figure 8.16 shows how this price increase affects a typical firm in 
the industry. When the price increases to P2, the firm follo'ws its short-nm mar
ginal cost c'urve and increases output to lh- This output choice maxim.izes profit 
because it satisfies the condition that price equal short-run m.arginal cost. If 
e\'ery firm responds this 'way, each will be earning a positive profit in short-run 
equilibrium. This profit 'will be attractive to investors and v,rill cause existing 
firms to expand operations and ne,'" firms to enter the market. 

As a result, in Figure 8.16(b) the short-run supply curve shifts to the right 
from 51 to 52' This shift causes the market to move to a ne,'" long-run equilibrium 
at the intersection of O2 and 52' For this intersection to be a long-run equilibrium, 
output must expand enough so that firms are earning zero profit and the incen
tiYe to enter or exit the industry disappears. 

In a constant-cost industry, the additional inputs necessary to produce higher 
output can be purchased without an increase in per-unit price. This might hap
pen, for example, if unskilled labor is a rnajor input in production, and the mar
ket 'wage of unskilled labor is unaffected by the increase in the demand for labor. 
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Because the prices of inputs have not changed, firms' cost curves are also 
unchanged; the ne\v equilibrium must be at a point such as B in Figure 8.16(b), at 
which price is equal to P1, the original price before the unexpected increase in 
demand occurred. 

The long-rull supply curve for a constant-cost illdustry is, therefore, a izorizolltallille 
ot a price that is e1]ual to the long-nln minimulIl average cost oj production. At any 
higher price, there would be positive profit, increased entry, increased short-run 
supply, and thus downward pressure on price. Remember that in a constant-cost 
industry, input pri~es do r:ot change when conditions change in the output mar
ket. Constant-cost mdustnes can have horizontallong-nm average cost curves. 

Increasing-Cost 
In an increasi~g-cost industry, the prices of some or all inputs to production 
increase a~ the m?ustry expands and the demand for the inputs grows. This sit
uation 11llght anse, for example, if the industry uses skilled labor, which 
becomes in short supply as the demand for it increases. If a firm requires mineral 
resources that are available only on certain types of land, the cost of land as an 
input ll:cre.ase.s v:ith output. Figure 8.17 shows the derivation of long-run sup
ply, w~ICh IS ~~rru~ar to the ~revious constant-cost derivation. The industry is ini
tia!ly 111 eqLUlIbnum at A. m part (b). When the demand curve unexpectedly 
shifts from 0 1 to O2, the pnce of the product increases in the short run to Po, and 
~ndustry ?utput increases from Q1 to Q2- A typical firm, as shown in pa;t (a), 
:ncreases Its output. from 1]1 to 1]2 in response to the higher price by moving along 
Its short-run margmal cost curve. The higher profit earned by this and other 
firms induces new firms to enter the industry . 

Dollars per Firm Dollars per 
unit of unit of 
output output 

P2 P2 

Po .' P3 

P1 
P1 

increasing-cost industry 
Industry whose long-run sup
ply curve is upward sloping. 

Industry 

51 52 

SL 

: (b), the. l?~g-run s~pply c:rrve. in an i~crea~ing-cost industry is an upward-sloping curve SLo When demand 
~eases, ll11tially. causmg a pnc~ nse, the firms mcrease their output from q1 to qz in (a). In that case, the entry of new 

s causes. a shift ~o the nght m supply. Because input prices increase as a result, the new lona-run equilibrium 
,!curs at a higher pnce than the initial equilibrium. 0 
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decreasing-cost industry 
Industry whose long-run sup
ply curve is downward sloping. 

As new firms enter and output expands, increased demand for inputs causes 
some or all input prices to increase" The short-run market supply curve shifts to 
the right as before, though not as much, and the new equilibrium at B results in a 
price P3 that is higher than the initial price P1. Because the higher input prices 
raise the finns' short-run and long-run cost curves, the higher market price is 
needed to ensure that firms earn zero profit in long-run equilibrium" Figure 
8.17(a) illustrates this" The average cost curve shifts up from ACI to AC2, "while 
the marginal cost curve shifts to the left from MC1 to MC2. The new long-run 
equilibrium price P3 is equal to the new minimum average cost As in the 
constant-cost case, the higher short-run profit caused by the initial increase in 
demand disappears in the long run as firms increase output and input costs rise. 

The new equilibrium at B in Figure 8.17(b) is, therefore, on the long-run sup
ply curve for the industry. III [Ill illcre[lsillg-cost illdustry, the IOllg-rull industry sup
ply curve is lIpw[lrd sloping. The industry produces more output, but only at the 
higher price needed to compensate for the increase in input costs. The term 
"increasing cost" refers to the upward shift in the firms' long-run a\'erage cost 
curves, not to the positive slope of the cost curve itself. 

Decreasing-Cost Industry 

The industry supply curve can also be dmvmvard sloping. In this case, the unex
pected increase in demand causes industry output to expand as before. But as 
the industry gro"WS larger, it can take advantage of its size to obtain some of its 
inputs more cheaply. For example, a larger industry may allow for an improved 
transportation system or for a better, less expensive financial network. In this 
case, firms' average cost curves shift dovvnward (even though they do not enjoy 
econornies of scale), and the market price of the product falls. The lower market 
price and lo"vver average cost of production induce a new long-run equilibrium 
with more finns, more output, and a lower price. Therefore, in a decreasing-cost 
industry, the long-run supply curve for the industry is dmvnward sloping. 

The Effects of a Tax 

In Chapter 6, we saw that a tax on one of a firm's inputs (in the form of an effluent 
fee) creates an incentive for the fum to change the way it uses inputs in its production 
process. Now we consider ways in which a firm responds to a tax on its output. To 
simplify the analysis, assume that the fum uses a fixed-proportions production tech
nology. If the fu-m is a pollutel~ the output tax might encomage the firm to reduce its 
output, and therefore its effluent, or it might be imposed merely to raise revenue. 

First, suppose the output tax is imposed only on this finn and thus does not 
affect the market price of the product. We will see that the tax on output encour
ages the finn to reduce its output. Figure 8.18 shows the relevant short-nm cost 
curves for a firm enjoying positive economic profit by producing an output of q! 
and selling its product at the market price Pl' Because the tax is assessed for 
every unit of output, it raises the firm's marginal cost curve from Me1 to 
MC2 = MCI + t, where t is the tax per unit of the firm's output. The tax also 
raises the average variable cost curve by the amount t. 

The output tax can have h'\'o possible effects. If the fum can still earn a positive or 
zero economic profit after the imposition of the tax, it will maximize its profit by 
choosing an output level at which marginal cost plus the tax is equal to the price of 
the product. Its output falls from 1]1 to (]2, and the implicit effect of the tax is to shift its 
supply curve upward (by the amOLmt of the tax). If the fum can no longer eam an eco
nomic profit after the tax has been imposed, the fu'm will choose to exit the market. 
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An output tax raises the firm's marginal cost curve by the amount of the tax. The 
firm will reduce its output to the point at which the marginal cost plus the tax is 

to the of the product. 

Now suppose that all finns in the industry are taxed and so have increasing 
marginal costs. Because each firm reduces its output at the current market price, 
the total output supplied by the industry will also fall, causing the price of the 
product to increase. Figure 8.19 illustrates this. An upward shift in the supply 
curve, from 5) to S2 = 5) + t, causes the market price of the product to increase 
(by less than the amount of the tax) from PI to P2. This increase in price dimin
ishes some of the effects that we described previously. Firms will reduce their 
output less than they would without a price increase. 

Finally, output taxes may also encourage some finns (those whose costs are 
somewhat higher than others) to exit the industry. In the process, the tax raises 
the long-run average cost curve for each firm. 

Long-Run Elasticity of Supply 

The long-run elasticity of industry supply is defined in the same way as the 
short-run elasticity: It is the percentage change in output (tlQ IQ) that results 
from a percentage change in price (::lPIP). In a constant-cost industry, the long
run supply curve is horizontal, and the long-run supply elasticity is infinitely 
large. (A small increase in price will induce an extremely large increase in out
put.) In an increasing-cost industry, however, the long-run supply elasticity will 
be positive but finite. Because industries can adjust and expand in the long run, 
We would generally expect long-run elasticities of supply to be larger than short
run elasticities.9 The magnitude of the elasticity will depend on the extent to 

c 

, In Some cases the opposite is true Consider the elasticity of supply of scrap metal from a durable 
good like copper Recall from Chapter 2 that because there is an existing stock of scrap, the long-run 
elasticity of supply will be smaller than the short-run elasticity 
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Dollars per 
unit of 
output 

An output tax placed on all finns in a competitive market shifts the supply 
the industry upward by the amount of the tax, This shift raises the market price 
the product and lowers the total of the industry. 

which input costs increase as the market expands. For example, an industry that 
depends on inputs that are widely available \,vill have a more elastic long-run 
supply than will an industry that uses inputs in short supply. 

wner-occupied and rental housing provide interesting examples of the 
range of possible supply elasticities. People buy or rent housing to obtain 

the services that a house provides-a place to eat and sleep, comfort, and so on. 
If the price of housing services were to rise in one area of the COLU1h"y, the quan
tity of services provided could increase substantially 

To begin, consider the supply of owner-occupied housing in suburban or 
rural areas where land is not scarce. In this case, the price of land does not 
increase substantially as the quantity of housing supplied increases. Likewise, 
costs associated with construction are not likely to increase because there is a 
national market for lumber and other materials.-Therefore, the long-run elastic
ity of the housing supply is likely to be very large, approximating a constant
cost industry. In fact, many studies find the long-run supply curve to be nearly 
horizontaL 10 

Even when elasticity of supply is measured within urban areas, where land 
costs rise as the demand for housing services increases, the long-run elasticity 
of supply is still likely to be large because land costs make up only about one-

10 For a review of the rele\'ant literature, see Dixie :vI. Blackley, "The Long-Run Elasticity of NeW 
Housing Supply in the United States: Empirical E\'idence for 1930 to 1994," JOllnIal or Real Estale 
Fillflllce mid Ecollolllics 18(1999): 25-42. 
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arter of total housing costs, In one study of urban housing supply, the price 
qu f d b r -, 11 lasticity was OLU1 to e J.J. 

e The market for rental housing is different, hovve\'er. The construction of 
ental housing is often restricted by local zarling laws. Many commlmities out
~aw it entirely, while others limit to it certain areas. Because urban land on which 
most rental housing is located is restricted and valuable, the long-run elasticity 
of supply of rental housing is much lower than the elasticity of supply of owner
occupied housing, As the price of rental housing services rises, new high-rise 
rental units are built and older LU1its are renovated-a practice that increases the 
quantity of rental service~. With urban ~and beco~g mO:'e val~able as h?using 
density increases, and wIth the cost at construction soanng \'\'Ith the heIght of 
buildri1gs, increased demand causes the input costs of rental housing to rise. In 
thls increasing-cost case, the elasticity of supply can be much less than 1; in one 
study, the authors found the supply elasticity to be between 0.3 and 0.7.12 -

1. Managers can operate in accordance with a complex 
set of objectives and under various constraints. 
However, we can assume that firms act as if they are 
maximizing long-run profit. 

2. Many markets may approximate perfect competition 
in that one or more firms act as if they face a nearly 
horizontal demand curve. In general, the number of 
firms in an industry is not always a good indicator of 
the extent to which that industry is competiti\·e. 

3. Because a firm in a competitive market has a small 
share of total industry output, it makes its output 
choice under the assumption that its production deci
sion will have no effect on the price of the product In 
this case, the demand curve and the marginal re\'enue 
cun'e are identical 

4. In the short run, a competitive firm maximizes its 
profit by choosing an output at which price is equal to 
(short-run) marginal cost. Price must, however, be 
greater than or equal to the firm's minimum average 
variable cost of production. 

5. The short-run market supply cun'e is the horizontal 
summation of the supply curves of the firms in an 
industry. It can be characterized by the elasticity of 
supply: the percentage change in quantity supplied in 
response to a percentage change in price. 

6. The producer surplus for a firm is the difference 
between its revenue and the minimum cost that 

would be necessary to produce the profit-maximizing 
output. In both the short run and the long run, pro
ducer surplus is the area under the horizontal price 
line and above the marginal cost of production. 

7. Economic relit is the payment for a scarce factor of pro
duction less the minimum amount necessary to hire 
that factor. In the long run in a competitive market, 
producer surplus is equal to the economic rent gener
ated by all scarce factors of production. 

8. In the long run, profit-maximizing competitive firms 
choose the output at which price is equal to long-run 
marginal cost. 

9. A long-run competitive equilibrium occurs under 
these conditions: (a) when firms maximize profit; (b) 
when all firms earn zero economic profit, so that there 
is no incentive to enter or exit the industry; and (c) 
when the quantity of the product demanded is equal 
to the quantity supplied. 

10. The long-run supply curve for a firm is horizontal 
when the industry is a constant-cost industry in 
which the increased demand for inputs to production 
(associated with an increased demand for the prod
uct) has no effect on the market price of the inputs. 
But the long-run supply curve for a firm is upward 
sloping in an increasing-cost industry, where the 
increased demand for inputs causes the market price 
of some or all inputs to rise. 

~l~ee Barton A. Smith, "The Supply of Urban Housing," JOllnIal of Political Econol1lY 40, no 3 (August 
19/6): 389-403. 
17 

;;,ee Frank deLeeuw and Nkanta Ekanem, "The Supply of Rental Housing," A III erica II Ecollolllic 
view 61 (December 1971): 806-17, table 3.2. 
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1. Why would a firm that incurs losses choose to pro
duce rather than shut down? 

2. The supply cun'e for a firm in the short run is the 
short-nm marginal cost curve (above the point of m.in
imum average variable cost). Why is the supply cun'e 
in the long run Ilot the long-run marginal cost curve 
(above the point of minimum average total cost)? 

3. In long-nm equilibrium, all firms in the industry earn 
zero economic profit. Why is this true? 

4. What is the difference between economic profit and 
producer surplus? 

5. Why do firms enter an industry when they know that 
in the long run, economic profit will be zero? 

6. At the beginning of the twentieth century, there were 
many small American automobile manufacturers. At 
the end of the century, there are only two large ones. 
Suppose that this sih18tion is not the result of lax fed
eral enforcement of antimonopoly laws. How do you 
explain the decrease in the number of manufacturers? 
(Hint: \-Vhat is the inherent cost sh'ucture of the auto
mobile industry?) 

7. Because Industry X is characterized by perfect compe
tition, every firm is earning zero economic profit. If 
the product price falls, no firms can survive. Do you 
agree or disagree? Discuss. 

1. Using data in Table 8.A on the follOWing page, explain 
what happens to a firm's output choice and profit if 
the price of the product falls from 540 to $35. 

2. Again, using the data in the table, show what hap
pens to the firm's output choice and profit if the fixed 
cost of production increases from $50 to S100 and then 
to 5150. What general conclusion can you reach about 
the effects of fixed costs on output choice? 

3. Suppose you are the manager of a watchmaking firm 
operating in a competitive market. Your cost of pro
duction is given by C = 100 + Q2, where Q is the 
level of output and C is total cost. The marginal cost of 
production is 2Q. The fixed cost of production is $100. 
a. If the price of watches is 560, how many watches 

should you produce to maximize profit? 
b. What will your profit level be? 
c. At what minimum price will you produce a posi

tive output? 
4. Use the information in Table 8.A to answer the fol

lowing, 
a. Derive the firm's short-run supply curve. (Hillt: 

You may want to plot the appropriate cost curves.) 

8. An increase in the demand for video films also 
increases the salaries of actors and actresses. Is the 
long-run supply wrve for films likely to be horizontal 
or upward sloping? Explain 

9. True or false: A firm should always produce at an out
put at which long-run average cost is minimized. 
Explain. 

10. Can there be constant rehlrns to scale in an industry 
characterized by an upward-sloping supply curv;? 
Explain. 

11. \tVhat assumptions are necessary for a market to be 
perfectly competitive? In light of 'what you have 
learned in this chapter, why is each of these assump_ 
tions important? 

12. Suppose a competitive industry faces an increase 
in demand (Le., the curve shifts upward). What are 
the steps by which a competitive market ensures 
increased output? Does your answer change if the 
government imposes a price ceiling? 

13. The government passes a law that allows a substan
tial subsidy for every acre of land used to grow 
tobacco. How does this program affect the long-run 
supply cun'e for tobacco? 

b. If 100 identical firms are in the market, what is the 
indushy supply curve? 

5. A sales tax of $1 per unit of output is placed on one 
firm whose product sells for $5 in a competitive 
industrv. 
a. Hm;' will this tax affect the cost curves for the fum? 
b. What will happen to price, output, and profit? 
c. Will there be entry or exit? 

6. Suppose that a co~petitive firm's marginal cost of 
producing output q is given by MC(q) = 3 + 2q. 
Assume that the market price of its product is $9: 
a. What level of output will the firm produce? 
b. What is the firm's producer surplus? 

7. Suppose that the average variable cost of the firm in 
Exercise 6 is given by AVC(q) = 3 + q. Suppose also 
that the firm's fixed costs are known to be S3. Will the 
firm be earning a positive, negative, or zero profit in 
the short rW1? 

8. A competitive industry is in long-run equilibrium. A 
sales tax is then placed on all firms. VVhat do you expe~ 
to happen to the price of the product, the number 01 
firms in the industry, and the output of each firm? 

*9. 
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TOTAL 
OUTPUT PRICE REVENUE COST 
(UNITS) ($/UNIT) ($) (5) 

0 40 0 50 
40 40 100 

2 40 80 128 
3 40 120 148 
4 40 160 162 
5 40 200 180 
6 40 240 200 
7 40 280 222 
8 40 320 260 
9 40 360 305 

10 40 400 360 
11 40 440 425 

A sales tax of 10 percent is placed on half the firms 
(the polluters) in a competiti\'e industrv .. The revenue 
is paid to the remaining firms (the nOl{polluters) as a 
10 percent subsidy on the value of output sold. 
a. Assuming that all firms have identical constant 

long-run average costs before imposition of the 
sales tax-subsidy, what do you expect to happen to 

MARGINAL MARGINAL 
PROFIT COST REVENUE 

($) ($) ($) 

-50 

- 60 

-48 

-28 

-2 

20 

40 

58 

60 

55 

40 

15 

50 40 
28 40 
20 40 
14 40 
18 40 
20 40 
22 40 

38 40 
45 40 

55 40 

65 40 

the price of the product, the output of each firm, 
and industry output, both in the short run and the 
long run? (Hillt: How does price relate to industry 
input?) . 

b. Can such a policy a/WaIlS be achieved with a bal
anced budget in which tax revenues are equal to 
subSIdy payments? Why or why not? Explain. 



I n Chapter 2, vve saw how supply and demand curves can 
help us describe and understand the behavior of competi

tive markets" In Chapters 3 to 8, we saw how these curves are 
derived and what determines their shapes" Building on this 
foundation, we return to supply-demand analysis and show 
how it can be applied to a wide variety of economic 
problems-problems that might concern a consumer faced 
\,\/ith a purchasing decision, a firm faced with a long-range 
planning problem, or a government agency that has to design 
a policy and evaluate its likely impact. 

We begin by showing how consumer and producer surplus 
can be used to study the welfnre effects of a government 
policy--in other words, 'who gains and who loses from the 
policy, and by how much. We also use consumer and producer 
surplus to demonsh'ate the efficiellcy of a competitive market
why the equilibrium price and quantity in a competitive mar
ket maximizes the aggregate economic welfare of producers 
and consumers" 

Then we apply supply-demand analysis to a variety of 
problems. Very few markets in the United States have been 
untouched by government interventions of one kind or 
another, so most of the problems that we will Shldy deal with 
the effects of such interventions. Our objective is not simply to 
solve these problems, but to show you how to use the tools 
of economic analysis to deal with others like them on your 
own. We hope that by working through the examples we pro
vide, you will see how to calculate the response of markets 
to changing economic conditions or government policies and 
to evaluate the resulting gains and losses to consumers and 
producers" 
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In §2.7, we explain that under 
price controls, the price of a 
product can be no higher 
than a maximum allowable 
ceiling price. 

For a review of consumer sur
plus, see §4.4, where it is 
defined as the difference 
between what a consumer is 
willing to pay for a good and 
what the consumer actually 
pays when buying it 

We saw at the end of Chapter 2 that a goyenunent-imposed price ceiling causes 
the quantity of a good demanded to rise. (at the lO'wer price, con~u~11ers want to 
buy more) and the quantity supplied to tall (producers a~e not 'Nlllmg to SUPply 
as much at the lower price). The result is a shortage-Le., excess demand.Of\ 
course, those consumers who can still buy the good yvill be better off because 
they ,,>rill now pay less. (Presumably, this was the objective of the ~olicy in the 
first place.) But if we also take into account those who Calmot obtam ~he good, 
how much better off are consumers as a whole? Might they be worse ot£? And if 
we lump consumers and producers together, will their total welfare be greater or 
lower and by how much? To answer questions such as these, we need a way to 
meas~re the 'gains and losses from govenunent interventions and the changes in 
market price and quantity that such interventions cause. 

Our method is to calculate the changes in COIlSllIller alld prodllcer surplus 
result from an intervention. In Chapter 4, we saw that consumer sllrpills 
the aaareaate net benefit that consumers obtain from a competitive market. 
Chap~~r 8~ we saw how producer surpills measures the aggregate net benefi~ . 
producers. Here we will see how consumer and producer surplus can be applied 

in practice. 

Review of Consumer and Producer Surplus 
In an unregulated, competiti\·e market, consumers and producers buy and seU 
at the prevailing market price. But rernember, for some consumers tl:e value of 
the good e:rceeds this market price; they would pay more for the good.if they had 
to. CO/lSlllller surpills is the total benefit or value that consumers receive beyond 

what they pay for the good. . . . 
For example, suppose the market price is $5 per umt, as m FIgure 9.1. Some 

consumers probably value this good \·ery highly and would pa)~ much more 
than $5 for it. Consumer A, for example, would pay up to $10 tor the good. 
However, because the market price is only $5, he enjoys a net benefit of $5-the 
510 value he places on the good, less the $5 he must pay. t~ obtain it. C~nsumer B 
values the good somewhat less highly. She would be wl11mg to pay $1, and thus 
enjoys a 52 net benefit. Finally, Consumer C values the g~od at exactly the .mar
ket price, $5. He is indifferent ~ehveen buying or not buymg the good, and If th; 
market price were one cent hIgher, he would forgo the purchase. Consumer , 

therefore, obtains no net benefit. 1 th 
For consumers in the aaareaate, consumer surplus is the area between e 

00 old d . F' 91) demand curve and the market price (i.e., the yellow-s 1a e area m Igure .. 
Because CO/lSllmer surpills lIleasures the total /let benefit to consumers, we can mea
sure the gain or loss to consumers from a govenunent intervention by measur
ing the resulting change in consumer surplus. 

1 Of course, some consumers \'alue the good at less than 55. These consumers make up the part 
the demand cun'e to the right of the equilibrium quantity Qo and v.'111 not purchase the good. 
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Consumer 
. Surplus 

Quantity 

Consumer A would pay $10 for a good whose market price is $5 and therefore 
enjoys a benefit of $5. Consumer B enjoys a benefit of $2, and Consumer C, who val
ues the good at exactly the market price, enjoys no benefit. Consumer surplus, which 
measures the total benefit to all consumers, is the yellow-shaded area between the 
demand curve and the market price. Producer surplus measures the total profits of 
producers, plus rents to factor inputs. It is the green-shaded area between the supply 
curve and the market price. Togetl1er, consumer and producer surplus measure the 
welfare benefit of a competitive market. 

Prodllcer sllrplus is the analogous measure for producers. Some producers are 
producing units at a cost just equal to the market price. Other units, however, 
could be produced for less than the market price and would still be produced 
and sold e\'en if the market price 'were lower. Producers, therefore, enjoy a bene
fit-a surplus-from selling those units. For each unit, this surplus is the differ
ence between the market price the producer receives and the marginal cost of 
producing this unit. 

For the market as a whole, producer surplus is the area above the supply 
curve up to the market price; this is the bell~fit that lower-cost producers elljoy by 
selling at the lIlarket price. In Figure 9.1 it is the green h·iangle. And because pro
ducer surplus measures the total net benefit to producers, we can measure the 
gain or loss to producers from a government intervention by measuring the 
resulting change in producer surplus. 

Application of Consumer and Producer Surplus 
With consumer and producer surplus, \ye can evaluate the welfare effects of a 
government inten'ention in the market. We can determine who gains and who 
loses from the intervention, and bv how much. To see how this is done, let's 
return to the example of price colltr~ls that we first encountered toward the end 

For a review of producer sur
plus, see §S.5, where it is 
defined as the sum over all 
units produced of the differ
ence behveen the market 
price of the good and the 
marginal cost of its production. 

welfare effects Gains and 
losses caused by government 
intervention in the market 
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Price 

5 

Deadweight Loss 
I 

The price of a good has been regulated to be no higher than P max' which is below 
market-clearing price Po. TI1e gain to consumers is the difference between 
A and triangle B. The loss to producers is the sum of rectangle A and trian 
Triangles B and C together measure the deadweight loss from price controls. 

of Chapter 2. The govermnent makes it illegal for producers to charge more than 
a ceiling price set below the market-clearing level. Recall that by decreasing pm· 
duction and increasing the quantity demanded, such a price ceiling creates a 
shortage (excess demand). 

Figure 9.2 replicates Figure 2.22, except that it also shows the changes in con
sumer and producer surplus that result from the government price-control pol
icy Let's go through these changes step by step. 

1. Change in Consumer Surplus: Some consumers are worse off as a result of 
the policy, and others are better off. The ones who are vwrse off are those 
who have been rationed out of the market because of the reduction in 
duction and sales from Qo to Ql' Other consumers, however, can still 
chase the good (perhaps because they are in the right place at the right 
or are willing to wait in line). These consumers are better off because 
can buy the good at a lower price (Pmax rather than Po)· 

How lI111clz better off or worse off is each group? The consumers who 
still buy the good enjoy an increase in consumer surplus, which is given 
the blue-shaded rectangle A. This rectangle measures the reduction of 
in each unit times the number of units consumers are able to buy at 
lower price. On the other hand, those consumers who can no longer buy the 
good lose surplus; their loss is given by the green-shaded triangle B. This 
angle m.easures the value to consumers, net of what they would have had to 
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pay, tha~ is lost because of th~ reduction in output from Qo to Q/ The net 
change 111 consumer surplus IS therefore A B. In Figure 9.2, because rec-
tangle A is larger than triangle B, we know that the net chanae in consumer 

. . . b 

surplus IS posItive. 
Z. Change in Producer Surplus: With price controls, some producers (those 

with relatively lower costs) 'will stay in the market but will receive a lower 
price for their output, while other producers vvillieave the market. Both 
groupS will lose producer surplus. Those producers who remain in the mar
ket and produce quanti~ Ql are now receiving a lower price. They have lost 
the producer surplus gIven by rectangle A. However, total production has 
also dropped. The purple-shaded triangle C measures the additional loss of 
producer surplus for those producers who have left the market and those 
who have stayed in the market but are producing less. Therefore, the total 
change in producer surplus is - A - C. Producers clearly lose as a result of 
price controls. -

Price o 

5 

Por------------+-------=~ 

demand is sufficiently inelastic, triangle B can be larger than rectangle A. In this 
Lease, consumers suffer a net loss from price controls. 

1Il()sthi(7~I~sl~~1ing h:re that those consumers who are able to buy the good are the ones that value it 
anal B" .' r thiS \\ ere not the case, the amount of lost consumer surplus \\'ould be laraer than tri-

oe . 0 
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deadweight loss Net loss of 
total (consumer plus pro
ducer) surplus 

3. Deadweight Loss: Is the loss to producers from price controls offset bv th 
gain to consumers'? No. As Figure 9.2 shuws, price controls result in ~ e 
loss of total surplus, 'which we call a deadweight loss. Recall that the chang 
in consumer surplus is A B and the change in producer surplus is - A - ; 
The totl7l change in surplus is therefore (A - B) + ( A - C) = B - C. . 
thus have a dead'vveight loss, vd1ich is given by the two triangles Band C in 
Figure 9.2. This dead'weight loss is an inefficiency caused by price controls· 
the loss in producer surplus exceeds the gain in consumer surplus. t 

If politicians value consumer surplus more than producer surplus, this dead
weight loss from price controls may not carry much political weight. However,if 
the demand curve is very inelastic, price controls can result in a net loss of con
SU/l1er s1lrpl1ls, as Figure 9.3 shmvs. In that figure, triangle B, which measures the 
loss to consumers who have been rationed out of the market, is larger than rec
tangle A, which measures the gain to consumers able to buy the good. Here, con
sumers value the good highly, so those vvho are rationed out suffer a large loss. 

The demand for gasoline is very inelastic in the short run (but much more 
elastic in the long run). During the summer of 1979, gasoline shortages resulted 
from oil price controls that prevented domestic gasoline prices from increaSing 
to rising world levels. Consumers spent hours waiting in line to buy gasoline. 
This was a good example of price controls making consumers-the group 
whom the policy was presumably intended to protect-worse off. 

I
n example 2.9 in Chapter 2, we saw that during the 1970s, price controls cre
ated large shortages of natural gas. Today, producers of natural gas, oil, and 

other fuels are concerned that the government might reimpose controls if prices 
rise sharply. Therefore it is important to be able to evaluate the welfare effects 
of price controls. How much did consumers gain from natural gas price con
trols'? How much did producers lose'? What was the dead,\'eight loss to the 
country'? We can answer these questions by calculating the resulting changes in 

consumer and producer surplus. 
Basing our analysis on the numbers for 1975, let's calculate the annual gains 

and losses that resulted from controls. Refer to Example 2.9, 'where we showed 
that the supply and demand curves can be approximated as follows: 

Supply: 

Deml7nd: 

Q5 = 14 + 2PG + 0.25Po 

QD = - 5PG + 3.75Po 

where ~ and QD are the quantities supplied and demanded, each measured in 
trillion cubic feet (Tef), PG is the price of natural gas in dollars per thousand 
cubic feet ($/mcf), and Po is the price of oil in dollars per barrel (S/b). As 
can verify by setting ~ equal to QD and using a price of oil of 58 per barrel, 
equilibrium free market price and quantity are $2 per mef and 20 Tef, respec
tively. Under the regulations, however, the maxirnum allowable price was $1 

per mef. 
Figure 9.4 shows these supply and demand curves and compares the free 

market and regulated prices. Rectangle A and triangles Band C measure the 

PG 
(S/mcf) 

2 -10 

(Po) 2 .. 00 
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A 

(P nu\)LOO ---------------

~~ market-clea~·ing price of l:atural gas is 5~ per mef, and the maximum allowable price is $1. A shortaae of 
2::> 18 7 Ief results. The gam to COnSl.1l1erS 15 rectanale A minus h'iangle B and tl 1 t d . 1) 

c
o c, 1e oss 0 pro ucers IS rectanale 

. 0 

changes in consumer ~nd producer surplus resulting from price controls. By 
calculatmg .the areas ot the rectangle and triangles, we can determine the aair{s 
and losses trom controls. 1) 

To do the c~~culations,. first note that 1 Ief is equal to 1 billion mef. (We must 
~u: the ql.lanhtles and pr~ces ~n common units.) Also, by substihltir1g the quan
trty ~8 IC.t mto the equatIon tor the demand cun"e, we can determine that the 
vertlcallme at 18 Ief intersects the demand cun"e at a price of S2AO per mcL 
Then we can calculate the areas as follows: 

A = (18 billion mcf) X (51/rnef) = 518 billion 

B = (1/2) X (2 billion mef) X (SOAO/mcf) = SOA billion 

C = (1/2) X (2 billion mef) X (Sl/mc£) = 51 billion 

(The area of a triangle is one-half the product of its altihlde and its base) 
Th 19-~ h' . . 

h
e I:) c ange 111 consumer surplus resultina from price controls was 

t erefore A - B 18 - O.J: - Sl- 6 I: '11" b . was _ A _ = _ _ ~ =. I .. 1.1 IOn. Th~ change 111 produ.cer surplus 

th 
C 18 1 - 519 bIllion. And tmallv, the deadwewht loss for 

e year was B C - O.J: 1 - SI f I: '11" 0 of S. " ." -:-. .' -r - .'± 11 IOn. Remember that this amount 
1 ~A bIllIOn per yeal IS m 191:) dollars. In year 2000 dollars, the deadweiaht 
ass IS more than S.J: billion loss to b 
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economic efficiency Maxi
mization of aggregate con
sumer and producer surplus_ 

market failure Situation in 
which an unregulated compet
itive market is inefficient 
because prices fail to provide 
proper signals to consumers 
and producers" 

externality Action taken by 
either a producer or a con
sumer which affects other pro
ducers or consumers but is not 
accounted for by the market 
price" 

To evaluate a market outcome, \ve often ask whether it achie\'es economic 
dency-the maximization of aggregate consumer and producer surplus. 
sa\\' how price controls create a deadweight loss. The policy therefore imposes 
an efficiency cost on the economy: Taken together, producer and consumer 
plus are reduced by the amount of the dead'weight loss. (Of course, this does not 
mean that such a policy is bad; it may achieve other objectives that 
and the public deem important.) 

One miaht think that if the onlv obJ'ective is to achieve 
° -nomic efficiency, a competitive market is better left alone. This is som.etimes, 

not alwavs, the case" In some situations, a market failure occurs: Because 
fail to pr~vide the proper signals to consumers and producers, the 
competitive market is inefficient-i.e., does not maximize aggregate 
and producer surplus. There are two important instances in 'which market 
ure can occur: 

1. Externalities: Sometimes the actions of either consumers or producers 
in either costs or benefits that do not show up as part of the market 
Such costs or benefits are called externalities because they are "externaf' 
the market One example is the cost to society of environmental 
a producer of industrial chemicals. Without government inten'ention, 
a producer will have no incentive to consider the social cost of this pollution. 
We examine externalities and the proper government response to them in 
Chapter 18. 

2. Lack of Information: Market failure can also occur when consumers lack 
information about the quality or nature of a product and so cannot make 
utility-maximizirw purchasina decisions. Government intervention (e.g., 
requirina "truth inolabelinall) ~av then be desirable. The role of information 

° ° ~ is discussed in detail in Chapter 17. 

In the absence of externalities or a lack of information, an unregulated com
petitive market does lead to the economically efficient output le\'eL To see 
let's consider what happens if price is constrained to be something other than 
the equilibrium market-clearing price" 

We have already examined the effects of a price ceiling (a price held belmv the· 
market-clearing price). As you can see in Figure 9.2, production falls (from Qo 
QI)' and there is a correspo~1ding loss of total surplus (the deadweight-loss 
gles B and C)" Too little is produced, and consumers and producers in the 
gate are worse off. 

Nm.\' suppose instead that the government required the price to be above 
market-clearing price-say, P2 instead of Po. As Figure 9.5 shows, alth~ugh 
ducers would like to produce more at this higher price (Q2 instead ot Qo), call
sumers will now buy less (Q3 instead of Qo). If we assume that produc~rs 
duce only what can be sold, the market output level will be Q3' and agaU1, . 
is a net l~ss of total surplus. In Figure 9.5, rectangle A now represents a trans

Ier 

from consumers to producers (who now receive a higher price), but triangles 
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s 

is regulated to be no lower than Pz, only Q3 will be demanded. If Q3 is 
l'UJ.UU'"'''''·''' the deadweight loss is given by triangles Band C. At price P2, producers 

like to produce more than Q3' If they do, the deadweight loss will be even 

and C are again a deadweight loss. Because of the higher price, some consumers 
are no longer buying the good (a loss of consumer surplus given by triangle B), 
and some producers are no longer producing it (a loss of producer surplus given 
by triangle C). 

In fact, the deadweight loss triangles Band C in Figure 9.5 give an optimistic 
assessment of the efficiency cost of policies that force price above market-clearing 
levels. Some producers, enticed by the high price P2, might increase their capacity 
and output levels, which would result in l.Ulsold output (This happened in the air
line industry when fares 'were regulated above market-clearing levels by the Civil 
Aeronautics Board.) Or to satisfy producers, the government might buy up unsold 
output to maintain production at Q2 or close to it. (This is what happens in US 
agrICulture") In both cases, the total welfare loss will exceed triangles B and C. 

We will examine minimum prices, price supports, and related policies in 
some ~etail in the next few sections. Besides showing how supply-demand 
ana~ys.ls cal1 be used to understand and assess these policies, we will see how 
deVIations trom the competitive market equilibrium lead to efficiency costs. 

S hould peop~e have the ri~ht to sell parts of their bodies? Congress believes 
.the answer IS no. In 1984, It passed the National Organ Transplantation Act, 

whIch prohibits the sale of organs for transplantation. Organs may only be 
donated" 

Altho:1gh the law prohibits their sale, it does not make organs valueless. 
Instead, It prevents those who supply organs (living persons or the families of 
the deceased) from reaping their economic value. It also creates a shortage of 
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In §2.6, we explain how to fit 
linear demand and supply 
curves from information 
about the equilibrium price 
and quantity and the price 
elasticities of demand and 
supply. 

organs. Each year, about 8000 kidneys, 20,000 corneas, and 1200 hearts 
h'ansplanted in the United States, but there is considerable excess demand 
these organs, and many potential recipients must do \\'ithout them. 
potential recipients die as a result 

To tmderstand the effects of this la,\" let's consider the supply and 
for kidneys. First the supply curve. Even at a price of zero (the effective 
under the law), donors supply about 8000 kidneys per year. But many 
people who need kidney transplants cannot obtain them because of a 
of donors. It has been estimated that 4000 more kidneys would be 
the price 'were $20,000. We can fit a linear supply curve to this d 
supply curve of the form Q a + bP. When P = 0, Q = 8000, so a = 8000. 
P = $20,000, Q = 12,000, so b = (12,000 8000)/20,000 = 0.2. Thus the 
curve is 

Supply: QS = 8000 + 0.2P 

Note that at a price of $20,000, the elasticity of supply is 0.33. 
It is expected that at a price of $20,000, the number of kidneys ~".lllClltUI:!U. 

would be 12,000 per year. Like supply, demand is relatively price inelastic; 
reasonable estimate for the elasticity of demand at the $20,000 price is 
This implies the following linear demand curve: 

Demand: QD = 16,000 - 0.2P 

These supply and demand curves are plotted in Figure 9.6, which shows 
market-clearing price and quantity of $20,000 and 12,000, respectively. 

Because the sale of kidneys is prohibited, supply is limited to 8000 
number of kidneys that people donate). This constrained supply is shown 
the vertical line Sf. How does this affect the welfare of kidney suppliers and 
recipients? 

First consider suppliers. Those who provide kidneys fail to receive the 
520,000 that each kidney is worth-a loss of surplus represented by rectangle A 
and equal to (8000)($20,000) = $160 million. Moreover, some people who would. 
supply kidneys if they were paid do not These people lose an amount of sm~ 
plus represented by triangle C, which is equal to (1/2)(4000)($20,000) = $40mi1~ 
lion. 111erefore the total loss to suppliers is $200 million. 

What about recipients? Presumably the law intended to treat the kidneyasa 
gift to the recipient. In this case, those recipients who obtain kidneys gaill rec
tangle A ($160 million) because they do not have to pay the $20,000 price. Those 
who cannot obtain kidneys lose surplus of an amOtmt given by triangle B 
equal to $40 million. 11us implies a net increase in the surplus of recipients 
$160 - $4:0 = $120 million. It also implies a deadweight loss equal to the 
of h'iangles Band C (i.e., 580 million). 

111ese estimates of the welfare effects of the policy may need adjushl1ent 
two reasons. First, kidneys will not necessarily be allocated to those who 
them most highly. If the limited supply of kidneys is partly allocated to peoplE; 
with valuations below $40,000, the true deadweight loss will be higher than oUT 
estimate. Second, with excess demand, there is no way to ensure that recipients 
will receive their kidneys as gifts. In practice, kidneys are often rationed 011 the 
basis of willingness to pay, and many recipients end up paying all or mo~t 
the $40,000 price that is needed to clear the market when supply is constnuned 
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Price I 5' 

5-10,000 

30,000 D 

20,000 

10,000 A 

market-clearing price is $20,000; at this price, about 12,000 kidneys per year 
i .. would be supplied. The act effectively makes the price zero. About 8000 kidneys per 

are still donated; this constrained supply is shown as Sf. 111e loss to suppliers is 
, given by rectangle A and triangle C. If constilllers received kidneys at no cost, their 

would be given by rectangle A less triangle B. In practice, kidneys are often 
,rationed on the basis of willingness to pay, and many recipients pay most or all of the 

$40,000 price that clears the market when is constrained. Rectangles A and D 
measure the total value of when is constrained. 

to 8000. A good part of the value of the kidnevs-rectanales A and D in the fia-• _ 1:) 1:) 

me-IS then captured by hospitals and middlemen. As a result, the law reduces 
the surplus of recipients as well as of suppliers.3 

There are, of course, arguments in favor of prohibiting the sale of organs.~ 
One. argument st~ms from the problem of imperfect information; if people 
receive payment tor organs, they may hide adverse information about their 
health histories. This argument is probably most applicable to the sale of blood, 
where there is a possibility of h"ansmitting hepatitis, AIDS, or other viruses. But 

~~ fu:ther analyses of these efficiency costs, see Dwane L Barney and R. Larry Reynolds, "An 
D .omlC/Analysls at Transplant Organs," At/alltlc Ecollolllic Journal 17 (September 1989): 12-20; 
a~Id L Kaserman and A H Barnett, "An Economic Anah'sis of Transplant Oraans: A Comment 

an Extension," Atlalltic Ecollolllic Journnl19 (June 1991): 57-64; and A. Frank "'Adams III, A. H 
and Da\2d L Kaserman, "Markets for Organs: The Question of Supplv," COlltclIlpOral'l{ 
FohCij, II (April 1999); 147-55 ~, 

"tor discussions of the strengths and weaknesses of these arguments, see Susan Rose-Ackerman, 
Ron:e~e~abIllty and the Theory of Property Rights," Colllllibin Lilli' Rel,icl1' 85 (June 1985): 931-69, and 

" ' BlaIr and DaVid L Kaserman, "The Economics and Ethics of Alternati\'e Cadaveric Oraan 
Policies," Ynle Joumal Oil Regulatioll 8 (Summer 1991): 403-52. '" 
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eyen here, screening (at a cost that ,vould be included in the market price) ma 
be more efficient than prohibiting sales. This issue has been central to thY 
debate in the United States oyer blood policy. e 

A second argument is that it is simply Lmfair to allocate a basic necessity of 
life on the basis of ability to pay. This argument transcends economics. 
Hm,\'ever, two points should be kept in mind. First, when the price of a good 
that has a significant opportunity cost is forced to zero, there is bound to be 
reduced supply and excess demand. Second, it is not clear why liv'e organs 
should be h'eated differently from close substitutes; artificial limbs, joints, and 
heart valves, for example, are sold even though real kidneys are not. 

Many complex ethical and economic issues are involved in the sale of 
organs. These issues are in1portant, and this example is not intended to sweep 
them away. Economics, the dismal science, simnlv shows us that human oro-ems "" r ..I b 

have economic value that cannot be ignored, and that prohibiting their sale 
a cost on society that must be weighed against the benefits. 

As we have seen, government policy sometimes seeks to mise prices above 
market-clearing levels, rather than lower them. Examples include the former 
regulation of the airlines by the Civil Aeronautics Board, the minimum wage 
law, and a variety of agricultural policies. (Most import quotas and tariffs also 
have this intent, as we will see in Section 9.5.) One way to raise prices above 
market-clearing levels is by direct regulation-simply make it illegal to charge a 

price lower than a specific minimum level. 
Look again at Figure 9.5. If producers correctly anticipate that they can sell 

only the lower quantity Q3' the net welfare loss will be given by triangles Band C. 
But as we explained, producers might not limit their output to Q3' What happens 
if producers think they can sell all they want at the higher price and produce 

accordingly? 
This situation is illustrated in Figure 9.7, where Pmin denotes a minimum price 

set by the government. The quantity supplied is now Q2 and the quantity 
demanded is Q3' the difference representing excess, unsold supply. Now let us 
folloy\' the resulting changes in consumer and producer surplus. 

Those consumers who still purchase the good must now pay a higher price 
and so suffer a loss of surplus, which is given by rectangle A in Figure 9.7. Some 
consumers have also dropped out of the market because of the higher price, 
with a corresponding loss of surplus given by triangle B. The total change in 

consumer surplus is therefore 

~CS = -A B 

Consumers clearly are worse off as a result of this policy. 
What about producers? They receive a higher price for the units they sell, 

which results in an increase of surplus, given by rectangle A. (Rectangle A repre
sents a transfer of money from consumers to producers). But the drop in sales 
from Qo to Q3 results in a loss of surplus, which is given by triangle C. Finally, 
consider the cost to producers of expanding production from Qo to Q2' Because 
they sell only Q3' there is no revenue to cover the cost of producing Q2 - Q3' 
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Price 

Pmin r------~-----~ 

o 

Quantity 

Price is regul~ted to be no 10'wer than Pmil1' Producers would like to supply Qo, but 
c~nsumers will buy only Q3' If.producers indeed produce Q2, the amount" Q2 - Q, 
WIll Lmsold and the change m producer surplus will be A - C - D. In this case~ 

as a group may be worse off. 

5 

li'O f------+---~ 

o 
L 

.... ,.. 
Unemployment 

~hough th.e market-clearing wage is wo, firms are not allowed to pay less than w . 
s results 111 tmemployment of an amotmt L2 - L1 and a deadweight loss given b~ 
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How can we measure this cost? Remember that the supply curve is the 
gate marginal cost curve for the industry. The supply curve therefore gives 
the additional cost of producing each incremental unit. Thus the area lmder 
supply curve from Q3 to Q2 is the cost of producing the quantity Q2 - Q3' 
cost is represented by the shaded trapezoid D. So unless producers respond 
unsold output by cutting production, the total change in producer surplus is 

:..'lPS = A - C - D 

Given that trapezoid D can be large, a minimum price can even result in a net 
loss of surplus to producers alone! As a result, this form of government interven_ 
tion can reduce producers' profits because of the cost of excess prodUction. 

Another example of a government-imposed price minimum is the minimum 
wage la,,\'. The effect of this policy is illustrated in Figure 9.8, which shows the 
supply and demand for labor. The wage is set at 'lUmin' a level. hig.her than the 
market-clearing wage Woo As a result, those workers who can fmd Jobs obtain a 
higher wage. However, some people who want to work will be unable to. The 
policy results in unemployment, which in the figure is L2 - L j. We \'1,ill examine 
the minimum wage in more detail in Chapter 14. 

Before 1980, the airline industry in the Unite~ States looked very differ:~t 
than it does today. Fares and routes were hghtly regulated by the CIVil 

Aeronautics Board (CAB). The CAB set most fares well above v,that would have 
prevailed in a free market. It also restricted entry, so that many route~ were 
served by only one or two airlines. By the late 1970s, however, the CA.B lIberal
ized fare regulation and allowed airlines to serve any routes they wIshed. By 
1981, the industry had been completely deregulated, and the CAB itself was 
dissolved in 1982. Since that time, many new airlines have beglli1 service, and 
price competition is often intense. . 

Many airline executives feared that deregulation would lead to,.chaos ill the 
industry, with competitive pressure causing sharply reduced prohts and e~en 
bankruptcies. After all, the original rationale for CAB regulation was to proVide 
"stability" in an industry that was considered vital to the US. economy. And 
one miaht think that as lona as price was held above its market-clearing level, o 0 

profits would be higher than they would be in a free market. .. 
Dereeulation did lead to maJ'or chanaes in the industrv. Some mrlmes merged 

o 0 J • fll 
or went out of business as new ones entered the industry. Although pnces e 
considerably (to the benefit of consumers), profits overall did not fal.l.rr:u~ 
because the CAB's minimum prices had caused inefficiencies and artIflCIally 
hiah costs. The effect of minimum prices is illush'ated in Figure 9.9, where Pfi 

o . 1 .. . eset and Qo are the market-clearing price and quantity, P min IS t 1e ffillUmUm pnc 
by the CAB, and Q1 is the amount demanded at this higher price. The problem 
was that at price Pmin, airlines wanted to supply a quantity Q2' much .larger 
than Q1' Although they did not expaI:d output to.Q2' the~ did expand It "'4 
beyond Qj-to Q3 in the fiaure-hopmg to sell this quantity at the expense 0 

co~petitors. As a result, lo~d factors (the percentage of seats filled) were rela
tively low, and so were profits. (Trapezoid D measures the cost of unsold output.) 
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Pmin f-------~------___:7f 

Po I---------!---

o 

At price P min' airlines would like to supply Q2' well above the quantity Q1 that con
sumers will buy. Here they supply Q3' Trapezoid D is the cost of unsold output. 
Airline may have been lower as a result of regulation because triangle C and 
tralJezlDid D can together exceed rectangle A In addition, consumers lose A + B. 

Table 9.1 gives some key numbers that illustI'ate the evolution of the indus
try.5 The number of carriers increased dramatically after deregulation, as did 
passenger load factors. The passenger-mile rate (the revenue per passenger
mile Hown) fell sharply in real (inHation-adjusted) terms from 1980 to 1985, and 
then continued to drop from 1985 to 1996. This decline was the result of 
increased competition and reductions in fares. And 'what about costs? The real 
cost index indicates that even after adjusting for int1ation, costs increased by 
about 20 percent from 1975 to 1980. But this \,\'as largely due to the sharp 

1975 1980 1985 

Number of carriers 33 72 86 

Passenger load factor (%) 54 59 61 

Passenger-mile rate (constant 1995 dollars) .218 .210 .166 

Real cost index (1995 = 100) 101 122 111 

Real cost index corrected for fuel increases 94 98 98 

-
5 Department of Commerce, us. Statistical Abstract, 1986, 1989, 1992, 1995, 1998. 

1990 1995 1996 

60 86 96 

62 67 69 

.150 .129 .126 

107 100 99 

100 100 98 
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price support Price set 
by government above free
market level and maintained 
by governmental purchases 
of excess supply 

increase in fuel costs (caused by the increase in oil prices) that occulTed durin 
this period, and had nothing to do with deregulation. The last line in Table 9,~ 
is the real cost index after adjusting for fuel cost increases. This is "vhat costs 
would have been had oil prices increased only at the rate of inflation. This 
index rose only slightly. 

What, then, did airline deregulation do for consumers and producers? As 
new airlines entered the industry and fares went down, consumers benefited. 
This fact is borne out by the increase in consumer surplus given by rectangle A 
and triangle B in Figure 9.9. (The achlal benefit to consumers was somewhat 
smaller than this because quality declined as planes became more crowded and 
delays and cancellations multiplied.) As for the airlines, they had to learn to 
live in a more competitive-and therefore more turbulent-environment, and 
some firms did not survive. But overall, airlines became so much more cost
efficient that producer surplus may have increased. The total welfare gain from 
deregulation was positive, and quite large6 

Besides imposing a minimum price, the government can increase the price of a 
good in other ways. Much of American agricultural policy is based on a system 
of price supports, whereby the government sets the market price of a good 
above the free-market level and buys up whatever output is needed to maintain 
that price. The government can also increase prices by restricting production, 
either directly or through incentives to producers. In this section, 'vve shO\v how 
these policies work and examine their impact on consumers, producers, and the 
federal budget. 

Price Supports 
In the United States, price supports aim to increase the prices of dairy products, 
tobacco, corn, peanuts, and so on, so that the producers of those goods can 
receive higher incomes. Under a price support program, the government sets a 
support price Ps and then buys up whatever output is needed to keep the market 
price at this level. Figure 9.10 illustrates this. Let's examine the resulting gains 
and losses to consumers, producers, and the government. 

At price PSt the quantity consumers demand falls to Q), but the 
quantity supplied increases to Q2. To maintain this price and avoid having 
inventories pile up in producer warehouses, the government must buy the 
quantity Qg = Q2 Ql. In effect, the government adds its demand q, to the 
demand of consumers, and producers can sell all they 'iA'ant at price Ps· 

6 Studies of the effects of deregulation include John M Trapani and C Vincent Olson, "An Analysis 
of the Impact of Open Entry on Price and the Quality of Service in the Airline Industry," Review of 
Ecollomics alld Statistics 64 (February 1982): 118-38; David R Graham, Daniel P Kaplan, and DavidS. 
Sibley, "Efficiency and Competition in the Airline Industry," Bell Journal of Ecollomics (Spring 1983): 
118-38; S. Morrison and Clifford Whinston, The Ecollomic Effects of Airlillc Dereglilatioll (Washingto~: 
Brookings Institution, 1986); and Nancv L Rose, "Profitabilitv and Product Qualit\': EconomIc 
Determinants of Airline Safety Performa{1Ce," JOlll'llal of Political EcollolIIY 98 (October 1990): 944-64, 
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Price 
S 

Quantity 

To maintain a price Ps above the market-clearing price Po, the government buys a 
quantity Qg. The gain to producers is A + B + D. The loss to consumers is A -+- B. 
The cost to the government is the speckled rectangle, the area of which is 

QI)' 

Those consurr::rs who purchase the good must pay the higher price Ps instead 
of Po, so they sutter a loss of consumer surplus given by rectangle A Because of 
the higher price, other consurners no Ion O'er buv the O'ood or buv less of it and 

~ b '" b -' ' 

their loss ot surplus is given by triangle B. So as with the minimum price that we 
examined above, consumers lose, in this case by an amount 

~CS = -A - B 

. On the other hand, producers gain (which is why such a policy is 
lmplemented). Producers are now sellin a alarO'er ouantitv Q., instead of Q and o 0 -1 -' _ 0, 

at a higher price P,. Obsen-e from Figure 9.10 that producer surplus increases by 
the amount ~ 

~PS = A + B + 0 

. But there is also a cost to the government (which must be 
pald for by taxes, and so is ultimately a cost to consumers), That cost is 
(Q2 ~ Q])Ps' whic~1 i~ what the government must pay for the output it purchases, 
In FIgure 9.10, thIS IS the large speckled rectangle. This cost may be reduced if 
the go\-ernment can "dump" some of its purchases-Le., sell th~m abroad at a 
low price. Doing so, hmvever, hurts the abilitv of domestic producers to sell in 
foreign markets, and it is domestic producer; that the O'overnment is trvinO' to 
please in the first place, 0 -' 0 

What is the total welfare cost of this policv? To find out 'lye add the chanO'e in _ ' 0 

Consumer surplus to the change in producer surplus and then subtract the cost 
to the government. Thus the total chanae in welfare is o 

~CS + ~PS Cost to Govt. = 0 (Q2 - QI)Ps 

In terms of Figure 9.10, society as a 'whole is worse off by an amount O'iven by the 
large speckled rectangle, less triangle D. - 0_ 
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As we will see in Example 9.-1, this welfare loss can be very large. But the 
unfortunate part of this policy is the fact that there is a much more efficient 
to l:elp ~arm.er:,. If the objective is to .give far~l1ers an ad~itional income equal to 
A -;- B -;- 0, It IS far less costly to sOClety to gl\'e them thIS money directly rath 
than via price supports. Since consumers are losinoa A + B anvvvav with p .er ~.. nee 
suppo.rts, by paying fanners dir~ctly, society saves t~1e large. speckled rectangle 
less tnangle O. Then why doesn t the government SImply gIve farmers mone ; 
Perhaps because price supports are a less obvious giveaway and, theref/' 

1·· 11 . re, po Itlca y more attractIve.' 

Production Quotas 
Besides entering the market and buying up output-thereby increasing total 
demand-the goverrm1ent can also cause the price of a good to rise by reducina 
sllpply. It can do this by decree-that is, by simply setting quotas on how much 
each firm can produce. With appropriate quotas, the price can then be forced up 
to any arbitrary level. 

This is exactly how many city governments maintain high taxi fares. They 
limit total supply by requiring each taxicab to have a medallion, and then limit 
the total number of medallions.s Another example is the control of liquor 
licenses by state governments. By requiring any bar or restaurant that serves 
alcohol to have a liquor license and then by limiting the number of licenses, 
entry by new restaurateurs is limited, which allows those "I'ho have the licenses 
to earn higher prices and profit margins. 

The \'\'elfare effects of production quotas are shown in Figure 9.11. The gov
ernment restricts the quantity supplied to Q]r rather than the market-clearing 
level Qo. Thus the supply curve becomes the vertical line S' at Ql' Consumer sur· 
plus is reduced by rectangle A (those consumers who buy the good pay a higher 
price) plus triangle B (at this higher price, some consumers no longer purchase 
the good). Producers gain rectangle A (by selling at a higher price) but lose trian
gle C (because they now produce and sell Ql rather than Qo)· Once again, there is 
a deadweight loss, given by triangles Band C 

In U.s. agricultural policy, output is reduced by incen
outright quotas. Acreage lilllitatioll prograllls gi\-e farmers 

financial incentives to leave some of their acreage idle. Figure 9.11 also shows 
the welfare effects of reducing supply in this way. Note that because farmers 
agree to limit the acreage planted, the supply curve again becomes completely 
inelastic at the quantity Q]r and the market price is increased from Po to Po' 

As with direct production quotas, the change in consumer surplus is 

~CS A-B 

, In practice, price supports for many agricultural commodities are effected through loans The loan 
rate is i:l effect a price Hoor .. If during the loan period market prices are not sufficiently high, farmers 
can forteit their grain to the government (specifically to the Commodity Credit Corporation) 
pal{lIIellt for the loall. Farmers have the incentive to do this unless the market price rises abo\'e the sup
port price 
S For example, as of 1995 New York City had not issued any new taxi medallions for half a century· 
Only 11,800 taxis were permitted to cruise the city's streets, the same number as in 1937!:\s a result, 
in 1995 a medallion could be sold for about 5120,000. It shouldn't be a surprise, then. that the 
taxicab companies ha\'e vigorously opposed phasing out medallions in fa\-or of an open systen:. 
Washington, 0 C, has such an open system: An a\'erage taxi ride there costs about half of what it 
does in New York, and taxis are far more available 
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To maintain a price P, above the market-clearing price Po, the government can 
restrict supply to Ql' either by imposing production quotas (as with taxi cab medal
lions) or by giving producers a financial incentive to reduce output (as with acreaae 
limitations). For an incentive to work, it must be at least as larae as B + C + 0 o ' 
which is the additional profit eamed by planting, given the higher price Ps• The cost 
to the is therefore at least B + C + D. 

Farmers now receive a higher price for the production Q]r which corresponds to 
a gain in surplus of rectangle A. But because production is reduced from Qo to 
QI' there is a loss of producer surplus corresponding to triangle C Finally, farm
ers receiw money from the government as an incentive to reduce production. 
Thus, the total change in producer surplus is now 

~PS = A - C + PaYments for not F)roducina 
J 0 

The cost to the gm-ernment is a pavment sufficient to aive farmers an irlCen-
~ 0 

tive to reduce output to Q) .. That incentive must be at least as large as B + C + 0 
because that is the additional profit that could be made bv plantina o-ivell the r 1 . J 0' 0 
llg leI' pnce P;. (Remember that the higher price Ps gives farmers an incentive to 
produce more even though the government is trying to get them to produce less.) 
Thus the cost to the government is at least B + C + 0, and the total change in 
producer surplus is 

~~ A-C+B+C+O=A+B+O 

. This is the same change in producer surplus as with price supports main
tamed by government purchases of output. (Refer to Figure 9.10.) Farmers, then, 
should be indifferent betvveen the hvo policies because they end up gaining the 
same amount of money from each. Like'wise, consumers lose the same amount 
ofmonev. 

Whic11 policy costs the government more? The answer depends on whether 
the sum of triangles B + C + 0 in Figure 9.11 is larger or smaller than 
(Q2 - Q))Ps (the large speckled rectangle) in Figure 9.10. Usually it 'will be 
smaller, so that an acreage limitation proaram costs the aovernment (and soci
ety) less than price supports mairltained b~ government ;urchases. 

c 
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Still, e\"en an acreage limitation program is more costly to society than simply 
handing the farmers money" The total change in welfare (~CS + ~PS - Cost to 
Gm"t) under the acreage limitation program is 

~ Welfare = - A - B + A B + 0 - B - C - 0 = B - C 

Society would clearly be better off in efficiency terms if the gm"ernment simplv 
gave the farmers A + B + 0, leaving price and output alone" Farmers Would 
then gain A + B + 0 and the gm'ernment would lose A + B + 0, for a total wel
fare change of zero, instead of a loss of B + C Howe\"er, economic efficiency is 
not always the objective of government policy. 

I n Examples 2.4 and 43, we began to examine the market for wheat in the 
United States. Using linear demand and supply curves, we found that the 

market-clearing price of wheat was about 53.46 in 1981, but it fell to about 52.65 
by 1998 because of a drop in export demand. In fact, government programs 
kept the achlal price of 'Nheat higher and provided direct subsidies to farmers. 
How did these programs work, hov\' much did they end up costing consumers, 
and hov\' much did they add to the federal deficit? 

First, let us examine the market in 1981. In that year there were no effective 
limitations on the production of 'wheat, but price was increased to 53]0 by gov
errunent purchases" How much would the goverrunent have had to buy to get 
the price from 53.46 to 53]Q'? To answer this, first ,".'rite the equations for sup
ply, and for total (domestic plus export) demand: 

1981 Supply: 

1981 Demalld: 

Q5 = 1800 + 240P 

Qo = 3550 266P 

By equating supply and demand, you can check that the market-clearing price 
is 53.46, and that the quantity produced is 2630 million bushels. Figure 9.12 
illustrates this" 

To increase the price to 53]0, the govenunent must buy a quantity of wheat 
0:," Total demand (private plus gm'ernment) will then be 

1981 Total demalld: QOT = 3550 - 266P + Qs 

Nov\' equate supply with this total demand: 

1800 + 240P = 3550 - 266P + q~ 

or 

Qg = 506P - 1750 

This equation can be used to determine the required quantity of gm"ernment 
wheat purchases Qg as a hmction of the desired support price P. To achieve a 
price of 53]0, the government must buy 

Qg = (506)(3]0) - 1750 = 122 million bushels 

Note in Figure 9.12 that these 122 million bushels are the difference betw'een 
the quantity supplied at the $3]0 price (2688 million bushels) and the quantity 
of pri\"ate demand (2566 million bushels)" The figure also shows the gains and 
losses to consumers and producers. Recall that consumers lose rectangle A and 
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By buying 122 million bushels of wheat, the government increased the market-clearing price from $3046 per bushel 
to $3.70. 

i%6¥§ 

triangle B. You can verify that rectangle A is (3.70 - 3046)(2566) = 5616 million, 
and triangle B is (1/2)(3]0 - 3.46)(2630 - 2566) = 58 million, so the total cost 
to consumers is 5624 million. 

The cost to the gm"ernment is the 53]0 it pays for the wheat tirnes the 122 
million bushels it buys, or 5451.4 million" The total cost of the program is then 
$624 5451.4 = 51075 million" Compare this with the gain to producers, 
which is rectangle A plus h"iangles Band C You can verify that this gain is 5638 
million" 

Price supports for wheat were expensi\"e in 1981. To increase the surplus of 
farmers by $638 million, consumers and taxpayers had to pay $1076 million. In 
fact taxpayers paid e\'en more" \'\Theat producers were also given subsidies of 
about 30 cents per bushel, which adds up to another 5806 million. 

In 1985 the situation became e,"en worse because of the drop in export 
demand" In that year the supply and demand curves were as follows: 

1985 Supply: 

1985 Demalld: 

Q5 = 1800 + 240P 

Qo = 2580 - 194P 

You can ,"erify that the market-clearing price and quantity ,vere 51.80 and 
52231 million bushels, respectively The actual price, howe,"er, was $320. 

To increase the price to 53.20, the government bought wheat and imposed a 
production quota of about 2425 million bushelso (Farmers who wanted to take 
part in the subsidy program-and most did-had to agree to limit their 
acreage") Figure 9.13 illustrates this situation" At the quantity 2425 million 
bushels, the supply CUITe becomes verticaL Now to determine how much wheat 
Q, the government had to buy, set this quantity of 2425 equal to total demand: 

2425 = 2580 - 194P + Qy 
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In 1985 the demand for wheat was much lower than in 1981, so the market-clearing price was only $1.80. To increase 
the price to $3.20, the government bought 466 million bushels and also imposed a production quota of 2425 million 
bushels. 

or 

q; = - 155 + 194P 

Substituting 53.20 for P, we see that Q,. must be 466 million bushels. This cost 
the goverrm1ent (53.20)(466) = 51491 million. 

Again, this is not the whole story. The gm·emment also provided a subsidy 
of 80 cents per bushel, so that producers again received about 54.00 for their 
wheat. Since 2425 million bushels were produced, that subsidy cost an addi
tional 51940 million. In all, U.s. vvheat programs cost taxpayers nearly 53.5 bil
lion in 1985. Of course, there was also a loss of consumer surplus and a gain of 
producer surplus; you can calculate what they were .. 

In 1996, the US. Congress passed a new farm bill, nicknamed the "Freedom 
to Farm" law. It is designed to reduce the role of goverrunent and to make agri
culture more market oriented. The law elirninates production quotas (for 
wheat, corn, rice, and other products) and gradually reduces goverrm1ent pur
chases and subsidies through 2003. However, the law does not completely 
deregulate U.s. agriculture. For example, price support programs for peanuts 
and sugar will remain in place. Furthermore, tmless Congress renews the law 
in 2003, pre-1996 price supports and production quotas will go back into effect. 
Even tmder the new law, agricultural subsidies remain substantiaL 

In Example 2A, we saw that the market-clearing price of wheat in 1998 had 
dropped to 52.65 per busheL The supply and demand cun"es in 1998 were as 
follows: 

Delll(lnd: 

Supply: 

Qo = 3244 - 283P 

Qs = 1944 + 207P 
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You can check to see that the market-clearing quantity is 2493 million bushels. 
Although the government did not buy any wheat in 1998, it provided a direct 
subsidy to fanners of 66 cents per busheL Thus the total cost to taxpayers of this 
subsidy was more than 51.6 billion. 

In 1999, Congress expanded subsidies for wheat, soybeans, and corn by 
passing an "emergency" agricultural aid bill. The direct cost to taxpayers of 
these subsidies was estimated at $24 billion, and this sum is expected to O"row 

9 b 
in the year 2000 and beyond. 

9.5 
Many countries use import quotas and tariffs to keep the domestic price of a 
product above ·world levels and thereby enable the domestic industry to enjoy 
higher profits than it would under free trade. As we will see, the cost to society 
from this protection can be high, ''-'ith the loss to consumers exceeding the gain 
to domestic producers. 

Without a quota or tariff, a country will import a good when its world price is 
below the market price that would prevail if there were no imports. Figure 9.14 
shows this. Sand D are the domestic supply and demand curves. If there were 
no imports, the domestic price and quantity would be Po and Qo, which equate 
supply and demand. But the world price P,,, is below Po, so domestic consumers 
have an incentive to purchase from abroad and will do so if imports are not 
restricted. How much ·will be imported? The domestic price will fall to the world 
price P".; at this lower price, domestic production will fall to Q" and domestic 
consumption will rise to Qd. Imports are then the difference between domestic 
consumption and domestic production, Qd - Q,. 

Now suppose the government, bowing to pressure from the domestic indus
try, eliminates imports by imposing a quota of zero-that is, forbidding any 
importation of the good. What are the gains and losses from such a policy? 

With no imports allowed, the domestic price will rise to Po. Consumers who 
still purchase the good (in quantity Qo) will pay more and will lose an amOlmt of 
surplus given by trapezoid A and triangle B. Also, given this higher price, some 
consumers will no longer buy the good, so there is an additional loss of con
sumer surplus, given by triangle C. The total change in consumer surplus is 
therefore 

..lCS = A - B C 

~hat about producers? Output is now higher (Qo instead of QJ and is sold at 
a hIgher price (Po instead of PJ. Producer surplus therefore increases by the 
amount of trapezoid A: 

..lPS = A 

The change in total surplus, ..lCS + ..lPS, is therefore - B C Again, there is a 
deadweight loss-consumers lose more than producers gain. 

? "It's Raining Farm Subsidies," New York Tillles, August 8,1999. 

import quota Limit on the 
quantity of a good that can be 
imported. 

tariff Tax on an imported 
good. 
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In a free market, the domestic price equals the world price Pit" A total Qj is con
sumed, of which Q, is supplied domestically and the rest imported. When imports 
are eliminated, the price is increased to Po. The gain to producers is h'apezoid A. The 
loss to consumers is A + B + C so the deadweight loss is B + C. 

Imports could also be reduced to zero by imposing a sufficiently large tariff. 
The tariff vvould have to be equal to or greater than the difference between Pa 
and PiC' With a tariff of this size, there will be no imports and, therefore, no gov
ernment revenue from tariff collections, so the effect on consumers and produc
ers would be the same as with a quota. 

More often, gm'ernment policy is designed to reduce but not eliminate 
imports. Again, this can be done \vith either a tariff or a quota, as Figure 9.15 
shows. Under free trade, the domestic price will equal the world price PiC' and 
imports will be Qt - Q,. Now suppose a tariff of T dollars per unit is imposed on 
imports. Then the domestic price will rise to P* (the 'world price plus the tariff); 
domestic production will rise and domestic consumption will falL 

In Figure 9.15, this tariff leads to a change of consumer surplus giwn by 

~CS -A - B - C 0 

The change in producer surplus is again 

~PS = A 

Finally, the goverrm1ent will collect re\'enue in the amount of the tariff times the 
quantity of imports, which is rectangle n The total change in welfare, ~CS plus 
~PS plus the revenue to the government, is therefore A - B - C - 0 + .A .,.. 
o = B - C. Triangles Band C again represent the deadweight loss trom 
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When imports are reduced, the domestic price is increased from Pit'to P*. This can be 
achieved by a quola, or by a tariff T = P* - P" .. Trapezoid A is again the gain to 
domestic producers. The loss to consumers is A + B + C + D. If a tariff is used, the 
government gains D, the revenue from the tariff, so the net domestic loss is B + C. If 
a quota is used instead, rectangle D becomes part of the profits of foreign producers, 
and the net domestic loss is B + C + D. 

resh'icting imports. (B represents the loss from domestic overproduction and C 
the loss from too little consumption.) 

Suppose the government uses a quota instead of a tariff to restrict imports: 
Foreign producers can only ship a specific quantity (Q:i - Q~ in Figure 9.15) to 
the United States and can then charge the higher price P* for their U.s. sales. The 
changes in U.s. consumer and producer surplus will be the same as with the tar
iff, but instead of the U.s. government collecting the revenue given by rectangle 
D, this m.oney will go to the foreign producers as higher profits. The United 
States as a whole will be even worse off than it was under the tariff, losing 0 as 
well as the dead\veight loss Band c. 1O 

This is exactly what happened with automobile imports from Japan in the 
19805. Under pressure from domestic automobile producers, the Reagan admin
istration negotiated "voluntary" import restraints, under which the Japanese 
agreed to restrict shipments of cars to the United States. The Japanese could 
therefore sell those cars that \'\'ere shipped at a price higher than the world level 
and capture a higher profit margin on each one. The United States would have 
been better off by simply imposing a tariff on these imports. 

10 
. Altemati\'ely, an import quota can be maintained by rationing imports to U S. importing firms or 
tradmg companies These middlemen would have the rights to import a fixed amount of the good 
each year These rights are nluable because the middleman can buy the product on the world mar
ket at price P", and then sell it at price P' The aggregate value of these rights is, therefore, given by 
rectangle 0. If the gm'ernment sells the rights for this amount of money, it can caphlre the same rev
enue It would receive with a tariff. But if these rights are given away, as sometimes happens, the 
money becomes a windfall to middlemen 
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I n r~cent years. the ,vorld pr~ce of sugar has been ... as low as 4 cents per pound, 
whIle the Umted States pnce has been 20 to 2:) cents per pound. Why? Bv 

resh'icting imports, the U.s. government protects the $3 billion domestic suga'r 
industry, which would virhlally be put out of business if it had to compete with 
low-cost foreign producers. TIus policy has been good for U.S. sugar producers. 
It has even been good for some foreign sugar producers-in particular, those 
whose successful lobbying efforts have given them big shares of the quota. But 
like most policies of tlus sort, it has been bad for consum.ers. 

To see just how bad, let's look at the sugar market in 1997. Here are the rele
vant data for that year: 

u.s. production: 

U.s. consumption: 

U.S. price: 

World price: 

15.6 billion pounds 

21.1 billion pounds 

21.9 cents per pound 

11.1 cents per pound 

At these prices and quantities, the price elasticity of U.S. supply is L5, and the 
price elasticity of U.s. demand is - 0.3Y 

We will fit linear supply and demand curves to these data, and then use 
them to calculate the effects of the quotas. You can verify that the following U.S. 
supply curve is consistent with a production level of 15.6 billion pounds, a 
price of 22 cents per pOLmd, and a supply elasticity of 1.5:12 

U.S. supply: Qs = 7.83 + 1.07P 

"where quantity is measured in billions of pounds and price ir: cents per potmd. 
SinLilarly, the - 0.3 demand elasticity, together ''''ith the data for U.S. consump
tion and u.s. price, give the following linear demand curve: 

U.S. demlllld: Qo = 27.45 0.29P 

These supply and demand curves are plotted in Figure 9.16. ~tthe 11 cent 
world price, US. production would have been only about 4.0 tllihon pounds 
and U.S. consumption about 24 billion pOlmds, most of this imports. But fortu
nately for U.S. producers, imports were limited to only 5.5 billion pounds, 
wluch pushed the U.s. price up to 22 cents. 

What did this cost U.s. consumers? The lost consumer surplus is given by 
the sum of trapezoid A, triangles Band C, and rectangle O. You s~1~uld g? 
through the calculations to verify that trapezoid A is equal to $1078 l1ulhon,~
angle B to $638 nLillion, h'iangle C to $171 nullion, and rectangle 0 to $600 nul· 
lion. The total cost to consumers in 1997 was about $2.4 billion. 

How much did producers gain from this policy? Their increase in surplus is 
given by trapezoid A (i.e., about $1 billion). TIle $600 nLillion of rectangle D was 

11 These elasticity estimates are based on Morris E. ivlorkre and David G Iarr, Effects of Restrictiolls on 
. .,' I 'I de' . St t't' R 10rt June United States Imports: Fir'eCase Studies and Theory, US, Federa ra e ommlSSlOn a ,eF 'case 

1981; and F. M. Scherer, "Ihe United States Sugar Program," Kennedy School of Go\·~rnmen\U.s. 
Study, Harvard University, 1992, For a general diSCUSSIOn of sugar quotas and ot.he; a~pec/s ~ York 
agricultural policy, see D Gale Johnson, Agncuitural Pollcy and Tlade (Ne\\ rOIk: New. 
University Press, 1985); and Gail L Cramer and Clarence W, Jensen, Agncultuml E([1I10111 1

'S 

Agribusiness (New York: Wiley, 1985). . . 
12 See Section 2,,6 in Chapter 2 to re\'iew the procedure for fitting linear supply and demand function> 
to data of this kind. 
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At the world price of 11.1 cents per pound, about 24.2 billion pOlmds of sugar would have been consumed in the 
United States in 1997, of which all but 4 billion pounds would have been imported. Resh'icting imports to 5.5 billion 
pounds caused the U.s. price to go up to 21.9 cents. The cost to consumers, A + B + C + D, was about $2.4 billion. 
The to domestic producers was trapezoid A, about $1 billion. Rectangle 0, $600 million, was a gain to those foreign 

who obtained allohnents. B and C the loss of about $800 million. 

a gain for those foreign producers who succeeded in obtaining large allotments 
of the quota because they received a higher price for their sugar .. Triangles B 
and C represent a dead'weight loss of about $800 nLiIlion. 

m WWM 

9.8 

~'Vhat would happen to the price of "widgets if the government imposed a 51 tax 
on every Widget sold? Many people would ans'Vver that the price \'\'ould increase 
by a dollar, with consumers now paying a dollar more per widget than they 
Would have paid without the tax. But this answer is wrong. 313 
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specific tax Tax of a certain 
amount of money per unit 
sold. 

Or consider the follm'\'ing question. The government 'wants to impose 
50-cent-per-gallon tax on gasoline and is considering two methods of collecDngit 
Under Method I, the owner of each gas station 'vvould deposit the tax money . 
cents times the number of gallons sold) in a locked box, to be collected by a'gov_ 
ermnent agent. Under Method 2 the buyer would pay the tax (50 cents times the 
number of gallons purchased) directly to the government Which method costs th 
buyer more? Many people would say Method 2, but this answer is also wrong. e 

The burden of a tax (or the benefit of a subsidy) falls partly on the consumer 
and partly on the producer. Furthermore, it does not Inatter who puts the money 
in the collection box (or sends the check to the government)-Methods 1 and 1 
above both cost the conSUIner the same amolmt of money. As ,ve will see, the shar; 
of a tax borne by consumers depends on the shapes of the supply and demand 
curves and, in particular, on the relative elasticities of supply and demand. As for 
our first question, a $1 tax on widgets vvould indeed cause the price to rise, but 
usually by less than a dollar and sometimes by l//l/ell less. To lmderstand why,let's 
use supply and demand curves to see how consumers and producers are affected 
when a tax is imposed on a product, and \\'hat happens to price and quantity. 

a For simplicity we \vill consider a specific 
tax-a tax of a certain amount of money per llnit sold. This is in contrast to an ad 
valorem (i.e., proportional) tax, such as a state sales tax. (The analysis of an ad 
valorem tax is roughly the same and yields the same qualitative results.) 
Examples of specific taxes include federal and state taxes on gasoline and 
cigarettes. 

Suppose the govermnent imposes a tax of t cents per mut on 'widgets Assuming 
that everyone obeys the law, the government must then receive t cents for every 
widget sold. Tizis means tlzat tlze price tlze bllljer pays IIlllst exceed tlze Ilet price tlze seller 
receives by t cellts. Figure 9.17 illush'ates tius simple accOlmting relationship-and 
its implications. Here, Po and Qo represent the market price and quantity beforc the 
tax is imposed. PI> is the price that buyers pay, and P, is the net price that sellers 
receive after the tax is imposed. Note that PI> - P, = t, so the govermnent is happy. 

How do we determine what the market quantity will be after the tax is 
imposed, and how much of the tax is borne by buyers and how much by sellers? 
First, remember that what buyers care about is the price that they must pay: Pb' 
The amount that they will buy is given by the demand CUI'Ye; it is the quantity 
that we read off of the demand curve given a price PI>' Similarly, sellers care 
about the net price they receive, P,. Given P" the quantity they will produce and 
sell is read off the supply curve. Finally, we know that the quantity that is sold 
must equal the quantity that is bought. The solution, then, is to find the quantity 
that corresponds to a price of PI> on the demand curve, and a price of P, on the 
supply curve, such that the difference PI> P, is equal to the tax L In Figure 9.17 
tius quantity is shown as QI' 

Who bears the burden of the tax? In Figure 9.17, this burden is shared roughly 
equally by buyers and sellers. The market price (the price buyers pay) rises by 
half of the tax. And the price that sellers receive falls by roughly half of the tax. 

As Figure 9.17 shows,foul conditions must be satisfied after the tax is in place: 

1. The quantity sold and the buyer's price Pz, must lie on the demand curve 
(because buyers are interested only in the price they must pay)" 

2. The quantity sold and the seller's price P, must lie on the supply curve 
(because sellers are concerned only 'with the amount of money they receive 
net of the tax). 
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Fa is the price (including the tax) paid by buyers. Ps is the plice that sellers receive 
net of the tax. Here the burden of the tax is split about evenly between bu ers and 
sellers. Buyers lose A + B, sellers lose D + (, and the govemment earns 1 + Din 
revenue" 111e loss IS B + C. 

3. The q~l~.ntity demanded must equal the quantity supplied (Q1 in the figure). 

4. The .dItterence between the price the buyer pays and the price the seller 
receIves must equal the tax L 

These conditions can be summarized by the following four equations: 

QO = QO(PI,) 

Q5 = Q5(PJ 

QO = Q5 

PI> P, = t 

(9.1a) 

(9.1b) 

(9.1c) 

(9.1d) 

If we know the demand CUlye QO(P I ) the supply curve Q5(p) a 1d tL . f the t . t .' , , "I ne SIze 0 
p ax, we can solve. these equations for the buyers' price PI'" the sellers' price 
'/' and the total quantlty dernanded and supplied. This task is not as difficult as 
1 may seem, as we demonstrate in Example 9 6 R . . . 
P 

gLI1~e 9.17 a.lso shows that a tax results in a deadweiallt los5, Because buyers 
aya 1wher pn tl .' I' 0 o ce, 1ere IS a c 1ange 111 consumer surplus given by 

..lCS = -A - B 

PB~cau~e sellers now receive a lower price, there is also a chanae in producer sur-
Us gl\'en by 0 

..lPS = (- D 
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(a) If demand is very inelastic relative to supply, the burden of the tax falls mostly on buyers. (b) If demand is 
elastic relative to supply, it falls mostly on sellers. 

Government tax revenue is tQI' the sum of rectangles A and Do The total change 
in 'welfare, ~CS plus ~PS plus the revenue to the government, is therefore 

A - B C - 0 + A + 0 = - B - C. Triangles Band C represent the dead
weight loss from the tax. 

In Figure 9.17, the burden of the tax is shared almost evenly between buyers 
and sellers, but this is not always the caseo If demand is relatively inelastic and 
supply is relatively elastic, the burden of the tax vvill fall m.ostly on buyers. 
Figure 9.18(a) shows why: It takes a relatively large increase in price to reduce 
the quantity demanded by even a small amount, whereas only a small price 
decrease is needed to reduce the quantity supplied. For example, because ciga
rettes are addictive, the elasticity of demand is small (about 0.3), so federal and 
state cigarette taxes are borne largely by cigarette buyersY Figure 9.18(b) shows 
the opposite case: If demand is relatively elastic and supply is relatively inelas
tic, the burden of the tax will fall mostly on sellers. 

So even if we have only estimates of the elasticities of demand and supply ata 
point or for a small range of prices and quantities, instead of the entire demand 
and supply curves, we can still roughly determine who will bear the greatest 
burden of a tax (whether the tax is aChlally in effect or is only under discussion 
as a policy option). In general, a tax falls //lastly all the bllyer if E,jE, is s/l/ail, and 
mostly all the seller if Ed/E; is large. 

13 See Daniel A Sunmer and Michael K. Wohlgenant, "Effects of an Increase in the Federal Excise Tax 
on Cigarettes," AlIlericall JOllnzai of AgriCli It II mi Ecollomics 67 (May 1985): 235--12 
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bl fact, by using the follOWing "pass-through" formula, we can calculate the 
percentage of the tax borne by buyers: 

Pass-through fraction = Ej(E, - Ed) 

This formula tells us what fraction of the tax is passed throtwh to consumers in 
the form of higher prices. For example, \\'hen demand is totally inelastic so that 
Ed is zero, the p.ass-through f~action is 1, and all the tax is bOl:ne by con~umers. 
v'\1hen demand IS totally ~lash~, the pass-through fraction is zero, and producers 
bear all the tax. (TIle fraction ot the tax producers bear is given by - E,j(E; - Ed)') 

The of a Subsidy 

A.subsidy can.b~ analyzed in much ~he same ,·vay as a tax-in fact, you can 
think ~f a :ubsidy as a ,:e?atLVe tax. WIth a subSidy, the sellers' price exceeds the 
buyers pnce, and the difterence behveen the two is the amount of the subsidy. 
As you .w.ould expect, tl:le effect of a subsidy on the quantity produced and co~
sum.ed IS Just t~le OppOSIte ~f the effect of a tax-the quantity will increase. 

FIgure 9.19 Illustrates thIS. At the presubsidy market price Po, the elasticities 
?f sup~ly ~n~ demand are roughly equal. As a result, the benefit of the subSidy 
IS shared rouohly equally behveen buyers and sellers. As with a tax, this is not 
always the caseo In general, the b~llejit of a subsidy accl'lles lIlostly to bllljers if E,tlE, is 
small al/d lIlostly to sellers if E,tlE, IS large. --
A~ with a tax, given the supply curve, the demand curve, and the size of the 

s~~sIdy 5, we can solve ~or the resulting prices and quantity. The same four con
dition~ apply for a SUbSIdy as for a tax, but now the difference between the sell
ers' ~r~ce and the ~uyers' price is equal to the subsidy. Again, we can write these 
condItions algebraIcally: 

Price 

P, 

QD = QD(pz,) 

QS = Q5(PJ 

QD = Q5 

5 

D 

(9.2a) 

(9.2b) 

(9.2c) 

(9.2d) 

A subsidy can be thought of as a negative tax. Like a tax, the benefit of a subsidy is 
buyers and seilers, depending on the relative elasticities of supply and 

subsidy Payment reducing 
the buyer'S price below the 
seller's price; Le., a negative 
tax. 
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In §2.5, we explain that 
demand is often more price 
elastic in the long run than in 
the short run because it takes 
time for people to change 
their consumption habits 
and/ or because the demand 
for a good might be linked to 
the stock of another good that 
changes slowly. 

For a review of the procedure 
for calculating linear curves, 
see §25. Given data for price 
and quantity, as well as esti
mates of demand and supply 
elasticities, we can use a two
step procedure to solve for 
quantity demanded and 
supplied. 

To make sure you 1mderstand hmv to analyze the impact of a tax or 
you might find it"helpful to work through one or two examples, such as ..... Nt"'r"'~" 
2 and 14 at the end of this chapter. 

e idea of a large tax on gasoline, both to raise govermnent revenue 
reduce oil consumption and U.s. dependence on oil imports, has been dis. 

cussed for many years. Let's see h01N a 50-cent-per-gallon tax would affect the 
price and consumption of gasoline. 

We will do this analysis in the setting of market conditions during the mid~ 
1990s-when gasoline was selling for about $1 per gallon and total con
sumption was about 100 billion gallons per year (bg/yr).H We will also USe 
intermediate-nm elasticities: elasticities that would apply to a period of about 
thr'ee to six years after a price change. 

A reasonable number for the intermediate-run elasticity of gasoline demand 
is - 0.5 (see Example 2.5 in Chapter 2). We can use this elasticity figure, 
together with the $1 and 100 bg/yr price and quantity numbers, to calculate a 
linear demand curve for gasoline. You can verify that the following demand 
curve fits these data: 

Gasoline demand: QD = 150 - SOP 

Gasoline is refined from crude oil, some of which is produced domestically 
and some imported. (Some gasoline is also imported directly.) The supply 
curve for gasoline will therefore depend on the world price of oil, on domestic 
oil supply, and on the cost of refining. The details are beyond the scope of this 
example, but a reasonable number for the elasticity of supply is 0.4. You should 
verify that this elasticity, together with the $1 and 100 bg/yr price and quantity, 
gives the following linear supply curve: 

Gasoline supply: Q5 = 60 + 40P 

You should also verify that these demand and supply curves imply a market 
price of $1 and quantity of 100 bg/yr. 

We can use these linear demand and supply curves to calculate the effectofa 
50-cent-per-gallon tax. First, we write the four conditions that must hold, as 
given by equations (9.1a-d): 

QD = 150 - 50Pb (Demand) 

QS = 60 + 40Ps (Supply) 
QD = QS (Supply must equal demand) 

Pb - Ps = 0.50 (Government must receive 50 cents/ gallon) 

Now combine the first thr'ee equations to equate supply and demand: 

150 - 50Pb = 60 + 40Ps 

140f course, this price varied across regions and grades of gasoline, but we can ignore this here 
Quantities of oil and oil products are often measured in barrels; there are 42 gallons ill a barrel, so the 
quantity figure could also be written as 2.4 billion barrels per year 
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We can rewrite the last of the four equations as PI' Ps + 0.50 and substitute 
this for Pi' in the above equation: 

150 50(Ps + 0.50) = 60 + 40P, 

Now we can rearrange this equation and solve for Ps: 

SOPs + 40Ps = 150 - 25 - 60 

90Ps = 65, or Ps = .72 

Remember that PI> = Ps + 0.50, so PI> = L?? Finallv, \'\'e can determine the 
total quantity from either the demand or supply c1;rve. Using the demand 
curve (and the price PI' = 1.22), we find that Q = 150 - (50)(1.22) = 150 - 61, 
or Q =: 89 bg/yr: This represents an ll-percent decline in gasoline consump
tion. FIgure 920 Illustrates these calculations and the effect of the tax. 

The burden of this tax would be split roughly evenly between consumers 
and producers. Consumers would pay about 22 cents per gallon more for 
gasoline, and producers would receive about 28 cents per O'allon less. It 
should not be sur~r.is.ing then, that both consumers and prod~cers opposed 
s.uch ~ tax, and polItiCIans representing both groups fought the proposal every 
time It carne up. But note that the tax would raise significant revenue for the 
government. The annual revenue would be tQ = (0.50)(89) = $44.5 billion per 
year. 

Price 
(dollars per 

gallon) 

o 

Pa = 122 Lost Consumer 

A Surplus 

Po = LOO 

0 

Ps =]2 

.50 

11 

50 60 89 100 150 

of gasoline at the pump increases from $1.00 per gallon to $1.22, and the quantity sold falls from 100 to 
Annual revenue from the tax is (0.50)(89) $44.5 billion. The t'wo triangles show the deadweight loss of 

,I 
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The cost to consumers and producers, however, will be more than the 
billion in tax revenue. Figure 9.20 shmvs the deadweight loss fron1 this tax 
the two shaded triangles. The tvvo rectangles A and 0 represent the total 
collected by the govemment, but the !otalloss of consumer and producer 
plus is larger. 

Before deciding whether a gasoline tax is desirable, it is important to 
hm\' larae the resultina deadweiaht loss is likely to be. We can easily b b b > _ 

this from Figure 9.20. Combining the two small h'iangles into one large one, 
see that the area is 

(1/2) X ($0.50/gallon) X (11 billion gallons/year) 

= $2.75 billion per year 

This dead,'\'eiaht loss is about 6 percent of the govemment revenue 1"10""".;_ .. >. 
b . 

from the tax, and must be balanced against any additional benefits that the 
might bring. 

1. Simple models of supply and demand can be used to 
analyze a wide variety of government policies. 
Specific policies that we have examined include price 
controls, minimum prices, price support programs, 
production quotas or incentive programs to limit out
put, import tariffs and quotas, and taxes and subsi
dies. 

2. In each case, consumer and producer surplus are used 
to evaluate the gains and losses to consumers and 
producers. Applying the methodology to natural gas 
price controls, airline regulation, price supports for 
wheat, and the sugar quota, we found that these gains 
and losses can be quite large. 

3. When government imposes a tax or subsidy, price usu
ally does not rise or fall by the full amount of the tax or 
subsidy. Also, the incidence of a tax or subsidy is usuallv 
split b~tween producers and consumers. Tile fractio~ 
that each group ends up paying or receiving depends 
on the relative elasticities of supply and demand. 

1. What is meant by deadweight loss? Why does a price 
ceiling usually result in a deadweight loss? 

2. Suppose the supply curve for a good is completely 
inelastic. If the government imposed a price ceiling 
below the market-clearing level, would a dead\o\'eight 
loss result? Explain. 

3. How can a price ceiling make consumers better off? 
Under what conditions might it make them worse off? 

4. Government intervention generally leads to a 
weight loss; even if consumer surplus and OfiJUtlCPI" 

surplus are weighted equally, there will be a net 
from govenunent policies that shifts surplus from one 
group to the other. In some cases this deadweight losS 
will be small, but in other cases-price supports and 
import quotas are examples-it is large This dead~ 
weight loss is a form of economic inefficiency that 
must be taken into account when policies are 
designed and implemented 

5. Government intervention in a competith·e market is 
not always bad. Government-and the society it rep
resents-might have objectives other than economic 
efficiency. And there are situations in \\'hich govern
ment intervention can improve economic efficiency. 
Examples are externalities and cases of market failure, 
These situations, and the way government can re
spond to them, are discussed in Chapters 17 and 18. 

4. Suppose the goverrmlent regulates the price of a good 
to be no lower than some minimum level Cansudll! 
minimum price make producers as a whole 
off? Explain. , 

5. How are production limits used in practice to ralS: 
the prices of the following goods or sen'ices: (a) taX1 
rides, (b) drinks in a restaurant or bar, (c) wheat or 
corn? 

6. Suppose H:e gO\'ernment wants to increase farmers' 
incomes. Why do pnce supports or acreage limitation 
programs cost society more than simply giving farm
ers money? 
Suppose the government wants to limit imports of a 
certain good. Is it preferable to use an import quota or 
a tariff? Why? 

In 1996, the US Congress raised the minimum wage 
from 54.25 per hour to 55.15 per hour. Some people 
suggested that a government subsidy could help 
employers finance the higher wage. This exercise 
examines the economics of a minimum \ovage and 
wage subsidies. Suppose the supply of low-skilled 
labor is given by 

L5 lOw 

where LS is the quantity of low-skilled labor (in mil
lions of persons employed each year), and w is the 
wage rate (in dollars per hour). The demand for labor 
is o-iven bv o _ 

LD =80-10w 

a. What will the free-market wage rate and employ
ment level be? Suppose the government sets a 
minimum wage of 55 per hour .. How many people 
would then be employed? 

b. Suppose that instead of a minimum wage, the gov
ernment pays a subSidy of 51 per hour for each 
employee. What will the total level of employment 
be now? What will the equilibrium wage rate be? 

2. Suppose the market for widgets can be described by 
the tollowing equations: 

Dellland: P = 10 Q 

Sllppltj: P=Q-4 

where P is the price in dollars per unit and Q is the 
quantity in thousands of units. Then 
a. What is the equilibrium price and quantity? 
b. Su~pose the government imposes a tax of 51 per 

lmlt to reduce Widget consumption and raise gov
enunent revenues, Wnat will the new equilibrium 
quantity be? What price will the buyer pay? What 
amount per unit will the seller receive? 

c. Suppose the government has a change of heart 
about the importance of widgets to the happiness 
of the American public. The tax is removed and a 
subsidy of 51 per unit granted to widget produc
ers. What will the equilibrium quantity be? What 
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8. The burden of a tax is shared by prod ucers and con
sumers. Under what conditions will consumers pay 
most ot the tax? Under \\'hat conditions will produc
ers pay most of it? What determines the share of a 
subsidy that benefits consumers? 

9. Why does a tax create a deadweight loss? What deter
mines the size of this 

price will the buyer pay? What amount per unit 
(including the subsidy) will the seller receive? 
What will be the total cost to the govenullent? 

3. Japanese rice producers haw extremely high produc
tion costs, in part due to the high opportlmity cost of 
land and to their inability to take ad\'antao-e of 

- 0 
economies of large-scale production Analvze two 
policies intended to maintain Japanese rice 'produc
tion: (1) a per-pound subsidy to farmers for each 
pound of rice produced, or (2) a per-pound tariff on 
imported rice. Illustrate with supply-and-demand 
diagrams the equilibrium price and quantity, domes
tic rice production, government revenue or deficit, 
and deadweight loss from each policy Which policy 
is the Japanese government likely to prefer? Which 
policy are Japanese farmers likely to prefer? 

4. In 1983, the Reagan adminish-ation introduced a new 
agricultural program called the Pavment-in-Kind 
Program. To see how the program wa'rked, let's con
sider the wheat market 
a. Suppose the demand hmction is QD = 28 - 2P and 

the supply function is QS = 4 + 4P, where P is the 
price of wheat in dollars per bushel, and Q is the 
quantity in billions of bushels. Find the free
market equilibrium price and quantity. 

b. Now suppose the government wants to lower the 
supply of wheat by 25 percent from the free-market 
equilibrium by paying farmers to withdraw land 
from production. However, the payment is made 
in wheat rather than in dollars-hence the name of 
the program. The wheat comes from the govern
ment's vast reserves that resulted from previous 
price support programs. The amount of wheat 
paid is equal to the amount that could have been 
harvested on the land withdrawn from production, 
Farmers are free to sell this wheat on the market 
HO'IN much is now produced by farmers? How 
much is indirectly supplied to the market bv the 
government? What is the new market price? How 
much do farmers gain? Do consumers gain or lose? 

c. Had the government not given the wheat back to 
the farmers, it would have stored or destroved it 
Do taxpayers gain from the program? What poten
tial problems does the program create? 
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5. About 100 million pounds of jelly beans are con
sumed in the United States each vear, and the price 
has been about 50 cents per p01.l~d Howe\'er, jelly 
bean producers feel that their incomes are too low 
and have convinced the government that price sup
ports are in order. The government will therefore buy 
up as many jelly beans as necessary to keep the p~'ice 
at $1 per pound. However, government economIsts 
are worried about the impact of this program because 
they have no estimates of the elasticities of jelly bean 
de~land or supply. 
a. Could this program cost the government more than 

S50 million per year? Under 'what conditions? 
Could it cost less than $50 million per year? Under 
what conditions? Illustrate with a diagram. 

b. Could this program cost consumers (in terms of 
lost consumer surplus) more than $50 million per 
year? Under what conditions? Could it cost con
~umers less than $50 million per year? Under 'what 
conditions? Again, use a diagram to illustrate. 

6. In Exercise 3 of Chapter 2, we examined a vegetable 
fiber traded in a competitive ,"'orld market and 
imported into the United States at a world price of $9 
per pound. U.s. domestic supply and demand for var
ious price levels are shown in the following table. 

U.S. SUPPLY U.S. DEMAND 
PRICE (MILLION POUNDS) (MILLION POUNDS) 

3 2 34 

6 4 28 

9 6 22 

12 8 16 

15 10 10 

18 12 4 

Answer the following about the US market: 
a. Confirm that the demand curve is given by 

QD = 40 - 2P, and that the supply curve is given 
bv Qs 2/3P 

b. Confirm that if there were no restrictions on trade, 
the United States 'would import 16 million pOLmds. 

c. If the United States imposes a tariff of 59 per pOLUld, 
what will be the U.S. price and level of imports? 
How much revenue will the government eanl from 
the tariff? How large is the deadweight loss? 

d. If the United States has no tariff but imposes an 
import quota of 8 million pounds, what will be the 
U.s. domestic price? What is the cost of this quota 
for U.S. consumers of the fiber? What is the gain 
for U.S. producers? 

7. A particular metal is traded in a highly competitive 
world market at a 'world price of $9 per ounce. 
Unlimited quantities are available for import into the 

United States at this price. The supply of this metal 
from domestic U.s. mines and mills can b~ repre_ 
sented by the equation Q) = 2/3P, ,dlere Q) is U.S. 
output in million ounces and P is the domestic Price. 
The demand for the metal in the United States is 
QD 40 2P, where QD is the domestic demand in 
million ounces. 

In recent years the U.s. industry has been pro
tected bv a tariff of S9 per OLUlce. Under pressure from 
other fo~eign governments, the United States plans to 
reduce this tariff to zero. Threatened by this change, 
the U.s. industry is seeking a Voluntary Restraint 
Agreement that ~\'ould limit imports into the United 
States to 8 million OWLCes per year. 
a. Under the S9 tariff, what was the U.s. domestic 

price of the metal? 
b. If the United States eliminates the tariff and the 

VoluntalY Restraint Agreement is approved, what 
will be tl~e US domestic price of the metal? 

8. Among the tax proposals regularly considered by 
Congress is an additional tax on distilled liquors. The 
tax would not apply to beer. The price elasticity of 
supply of liquor is 4.0, and the price elasticity of 
demand is - 0.2. The cross-elasticity of demand for 
beer with respect to the price of liquor is 0.1. 
a. If the new tax is imposed, who will bear the greater 

burden-liquor suppliers or liquor consumers? 
\Vlw? 

b. Ass'uming that beer supply is infinitely elastic, 
how will the new tax affect the beer market? 

9. In Example 9.1, we calculated the gains and losses 
from price controls on natural gas and found that 
there was a deadweight loss of 51.4 billion .. This calcu
lation was based on a price of oil of 58 per barreL If 
the price of oil were 512 per barrel, what WOUld. the 
free-market price of gas be? How large a deadweIght 
loss would result if the maximum allowable price of 
natural gas were SLOO per thousand cubic feet? 

10. Example 9.5 describes the effects of the sugar quota. 
In 1997, imports "were limited to 5.5 billion pounds! 
which pushed the domestic price to 22 ce~t~ ~er 
p01md. Suppose imports 'were expanded to 6.:) billion 
pounds. 
a. What would be the new us. domestic price? . 
b. How much would consumers gain and domestic 

producers lose? 
c. What 'would be the effect on deadweight loss and 

foreign producers? 
11. Re\'iew Example 9.5 on the sugar quota During!e 

mid-1990s, US sugar producers became more. ell'" 
cient, causing the dome:tic sup~ly cur\'~ to 5hl~r: 
the ricrht. We will examme the unphcatlOns of. 
shift. Suppose that the supply cun'e shifts to the n~t 
by 5.5 billion pounds, so that the new supply curve 15 

given by 

Qs = - 2.33 -i- L07P 

a. Show that if the demand curve remains the same 
as in Example 9.5, domestic demand will equal 
domestic supply at a price of 21.9 cents per pound. 
Thus the U.S. price could be maintained at 21.9 
cents with no imports. 

b. Suppose that under pressure from foreign sugar 
producers, the US government allows imports of 
2.5 billion pounds and requires domestic produc
ers to reduce production by the same amount. 
Draw the supply and demand curves and calculate 
the resulting cost to consumers, the benefit to for
eign and domestic producers, and the deadweight 
loss. 

12. The domestic supply and demand curves for hula 
beans are as follows: 

Supply: P = 50 + Q 

Delllllnd: P = 200 2Q 

where P is the price in cents per pound and Q is the 
quantity in millions of pounds. The US is a small 
producer in the world hula bean market, where the 
current price (which will not be affected by anything 
we do), is 60 cents per pound. Congress is considering 
a tariff of 40 cents per pound. Find the domestic price 
of hula beans that will result if the tariff is imposed. 
Also compute the dollar gain or loss to domestic con
sumers, domestic producers, and government rev
enue from the tariff. 

13. Currently, the social security payroll tax in the United 
States is evenly divided between employers and 
employees. Employers must pay the a 
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tax of 6.2 percent of the wages they pay, and employ
ees must pay 6.2 percent of the wages they receh'e. 
Suppose the tax were changed so that the employers 
paid the full 12.4 percent, and the employees paid 
nothing. Would employees then be better off? 

14. You know that if a tax is imposed on a particular 
product, the burden of the tax is shared by producers 
and consumers. You also know that the demand for 
automobiles is characterized by a stock adjustment 
process. Suppose a specia120-percent sales tax is sud
denly imposed on automobiles .. Will the share of the 
tax paid by consumers rise, fall, or stay the same over 
time? Explain briefly. Repeat for a 50-cents-per-gallon 
gasoline tax. 

15. In 1998, Americans smoked 23.5 billion packs of 
cigarettes. They paid an average retail price of 52 per 
pack. 
a. Given that the elasticity of supply is 0.5 and the 

elasticity of demand is - 0.4, derive linear demand 
and supply curves for cigarettes. 

b. In November 1998, after settling a lawsuit filed 
by 46 states, the three major tobacco companies 
raised the retail price of a pack of cigarettes by 
45 cents. What is the new equilibrium price and 
quantity? How many fewer packs of cigarettes are 
sold? 

c. Cigarettes are subject to a federal tax, which was 
about 25 cents per pack in 1998. This tax will 
increase by 15 cents in 2002. What will this increase 
do to the market-clearing price and quantity? 

d. How much of the federal tax will consumers pay? 
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PART 3 examines a broad range of markets and explains hm\' 
the pricing, investment, and output decisions of firms depend 
on market structure and the behavior of competitors. 

Chapters 10 and 11 examine I/larket power: the ability to 
affect price, either by a seller or a buyer. We will see how mar
ket power arises, how it differs across firms, how it affects the 
welfare of consumers and producers, and how it can be lim
ited by government. We will also see how firms can design 
pricing and advertising strategies to take maximum advantage 
of their market power. 

Chapters 12 and 13 deal with markets in which the number 
of firms is limited. We will examine a variety of such markets, 
ranging from monopolistic competitio1l, in which many firms sell 
differentiated products, to cartels, in which a group of firms 
coordinate decisions and act as a monopolist. We are particu
larly concerned with markets in which there are only a few 
firms. In these cases, each firm must design its pricing, output, 
and investment strategies while keeping in mind how com
petitors are likely to react. We will develop and apply princi
ples from game theory to analyze such strategies. 

Chapter 14 shows how markets for factor inputs, such as 
labor and raw materials, operate. We will examine the firm's 
input decisions and show how those decisions depend on the 
struchlre of the input market. Chapter 15 then focuses on capi
tal investment decisions. We will see how a firm can value the 
profits it expects an investment to yield in the future, and then 
compare this value with the cost of the investment to deter
mine whether the investment is worthwhile. 
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I n a perfectly competitive market, the large number of sellers 
and buyers of a good ensures that no single seller or buyer 

can affect its price. The market forces of supply and demand 
determine price. Individual firms take the market price as a 
given in deciding how much to produce and sell, and con
sumers take it as a given in deciding how much to buy. 

MOllopoly and monopsony, the subjects of this chapter~ are the 
polar opposites of perfect competition. A monopoly is a mar
ket that has only one seller but many buyers. A monospony is 
just the opposite: a market with many sellers but only one 
buyer. Monopoly and monopsony are closely related, which is 
vvhy we cover them in the same chapter. 

First we discuss the behavior of a monopolist. Because a 
monopolist is the sole producer of a product, the demand 
curve that it faces is the market demand curve. This market 
demand curve relates the price that the monopolist receives to 
the quantity it offers for sale. We will see how a monopolist 
can take advantage of its control over price and how the profit
maximizing price and quantity differ from ""hat would prevail 
in a competitive market. 

In general, the monopolist's quantity will be lower and its 
price higher than the competitive quantity and price. This 
imposes a cost on society because fewer consumers buy the 
product, and those who do pay more for it. This is why 
antitrust laws exist which forbid firms from monopoliZing 
most markets. When economies of scale make monopoly 
desirable-for example, with local electric power companies
we will see how the government can then increase efficiency 
by regulating the monopolist's price. 

Pllre monopoly is rare, but in many markets only a few firms 
compete with each other. The interactions of firms in such 
markets can be complicated and often involve aspects of 
sh'ategic gaming, a topic covered in Chapters 12 and B. In any 
case, the firms may be able to affect price and may find it prof
itable to charge a price higher than marginal cost. These firms 
have monopoly power. We will discuss the determinants of 
monopoly pmver, its measurement, and its implications for 
pricing. 
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monopoly Market with only 
one seller. 

monopsony Market with 
only one buyer. 

market power Ability of a 
seller or buyer to affect the 
price of a good. 

marginal revenue Change in 
revenue resulting from a one
unit increase in output. 

Next we will turn to 1/lonopsony. Unlike a competitive buyer, a 
pays a price that depends on the quantity t~at. it p~rchases. Th~ . 
problem is to choose the quantity that maXImIzes Its n~t b.en~h~ .trom the 
chase-the value derived from the good less the money paId tor It. By 
how the choice is made, we will demonsh'ate the close parallel between 

sony and monopoly. 
Although pure monopsony is al:,o unusual, many markets r~ave only a 

buyers who can purchase the good tor less than th~y would. paf m ~ --'''I-''-ll! 
market. These buyers have monopsony power. TYPIcally, thIS sItuation 
markets for inputs to production. For example, General M.otor.s, the largest 
car manufachlrer, has monopsony power in the markets for tues, car 
and other parts. We will discuss the determinants of monopsony power, its 
surement, and its implications for pricing. 

Monopoly and monopsony power are two forms of market power: the 
ity-of either a seller or a buyer-to affect .the price of a good.

1 
Be~~use 

buyers have at least some market power (m most real-world markets), we 
to understand how market pmver works and how it affects producers 

consumers. 

10J Monopoly 

As the sole producer of a product, a monopolist is in ~ unique position. I 
monopolist decides to raise the price ~f the product, It need not worry 
competitors who by charaina lower pnces, would capture a larger share of 
market at the m~nopolisf's ~xpense. The monopolist is the market and 
pletely controls the amolmt of output offered for sale. . . 

But this does not mean that the monopolist can charge any pnce It . 
least not if its objective is to maximize profit. This textbook IS a Cctse m 
Prentice Hall, Inc., owns the copyright and is, therefore, a monopoly 
this book. Then why doesn't it sell the book for $500 a copy? Be.cause few 
would buy it, and Prentice Hall would earn a m~ch lower ~roh~. 

To maximize profit, the monopolist must fnst determme Its c~sts a~d 
characteristics of market demand. Knowledge of demand and cost IS cr~Clal 
a firm's economic decision making. Given this knowledge, the monopolist 
then decide how much to produce and sell. The price per unit that the 
list receives then follO'.'\'s directly from the market demand curve. L.i~""r".'" 
the monopolist can determine price, and the quantity it will sell at that pnce 

lows from the market demand curve. 

Average Revenue and Marginal Revenue 

The monopolist's averaae revenue-the price it receives per unit sold-is 
I:) f' .. . tput 

cisely the market demand curve. To choose its pro It-maxlmlzmg ou. 
the monopolist also needs to know its marginal revenue: the change m 

1 The courts use the term "monopoly power" to mean significant and sustainable market 
i l' t I ' I this book however, sufficient to warrant particular scrutmy under t 1e antltrus a\\ s. n .' I t of 

gogic reasons we use "monopoly power" differently, to mean market power on t 1e par 

whether substantial or not 
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TOTAL MARGINAL AVERAGE 
QUANTITY raj REVENUE(R) REVENUE (MR) REVENUE (AR) 

0 $0 

5 5 $5 $5 

4 2 8 3 4 

3 3 9 3 

2 4 8 -1 2 

5 5 -3 

that results from a unit change in output. To see the relationship among total, 
""f>'la:"c. and marginal revenue, consider a firm facing the following demand 

P=6-Q 

Table 10.1 shows the behavior of total, average, and marginal revenue for this 
demand curve. Note that revenue is zero when the price is $6: At that price, 
nothing is sold. At a price of $5, however, one unit is sold, so total (and marginal) 

is $5. An increase in quantity sold from 1 to 2 increases revenue from $5 
to $8; marginal revenue is thus $3. As quantity sold increases from 2 to 3, mar
ginal revenue falls to $1, and when it increases from 3 to 4, marginal revenue 
becomes negative. When marginal revenue is positive, revenue is increasing 
with quantity, but when marginal revenue is negative, revenue is decreasing. 

When the demand curve is downward sloping, the price (average revenue) is 
greater than marginal revenue because all units are sold at the same price. If 
sales are to increase by 1 unit, the price must falL In that case, all units sold, not 
just the additional unit, will earn less revenue. Note, for example, what happens 
in Table 10.1 when output is increased from 1 to 2 units and price is reduced to 
$4. Marginal revenue is $3: $4 (the revenue from the sale of the additional unit of 
output) less $1 (the loss of revenue from selling the first unit for $4 instead of $5). 
Thus, marginal revenue ($3) is less than price ($4). 

Figure 10.1 plots average and marginal revenue for the data in Table 10.1. Our 
demand curve is a straight line, and in this case, the marginal revenue curve has 

the slope of the demand curve (and the same intercept)2 

Monopolist's Output Decision 

quantity should the monopolist produce? In Chapter 8, we saw that to 
-'""U.LUL.e profit, a firm must set output so that marginal revenue is equal to 

cost. This is the solution to the monopolist's problem. In Figure 10.2, 
market demand curve D is the monopolist's average revenue curve. It speci-

1 the price per unit that the monopolist receives as a function of its output 
eveI. Also shown are the corresponding marginal revenue curve MR and the 

curve is written so that price is a function of quantity, P II - bQ, total revenue is 
= IIQ - bQ2 Marginal revenue (using calculus) is d(PQ)/dQ = II - 2bQ. In this exam

is P = 6 Q and marginal revenue is MR = 6 - 2Q. (This holds only for small changes 
and therefore does not exactly match the data in Table 10.1.) 

In §8.2, we explain that mar
ginal revenue is a measure of 
how much revenue increases 
when output increases by one 
unit. 

In §7.2, we explain that mar
ginal cost is the change in 
variable cost associated with 
a one-unit increase in output. 



Price 

Dollars per 7 I 
Unit of 
Output 6 

o 1 

J>-

2 

, ____ !"xerage Re\'enue (Demand) 

5 6 7 

revenue are shown for the demand curve P = 6 - Q. 

Lost profit from producing 
too little (Q1) and selling at 
too high a price (P1) 

D=AR 

profit from producing 
too much (Qz) and selling at 
too Iowa price (Pz) 

Q* is the output level at which MR Me. If the finn produces a smaller output-say, Q1-it sacrifices some 
because the extra revenue that could be eamed from producing and selling the units between QJ and Q'" .. 
cost of producing them. Similarly, expanding output from Q* to Q2 would reduce profit because the additional 
would exceed the additional revenue. 
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reraae and marginal cost curves, AC and Me Marginal revenue and marginal 
8'V t a~e equal at quantity Q*. Then from the demand curve, we find the price P* 
COS d tl . . Q"" that correspon s to lIS quantI~. ' . . " . . 

fIow can we be sure that Q' IS the profIt-maXllnIZmg quantity? Suppose the 
onopolist produces a smaller quantity Q1 and receives the corresponding 

~gherprice Pl' As Fig~re 10.2 sho'ws,.marginal reven:le would then exceed mar
l'1nal cost. In that case, If the monopolIst produced a lIttle more than Qj! it would 
~ceive extra profit (MR - MC) and thereby increase its total profit. In fact, the 
monopolist could keep increasing output, adding more to its total profit until 
output Q*, at which point the incremental profit earned from producing one 
more unit is zero. So the smaller quantity Q1 is not profit maximizing, even 
though it allows the monopolist to charge a higher price. If the monopolist pro
duced Ql instead of Q*, its total profit would be smaller by an amount equal to 
the shaded area below the MR curve and above the MC curve, between Q1 and Q*. 

In Figure 10.2, the larger quantity Q2 is likewise not profit maximizing. At this 
quantity, marginal cost exceeds marginal revenue. Therefore, if the monopolist 
produced a little less than Q2' it would increase its total profit (by MC - MR). It 
could increase its profit even more by reducing output all the way to Q*. The 
increased profit achieved by producing Q* instead of Q2 is given by the area 
below the MC curve and above the MR curve, betw'een Q* and Q2' 

We can also see algebraically that Q* maximizes profit. Profit 7T is the differ
ence between revenue and cost, both of 'which depend on Q: 

7T(Q) = R(Q) - qQ) 

As Q is increased from zero, profit will increase lUltil it reaches a maximum and 
then begin to decrease. Thus the profit-maximizing Q is such that the incremen
tal profit resulting from a small increase in Q is just zero (Le., j,,7T/~Q = 0). Then 

j"7T/j,,Q j"R/j"Q j"C/~Q = 0 

But ilR/j"Q is marginal revenue and ~C/~Q is marginal cost. Thus the profit
maximizing condition is that MR MC = 0, or MR = Me 

To grasp this result more dearly, let's look at an example. Suppose the cost of 
production is 

qQ) = 50 + Q2 

In other words, there is a fixed cost of $50, and variable cost is Q2 Suppose 
demand is O'iven by o . 

P(Q) 40 - Q 

By s~t~ng marginal revenue equal to marginal cost, you can verify that profit is 
maXImIzed when Q = 10, an output level that corresponds to a price of $30.3 

_ that average cost is c(Q)/Q 30/Q + Q and marginal cost is ~C/~Q = 2Q. Revenue is 
- P(Q)Q = JOQ - Q2, so marginal revenue is MR ~R/~Q 40 - 2Q. Setting marginal rev
equal to marginal cost gives ,10 2Q 2Q, or Q = 10. 
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Cost, revenue, and profit are plotted in Figure 10.3(a). When the firm 
duces little or no output, profit is negative because of the fixed cost. 
increases as Q increases, reaching a maximum of $150 at Q* = 10, and 
decreases as Q is increased further. And at the point of maximum profit, 
slopes of the revenue and cost curves are the same. (Note that the tangent 

s 

400 

300 

200 

150 

100 

50 

Quantity 

S/Q 

40 

30 

20 AR 

15 

Part (a) shows total revenue R, total cost C, and profit, the difference between 
two. Part (b) shows average and marginal revenue and average and .margin~ 
Marginal revenue is the slope of the total revenue curve, and margmal cost IS 

slope of the total cost curve. The profit-maximizing output is Q* = 10, the 
where marginal revenue equals marginal cost. At this output level, the slope 
profit curve is zero, and the slopes of the total revenue and total cost curves 
equal. 111e profit per unit is $15, the difference benveen average revenue and "Vlpra'~i'i 
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and ee' are parallel.) The slope of the revenue curve is :lR/:lQ, or marginal 
venue, and the slope of the cost curve is :lC/:lQ, or marginal cost Because 

;ofit is lnaximized when marginal re\'enue equals marginal cost, the slopes are 

equal. 
Fio-1.lre 10.3(b) shows both the corresponding average and marginal revenue 

urv~s and average and marginal cost curves. Marginal revenue and marginal 
C intersect at Q* = 10. At this quantity, average cost is $15 per unit and price 

per unit. Thus average profit is $30 $15 $15 per unit. Because 10 units 
ate sold, profit is (10)($15) = $150, the area of the shaded rectangle. 

know that price and output should be chosen so that marginal revenue 
equals marginal cost, but how can the manager of a firm find the correct price 
and output level in practice? Most managers have only limited knowledge of the 
average and marginal revenue curves that their firms face. Similarly, they might 
know the firm's marginal cost only over a limited output range. We therefore 
want to translat~ the condition that marginal revenue should equal marginal 
cost into a rule at thumb that can be more easily applied in practice. 

To do this, we first rewrite the expression for marginal revenue: 

:lR :l(PQ) 
MR=-=--

:lQ :lQ 

Note that the extra revenue from an incrementallmit of quantity, :l(PQ)/:lQ, has 
hvo components: 

1. Producing one extra unit and selling it at price P brings in revenue 
(l)(P) = P. 

2. But because the firm faces a downward-sloping demand curve, producing 
and selling this extra unit also results in a small drop in price :lP/:lQ, 
which reduces the revenue from all units sold (i.e., a change in revenue 
Q[LlPI t;,.Q]). 

MR = P + QLlP = P + p(Q)(t;,.P) 
:lQ P LlQ 

obtained the expression on the right by taking the term Q(LlP/:lQ) and multi
and dividing it by P. Recall that the elasticity of demand is defined as 

::: (PlQ)(:lQ/:lP). Thus (Q/P)(:lP/:lQ) is the reciprocal of the elasticity of 
, l/Ed' measured at the profit-maximizing output, and 

because the firm's objective is to maximize profit, we can set marginal rev
equal to marginal cost: 

P + P(1/Ed) = MC 
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In §8.2, we explain that a per
fectly competitive firm will 
choose its output so that mar
ginal cost equals price, 

which can be rearranged to give us 

P - MC 1 
(10.1) 

P 

This relationship provides a rule of thumb for pricing, The left-hand 
(P - MC)IP, is the markup over marginal cost as a percentage of price. The 
tionship says that this markup should equal minus the inverse of the ohr,",,_', 

demand.~ (This figure will be a positive number because the elasticity 
demand is negative.) Equivalently, we can rearrange this equation to 
price directly as a markup O\'er marginal cost: 

P = MC 
1 + (liEd) 

(10.2) 

For example, if the elasticity of demand is - 4 and marginal cost is $9 per 
price should be $9/(1 - 114) = $9/.75 = $12 per unit. 

How does the price set by a monopolist compare with the price under 
tition? In Chapter 8, we saw that in a perfectly competitive market, price 
marginal cost. A monopolist charges a price that exceeds marginal cost, but 
an amount that depends inversely on the elasticity of demand. As the 
equation (10.1) shows, if demand is extremely elastic, is a large negative 
ber, and price will be very close to marginal cost. In that case, a 
market will look much like a competitive one. In fact, when demand is very 
tic, there is little benefit to being a monopolist. 

I n 1995, a new drug developed by Asha-Merck became available for the 
term heatrnent of ulcers. The drug, Prilosec, represented a new generation 

antiulcer medication. Other drugs to heat ulcer conditions were already on 
market: Tagamet had been intI'oduced in 1977, Zantac in 1983, Pepcid in 
and Axid in 1988. As we explained in Example 1.1, these four drugs 
much the same way to reduce the stomach's secretion of acid. Prilosec, 
ever, was based on a very different biochemical mechanism and was 
more effective than these earlier drugs. By 1996, it had become the hpc;t-SIE!ll1l1lt,< 

drug in the world and faced no major competitor." 

~ Remember that this markup equation applies at the point of a profit maximum If both the 
ity of demand and marginal cost vary considerably over the range of outputs under corlsidleratlO!i' 
you may ha\'e to know the entire demand and marginal cost cun'es to determine the <1nl'imlll!llOtl~ 
put level. On the other hand, you can use this equation to check whether a particular 
and price are optimal. 
5 Prilosec, developed through a joint \'enture of the Swedish firm Astra and the US firm i 

introduced in 1989, but only for the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux disease, and was 
for short-term ulcer treatment in 1991. It was the approval for long-term ulcer treatment 
however, that created a very large market for the drug. In 1998, Astra bought Merck's share 
rights to Prilosec. In 1999, Astra acquired the firm Zeneca and is no\\" called AstraZeneca. 
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In 1995, Astra-M~rck was pricing Prilosec at about 53.50 per dailv dose, (Bv 
contrast th~ pri,c~s tor Ta~amet ar:d Zantac were ~bout 51.50 to 52.25 per daily 
dose.) Is thIs pncmg consIstent ,vIth the markup tormula (102)? The Illaro-inal 
cost of p~oducing an~ packag~g PI:H0sec is only about 30 to 40 cents per daily 
dose. ThIs 101\' margmal cost ImplIes that the price elasticity of demand 
should be in the range of roughly - 1.0 to 12, Based on st~tistical studi~s of 
pharmaceutical del~ands, this is indeed a reasonable estimate for the demand 
elasticity, ~hus, set~mg th~ price of Prilosec at a markup exceeding 400 percent 
over margmal cost IS consIstent with our rule of thumb for pricing. 

In a competiti:'e market, th~re is a clear relationship bet"ween price and the 
supplIed. That relatIOnship is the supply curve, which, as vve saw in 

{ fI!aULCJ. 8, represents the marginal cost of production for the industry as a 
whole. The s~lp'ply curve tells us how much will be produced at every pri~e, 

A monopolistic market !zas 110 sllpply Cllrve, In other \,\rords, there is no one-to-one 
'p between price and the quantity produced. The reason is that the 

monopolist's output decision depends not only on mara-inal cost but also on the 
shape of the demand curve, As a result, shift~ in dem~nd do not trace out the 
series of p~'~ce~ and quantities that correspond to a competitive supply curve. 
Instead, ~hItts m den:and can lead .to c~anges in price \-vith no change in output, 
changes 111 output WIth no change 111 pnce, or chano-es in both. 

This principle is illu~tr~t:~ in Figure 10.4(a) and (b). In both parts of the fig
the demand curve IS UlltIally 0 1, the correspondina marainal revenue curve 

is MR1, and the monopolist's initial price and quantit; are P1 and Q1' In Fiaure 
10.4(a), the demand curve is shifted dO\vn and rotated. The new dernand °and 
llIU.l;;lJllCU rewnue curves are shown as O2 and MRz. Note that MRo intersects the 

cost curve at the same point that MR1 does. As a result, the quantity 
produced stays the same. Price, however, falls to Po. -
. In Figure 10.4(b), the dernand curve is shifted l;P and rotated. The new mar

gm.al revem~e curve MRz iI:!e~'sects the marginal cost curve at a larger quantity, 
~2mstead of Q1' But the ShIH 111 the demand curve is such that the price charaed 
IS exactly the same, ° 

S~ift; in demand ~lsu~lly cause changes in both price and quantity. But the 
speClal cases shown 111 FIgure 10.4 illustrate an important distinction between 
, '. y and comp,etitive supply. A competitive industry supplies a specific 
quantIty at every pnce. No such relationship exists for a monopolist, which, 

?n how demand shifts, rnight supply several different quantities at 
same pnce, or the same quantity at different prices. 

ta~ on. output can ~lso have a different effect on a monopolist than on a com
mdustry. In C.h~pt~r 9, we saw that when a specific (i.e., per-unit) tax is 
on a competitive 111dustry, the market price rises by an amount that is 

than ~he tax, and that the burden of the tax is shared by producers and con
. Under monopoly, however, price can sometimes rise by more than the 
of the tax. 

In,~9"6, we explain that a spe
CltiC tax is a tax of a certain 
amount of money per unit 
sold, and we show how the 
tax affects price and quantity, 
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S/Q 

MC S/Q 

p] 

p] = P2 
D2 

Pc 

D, 
D] D] 

Quantity Quantity 

Shifting the demand curve shows that a monopolistic market has no supply cl~'Ve-i.e., there is no one-to-one 
tionship between price and quantity produced. In (a), the demand curve D] shifts to new de~and curve D2• But 
new mar£inal revenue CUl'Ve MR, intersects marcinal cost at the san1e point that the old margmal revenue curve 

o - 0 b 1 did. The profit-maximizing output therefore remains the same, although price falls from PI to P2 . In.( ), t 1C new 
ginal revenue curve MR2 intersects marginal cost at a higher output level Q2' But because demand IS now more 
tic, price remains the same. 

In §S.2, we explain that a firm 
maximizes its profit by choos
ing the output at which mar
ginal revenue is equal to mar
ginal cost. 

Analyzina the effect of a tax on a monopolist is straightforward. Suppose a 
specific tax ~f t dollars per lmit is levied, so that the monopolist must remit t dol
lars to the aovernment for everv unit it sells. Therefore, the firm's marginal (and 
averaae) c~st is increased by tl{e amount of the tax t. If MC was the firm's origi: o _ 

nal marginal cost, its optimal production decision is nov\' given by 

MR = MC + t 

Graphically, we shift the rnarginal cost curve upward by an amount t, and 
find the new intersection with marginal revenue. Figure 10.5 shows this. Here 
and Po are the quantity and price before the tax is imposed, and Ql and PI are the 
quantity and price after the tax. . 

Shiftina the marainal cost curve upward results in a smaller quantIty and o 0 • 

higher price. Sometimes price increases by less than Yle tax, bu t ~10t alw.ays-:-~ 
Fiaure 105 price increases bv more than the tax. ThIS would be ll11posslble m 
0' J 1 . 

competitive market, but it can happen with a monopolist because the re atIon-
ship between price and marginal cost depends on the elasticity of demand. 
Suppose, for example, that a monopolist faces a constant e!asticity. demand 
curve, with elasticity - 2, and has constant marginal cost Me EquatI~n (10.2) 
then tells us that price will equal twice marginal cost With a tax t, mar~m~l :ost 
increases to MC + t, so price increases to 2(MC + t) = 2MC + 2t; that IS, 1tnse: 

I 1· t' . t" t . netheles!> by twice the amount of the tax. (However, t 1e manop a IS s plO 1 no 
falls with the tax.) 
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Quantity 

a tax t per Ulut, the firm's effective marginal cost is increased by the amOlmt t to 
<Me + t. In this example, the increase in plice !:lP is larger than the tax t. 

'The Multiplant Firm 
We have seen that a firm maximizes profit by setting output at a level where mar
ginal revenue equals marginal cost. For many firms, production takes place in 
hvo or more different plants whose operating costs can differ. However, the logic 
used in choosing output levels is very similar to that for the single-plant firm. 

Suppose a firm has two plants. What should its total output be, and how 
much of that output should each plant produce? We can find the answer intu
itively in h\'o steps. 

I Step 1. Whatever the total output, it should be divided between the two plants 
so that marginal cost is the same ill each plallt. Otherwise, the firm could reduce its 
costs and increase its profit by reallocating production. For example, if marginal 
cost at Plant 1 \"\'ere hlgher than at Plarlt 2, the fum could produce the same out
put at a lower total cost by producing less at Plant 1 and more at Plant 2. 

II Step 2. We know that total output must be such that lIlarginal revenue equals 
marginal cost. Othervvise, the firm could increase its profit by raising or lowering 
total output. For example, suppose marginal costs were the same at each plant, 
but marginal revenue exceeded marginal cost. In that case, the firm would do 
better by producing more at both plants because the revenue earned from the 
additional urilts would exceed the cost. Since marginal costs must be the same 
at each plant, and marginal revenue must equal marginal cost, we see that 
profit is maximized when lIlarginal revenue equals marginal cost at each plallt. 

We can also derive this result algebraically. Let Ql and C1 be the output and 
Cost of production for Plant 1, Q2 and C2 be the output and cost of production for 
Plant 2, and QT = Ql + Q2 be total output. Then profit is 
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The firm should increase output fron .. each plant until the incremental 
from the last tmit produced is zero. Start by setting incremental profit from 
put at Plant 1 to zero: 

~7T ~(PQT) _ ~Cl = 0 

~Ql ~Ql ~Ql 

Here ~(PQT)/~Ql is the revenue from producing and selling one more unit, 
marginal revenue, MR, for all of the firm's output. The next term, ~Cl/LlQlt 
marginal cost at Plant 1, Mel' We thus have MR - Mel = 0, or 

Similarly, we can set incremental profit from output at Plant 2 to zero, 

MR = Mel 

Putting these relations together, we see that the firm should produce so that 

(10.3) 

Figure 10.6 illustrates this principle for a firm with two plants. Me1 and 
are the marginal cost curves for the two plants. (Note that Plant 1 has higher. 
marginal costs than Plant 2.) Also shown is a curve labeled MeT' This is the 
firm's total marginal cost and is obtained by horizontally summing Mel 

S/Q 

P* ------------

MR*F-------~------~~----~ O=AR 

A firm with two plants maximizes profits by choosing output levels C?1 and 
that marginal revenue MR (whidl depends on total output) equals margmal 
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6 NO'N vve can find the profit-maximizing output levels Ql' Q2' and QT' First, 
the intersection of MeT with MR; that point determines total output QT' 
draw a horizontal line from that point on the marginal revenue curve to 

vertical axis; point MR* determines the firm's marginal revenue. The inter-
ctions of the marginal revenue line with Mel and Mel give the outputs Ql and 

se for the two plants, as in equation (10.3). 
Note that total output QT determines the firm's marginal revenue (and hence 1 

its price P*). Ql and Q2' however, determine marginal costs at each of the two 
plants. Because MeT was found by horizontally summing Mel and Me2, we 
know that Ql + Q2 = QT' Thus these output levels satisfy the condition that 
MR :::: MC l = Me2· 

pure monopoly is rare. Markets in which several firms compete 'with one 
another are much more common. We say more about the forms this competition 
can take in Chapters 12 and 13. But we should explain here why each firm in a 
market with several firms is likely to face a downward-sloping demand curve, 
and, as a result, produce so that price exceeds marginal cost. 

Suppose, for example, that four firms produce toothbrushes, which have 
the market demand curve s11O"wn in Figure 10.7(a). Let's assume that these 

2.00 

Market Demand S/Q 

/ Demand Faced by Firm A 
p: 

1.60 

1.50 

lAO 

LOO "--___ LI ___ --'-___ --L __ ::-_____ _ 

30,000 Quantity 3,000 5,000 7,000 

(a) shows ~he market demand for toothbrushes. Part (b) shows the demand for toothbrushes as seen by Firm A. 
market pnce of $1.50, elasticity of market demand is -1.5. Firm A, however, sees a much more elastic demand 
D A because of competition from other firms. At a price of $1.50, Firm A's demand elasticity is - 6. Still, Firm A 

some monopoly power: Its profit-maximizing price is $1.50, which exceeds marginal cost. 

similari7 to the way. we obtained a competitive industry'S supply cun'e in Chapter 8 by 
. surnrnmg the margmal cost curves of the individual firms. 
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four finns are producing an aggregate of 20,000 toothbrushes per day (5000 
per day each) and selling them .at Sl.50 each.' Not; th~: market den:-a.nd is 
relativelv inelastic; you can venfy that at Hus $1.;)0 pnce, the elaStiClty of 

demand is 1.5. 
Nm\' suppose that Firm A is deciding whether t? lower its price to increase 

sales. To make this decision, it needs to know how Its sales 'would respond to a 
chanae in its price. In other words, it needs some idea of the demand curve it 
faces~ as opposed to the market demand curve. A reaso:1able possibility is ~ho"vn 
in Fiaure 10.7(b), v"here the firm's demand curve D~ IS much more elastic than 
the l~arket demand CUr\'e. (At the $1.50 price the elasticity is - 6.0.) The firm 
might predict that by raising price from $1.50 to $1.60, its sales \·"ill drop~say, 
from 5000 Lmits to 3000-as consumers buy more toothbrushes from other firms. 
(If all firms raised their prices to $1.60, sales for Finn A would fall ?nly to 4500.) 
But for several reasons, sales won't drop to zero as they would 111 a perfectly 
competitive market. First, if Firm A's toothbrushes are a little different from its 
competitors, some consumers will pay a bit mor: for th~~. Second, other fir~ 
miaht also raise their prices. Similarly, Firm A mIght antiClpate that by lowermg 
its ~rice from $1.50 to $1.40, it can sell more, perhaps 7000 toothbrushe~ instead 
of 5000. But it will not capture the entire market. Some consumers mIght still 
prefer the competitors' toothbrushes, and the competitors might also lower their 

prices. . . 
Thus Finn A's demand curve depends both on how much ItS product dIffers 

from its competitors' products and on how the four ~irms.compete w~t~ o~e 
another. We will discuss product differentiation and 111terfum comp~h~lOn m 
Chapters 12 and 13. But one important point should be clear: FI1'lI1 A IS llk~ly t~ 
face a demand curve wlziclz is more elastic than the market demand c:lI've: bllt which IS 

'1lot i1lfinitely elastic like the dema1ldcurvefacingapelfectlycolllpetltl~.efI1.ll1. 
Given knovdedae of its demand curve, how much should Fum A produce? 

The same principl~ applies: The profit-maximizing qu.an~ity equat~s marginal 
revenue and marginal cost. In Figure 10.7(b), that quantlty IS 5000 UIlltS. ~he co~· 
responding price is $1.50, which exceeds marginal cos~. Thus alth.ough FIrmA IS 
not a pure monopolist, it does lzaI'e mO/lopoly power-It can proht~bly charge ~ 
price greater than marginal cost. Of course,. i~s monopoly po\v.er IS less than It 
would be if it had driven away the competltlOn and monopolIzed the market, 

but it might still be substantiaL 
This raises two questions. 

1. Ho\v can \·"e meaSllre monopoly power in order to compare one firm Witl~ 
another? (So far we have been talking about monopoly power only in qua 1-

tative terms.) 
2. What are the sources of monopoly power, and why do some finns have more 

monopoly power than others? 

We address both these questions below, although a more complete answer to the 
second question will be provided in Chapters 12 and 13. 

Measuring M()n()p()ly PlOwer 
f 1 ., f' and a Remember the important distinction between a per ect y competltIve Irm 

firm with monopoly power: For the competitive firm, price equals marginal cost; for 
the firm with mO/lopoly power, price exceeds marginal cost. Therefore, a nat~:al wa~ 
to measure monopoly power is to examine the extent to which the proht-maXI 
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'zinO" price exceeds marginal cost. In particular, we can use the markup ratio of 
~ce ~inus marginal cost to price that \ve introduced earlier as part of a rule of 
:mb for pricing. This measure of monopoly power, introduced by economist 
Abba Lerner in 1934, is called the Lerner Index of Monopoly Power. It is the dif
ference between price and marginal cost, divided by price. Mathematically: 

L = (P - MC)IP 

The Lerner index al'ways has a value between zero and one. For a perfectly 
competitive firm, P = MC, so that L = O. The larger L, the greater the degree of 
monopoly power. 

This index of monopoly pm·ver can also be expressed in terms of the elasticity 
of demand facing the firm. Using equation (10.1), we know that 

L = (P - MC)IP liEd (10.4) 

Remember, however, that Ed is now the elasticity of the firm's demand curve, not 
the market demand curve. In the toothbrush example discussed above, the elas
ticity of deI!1and for Finn A is - 6.0, and the degree of monopoly power is 
1/6 = 0.167. 1 

Note that considerable monopoly pm'l'er does not necessarily irnply high 
profits. Profit depends on average cost relative to price. Firm A might have more 
monopoly power than Finn B but earn a lower profit because of higher average 
costs. 

The Rule ()f Thumb f()r Pricing 
In the previous section, we used equation (10.2) to compute price as a simple 
markup over marginal cost: 

P = MC 
1 + (1/Ed) 

This relationship provides a rule of thumb for allY firm with monopoly power. 
We must remember, howevel~ that is the elasticity of demand for the firm, not 
the elasticity of market demand. 

It is harder to determine the elasticity of demand for the firm than for the 
market because the firm must consider how its competitors will react to price 
changes. Essentially, the manager must estimate the percentage change in the 
firm's unit sales that is likely to result from a I-percent change in the firm's price. 
This estimate might be based on a formal model or on the manager's intuition 
and experience. 

Given an estimate of the firm's elasticity of demand, the manager can calcu
late the proper markup. If the firm's elasticity of demand is large, this markup 

------
~ There are three problems with applyi.ng the Lerner index to the analysis of public policy to\\'ard 
,lrms. First, because marginal cost is difficult to measure, a\'erage variable cost is often used in 
lem~r index calculations. Second, if the firm prices below its optimal price (possibly to a\'oid legal 
~rutmy), its potential monopoly power will not be noted by the index Third, the index ignores lnar:llc ~spects of pricing such as effects of the learning curve and sl;~fts in demand See Robert S 
?mdyck, The Measurement of Monopoly Power 111 Dvnanllc Markets, /ollnzai of LmL' alld ECOIlOIIIICS 
28 (April 1985): 193-222. - . 

Lerner Index of Monopoly 
Power Measure of monopoly 
power calculated as excess of 
price over marginal cost as a 
fraction of price. 
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S/Q 
S/Q 

P* - :VIC Me P* 

P* 
AR 

:VIR 

Q* Quantity 

P . 1 to minus the inverse of the elasticity of demand facing the firm. If the 
The markup (P .- M~)/ IS equa.

k
. II d the firm has little- monopolv power. The opposite is 

demand is elastlc as 111 (a), the mal up IS sma an J 

demand is relatively inelastic, as in (b). 

will be small (and we can say that the firm has very li~tle monopoly . 
the firm's elasticity of demand is small, this markup WIll be large (and. the 
will have conside~'able monopoly power). Figures 10.8(a) and 10.8(b) Illustra~ 
these two extremes. 

T
hree examples should help clarify the use of ~l1~rkul? pricin? Consider a 
retail supermarket chain. Although the elastICIty ot marker demand 

food is small (about -1), several supermarkets usuall~ sen'e m~st areas, r 

single supermarket can raise its prices verI' .much 'wIthout l~sm~ m;;y 
tomers to other stores. As a result, the elastlCIty of demand f?r an). 0 

market is often as larae as -10. Substituting this number tor Ed 111 eLI'''lU'"'' 

(10.2), we find P = MC/(1 0.1) = MC/(0.9) (~.l1)MC. In otheI~ t 
manaaer of a typical supermarket should set pnces about 11 percen . h 
marai71al cost. For a reasonably wide range of output leve~s (~\'er W,.,..h"l,C,.cnlllll<' 
size ~f the store and the number of its ~mployees 'will remaU1 fIxed), ts 
cost includes the cost of purchasing the tood at wholesale, plus the cos 
ing the food, arranging it on the shelYes, etc For most supermarkets, 

markup is indeed about 10 or 11 percent. d 
Small convenience stores, which are often open 7 days a week an 

74 hours a day tvpicallv charge higher prices than supermarkets. 
- J 'J ~ • d'" It storners 
Because a convenience store faces a less elastic deman CUl: e. s cu f 
generally less price sensiti\·e. They might need a quart of 111l1k or a loa 
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1 t
at niaht, or may find it inconvenient to drive to the supermarket. The elas-

ae 0 df . . b ,... I k . . 'tv of deman or a converuence store IS a out ::1, so t 1e mar up equation 
~Cl 'lies that its prices should be about 25 percent above marginal cost, as 
J1l1P . II indeed they typlca yare. 

The Lerner index, (P - MC)/P, tells us that the convenience store has more 
monopoly power, but do~s it make larger profi~s? No. Because its volume is far 
mailer and its average hxed costs are larger, It usually earns a much smaller 

S rofit than a large supermarket, despite its higher markup. 
p Finally, consider a producer of designer jeans. Many companies produce 
'eans, but some consumers 'will pay much more for jeans 'with a designer label. 
}usthOW much more they will pay-or more exactly, hmv much sales will drop 
in response to higher prices-is a question that the producer must carefully 
consider because it is critical in determining the price at which the clothing 'will 
be sold (at 'wholesale to retail stores, which then mark up the price further). 
With designer jeans, demand elasticities in the range of - 3 to 4 are typical for 
the major labels. This means that price should be 33 to 50 percent higher than 
marginal cost. Marginal cost is typically $12 to $18 per pair, and the 'wholesale 
price is in the $18 to $27 range. 

During the mid-1980s, the number of households owning videocassette 
recorders (VCRs) grew rapidly, as did the markets for rentals and sales of 

prerecorded cassettes. Although many more videocassettes are rented through 
small retail outlets than are sold outright, the market for sales is large and 
growing. Producers, however, fOLmd it difficult to decide what price to charge 
for cassettes. As a result, in 1985 popular movies were selling for vastly different 
prices, as the data for that year shuw in Table 10.2. 

Note that while The ElIlpire Strikes Back \·vas selling for nearly $80, Star Trek, 
a film that appealed to the same audience and was about as popular, sold 
for only about $25. These price differences reflected uncertainty and a wide 

1985 

TITLE RETAIL PRICE ($) TITLE 

$29.98 Austin Powers 

rs of the Lost Ark 24.95 A Bug's Life 

1999 

59.95 There's Something about Mary 

79.98 Tae-Bo Workout 

Officer and a Gentleman 24.95 Lethal Weapon 4 

Trek: The Motion Picture 24.95 Men in Black 

39.98 Armageddon 

RETAIL PRICE ($) 

$10.49 

17.99 

13.99 

24.47 

16.99 

12.99 

15.86 
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510 billion 

8 

6 

Betw'een 1990 and 1997, lower prices induced consumers to buy many more 
rental revenues were flat. 

di\'ergence of views on pricing by producers, The issue was \vhether lower 
prices would induce consumers to buy yideocassettes rath~r than rent them. 
Because producers do not share in the retailers' re\'enues trom rentals, they 
should charge a low price for cassettes only if that will induce enough con
sumers to buv them, Because the market was young, producers had no good 
estimates of tile elasticity of demand, so they based prices on hunches or trial 

and error,' 
As the market matured, howeyer, sales data and market research studies put 

pricing decisions on firmer groUl:d: They, strongly indicated th~t,d~mar:d was 
elastic and that the profit-maximlzmg pnce was m the range ot $1::> to $30. As 
one industrv analyst said, "People are becoming collectors, , , ' As you lower 
the price y;u attr~ct households that would not have considered b,uying at a 
higher price poinL"l) By the 1990s, most producers ha~ low.ered pnces acr~s~ 
the board. As Table 102 shows, in 1999 prices of top-sellmg \'ldeos were cousld 
erably lower than in 1985. As a result of these price declines, sales of videos 
incre;sed steadily dur~ng th~ 1990s, as did profits from thes~ sales, As Fi~~ 
10,9 sho'ws, revenues trorn ndeo sales more than doubled from 1990 to 1 I 

HaL 

S "Video Producers Debate the Value of Price Cuts," :\Ci(' York Tillles, February 19, 1985 

U "StLldl'OS Now Stress ina Video Sales O\'er Rentals," :\CiL' York Till1cs, October 17, 19S~ .. For. 
" " , ' " d 1'; Gl I "Priem" I.'! 

detailed stud\' ot \'ideocassette pncmg, see Carl E Enomoto and Soumen ra" 10S1. " 
the Horne-Video Market" (working paper, New Mexico State Cni\·erslty. 1992) 
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I,tVhv do some firms have considerable monopoly po\,\Ter while other firms have 
littl~ or none? Remember that monopoly power is the ability to set price above 
maro-inal cost and that the amount by which price exceeds marginal cost 
dep;nds inversely 01: t~e elasticity of demand facing the firm. As equation (10.3) 
5ho\',% the less elastic Its demand curve, the more monopoly power a firm has. 
The ultimate determinant of monopoly power is therefore the firm's elasticity of 
demand. Thus we should rephrase our question: Why do some firms (e.g" a 
supermarket chain) face demand curves that are more elastic than those faced by 
others (e.g., a producer of designer clothing)? 

Three factors determine a firm's elasticity of demand: 

1. The elasticity of market demand. Because the firm's own demand will be at 
least as elastic as market demand, the elasticity of market demand limits the 
potential for monopoly power, 

2. The Illllllber affirms ill the market. If there are many firms, it is unlikely that 
anyone firm will be able to affect price significantly. 

3. The il1teractioll amongfirllls. Even if only two or three firms are in the market, 
each firm will be unable to profitably raise price very much if the rivalry 
among them is aggressive, with each firm trying to capture as much of the 
market as it can. Let's examine each of these three determinants of monop
oly power. 

The Elasticity of Market Demand 
If there is only one finn-a pure monopolist-its demand curve is the market 
demand curve, In this case, the firm's degree of monopoly power depends com
pletely on the elasticity of market demand. More often, however, several firms 
compete with one another; then the elasticity of market demand sets a lower 
limit on the magnitude of the elasticity of demand for each finn. Recall our 
example of the toothbrush producers illustrated in Figure 10.7, The market 
demand for toothbrushes might not be very elastic, but each firm's demand will 
be more elastic. (In Figure 10.7, the elasticity of market demand is - 1.5, and the 
elasticity of demand for each firm is 6.) A particular firm's elasticity depends 
on how the firms compete with one another. But no matter how they compete, 
the elasticity of demand for each firm could never become smaller in magnitude 
than -1.5, 

Because the demand for oil is fairly inelastic (at least in the short run), OPEC 
could raise oil prices far above marginal production cost during the 1970s and 
early 1980s. Because the demands for such commodities as coffee, cocoa, tin, and 
COpper are much more elastic, attempts by producers to cartelize these markets 
~n~ raise prices have largely failed, In each case, the elasticity of market demand 
limits the potential monopoly power of individual producers, 

The Number of Firms 

The seco~d determinant of a firm's demand curve-and thus of its monopoly 
POwer-IS the number of firms in its m,arket. Other things being equat the 
monopoly power of each firm will fall as the number of firrns increases. As more 
~~ more firms compete, each firm will find it harder to raise prices and avoid 
.osmg sales to other firms. 
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barrier to entry Condition 
that impedes entry by new 
competitors, 

In §7.4, we explain that a firm 
enjoys economies of scale 
when it can double its output 
with less than a doubling of 
cost. 

What matters, of course, is not just the total number of firms, but the 
of "major players" -firms "with significant market share, For example, if 
two large firms account for 90 percent of sales in a market, with another 20 
accounting for the remaining 10 percent, the two large firms might have 
erable monopoly power. When only a few firms account for most of the sales 
market, we say that the market is highly collcentrated.

lO 

It is someti~11es said (not always jokingly) that the greatest fear of American 
business is competition. That mayor may not be true. But we would 
expect that \vhen only a te-w firms are in a market, their managers will 
that no ne\,\' firms enter. An increase in the number of firms can only reduce 
monopoly po"wer of each incumbent firm. An important aspect of competitive 
strategy (discussed in detail in Chapter 13) is finding ways to create barriers to 
entry-conditions that deter entry by new competitors. 

Sometimes there are natural barriers to entry. For example, one firm may have 
a piltent on the technology needed to produce a particular product. This makes it 
impossible for other firms to enter the market, at least until the patent expires. 
Other legally created rights work in the same way-a copyright can limit the sale 
of a book, music, or a computer software program to a single company, and 
need for a gm·ernment license can prevent ne"w firms from entering the markets 
for telephone service, television broadcasting, or interstate trucking. Finallv, 
economies of SCille may make it too costly for more than a fe\,-' firms to supply the 
entire market. In some cases, economies of scale may be so large that it is most 
efficient for a single firm-Il Ililtumi m01lopoly-to supply the entire market. 
will discuss scale economies and natural monopoly in more detail shortly. 

The Interaction Among Firms 
The "ways in "which competina finns interact is also an important-and some-

~ 0 
times the most important-determinant of monopoly power. Suppose there are 
four firms in a market. They rnight compete aggressively, undercutting one 
another's prices to capture more market share. This could drive prices down to 
nearly competitive levels. Each finn will fear that if it raises its price it will be 
undercut and lose market share. As a result, it "will have little monopoly power. 

On the other hand, the finns might not compete much. They might even col
lude (in violation of the antitrust la"ws), agreeing to limit output and raise prices. 
Raising prices in concert rather than individually is more likely to be profitable, 
so collusion can generate substantial monopoly power. 

We will discuss the interaction among firms in detail in Chapters 12 and 13. 
Now we simply want to point out that other things being equal, monopoly 
power is smaller vvhen firms compete aggressively and is larger when they 

cooperate. 
Remember that a firm's monopoly power often changes over time, as its oper-

atina conditions (market demand and cost), its behavior, and the behavior of 
of' competitors change. Monopoly power must therefore be thought 0 m.a 

dynamic context. For example, the market demand curve might be very inelastic 
in the short nm but much more elastic in the long run. (Because this is the case 
with oil, the OPEC cartel enjoyed considerable short-run but much less long-run 
monopoly power.) Furthermore, real or potential monopoly power in the short 

10 A statistic called the colleelltrlltioll ratio. which measures the fraction of sales accounted for ~Y! 
the four largest firms, is often used to describe the concentration of a market Concentration 15 one. 
but not the only, determinant of market power 
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can make an industry more competiti\'e in the long run. Large short-run 
can induce new firms to enter an industry, thereby reducing monopoly 
over the longer term. 

a competitive market, price equals marginal cost. Monopoly power, on the 
other hand,. implies .n1at price exceeds marginal cost. Because monopoly power 

in higher pnces an.d lower quantities produced, we would expect it to 
consumers \Norse otf and the firm better off. But suppose we value the 

welfare of consumers the same as that of producers. In the aggregate, does 
monopoly po'wer make consumers and producers better or \'vorse off? 

We can answer this question by comparing the consumer and producer sur
that results when a competitive industry produces a good with the surplus 
results when a monopolist supplies the entire market.]] (We assume that the 

!l""ll'-''-'~'" market and the monopolist have the same cost curves.) Figure 10.10 
the average and marginall'evenue curves and marginal cost curve for the 

monopolist. To maxir:nize profit, the firm produces at the point where marginal 
equals margmal cost, so that the price and quantity are P,,, and Q1I1' In a 
-".e market, price must equal marginal cost, so the competitive price 

and quantity, Pc and Qu are found at the intersection of the average revenue 

S/Q 

Lost Consumer Surplus 

Deadweight Loss 
MC 

AR 

shaded rec~angle and triangles show changes in consumer and producer sur
when mov~g from competitive price and quantity, Pc and Qu to a monopolist's 
and quan~ty, P,,, and Qm. Because of the higher price, consumers lose A + B 

producer gams A - C. The deadweight loss is - B C. 

------1!Il . there were t ' f 1"" 1 \\ a or more lrms, eac I WIt 1 some monopoly power, the analYSis would be more 
However, the baSIC results would be the same." 

In §9.1, we explain that con
sumer surplus is the total 
benefit or value that con
sumers receive bevond what 
they pay for a good; producer 
surpl~Is is the analogous mea
sure tor producers. 
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rent seeking Spending 
money in socially unproduc
tive efforts to acquire, main
tain, or exercise monopoly 
power. 

(demand) curve and the marginal cost curve. Now let's examine how Surplu 
changes if we move from the competitive price and quantity, B: and Qo to t~ 
monopoly price and quantity, gl and Qm· 

Under monopoly, the price is higher and consumers buy less. Because of the 
higher price, those consumers who buy the good lose surplus of an amount 
given by rectangle A. Those consumers who do not buy the good at price P'1l but 
who will buy at price B: also lose surplus-namely, an amOlmt given by triangle 
B. The total loss of consumer surplus is therefore A + B. The producer, however 
gains rectangle A by selling at the higher price but loses triangle C, the addi: 
tional profit it would have earned by selling Qc - Qm at price Pc· The total gain in 
producer surplus is therefore A - C. Subtracting the loss of consumer surplus 
from the gain in producer surplus, we see a net loss of surplus given by B + C. 
This is the deadweight 1055 from monopoly power. Even if the monopolist'S profits 
were taxed away and redistributed to the consumers of its products, there 
would be an inefficiency because output would be lower than lmder conditions 
of competition. The deadweight loss is the social cost of this inefficiency. 

Rent Seeking 
In practice, the social cost of monopoly power is likely to exceed the deadweight 
loss in triangles Band C of Figure 10.10. The reason is that the firm may engage 
in rent seeking: spending large amounts of money in socially unproductive 
efforts to acquire, maintain, or exercise its monopoly power. Rent seeking might 
involve lobbying activities (and perhaps campaign contributions) to obtain gov
ernment regulations that make entry by potential competitors more difficult. 
Rent-seeking activity could also involve advertising and legal efforts to avoid 
antitrust scrutiny. It might also mean installing but not utilizing extra produc
tion capacity to convince potential competitors that they cannot sell enough to 
make enhy worthwhile. We would expect the economic incentive to incur rent
seeking costs to bear a direct relation to the gains from monopoly power (Le., 
rectangle A minus triangle C). Therefore, the larger the transfer from consumers 
to the firm (rectangle A), the larger the social cost of monopolyY 

Here's an example. In 1996, the Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM) 
successfully lobbied the Clinton administration for regulations requiring that 
the ethanol (ethyl alcohol) used in motor vehicle fuel be produced from com 
(The government had already planned to add ethanol to gasoline in order to 
reduce the country's dependence on imported oiL) Ethanol is chemically the 
same whether it is produced from corn, potatoes, grain, or anything else. Then 
why require that it be produced only from corn? Because ADM had a near 
monopoly on corn-based ethanol production, so the regulation would increase 
its gains from monopoly power. 

Price Regulation 
Because of its social cost, antitrust laws prevent firms from accumulating exces
sive amounts of monopoly power. We will say more about such lavvs at the end 
of the chapter. Here, we examine another means by which government can limit 
monopoly power-price regulation. 

11 The concept of rent seeking was first developed by Gordon Tullock For more detailed diS~U55iO~ 
see Gordon Tullock, Rent Seeking (Brookfield VT: Edward Elgar, 1993). or Robert D. Tolhs,?nall 

Roger D. Congleton, The Econolllic Analysis of Rent Seeking (Brookfield, VT: Edward Elgar, 199'). 
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?vIC 

~'-"-----I- Ivlarginal re\'enue 
curve when price 
is regulated to be 
no higher than PI 

AC 

AR 

If left alone, a monopolist produces Q and charGes p. UTI tl . . if III b Ill' YV 1en 1e Government 
Im~oses ~ rr~ef ce mg of P1 the firm's average and marginal revenue ~re constant 
a~ eq~a o .. 1 ~r output levels up to Q1' For larger output levels, the ori£inal aver
aoe an margma rev~nue cun'es apply. TI1e new marginal revenue curv~ is there-
~ore,the dark purple lme, \vhich intersects the mal'£inal cost curve at Q Wh' . , 
15 lowered to Pc, at the point where marcinal cost' b t t l' en pnce 
. ," b m ersec s averaGe revenue output 
mcreases to ItS maXImum Q .. TIus is the output th t ld b c: d ' L .'., a wou e pIO uced by a com-

, _ owermg pnce hlrther, to P3, reduces output to Q3 and causes a 

We ~aw in Chap.tel' 9 that in a competitive market, price reGulation ah\'a T 

results 1I~ a deadweIght loss. This need not be the case, however ~vhen a firm h~~ 
:~ing~f~ y ~lo\\t'er. °ln t.he contrary, price regulation can eli~inate the dead-

. oss 1a resu ts trom monopoly power. 
FIgure 10 .. 11 illustrates price reaulation P. and Q a" tl . d . 

~~:~:;~Ult without regulat~.on. Now su~p~se the ~ri~: i~er~;~~~a~~~ ~;u~:~; 
tooQ 't han Pl' Because the fum can charge no more than PI for output levels up 
{)rea~~l ~te\v average revenue curve is a horizontal line at PI' For output levels 
~evemr 1al: ,o.lt thene,\' a\'erage revenue CUlTe is identical to the old averaGe 
will b Ie CUf1

f
\ e. At these output levels, the firm 'will charge less than P and ~o 

e una ected by the regulation. I 
The firm's ' .' 1 

enue c" ~e:\ ;na1gma revenue curve corresponds to its new averaGe rev-
els II ~~ \ e an ~!.s 10,~n by the dark purple line in Figure 10.10. For OUtpbut le\'
than ~ ~I' marbllla~ l~\'enUe equals average revenue. For output levels Greater 
firm wSI le ne,v rna1gI~1al revenue CUlTe is identical to the original cun~e. The 
enUe CUI\::~du~e qua~ltIty Ql ?ecause that is the pOint at which its marginal rev
quanti tv Q 1l~e1sects I:s.margma~ cost curve. You can verify that at price PI and 

- 1, t e dead", eight loss trom monopoly power is reduced. 
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natural monopoly Firm that 
can produce the entire output 
of the market at a cost lower 
than what it would be if there 
were several firms, 

As the price is lowered further, the quantity produced continues to . 
and the deadweight loss to decline. At price Pc, 'where average re\'enue and 
ainal cost intersect the quantitv produced has increased to the competitive o , . 
the deadweight loss from monopoly power ha~ be.en elimi~1ated .. ReduCing 
price even more-say, to P3-results in a reductzolJ m quantlty. This . 
equivalent to imposing a price ceiling on a competitive industry. A 
develops, (Q;' - Q3), in addition to the deadweight loss from regulation. As 
price is luwered further, the quantity produced continues to fall and the 
grows. Finally, if the price is lo\vered belO'w p., the minimum average cost, 
firm loses money and goes out of business. 

Natural Monopoly 
Price regulation is most often used for Ilatural lI1onopolies, such as local 
companies, A natural monopoly is a firm that can produce the entire output 
the market at a cost that is lower than what it would be if there were 
firms, If a firm is a natural monopoly, it is more efficient to let it serve the entire 
market rather than have several firms compete. 

A natural monopoly usually arises when there are strong economies of scale, 
as illustrated in Figure 10,12. If the firm represented by the figure 'was broken up 
into two competing firms, each supplying half the market, the average cost fo~' 
each would be higher than the cost incurred by the original monopoly. 

Note in Figure 10.12 that because average cost is declining every\vhere, mar~ 
ginal cost is always below average cost. If the firm were l.mregulated, it would 
produce QJ/l and sell at the price P,/l" Ideally, the regulatory agency would like to 

5/Q 

I 

~ ----------------~
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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A firm is a nahlral monopoly because it has economies of scale (declining 
and marginal costs) over its entire output range. If price were regulated to?e Pc, 
firm would lose money and go out of business. Setting the price at p, YIelds 
largest possible output consistent with the firm's remaining in business; excess 
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the firm's price down to the competitive le\'el Pc. At that level, ho,vever, 
would not cover average cost and the firm would ao out of business. The 

alternati,'e is therefore to set the price at P" v,'here a\~rage cost and average 
,,,,,,,t:l""~ in~ersect. In t~1at case, Y:e firm e~rns no n-:onopoly profit, and output is 
as large as 1t can be w1thout dm'mg the flrm out at business. 

Recall that the c01:1petitive price (Pc in Figure 10.11) is found at the point at which 
firm'~ margmal cost and average revenue (demand) curves intersect. 

for a na~ural mOI:opoly: The minimum feasible price (P,. in Figure 10.12) 
is found at the pomt at V,'lllCh average cost and demand intersect. Unfortunatelv 

often difficult to determine these prices accurately in practice because th~ 
finn'S demand and cost curves may shift as market conditions evolve. 

As a result, the regulation of a monopoly is 
usually based ?n the rate of retu:-n that it earns on its capital. The regulat~ry 
agency determmes an allo'wed pnce, so that this rate of rehIrn is in some sense 
iicompetiti\'e:' or "fair," ~his practice is called rate-of-return regulation: The 

Um)'nCe allowed 1S based on the (expected) rate of rehIrn that the firm 
earn. b 

Unfortunately, difficult problems arise when implementina rate-of-return 
regulation First, although it is a key element in determinina tl~e firm's rat of 
return, a finn's capital stock is difficult to value. Second, wl~ile a "fair" rat: of 

must be ba.sed ~n the firm's actual cost of capital, that cost depends in 
tum on the behaVIor ot the regulatory agency (and on investors' perceptions of 
what future allowed rates of return will be). 

The difficulty of agreeing on a set of numbers to be used in rate-of-return cal
culations often leads to delays in the regulatorv response to chanaes in cost and 
?t~er market .conditiOl:S. (n.ot to mention long and expensive re~ulatory hear
fibS). The m.aJor beneflClanes are usually lawyers, accountants, and, occasion
ally, econOlmc consu~tan~s. The net result is regulatory lag-the delays of a year 
!lrmor~ usua~ly enta1l~d m changing regulated prices. 

Iromcal~!'. m the l:JOs and 1960s, regulatory lag worked to the advantage of 
regulated tums. Durmg those decades, costs were typically fallina (usually as a 
result .?f scale economies ac~ie\'ed a~ firms grevv). Thus regulato;y lag all~wed 
!h~se trrms, at least for a wh1le, to enJOY actual rates of return areater than those 
ultimately deemed "fair" at the end of regulatorv proceedinat Beginnina in the 
19705 howe' .. th 't t' 1. d . 0 . 0 

, . \ er, ~ Sl ua lOn c!lange ,and regulatory lag worked to the detri-
ot regulate~ hrms .. For example, when oil prices rose sharply, electric utili-

needed to raIse theu' prices. Regulatory lag caused many of them to earn 
B TOf return well below the "fai~" rates tl~ey had been earning earlier. 
} the 1990s, the regulatory enVIronment m the United States had chanaed dra

Many parts of the telecommwucations indushv had been dere~ulated 
ad electl'ic Uti:ities in many states. Because scale ec?~Omies had bee:largel; 
In tl:~re \\ as no lon~er an argument that these firms were nahlral monop

addItion, teclmologlCal change made entry by new firms relatively easy. 

ry agencies typically use a formula like the following to determine price: 

P AVC+(O+T+sK)IQ 

T ;VC is a\"era~e \"ariable ~ost, Q is output, 5 is the allowed" fair" rate of return, 0 is deprecia
s taxes, and K IS the hrm 5 current capital stock 

rate-of-return regulation 
The maximum price allowed 
by a regulatory agency is 
based on the (expected) rate of 
return that a firm will earn, 
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oligopsony Market with 
only a few buyers_ 

monopsony power Buyer's 
ability to affect the price of a 
good. 

marginal value Additional 
benefit derived from purchas
ing one more unit of a good. 

In §4.1, we explain that as we 
move down along a demand 
curve, the value the con
sumer places on an addi
tional unit of the good falls. 

marginal expenditure 
Additional cost of buying one 
more unit of a good. 

average expenditure Price 
paid per unit of a good. 

So far our discussion of market povver has fo~use~ entirely O.I: the seller side of 
the market. Novv we turn to the bUlfer side. We WIll see that It there are not 
many buyers, they can also have m~rket power and use it profitably to affectthe 
price they pay for a product. 

First, a fey,,' terms. 

Ii Monopsony refers to a market in which there is a single buyer. 

Ii An oligopsony is a market with only a few buyers. 

Ii With one or only a few buyers, some buyers may have monopsony power: a 
buyer's ability to affect the price of a good. Monopsony power enables 
buyer to purchase the good for less than the price that would prevail in a 
competitive market. 

Suppose you are hying to decide how much of a good to purchase. You could 
apply the basic marginal principle-keep purchasing units of the good until the 
last unit purchased gives additional value, or utility, just equal to the cost of that 
last unit. In other words, on the margin, additional benefit should just be offset 

by additional cost. 
Let's look at this additional benefit and additional cost in more detail. We use 

the term maro-inal value to refer to the additional benefit from purchasing one 
more unit of:: good. How do we determine marginal value? Recall from Chapter 
4 that an individual demand curve determine marginal value, or marginal util
ity, as a function of the quantity purchased. Therefore, your I/wrginlll I'llille sched
ule is your delllllnd curve for the good. An individual's demand curve slopes 
downward because the marginal value obtained from buying one more unit of a 
o-ood declines as the total quantity purchased increases. 
b The additional cost of buying one more mut of a good is called the marginal 
expenditure. What that marginal expendihlre is depends on whether you are a 
competitive buyer or a buyer with monopsony power. Suppose you a:e a com
petitive buyer-in other words, you have no mfluence over the pnce of the 
aood. In that case, the cost of each unit you buy is the same no matter how many 
~nits you purchase; it is the market price of the good. Figure 10.1~(a) illushat~ 
this principle. The price you pay per unit is your average expe~dlture per. urut, 
and it is the same for all units. But what is your IIlllrgllwl expenditure per unrt? As 
a competitive buyer, your marginal expendihlre is equal to your a\-erage expen
dihlre, which in turn is equal to the market price of the good. 

Figure 10.13(a) also shows your marginal value schedule (i.e., Y01:r demand 
curve). How much of the good should you buy? You should buy untll the ma:
ainal value of the last unit is just equal to the marginal expenditure on that urut 
Trms you should purchase quantity Q* at the intersection of the marginal expen-

diture and demand curves. 
We introduced the concepts of marginal and average expenditure because 

they will make it easier to understand what happens when buyers have monop~ 
sony power. But before considering that situation, let's look at. t~le an~logy 
between competitive buyer conditions and competitive seller condltlOns. FIgure 
10.13(b) shows hoy\' a perfectly competitive seller decides how much to produce 
and sell. Because the seller takes the market price as given, both average 

. -1 f· .. . - t· t T is at the marainal revenue are equal to the pnce. T 1e pro It-maxlmlzmg quan 1 ) 
b . 

intersection of the marginal revenue and margmal cost curves. 
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~IC 

Q* Quantity 

fu (a), the competitive buyer takes market price P* as given. Therefore, marginal expenditure and average expendi
ture are constant and equal; quantity purchased is found by equating price to marginal value (demand). In (b), the 
competitive seller also takes price as given. Marginal revenue and average revenue are constant and equal; quantity 
sold is fOlmd by equating price to cost. 

Now suppose that you are the ollly buyer of the good. Again you face a mar
ket supply curve, which tells you how much producers are willing to sell as a 
function of the price you pay. Should the quantity you purchase be at the point 
where yom marginal value cur\·e intersects the market supply curve? No. If you 
want to maximize your net benefit from purchasing the good, you should pur
chase a smaller quantity, which you will obtain at a lower price. 

To determine how much to buv, set the marainal value from the last unit pur-
~ b 

chased equal to the marginal expenditure on that unit. 14 Note, however, that the 
market supply curve is not the marginal expenditure curve. The market supply 
curve shows how much you must pay per ullit, as a function of the total number 
of units you buy. In other words, the supply curve is the (werllge expellditure 
c:rrve. And because this average expenditure curve is upward sloping, the mar
gmal expenditure cun-e must lie above it. The decision to buy an extra unit 
raises the price that must be paid for Illl units, not just the extra 0~le.15 

14Mathematically, we can write the net benefit !\iB from the purchase as NB V - E, where V is the 
\'al~e to the buyer of the purchase and E is the expenditure. Net benefit is maximized when 
~NB/..lQ 0 Then 

..lNB/..lQ = ..l F/..lQ - ..lE/..lQ = MV - :VIE 0 

sothatMV = ME 

:'To obtain the marginal expenditure cun·e algebraicalh·, \\Tite the supph" cun·e with price on the 
left-hand side: P = P(Q) Then total expenditure E is price times quantit\~ or E = P(Q)Q, and mar-
gInal expenditure is -

ME = ..lE/..lQ = P(Q) .,. Q(..lP/..lQ) 

~cause the supply curye is upward sloping, ..lP/..lQ is positi\"e, and marginal expenditure is greater 
. _an a\·erage expenditure. 
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S/Q 

5 :\E 

MV 

The market supply curve is the monopsonist's aver~ge expe~diture curve 
Average expenditure is rising, so marginal expenditure li~s above It. TIle . 
ist purchases quantity Q~" where marginal expendIture and margmal 
(demand) intersect. The price paid per unit P;" is then found from the 
expendihue (supply) curve. In a competitive market, price and q~antity; Pc and 
are both They are fOlmd at the point where average expendIhlre (supply) 

Figure 10.14 illustrates this principle. The optimal quantity for th~ monopso~· 
ist to buy, Q~/f is found at the intersection of the demand and Ir:argmal expendi
ture curves. The price that the monopsonist pays is fou~d trom the supply 
curve: It is the price P~, that brings forth the supply Q~,. Fm~lly, note t~at this 
quantity Q~, is less, and the price P;" is lower, than the quantIty and pnce that 
would prevail in a competitive market, Qc and PC' 

Monopsony and Monopoly Compared 
Monopsony is easier to understand if you compare it with monopoly. ~igures 
10.15(a) and 10.15(b) illustrate this comparison. Recall that a monopolIst ~an 
charae a price above marainal cost because it faces a downward-slopmg 
dem~nd, or average revenueocurve, so that marginal revenue is less than a~erag: 
revenue. Equating marainal cost with marginal revenue leads to a quantIty ~ 
that is less than 'what w~uld be produced in a competitive market, and to a pnee 
P* that is higher than the competitive price Pc _ . 

The monopsony situation is exactly analogous. As Figure 10.1::l(b) Illustrate~f 
the monopsonist can purchase a good at a price below its margillal'l'nille beca~elt 

. d't "e Thus tor a faces an upward-slopmg supply, or average expen 1 ure, CUI\. . 
monopsonist, marginal expenditure is greater than average ex~end:ture. 
Equatina marainal value with marainal expendihue leads to a quantIty Q tha' ° ° .0. . k d t ice P* t is less than what would be bought m a competltive mar et, an 0 a pr 
is Im'\'er than the competitive price PC' 
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s/Q S/Q 

:VIE 

P' I 
lviC 

Pc l __________ _ Pc 

P' 

AR 

Qc Quantity Quantity 

diagrams show the close analogy between monopoly and monopsony. (a) 111e monopolist produces where 
i.'U"~I'l"""Vrevenue intersects marginal cost. Average revenue exceeds marginal revenue, so that price exceeds marginal 
cost. (b) The monopsonist purchases up to the point where marginal expenditure intersects marginal value. Marginal 

exceeds average expenditure, so that marginal value exceeds price. 

Much more common than pure monopsony are markets with only a few firms 
competing among themselves as buyers, so that each finn has some monopsony 
power. For example, the major US automobile manufacturers compete 'with one 
another as buyers of tires. Because each of them accounts for a large share of the 
tire market, each has some monopsony power in that market. General Motors, 
the largest, might be able to exert considerable monopsony power \,\'hen con
tracting for supplies of tires (and other automotive parts). 

In a competitive market, price and marginal value are equaL A buyer with 
monopsony power, hm,\,ever, can purchase a good at a price belo'w marginal 
value. The extent to which price is marked down below marginal value depends 
on the elasticity of supply faCing the buyer.16 If supply is \'ery elastic (E5 is large), 

markdown will be small and the buyer 'will have little monopsony power. 
C~nversely, if supply is very inelastic, the markdown will be large and the buyer 
will have considerable monopsony power. Figures 10.16(a) and 10.16(b) illus
trate these two cases. 

exact relationship (analogous to equation (10.1)) is gi\"en by (MV - P)IP = liEs This equa-
follows because MV ME and :VIE = ':"(PQ)/':"Q = P + Q(':"P!':"Q) 
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S/Q 

P* 

Q* 
(a) 

MY 

Quantity 

S/Q ME 

Q* Quantity 

(b) 

Monopsony power depends on the elasticity of supply. When sup!?ly is elasti~, as in (a), r:1~rginal expenditure 
average expenditure do not differ by much, so price is close to what It would be m a competitive market. The 
is true when supply is inelastic, as in (b). 

Sources of Monopsony Power 
\Vhat determines the degree of monopsony power in a market? Again, we can 
draw analogies with monopoly and monopoly power. We saw that monopoly 
pO'wer depends on three things: the elasticity of market demand, the number of 
sellers in the market, and how those sellers interact. Monopsony power depends 
on three similar things: The elasticity of market supply, the number of buyers in 
the market, and how those buyers interact 

Elasticity A monopsonist benefits because it faces an 
upward-sloping supply curve, so that marginal expenditure exceeds average 
expendihll'e. The less elastic the supply curve, the greater the difference between 
marainal expenditure and averaae expendihlre and the more monopsony power 

b b . 'ts 
the buyer enjoys. If only one buyer is in the market-a pure monopsorust-l 
monopsony power is completely determined by the elasticity of market su~plr' 
If supply is highly elastic, monopsony power is small and there is little gam m 
being the only buyer. 

Most markets have more than one buyer, and the num
ber of buyers is an important determinant of monopsony power. When the n~' 
bel' of buyers is very larae no sinale buyer can have much influence over prIce. 
Thus each buyer fa~es a~1 'extrem~lv el;stic supply curve, so that the market is 
almost compl~tely competitive. The" potential for Inonopsony power arises when 
the number of buyers is limited. 

Finally, suppose three or four buyers are in the 
market. If those buyers compete aggressively, they will bid up the price close to 
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marginal value of the product, and thus they \'vill have little monopsony 
On the other hand, if those buyers compete less aggressively, or even col

prices will not be bid ~lP ver~ much, and the buyers' degree of monopsony 
ower might be nearly as hIgh as If there ,,,'ere only one buyer. 

P So as with rnonopoly power, there is no simple way to predict how much 
onopsony power buyers will have in a market. We can count the number of 

~yers, and we can often estimate the el~sticity ~f supply, but that is n~t enough. 
Monopsony power also depends on the mteractlOn among buyers, whIch can be 
more difficult to ascertain. 

The Social Costs of Monopsony Power 

Because monopsony power results in lower prices and lm'\'er quantities pur
chased, ,ve would expect it to make the buyer better off and sellers worse off. 
But suppose we value the welfare of buyers and sellers equally. How is aggre
rrate welfare affected by monopsony power? 
l:1 We can find out by comparing the consumer and producer surplus that 
results from a competitive market to the surplus that results when a monopson
ist is the sole buyer. Figure 10.17 shows the average and marginal expenditure 
curves and marginal value curve for the monopsonist. The monopsonist's net 
benefit is maximized by purchasing a quantity Q/1/ at a price P/1/ such that mar
ginal value equals marginal expendihlre. In a competitive market, price equals 
marginal value. Thus the competitive price and quantity, Pc and Qo are found 
where the average expenditure and marginal value curves intersect. Now let's 
see how surplus changes if we move from the competitive price and quantity, Pc' 
and QCI to the monopsony price and quantity, P/1/ and Q,w 

S/Q 

The shaded rectangle and triangles show changes in consumer and producer sur
pl~s when moving from competitive price and quantity, Pc and Qu to monopsonist's 
pnce and quantity, P'1l and Q/1/' Because both price and quantity are lower, there is an 
Increase in buyer (consumer) surplus given by A-B. Producer surplus falls by 

..;! + C, so there is a deadweight loss given by h-iangles Band C. 
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bilateral monopoly Market 
with only one seller and one 
buyer. 

With monopsony, the price is lower and less is sold. Because of the 
price, sellers lose an amount of surplus given by rectangle A. In addition, 
lose the surplus given by triangle C because of the reduced sales. The total 
of producer (seller) surplus is therefore A + C The buyer gains the 
given by rectangle A by buying at a lovver price. Hovve\'er, the buyer buys 
QIII instead of Q" and so loses the surplus given by triangle B. The total gain 
surplus to the buyer is therefore A - B, Altogether, there is a net loss of 
given by B + C This is the deadweight loss from mOllopsony power. Even 
monopsonist's gains were taxed away and redistributed to the producers, 
would be an inefficiency because output ,vould be lower than under 
tion. The deadvveight loss is the social cost of this inefficiency 

Bilateral Monopoly 
What happens when a monopolist meets a monopsonist? It's hard to say. 
call a market with only one seller and only one buyer a bilateral 
you think about such a market, you'll see why it is difficult to predict the 
and quantity. Both the buyer and the seller are in a bargaining 
Unforhmately, no simple rule determines which, if either, will get the better 
of the bargain. One party might have more time and patience, or might be 
to convince the other party that it will walk away if the price is too low or 

high. 
Bilateral monopoly is rare. Markets in which a few producers have 

monopoly power and sell to a few buyers who have some monopsony 
are more common. Although bargaining may still be involved, we can applya 
rough principle here: MOllopsony power and /Ilollopoly powe/' will tend to counteract 
each otiler. In other words, the monopsony power of buyers will reduce the effec" 
tive monopoly power of sellers, and vice versa. This does not mean that 
market will end up looking perfectly competitive; if, for example, monopoly 
power is large and monopsony power small, the residual monopoly power 
would still be significant. But in general, monopsony power will push 
closer to marginal cost, and monopoly power ·will push price closer to marginal 

value. 

Monopoly power, as measured by the price-cost margin (P - MC)IP, 
varies considerablv across manufacturino- industries in the United States. 

J b • 

Some industries have price-cost maro-ins close to zero, while in other industnes b . 

the price-cost margins are as high as 0.4 or 0.5. These variations are due 111 

to differences in the determinants of monopoly power: In some industries 
ket demand is more elastic than in others; some industries ha\'e more 
than others; and in some industries, sellers compete more aggressively than in 
others. But something else can help explain these variations in monopoly 
power-differences in monopsony power among the firms' customers. 

The role of monopsony power was investigated in a statistical Shldy of 
us. manufachlring industriesY The study sought to determine the. e~tent. 
which variations in price-cost margins could be attributed to varIatIOnS In 

ry ••• • • facturi.llg 
L The study \\'as by Ste\'en H Lustgarten, "The Impact at Buyer ConcentratlOn 1I1 lvlanu 
Industries," RCI'icLl' of Ecollolllics alld Statistics 37 (May 1973): 125-32 
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monopsony power by buyers in each indush-y. Although the degree of buyers' 
monopsony power could not be measured directly, data were available for vari-
ables that help determine monopsony powel~ such as buyer concentration (the 
fraction of total sales going to the three or four largest firms) and the averao-e 
annual size of buyers' orders. b 

The study found that buyers' monopsony power had an important effect 
on the price-cost margin:, of sellers ~nd could significantly reduce any monop
oly power that sell~rs mIght othen'\'lse ha\'e. Take, for example, the concentra
tion of buyers, an In.'-portant determinant of monopsony power. In indush'ies 
where onlf four or fIve buyers account for all or nearly all sales, the price-cost 
margins ot sellers would on average be as much as 10 percentage points lower 
than in comparable industries with hundreds of buyers accounting for sales. 

A good example of monopsony power in manufacturing is the market for 
automobile p.arts and .components, such as brakes and radiators, Each major 
car producer m the UnIted States typically buys an individual part from at least 
three, and often as many as a dozen, suppliers. In addition, for a standardized 
product, such as brakes, each automobile company usually produces part of its 
needs itself, so that it is not totally reliant on outside finns. TI1is puts companies 
like G~neral ~otors and Ford ~ an excellent bargaining position with respect 
to theIr supplIers. Each supplIer must compete for sales ao-ainst five or ten 
other suppliers, but each can sell to only a few buyers. For a ~pecialized part, a 
s~gle auto cO~1pany may be the ollly buyer. As a result, the automobile compa
rues have conSIderable monopsony power. 

This monopsony power becomes evident from the conditions tInder which 
suppliers must operate. To obtain a sales contract, a supplier must have a track 
record of reliability, in terms of both product quality and ability to meet tio-ht 
delivery schedules. Suppliers are also often required to respond to change~ in 
volume, as auto sales and production levels fluchlate. Finally, pricino- neo-otia
tions are notoriously difficult; a potential supplier will sometimes l~se ~ con
tract beca:l~e its bid is a perm!, per item higher than those of its competitors. 
Not surpnsmgly, producers ot parts and components usuallv have little or no 
monopoly power. -

seen that market power-whether wielded by sellers or buyers-harms 
purchasers who could have bought at competitive prices. In addition, 

power red:lCes output, which leads to a deadweight loss. Excessive ma1'
power also raIses problems of equity and fairness: 1£ a finn has sio-nificant 

yyower, it will profit at the expense of consumers. In theory~ a firm's 
s prohts ~ou~d b~ ta~ed away and re.dish"ib.uted to the buyers of its products, 
~Ch ~ .Ie~Istnb:lt~on IS ,often ImpracticaL It IS difficult to detennine what por

a fum s profIt IS ath'lbutable to monopoly power, and it is even more diffi
to locate all the buyers and reimburse them in proportion to their purchases. 

How the· . t 1" k , 11, can SOCle y Imlt mar et power and prevent it from being used 
r' . vely? ,For. a nahlral monopoly, such as an electric utility company, 

p ICe legulation IS the answer. But more generally, the answer is to prevent 
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antitrust laws Rules and 
regulations prohibiting actions 
that restrain, or are likely to 
restrain, competition 

parallel conduct Form of 
implicit collusion in which 
one firm consistently follows 
actions of another, 

firms from acquiring excessiv'e market power in the first place, and to limit 
use of that power if it is acquired. In the United States, this is done via 
antitrust laws: a set of rules and regulations designed to promote a competiti\7 
economy by prohibiting actions that restrain, or are likely to restrain, compeli~ 
tion, and by restricting the forms of market structure that are allowable, 

Monopoly power can arise in a number of ways, each of which is covered 
the antitrust la\vs. Section 1 of the Sherman Act (vvhich was passed in 1890) pro
hibits contracts, combinations, or conspiracies in restraint ot trade. One obvious 
example of an illegal combination is an explicit agreement among producers to 
restrict their outputs and/ or "fix" price above the competiti\'e le\'eL There have 
been numerous instances of such illegal combinations. For example: 

II In 1983, six companies and six executiyes were indicted for conspiring to fix 
the price of copper tubing over a six-year period. 

II In 1996, Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM) and two other major pro
ducers of lysine (an animal feed additive) pleaded guilty to criminal charges 
of price fixing, In 1999, three ADM executi\'es were sentenced to prison terms 
ranging from two to three years for their roles in the price-fixing scheme.IS 

II In 1999, four of the world's largest drug and chemical companies-Roche 
AG. of Switzerland, BASF AG, of Germany, Rhone-Poulenc of France, and 
Takeda Chemical Industries of Japan-were charged by the US. Department 
of Justice 'with taking part in a global conspiracy to fix the prices of vitamins 
sold in the United States. The companies pleaded guilty to price fixing and 
agreed to pay fines totaling more than $1 billion,19 

Firm A and Firm B need not meet or talk on the telephone to violate Section 1 
of the Sherman Act; illlplicit collusion in the form of parallel conduct can also be 
construed as violating the law. For example, if Firm B consistently follows FimJ 
A's pricing (parallel pricing), and if the firm's conduct is contrary to what one 
would expect companies to do in the absence of collusion (such as raising prices 
in the face of decreased demand and o\'er-supply), an implicit understanding 
mav be inferred .. 20 

Section 2 of the Sherman Act makes it illegal to monopolize or to attempt to 
monopolize a market and prohibits conspiracies that result in monopolization. 
The Clayton Act (191-±) did much to pinpoint the kinds of practices that are 
likely to be anticompetitive. For example, the Clayton Act makes it unlawful for 
a firm with a large market share to require the buyer or lessor of a good not to 

1S In 1993, AD0.! and three other firms were charged I\'ith fixing carbon dioxide prices In the lysine 
case, proof of the conspirac}' came in part from tapes of meetings at which prices I\'ere set and mar
ket shares divided up At one meeting with executh'es from Ajinimoto Company of Japan, another 
lysine producer, James Randall, then the president of ADM, said, "We ha\'e a saying at this company, 
Our competitors are our friends and our customers are our enemies." See "Video Tapes Take Star 
Role at Archer Daniels Tria!," NelL' York TiJiles, August -±, 1998; "Three Sentenced in ,-\rcher Daniels 
Midland Case," Neil' )'ork Tillle5, July 10, 1999 
1" "Tearing Do\\'n The Facades of 'Vitamins Inc. '," New Y('rk Tillie:;, October 10, 1999 

211The Sherman Act applies to all firms that do business in the United States (to the e"tent that a con' 
spiracy to restrain trade could affect U S. markets) Ho\\'e\'er, foreign go\'ernments (or firms operat
ing under their go\,ernment's control) are not subject to the act, so OPEC need not fear the wrath , 
the Justice Department. Also, firms call collude \\'ith respect to exports. The vVebb-Pomerene ACl 

(1918) allm\'s price fixing and related collusion with respect to export markets, II:; It,;);;: as 
lIIarkets are IIIltltjL'cled b(1 sllcil COllU5ioll. Firms operating in this manner must form a "Webb-Pomerene 
Association" and register it with the gm'enunent 
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buY from a competitor. It also makes it illegal to engage in predatory pricing
rlcing designed to drive current competitors out of business and to discourage 
~ew entrants (so that the predatory firm can enjoy higher prices in the future). 

Monopoly power can also be achieved by a merger of firms into a larger and 
jllore dominant, firm, or by one firm acquiring or taking control of another firm 
bv purchasing ItS stock The Clayton Act prohibits mergers and acquisitions if 
they "substantially lessen competition" or "tend to create a monopoly" 

The antitrust laws also limit possible anticompetitive conduct by finns in 
other ways. For example, the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman 
Act (1936), makes it illegal to discriminate by charging buyers of essentially the 
same product different prices if those price differences are likely to injure com
petition. Even then, firms are not lia~l: if they can s~ow tl:at the price differ
ences were necessary to meet competitIOn. (As we WIll see m the next chapter~ 
price discrimination is a common practice. It becomes the target of antitrust 
action when buyers suffer economic damages and competition is reduced.) 

Another important component of the antitrust lavvs is the Federal Trade 
Commission Act (1914, amended in 1938, 1973, 1975), which created the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC). This act supplements the Sherman and Clayton acts 
by fostering competition through a whole set of prohibitions against unfair and 
a~ticompetitive practices, such as deceptive advertising and labeling, agree
ments with retailers to exclude competing brands, and so on. Because these pro
hlbitions are interpreted and enforced in administrative proceedings before the 
FTC, the act provides broad powers that reach further than other antitrust laws. 

The antitrust laws are actually pluased vaguely in terms of what is and what 
is not allowed. They are intended to provide a general statutory framework to 
give the Justice Department, the FTC, and the courts wide discretion in inter
preting and applying them. This is important because it is difficult to know in 
advance what might be an impediment to competition, Such ambiguity creates 
a need for common la\'\' (Le" the practice whereby courts interpret statutes) 
and supplemental provisions and rulings (e.g., by the FTC or the Justice 
DepartInent). 

Enforcement of the Antitrust laws 
The antitrust laws are enforced in three ways. 

1. Through the Alltitrust Division of the Departlllellt L?f fustice. As an ann of the exec
utive branch, its enforcement policies closely reflect the view of the administI'a
tion in power. As the result of an external complaint or an internal study, the 
deparhnent can institute a criminal proceeding, bring a civil suit, or both. The 
result of a criminal action can be fines for the corporation and fines or jail sen
tences for individuals, For example, individuals who conspire to fix prices or 
rig bids can be charged with a felollY and, if found guilty, may be sentenced to 
jail-something to remember if you are planning to parlay your knowledge of 
microeconomics into a successful business career! Losing a civil action forces a 
corporation to cease its anticompetitive practices and often to pay damages. 

2. Through the adlllillistrative procedures of the Fedew/ Twde COIl1/1lission. Again, 
action can result from an external complaint or from the FTC's own initia
tive. Should the FTC decide that action is required, it can either request a 
voluntary lmderstanding to comply with the law or seek a formal commis
sion order requiring compliance. 

predatory pricing Practice of 
pricing to drive current com
petitors out of business and to 
discourage new entrants in a 
market so that a firm can 
enjoy higher future profits. 
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3. Through private proceedillgs. Individuals or companies can sue for treble 
fold) damages inHicted on their businesses or property, The possibility of ha".; 
ing to pay treble damages can be a strong deterrent to 'would-be Violators 
Individuals or companies can also ask the courts for injunctions to forc~ 
wrongdoers to cease anticompetiti\'e actions. 

US antitrust laws are more stringent and far-reaching than those of most 
other countries. In fact, some people ha\'e argued that they ha\'e prevented 
American industry from competing effecti\-ely in international markets. The 
la,'\'s certainly constrain American business and may at times ha\-e put Americari 
firms at a disadvantage in world markets. But this must be 'weighed against their 
benefits: Antitrust laws han~ been crucial for maintaining competition, and Com. 
petition is essential for economic efficiency, irmo\'ation, and growth. 

I n 1981 and early 1982, American Airlines and Braniff Airways were compet
ing fiercely with each other for passengers, A fare vvar broke out as the firms 

undercut each other's prices to capture market share. On February 21, 1982, 
Robert Crandall, president and CEO of American, made a phone call to 
Howard Puh1am, president and chief executive of Braniff. To Crandall's later 
surprise, the call had been taped. It went like this:21 

Crmldall: I think it's dumb as hell for Ou'ist's sake, all right, to sit here and 
pound the @!#S%&! out of each other and neither one of us making a 
@!#S%&! dime. 

Plltllam: Well ... 
Cmlldall: I mean, you know, @!#S%&!, what the hell is the point of it? 

Putllam: But if vou're aoina to overlav every route of American's on top of 
• tJ tJ .-

every route that Braniff has-I just can't sit here and allow you to bury us 
without giving our best effort 
Crmldall: Oh sure, but Eastern and Delta do the same thing in Atlanta and 
have for years. 
Putllam: Do you have a suggestion for me? 
Clmldall. Yes, I have a suggestion for YOlL Raise your @!#$%&! fares 20 per
cent I'll raise mine the next morning. 

Putllam: Robert, we ... 
Cmlldall: You'll make more money and I will, too. 

Putllam: We can't talk about pricing! 
Crmldall: Oh @!#$%&!, Ho'ward. We can talk about any @!#S%&! thing we 
want to talk about. 

Crandall was vvrong. Corporate executives cannot talk about anything they 
want. Talking about prices and agreeing to fix them is a clear \'iolation of 
Section 1 of the Sherman Act Putnam must ha\'e kno'wn this because he 
promptly rejected Crandall's suggestion. After learning about the call, t~e 
Justice Deparhrlent filed a suit accusing Crandall of violating the antitrust laws 
by proposing to fix prices. 

21 According to the Nnl' York TilllfS, February 2e1, 1983 
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However, proposing to fix prices is not enough to violate Section 1 of the 
Shennan Act: For the lmv to be violated, the two parties must agree to collude. 
Therefore, because Puh1am had rejected Crandall's proposal, Section 1 was not 
violated. The court later ruled, however, that a proposal to fix prices could be 
an attempt to monopolize part of the airline industry and, if so, would violate 
Section 2 of the Sherman Act. American Airlines promised the Justice 
Department never again to engage in such acti\'ity. 

Over the past decade, Microsoft Corporation has grown to become the 
largest computer sofhvare company in the world. Its Windows operating 

System has over 90 percent of the worldwide market for personal computer 
o'perating systems. Microsoft also dominates the office productivity market: Its 
Office Suite, which includes Word (word processing), Excel (spreadsheets), and 
Powerpoint (presentations) held over a 90 percent worldwide market share 
in 1999. 

Microsoft's incredible success has been due in good part to the creative tech
nological and marketing decisions of the company and its CEO, Bill Gates. Is 
there anything wrong as a matter of either economics or law with being so suc
cessful and dominant? It all depends. Under the antitrust la'ws, efforts by firms 
to restrain trade or to engage in activities that inappropriately m~intain 
monopolies are illegaL Did Microsoft engage in anticompetitive, illegal 
practices? 

The U.s. Government says yes; Microsoft disagrees. In October 1998, the 
Antitrust Division of the U.s. Department of Justice (DO}) put Microsoft's 
behavior to the test: It filed suit, raising a broad set of issues that created the 
most significant antitrust law suit of the past two decades. The ensuing trial 
ended in June 1999, but in the absence of any settlement between the aovern-• tJ 

ment and Microsoft, the final chapter of the story is unlikely to be written for 
years to come. Here is a brief road map of some of the DOl's major claims and 
Microsoft's response. 

III DOJ claim: Microsoft has a great deal of market power in the market for PC 
operating systems-enough to meet the legal definition of monopoly power. 

III MS response: Microsoft does not meet the legal test for monopoly power 
because it faces significant threats from potential competitors that offer or 
will offer platforms to compete with Windows. 

II DOJ claim: Microsoft \-iewed Netscape's Internet browser (Netscape 
Navigator) as a threat to its monopoly over the PC operating system market. 
The threat exists because Netscape's browser includes Sun's Java sofh,\rare, 
which can run programs that have been 'written for allY operating system, 
including those that compete with Windows, such as Apple, Unix, and 
Linux. In violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, Microsoft entered into 
exclusionary agreements with computer manufacturers, Internet service 
providers, and Internet content providers with the objecti\'e of raising the 
cost to Netscape of making its browser available to consumers. This action 
impaired Netscape's ability to compete fairly with Microsoft's Internet 
Explorer for the browser business. 
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MS response: The contracts were not unduly restrictiYe" In any 
Microsoft unilaterally agreed to stop most of them" 

DOJ claim: In violation of Section 2 of the Shennan Act, Microsoft 
in practices designed to maintain its monopoly in the market for 
PC operating systems. Most importantly, it tied its browser to the 
98 operating system, even though doing so was technically 
and provides little or no benefit to consumers, This action is 
because it makes it difficult or impossible for Netscape and other firms 
successfully offer competing products. 

II MS response: There are benefits to incorporating the brm'\'ser 
into the operating system. Not being allowed to integrate new 
into an operating system will discourage innovation. Offering 
choice between separate or integrated browsers would cause confusion 
the marketplace. 

II DOJ claim: In violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 
attempted to divide the browser business with Netscape and engaged 
similar conduct with both Apple Computer and Intel. 

II MS response: Microsoft's meetings with Netscape, Apple, and Intel 
for valid business reasons. Indeed, it is useful for consumers and 
to agree on common standards and protocols in developing comJ)uter 
software, 

TIlese are only a few of the highlights of an eight-month trial that was 
fought on a range of economic topics covering a wide array of antitrust 
To learn more about the case, look at the Web sites of the two 

and c 111icl'(lSOrC,,(orn. 

1. Market power is the ability of sellers or buyers to 
affect the price of a good, 

4. Monopsony power is determined in part by the num, 
ber of buyers in the market. If there is only one 
buyer-a pure monopsony-monopsony power 
depends on the elasticity of market supply. The less 
elastic the supply, the more monopsony power the 
buver will have. When there are several buyers, 
m;nopsony power also depends on how aggressively 
they compete for supplies. 

2. Market power comes in two forms, When sellers 
charge a price that is above marginal cost, we say that 
they have monopoly power, which we measure by the 
extent to which price exceeds marginal cost. When 
buyers can obtain a price below their marginal value 
of the good, we say they have monopsony power, 
which we measure by the extent to which marginal 
value exceeds price, 

3. Monopoly power is determined in part by the num
ber of firms competing in the market. If there is only 
one firm-a pure monopoly-monopoly power 
depends entirely on the elasticity of market demand, 
The less elastic the demand, the more monopoly 
power the firm will have,. When there are several 
firms, monopoly power also depends on how the 
firms interact. The more they compete, 

5. Market pmver can impose costs on society. Because 
monopoly and monopsony power both cause pr~ 
duction to fall below the competitive level, there IS 

a deadweight loss of consumer and producer sur
plus, There can be additional social costs from rent 
seeking, 

6. Sometimes, scale economies make pure monopoly 
desirable, But the government will still want to regu
late price to maximize social welfare. 

7. More generally, we rely on the antitrust laws to pre-
vent firms from excessive market 

---------------------------------------------------------------~~ 

A nlOnopolist is producing at a point at which mar
cinal cost exceeds marginal revenue, How should it 
~djust its output to increase profit? 

2. We write the percentage markup of price over mar
LTinal cost as (P MC)/P. For a profit-maximizing 
~lOnopolist, how does this markup depend on the 
elasticity of demand? Why can this markup be 
viewed as a measure of monopoly power? 
Why is there no market supply cun'e under condi
tiOl;S of monopoly? 
Why might a firm ha\"e monopoly pO\\'er e\"en if it is 
not the only producer in the market? 
What are some of the sources of monopoly power? 
Give an example of each, 
What factors determine the amount of monopoly 
power an indh"idual firm is likely to have? Explain 
each one briefly, 
Why is there a social cost to monopoly power? If 
the gains to producers from monopoly power 
could be redistributed to consumers, would the social 
cost of monopoly power be eliminated? Explain 
briefly, 

Will an increase in the demand for a monopolist's 
product always result in a higher price? Explain, Will 
an increase in the supply facing a monopsonist buyer 
always result in a lower price? Explain. 

2. Caterpillar Tractor, one of the largest producers of 
farm machinerv in the world, has hired yOU to ad\'ise 
them on pricil~g policy One of the thi;1gs the com
pany would like to know is how much a 5-percent 
increase in price is likely to reduce sales. What would 
you need to know to help the company with this 
problem? Explain why these facts are important. 

3. A monopolist firm faces a demand with constant elas
ticity of - 2,0 .. It has a constant marginal cost of $20 
per unit and sets a price to maximize profit If mar
ginal cost should increase by 25 percent, would the 
price charged also rise by 25 percent? 

4. A firm faces the following average re\"enue (demand) 
curve: 

P = 100 - O,OlQ 

where Q is weekly production and P is price, mea
sured in cents per unit. The firm's cost function is 
given by C = 50Q + 30,000 .. Assume that the firm 
maximizes profits. 
a. What is the level of production, price, and total 

profit per week? 
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8. Why will a monopolist's output increase if the gO\'
ernment forces it to lower its price? If the government 
wants to set a price ceiling that maximizes the 
monopolist's output, what price should it set? 

9. Ho\\' should a monopolist decide how much of a 
product to buy? Will it buy more or less than a com
petiti\'e buyer? Explain brietly 

10. What is meant by the term "monopsony power"? 
Why might a firm ha\'e monopsony power e\'en if it is 
not the only buyer in the market? 

11. What are some sources of monopsony power) vVhat 
determines the am01,mt of monopsony power an indi
\"idual firm is likely to haw? 

12. Why is there a social cost to monopsony power? If 
the gains to buyers from monopsony power could 
be redistributed to sellers, would the social cost of 
monopsony power be eliminated? Explain brietly, 

13. How do the antitrust laws limit market power in the 
United States? Gh"e examples of major pro\'isions of 
the laws, 

14. Explain briefly how the u.s. antitrust laws are actu
allvenforced, 

b. If the government decides to levy a tax of 10 cents 
per unit on this product, what will be the new level 
of production, price, and profit? 

5. The following table shows the demand CLUTe facing a 
monopolist who produces at a constant marginal cost 
of $10: 

PRICE aUANTlTY 

27 0 

24 2 

21 4 

18 6 

15 8 

12 10 

9 12 

6 14 

3 16 

0 18 

a. Calculate the firm's marginal revenue curve, 


